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SIMPLIFYING HI-FI SPECS
CLASSICS FOR PLEASURE-A COMPLETE REVIEW
AMPLIFIER TESTING-A NEW APPROACH
SHOW REPORTS FROM HARROGATE & DUSSELDORF
REVIEWS: SONAB, MICRO-SEIKI, P.W.B., GOLDRING
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Imhof
Speakers

e

It's a number of years since Imhofs produced

than average prices and yet still had that extra

think is fantastic value and is sold complete

their own

loudspeakers ( remember the

something you would expect from Imhofs. The

with

famous Reflexion models?) and it has taken

result is the IM range of speakers which are

extension lead.

a long time to find a successor worthy of

available in a variety of finishes and have inter-

carrying

changeable 'decor front grilles so you can have

hi-fi

our

speakers on

name. With so
the

market,

many different

our designers and

a model to harmonise with your home.

engineers were set the task of producing models

We

that offered better than average quality at lower

have

now

also

introduced

the

DIN

While

two- pin
technical

connector

and

specifications

a 36- ft.
are

see them and judge for yourself just how good
new

improved Imhof Junior Mk. II speaker which we

they are and then we feel sure you will agree
that they really are value for money.

IM:100
above top

IM.100 de Luxe
above top

I
M.200
above right

type

Infinite baffle

Infinite baffle

Infinite baffle

Infinite baffle

units

13" x 8" bass
11" treble

13" x 9" bass
1" treble

13 ' x 9" bass
'treble

13" x 8" bass
3" treble
5 kHz

model

crossover

JUNIOR MK. 11
above left

1 kHz

1 kHz

1 kHz

50 Hz- 20 kHz

50 Hz- 20 kHz

40 Hz-20 kHz

50 Hz- 20 kHz

8 ohms

8 ohms

8 ohms

8 ohms

power handling

15 watts RMS

15 watts RMS

25 watts RMS

10 watts RMS

size

111"w x 19"h
x 71"cl

11 "w x 19"h
x

151"w x 241"h
x 101-"d

121"w x 24"h
x "d

Charcoal, Silver Sand
or Pearl Grey

Charcoal, Silver Sand,
Pearl Grey
or limber slatted

Charcoal, Silver Sand
or Pearl Grey

Black

Teak or Walnut
£24-19-0
painted white
£27-9-0

Teak or Walnut
£29-8-0
painted white
£31 - 18-0
extra for
Timber slatted
£1-10-0

Teak or Walnut
£38-17-0
painted white
£42-0-0

Teak
£16-16-0

frequency range
impedance

grille

finish
and price

This Year of Hi -Fi
The new edition of This Year of Hi -Fi is a ' must' for
both beginner and expert. Contains details of all
the worthwhile equipment that is currently
available in this country together with helpful notes on
choosing hi-fi and full information on the services
offered by lmhofs. This Year of Hi Fi
costs 3/- post free but each copy contains a

pi

given

below, we would really like you to call in and

IM.110.FS

Dept. 4/11. 112-116 New Oxford Street, London WC1
telephone 01-636 7878
Please tick appropriate squares
Ienclose cheque/postal order/stamps for 3/-, — please
send me acopy of THIS YEAR OF HI-FI
Living overseas Iwould like afree copy of
THIS YEAR OF HI-FI
Please send me, free of charge, details of:
monthly record accounts
guaranteed export service
Eddystone communication receivers

D

voucher worth f1 - 0-0 when you spend over
f20-0-0 on equipment ( sorry - not on records). To
readers living overseas it is sent free and post free

name
address

but the voucher is not included. Send for your copy today.
R598
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"I got the Rhino in Africa, the
Elephant in India and the Hi-Fi
from the SOUND STUDIO"

1

NEW
Sonab
SPEAKERS
Exclusive stockst for Tunbridge
Wells area.

Hessian covered in black, red,
green or blue. Size 30" x 12" x 12".

... MO

Britain's largest selling
hi-fi journal, with an
audited average net sale of
44,668 copies per issue at the
last half- yearly count ( Jan.- June 1970).

Exclusive lines
from " The Sound Studio"

FOLDED HORN ENCLOSURE
A restyled version of the well proven folded horn
enclosure based on the famous Voigt ' quarterwave' patent, making it possible to produce an
extraordinarily wide but level frequency range
from a small, slim cabinet. Finished in teak with
tobacco brown fret. Size 27r x
x 10r.
"... agood design that will give surprising results
with almost any r unit, but with the preferred
unit an excellent hi-fi bargain. Certainly the
reviewer has not enjoyed his favourite organ discs
and tapes so much for quite atime."—HiFi News.

Supplied with:
Wharfedale Super 8 RS/DD
E22/10/Richard Allan CG8T
421/2/6
ELAC 8RM/271 Twin Cone (as available) 417/10/Carriage and insurance, 17/6 each.

Can you beat this sound at the price? Come

£19/0/0 each

and

EQUIPMENT BY:
Quad, Armstrong, Tand berg, Cambridge,
K.E.F., Mordaunt-Short, Akai, Revox,
Tannoy, B & W, Connoisseur, Richard
Allan, Trio, Sinclair, Sonab, Arena, S.M.E.,
Gold ring, Thorens, Audio-Tech nica, etc.,

96

.See page 1799 for Special Bargain Offers!

HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
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NEW BRANCH
NOW OPEN AT

4GRAND PARADE
HIGH STREET
CRAWLEY

SOUND STUDIO
"OPUS 90"
3- WAY COLUMN
SPEAKER SYSTEM

_ABC
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hear these on comparative demonstration.

A new bookshelf speaker
system. Incorporating a twin
cone low resonance bass/mid
range unit plus ahorn tweeter.
Teak with two tone brown fret.
21" x 15"x 7. Good frequency
coverage and modest price.

E17/17/6.

THE SOUND STUDIO LTD., 33-35 Camden Rd.,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Tunbridge Wells 32153 \hrdèg\
nn•unte•••
Late nights: Mondays and Fridays until 8 p.m.

Credit Facilities.
Barclaycard.
Paybonds.
Part Exchanges.
Home Demonstrations. Installations.
Repairs. HFDA Member—plus an extra six months' guarantee on labour and parts- 12 months in all!
*London Office/Showroom: 112 High Holborn, W.C.1 (
First Floor). It would be appreciated
if an appointment could be made before visiting our London office to ensure that adequate attention may be given to our customers. Please ring: 01-242 3130.
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now the choosing is easy!
no deposit
credit terms
hire purchase

guaranteed
super systems
big discounts
Lewis Radio's technicians have been putting their heads

Pretty good so far? Well we haven't stopped there, while

together, and they have come up with a really exciting new
range of stereo systems. Systems incorporating selected, technically brilliant and thoroughly reliable equipment from the
cream of British and Continental manufacturers offered at
special discount prices.
We are so confident of the quality
of the equipment which we offer that each item is backed by
this unique Lewis Radio guarantee: We will guarantee to
put into full working order any item we have sold at any time
within the first 12 months, absolutely free of charge, irrespective of the fault—provided there has been no technical inter-

we were at it we thought how difficult it is from your point of
view to choose a system to precisely suit your requirements
so we have had designed and printed abrochure for each complete outfit, illustrations, details, technical performance, hire
purchase terms all laid out clearly for easy comparison.
So fill in the coupon below and find out just how easy it is.

Systems from only 29gns

ference or wilful damage caused. Our experienced electronic
engineers are available to give you afull after sales service.

ARMSTRONG * ARENA* GARRARD * GOLDRING LENCO
SHURE AND GOODMANS HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
to LEWIS RADIO
100 Chase Side, Southgate,
London N14.
please send me your folder
of fully illustrated
(HN I117()1
colour brochures
1584

address

Goodmans Loudspeakers
speak for themselves
Maxim

This is arange which offers atruly
superlative loudspeaker system for
every requirement. From the tiny
Maxim which offers true High
Fidelity quality for the smallest of
rooms, to the massive Magister
easily capable of filling aconcert
hall with perfect sound, every one
is outstanding in its class for design,
for performance and for value. Your
local Goodmans' dealer has full
details, or write directly to us for the
latest colour brochure.

The first miniature, truly HighFidelity loudspeaker system. Only
101"x 51" x7r deep. Design Centre
approved. Range : 45 — 20,000 Hz.
Power: 12 watts.
Impedance : 8to 16 ohms.
£16. 7. 0. plus £ 4. 0. 9. P. Tax.
(£16.350 plus £ 4.038)

Minister
A superb system designed to meet
the public demand. Using an 8"
Bass unit and Goodmans Special
1" dome Tweeter. Size 19" x10
x
10" deep. Range : 45 — 22,000 Hz.
Power: 20 watts.
Impedance: 4 to 8ohms.
f18. 0. 0. plus £ 4. 9. 0. P. Tax.
(£18.000 plus £ 4.450)
Packed in pairs.

Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited
Axiom Works, Wembley, Middlesex. Tel 01- 902 1200

Mezzo 3
The Goodmans bookshelf speaker
system, it incorporates a 12" bass
unit and Goodmans special 1"
Dome Tweeter. Distinctive styling.
12" x191" x9" deep. Range: 40 —
22,000 Hz. Power : 30 watts.
Impedance: 4to 8ohms.
Design Centre approved.
£30.18. O. nil P. Tax. (£ 30.900)

Magnum K-2
Studio quality three speaker
system, 12" bass unit. 4" mid
range and 1" Dome Tweeter.
Design Centre approved.
15" x24" x111" deep.
Range : 30 — 22,000 Hz.
Power : 40 watts.
Impedance: 4to 8 ohms.
£40. 2. 0. nil P. Tax. (£ 40.100)

Magister
This is the loudspeaker system
for the perfectionist. Three
speaker assembly incorporating a
15" bass unit, 4" mid range and
Goodmans 1" Dome Tweeter.
27" x20" x14k" deep.
Range : 26 — 22,000 Hz.
Power: 50 watts.
Impedance: 4to 8ohms.
£57. 0. O. nil P. Tax. (£ 57.000)

All these cabinets are available
in Teak or Walnut to order.
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We're not just after your
money!
We think we're different from
all the others.
We think we're better. We think we give our
customers the best deals. Not by giving discounts.
Not by offering discontinued or soiled goods at knockout prices.
What's our secret?

There isn't one! It's all very simple! For
adecade now, we've been giving our Clients
unbiased advice, so that they only buy
equipment which is specially tailored to
their individual—and sometimes very
peculiar—needs. As a result, we have a
vast number of satisfied clients and an
equal number of very good friends. You
see, we believe that supplying equipment is
only abeginning. If something goes wrong,
it must be put right—and quickly. So,
although everything you buy will have been
tested, to try and jump on teething troubles,
a breakdown can still occur and we keep a
squad of highly trained Engineers, to look
after YOU—the Client—and nobody else.
Everything that leaves Studio 99 (bar styli)
carries a FULL GUARANTEE, for parts
and LABOUR for twelve months and,
thereafter, as we still have your interests at
heart, we want to go on looking after you,
for ever and aday, at COST.

Why do we do it?

Simple! A long time ago, we realised that
YOU, the Customer, was our best advertisement. That's why over half our new friends
have come to us—through recommendation. We also realised, at an early stage of
our existence, that, for every £ 100 of equipment we sold, we made acertain amount of
profit. Whether it's good or bad equipment,
the profit's the same. But, we won't sell

studio

bad equipment. We can't afford to. Not
when we depend for our livelihood on
YOUR recommendation and certainly not
when we guarantee all our equipment.

What do we sell?

Again, simple. We only sell that equipment
which we consider the BEST at each price
level. That's why you can buy, with
confidence, acomplete High Fidelity Stereo
system for as little as £80. You can also buy
asystem for £800. Or for any sum between.
The £800 system will last no longer, nor will
the £80 system keep breaking down.
Certainly, the £800 system will sound
better, but that's the only difference. So
before you decide, listen. LISTEN to
systems at £80, or £ 100 or £ 150 or £200
or even £800. But LISTEN. Here, at
STUDIO 99, every piece of equipment is
ready for demonstration.
WE WANT YOUR EARS TO DECIDE
FOR YOU, NOT OUR SALES STAFF.
They will discuss the equipment with you,
they will advise you, but they will not try
and SELL to you. OUR equipment and
YOUR ears will do that. You'll be surprised how YOU will hear the difference
between a speaker from K.E.F. or from
Leak, or Tannoy or Wharfedale or
Amplifiers from Quad or B & 0, or Trio
or Leak. Which is the right cartridge for
you? Or turntable? Or tape recorder?
Your ears will give you the answer.

HI- FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT

STUDIO 99, 81 FAIRFAX ROAD, SWISS COTTAGE, LONDON, N.W.6.
Tel.: 01-624 8855
PLEASE NOTE! OPEN 10 A.M.-8 P.M. INCL. SAT. CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.
PARK OUTSIDE. NO METERS. HOW TO GET THERE— NEAREST UNDERGROUND
STATIONS: SWISS COTTAGE AND FINCHLEY ROAD. BUSES: 2, 2A, 13, 113, 31.
1586

How do we go about this?

By constant evaluation of products, by
testing, by examining.
An expensive
product does not necessarily impress us. It
has to be good, really good, before it gets
the "Studio 99 Seal of Approval".

Studio 99 and colour
television

lake Colour Television as an example.
Several of our old friends asked our advice.
We didn't give any glib answers. We kept
them waiting till we found the right sets.
Colour Television sets where people don't
look like Red Indians, and grass really looks
like grass. And even then, when we had
found the right sets, we didn't sell them.
Before that, we made quite sure that we had
sufficient trained engineers on our staff to
set up and maintain the sets.
Nowadays we do sell Colour Television
sets. We don't have a vast range. Just a
choice few. The best. Only the best. Like
B & 0, like Telefunken, like Tandberg.
Perhaps they will cost you alittle more than
the average run of the mill set. You'll find
they're worth it.

THEY, TOO, HAVE THE STUDIO 99
SEAL OF APPROVAL.

A SPECIAL FREE 7 DAY
INTRODUCTORY LOAN

READY NOW!
THE LONG AWAITED

NEW PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS

FOR IMMEDIATE MEMBERSHIP
OF ANY OF OUR LIBRARY SERVICES
These are varied in style to suit every personal need and the immaculate standard
of records, plus the breadth of music available, is provided by the finest Record
Library in the world.

by Edward Greenfield, Ivan March & Denis Stevens
liel
.
.
l

Hardback edition ( nearly 600 pages) I9/- post free.
(reviews all bargain classics issued since our first Penguin
guide was published.)

NEW ISSUES ARE IMMEDIATELY

THE PENGUIN GUIDE
TO BARGAIN RECORDS

available to LPRL members ( of Professional and SemiProfessional services). A regular list of the cream of new
issues is sent with your library parcel. You make your
choices from this list.

By EDWARD GREENFIELD, IVAN
MARCH, and DENIS STEVENS
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able18/6 post free.

As a basis for guidance you also
NEED vols. V & VI

IF YOU LIKE A RECORD you can purchase it (and this
automatically cancels its hiring fee) if not, just return it and
borrow some more.
What better arrangement could there be? For the unending
flood of new issues must produce many, many discs you
would like to hear, but not always purchase. ( And, indeed,
your savings on the purchase price of those you do buy can
cancel out the cost of borrowing the others.) You can borrow
up to eight records in a single parcel, and on this number
the postal cost per disc is minimal. The Library covers the
entire classical range from Bartók to Beethoven, Verdi to
Rodgers and Hammerstein and we have a hand-picked
catalogue of good quality Light Music ( Kaempfert, Last,
Alpert, Mantovani, etc.) which is so effective for showing off
the sparkle of modern stereo on agood reproducer.

VOLUME V 25/- VOLUME VI 28/

HERE ARE THE FOUR MAIN LIBRARY SERVICES . . .

covering composers A— Mc

of the STEREO RECORD GUIDE
by Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton, Ivan March, Denis Stevens
"Over 1,000 pages of most readable and lucid criticism by four authors whose
obvious enthusiasm for and knawledge of their subject is certainly well conveyed"
THE GRAMOPHONE
"The most comprehensive and reliable guide to LP recordings . very good
value indeed"
RECORD REVIEW

(2/6 post)

1. The Professional Stereo Record Library
(for those with top quality hi-fi equipment).

Other indispensible Library publications include

Annual subscription: 2 guineas ( includes damage insurance).

'THE GREAT RECORDS'

Cost: 6d per day for each guaranteed mint LP borrowed.
(N.B.) In order to qualify for membership you must have genuine high fidelity
equipment, with a playing deck physically separated from the loudspeakers, a
transcription motor and a cartridge arm of comparable standard ( a list will be
supplied on request).

aselective discography chosen by MICHAEL COX, CHARLES FOX,
JOHN FREESTONE, EDWARD GREENFIELD, PHILIP HOPEWALLACE, ROBERT LAYTON, WILLIAM MANN, IVAN MARCH
and ALEC ROBERTSON. Edited by Ivan March. 35/— ( 2/— post)

The Professional Stereo Record Library Catalogue ( 4/- post free) contains
every highly recommended stereo record of classical and light music
(personally selected by the Editor of ' The Stereo Record Guide'). The
records in the Library are in an immaculate condition and members ( who
can borrow new issues too) can expect to receive a good proportion of
brand new records.

•

"The nine collaborators have developed a most admirable
aptitude for judging interpretation and technical reproduction simultaneously. It is not primarily the composition
that counts, nor one particular human voice, nor one
particular conductor's contribution, but the interplay
between art and technique in the cases where all details
have succeeded and where the best qualities of the music
have emerged and can be eternally preserved on the matrix
An excellent book and something of a goldmine...."
Ella Arnsten in

The Semi- Professional Service

(for those with a good modern stereo reproducer, who want immediate access to
new issues plus the normal service as covered by the Full LPRL Catalogue).
Annual subscription: 25/- ( includes damage insurance).

•

SCANDINAVIAN PUBLIC LIBRARY JOURNAL

The Standard Library Service

i

Io

THE LPRL ( SELECTIVE) CLASSICAL
CATALOGUE AND HANDBOOK

Annual subscription: 1guinea ( includes insurance against accidental damage).
Cost: 3d. per day for each ( perfect) LP borrowed.

•

(
2/6 post)

covering composers Me—Z

Volumes I & 3 are now out of print and are replaced by Volumes 5 & 6.
Volume 2 still available at 25/- ( 2/6 post).
Volume 4 now out of print.

IM•

POST FREE

The Once- a- year Subscription

This selective catalogue listing only the cream of the recommended
classical LP's issued at the time of going to press ( mono and stereo).
Only records of a high standard of performance and recording are
included and where possible a ' Best Buy' is given. NEW EDITION
READY NOW.

Inclusive annual membership covering hiring, postage and insurance.
Cost: 1/- to 1/3 per week for each LP ( according to number borrowed).
Membership: Open to all music lovers with a modern reproducer who know about
keeping their stylus in good shape and about care of precious LPs ( for both services).
Catalogue includes every current recommended Stereo and Mono LP of classical
music, ' Musicals' as detailed in THE LPRL ( CLASSICAL) CATALOGUE &
HANDBOOK ( 10/- post free) with a special Light Music Supplementary list
(sent on request).

THE PROFESSIONAL STEREO CATALOGUE
NEW EDITION READY NOW
(a concise list of the finest stereo records).

4/-

POST FREE

*BUDGET PARCELS: A selection of 6 budget- priced ' bargain Classics'.
Just over lid. per disc per day.

Cost:

THE LPRL ( SPECIALIST) FACTORY FRESH SALES

SERVICE FOR NEW LP's., 33 CATHERINE ST., W.C.2. ( 01-836 1179)

ROTH CATALOGUES TOGETHER ARE 13 - ( post free).

Used regularly by satisfied Record Buyers all over the world as well as local authorities, universities and schools, guarantees ...
I. A guaranteed unplayed factory fresh copy of any LP currently available,
2. Rigorous inspection and careful packing ensures a perfect disc.

IF

YOU

ARE

UNHAPPY

WITH

THE

STANDARD

3. LP's are de-staticized ( without charge) by asimple process, freeing them from static
without applying asurface film. They can be reproduced at the lightest tracking
weights without interference from dust.

OFFERED

BY

YOUR

PRESENT

Send 6d. stamp ( no envelope) for details of all L.P.R.L. services to:

SUPPLIER

TRY

US

NOW

You can also borrow personally from
(write direct for details)

THE LONG PLAYING REC

RD LIBRARY LTD

SQUIRES GATE STATION APPROACH, BLACKPOOL, FY82 SP
157

LONDON

BRISTOL

33 Catherine St.
W.C.2 ( off Aldwych)
(Phone 01-836 1179)

House of Sound
5 Marsh St.
(Phone 21534)

N

I ICKCI STA.1101
STEREO MULTIPLEX
TUNER AMPLIFIER

A revolutionary new concept in domestic electronics design, this magnificent unit embodies ahost of new circuitry features, resulting in truly superb
stereo reproduction. The total of over 60 solid state components includes twelve integrated circuns ( ICs) and four field effect transistors ( FETs)
giving high efficiency and stability, superb linearity and an exceptional frequency response.

NIKKO STI101 for the technical — or the musical — A REVELATION .. £246.5.7

TRM 30— Stereo Amplifier
91+9+ watts r.m.s. t35.10.0

FAM.10—AM/FM Stereo Tuner
E48.10.7

STA.301—AM/FM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier. 12+12 watts r.m.s. E99.10.2

TRM.443-1C—Stereo Amplifier
15+ 15 watts r.m.s. E48.0.0

FAM.I2—AM/FM Stereo Tuner
(68.8.3

ST.50I — AM/FM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier. 18+18 watts r.m.s. EI21.17.11

0.00:110

181
TRM.50—Stereo Amplifier
17+17 watts r.m.s. (58.0.0

MemPime
TRM.1200—Professional Stereo
Amplifier. 45+45 watts r.m.s. (98.0.0

FAM.I4—AM/FM Stereo Tuner
L93.5.9

NIKKO PRODUCTS
ARE AVAILABLE FROM
ALL GOOD
HI- FIDELITY DEALERS

ST.701 B— AM FM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier. (136.3.11

111111M1=1=1111111•11111111.11111111111W
ST.1101—AM/FM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier. 37+37 watts r.m.s. £246.5.7

Send for fully illustrated catalogue giving full details of the complete range of Howland-West Audio Products.
HOWLAND-WEST LIMITED, 2 Park End, South

Hill

Park, London, N.W.3.

Name

Telephone: 01-7946666/6033.
HOWLANa WEST

au

Address

io

PRODUCTS

HFN/N34
1588

Wharfedale introduce
2new speakers for the enthusiast
and his wife

The Aston

The Triton

The Aston combines an ultra slim cabinet with
Here at last is abookshelf 3speaker system. Really
the technical brilliance you expect from a Wharfedale
true balanced sound reproduction in acompact cabinet
2-speaker system. Specially designed for wall mounting,
and within reach of the average listeners pocket. And it
(horizontal or vertical,) it looks equally well on ashelf.
fits into any room perfectly. The Triton speakers are
Finished in Arctic White with a Silver Fox grille, the
specially designed so that they can be used on floor or
Aston
really does put
shelf and there is achoice of
MIR!' 1
superb, accurate sound
r
Post offmium
the coupon for
detailed specifications
oiled teak or polished walnut.
of these two fine new Wharfedale speake rs.
reproduction into asize and
The Triton looks as good
shape just right for the 70's.
the true sound in High-Fidelity
as it sounds, anywhere.
Name
Address
N. 10 7

I x.e.üvj Rank Wharfedale Ltd.,
Li mug mom

f!dle, Bradford, Yorkshire. BDIO 8SQ.
1589
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"TUNE IN" TO SOUND INCORPORATED LTD.
WE HAVE STATIONS AT
126 BROADWAY
WIMBLEDON
LONDON SWI9

124 BROADWAY
WIMBLEDON

114 BROADWAY
WIMBLEDON
LONDON SWI9
(nr Wimbledon Theatre)

LONDON SWI9

RECORD SHOP
SELF SERVICE
SELECTION OF OVER
10,000 LPs AND SINGLES

TELEVISION SALES AND

MAIN HI-FI
SHOWROOMS
Phone: 01-542 7455

MAIN SERVICE DEPOT
Phone: 01-540 6543

4 WINTHROP
HOUSE
ST MARK'S HILL
SURBITON, SURREY
(adjoining Surbiton Stn)
MAIN HI-FI
SHOWROOMS
Phone: 01-399 5552

5WATERLOO ROAD
EPSOM, SURREY
(adjoining Epsom Stn)
MAIN HI-FI
SHOWROOMS AND
RECORD SALES
Phone: 39-27754

AUTOMATIC SERVICE CONTROL ON
AMPLIFIERS
SPEAKERS

BY—QUAD, LEAK, ARMSTRONG, TRIO, NIKKO, ROGERS, B & 0, ETC., ETC.
BY—TANNOY, KEF, B & W, WHARFEDALE, GOODMANS, LEAK, ETC., ETC.

TURNTABLES & PICKUPS 11
TAPE RECORDERS

BY— SME, THORENS, GARRARD, DUAL, SHURE, GOLDRING, ETC., ETC.

BY—SONY, REVOX, FERROGRAPH, TANDBERG, B & 0, AKAI, ETC., ETC.

ALSO EQUIPMENT BY DYNATRON, DECCA, HOWLAND WEST, ETC. AND MANY MORE.
WE ARE NOW SPECIALISTS FOR 8 TRACK STEREO EQUIPMENT
Including units by Motorola, Pioneer, A.R., Nivico, Akai, etc. Full range of car and home units. Also combined radio/cartridge units. We also stock pre-recorded and blank cartridges.

SAVE

POUNDS

ON

OUR

PACKAGE

DEALS

S
Y
S
T
E

Nikko TRM30 Amplifier. Garrard SP25, base and cover fitted
with Goldring 850 Cartridge.
Pair Wharfedale Denton Speakers.

S
Y
S
T
E

Rogers Ravensbrook Amplifier
Cased. Garrard AP75, base and
cover fitted with Shure M3D
cartridge. Pair Wharfedale Linton Speakers.

S
Y
S
T
E

Leak Stereo 30+ Amplifier Cased
Goldring GL69, base and cover,
Goldring G800 cartridge. Pair
Leak Mini-Sandwich Speakers.

M

USUAL RETAIL PRICE £ 103.

M

USUAL RETAIL PRICE £ 137.

M

USUAL RETAIL PRICE £ 170.

A

OUR PRICE

£85

B

OUR PRICE

£116

C

OUR PRICE

ALL THE ABOVE SYSTEMS ARE WIRED AND FITTED WITH PLUGS ETC.
PACKING AND INSURANCE FREE ON ALL CASH SALES.
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£146

Handsome twosome

The Ekco Sound Project
Laboratory is proud to announce
its first two projects.
Sound Project ZU5 is a
highly sophisticated unit stereo.
It's neat and compact, afar cry
from olde worlde musical
sideboards. It has apair of
accoustically matched speaker
enclosures, each having an 8"
high flux density drive unit and
a3" tweeter, an amplifier/
playing deck, built-in stereo
FM radio with push-button
Selectronic (Van-cap) tuning,
17 watts RMS output per

channel. Suggested retail
price £ 165.
Sound Project ZU6 has a
3-speed player unit, FM radio
with provision for stereo
decoder, twin speakers and
transistorised stereo amplifier
giving 3watts RMS per channel
output. There's alightweight
stand (shown here) as an
optional extra to keep everything
from getting in atangle.
Suggested retail price £75.
Stand £4.16.0.
Two more of the Ekco
Entertainers.
1591
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For full facts
about the ZU5
and ZU6 send for
our colour
leaflet.

Name
Address
29

Ekco Radio & Television,
PO Box 49, Cambridge CB4 1DS

L.

When KEF introduce anew speaker, it's big news.
The CADENZA. is no exception. Designed for the
serious listener, the CADENZA is a sophisticated
speaker in which KEF have overcome high fidelity's number one hang up, 'colouration'.
The colouration, normally caused by uncontrolled
vibrations or resonances in the speaker cone and
enclosure, has been virtually designed out of the
CADENZA. This is due to KEF's acoustically
'dead' Acoustilene cone material, which gives
extremely smooth and even frequency response,
ensuring impeccably balanced sound.
This is improved even more by KEF's braced, highdensity

cabinet

designed

to

overcome

the

problems created by enclosure resonance. The
CADENZA is neutral in tone and sets an exceedingly high standard of overall performance. If
anyone can get speakers to tell the truth, KEF can.

CADENZA
Size

24x14x12 in
61x36x30 cm

Input

25 Watts

Impedance
Freq. Range

8ohms
35-30,000 Hz

Dividing Freq.
Price

45 & 3,500 Hz
£38.0.0.

MADE AS ONLY

<El>

KNOWS HOW

.yerr,

p
re

Write for acopy of High Fidelity Loudspeakers'

KEF Electronics Ltd - Tovil • Maidstone • Kent - Tel: Maidstone 57258

19 70

,

Essential
equipment for the
well-equipped
With the 1971 edition of HiFi Year Book you can be sure of really up-to-date
references to British and imported hi-fi equipment. It is packed with descriptions,
specifications, prices.. . set out in separate, illustrated sections under the headings

Pickups and Arms
Pickup Accessories
Motor Units
Radio Tuners
Tuner/Amplifiers
Amplifiers and Control Units
Tape Recorders
Tape Decks
Tape Units
Tape Amplifiers and Mixer Units
Tape Accessories and Components
Magnetic Tape
Test Tapes and Discs
Constructional Kits
Microphones
Speaker Drive Units
Speaker Accessories
Speaker Enclosures
Hi-Fi Cabinets
FM/VHF Aerials
Complete Systems Hi-Fi
Hi-Fi Headphones
Directory of Hi-Fi Dealers
Decimal Currency Conversion Tables

listed. Over 400 pages in the equipment section alone. Also includes a
directory of dealers—plus articles by experts on various aspects of high quality
sound reproduction.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY
zos. (plus 3s. postage)

o
íii
51 1%/e
r5 r

1111.11.11•

ORDER FORM
To: Sundry Sales, IPC Business Press ( Sales & Distribution) Ltd., P.O. Box 147, 40 Bowling Green Lane, London, EC& IDB

Please send me

copy/copies of Hi-Fi Year Book 1971 (price 20S. each plus 3s. postage).

Ienclose remittance value
Name (please print)
Address
Signature

Date
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CASH DISCOUNTS
Rec. Retail

0
0
15
0
10
0
10
7
10
0
10
0
11
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

£44
£49
£33
£42
£47
£52
£57
£48
£64
£58
£94
£28
£49
£84
£35
£39
£51
£47
£36
£25
From
From
£24
£47
£19
£49

CARTRIDGES ( P&P 3/-)

•A/Technica AT 66LC/7/5 £8 4 8
•A/Technica AT21S .. £8 14 4
•A/Technica AT21X .. £15 9 11
AT.35S
£18 11 0
•Goldring G800 á H .. £13 0 0
•Goldring G850 .. £6 10 0
•Goldring G800E .. £18 17 1
•Goldring G800SE .. £26 0 0
Neat V70
£5 4 8
Neat V60MHE .. £ 11 14 1
Pickering XV15/400E £25 0 0
Pickering V15/AME3 £21 0 0
Pickering V15/AM3 .. £15 15 0
Pickering P/ATE • • £12 15 0
Pickering P/AC
£8 0 0
•ShureM3D .. • • £7 8 3
Shure M31E .. • • £ 12 0 11
Shure M32E . • £11 2 4
*Shure M44/5/C/7 • • £11 2 4
*Shure M55- E
£12 19 5
*Shure M44- E
£12 0 11
*Shure M75-6 & G Type II £17 12 1
*Shure M75- E/2 & EJ/2 £21 6 2
*Shure V15 Improved.. £40 15 3
Sonotone9TAHC £4 0 4

1

3/
-)
A/Technica AT66-7D,
5D, LC
..
£39
A/Technica AT25D
(78 r.p.m.) .. £3 9
A/Technica AT21EL £ 12 14
Goldring G800 and H £4 12 1
Goldring G.800E .. £10 9 1
Goldring G.800SE • • £16 2
Shure N3DM
£5 11
Shure N75-6/2.. £8 6
Shure N75- G/2
£9 5
Shure N75- E/2 • • £12 19
Shure VN15E . • £16 13
Shure N55E
£9 5
Shure N44E
£8 6
Shure N447 .. £6 9
Shure N44-5 .. £7 8 3

1

1
1
1
1
1
stoc
stoc
0
0
0
0

£5 2
£7 8
£12 19 1
£11 0
£90
£57
£15 0
£20 0
£4 10
£9 16
£20 17
£17 10
£13 3
£10 12
£6 15
£5 15
£10 0
£90
£8 10
£11 0
£10 5
£12 10
£17 0
£30 0
£2 10

HEADPHONES ( P&P 6/6)
Akai ASE20
•Akai ASE9S
*Koss K6 ..
*Pioneer SE.2P
*Pioneer SE.30
Pioneer SE50
•Sansui SS2
•Sacom 650 ..

.. £9 0 0
..
£6 10 0
.. £12 10 0
..
£6 15 5
.. £12 12 0
.. £19 310
..
£7 14 6
..
£3 17 6

£7 6
£5 10
£10 10
£5 8
£10 10
£15 5
£6 14
£2 15

PICK-UP ARMS ( P&P 7/6)
A/Technica AT.1005 £19 19 0
Connoisseur .. £14 5 0
Goldring L75
£12 10 10
Goldring L69 .. • • £9 5 9
Neat G30/lifter • . £15 8 0
SME 3009/S2 . • £34 9 5
SME 3012/S2 .. • • £36 14 3

Cash

REPLACEMENT STYLI ( P&P

AMPLIFIERS ( P&P 14/-)
•Armstrong 521 .. £56
•Ferrograph F307 .. £59
•Korting A 500 .. £40
*Leak St. 30 plus .. £53
Leak St. 30 plus ( cased) £59
Leak St. 70 .. £65
*Leak St. 70 ( cased) .. £71
*Lux SQ77T
£67
Lux SQ505
£97
Lux SQ606
£84
Lux 1220 .. £124
Metrosound ST20 .. £36
Pioneer SA500 .. £62
Revox A50
£106
*Rogers R/brook .. £44
Rogers R/brook ( cased) £49
•Rogers R/bourne(cased)£64
Rogers R/bourne £59
Rotel 100 .. £45
Sacom SA500 .. £31
Sansul AU 222 .. £62
Sansui AU 555 .. £80
Sinclair 2000 .. £30
Sinclair Neoteric 60 .. £59
Sinclair Project 60 ( PZ5) £23
£59
•Sugden A21

Rec. Retail

Cash

£16 5
£12 10
£10 10
£7 15
£12 18
£28 5
£30 10

£30
£30
£10 13
£3 10
£8 10
£13 0
£30
£8 19
£7 15
£10 17
£13 19
£7 15
£6 19
£58
£6 4

SPEAKERS ( P&P 14/6
A Research AR4X £47
Arena HT.7
£19
Arena HT.10
£22
•B & W DMI ( pair) .. £64
Celestion Ditton 10(pr) £42
•Celestion Ditton 15 .. £29
*Celestion Ditton 25 .. £59
Dynaco A25 .. £32
Goodmans Mezzo II .. £30
•Goodmans Magnum K2 £40
Goodmans Magister
£57
Goodmans Minister.. £45
Jordan Watt Janet .. £ 19
•KEF Cresta ( pair) .. £44
•KEF Celeste .. £29
KEF Concerto .. £53
•Leak Mini Sandwich .. £29
*Leak Sandwich . £45
Peak Sound Baxandall £ 19
•Rogers R/brook ( pair) £47
R/Allan Minette .. £15
R/Allan Chacone .. £19
•R/Allan Pavane .. £32
Tannoy 15" Lancaster £63
Tannoy 3LZ
£41
*Wharfedale Dentons ( pr)£38
*Wharfedale Super Lintons ( pair) .. £45
*Wharfedale Meltons.. £29
*Wharfedale Dovedale Ill £39
Wharfedale Rosedale £59

0
19
1
0
6
0
17
0
18
2
0
0
16
7
0
10
15
10
8
10
18 1
6
0
15
0

£37
£17
£18
£51
£35
£23
£47
£25
£23
£32
£45
£37
£17
£37
£23
£42
£23
£35
£17
£38
£13
£16
£26
£52
£34
£30

0
01
9
0
0
5
17
10
10
0
0
15
5
0
5
16
10
10
0
0
11
1

0
10
10
10

£37
£23
£31
£47

1
1
1
1

SPEAKER CHASSIS AND
KITS ( P&P 14/6)
*KEF Kit 2 ( Concord) .. £25
KEF Kit 3 ( Concerto) £37
•KEF Kit 4( Cresta) .. £18
Jordan Watts Module £12
Peak Sound Baxandall £13
Peerless 3-25
£15
Peerless 20-2 .. £12
Peerless 20-3 .. £18
Peerless 3-15
£12
R/Allan Module ( Minette)£10
•R/Allan Triple Assembly £18
R/Allan Twin Assembly £10
R/Allan Super Triple.. £21
Tannoy 12" Gold .. £36
*W/dale Unit 3 ( Denton) £11
•W/dale Unit 4(
Melton) £16
•W/dale Unit 5 ( Dovedale) £23

10 O £20 8
10 0 £30 0
4 0 £14 5
0 O £10 5
18 1 £12 0
17 6 £13 91
12 6 £11 2
17 4 £16 4
9 5 £10 19
8 6
£8 13
10 0 £15 0
00
£8 10
15 0 £17 15
10 0 £30 0
19 6
£9 18
0 0 £12 16
10 0 £18 16

Rec. Retail

Cash

TAPE RECORDERS ( P&P 20/Akai 4000D ..
Akai 4000 ..
Ferrograph 724
Revox 1104 ..
Revox 1124 ..
Tandberg 1600X
Sanyo MR801
Tandberg 6041X

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

£89
£124
£242
£199
£236
£89
£69
£193

19
18
10
15
0
10
15
10

£72 0
£105 10
£203 0
£172 0
£198 0
From stoc
£56 0
From stoc

TUNERS ( P&P 14/-)
Arena F211 ( MPX) £44
Armstrong 523 .. £53
Armstrong 524 .. £41
•Korting T-500
£44
Leak Stereofetic ( cased) £68
Leak Stereofetic (chass.) £59
Revox A76
£162
•Rogers R/bourne FET 2
(cased) .. £66
Rogers R/bourne FET 2
(chassis) .. £61
Rogers R/brook FET 4
(cased) .. £51
Rogers R/brook
(Chassis) ..
£45
Sansui TU777
£94

2
15
17
15
1
18
15

0 £36 12
3 £44 5
8 £33 5
0 £40 0
4 £57 17
0 £50 7
0 £140 0

17

9

17

£56

0

9

£52

0

5 3

£43

5

0 0
5 11

£37 15
£79 0

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS(P&P14/Armstrong 526
Armstrong 525 ..
Arena T2700 ( MPX)
Arena T1500 ( MPX)
Pioneer KX330
Pioneer SX440
Pioneer SX700
*Pioneer SX-300T
Pioneer SX 990 ..
Rotel 130 ..
Rotel FAX88A & Spkrs
Lux HQ555
Sansul 200 ..
Sansui 350 ..
Tandberg Hi- Hi FM ..
Wharfedale 100-1 ..

£104
£91
£112
£79
£78
£112
£154
£113
£196
£79
£95
£168
£89
£129
£74
£135

14 3
17 9
0 0
16 0
12 10
7 5
17 0
6 7
16 0
17 2
12 11
0 0
19 10
0 0
17 0
0 0

£87
£77
£87
£66
£67
£94
£125
£70
£163
£67
£80
£129
From
From
From
£111

1

stoc
stoc
stoc
0

TURNTABLES ( P&P 15/-)
£60
Dual 1219 ..
£71
Dual 1219/M91
£42
Dual 1209 ..
Goldring GL69/2 .. £28
Goldring GL69/P/C/2 £39
Goldring GL75 .. £39
Goldring GL75/P/Cover £52
Garrard SP25
£15
Garrard SP25/P/C/wIred/
Phono or Din plug £22
Garrard SP25/P/C/AT66/
Phono or Din plug £28
Garrard AP75 .. £23
Garrard 401 .. £31
Garrard SL72/B .. £30
Garrard SL75B .. £35
Garrard SL95B .. £45
J.P. T500
£36
Philips GA202 .. £69
Pioneer PL11 .. £50
Thorens TD150A/2 .. £43
Thorens TD150AB/2/
TX11
£51
Thorens TD125 .. £75

8 0
14 2
12 4
12 6
7 2
0 0
0 0
11 11

£50
£60
£35
£22
£33
£32
£42
£12

10
0
14
S
5
10
10
0

7 11

£18

0

12 7
16 0
7 1
1 3
12 4
9 1
19 4
0 0
17 11
12 7

£22
£17
£26
£25
£27
£36
£30
£57
£40
£36

15
10
0
0
10
10
10
0
0
10

10 10
17 8

£43
£83

7
0

EQUIPMENT ALSO AVAILABLE BY: Brenell, B & W, Cambridge Audio, Dynaco, Hacker, afayette, Koss PE, Peak Sound, Philips, National,
Nikko, Nivico, Mordaunt Short, Quad, Radford, Rotel, Scott, J. E. Sugden, Stax, Transcriptors, Teleton, Tripletone. All above are ex stock and
prices are correct at time of press, and subject to variation.
MAIL ORDER (P&P Please).

AFTER SALES SERVICE. EXPORT (
including personal). • ON DEMONSTRATION.
PAYBONDS CREDIT SCHEME (
details on request).

M. O'BRIEN
226 WORPLE ROAD, RAYNES PARK, LONDON, S.W.20. Tel.: 01-946 1528. ( 131, 57 Bus routes-5 minutes from Raynes Park Station.)
Open Monday to Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Announcing
the audio event of this
generation:
4- channel stereo from 2- channel sources
Sansui, Japan's most distinguished maker of fine
audio products, takes pride
in announcing an event of
epochal dimensions in recorded sound — the new
Sansui Quadphonic Synthesizer ( QS-1).
It represents the beginning of a
revolution in the enjoyment of recorded music.
And happily, it will be an inexpensive revolution.
Widely hailed in its " sneak preview" at the prestigious New York Consumer Electronics Show in June, the QS-1 actually succeeds— through a technique known as
"phase modulation"— in converting 2- channel stereo to 4-channel stereo in establishing
a " sound field" as opposed to the sound- originating points in conventional systems.
Perhaps the most significant aspect of this historic achievement is that it does not
render obsolete existing stereo equipment and program sources. With the Sansui
QS- 1, all can continue to be used and enjoyed. As no other existing system— including
expensive, so-called " real" 4-channel stereo— can be enjoyed. Whether your tastes
run to the classical, rock or whatever, the QS-1permits a liveliness, a " presence" that
is astounding even veteran audio technicians.
The Sansui QS-1 Quadphonic Synthesizer— the audio event of this generation— is
already on its way to distributors and dealers the world over.
Watch these pages for announcements about when you can hear it.

r

rhe

Symbol of Quadphoruc Sound

SafirsuL
England: VERNITRON ( UK) LTD. Thornhill, Southampton SO9 1QX Tel: Southampton 45166 / Ireland: RADIO CENTRE 12M, St. Stephen's Green,Dublin 2 / West
Germany: COMPO HI-FI G.M.B.H. 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 65 / Switzerland & Liechtenstein: EGLI, FISCHER & CO. LTD. ZURICH 8022 Zuria,•Gotthardstr.
6, Claridenhof / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE 77, Rue J.- R. Thorelle, 77, 92Bourg-la-Reine / Luxembourg: LUX HiFi 3, rue Glesener, Luxembourg / Austria: THE
VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. A 1070 Wien 7, Buirggasse 114 fBelgium: MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L. Boulevard Leopold 11,199, 1080 Brussels / Netherlands:
TEMPOFOON N.V. Tilburg, Kapitem Hatterasstraat 8, Postbus 540 / Greece: ELINA LTD. 59 & 59A Tritis Septemvriou Street, Athens 103 / Italy: GILBERTO GAUDI sas.
Piazza Mirabello 1, 20121 Milano / South Africa: GLENS ( PM LTD. P.O. Box 6406 Johannesburg / Cyprus: ELECTROACOUSTIC SUPPLY CO., LTD., P.O. Box 625,
Limassol / Portugal: CENTELEC Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, 47, 4d., Lisboa- 1 / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., ETD. FRANKFURT OFFICE 6 Frankfurt am Main,
Reuterweg 93, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, Japan

THOREM31
'

THORENS TD150 SERIES II
An advanced version featuring integrated
pickup arm with inbuilt lowering device
and anti- skating device.
Model TD150AB MKII
C4.7.8.7 Tax Paid.

Thorens TDI25 Electronic
Turntable
Transistor governed 16 pole synchronous motor. Electronic speed
selector. Variable control + 2%
on all three speeds. Illuminated
stroboscope.
Built-in levelling
device. Dynamically balanced 74- lb
I
r turntable. Belt drive system.
Interchangeable pick-up mounting
board. Wow and Flutter ± 0.08%.
Rumble — 68dB.
£75.17.8 Tax Paid
(Plinth optional extra)

+et

Prove the
superiority
ofTHORe45
n
for yourself
Thorens Products are stocked and demonstrated by all
leading Hi-Fi dealers or write for full details

0 metrosound

Metrosound ( Sales) Limited, Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex. Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933

We put ourselves
in your place.
And we discovered that not all of you need or want
all the stereo power we can provide.
"Your place" in most cases is asmall flat or ahome.
But you still want stereo to enjoy. And it's our place
to provide it. So how's this for an idea:
You start with the FET-equipped 200 AM/FM Multiplex stereo tuner amplifier. Plenty of power at 17 watts,
wide 30 to 25,000Hz power bandwidth, less than 1%
distortion at rated output.
You add the professional model 2-speed manual
turntable SR-1050C, a belt- driven unit that offers
extraordinary precision and performance, and the
advanced SS- 2 stereo headphone set for enjoyable private listening.
Then comes the crowning touch. The 20watt SL-5W
speaker systems, suitable for wall mounting, so that
your living space isn't overly cramped. Available in
rich natural wood or lustrous pearl, they offer
true high fidelity sound for the first time
ever in aslimline system.
We put ourselves in your
place, and now we think it
will pay you to put yourself
4
t4
in ours—your nearest au 444.44
j4 i
thorized Sansui dealer. • 4 •
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England: VERNITRON ( UK) LTD. Thornhill, Southampton SO9 1QX Tel: Southampton 45166 / Ireland: RADIO CENTRE 122A, St. Stephen's Green,Dublin 2 / West
Germany: COMPO HI-FI G.M.B.H. 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 65 / Switzerland & Liechtenstein: EGLI, FISCHER & CO. LTD. ZURICH 8022 Zurich, Gotthardstr.
6, Clandenhof / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE 77, Rue J.- R. Thorelle, 77, 93Bourg-la-Reine / Luxembourg: LUX Hi Fi 3, rue Glesener, Luxembourg / Austria: THE
VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. A 1070 Wien 7, Butggasse 114 / Belgium: MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L. Boulevard Léopold II, 199, 1080 Brussels / Netherlands:
TEMPOFOON N.V. Tilburg, Kapitein Hatterasstraat 8, Postbus 540 / Greece: ELINA LTD. 59 & 59A Tritis Septemvriou Street, Athens 103 / Italy: GILBERTO GAUDI s.a.s.
Piazza Mirabello 1, 20121 Milano / South Africa: GLENS (
PTY.
>LTD. P.O. Box 6406 Johannesburg / Cyprus: ELECTROACOUST IC SUPPLY CO., LTD., P.O. Box 625,
Limassol / Portugal: CENTELEC Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo, 47, 4d., Lisboa-1 / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. FRANKFURT OFFICE 6 Frankfurt am Main,
Reuterweg 93, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi, Suginamj-ku, Tokyo, Japan

GOOD TO LOOK AT
EVEN BETTER TO HEAR
The Armstrong 526 is a British made AM- FM Stereo Tuner amplifier. You can see how
good it looks — but you have to hear how well it performs. In terms both of performance
and looks the 526 offers better value than any comparable product.
The 526 is one of ' series 500', acomplete range of tuners, amplifiers and tuner amplifiers.
Series 500 has been widely praised in the technical press — Hi -Fi Sound magazine said of
the 521 "the overall performance is impeccable and Icould find no fault". Of the 526 the
same magazine says " one can certainly be assured of both the quality and the service".

526 Stereo Tuner amplifier
recommended retail price

£104 14 3d

Recommended retail prices
Ls
521 Stereo Amplifier
56
0
523 AM- FM Tuner
53 15
524 FM Tuner
41 17
525 FM Stereo Tuner amplifier
91 17
526 AM - FM Stereo Tuner amplifier 104 14
M8 Stereo Radio Decoder
9 10
Prices include purchase tax where applicablé

The 526 gives you agenuine 50 watts output with low distortion, ahigh performance FM tuner section
with optional stereo decoder and good AM performance on both medium and long wave bands.
The large reserve of power and the excellent transient response are just two of the reasons for the
amplifier's magnificent reproduction.
When you buy Armstrong you get more than superb Hi -Fi equipment at a reasonable price. You
also get an after- sales service which is unique. Any unit can be returned to our factory where it will
receive attention within 48 hours. Service, components, labour and return carriage are free within
the guarantee period.
Now read the specification — then post the coupon ( or write quoting the coupon reference
number) for the full colour catalogue of our complete range plus the 8- page booklet telling
you what the reviewers in the trade and technical press say about it. In addition you will
receive alist of Armstrong stockists and main dealers.

SPECIFICATION
AMPLIFIER Power output All power ratings are for continuous sine wave power. These should not be confused with the more misleading
music power ratings quoted by some manufacturers. 25 watts each channel into 8 ohms, 15 watts each channel into 15 ohms, 30 watts each
channel into 4 ohms. Power bandwidth 20-25,000 Hz. Loudspeaker matching Loudspeakers of between 4 and 16 ohms impedance may
be used. Connections are by the non- reversible plugs supplied. Headphones output Suitable for virtually all stereo phones. In use, the output
to the loudspeakers is automatically disconnected and is compensated to match headphones of any impedance. Tape recording output For
mono or stereo tape recording. Output from each channel is 400 mV low impedance and is independent of volume control setting. Frequency
response 20-20,000 Hz
1dB radio and tape playback inputs. Pickup inputs are
1 dB to the world standard RIAA characteristic. Total
harmonic distortion Less than 0.5% for all power levels up to 25 watts output and all frequencies throughout the audio range. Total
harmonic distortion at 1kHz at 15 watts output into 8ohms is typically 0.1%. Crosstalk Never worse than
dB at any frequency and at any
level of output. Channel matching Each channel
1 dB to the other. Hum and noise Related to 25 watts output, better than - 70 dB
on tape playback,- 60 dB on radio and - 55 dB on pickup inputs with volume control at maximum. Power amplifier only, i.e. volume control
at minimum, is - 87 dB Power supply Adjustment of voltage selector plug on rear panel allows connection to any AC supply of
105-125 and 210-250 volts, 50-60 Hz. Maximum power consumption 521 60 watts, 525 and 526 72 watts. The HT supply is fully
stabilised at 50 volts and remains constant from zero to full power. Fuses The AC supply and the HT supply to each channel are
all separately fused for maximum protection. The three fuses are standard 20mm types. Volume control Closely matched ganged
potentiometers controlling both channels simultaneously. On off switch Push button, independent of volume control. Indication
of on is by pilot light on 521 amplifier and edge- lit tuning scale lighting on all other models. Bass control Continuously
riable close tolerance ganged potentiometers,
10 dB at 70 Hz, + 15 dB at 40 Hz. Treble control Continuously variable
close tolerance ganged potentiometers, -I10 dB at 10 kHz,
12 dB at 14 kHz. Balance control Output from each channel can be
reduced from maximum to zero independently of other channel. Rumble filter Providing 5dB attenuation at 30 Hz increasing at lower
frequencies. Treble filters1 Providing 3dB attenuation at 6.5 kHz increasing to 25 dB at 10 kHz: 2 Providing 3 dB attenuation at
4.5 kHz increasing very steeply to 40 dB at 9kHz. Switching in the one filter of the 526 provides the characteristic of filter 2on AM
radio and filter 1on all other funct.ons. Loudness Reduces overall gain by 20 dB giving awhole range of volume control for low level
listening whilst, at the same time, increasing the bass and treble frequencies. At 1 kHz reference (- 20 dB) + 10 dB at 70 Hz.
5dB at
10 kHz. Tape monitor For use with tape recorders having aseparate replay head and pre- amplifier. For direct comparison between original
nd recorded signal. Inputs pickup 1sensitivity: 60 mV, impedance: 60K, overload voltage: 550mV. Pickup 2sensitivity : 3.5 mV, impedance:
7K, overload voltage 50 mV. Tape playback sensitivity: 400 mV, impedance 100 K, overload voltage 1000 mV. Radio sensitivity: 100 mV,
mpedance: 100 K. overload voltage 400 mV. Pickup input 1is suitable for virtually all ceramic pickups and input 2for virtually all magnetic
ickups available. Switching All switching of inputs, filters, loudness, tape monitor, mono and stereo functions is by push buttons.
FM TUNER Coverage The full international FM band of 86-109 mHz. Sensitivity Mono 1.5
stereo 5 uV, for 30 dB signal to noise ratio
at 75 kHz deviation. Limiting Full limiting occurs at 5 µV. Intermediate frequency International FM Standard 10.7 mHz. IF bandwidth
220 kHz at 6dB down. IF rejection 90 dB. De- emphasis 50 µ/secs European standard, 75 µ/secs N. American standard. Aerial inputs 70-80
ohms and 300 ohms. Quieting control Variable control on front panel to suppress inter- station noise whilst tuning. Mono- stereo Without the
decoder fitted, switch to mono for FM reproduction on both channels. With the decoder fitted mono- stereo switching is completely automatic. The
tuner will respond to astereo transmission when available, reverting to normal mono operation at other times. Stereo indicator With the decoder
fitted the indicator on the front panel is illuminated when stereo is being transmitted.
AM TUNER Coverage Medium waveband 510-1,625 kHz, 185-590 metres. Long waveband 150-300 kHz, 1,000-2,000 metres.
Sensitivity 5 µV for 20 dB signal to noise ratio. Intermediate frequency 430 kHz. IF bandwidth 4 kHz at 6 dB down. IF
rejection 80 dB. TUNING Drive Flywheel with nylon cord drive giving smooth and accurate tuning on FM and AM. Meter For
high precision tuning, 50-0-50 µA. Centre zero tuning on FM, maximum deflection on AM. Scale Linear, calibrated wavebands
with log scale for very accurate station settings. Edge- lit illumination when switched on.
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Armstrong Audio Limited
Warlters Road London N7 ORZ

Armstrong
the high fidelity sound

NAME

ADDRESS

the name Armstrong is our registered trade mark
Armstrong Audio Limited
Warlters Road London N7 0 RZ Tel: 01-607 3213

REF 11HFN70

Words are inherently limited in stimulating the emotions aroused by music.
This is especially so in describing how
high fidelity components perform.
With cartridges, for example, we speak
of flat frequency response, high compliance, low mass. stereo separation.
Words like these enlighten the technically
minded. But they do little or nothing for
those who seek only the sheer pleasure
of listening.
We kept both aspects in mind when
developing our series of cartridges. We
made the technical measurements. And
we listened.
We I,stened especially for the abiiity

Ask for details of
XV 15 with DUSTAMATIC : V-15/3 DUSTAMATIC Series and floatmg sty:us :

P Series

141011 GATE ACOUSTICS

of these cartridges to reproduce the
entire range of every instrument. With
no loss of power.
That's what it takes for a cartridge to
recreate the most subtle nuances that
distinguish one musical instrument from
another. An oboe from an English horn.
A trumpet from a cornet.
We call this achievement " 100% music
power."
When you play your records with the
Pickering cartridge you won't be concerned with even that simple phrase.
Instead, you'll just feel and enjoy the
renewed experience of what high fidelity
is really all about.

PICKERING
FOR THOSE WHO CAN

1
HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

184/8 Gt. Portland Street, London, W.I.
Telephone: 01-636 2901-4

ITH PICKERING
XV -15 SERIES ALL WITH ;41
DYNAIVIIC COUPLING FACTOR

XV-15
AT 100% MUSIC POWER
... the instruments, all of
them, are distinct and clear
throughout the entire
fundamental frequency range.

Cartridge " A"
AT 75% MUSIC POWER
... the instruments seem
a little faded in the
upper frequencies: because
Cartridge " A" attenuates the
higher frequencies as much as 25%.

Cartridge "B"

AT 50% MUSIC POWER
... now you begin to lose
definition of tone and
instruments: because Cartridge " B"
loses as much as 50% at
higher frequencies.

Cartridge " C"
AT 25% MUSIC POWER
... serious loss of definition
occurs: because Cartridge " C" has
completely lost 75% of the music
power at the higher frequencies.

e
et1S/P:'*»ie

tultaddillau
FOR CONCERT HALL
PERFORMANCE

Compact, elegant design for the enthusiast with aspace problem.
Utilising as its drive unit the unique High Fidelity Module the
Minette gives excellent reproduction. Frequency 45-17000 Hz: Power Handling 10
watts: Impedance 4-8 or 15 ohms. Size 1I+" x 7" x 6k" (29 x 18 x 16 cm) :
High quality twin speaker reproducer to fit the bookshelf. Simple
R

styling — ideally suited for use in ` Budget' systems.

Frequency

40-17000 Hz: Power 10 watts: Impedance 4-8 or 15 ohms. Size 20" x 12" x 9"
(51 x 30 x 23 cm):
Designed to meet the requirements of the High Fidelity enthusiast
(i)
.i, avant' C) for a tastefully styled, free-standing three unit enclosure. Frequency
30-17000 Hz: Power 15 watts: Impedance 4-8 or 15 ohms. Size 25" x 15+" x 12" (64 x
39 x 30 cm) :
14 per

ja rtita /
IL ri;t")

Superb three unit reproducer extensively tested to give
the finest reproduction in avariety of domestic situations.

Frequency 25-17000 Hz: Power 20 watts: Impedance 8or 15 ohms. Size 32f" x 18" x
17k" (82 x46 x44 cm) :
All above enclosures are finished in Teak with matching Vynair fabric. For further
details, write to

Riftankoillan

BRADFORD ROAD, RIMERS& CLECKHEATON,YORKS ENGLAND.
TeClecicheaton 244213

the simple
si
ohisticate
The Goldring-Lenco GL69 2 transcription unit
will match up beautifully to many an enthusiast's special needs
in performance and price. Precision and fine appearance
will also suit the really discriminating buyer.
We achieved all this by keeping the GL69 2 relatively simple.
But just look how sophisticated it is!

L69 lightweight pick-up arm
has removable plug-in shell
to take all standard mono and
stereo cartridges.

Pick-up head,can be lowered
by means of viscously damped
cueing device.
•-•„/
Adjustment of arm height and
stylus for optimum tracing.

Stylus pressure
adjustable by
sliding weight.

Speed continuously
variable from
3o-86 r.p.m.

Mains switch fully suppressed;
idler wheel automatically
disengages from turntable and
drive as unit is switched off.
You want hi fi performance ?
Just add one of the Goldring range
of stereo magnetic cartridges.
Ideal for use with the GL69 ' 2 is the
Goldring G800 at £ 13.10 tax paid,
the G800H at £ 10.65 tax paid or
the G85o at £ 6.50 tax paid.

Simple, effective bias
compensator permits
use of highest quality
stereo cartridges.
A transcription unit with much more
than ' the basics' for enthusiasts who don't
require extreme sophistication of design.
GL69 2 £ 26.62 tax paid in chassis form.
GL69-2/P £ 35.29 with teak base.
Hinged clear plastic Lid 69, £ 4.43 tax paid.

Goldring Lenco GL69-2113
All prices shown above are recommended retail
Goldring Manufacturing Co. ( Great Britain) Ltd
1oBayford Street, Hackney, London, E8 3SE. Phone: 01-985 1152
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MMII ORDER SPECIRLISIS Yvtgo) WIDE
GOODS

DESPATCHED

BY

Exp oRTER

RETURN

Carriage, Packing and Insurance ( U.K.) FREE!!
NORTH

o
o
o
O

O
11
4

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
O
9

o
o

9
10
0
II
II
5
1
3
11
5
4
11
3
3
2
6
10
4
0
0
6
9
2

$8.76
$15.00
$20.40
$25.92
$20.16
$30.24
$11.96
$27.72
$31.20
$43.59
$62.17
$10.08
$51.48
$17.95
$12.60
$25.20
$20.70
$36.42
$43.20
$9.96
$18.00
524.30
$15.00
$57.60
$57.60
$61.20
$68.75
$70.80
$73.56
$25.20
$21.60
$23.40
$79.20
$75.60
$41.40
$32.40
$19.80
$21.60
$43.20
$8.88
$5.70
$5.25
$2.78

DIAMOND STYLI
Shure N44- E £8 6 9
Goldring CS9I E £ 4 0 6
Shure N44-7 .. £6 9 8
Decca Deram
LI
7 6
Shure N55- E .. £9 5 3
Deram Elliptical £2 10 0
Sonotone9TAHC LI 12 8
B & 0 SPI / SP2 £4 5 0
A.D.C. R660 .
£7 11
8
B & 0 SP6/SP7 £4 10 0
Goldring CS90
CI 14
1
ConnoisseurSCU1L2 0 10
OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE .Service for Ortofon and Decca

TUNER

187
219
116
206
145
188
207
242
87
204
236
246
255
69
82
89
99
154
193

10
10
15
5
0
10
7
10
O
15
5
15
3
15
O
10
18
O
10

QUIC '
t" 'I

CENTRE •

TUNERS
Armstrong M8 MPX Stereo Decoder
Armstrong 523 AM/FM Tuner ..
Armstrong 524 Transistor FM Tuner
Goodmans Stereo AM/FM MPX Tuner
Leak Troughline Stereo FM Tnr. Chassis
Leak Troughline Stereo FM Tnr. Case
Leak Stereofetic FM Tuner Chassis ..
Leak Stereofetic FM Tuner Case ..
Quad FM Stereo Tuner
Quad AM3 ( L/M/S) Tuner .. ..
Quad AM3 ( S/S/M) Tuner .. ..
Revox A76 Multiplex Tuner .. ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Tuner Case ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Tuner Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Case
Rogers Ravensbourne Decoder ..

9
3
O
7
O
O
0
0
6
10
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

o O $26.80
5 3 $ 103.20
7 8 $79.20
3 5 $ 156.60
o
$94.50
3 I $ 114.00
8 $114.40
$130.00
o o $96.00
9
$91.20
9
$91.20
15
$300.00
$98.40
O 2 $86.40
17
$118.80
17
$128.40
10
$34.80

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521 Stereo Transistor Amp. 56
Cambridge Audio P40
75
Ferrograph F307 Stereo Amplifier ..
59
Goodmans Maxamp Trans Stereo Amp 54
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. Chassis ..
53
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. in Case..
59
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. Chassis 65
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. in Case 71
Lenco 3000 Stereo Amplifier ..
52
Metrosound ST20 Stereo Amplifier ..
36
Quad 33 Stereo Control Unit
43
Quad 303 Stereo Power Amplifier ..
55
Radford SCA30 Trans. Stereo Amp. .. 106
Revox A50 Stereo Amplifier ..
106
Rogers Ravensbrook Amp. Chassis ..
44 0
Rogers Ravensbrook Amp. in Case ..
49 0
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. Chassis..
59 10
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. in Case ..
64 0
Rotel 100 Stereo Arn,lifier
45 10
Shure Stereo Pickup/Tape/amp ( mains)
14 0
Sugden A2I Stereo Amplifier..
59 10

$134.40
$180.00
$141.60
$129.60
$127.20
$142.80
$156.00
$171.60
$126.00
$86.40
$103.20
$132.00
$254.40
$245.52
$105.60
$117.60
$142.80
$153.60
$109.20
$142.80

PORTABLE RADIOS AND T.V
New Type Beolit 600 Mk. 11 L/M/VHF £36
Beolit 1000 L/M/S/VHF £69
Grundig Music Boy 208A L/M/S/VHF £31
Hacker Herald FM only ..
E32
Hacker Hunter L/M/VHF . [37
Hacker Helmsman LW/MW/3SW
£38
Hacker Sovereign LW/MW/VHF .. £48
Roberts 600 LW/MW/VHF
E26
Roberts 707 L/M/S/VHF
E35
Sanyo 10T120 UE Mains/Batt. TV ..
£69

$ 176.40
$ 202.00
$ 152.61
$ 123.49
$ 151.65
$ 172.28
$ 359.94
$ 421.35
$ 224.16
$ 396.00
$278.40
$ 360.00
$ 396.00
$ 463.00
$ 169.03
$ 360.00
$ 412.80
$ 439.20
5444.00
$ 153.50
$ 153.60
$ 163.20
$ 182.40
$273.60
$333.60

9
53
41
82
51
59
59
68
SI
48
48
162
51
45
61
66
14

TERMS

Bowers & Wilkins Model 70 ..
.. 139
Bowers & Wilkins DM3 Monitor
..
63
Bowers & Wilkins DMI
..
32
Celestion Dicton 10 Mk. II
..
21
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
..
29
Celestion Dicton 25 ..
..
59
Goodmans Axiette 8 ..
Goodmans Axiom 10 ..
8
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 ..
Goodmans Magnum-K2D System ..
40
Goedmans Minister Speaker System .. 22
Goodmans Magister Speaker System 57
Goodmans Maxim Mini System ..
20
Goodmans Mezzo II Speaker System 30
I.M.F. Transmission Line Studio Speaker 71
Jordan- Watts Module ..
12
K.E.F. T.I5 Tweeter .. ..
6
K.E.F. B110 LF/MID
..
8
K.E.F. B139 Drive Unit
II
K.E.F. Cresta Speaker System
22
K.E.F. Celeste Mk 2 Speaker System 29
K.E.F. Concord Speaker System ..
43
K.E.F. Chorale Speaker System ..
34
K.E.F. Cadenza Speaker System ..
38
Kefkit 2 Concord
..
25
Kefkit 3 Concerto .. ..
37
Kefkit 4 Cresta..
..
18
Leak Mini Sandwich Speaker System ..
29
Leak " Sandwich" Mk. II Speaker System 45
Lowther PM6 Drive Unit .. ..
21
Lowther PM6 Mk 1Drive Unit ..
24
Lowther PM6 in Acousta Enclosure ..
46
Lowther PM7 Drive Unit .. ..
33
Quad Electrostatic Speaker System ..
66
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 12" D/C 56
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 15' D/C 63
Tannoy Monitor 12" D/C Gold Chassis 36
Tannoy Monitor 15" D/C Gold Chassis 43
Tannoy Ill LZ Monitor D/C Gold Chassis 31
Wharfedale Unit 3 Speaker Kit ..
II
Wharfedale Unit 4 Speaker Kit ..
16
Wharfedale Unit 5 Speaker Kit ..
23
Wharfedale Super 8/RS/DD
7
Wharfedale Super 10/RS/DD
12
Wharfedale Melton System .. ..
29
Wharfedale Denton System ( pair) ..
38
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill Stysern ..
39
Wharfedale Super Linton Sytm. ( pair) 45
Wharfedale Rosedale System .. ..
59

HiFi Equipment taken in Part Exchange

10
10
13
10
10
0
10
10
15

All equipment is carefully packed, insured and
shipped promptly at minimum cost
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
PERSONAL EXPORT FACILITIES

01- 888 0077

OUR

SHOWROOMS
4-100 VOS

RAILWAY
BRIDGE

$32.08
$29.43
$37.41
$31.49
$105.60
$76.80
$37.26
$45.96
$61.14
$76.20
564.80
548.60
$70.26
$87.06
$132.78
$82.68
$82.20
$90.00
$144.0
$151.20
$190.08
$111.60
UNITS

AUDIO SYSTEMS

THE BROADWAY

LONDON N22 6DU Tel

$22.98
$38.40
556.40
$14.59
$24.38
$70.80
$72.96
$94.80
$85.20
$142.80

8

Complete range by: B & O. WYNDSOR, PHILIPS,
VAN DER MOLEN, BUSH, FERGUSON, L & L,
RADON,
HACKER, GOODMANS, BRUNDIG,
TANDBERG, DECCA, MARCONI, etc.

VISIT

HI

10
5
0
19
0
10
12
14
10
0
10
0
10

O

O
3
O
17
2
8

MOTORS

Motors, Pick-ups, Tuners, Tape Recorders, Speakers ( 10"
and smaller) are subject to Purchase Tax in the U.K. About
1/5th ( 3/10 in the L) is deductible on Export orders of
these items. Amplifiers. Large Speaker Systems, etc. are
Tax Free in the U.K. and available at U.K. Prices. U.S.
DOLLAR PRICES QUOTED ARE TAX FREE. PAYMENT MAY
BE MADE IN ANY CURRENCY BY CERTIFIED CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER.
Shipping quotes free or send $ 1Bill for leaflets.

C.C.GOOdWin(saleslid
7, THE BROADWAY, WOOD GREEN

2
9
0
7
18
8
0
0
12
10
3
0
0
6
0
0
0
4
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

$334.80
$151.20
$76.80
$40.70
$69.60
$143.64
$13.80
$16.32
$18.30
$96.24
$43.20
$136.80
$38.92
$74.16
$171.36
$28.80
$14.40
$16.80
$27.60
$43.20
$69.60
$104.40
$67.20
591.20
$61.20
$90.00
$35.34
$71.90
$109.20
551.60
$58.80
$111.60
$79.20
$158.40

10

Garrard SP25 Mk. II ( less cart.) ..
11 19
BSR McDonald MP60 Single Play ..
15 0
BSR McDonald 610 Auto Play ..
18 19
BSR McDonald 510 Auto Play ..
15 19
Dual 1219 Auto Transcription Unit ..
60 8
Dual 1209 Auto Transcription Unit ..
42 12
Garrard 51_6513 Auto ( less cart.) ..
19 6
Garrard AP75 Transcription Unit ..
23 16
Garrard 401 Transcription Motor ..
31 14
Garrard SL95B Auto Transcription ..
45 9
G
d SL75B Auto Transcription ..
35 12
Goldring Lenco GL69 Trans. Motor ..
25
1
Goldring Lenco GL75 Trans. Unit ..
36 8
Goldring Lenco GL75P Trans. on plinth 44 18
Philips GA202 Trans. Unit .. ..
69 0
S.M.E. 2000 Plinth & Cover .. ..
42 17
Thorens TDISOA Mk. II Motor/arm ..
43 12
Thorens TD150A13/11 Motor/arm/plinth 47 8
Thorens TDI25 Trans. Turntable
75 17
Transcriptors Hydraulic Refernece T/T 78 0
Transcriptors Hydraulic Ref. T/T w. arm 98 2 0
Transcriptors Turntable with arm ..
57 12 0
PLINTHS AVAILABLE FOR MOST OF ABOVE

EXPORT
INFORMATION

TAPE RECORDERS Se DECKS
B. & 0. 1800 Stereo Tape Deck
B. & 0. 2400 Stereo Tape Recorder
Brenell Mk. V Series 3 Recorder
Brenell STB2/5/2 Stereo Tape Unit
Brenell ST400 Stereo Recorder
Ferrograph 7I3M Mono Recorder
Ferrograph 704 Stereo Recorder ..
Ferrograph 724 Stereo Recorder ..
Philips 4404 Stereo Recorder ..
Revox A77/1 104 Mk. II Stereo Recorder
Revox A77/1124 Mk. II Stereo Recorder
Revox A77/1 224 Mk.I1Stereo Recorder
Revox A77/1104 Mk. 11 High Speed ..
Sanyo MR801 Stereo Recorder ..
Tandberg 1541 Mono Recorder ..
Tandberg 164IX Stereo Tape Recorder
Tandberg 304IX Stereo Tape Unit ..
Tandberg 124IX Stereo Recorder ..
Tandberg 6041 Stereo Tape Unit ..

AND

SPEAKERS

EASY TERMS SEND MINIMUM 1/
3 DEPOSIT

AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

Armstrong 52 FM Tuner/Amp.
91 17
Armstrong 526 AM/FM Tuner/Amp. 104 14
B. & O. 900K Mk. 11
.
..
79 10
Goodmans 3000 FM Stereo T/Amp. ..
77 14
Rotel 130 Stereo Tuner/Amp. ..
79 0
Tandberg 1071 AM/FM Stereo T/Amp. 89 10

HI-FI

A selection from our extensive stocks

PICK-UPS Si CARTRIDGES
4 10
6 5
8 10
13 10
10 10
15 15
6 2
14 5
17 0
22 10
32 0
5 5
26 10
9 2
6 10
13 0
10 13
18 17
26 0
5 4
9 5
12 10
7 16
29 12
29 12
34 9
35 18
36 14
38 2
12 19
I1 2
12 0
40 15
38 18
21
6
16 13
10 3
11 2
22 6
3 14
2 7
2 3
1 3

LONDON'S

LY

•GUARANTEED HI-FI INSTALLATIONS •CASH OR H.P.

SALES AND SERVICE
cos 1.4 terco C'd
B. & O. SPI Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SPI4 Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SP8 Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SPIO Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SP12 Stereo Cartridge ..
Connoisseur SCU- 1Stereo Cartridge
Connoisseur SAU-2 P.U. arm
Decca Mk. 4RC Stereo Cartridge ..
Decca Mk. 4 C4E Stereo Cartridge ..
Decca Super 4 SC4E Stereo Cartridge
Decca Deram New Type Trans. cart.
Decca International Pick-up Arm ..
Decca lift inc. Transformer ..
Goldring 850 Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring 800 Stereo Cart. ..
Goldring 800H Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring 800E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Goldring 800 Super EStereo Cartridge
Goldring CS90 Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring L69 P.U. arm
Goldring L75 P.U. arm
Goldring CS9I E Elliptical Stereo Cart.
Ortofon SL I5E Stereo Cartridge ..
Ortofon MISE Stereo Cartridge ..
S.M.E. 3009/11 Arm with shell
S.M.E. 3009/1 IHE Arm with shell ..
S.M.E. 3012/11 Arm with shell
S.M.E. 3012/1 IHE Arm with shell ..
Shure M55- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M44-5 Stereo Cartridge
Shure M44- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure V15/11 Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure V15/11-7 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M75E/2 Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M75-6 Type II Stereo Cartridge
Shure M44-7 Stereo Cartridge
Shure M32E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical) ..
Transcriptprs Fluid Pick-up arm ..
Transcriptors Stylus Scales ..
Watts Manual Parastat
Watts Hi -Fi Parastat Mk IV ..
Watts Dust Bug

SAFE

G

H

NORTH
LONDON'S
HI-FI CENTRE

.
1L

ROAD
wOOD GREEN
TUSE STATION I

H OURS OF BUSINESS: Monday to Saturday 94 p.m. Thursday 9-I p.m.

GOLDRING SERIES 800 and 850

STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
G.85o Free Field stereo magnetic cartridge, intended
primarily for 'budget' hi-fi systems, offers all the
advantages of agood quality magnetic cartridge at a
very attractive price.

Our famous '800 Series' True Transduction cartridges,
developed on the 'Free Field' principle, allow the most
delicate groove-stored signals to be accurately relayed
and re-created with uncompromising precision. And the

E
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800 Super E For those
aiming at perfection—
extra low mechanical
impedance for ultimate
tracking is achieved by a
duo- pivoting arrangement
membrane- controlled to
avoid longitudinal or
torsional modes
blemishing performance.
Each cartridge supplied
with individual curve and
calibration certificate.
Recommended retail:
£26.00 ( tax paid).

800/E Designed for
transcription arms, a
micro- elliptical diamond
is fitted to afine
cantilever, end- damped
against natural tube
resonances, accurately
terminated in aspecial
conical hinge to give
pin- point pivoting.
Recommended retail:
£18.83 ( tax paid).

800 The 800 is designed
for standard arms and
changers where the
requirements for high
fidelity and robustness
usually conflict. Output
is 5mV at 5cm/sec.
R.M.S. Recommended
tracking weight 14 to
24 grams.
Recommended retail:
£13.00 ( tax paid).
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800/H This Free Field
Cartridge is designed for
inexpensive changers to
track between 24 to 34
grams and has ahigh
output of at least 8mV.
Recommended retail:
£10.65 ( tax paid).

G850 This relatively
inexpensive Free Field
stereo magnetic cartridge
is capable of bringing out
the very best performance
that ' budget' hi-fi systems
can provide.
Recommended retail:
£6.50 ( tax paid).

Goldring Manufacturing Company (Great Britain) Limited,
io Bayford Street, Hackney, London E8 3SE.
Phone: 01-985 1152.

Have you got what it takes
to be aHi Fi enthusiast?
You've got asympathetic wife. Or, if not, headphones.
You've got acollection of definitives, straining at
their jackets. And you've got ideas. Ideas for the
ultimate in listening ecstasy. Expensive ideas. Well, if
that's your only problem, Paybonds can probably
help. Paybonds are anew and flexible credit system,
specially geared to help the enthusiast. Paybonds can
give you £25—£500 for the equipment you need. And
up to 2years to pay. So send for full details without
any obligation.

Paybonds Ltd.
P.O. Box 430
51 Cannon Street,
London EC4

Paybonds
Please send me full details about
Paybond's without any obligation

1605

NAME

ADDRESS

The Beomaster 1200
from
Bang & °Wen
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A new concept in entertainment that lets you participate
in the performance. This Tuner/Amplifier acts as
acontrol panel for all your entertainment equipment
volume for each speaker ( separate Beovox speakers are available to

Totally new, the Beomaster 1200 is aslim, thin tuner/amplifier with
all its controls on the top plane; and every one operates with

match this unit). Extra pushbuttons and sockets are provided for tape
recorder, record playing unit, and for external AM/FM aerials.

engineering precision.

With a power output of 2 x 15 watts RMS and a distortion level of
less than 0.3% at 1 KHz, this new Beomaster 1200 tuner/amplifier will
become your entertainment centre — and you know there are the

Piano key pushbuttons control long, medium and FM waveband
selection ( there are three pushbuttons for pre-setting the FM section)
and a transparent ' slide rule' cursor, finely controlled by three tiny
finger wheels, enables you to select accurately the station of your

facilities and power to suit your future needs. Available in either teak

choice; and to make it foolproof, Bang & Olufsen have built in a
combined waveband and tuning indicator that shines brightest when
astation is correctly tuned.

open shelf display or for wall mounting.
The care with which Bang & Olufsen products are produced and
marketed has made it the first name in Europe for quality and design —

Now that's only half the story. The Beomaster 1200 also forms the

it is a hard-earned reputation which your B & 0 Dealer treats with

control panel for a complete stereo system. Positive slide controls
adjust the amount of

or rosewood finish the Beomaster 1200 is built to the same high
standard of other B & 0 equipment; its new design makes it ideal for

care and respect.

bass and treble and the

If you do not already know the name of the appointed Bang & Olufsen Dealer in your area, write for full details and
brochures to:
Bang & Olufsen U.K. Limited, Eastbrook Road, GloJcester, GL4 7DE. Tel: 0452 21591
e°
°1
4 rmENtio -e
/

London Showrooms: 70/71, Welbeck Street, London, W.1. Tel : 01-486 2144.
Bang & Olufsen — for those who consider design and quality before price
1606

MODEL 2000
PLINTH SYSTEM

o
Motor boards in matching
veneers are ready cut and drilled
for screwdriver assembly with
the appropriate pick-up arm and
turntable. An uncut board is also
available.

The SME model 2000 plinth system is more than a
handsome and convenient housing for your turntable
and SME precision pick-up arm. It meets the
mechanical requirements under which the best
performance will be obtained. High- quality
workmanship is combined with ease of assembly.
The basic unit is finished in selected veneers of teak,
straight- grained walnut, or rosewood. A one-piece
hinged lid in heavy acrylic is reinforced with apolished
stainless- steel trim.
Write for details to: SME LIMITED • STEYNING • SUSSEX • ENGLAND

1607

Four-point spring suspension
adjustable for height and
damping protects the motor
board from acoustic feedback
and external vibration.

MOM HIFI STEREO SYSTEMS
LEAK SYSTEMS

STEREO " 65"
SYSTEM

SAVE £30.10.5

7
11
19
19
12
5

Teleton 203E Amplifier
G
d SP25 Mk II ..
Plinth and cover .
NM77 Stereo Cartridge
Pair of SS3 Speakers
All leads and plugs ..

£28
[15
£8
£9
£33
£2

Total cost if purchased individually

f98 15

6
II
6
6
0
0
5

65 uns.

SYSTEM
PRICE
Carr. & Ins. 35/—

The famous NuSound Stereo System " 65" has proved to be the most popular Hi -Fi Stereo System available. The selected equipment has been expertly matched by the NuSound team to produce a system
capable of truly outstanding performance and representing today's finest value for money.
The system comprises the world famous TELETON
203E STEREO AMPLIFIER incorporating 18 silicon
transistors, scratch filter, stereo headphone socket etc.
giving total output of 12 watts.
Frequency range
30-20,000 Hz. Beautifully styled and housed in attractive
matching wooden cabinet.
The GARRARD SP25
MK 11 4- speed single record player in deluxe teak
plinth with high quality perspex cover is fitted with the
NM77 STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE. This
top quality high compliance cartridge with 0-7 mil
diamond stylus, frequency response 20-20,000 Hz, is

capable of truly superlative performance and on test
produced results equal to cartridges costing over LIS.
The excellent results produced by the combination of
the Teleton amplifier and the NM77 cartridge are fed
into two ALLARD SS3 Hi -Fi SPEAKER ENCLOSURES housing a perfectly matched 3- way speaker
system capable of handling the full output of the Teleton
203E. Each enclosure ( 10" x 17f" high) is teak finished
on all sides and has an attractive padded black cloth
front that combines elegant appearance with excellent
Hi Fi reproduction.

For value for money coupled with outstanding performance System
requiring autochonge facilities see System "70" below.

"
e"

SYSTEM " 77"

Teleton 203E
£28 7 6
G
d SL658 £l9 6 5
Base/Cover .
£8 19 6
NM77 cartridge £9 19 6
SS3's ( 2) .. [33 12 0
Leads/Plugs ..
£2 5 0
Total

£102

SYSTEM
PRICE

9 11

10 go s.

Carr. & Ins. 35/-

(28.19.11.

SAVE

Total

SYSTEM
PRICE

go

Carr. & Ins. 50/SAVE

£106 18 II

SYSTEM
PRICE
Carr. & Ins

s.

(22.13.11.

SYSTEM " 119"

Total

Carr. & Ins. SO/SAVE

A

o
o
o

s.

Carr .& Ins. 50/-

(20.5.1.

Armstrong 521
Goldring GL7SP
Goldring 0800E
Mezzo 11 (
2)
Leads/Plugs .

£56
£46
£l8
f6I
£3

0
18
17
16
0

£186 11

0
8

o
o
9

1

SYSTEM
PRICE

11

42

go S.

Carr .& Ins. 50/SAVE

(37.9.9.

1.1;i:JULUZik

£219 15

0
8
1
0
0
9

SYSTEM " 151 L"
Stereo 30 Plus
£59
Garrard AP75
£23
Goldring 0800 £ 13
Base/Cover ..
£9
Dovedales (
2) . £79
Leads/Plugs .. £ 3
Total

10
16
0
19
0
10

SAVE (42.6.9.
SYSTEM PRICE

169 gns.

£188 16

SYSTEM " 139L"
0 Stereo 30 Plus
£59
7 Garrard AP75
£23
O Goldring 0800 £ 13
6 Base/Cover .
£9
0 Mezzo 11 (
2) .
£6I
0 Leads/Plugs .
El

18
16
0
19
16
10

0
7
0
6
0
0

I

12

I

151 gos.

Carr. ki Ins. so/SAVE 00.5.1.

CREATE YOUR OWN SYSTEM!
Any of the equipment used in NuSound systems can be
combined to create a system to suit your individual
requirements. To arrive at the total system cost, add
or subtract the amounts below from standard system
prices shown.
NM77 to Goldring G800
add 3 gns.
0800 to G800E .. ..
add 4 gns.
0800E to G800 Super E
add 6 gns.
SP25 to SL65E1 ----- -add 5 gns.
SP25 to AP75 .. ..
add II gns.
SS3's to Decca Derams ..
add 9 gns.
Derams to Wharfedale Dentons
add 7 gns.
Derams to Wharfedale Meltons .
add 20 gns.
Mezzo II's to Ditton I5's ...
add 2 gns.
Mezzo II's to Leak Mini Sandwiches
add 2 gns.
Meltons to Kef Celestes ..
deduct Ign.
Meltons to Ditton 15's
add 3 gns.
Meltons to Dovedales
add 16 gns.
Dovedales to Kef Concords ..
deduct 7 gns.
Dovedales to Magnum K's
add Ign.
• Ali prices correct at time of press but subject to alteration
without notice. E. & G.E.

4%

Total

£171

SYSTEM
PRICE

139 gn s.

Carr. & Ins. 50/SAVE

(25.13.1.

LIMITED NUMBER OF LEAK
SANDWICH SYSTEMS AVAILABLE

QUAD SYSTEMS

-

SYSTEM " 209Q"*
Quad 33/303
Goldring GL7SP
0800 Super E
Sandwiches ( 2)
Leads/Plugs ..

SPECIAL PRICES!
In addition to the range of money saving NuSound
Stereo Systems we have available for personal callers a
large number of Special Offers of Tape Recorders and
Hi Fi Equipment at drastically reduced prices.
Our prices are most competitive and coupled with the
NuSound facilities offer you the best value for money
available today.
Call into any of our showrooms and reap the full benefit
of NuSound's purchasing power!

Ravensbourne
£64
Garrard AP75
£23 16
Base/Cover .
£9 19
Goldring 0800 £ 13
Meltons ( 2) ..
0
Leads/Plugs
El 0

SYSTEM " I69"*
o
7
6

o
o
o

Ravensbourne
£64
Goldring 0175P £46 18
Goldring 0800E £ l8 17
Sandwiches (
2) £91
Leads/Plugs .. £ 3
Total

Total

£172 16

SYSTEM
PRICE

135 go s.

Carr. & Ins
SAVE

50/-

f31.1.I.

£223 15

SYSTEMi6ggn
PRICE
Carr. & Ins 50/SAVE

/25 yd. Tottenham Ct. Rd. Tube)

•87,100

o
8

(46.6.9.

Tel.: 01-580 4638

PIONEER MARKET, ILFORD LANE,

ILFORD. ( 1min Ilford B'dway) Tel.: 01-478 2291

1608

Total

SAVE f45.19.8.

£98
£46 18
£26
£91
0
£3 10

£ 265

209 gns.

8

Carr . 8 Ins

SYSTEM " 204Q"
Quad 33/303
£98
Goldring GL7SP £46
G800E Cartridgef18
Dovedales (
2)
£9
Leads/Plugs ..
£3
Total

£246

9

s.

I

SYSTEM PRICE

0
18
17
0
10

0
8
1
0
0

5

9

50 1-

I

SAVE (32.1.9.

I

SYSTEM PRICE

204 gns.
Carr. & Ins. 50/-

o
o

1

▪24 OXFORD ST., W.I.

j/ilt/17d

10
18
17
0
10

Carr .& Ins 50/-

SYSTEM
PRICE

SYSTEM " 135"

SYSTEM " 142"

gn s.

(18.17.1.

o
7
6

£ 136 16

SYSTEM 1 1 1 gn
PRICE

Total
£ 143 16

SYSTEM 119
PRICE

50/

Ravensbrook
£49
Garrard AP75
£23 16
Base/Cover £9 19
Goldring G800 £ I3
Derams ( 2) £ 38 0
Leads/Plugs . £3

SAVE

Armstrong 521 £56 0 0
Garrard AP75
£23 16 7
Base/Cover
E9 19 6
Goldring G800 £ 13 0 0
Derams (
2) .
£38 0 0
Leads/Plugs . £ 3 0 0
Total

77 ens.

SYSTEM " 1II"

o
11 11
19 6
19 6
0 0
0 o

£ 124 10 II

97

Total

£28 7 6
[15 II II
[8 19 6
£l3 0 0
£38 0 0
£3 0 0

SAVE (26.1.11.

SYSTEM " 97"
Ravensbrook .
£49
G
d SP25 £ 15
Base/Cover
E8
NM77 Cartridge
9
Derams ( 2) . £ 38
Leads/Plugs .. £3

Teleton 203E ..
Garrard SP25 •
Base/Cover ..
Goldring 800 ..
Derams ( 2) ..
Leads/Plugs ..

Total

is the best package system available today. For those

NUSOUND HI-FI STEREO SYSTEMS
SYSTEM " 70"

SYSTEM " I69L"*
Stereo 30 Plus
£59
Goldring GL7SP £46
Goldring G800E £l8
Sandwiches ( 2) £91
Leads/Plugs .. £3

SYSTEM " I88Q"
Quad 33/303
£98
Goldring 01-75P £46
0800E Cartridgef18
Meltons ( 2) .. £ 59
Leads/Plugs ..
£3
Total

£226

O
18
17

o
8

o o
o

10

5

9

I

SAVE (28.17.9.

I

SYSTEM PRICE

188 gns.
Carr. & Ins. SW-

e82 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I. Tel.: 01-242 7401
e228 BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2.
Tel.: 01-247 2609
(Opp. Liverpool St. Stn) Closed Sat. Open Sun. ( 10-2)
e242/4 PENTONVILLE RD., N.I. Tel.: 01-837 8200
•36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST., 5.8.13. Tel.: 01-852 2399

SAVE YOU ders

IN PURSUIT
OF PERFECTION

ARMSTRONG
TUNER AMPLIFIER STEREO SYSTEMS

When one is asked " What is the best system I
can buy?", the answer is not too difficult although
there will always be debate about any one particular
item. To satisfy the customer who demands to
obtain the answer to the above, we designed the
A.51 power amplifier and C.51 control unit. We are
frequently asked what ancilliary items should go
with them and we unreservedly suggest, in loudspeakers, B & W model 70, MS700 or Quad ELS, and
the Shure V15/1I cartridge. We have not yet been
able to improve on the above combinations.
We are fully aware that not everyone can
suddenly put his hands on the sort of money
required for the above and that some sort of
compromise is necessary somewhere. To this end
we designed the amplifier A.21.
"Compromise" you may well ask—" what have
you left out?" In the first place, the principle has
changed in that the A.21 is an integrated amplifier
obviating the necessity for an expensive storage
cabinet. In the second place, we reduced the
power output to aguaranteed 12 watts per channel
(genuine RMS rating) though nearer 15 is achieved
in practice, and we cut out the highly sophisticated
filter arrangements of the C.51.
We did NOT abandon the Class A output
stages—we know that very modern Class B stages
are thought able to produce the right result when
everything is in perfect adjustment, but let us face
facts—even components only normally specified
for defence contracts can still age and drift, so we
do not put a lot of faith in even high grade normal
commercial quality components to maintain the
accuracy of adjustment which is necessary. We
use a Class A output stage which is known to be
incapable of producing the wrong result ( never
mind what possibly can be made to produce the
right result if everything is right) and will permit the
most atrocious misalignment before producing an
audible objection.
Next time we will go into further detail explaining
the other features which give the purchaser of an
A.21 the finest sound and aquality of construction
which just cannot be beaten at its price of £59.10.0.

We are now able to offer
you three Hi-Fi Stereo
Systems using the well
known Armstrong 526
50 watts AM/FM Stereo
Tuner Amplifier. Housed
in handsome teak case,
this superb tuner amplifier incorporating LW/
MW/VHF/FM wavebands
has every facility needed
for the perfect reproduction of music etc. Features include speaker muting loudness
controls, tape record/replay, stereo headphone socket etc., etc. Supplied as a
complete stereo system with record player, ba,e and cover, magnetic cartridge,
speakers etc. All three combinations detailed below show substantial savings only
mace possible by the NuSound purchasing power!

SYSTEM " I75T"
526 .... E104
AP75
£23
800 ..
f13
Base/Cover
ES.
Melton: (2) £59
Leads/Plugs £3
Total
System Price

14
16
0
19
0
0

f213 10

175

SYSTEM " 149T"

SYSTEM " I57T"
3
7
0
6
0
0

526 .... E104 14
AP75
£23 16
800
E13 0
Base/Cover £9 19
Derams ( 2) .. £38 0
Leads/Plugs.. £ 3 0

4

gns.

Total

£ 192 10

System Price

Carr. & ln. 50/-

3
7
0
6
0
0

526 .... E104
SP25 .. LIS
800 ..
El 3
Base/Cover £8
Derams ( 2) .. £38
Leads/Plugs..
El

4

157 gns.

Total
System Price

Carr. & Ins. 50/-

SAVE a9.15.4.

SAVE

C27.13.4.

£ 188

14
11
0
19
0
0

3
II
0
6
0
0

5 8

147 gns.

Carr. & Ins. 50/SAVE

C28.18.8.

NUSOUND
TANDBERG
TUNER/AMPLIFIER
STEREO SYSTEM
SYSTEM " 109T"
SSI071 .
SP2.5 . C15
Base/Cover . £8
NM77 . £9
SS3's ( 2) . £33
Leads/Plugs .. £2
Total

10
II
19
19
12
5

0
II
6
6
0
0

The heart of this System is the top quality Tuner/
Amplifier Solvsuper 1071 capable of truly outstanding
performance on FM/AM and as an amplifier for record
reproduction. The SS1071 has five wavebands covering
long, medium, 2 short and VHF/FM and provides 20
watts output power and coupled with the world famous
G
d SP25 Mk 11 record unit, NM77 stereo cartridge, Allard SS3 speakers as used in System 65' you
have a truly Hi-Fi Stereo System at a fantastically low
price!

£ 159 17 11

SAVE
£45 8 11

STEREO
CASSETTE
CENTRE

SYSTEM mobrà G NS
PRICE
MY7carr.&Ins.so/-

24 OXFORD STREET WI
Our showrooms at 24 Oxford Street, London,
W.I carry a fantastic selection of both mono and
stereo cassette and 8 track mains and battery recorders and playback units. In addition we carry
a wide selection of the stereo pre-recorded cassettes and 8track cartridges that are available today.

For anything and everything connected with cassettes and 8track cartridges
call into our Oxford Street Showrooms.

EXPRESS
MAIL
ORDERS
Al. NuSound Stereo Systems
are supplied ready to plug in
and play, complete with all
connecting leads. If you are
unable to visit our showrooms order with confidence
by post to Head Office:
Dept. HFN ' NOV.,
HAG NATAPE HOUSE,
191/193 PLASHET ROAD,
LONDON, E.I3

• FREE TRAVEL
If you reside more than 30 miles from Central
London we offer a unique FREE TRAVEL
FACILITY enabling you to visit London and select
a NuSound System. Send to Head Office for
Free Travel Voucher.

e HIRE

PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE
FOR PERSONAL CALLERS.

(See Free Travel above)
MAIL ORDERS CASH

1

A2I integrated amplifier

Ask your dealer or write for free colour brochure today

ONLY.

J. E. SUGDEN & CO. LTD

11.15M1171/

BRADFORD ROAD, CLECKHEATON, YORKSHIRE
BD19 3LP
Tel.: 2501

1609

•

Cambridge Audio
P40 Stereo Amplifiers o&
R50 Monitor Loudspeakers
If you would like to hear more
Call in for ademonstration
The HiFi Centre at Stanwood Radio Ltd
106 High Street, Brentwood, Essex tel.6798

RIGHT! YOU'VE READ ALL THESE ADS.
NOW YOU'RE REALLY CONFUSED....
•

[WE GUARANTEE A COMPLETE CURE . . . OR YOUR CONFUSION BACK]
You've noticed it—there's a LOT of hi-fi gear about. You want value for money; our fiercely selective stock
aims to give it to you. ( Have you heard TRIO amplifiers, MORDAUNT-SHORT speakers, etc... ?)
You already know we're one of London's specialist record shops—come and discuss your requirements, hear the
records of your choice on the equipment you're interested in. No pressure, no obligations. ( Discounts? . . .
Well.... Home installations, etc., cost us ... but we'll negotiate.)

*

TRY OUR SUPERB BUDGET STEREO, AT ONLY £79 It, £119.
Top class components from Goldring, Goodmans, R. Allan, Philips, MacDonald, Metrosound.
(Clip the coupon for more details—can you afford not to?)

Please send details of your budget systems:
Name
Address

The Record Hunter Ltd •

27-29 York Road, Waterloo, London S.E.I.
Tel.: 928 8731 & 4179.
Hours: Mon.—Wed. 9.30-6.00
Sat. 10.0-1.00
Thurs. & Fri. 9.30-7.00
1610

FCAVE

5Bridge Street
Richmond Surrey
01 948 1441 MI 8pm

,
TOP DISCOUNTS HI FI

DEMONSTRATIONS
MANY SYSTEMS AND INDIVIDUAL
HI FI UNITS CAN BE HEARD AND
COMPARED AT OUR SHOWROOMS

Come to Caves, and be important—that is to us.
Our experienced staff are always enthusiastic and happy to
advise on the best combination of Hi -Fi units to suit your own
particular requirements and your pocket. At our Richmond
demonstration rooms, we offer you the chance to listen to and
compare over 200 different Hi -Fi systems made up of units from the world's best and most popular
manufacturers.
All items stocked carry full maker's guarantees, and we have our own technicians and fault finding
service which are available to all our customers.
Equipment can be installed within 50 miles of the London area if required.
Our stocks are large and for immediate delivery both to personal shoppers and via our extra fast
mail-order service. Our quoted packing and carriage costs include all insurance cover against
damage in transit. Prove for yourself the sheer value of Cave's quality and service combined with the
best possible discounts.

ECIVE
FOR SERI ICE

LUX 1220 AMPLIFIER
LUX WL313 TUNER
THORENS TD150AB MK2, BASE,
COVER & AT35X ELLIPTICAL
CARTRIDGE
TWO KEF CONCERTO
LIST PRICE £ 521.4.6SPEAKERS
CASH PRICE £ 393.5.0

LUX MODEL 77T
AMPLIFIER
This amplifier has been reviewed, and
highly praised and recommended as
a really top class unit by Gordon J.
King. 60 watts RMS. Silicon Mesa
type power transistors.

LUX SQ77T AMPLIFIER
GOLDRING GL75, BASE, COVER
& G800E CARTRIDGE
TWO LEAK SANDWICH
SPEAKERS
LIST PRICE £226.11.6
CASH PRICE £162.3.0

LUX 555 TUNER/AMPLIFIER
THORENS TD150AB MK2, BASE,
COVER & AT35X ELLIPTICAL
CARTRIDGE
TWO TANNOY 15

MONITOR

GOLD SPEAKERS

List
Price
Lux
Lux
Lux
Lux
Lux
Lux
Lux

1220 amplifier
77T amplifier
505 amplifier
606 amplifier ..
555 tuner/amplifier
WL313 tuner ..
WL515 tuner

Cash
Price

£124 10 £89 13
£67 8 £48 19
£97 10 £69 12
£84 0 £58 4
£168 0 £119 18
£143 14 £92 11
£108

5

LIST PRICE £370.5.9
CASH PRICE £ 291.0.0

LUX 1220 AMPLIFIER
LUX WL313 TUNER
THORENS TD125, SME 3009,
BASE, COVER & AT35X
ELLIPTICAL CARTRIDGE
TWO KEF CONCERTO
LIST PRICE £521.4.6SPEAKERS
CASH PRICE £393.5.0

LUX MODEL HQ 555
TUNER/AMPLIFIER
100 watts RMS, ideal integrated
combination of 1220 amp. and 515
tuner. FET and IC for maximum
sensitivity.

it makes SOUND SENSE, buy from CAVES
I

I

£75 15

FCAVE

5Bridge Street
Richmond Surrey
01 948 1441 till 8om

TOP DISCOUNTS HI FI
List
Price

Thorens
Thorens
Thorens
Thorens

MANUFACTURERS' RECOMMENDED
PRICES AND OBTAIN A SPECIAL
5% DISCOUNT

Cash
Price

TURNTABLES, BASES & COVERS
MacDonald MP 60 .. .. £ 15 O O £12 10 0
MacDonald 610 .. .. £ 18 19 6 £15 17 0
MacDonald 510 .. .. £16 0 6 £ 13 8 0
MacDonald B & C .. .. £ 7 12 0 £6 7 0
AR Universal Comp. Arm,
Base & Coy. ( less cart.) .. £ 77 9 0 £71 7 0
Dual 1219, less Cart. .. £60 8 0 £ 54 6 0
Dual 1209, less Cart. .. £42 12 4 £38 6 0
Dual CK6 Base .. .. £9 15 4 £8 16 0
Dual CH5 Cover .. .. £7 5 4 £ 6 11 0
Dual CK20 Base for 1219 .. £ 12 2 8 £ 11
5 0
Dual CH20 Cover for 1219 .. £ 12 2 8 £11
5 0
Trans. Ref. Turnt. w. Arm .. £98 2 0 £86 5 O
Trans. Turnt. w. Arm &
Cover .. .. .. £57 12 0 £50 19 0
Garrard AP76
.. On appli ation
Garrard 401 .. .. £31 14 £ 28 10 o
Garrard SL95B .. £45 9
£38 19 o
Garrard SL75B .. £35 12 £30 13 o
Garrard SL65B .. £19 6
£ 16 12 o
Garrard 72B .. .. • • £30 2
£25 18 o
Garrard 40B .. .. • • £ 12 11 £ 10 16 O
Garrard AP75 ..
• • £23 12 £ 18 15 O
Garrard SP25 Mk. 2• • £ 15 9
£11 12 6
Garrard SP25 Mk. 3• • On application
B & C for SP25
..
£4 17 6
SPC4 Cover & WB4 Base .. £ 10 2 0 £ 9 3 O
SPC1 Cover á WB1 Base .. £7 11
0 £ 6 15 ()
SPC4 Cover & WB5 Base
(for SP25 playing w. cover) £ 10 2 0 £9 3 o
Goldring GL69 Trans. Unit £26 12 6 £22 19 O
Goldring GL69P and B & C £39 17 1 £34 19 O
Goldring GL69P with Base,
Co v. & G800 Cart. .. .. £52 17 2 £42 19 O
Goldring GL75 Trans. Unit.. £36 8 0 £31 19 O
Goldring GL75P w. B & C .. £49 2 8 £41 19 O
Goldring GL75P w. Base,
Coy. A G800E Cart. .. £68 9 11 £57 19 O
Ket Kit 2 .. .. .. £25 10 £21 13 o
Kef Kit 3
..
£37 10 £31 17 o
Kef Kit 4
..
..
£ 18 4
£16 O o
Kef K2 Baffle .. £24 O
£20 8 o
Kef T27 Tweeter .. .. £5 O
£4 5 o
Kef T15 Tweeter .. .. £6 O
£5 2 o
Kef 13139 Woofer .. .. £11 10
£9 15 O
Kef 6110 Mid Range .. £8 12
£ 7 11 O
Kef DN3 Crossover .. £1 15
£1 12 O
Kef DN9 Crossover .. £1 10
£1 7 O
Kef DN12 Crossover .. £4 10
£3 16 o
Kef B.A.F. Wadding ( per yd)
3 6
EMI 13" x8" Bass ( 1496) with Crossover £4 10 o
EMI 1r x8" with 2Tweeters & Crossover £3 17 6
EMI 13" x8" Low Frequency. High flux £7 15 o
EMI 13" x8" Heavy Duty with Tweeter &
Crossover .. .. .. £12 19 6
EMI 31" Foam suspension. High flux.
Tweeter .. .. .. £ 1 5 O
EMI 31" High Flux Tweeter ..
17 6
EMI 6" Bass .. .. .. .. £2 19 6
EMI 3" Polystyrene Tweeter ..
15 O
Wharfedale Unit 3 Kit .. £ 11 19 6 £9 19 O
Wharfedale Unit 4 Kit .. £16 O O £12 19 O
Wharfedale Unit 5 Kit .. £23 10 0 £18 19 O
Goodmans Axiette 8 .. £ 7 2 0 £6 5 O
Goodmans Twin Axiette 8 £8 0 7 £7 1 O
Goodmans Axiom 10 .. £8 8 0 £ 7 8 O
Goodmans Axiom 80 .. £24 16 7 £21 16 O
Goodmans Axiom 301 .. £17 18 0 £15 4 o
Goodmans Axiom 201 .. £12 10 0 £10 13 O
Goodmans Audiom 51 Standard/Bass .. .. .. £11 6 0 £9 12 0
Philips GA202 .. • • £69 O O £60 14 0
Thorens TD150A Mk. 2 w.
£43 13 O £38 19 0
Thorens TD150AB w. Arm
& Base • ..
£47 9 0 £41 10 0

PAYBONDS
CUSTOMERS USING PAYBONDS
CREDIT MAY PURCHASE AT

TX11 Cover ..
TD124/11
TD125
TD124 P & C 9"

Thorens TD124 P & C 12"
Arm ..
Pioneer PL11AC w. Arm,
Base & Coy.
Pioneer PL11AC w. AT35X
Elipt. Cart. ..

List
Price
£4 2 0
£46 16 0
£75 17 0

Cash
Price
£3 10 0
£42 3 4
£66 19 0

£12

O O

£10 16 10

£15

4 0

£13 13

7

7

£40 19

O

2 4

£55 18

O

£8 3
£11
O
£19 12
£29 19
£31 19
£17 O

o
o
o
o
o
o

£48 17
£73

PICK UP ARMS
Goldring L69 Ami
..
£9 5 9
Goldring L75 Arm .. £ 12 10 10
Transc. Fluid Arm 9" or 10" £22 6 8
SME 3009 with S2 Shell .. £34 9 5
SME 3012 with S2 Shell .. £36 14 3
Audio Tech. AT 1005 .. £ 19 19 1

AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS & TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA6600 Tuner/Amp .. £ 142 10 7 £ 125 9
AR Amplifier £ 174 O O £ 156 12
Wood Case for aboyeWalnut
..
£ 11 10 0 £10 7
AR Receiver Tun./PreAmp./
Amp.
£380 15 0 £ 350 14
Wood Case for aboye—
Walnut
..
£ 18 14 0 £17 5
ARD 2000 Amp. Metal .. £46 4 0 £39 5
ARD 2000 Amp. Wood .. £49 7 0 £42 O
Armstrong 521
£56 O O £48 10
Armstrong 523 AM/FM Tun. £53 15 3 £47 19
Armstrong 524 FM Tun. .. £41 17 8 £37 14
Armstrong 525 Tun./Amp. £91 17 9 £81 19
Armstrong 526 Tun./Amp. £104 14 3 £93 19
Armstrong M8 Decoder .. £9 10 0 £ 7 15
Armstrong M4 Decoder .. £9 10 0 £7 15
Cambridge P40 Amp. .. £ 75 O O £ 63 15
Dua CV20 Amp.• • £ 48 10 0 £ 41
5
Dua CV40 Amp... £ 73 10 0 £62 10
Dua CV80 Amp.• • £89 10 0 £76 O
Dua CT15 Tun. .. .. £81 15 6 £ 71 17
Dua CT16 Tun. .. £106 O O £ 93 3
Dua CR40 Tun./Amp. .. £ 178 1 3 £ 156 10
Decca A3000 Amp. .. £69 10 0 £ 60 15
Decca T1000 Tun. .. £32 O O £28 16
Decca T2000 Tun. .. £59 O O £52 19
Decca X70 Decoder .. £ 7 7 0 £ 6 19
Dulci 207 Amp. Chassis .. £25 O O £ 21
5
Dulci 207M Amp. Case .. £30 O O £ 25 10
Dulci FMT7 Tun. .. £23 O O £20 10
Dulci FMT7S Tun. .. £31
O O £ 27 5
Ferrograph F307 Amp. Case £59 O O £46 19
Leak 30 Amp. Chassis • • £53 O O £42 10
Leak 30 Amp. Case .. • . £59 10 0 £ 48 15
Leak 70 Amp. Chassis . • £63 O O £ 52 O
Leak 70 Amp. Case .. • • £69 10 O £58 19
Leak Stereofetic Tun.
Chassis .. £59 18 4 £52 19
Leak Stereofetic Tun. Case £68 1 4 £59 10
Lux SQ1220 Amp. .. £124 10 0 £89 13
Lux SQ505 Amp. .. £97 10 0 £69 12
Lux SQ77T Amp. .. £66 7 6 £ 52 10
Lux SQ606 Amp. .. £84 O O £59 19
Lux HQ555 Tun./Amp. .. £168 O O £119 18
Lux WL515 Tun. .. £ 108 5 3 £ 75 15
Lux WL313 Tun. .. £143 14 7 £ 92 11
Metrosound ST20 Amp. £36 O O £29 19
Sinclair 2.30 Amp. .. £4 9 6 £3 16
Sinclair 2.10 Amp. .. £5 9 6 £4 3
Sinclair Stereo 60 Control Unit £9 19 6 £8 10
Sinclair Stereo 60 Filter Unit £5 19 6 £5 2
Sinclair PE- 5 Supply Unit .. £4 19 6 £ 4 5
Sinclair PZ 6 Supply Unit .. £7 19 6 £6 16
Sinclair PZ 8 Supply Unit .. £5 19 6 £5 2
Sinclair IC10 Amp. .. £2 19 6
£2 15

List
Casi,
Price
Pri, e
Sinclair Z-12 Amp. .. £4 9 6
£3 19 0
Sinclair PZ4 Power Supply £4 19 6
£4 5 0
Sinclair Stereo 25 for 2xz12
Amp.
£9 19 6
£8 10
Sinclair 2000 Amplifier .. £30 9 0 £22 19
Sinclair 2000 FM Tuner .. £26 14 7 £23 10
Sinclair Stereo Decoder .. £4 4 0
£3 19
Sinclair 3000 Amplifier .. £45 O O £37 19
Sinclair Neoteric 60.. .. £61 19 0 £52 10
Sinclair Project 60 FM Tuner £25 O O £21 19
J. Sugden A21 Amp. .. £59 O O £47 19
Teleton SAO 203E Amp. .. £27 15 0 £19 19
Teleton A150 Amp. .. £29 O O £19 19
Teleton CR1OT Tun./Amp. £39 15 0 £26 19
Teleton TFS50 Tun./Amp. £ 74 O O £62 16
Teleton GA101 Amp. .. £33 15 0 £23 19
Teleton GT101 Tun. .. £45 10 0 £38 O
Teleton CR1OT & Speakers
£29 19
Teleton CR24 Tun./Amp. £35 O O £29 19
Teleton R4200 Tun./Amp... £51 15 0 £44 19
Teleton CR55 Tun./Amp. £118 13 0 £103 19
Teleton STQ204 Tun./Amp. £50 10 0 £42 5
Teleton F2000 Tun./Amp. .. £51
O O £32 19
Teleton SAQ5015 Amp. .. £52 10 0 £43 6
Wharfedale Tun./Amp. 100.1 £131 5 0 £112 13
Philips RH690 Tuner .. £44 10 0 £39 3
Philips RH691 Tuner .. £89 O O £78 6
Philips RH781 Tun./Amp... £74 19 6 £62 4
Philips RH790 Tun./Amp... £135 O O £118 15
Philips RH580 Amp. .. £28 O O £23 16
Philips RH590 Amp. .. £51 15 0 £43 19
Philips RH591 Amp. .. £ 76 15 0 £65 5
Pioneer SX440 Tun./Amp. £ 111
1 11
£92 15
Pioneer LX440 Tun./Amp. £116 9 11
£97 5
Pioneer LX800 Tun./Amp. £206 18 10 £181 16
Pioneer SX770 Tun./Amp. £ 156 0 3 £130 5
Pioneer SX990 Tun./Amp. £ 193 2 0 £161
5
Pioneer SX1500 Tun./Amp. £225 17 10 £188 13
Pioneer TX500 Tuner .. £79 5 3 £66 O
Pioneer TX900 Tuner .. £ 151 19 6 £126 15
Pioneer SA500 Amp. .. £61 19 7 £49 12
Pioneer SA700 Amp. .. £97 19 4 £78 7
Pioneer SA900 Amp. .. £ 133 16 7 £107 O
Pioneer SR202 Reverb.
Amp.
£45 8 6 £36 7
Pioneer KX330 Tun./Amp. £78 15 11
£66 o
Quad 303 & 33 Amp.
£98 O
£87 19
Quad FM Tuner .. £51
O
£46 O
Quad AM3 Tuner .. £48 O
£44 12
Radford SMT3 Tun.
£76 10
£64 19
Radford SC30 Amp. .. £ 106 O
£84 16
Revox A50 Amp. .. £ 106 1
£92 19
Revox A75 Tuner .. £ 162 15
£148 O
Rogers Ravensbourne .. £64 O
£54 O
Rogers Ravensbrook • • £47 10
£41
7
Rotel 100 A mp. .. • • £45 10
£35 19
Rotel 120 ST Tuner .. £49 17
£41 19
Rotel 130 Tun./Amp. • • £79 17
£67 12
Rotel FAX 330 Tun./Amp... £95 O
£79 16
Rotel FAX 660 Tun./Amp. £ 129 O
£99 19
Secom SA500 Amp. .. £31 17
£26 19
Sansui 350 Tun./Amp. £129 1 1 £113 10
Sansui 400 Tun./Amp. £ 127 4
£99 O
Sansui 800 Tun./Amp. .. £ 145 19
£128 8
Sansui 2000 Tun./Amp. .. £ 162 3
£142 12
Sansui AU222 Amp. .. £62 17
£53 10
Sansui AU555 Amp. .. £80 9
£68 8
Sansui TU777 Tuner .. £94 5 11
£82 19
Sansui TU555 Tuner £77 9 2 £68 3
LOUDSPEAKERS
Bell & Howell AR-4X Teak £39 19
Bell & Howell AR-2AX Pine £ 74 O
Bell & Howell AR-2AX R/T/
White .. . .. £94 O
Bell &
Howell
AR-2AX
Walnut
..
£87 O

the fastest MAIL ORDER service
1612

0
O

£35 19
£ 66 12

0
0

O

£84 12

0

O

£ 78

6 0

FCAVE

5Bridge Street
Richmond Surrey
01 948 1441 till 8pm

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
FIRST CLASS REPAIR SERVICE
UP TO 15% DISCOUNT ON LP RECORDS

TOP DISCOUNTS HI FI

List
Cash
Price
Price
Bell & Howell AR-5 Pine .. 106 0 0 £95 8 0
Bell & Howell AR- 5 Walnut £ 119 O O £107 8 0
Bel] & Howell AR- 5 R'T/
White
..
£127 O O £114 6 0
Bell & Howell AR-3A Pine £ 153 O O £137 14 0
Bell & Howell AR-3A
Walnut
£ 170 O O £153 O O
Bell & Howell AR-3A R/T/
White
..
£ 178 O O £160 4 0
..
£32 0 0 £27 4 0
B á W DM1
B & W DM3
..
£63 O O £55 11
B & W 70 Mon. .. £ 139 10 0 £118 11
Celestion 15 .. .. £29 O O £25 8
Celestion 25 .. .. £ 59 17 0 £50 17
Goodmans Magister .. £ 57 O O £49 18
Goodmans Magnum K
£40 2 0 £32 10
Goodmans Mezzo 2 Walnut £30 18 0 £22 19
Gcodmans Mezzo 2 Teak .. £30 18 0 £23 19
Goodmans Mambo .. £22 6 6 £18 5
Goodmans 3005
Worth £25 £18 19 pair
Goodmans Minister .. Price on application
Goodmans Mezzo 3 .. Price on application
Kef Cresta
..
£22 3 6 £19 5
Kef Celeste Mk. 2 .. • • £29 O O £22 19
Kef Concorde . • £43 10 0 £33 10
Kef Concerto • • £53 10 0 £42 19
Kef Chorale
£34 16 6 £30 17
EMI ' Richmond' .. • • Worth £23 £22 19
Jardan Watts Module .. £12 O O £10 10
Jordan Watts Jumbo .. £ 19 16 0 £17 7
Leak Mini Sandwich .. £29 15 0 £20 10
Leak Sandwich Tk/Rswd/
Walnut .. .. £29 15 0 £22 10
Leak Sandwich Walnut .. £45 10 0 £29 19
Leak Sandwich Teak .. £45 10 0 £31 5
Leak Sandwich Mahogany £45 10 0 £33 19
Leads for above
£0 9
Lowther PM6
£46 10 0 £39 11
Lowther PM7
£58 O O £49 7
Philips RH491
£23 O O £20 5
Philips GL561/70 Enc. . • £26 19 0 £22 19
Pilips RH481
£ 11
O O
£9 18
•
£ 41 13 2 £35 8
P oneer CS53•
Quad Electrostatic .. £66 O O £59 8
Radon 404 .. .. • . Worth £9
£6 10
Radon Amethyst .. £ 13 17 11
£12 5
Radon Sapphire £36 O O £31 10
Rpgers Ravensbrook • • £47 10 0 £41 11
Sansui SP30 .. • . £31
8 7 £27 13
Sansui SP200..
£ 63 O O £53 11
Tannoy 12" Lancaster • • £ 56 5 0 £49 5
Tannoy 15" Lancaster .. £63 5 0 £55 7
Tannoy Richmond 12 • • Worth £59 £48 19
Tannoy 111LZ• • £ 41 O O £35 18
Thames Vee Gee ..
Worth £18 18 £10 10
Wharfedale Denton• . £ 19 O O £16 15
Wharfedale Linton .. • . £22 10 O £19 19
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 • • £39 10 O £32 10
Wharfedale Melton .. . • £29 10 O £23 19
Wharfedale Rosedale • • £59 10 O £49 18
Speaker Accessories
Din Speaker Plugs
Speaker Cable p/yd.

£0 3
£0 1

AERIALS
J. Beam FM 4/S
J. Beam FM 6
J. Beam A6C
J. Beam ML9
J Beam FM3L

£5 O
£6 12
£1 8
£1 9
£2 8

o
o
o

SEND FOR LISTS
List
Price

CARTRIDGES
Accs GP91-1SC
LOW .
Acos GP91-3SC
High ..
Acos GP93-1
Aces GP94-1
Aces GP94-5
Aces GP95-1
Acos GP96-1
Acos GP 104
Audio Tech.
AT66
Audio Tech.
AT66 L/C
Audio Tech.
AT21
Audio Tech.
AT21X
Audio Tech.
VM3
Audio Tech.
VM8
Connoisseur
SCU1
Decca Deram
Stereo ..
Decca Deram

Cash
Price

£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£1
£2

Stylus
Price

1 6

£0 15

O

1 6 £0 15
10 o
10
19 6
10 o
19
10 6

O

£6

4 8

£5 10

O

£3 O O

£6

4 8

£5 2 O

£3 O O

£7 13

£5 O O

£8 14
£15
£13

4

9 11

£12 19

0 9 £11 10

O

O £10 15

£9 19 11

£8 4

o

£5 16

£54

O

9

£5

5 0

£3

3 0

Goldring G800H
Goldring G800 .. £13 0
Goldring G800
Elipt. £18 17
Goldring G850 .. £6 10
Goldring G800
Sup. E. Elipt. .. £26 0
Goldring G800
E. Econ-Pack £ 18 17
Orbit Mag. Cart.
Orbit Mag. MM 22
Styl.
Orbit Magnetic
MM. 33 Sty. ..
Shure M3DM .. £ 7 8
Shure M44'5 .. £ 11
2
Shure M44/7 .. £ 10 3
Shure M44 Elipt. £12 11
Shure M55 Elipt. £ 12 19
Shure M75 ,6 .. £ 16 13
Shure M75 Elipt. £21
6
Shure M75 EJ £19 19
Shure V15
£40 15
Shure M75G £ 17 12
Shure M91E
Sonotone 9TAH/C
Diam. .. £4 0
Sonotone
9TAH/C Sapoh.

£4 5
£2 16
£8 10
£8 19

0

o

£3 O O

o
o
O
O

£3 15
£8 15

O
O

1 £14 10 O
0
£5 9 O

£9 15
£3 15

O
O

O £14 10

0

1

1 £19 19

1 £12 19 O
£4 5

£9 5 0

£2

3
4
10
O
5
6
2
1
3
1

6

MICROPHONES
Beyer Soundstar XI H ..
Beyer Soundstar X1 HLM ..
Beyer M64 ..
Byer M64 SH
Beyer M67 ..
Beyer M260 ..
Beyer M81 HL inc. lead
Beyer M818 HL inc. lead
Beyer M55 HL inc. lead

£5 19
£8 19
£8 19
£9 19
£11 5
£14 O
£17 17
£16 6
£32 10
£14 15
£17 17

5 0

£2 5
£4 16
8
12
4
O
4
4
12
8
O

o £6
o £5
o £7
o £8
o £7
o £11
o £9
o £14
o £8
o

0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
O

£2 8 O

£0 15

O

£2 O O

£0 15

O

Cash
Price
£16 18
£19 12
£8 16
£12 4
£24 18
£21 5
£9 11
£19 10
£7 11

0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
O

List
Price
£19 18
£23 1
£10 7
£14 7
£29 6
£25 O
£11
5
£22 18
£8 18

0
6
0

O
o
o
o
6

o

List
Price
£6 12
£11 O
£7 O
£12 O
£27 O
£32 O
£7 10
£4 15
£5 10

Eagle DM16 HL
Eagle DM58 HL
A.K.G. D9D HL
A.K.G. D 109
A.K.G. D 119 ES ..
A.K.G. D 202 ES ..
Akai DM13 Dynamic 50K ..
Akai ADM5 Dynamic 50K ..
Akai ADM10 Dynamic 50K
Akai ADM4 Dynamic
600 Ohm ..
£3 17
TAPE RECORDERS
Revox 1102/1104 ..
.. £204 15
Revox 1122/1124 ..
.. £236 5
Revox 1302/1304 ..
.. £204 15
Revox 1322/1324 ..
.. £236 5
Revox 1222/1224 ..
.. £246 15
Revox 1997 Dust Cover
.. £5 5
Ferrograph 713 ..
.. £ 188 10
Ferrograph 702/704 ..
.. £207 7
Ferrograph 722/724 ..
.. £242 10
Ferrograph Cover ..
.. £6 5
Akai 4000D
.. £89 19
.. £99 O
Akai 1710L
Akai 4000 ..
.. £124 18
Akai X5000L
.. £177 19
Akai X5000W
.. £ 177 19
Akai M1OL
.. £245 1
Tandberg 1521 ..
.. £79
Tandberg 1541 ..
.. £85
Tandberg 1221X/1241X
.. £154
Tandberg 1621X/1641X
.. £89 1
Tandberg 6021X/6041X
.. £ 193 1
Tandberg 3041X ..
.. £99 1
Tandberg 64X
.. £147 1
Philips 4302
.. £35 1
Philips 4307
.. £49 1
Philips 4308
.. £60 1
Philips 4404
.. £83
Philips 4407
.. £ 105
Philips 4408
.. £139
Philips 2502 ..
£49 1
Philips 2200 ..
£14 1
Philips EL3302
£28
Philips 2400 ..
£69
Philips 2400 inc. Speakers .. £86
Philips 2401 ..
£81
Philips 2401 inc. Speakers.. £99
Philips N2202
£29 1
Philips N2602 car stereo
.. £42
cassette player ..
Uher 4000L
.. £ 145 1
Uher 4200 ..
.. £187
Uher 4400 ..
.. £187
Uher 714L
.. £55 1
Sanyo Cassette ..
Telefunken M501 ..
.. £43 1
Telefunken M204TS
.. £ 124 1
Grundig TK120
£39
Grundig TK124
£44 1
Grundig TK144
£49 1
Grundig TK149
£57 1
Grundig TK121
£54 1
Grundig TK141
£59
Grundig TK146
£68
Truvox R44 ..
Teleton T710
£34 1
Teleton 5L40
£37 1
Teleton FXB 510D ..
£62
£32 1
Crown CTR8750

Cash
Price
£5 15
£9 13
£6 3
£10 10
£23 12
£28 O
£6 11
£4 3
£4 16
£5

8

£180
£208
£180
£208
£217
£4
£166
£180
£202
£5
£74
£77
£102
£156
£156
£215
£69
£74
£135
£78
£170
£89
£121
£29
£42
£51
£71
£90
£119
£42
£12
£21
£60
£75
£71
£87
£26

10
10
10
O
10
18
O
10
19
16
9
12
19
13
13
13
10
15
10
3
5
19
4
19
10
19
5
2
6
11
5
10
13
13
5
O
18

O £29 19
O £130 18
O £168 10
O £168 10
O £49 18
£20 19
6 £38 8
O £109 18
O £28 18
O £35 7
O £42 5
8 £46 19
7 £45 19
8 £49 14
10
£57 3
£45 10
O £30 10
O £32 19
O £52 15
O £24 19

L.P. RECORDS—UP TO 15% OFF. SEND S.A.E. FOR LISTS.
Our stock of new equipment is extensive and carries full manufacturer's guarantee. The above list is only representative of the equipment stocked by us. Equipment
can be installed in any part of London, customers rarely being kept waiting. Overseas Customers welcome. Personal Export arranged.
Our demonstrations rooms are equipped to enable you to listen to at least 40 different speakers and a large range of amplifiers, tuners, tuner- amplifiers, together
with turntables, for you to compare the kind of sound you can get from both budget low- price systems and higher more sophisticated systems.
P & C on most units is 12/6; Tape Recorders, 17/6. Insurance, 2/- per £ 10 value. P á Con Cartridges is 3/6.
Prices quoted above are our selling prices at the time of coing to press and are subject to alteration E. & O.E. Special carriage charges for 48- hour Delivery Service.

easy CONFIDENTIAL CREDIT terms
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IWICKS

of COLCHESTER
ROGERS metrosound
RAVENSBROOK ST.20
STEREO STEREO
PACKAGE PACKAGE

Comprises:
Rogers Ravensbrook Amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk II turntable
Deluxe base and cover
Shure M55E
Wharfedale Super Lintons
Connecting leads and plugs
Recommended Price

SAVE £35. 18. 3 SAVE £ 28. 4. I
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
.

. £ 49 O O
4
EIS 11
.. £8 9 6
£12 19 5
£45 0
. El 10 0

o 92

£132 10

75

GNS.

GNS.

Carr. & Ins. 45 --

Carr. & Ins. 45 -

Comprises:
Metrosound ST20 amplifier ..
£36
Garrard SP25 Mk 11 turntable
EIS
Deluxe base and cover
£8
Shure M3DM cartridge
£7
Wharfedale Denton speakers £ 38
Connecting leads and plugs .. £ 1

3

Recommended Price

ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION

ENGLISH

SAVE £10
OUR PRICE £41. 5. 3 p8.,

ROGERS RAVENSBROOK MATCHING FM TUNER
FOR ABOVE SYSTEM
Recommended Price £ 51.5.3

0 0
II
4
9 6
8 3
0 0
10 0

.. £106 19

1

I

AUDIO

COMPACT

SAVE £ 13. 19. 6

GOLDRING GL75P WITH LID
Fitted
with
FREE
Goldring
800
magnetic cartridge ( Value £ 13.0.01

7)

£ 49. 2. 8

P. & P.
2I/ -

SPECIAL OFFER!

A complete system giving superb quality reproduction
only
thought
possible
from
more
expensive equipment. Teak plinth with cover and
fitted 5 watts per channel transistor amplifier,
Garrard 2025TC with stereo/mono compatible
cartridge complete with two matched speakers.
ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION—
CALLERS WELCOME

NEAT V70 MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
5 mV.
20-20,000 c s.
playing weight 1-5-3 gr. Diamond
stylus 0'5 mil.
Normal Price £ 5.4.8
OUR PRICE 4 gns. P. & P. 3,6

WICKS HI-FI DISCOUNT OFFERS
Rec.
Price
AMPLIFIERS
Leak 30 plus ( cased)
Leak 70 ( cased) ..
Nikko TRM-30
Nikko TRM-40 IC
Nikko TRM-50
Korting A500
Dulci 207M

Wicks
Price

£59 10 0 £ 46 19 6
£71 10 0 £ 56
9 6
£35 10 0 £ 29 12 6
£48 0 O £ 38 19 6
£58 0 0 £48 10 0
£40 15 0 £30 15 0
.. £ 30 0 0 £19 19 0
Packing and postage I0/-

SANYO EQUIPMENT
MR801 4 track Stereo
Tape Deck .. £69 15 0 £59 10 o
MR939 4 track 3 speed
Recorder with speakers £ 112 5 0 £95 0 o
MR929 4 track 2 speed
Recorder with speakers £ 97
5 0 £79 10 O
DC9I E complete stereo
system with AM/FM
Radio 2 speakers . £ 128 15 0 £108 15 o
DC 534NE stereo unit
with AM/FM Radio
(less speakers) .. £ 142 15 0 £122 15 0
Packing and postage 35/-

ALWAYS IN STOCK
CONNOISSEUR BDI KIT ..
£10 19
SUA2 ARM ..
Ell 19
BD2/SAU2 ARM assembly on plinth
with cover ..
£34 0
Packing and postage 10

6
6
0
-

Rec.
Price
LOUDSPEAKERS
Celestion Dicton 10 .. £21
3
Celestion Ditton 15 .. £29 0
Goodmans Mezzo II .. £ 30 18
Leak Mini Sandwich .. £ 29 15
Wharfedale Denton ( Pair) £ 38 0
Wharfedale Super Lintons
(Pair) .. £ 45 0
Wharfedale Melton .. £ 29 10
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 £ 39 10
Wharfedale Unit 3 kit .. £ 11 19
Wharfedale Unit 4 kit .. £ 16 0
Wharfedale Unit 5 kit .. £23 10
Packing and postage 10

2

o
o

o

£17 5
f22 5
£22 10
£23 0
£28 19

MAKES

0
0
0
0
6

6
6
6
6
-

and

AVAILABLE

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME
OF PRESS

GARRARD OFFERS

5 0
0 £36
6
0 £22 19
6
0 £29 19
£9 19
6
6
0 £12 12 0
0 £17 17 0
- per speaker

• All items brand new, fully guaranteed
supplied in makers original packing.

OTHER

£38

Carr. & Ins. 25 -

Mcks
Pr:cc

GRUNDIG RADIOS
Party Boy 210E .. £ 26 17 6 £ 22 17
Music Boy 210E .. £ 31 19 3 £ 26
9
Elite Boy 210 .. £ 36 15
6 £ 30 19
Yacht Boy 210 .. £ 41 19 4 £ 35 19
Packing and postage 10

ALL

Recommended Price
£51.19.6

OUR PRICE

GARRARD SP25 Mk II ready wired in beautiful
teak plinth with tinted perspex cover. ( Fitted
with 5- pin DIN plug or phono plugs—state choice.)
Rec. Price £ 2/18.4.
OUR PRICE £ 16.0.0. Carr. & Ins. 2I/-.
Or with choice of fitted cartridges.
SP25 Mk II/Sonotone 9TAHC ( Rec. Price £ 27.0.4).
OUR PRICE £ 18.0.0. Carr. & Ins. 21 /-.
SP25 Mk II, Share M3DM ( Rec. Price £ 30.6.7).
OUR PRICE E20.0.0. Carr. & Ins. 21/-.
SP25 Mk 11/Goldring G800 ( Rec. Price £ 35.18.4).
OUR PRICE £21.0.0. Carr. & Ins. 2I/-.
SP25 Mk 11/Shure M55E ( Rec. Price £ 35.17.10).
OUR PRICE £27.0.0. Carr. & Ins. 21/-.
PLINTH AND COVER SUPPLIED SEPARATELY
READY CUT-OUT FOR GARRARD 2025TC,
3500, SP25, SL65B, 3000. ( Rec. Price £ 7.7.0).
OUR PRICE £4.9.6. Carr. & Ins. I0'-.

D. T. WICKS & CO. 49 North Station Road, Colchester, Essex. Tel: ( 0206) 78807

1(5

)4

I
The Neoteric 60 is made for those who consider
attention to the finest detail as important as the
specifications and reliability of an amplifier. The
quality of the product is apparent in the solid
rosewood front panel and gold plated, hand
engraved knobs. The sophistication of the circuit

extends to three scratch filters, continuously adjustable input sensitivities and atrip circuit which
protects the amplifier against any accidental mishandling. Output power is 40 watts ( 20+20)
continuous R.M.S. into 8 ohms.
Price 59 gns.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd.
22 Newmarket Road,
Cambridge. Telephone ( 0223) 52731
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the world's most advanced high fidelity modules
With the introduction of an entirely new and original high fidelity stereo

PZ.6 and PZ.8. For most requirements when using Z.30 power ampli-

F.M. tuner, the Project 60 range can be said at this stage to be complete.
It offers the constructor a most attractive choice of modular arrangements whereby ahigh fidelity system can be selected to suit the user's

fiers, the PZ.5 will be perfectly adequate if low efficiency ( high quality)

personal requirements. Equally, it is possible to use any Project 60
modules separately or partially grouped and so benefit greatly from the

Project 60 system.

flexibility in use these modules afford. The chart below shows some of
the most popular applications for constructors to assemble. The Project
60 manual ( free with the modules) suggests others as well and its 48
pages are packed with valuable information. The new tuner, for example

loud speakers are used, the PZ.6 stabilised power supply unit will be
used. The PZ.8 will be needed with Z.50s which can be used for any

Project 60 modules incorporate some of the most advanced circuitry
in the world to achieve unsurpassed standards of high fidelity and
modern manufacturing techniques enable these modules to be sold at
exceptionally attractive prices. Assembling the modules requires no

can be used with any good high fidelity system as well as Project 60.

skill or previous experience since the manual supplied with the modules
explains clearly how everything can be done with nothing more than

Project 60 now falls into four interdependent groups: — 1. The Z.30 and

the simplest of domestic tools.

Z.50 amplifiers which have only 0.02% distortion at all output levels and
are useful in awide variety of other applications. 2. The control units
comprising the Stereo 60 preamp and control unit and the Active Filter
Unit ( A.F.U.) with which both high pass and low pass filtering can be
introduced between control unit and power amplifiers. 3. The Stereo
F.M. tuner as descr bed opposite; and 4. The power supply units PZ.5.

Project 60 manuals
How to assemble and use Project 60 modules to best advantage in the
above and other applications will be found in the fully descriptive
Project 60 manual included with Project 60 systems. This 48 page
manual is available separately, price 2/6d including postage.

System

The Units to use

In conjuction with

Cost of Units + Project 60 tuner

A

Car Radio

Z.30

Existing car radio. Sinclair
Micromatic

89/6

B

Simple battery powered
record player

Z.30

Crystal pick-up, 12V or more
battery supply and volume
control

89/6

C

Mains powered record player

Z.30 and PZ.5

Crystal or ceramic P.U.
Volume control etc.

£9.9.0

D

20+20 watts R.M.S. stereo
amplifier for most needs

Two Z.30s, Stereo 60
and PZ.5

Crystal, ceramic or magnetic
P.U., most dynamic speakers.
F.M. tuner etc.

£23.18.0

£48.18.0

E

20+ 20 watts R M.S. stereo
amplifier for use with low
efficiercy ( high performance)
speakers

Two Z.30s, Stereo 60
and PZ.6

High quality ceramic or
magnetic PU.. F.M. Tuner,
Tape Deck, etc
All dynamic speakers

£26.18.0

£ 51.18.9

F

40+ 40 watts R.M.S. de- luxe
stereo amplifier

Two Z.50s, Stereo 60
As for E
PZ.8 and mains transformer

£32.17.6

£ 57.17.6

G

Outdoor public address
system

Z.50

Microphone. up to 4P.A.
speakers, 12V car battery with
converter. or 45V d.c.. controls

£5.9.6

H

Indoor P.A.

One Z.50, PZ.8 and
mains transformer

Microphone. guitar. heavy
duty speakers etc.. controls

£17.8.6.

J

High pass and ( ow pass filters

A.F.U.

D. Eor Fas above

£5.19.6

£ 34.9.0

Sinclair Radionics Limited, 22 Newmarket Road, Cambridge

Telephone ( 0223) 52731

Z.30 Et Z.50 power amplifiers

Stereo FM tuner

The Z.30 together with the Z 50 are both of

advanced design using silicon epitaxial planar
transistors to achieve unsurpassed standards
of performance. Total harmonic distortion is
an incredibly low 0.02% at full output and all
lower outputs. Whether you use the Z.30 or
Z.50 power amplifiers in your Project 60
system will depend on personal preference,
but they are the same physical size and may
be used with other units in the Proiect 60
range equally well. For operating from mains.
for the Z.30 use PZ.5 for most domest.c
requirements, or PZ.6 if you have very low
efficiency loudspeakers. For Z.50, use the PZ.8
described below.
SPECIFICATIONS (
Z.50 units are interchangeable with Z.30s in all applications).
Power Outputs
Z.30 15 watts R.M.S. into 8 ohms, using 35V: 20
R.M.S. into 3ohms using 30 volts.
Z.50 40 watts R.M.S. into 3 ohms from 40 volts:
30 Nails R.M S. into 8ohms. using 50 volts
Frequency response 30 to 300,000 Hz± 1dB
Distortion 002"., into 8ohms
Signal to noise ratio better than 70 dB unweighted
Input sensitivity 250mV into 100 Kohms.
For speakers from 3to 15 ohms impedance.
Size 34 x2* x ins.

first in the world to use the
phase lock loop principle

L50

Z.30
Z.30
Built, tested and guaranteed with circuits and
instructions manual

89/6

Z.50
Built, tested sod guaranteed with circuits and
instructions manual

109/6

Stereo 60 pre amp/control unit
Cesign ,dfor tire Pro;ect b0 range but suitable for use
with any high quality power amplifier. Again silicon
epitaxial planar transistors are used throughout,
achieving areally high signal-to-noise ratio and excellent tracking between channels. Input selection
is by means of push buttons and accurate equalisation is provided for all the usual inputs.
SPECIFICATIONS
•Input sensitivities- Radio - up to 3mV. Mag. p.u.3mV: correct to R.I.A.A. curve ± 1dB: 20 to 25,000Hz.
Ceramic pu. - up to 3mV Aux. - up to 3mV.
•Output - 250mV.
•Signal-to-noise ratio- better than 70dB.
•Channel matching - within ldB.
•Tone controls - TREBLE + 15 to -15dB at
10k Hz : BASS + 15 to-15dB at 100Hz.

Specifications
•Front panel - brushed aluminium with black knobs
and controls.
•Size 81 x x..1 ins.
Built, tested and guaranteed

£9.19.6

Active Filter Unit
For use between Stereo 60 unit and two Z.30s or
Z.505. the Active Filter Unit matches the Stereo 60 in
styling and is as easily mounted. It is unique in that
the cut-off frequencies are continuously variable,
and as attenuation in the rejected band is rapid
(12dB/octave), there is less loss of the wanted
signal than has previously been possible. Amplitude
and phase distortion are negligible. The Sinclair
A.F.U. is suitable also for use with any other amplifier system.
Two stages of filtering are incorporated - rumble
(high pass) and scratch ( low pass). Supply voltage 15 to 35V. Current - 3mA. H.F cut-off (-3dB)

Before production of this tuner, the phase lock
loop principle was used for receiving signals from
space craft because of its vastly improved signal
to noise ratio over other systems. Now,. for the
first time the principle has been applied to an FM
tuner with fantastically good results. By the inclusion of other original features such as varicap
diode tuning, printed circuit coils and an I.C. in
the specially designed stereo decoder, the tuner
has an unsurpassed specification, which also incorporates a squelch circuit for silent tuning
between stations. A.F.C. and A.G.C. Sensitivity
is such that good reception becomes possible in
difficult areas, foreign stations can be tuned in
suitable conditions and often afew inches of wire
are enough for an aerial. In terms of high fidelity
this tuner has a lower level of distortion than any
'other tuner we know. Stereo broadcasts are
received automatically as the tuning control is
rotated, apanel indicator lighting up as the stereo
signal is tuned in. Although the tuner is intended
primarily for use with a Project 60 system, it can
be used to advantage with any other high fidelity
system. It is easily mounted into any cabinet as
shown in the manual supplied with it.

variable from 28kHz to 5k Hz L.F cut-off (-3dB)
variable from 25Hz to 100Hz. Filter slope, both
sections 12dB per octave. 1) stortion at 1kHz ( 35V
supply) 0.02% at rated output.
Built, tested and guaranteed

Power Supply Units

£5.19.6

Number of transistors 16 plus 20 in I.C.
Tuning range 87.5 to 108 MHz ,
Capture ratio 1.5dB
Sensitivity 2j.JV for 30dB quieting
7µV for full limiting
Squelch level 20pV
A.F.C. range ± 200 KHz
Signal to noise ratio > 65dB
Audio frequency response 10Hz-15kHz(±1dB)
Total harmonic distortion 0.15% for 30%
modulation
Stereo decoder operating level 20/
Pilot tone suppression 30dB
Cross talk 40dB
I.F. frequency 107 MHz
Output voltage 2x150mV R.M.S.
Aerial Impedance 75 Ohms
Indicators Mains on ; Stereo on : tuning indicator
Operating voltage 25-30 VDC
Size 3.6 x1.6 x8.15 inches : 91.5 x40 x207 mm

The units below are designed specially for use ,Aitti
the Project 60 system of your choice.
Illustration shows PZ.5 power supply unit to left and
PZ.8 ( for use with Z.50s) to the right. Use PZ.5 for
normal Z.30 assemblies and PZ.6 where astabilised
supply is essential.

-

Sti«en

Vancap ronurd

PZ 530 volts unstabilised £4.19.6
*GC
»rot

PZ.6 35 volts stabilised f7.19.6

minclair

[
Vdtage

Price: £ 25 built and tested. Post free.

PZ 8mains transformer £5.19.6
GUARANTEE If within 3 months of purchasing Pioject 60
modules directly from us, you are dissatisfied with them, we
will refund your money at once. Each module is guaranteed to
work perfectly and should any defect arise in normal use we
will service it at once and without any cost to you whatsoever
provided that it is returned to us within 2 years of the purchase
date. There will be a small charge for service thereafter. No
charge for postage by surface mail. Air-mail charged at cost.

and

oscaLa.

PZ845 volts stabilised
(less mains transformers) £5.19.6

r
io:

Sinclair Radionics Ltd., 22 Newmarket Road, Cambridge7
I Please send
NAME

ADDRESS

Ifor which I enclose
bider

cash ' cheque money

you miss us at
Fair?
e
until now hi-fi has
just been a byword
SE- 50 Headphones
Independent volume and tone controls
on both right and left earpieces.
Rec. retail price; £19.3.8

CS- 66 Loudspeaker
Three speakers with horn
tweeter and a12 inch,
woofer housed in an oiled
walnut enclosure.
Rec. retail price; £41.2.6

PL- 11 AC Turntable
Fitted with anti- skating device.
Beautifully designed turntable to
complement the performance of
quality amplifier/speaker
systems.
Rec. retail price: £50.17.11

TP-83 8- Track Car Slot Stereo player
Now you can hear true hi-fi stereo
while you drive.
Rec, retail price; £40.10.0
Speakers optional extra

SX-770 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Music power output : 70W at 4ohms ( II-IF) Frequency response:
20 to 40,000 Hz 3dB ( Overall) FM. Frequency range : 87.5 to 108 MHz.
Rec. retail price; £159.0.0

KX-330 AM/FM/SW Stereo Receiver
Music power output: 20W at 4ohms ( 1H F) Frequency
response : 40 to 100,000 Hz ± 3dB ( Overall) FM
Frequency range : 87.5 to 108 MHz. AM Frequency range: 525 to
1605k Hz. SW Frequency range : 3.8 to 12 MHz. Rec. retail price; £78.15.11

SR- 202 Reverberation
Unit
Recreates better and more
realistic
accoustic
concert hall presence by
reproducing areverberation effect. You will
be amazed at the
transformation it makes
to your stereo system.
Rec. retail price; £45.8.6
The Pioneer Electronics Corporation have a world wide
reputation and guarantee that wherever Pioneer hi-fi equipment is bought, it can be serviced in any country. All units are
instantly adaptable to 110 : 117 : 130 : 220 and 240 voltages.
Literature, full technical specifications and the address of
your nearest Pioneer stockist are available on request. Please
state the items that are of interest when enquiring.

PlIONEER®
1

V'
Nilinigir
SHRIRD ( UK) LTD., ELEMONICS DIVISION, LYNWOOD HOUSE, 24-32 KILBURN HIGH ROAD, LONDON, N.W.6. TEL: 01-624 9102/3

—then see these fine audio
products at your nearest stockists'
Write for technical"leaflets and address
of your stockist

ALIN- o
'EMMA

THE OUTSTANDING STEREO CARTRIDGE ANDTONE ARM
In attempting to achieve crystal clear
reproduction from your high fidelity
stereo system the most important
step is to choose the best cartridge—
Audio-Technica, of course. Among
its many features is the fact that
stylus replacement is extremely
simple. It provides superb frequency
response and extremely low crosstalk, while its light mass and high
compliance, perfect tracking is
maintained at very low stylus
pressure.

AT-VM3
V- Magnet . 5
Rec. retail price
£13.10.9.

AT-VM8
V- Magnet . 7
Rec. retail price
£9.19.11.
.5 and eliptical
also available.

AT- 66 range
Rec. retail price
£6.4.8.
AT- 21 and
AT21 . 5
Rec. retail price
£8.14.0

AT21 X Diamond
Eliptical Rec. retail
price Et 5.9.11.

ELL ARMED'
for fine sound
reproduction
EFJ1
Ulf

up; AT-1005 mk II PICK-UP ARM

To achieve pure unadulterated sound reproduction your first aim is to ensure perfect
contact with the record playing surface and to this end, extensive research and development has gone into this new aesthetically designed Audio-Technica tone arm which if
used in conjunction with an Audio-Technica stereo cartridge will give you the perfection
looked for in the first step to superior sound reproduction.

SACOM SA 500
The ideal amplifier for
budget stereo systems

Specifications: Balancing: Static •
Overall length: 320mm. • Effective
length : 240mm. • Overhang : 15mm.•
Calibrated: 0-3 grams • Tracking
error: less than 1f° • Recommended
Cartridge weight: 5-24 grams. •
Rec. retail price:£1 9.1 9.0
Inc. purchase tax.

A solid state 13 watt, 20 transistor stereo
amplifier manufactured under the most
advanced and exacting standards by
Sacom S.A. Custom made oiled walnut
cabinet and brushed aluminium console
plus ahost of oustanding features
bringing enjoyment and pleasure to hi-fi
listening.
Rec. retail price: £31.17.6

IRO ( UK) LTD., EacrRones DIVISION, LWHOUSE, 24-32 KILBURN HIGH ROAD, LONDON, N.W.6. TEL: 01-624 9102/3

Lec,< introduce cn exciting
new range of spec Kers

wih rec torougr-bred oo KS
cnd perforTonce

dwcn 700
dwcn 300
dwcn 600

fl

fl

fl

Developed from the famous Leak Sandwich range,
the 200, 300 and 600 are now the most advanced
speakers on the market, combining stunning good
looks with amuch improved specification.

This new Leak Sandwich range have got something
their predecessors hadn't: athird speaker. And a
3- speaker system gives abetter tonal quality
throughout the entire audio frequency range, by
reducing the distortion and breakup that could
occur in the mid- range of a2- speaker system.
The new 3- speaker system uses the Leak Sandwich
bass unit— auniquely rigid cone diaphragm that
practically eliminates distortion.
That's not all. These new Leak speakers have
multi- directional treble units. So you can hear the
top notes wherever you're sitting.
And to accompany the sounds of the
seventies, we've given you The looks of
the seventies as well. Teak or walnut
cabinet, stainless steel woven mesh
grille cloth (on the 200 and 300) finished
off with aluminium trim all round.

Sandwich 200
The smallest of the new range, the Sandwich
200 surpasses any comparable size loudspeaker
by sheer technical brilliance. The three- speaker
system gives an amazing frequency response of
60 Hz to 18,000 Hz; it can handle power of
18 watts r.m.s. and its size makes it the ideal
bookshelf speaker. The Sandwich 200 comes
complete with DIN plug and 5metres of cable
with arecess in the back for storage. Size:
15r x 10" x 8¡" deep. Price: £46 apair.
Purchase Tax not applicable.

Sandwich 300
The Sandwich 300 can be positioned on a
shelf or on the floor. It's perfect for the average
size lounge, filling it with sounds of
remarkable clarity, range and depth. Its
frequency response is 50 Hz to 18,000 Hz for an
input of 18 watts r.m.s. The Sandwich 300
comes complete with DIN plug and 5metres of
cable with arecess in the back for storage.
Size: 19.1" x 11" x 10" deep. Price: £59 apair.
Purchase Tax not applicable.

Sandwich 600
The Sandwich 600 is the freestanding speaker
of the range. It has everything agood
loudspeaker should... performance, quality
and elegance. The mere sizeof its speaker units
is impressive: 12" bass unit, 4" specially treated
mid- range unit and 1" multi- directional treble
unit. And the extra size of its cabinet gives
you better overall acoustic performance,
particularly at the bass end. Frequency range:
40 Hz to 20,000 Hz. Power handling capacity:
40 watts r.m.s. Size: 26" x 15" x 11r deep.
Price: £45 each. Purchase Tax not applicable.

To: H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd., Bradford Road, Idle,
Bradford, Yorkshire. BD10 8SC).
Please send me full details of the new Leak range
of Sandwich loudspeakers.
NAME
ADDRESS

HEN

LEA K Hi
LEAK IS A MEMBER OF THE RANK ORGANISATION.
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-the real sound of music

HEATHKIT

announce

PROFESSIONAL HI- Fl EQUIPMENT
FROM THE KIT PEOPLE

Model AR- 19. AM- FM multiplex stereo Tuner/
Amplifier. 30 watts ( IHF) power output each channel,
with less than 0.25% THD ( 8ohm load). Can be used
with all types of pick-ups. Linear motion controls
Tuner sensitivity 2.0 uV ( IHF). FM stereo separation
35dB at mid frequencies. New FET front end. Four
I/C stages. Electronically regulated power supplies.
Choice of walnut or teak cabinet.
KIT PRICE £ 118. 0. 0.

Model AR- 29. AM- FM multiplex stereo Tuner/
Amplifier. 50 watts ( IHF) power output each
channel, with less than 0.25% THD ( 8ohm load).
Inputs adjustable to accomodate all types of pickup. FET FM front end plus integrated circuit design give tuner 1.8 uV sensitivity stereo separation
40dB at mid frequencies. Special modular plug in
units, separate all circuits.
KIT PRICE £ 168. 0. 0.

Model AJ-15. One of the most advanced Stereo
Tuners. Features an exclusive design FET tuner with
two FET RF amplifiers and an FET mixer for excellent
sensitivity ( 1.8 uV) and reduced cross modulation. IF
stages include two crystal filters. Two calibrated
tuning meters, individual, Squelch, Balance, Phase,
and level controls. FM stereo separation better than
40dB. KIT PRICE £ 115. 0. 0.

Model AA- 15. Truly one of the best Stereo
Amplifiers available. 150 watts total dynamic power.
0.5% distortion. Outstanding response (± 1dB 8Hz
to 40kHz, 1watt). Individual input level controls.
Massive power supply, positive circuit protection,
all silicon transistor circuitry. 5individual modules
separate all circuits minimising hum and noise.
KIT PRICE £84. 0. 0.

For the finest and largest selling Hi- Fidelity Audio kits in the world
HEATH ( Gloucester) LTD, GLOUCESTER GL2-6EE
Schlumberger Company

Reduced Prices! More New Models
Model AR- 15. Superb AM/FM multiplex stereo
Tuner/Amplifier Magnificent 150 watts total output.
FM features:—FET front end tuner with six tuned
circuits two integrated circuits plus two crystal filters
in the IF amplifier Two calibrated tuning meters.
Automatic stereo indicator and FM squelch circuits.
All controls conveniently sited on the front panel.
Many other advanced features for the finest natural
sound. KIT PRICE £ 192. 0. 0.

Model AR- 14. Modestly priced FM stereo Tuner/
Amplifier 30 watts total music power output with less
than 0.5% distortion. Power response ± 1dB 15Hz to
50kHz. Many features incorporated usually only found
in more expensive receivers, all in acompact size—
only 4inches high by 15+ wide. KIT PRICE £59. 0. 0.

Model AD-27. All the features of the AR- 14 Stereo
Tuner/Amplifier in the small space of a ' Compact'.
The beautiful Teak or Walnut cabinet houses the high
quality turntable, Tuner/Amplifier and it is only
necessary to attach loudspeakers and you have an
excellent stereo music system. KIT PRICE £88. 0. 0.

Model Ambassador. A speaker system incorporating 3speakers to provide well balanced sound. Will
handle large scale choral or orchestral music and
yet at the same time will produce excellent results
at lower sound levels. Features 12" Bass 5" mid
and 1" HF unit plus multi- element crossover.
Finished in Teak or Walnut with matching
cloth and trim. KIT PRICE £33. 0. 0.

Model Trent. A new addition to the Heathkit range
of loudspeakers. Moderately priced yet providing
excellent reproduction, this small speaker enclosure ( 19"H x10" W x8+"D) will need the minimum
room space. 8" Bass plus 4" HF unit, 8ohms.
Finished in Teak or Walnut veneer.
KIT PRICE £ 14. 0. 0.

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR FREE 1971 HEATHKIT CATALOGUE
NAME ( Block letters)

ADDRESS
POST CODE

HEATH ( Gloucester) LTD, GLOUCESTER GL2-6EE
a Schlumberger Company

Telephone: (0452) 29451

03 II

4/, The majority of Recording and T.V. Studios use
TANNOY monitors- the same units provide
professional standards in the home

"Lancaster"
corner- mounting
fitted with 12" or
15" Dual
Concentric.
Height 2' 9"
Width 2' 1"
Front to rear
corner 1' 4,t"

"Lancaster"
free-standing
fitted with 12" or
15" Dual
Concentric.
Height 2' 9Width 1' 9-1"
Depth l'
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"Ill LZ" Mk. II,
Aperiodic
enclosure with
Ill LZ unit.
Height 1' 3"
Width 1' 11"
Depth 9Z"
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and this is where you
hear them!
...
Audiocraft Ltd., 89/90 High Street, Eton, Windsor, Berkshire. 95/64106
F. Benfell Ltd., 17 Cheapside ( Abingdon Street), Blackpool. 0253/28756
Canterbury Hi- Fie, 26 St. Dunstans Street, Canterbury, Kent. 0227/65318
F. Cave Ltd., 5Bridge Street, Richmond, Surrey. 01-948/1441
Chew it Osborne Ltd., 148 High Street, Epping, Essex. 375/4242
Complete Audio Systems, 32 Grove Road, Eastbourne, Sussex. 0323/27362
Francis of Streatham, 169-173 Streatham High Rd., S.W.16. 01-769/0466 &
0192
Geulden Er Curry Ltd., Little Mount Sion, Tunbridge Wells. 0892/30151
C. C. Goodwin Ltd., 7The Broadway, London N.22. 888/0077-8
Hamilton Electronics, 33 London Road, Southampton. 0703/28622
Holdings of Blackburn Ltd., 39-41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn, Lancs.
0254/59595
Imhofs, 112-116 New Oxford Street, London W.C.1. 01-636 7878
Kirk Stereolectrics Ltd., 203 St. Georges Rd., Bolton BL1 2PG. 0204/23093
Lanes Radio Ltd., 94 Church Road, Hove, Sussex. 0273/738517
Largs of Holborn, 76-77 High Holborn, London W.C.1. 01-242 2626
Laskys Radio Ltd., 42-45 Tottenham Court Rd., London W.1. 01-580 2573
Alan Laurensons Er Co., Bell St., Reigate, Surrey. 74-46494
Lind Air Optronics ( 18) Ltd., 18 iottenham Court Rd., London WA.
01-637 1601

Modern Electric!: %Retail) Ltd., 12C Shaftesbury Avenue, London W.1.
01-836 7587 or 01-437 9692
Musicraft Hi Fi Centre, 63 High St., Hounslow, Middlesex. 01-570 4640
H. Plumb Er Son, Dicconson Street, Wigan, Lancashire. 0942/44442
R. E. W. Charing Cross Road, 146 Charing Cross Rd., London W.C.2.
01-836 3365
R. E. W. Earlsfield, 66/68 Upper Tooting Road, London S.W.17.
01-672 9175 or 01-672 4471
Sheffield Sound Centre, 101 Ecclesall Road, Sheffield 11. 0742/23365
Sound Incorporated Ltd., 5Waterloo Road, Epsom, Surrey.
Sound Incorporated Ltd., 114 Broadway, Wimbledon, London S.W.19.
01-542 7455
Surbiton Park Radio Ltd., 48-50 Surbiton Road, Kingston-upon-Thames,
Surrey. 01-546 5549
Surrey Sound Equipment Ltd., Royal Oak Centre, Purley, Surrey CR2-2BG
01-668 4800
The Sound Studio, 33-35 Camden Road, Tunbridge Wells. 0892-32153
Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham Court Road, London W.1. 01-636 8177
Titan Tapes. 88 High Street, Edgeware, Middlesex. 01-952 3238
University Audio, 1and 2Peas Hill, Cambridge. 0223/54237

Your favourite dealer may not be on this list — se phone him first!

#

All cabinets are
fitted with
Monitor Gold
Loudspeakers

`*\ TA NNOY
1624

NORWOOD ROAD,
WEST NORWOOD,
LONDON, S.E.27.
01 - 670 1131

YOU NEED ONLY PAY 2/- IN THE £ DOWN
for any equipment costing up to £ 100 ( for equipment over £ 100 the deposit is 3,- in the £)-8 MONTHS TO PAY
or
*rd. ( 6/8 in the P— I2 or 24 MONTHS TO PAY!
Buy your equipment the E-A- SY way—over 8, 12 or 24 months— NO EXTRA CHARGES—you only pay the basic cash price. If your
requirements are not listed we shail be pleased to quote you price and terms by return of post.
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

TURNTABLES
(With
Base and
Cover)

illill111111111111111.

IBM

DUAL
1219,
E84/13/4
ARMSTRONG 526, [ 104/14/3

TRIO KA 2500, £52

Garrard SP25 Mk. 2
£ 1 II
G
d AP75
£33 18
Goldring GL69 Mk. 2
£ 9 12
Goldring GL75
02 0
Thorens TD150 Mk. 2 .. £51 10
Thorens TDI25 with SME
3009 arm
£ 124 5
Garrard 401 with SME 3009
a rm
E90 S
Dual 1209 . .. [59 13

Trio TK 20T
£85
Sansui 200 ..
019 19
Sansui 300
..
[ 105 0
Sansui 600L
£ 165
Wharfedale 100.1 ..
El 31
5
Scott 3141 ( in teak case) .. £ 152 15
£125
Trio KR77
£135 18
Nivico 5010
£138 10
Tandberg Huldra 9
£129
II
Sansui 350 ..

0

0

10
10
0
17
9
0
0
0
15
0

0
0
7
7
0
0
0
0
0

EA
£
£10
£I2
£21
£40
£6
£13
£18
£26

6
8
3
19
6
15
10
0
17
0

0
3
10
5
2
3
0
0
1
I

STEREO HEADPHONES
SH 650 ..
0
Sansui SS2
f7
Sansui SS20
£ I6
Koss SP3XC
£9
Koss K6
..
£ 2
Koss K0727
£ 16
Koss PRO 4A
£23
Koss ESP 6 ..
f45

•

17
14
10
10
10
10

5
8
0

TUNERS
TANDBERG
3000X,
I99;18/—

TRIO KT 1000, E49/19/—
E4/19/— DOWN and 8 monthly payments of £511216; or E16/19/— DOWN
and 12 monthly payments of 55/, or
24 of 27/6. NO INTEREST CHARGES'
Leak Stereofetic ( in
case) ..
Quad FM Stereo ..
Quad AM 3
Sansui TU555
Armstrong 523 ..
Trio KT 5300 ..

teak

£611 I
£51
0
£38 0
£77 9
(.5.1 15
£65 0

C9/18/— DOWN and 8 Illon thl y payments of El 1/5/—; or 03,18,— DOWN
and 12 monthly payments of E5/10'—, or
24 of 55/—. NO INTEREST CHARGES!
Akai 1710L
£39 0 0
Aka i4000D
£89 19
1
Revox A77 1102/4
£204 15 0
Chilton 100S/CAP
£I61 14 5

UFi

4
0
2
3
0

Sands Hunter GT
ONLY 75 gns.

f7/3/— DOWN and 8 monthly payments of 0/15/—; or E23/3/— DOWN
and 12 monthly payments of 0/16/11, or
24 of 38/4. NO INTEREST CHARGES'
Mitchell Mk. 2 ..
1
Wharfedale Denton .. £ 38
Wharfedale Super Linton.. £45
Wharfedale Melton £59
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 .. £ 9
K.E.F. Cresta
£44
K.E.F. Concord
£117
K.E.F. Concerto .. £ 107
13 & W DM I
£64
B & W DM3
.
£ 26
Leak Sandwich ..
E9I
Leak Mini Sandwich .. £59 1
Mordaunt Short 077 ..
£54
SAVE UP TO 25% on SCOTCH DYNAR NG
'Low Noise' TAPE
202 STANDARD PLAY ( in Library Case)
5"
600' ( list 11 /
5/7)
I9/52" 900 (list DP 4/4)
26/7" 1200' ( list £21316) . 33/203 LONG PLAY ( in Library Case)
5.)." 1200' ( list £2/2/7)
32/7" 1800' (
list L3/—/--)
45/8,,,"2400' ( No. L. Case) ( list 84/4) 63/204 DOUBLE PLAY ( in Library Case)
5" 1200' ( list i2/7/10)
36/5.1" 1800' ( list E3/3/1)
47/7" 2400' ( list 14/9/—)
67/—
(Postage 31— extra on orders tinder £ 5.)

STRAND

WOOLWICH

ST. PAULS

37 BEDFORD STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2
01-836 8858

45 HARE STREET.
LONDON, 5.E.18
01-854 1955
(Open all day Sat.)

19 LUDGATE HILL,
LONDON, E.C.4
01-248 7479

CENTRES

Sands Hunter

STEREO SYSTEM
—

4
5
4
0
10

TAPE RECORDERS
AND DECKS

CARTRIDGES
Orbit NM22
Shure M3D
Shure M447
Shure M55E
Shure M75E Mark 11
Shure V15 Mark 11
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800 Super E

K.E.F.
CHORALE,
E69/13/—

£8/13/4 DOWN and 8 monthly payments of 0/716; or £28/13/4 DOWN
and 12 monthly payments of E4/13/4, or
24 of 46/8. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

L14/14/3 DOWN and 8 month)), payments of 01/5/0; or £ 5114/3 DOWN
and 12 monthly payment. of E5/15/—, or
24 of 57/6. NO INTEREST CHARGES'

£5 DOWN and 8 monthly payments of
£5117/6; or 07/10/— DOWN and 12
monthly payments of 57/6, or 24 of 28,9.
NO INTEREST CHARGES!
Trio 2000 ..
06
Leak Stereo 30 Plus ( in teak
case)
ES9
Leak Stereo 70 ( in teak case) £7I
Nivico MCA 104E.. ..
E72
Sansui AU222
£62
Sansui AU555
£80
Armstrong 521 .. £56
Ferrograph F307 .. £59
Quad 33 and 303 ..
E98
Scott 2995 ( in teak case) .. £8I
Metrosound ST 20
£36

SPEAKERS
(per pair)

37 BEDFORD ST., STRAND,
LONDON, WC2E 9ES

Please send me

Carr. & Pack.
35/—

Ienclose L

s.

d.

Full Cash Deposit— Balance 8/12/24 months.

NAME

A SAVING OF OVER £ 17 ON THIS VALUE- PACKED OUTFIT compris•ng . . .
GARRARD SP25 Mark 11 TURNTABLE with base, cover and ORBIT CAR — RIDGE
... a pair of MITCHELL Mark 11 SPEAKERS ... TRIO 2000 STEREO AMPLIFIER...
complete with all leads, etc. Highly recommended.
E7/15/— DOWN and 8 monthly payments of £311716; or 0:26/151— DOWN and
12 monthly payments of E4/6/8, or 24 of 43/4. NO INTEREST CHARGES!

ADDRESS

mum
1625

HF.14

Dial Yourself to Total-Circuit Stereo
Reception With TRIO's KR-4140
TRIO have put together the solid state stereo
receiver that combines superb technical artistry with tasteful, relaxing design achievement.
It's all in the KR- 4140. This 24/24- watt (RMS
8 ohms) beauty— a proud representative of
the distinguished KR line — specializes in
hushing out bothersome off station noise.

With asensitive inter- station muting circuit

58- WATT SOLID STATE AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

the KR- 4140 brings you exactly what you

KR- 4140

want to hear— no more, no less. An 8ohms
power output offers under 0.5% intermodulation distortion thanks to low- noise silicon
transistors. Two IC's with IF mechanical filter
for channel selectivity beyond compare.

the sound approcon to qualm
-,

e•o oa mum- a
'TRIO

1E

r../ec -rriarvic s,

TOKYO

30- WATT ( 8ç/ IHF) SOLID STATE AM/FM STEREO
RECEIVER KR- 2120

JAPAN

Sole Agent for the U.K.

• Step type tone control ( Bass & Treble)

B.H. MORRIS & CO., ( RADIO) LTD.
84/88, Nelson Street, Tower Hamlets. London E 1
Phone. 01-790 4824

• Dimensions: 16-3/4" ( W), 5-1/4" ( H), 12-3/8" ( D).

1626
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For the past decade Radford has
been making and developing high quality
loudspeaker systems. During this period
significant advances have been made and the
techniques have since been widely accepted.
By 1964 Radford had developed
the Acoustic Line loudspeaker ( Pat.no. 39406165)
which extended low frequency response
and reduced distortion.
Radford then pioneered the use
of multiple drive units and highly sophisticated,
integrating and equalising networks, achieving
a wide and sensibly flat frequency characteristic
with low intermodulation distortion.
Radford also introduced natural
long fibre wool as an acoustic absorbent to
reduce delayed response colouration resulting
from enclosure reflections.
It is believed that the final
achievement of perfect reproduction—or
reproduction as good as the input signal will
permit— lies in the elimination of colouration

45

due to drive unit transient distortion. Radford
loudspeakers now incorporate new drive units
made specially to Radford designs with a
significant reduction in transient distortion. This
advance towards realism can only be fully
appreciated by listening tests— preferably in
your own home.
Radford loudspeakers are
expensive. They have to be.
Radford loudspeakers are
available only from specialist dealers, who will
be glad to arrange demonstrations. The new
Radford SC24 stereo control unit and SPA 50
power amplifier provide the natural complement
to the new loudspeakers.
Write for literature and name of
your nearest dealer.

I
.

RADFORD]

RADFORD AUDIO LIMITED BRISTOL BS3 2HZ

Studio 12
x 17 x 15 in.
f100

Monitor
30 x 12 x 113
£60

Auditorium
36 x 16 x 13 in.
£80

in.

Book Shelf
21 x 12 x 9 in.
£35

•
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Metrosound
Audio
Products

ST. 20 Stereo Amplifier
Good looks apart the ST.20. offers
outstarding performance equal to amplifiers selling at two or three times the
price which makes it one of the best buys on the High Fidelity market.
All silicon solid state circuitry using 20 transistors and 2 diodes
provides a full 20 watts r.m.s. output ( 10 watts r.m.s. per channel).
Conservatively rated componen:s are used throughout to ensure
long term reliability and stability. Press buttcn selector switches are
a feature of the ST.20 for magnetic phono, crystal phono, radio
tuner, tape, mono/stereo ald on/off facil.ties.
The slimline cabinet in teak veneers and the front panel fascia of

brushed anodised aluminium finish with
gleaming silver trims combine to give a look of
expensive and stylish elegance.
Size 151" x 31
2 "x 10".
Price £ 36.0.0.
"Its performance is not just on the fringe
of the specification — as happens with
many low-priced amplifiers — it is well
within it and well within the requirements for hi-fi"
F. C. Judd " Hi Fi Sound" August 1970

411DESIGN
CENTRE
LONDON
ACCEPTED BY THE
COUNCIL OF INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN FOR INCLUSION
IN DESIGN INDEX

Stereo 10-10 Compact System

Metrosound Speaker Systems

Expertly designed ard providing outstanding quality reproduction. Not just
ano:he , compact system but a true " sound cenve - incorporating an all
silicon transistor amplifier, Garrard 3000 autochanger and two Metrosound
HFS.10 speaker systems. Output 20 watts rms. ( 10 watts rms. per channel)
Bass, Treble, Volume and 8,alance controls. Input for tuner. Tape record
outlet. Price £ 77.6.4.

MODEL HFS.10 10 watts handling capacity. 8ohm impedance. Teak
finish. Size 14" x9" x7". As used in the Stereo 10-10 Compact System
and available in matched pairs at £26.3.8.
MODEL HFS.20 20 watts handling capacity. 8 ohm impedance. Teak
finish. Size 23" x11r x101". Price £ 18.10.0. each.

Available from all leading high fidelity dealers
Designed and Manufactured in England by

Please send full details of
11 ST.20 Amplifier

Li 10-10

Compact

D

Speakers

metrosound

NAME
ADDRESS

Metrosound Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Audio Works,
Cartersfield Road, Waltham Abbey, Essex.
Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933
1628

Metrosound El-track
Stereo Cartridge
Players
_

select

programme

111111111111111113 IBM 3

tone

balance

on

44E1 High Fidelity
Stereo Tape Cartridge Player
The 448 integrated all silicon solid state playback unit is yet
another addition to the ever increasing range of Metrosound
high quality audio products.
Compactly presented in slimline cabinet the 448 incorporates
acompletely automatic tape deck for playing 8- track stereo
tape cartridges giving up to 80 minutes of cortinuous music.
Advanced design electronic circuitry incorporating 14
transistors and 4 diodes provides a full 4 watts r.m.s. per
channel of distortion free sound. Easy to operate press button
switches for tape programme selection and on/off plus

rotary knob ganged controls for Tone, Balance and Volume.
A neon indicator and illuminated track change indicator are
also incorporated.
The Metrosound HFS.10 Speaker Systems illustrated are
ideally matched for the 448 but existing speakers with
matching impedance may also be used. The 448 is housed
in teak veneer cabinet with brushed aluminium finish front
panel with gleaming silver trims. Size 14" x 4" x 10".
Price £ 56.2.4.
(HFS.10 Speakers £ 26.3.8. pair)

IVIKIlI 8— track Stereo Car Unit

SS.30 Stereo Amplifier C.. Cartridge Player

Listen to your favourite 8 track stereo tape cartridges as you drive. All solid
state featuring press button programme selector and illuminated track change
indicator. Output 4 waits r.m.s. per channel. Easily fitted to any car.
Price £ 48.12.8. with speakers and fixing kit. ( Speaker pods 27/6 each).

Offers the same features as the 448 unit plus the facilities of the Metrosound
ST.20 Stereo Amplifier giving 10 watts r.m.s. per channel with inputs for.
magnetic and crystal cartridges and radio tuner. S•ze 20j" x 34" x 10".
Price £ 81.1.2.

Available from all leading high fidelity dealers.
Designed and Manufactured in England by

Please send full details of

Metrosound 8 track Stereo Tape Cartridge Players

metrosound

NAME
ADDRESS

Metrosound Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Audio Works,
Cartersfield Road, Waltham Abbey, Essex.
Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933.
1629

the top trackability cartridge

SHURE
V-15 TYPE II
(Improved)
SUPER- TRACK
This magnificent
cartridge continues
to sell throughout
the world at an unequalled rate.
The Shure V-15 Type II stands alone
because it is the first cartridge
designed to match in every respect
the performance of your records,
even the most difficult ones to track.
it is unique in its ability to track

passages of
high recorded
velocity at a
to
grammes without distortion
and loss of fidelity.
Now, to keep pacewith developments
in the recording industry, we have
improved still further the
trackability of the V-15 Type II at
low and mid- frequencies.
We have tightened up its
performance just that little bit extra

to bring this cartridge as near to
perfection as Shure design and
engineering skills can achieve.
This improved version of the V-15
Type II will be enthusiastically
received by the perfectionist who
demands, and is happy to pay for,
audio equipment of supreme
excellence.
SHURE V-15 TYPE II ( Improved)
SUPER- TRACK
with bi-radial elliptical stylus
(.0002 inch x . 0007 inch )- 15°
tracking— unique "flip-action"
built-in stylus guard.

-now even better!
SHURE ELECTRONICS LTD

I-1LJ RE

84 Biackfriars Road • London SE1 • Tel:01-928 3424
1630

SETTING THE WORLD'S STANDARD IN SOUND

Luxurious
craftsmanship
in sound
Once again Luxor of Sweden keep with the 'in' trend and
present their new compact audio system.
Here is craftsmanship in sound . . . with new clarity and
definition that you would associate with equipment costing
many ££££'smore.
Go further and compare all the new sound systems from
Luxor and you will see that they also combine style and
craftsmanship in cabinet work that will enhance the
elegance of your home.

4903

A combination unit, beautifully styled to incorporate the 4988 tuner/mplifier
with record deck on its own elegant table ( making the stereo unit acomplete
piece of furniture in itself). FM tuner with pre-selection and Automatic
Frequency control and atwo xzoW RMS stereo amplifier, frequency response
20-20,000 C/S. Inputs for tape recorder, microphone and output sockets for
loudspeakers. Bass, treble and mid-range filters. Two speed turntable is
complete with magnetic cartridge and hinged perspex cover. Finish available
Teak or Rosewood. Dimensions :36" w x
dxe h.

4902/5002
This elegantly designed single unit
combines the 4987 FM tuner/amplifier
with aturntable, the turntable having its
own hinged perspex cover. The sensitive
FM tuner offers preselection for five
stations as well as Automatic Frequency
Control.The amplifier has apower output
of 2x9W RMS and gives afrequency
response of 35-18,000 c/s. Sockets for
tape recorder and loudspeakers, bass
treble and balance controls. Available in
Teak or Rosewood.
Dimensions: 20" w x 12"d x 6" h.

49 87

A very sleekly styled FM tuner/
amplifier, power output is two x 9W
RMS
channels
and
frequency
response is 35 - 18,000 c's. FM radio
tuner is fitted with preselection for
live stations and Automatic Frequency Control. Set is fully transistorised and has sockets for tape
recorder, gramophone (crystal, magnetic with additional preamplifier)
and loudspeakers. Cabinet finish in
Teak or Rosewood and dimensions
are 18'w x 9"cl
3rh.

SH 504

SH

102

HEIGHT
WIDTH
DEPTH
CAPACITY
(R.S.M.)
SPEAKER UNITS
WOOFER
TWEETERS
F.R. RESPONSE

KH 820

KH 520

SH 104
22"
12r
10"
40W

SH 102
22'

KH 820
16"

10"
20W

Ix 10"
2x2'

1x 10"
2x2'

12r

KH 500

sr
20W

KH 520
10"
8r
7r
I5W

KH 500
Si"
7r
4.;"
IOW

I :, 8"
2x2'

Ix5"
Ix21"

1x5'
1x5"

lo-

20-20000 Hz 35-18000 Hz 40-18000 Hz 45-18000 Hz 45-18000 Hz

ALL CABINETS AVAILABLE IN TEAK OR ROSEWOOD

Yod will find Luxor of Sweden sound systems are
available through aselect number of stockists.
For further details contact:
Notional Distributors

LuxrroNE

18418, Gt. Portland Street, London W.I.
84, Bolsover Street. London, W.I.
Telephone: 01-636 2901-4

Goodmans new Minister
HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

20 waft handling at
under £45 the pair

Superb High Fidelity techniques, elegant
furniture design and craftsman- quality
construction form amasterly combination in the
new Minister. It is altogether abeautiful
presentation in acabinet only 19" x101" x10",
and provides afidelity and reserve of power
handling ability normally found only in more
expensive systems. The secret is in the newly
developed bass and treble speakers. The bass
speaker empldys Goodmans patented plastic
suspended diaphragm which provides
exceptionally deep, distortion- free bass
reproduction. At the treble end, another unique
Goodmans design, anew dome radiator,
reproduces the upper register up to and beyond
the limit of human hearing with unparallelled
precision, and wide angular dispersion of sound.
Compact Minister is ideally suited for all
domestic living rooms, large or small.
Price £ 18.0.0. plus £4.9.0. Purchase Tax
Dimensions: 19" x10r x10"
(48.2 x26.6 x25.4 cm)
Power Handling: 20 watts
Frequency Range — 45 — 22,000 Hz.
Impedance — 4tc 8ohms
Finish: Teak or Walnut to order.

_ Goodmans Loudspeakers Limited,

Dept. HN11/70

Ax om Works, Wembley, Middlesex. Tel: 01-902 1200

... only Goodmans could have made the Minister
1633

This MONTH'S Best Buy...

(Fitted Diamond
Styli) Ceramic
list price 821-

save nearly £5

47/6

SINCLAIR project 60

plus 216 p & p.
Sensitivity:
9TA
80 mV
9TAHC 55 mV/cm/sec rms
minimum at 45 at 1,000 Hz,
measured on Decca SXL2057.

¡Normal price) Our
plus 101£23 18s Od.
price olla
carr.
for building into plinths etc., with two
Z30 Output stages (20 W) and power
supply unit. S.a.e. for technical brochure.
SINCLAIR 2000 AMPLIFIER Sy)
SAVE 6gns. Normally 29 gns.
gns.

RONETTE 105 stereo
cartridge 25/- plus 216 p ap.

TELETON SAQ 230E

MAGNETIC

stereo amplifier

(Diamond Styli)

AKG K50 Dynamic Stereo
Headphones Our Price £ 5.18.0 plus 416 p&p.

CARTRIDGE
95 I. plus 216
Replacement
Diamond Styli

COUNTDOWN Stereo Budget System
If purchased separately at normal
prices it would cost £ 02.17.4.

OUR & I,
PRICE %Pie Gns.
GARRARD SP25 Mk II Turntable.
High quality single record playing
unit. Fitted magnetic Cartridge NM22
diamond stylus compatible for mono.
ARENA F210 Amplifier. A smart
purpose and decor styled all-round
monaural/stereo amplifier constructed in accordance with the Arena
modular system.
COUNTDOWN Speaker. We solicited
the help of existing ' Countdown'
owners to produce a speaker of outstanding specification and technical
merit. COUNTDOWN Speaker also
available separately £12 each plus
7/6 carr.

PLUGS
TffluTife)

EMI 10W matched
loudspeaker set 450
Our price
7c /
inc. 51- p & p. • • I

Frequency range:
20 to 20,000 Hz.
Normal price £12.10.0
Also 150 KIT 10W
3, 8or 15 ohms

£7.10.0.
plus 81- p & p.

cni
81- I & P.
superb STEREO
,

headphones

£61101plus 416 p &
A similar
lightweight
available
59/6 plus
p & p.

p.
but
set
at
4/6

Pack 107 5- Pin Din .. ..
Pack 108 3- Pin Din .. ..
Pack 135 }' Jack ..
Pack 130 }- Jack Stereo ..
Pack 103 Loudspeaker Plug ..
Pack 100 Phono Plug
..
Pack 230 3- Pin Socket ..
Pack 236 5- Pin Socket ..
Pack 234 Loudspeaker Socket ..
Ready- made Leads
3-pin to 3- pin Din .. ..
3- pin to open end .. ..
5- pin to 5- pin Din .. ..
5- pin to open end .. ..
5- pin to 4 phono plugs ..
All leads approx. 8ft. in length.
tree, by return.

4/3/8
5/9/6
3/1/3
4/6
6/8/12/6
10/6
16/13/18/6
Post

DIAMOND STYLI
Replacement styli all at
8TA, 9TA, 9TAHC, GP91,
ST4,
ST9,
EV26,
GC8,
OTHERS ON REQUEST.

TAPES

ZONAL TAPES
r LP 1800ft. 25/T' STD 1200ft. 14/5- LP 900ft. 13/5" STD 600ft.
6/6
P & P 21- Orders
over £5 post free.

Guaranteed new and boxed.
Normal Price £ 1511114.

£10/19/6
plus 101- carriage.
Wired with mains cable and 5ft. twin screened stereo cable
5- pin din plug 10/6 extra.
SPECIAL OFFER: Garrard SP25 with plinth and cover,
£15/10/0 plus 151- carr.
AP75. Complete with base and cover, £25, Carr. 15/-.

PLINTH and COVER

—LEI)

Also 350 KIT 20W

GARRARD SP 25 Mk ll

Unbeatable
Value

=

134" x81"
elliptical
loudspeaker and independent high frequency units with associated crossover
network. Frequency
range 55 to 13000 Hz.
The cone of the bass
unit has a surround
designed for high
travel giving freedom from distortion
when operated at
low frequencies.

Complete with spare ear muffs. Total value £ 10 8s. Od.
Available only from us at this price. Due to entire purchase of
manufacturers remaining stock this fantastic offer is open only
while stocks last.
• High-fidelity reproduction due to broad frequency response
(20-20,000 Hz) • Substantially increased stereo effect • Headphones fit the head gently and do not shift • Earpieces fit ears
snugly ( Cardanic suspension) • Tone quality superior to
conventional loudspeakers.
Only expensive studio loudspeakers can match the reproduction quality of the K50 •
Music can be reproduced at concert hall volume(l), preserving
the lower bass notes and brilliant treble tones without causing
any strain to the listener. Send S.A.E. for full technical leaflet.

15

—

+ 116 P& P.

BASF ROUND
PACK TAPE
7' LP ..
30/5} - LP .. 24/5- LP ..
19/6
P & P 21- Orders
over £5 post free.
1634

Plus 10/101- post
and packing.
Suitable for AT60;
SP25; 3000; 2500;
3500.
A superbly
finished
Plinth of
British design ready cut for AT60 and SP25 units. Spindle can
be left in position with cover on. Complete with perspex cover
of neutral smoke tint. The whole unit has very clean lines and
will blend in with a wide range of furniture. Also available for
AP75, SL99, SL75, £6/17/6 plus 10/- carr.

ORDER by POST
You may order by post with complete
confidence. All orders are despatched
the same day as they are received.
Tne ' Countdown' Stereo System is on
permanent demonstration at our showrooms. Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m.
to 6 p.m. Thursday 9a.m. to 1p.m.

J. J. FRANCIS
(WOOD GREEN) LTD
123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
Tel: 01-888 1662

Perfect
complement to a
good Hi-fi system
National designed their RS -768US tape deck for the connoisseur.
It can be used with asterec , . ,iver, amplifier, FM/AM tuner, TV set
or record player. There is a 3tape head system, with separate heads
for erasing, recording and playback, and a special tape cleaning
device. Exclusive tape tension control. Wow and flutter are only
0.09% at 7 in/sec. and the f-equency range exceeds human audibility. The motor is a 4- pole hysteresis unit giving constant speed
and accuracy, and there are twin VU meters on tne control panel.
With perspex cover. Price £ 108.17.0

Save over £126
get the superb UPL
Ravensbrook HiFi System
for less than £100

Abridged Specification - Model RS-768US
Circuits
Track System
Tape Speeds
Frequency Range

2ir tegrated circuits.. 11 diodes
4- rack
in/sec
in/sec: 20-27.000 Hz
3j , n/sec : 20-17.000 Hz
1; in/sec: 20-10.000 Hz
2-I.ne 100 k0-6 dB
135 sec approx. for standard rte
AC 110/115/125/200/230/25M, 50-60 Hz
Walnut
18rw
we 8' hx13r d ( 472 x202 x339 mm)
Weight: 24 1b10°2(11.2 kg)

Output
Rewind/FF time
Power Supply
Cabinet Finish
Dimensions

This is what it includes: Rogers
Ravensbrook Stereo amplifier in teak case;
Two matched Ravensbrook Loudspeakers
in teak enclosures; Garrard S.P.25 single
play turntable, teak base and perspex
cover; Goldring G850 magnetic cartridge.

Model SA-420 is a 30- watt solid state FM/AM Stereo Tuner
Amplifier embodying the advanced ITL-OTL-OCL circuitry for extra
linearity over the fuli raige of frequencies. giving distortion- free
sound, and with automatic overload protection. Other features are an
FM MPX circuit with autamatic stereo/mono switching and afield
strength meter to facilitate precise tuning.
Price £ 96

Usual retail price— £ 125.15.6
Special Unilet discount price:
£99.10.0 — including all leads and plugs,
plus FREE BONUS of aCecil Watts Dust
Bug and Disc Preener worth £ 1.9.11.

Abridged Specification - Model SA- 420
Frequency Range
Circuits
Music Power ( INC)
Continuous F'ower CAMS)
Frequency Response
Harmonic Diiitortion
Power Supply
Dimensions

FM: 88-108 MHz, AM : 525-1605 kHz
(571-187 m)
38 ,
ransietors. 31 diodes
30W at 40.20W at 80
11/11W at 40. 8/8W at 80
15-100.000 Hz-3d8
8%
AC110/120/220/240V, E0-60 Hz
16ewx4rhx13 - cl(4 3x121 x330 mm)
Weight: 151b 7oz ( 7kg)

This is areally tremendous opportunity
to get afine, complete Hi- Fi system which
makes a perfect match both technically
and visually. Come to the Unilet Hi -Fi
centre; hear it for yourself and pick it up,
or send a cheque and have it delivered,
£99.10.0 plus 50/- for carriage, packing
and insurance charges. You pay less
with U.P.L.

Full specifications and data will be sent gladly on request

NATIONAL
PANASONIC

lIP

Condor Shc ,wrcon;
9CONNAUGHT STREET- LONDON W2. 01-723 7443,4
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UNILET PRODUCTS LTD, COMPTON HOUSE,
35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN, SURREY
Tel : 01 -942 9567 Studio entrance by 31 High Street

GARRARD

SINCLAIR

FULL CURRENT
RANGE
AVAILABLE
BRAND NEW AT FANTASTIC SAVINGS
1025 stereo £7/19/6 AP.75 .. £ 16/19/6
40 Mk II st. £3/8/- SL.72B £24/19/6
2025T/C
SL.75 £25/19/6
stereo .. £8/17/6 SL.75B
E27/19/6
3000 stereo
E9/19/6 SL.95B £37/10/0
SP.25 Mk II £ 10/19/6 A.70/II £ 11/19/6
SL.65B £ 14/9/6 401
..

SINCLAIR EQUIPMENT
PROJECT 60 PACKAGE OFFERS
2x Z30 amplifier, stereo 60 pre-amp,
PZ5 power supply. £ 19/-/-. Carr. 7/6.
Or with PZ6 power supply £2I, Carr. 7/6.
2x 150 amplifier, stereo 60 pre- amp,
PZ8 power supply, £21/10/-. Carr. 7/6.
Transformer for PZ8, 59/6 extra.
Add to any of the above E4/17/6 for active
filter unit and £ 16 for a pair of QI6
speakers.
All other Sinclair products in stock.
2000 amplifier, £23, Carr. 7/6.
Neoteric amplifier, £46, Carr. 7/6.

Full range of accessories available.
Carriage 7/6 extra each item.
SPECIAL GARRARD OFFER!
SP25/I 1 fitted Goldring G800 cartridge,
wooden plinth and cover. Total list £35.
OUR PRICE £20/19/6. Carr. 10/-.

LAFAYETTE
SPECIAL OFFERS

GOLDRING SPECIAL OFFER!
GL69/2 Deck complete with luxurious
base, cover and G800 Cartridge. Total
Rec. List £50/161-. OUR PRICE £39.
Carr. 20/-.

SINCLAIR PACKAGE DEAL
2000 Amp'ifier; SP25 11; Plinth and Cover; M3DM Cart. Two Lafayette CR50 Speakers
Total Rec. List £91/-/4. OUR PRICE £72/9/-. Carr. 30/-.

TELETON
SPECIAL OFFERS

GOODNIANS
SPECIAL OFFERS
MAXAMP 30
Hi -Fi 15 x 15 watt
R.M.S.
amplifier.
List £54.
OUR
PRICE £38/19/6,
Carr. I0/-.

Ulf
LA-324 STEREO AMPLIFIER
12-5 + 12-5 watt R.M.S. Mag/Cer/Tuner/
Tape Inputs.
Excellent performance.
Recommended. List £28. OUR PRICE
£24, Carr. 7/6.

SAQ203E STEREO AMPLIFIER
Output 10 watts, Music Power 6 watts
R.M.S. per channel. Magnetic or ceramic
inputs.
List £28/15/-.
OUR PRICE
£19/19/6, Carr. 7/6.

STEREOMAX
AM/FM TUNER
To match Maxamp
30.
List L82/ I
0/5.
OUR PRICE E65/19'6
Carr. I0/-.

AKAI 4000
STEREO TAPE DECK
This superb deck features 3 heads for
A/B monitoring, Sound on Sound, etc.
£69/19/6, Carr. I0/-.
4000 Reco ,der £99.19.6.
1710L Recorder £74.19.6.

Carr.
Carr.

I0/-.
I0/-.

TRIO HI-FI

SAQ205/A150 STEREO AMPLIFIER
New addition with slimmer lines. Output
10 watts. Music Power 6 watts R.M.S. per
channel.
Magnetic or ceramic inputs.
List £29. OUR PRICE £19/19/6, Carr. 7/6.

LA-450 AMP/LT225T AM/FM TUNER
Complete Stereo Matched pair. 16-5 watt
R.M.S. per channel. List £92/6/- pr. OUR
PRICE £72 pr., Carr. 2111/-.

Lst

GA- 10I HI-FI STEREO AMPLIFIER
15 x 15 watt R.M.S. Mag/Ceramic/Tape
Inputs. Loudness control. High Filter.
List £33/15/-.
OUR PRICE a3/19/6,
Carr. I0/-.

•
•
•

LA85T AMP/LT425T AM/FM TUNER
Complete Stereo matched pair. 30 x30
watt R.M.S. List £ 105 pr. OUR PRICE
£85 pr., Carr. 20/-.

LR775 AM/FM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER
Latest
Model.
25 x 25
watt
R.M.S.
Excellent FM sensitivity 1-7 uV. Full range
of inputs. List £94/101-. OUR PRICE £85,
Carr. I0/-.

LR.20 STEREO
Brilliant AM/FM Stereo
6X 6 watts. Matching
systems.
Cer/Crystal
control. List L63/18/6.
Carr. I5/-.

SYSTEM
Tuner Amplifier.
pair of speaker
Input.
Loudness
OUR PRICE £40,

CRIOT AM/FM STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER
WITH
MATCHING
PAIR SAI003 SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Output 4 watts per channel. Excellent
reception AFC, built-in MPX. Cer/XTAL
Input. Total List £50/5/-. OUR PRICE
£29/19/-, Carr. 12/6.
Also available with Garrard 2025T/C
Record Changer, Plinth, cover and stereo
cartridge. Ready wired. £45. Carr. 20/-.

F.2000 AM/FM
STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER
Probably the most popular budget Tuner/
Amp on the market Now offered at a
ridiculous low price. 5 watts R.M.S. per
channel. Tape/Cer phono inputs. AFC/
Built in MPX. List £51. OUR PRICE
E32/10/-, Carr. I0/-.

3000 STEREO FM TUNER
AMPLIFIER
i77/14/7.
OUR PRICE £55/19/6,
Carr. I0/-.
3005 SPEAKERS
To match 3000 Tuner
Amp.
List £25 pr.
OUR PRICE
£16/19/6 pr. Carr. I0/-.

FULL RANGE IN STOCK
Write or telephone for CASH QUOTATIONS
TRIO PACKAGE DEALS
KA2500 Amplifier, AP75, Plinth and Cover,
Shure M44-7, Pair Goodman. Mezzo II.
Total Rec. List £ 157/14/9. OUR PRICE
£123116. Carr. 40/-. Add £57/10/- for
KT3500 Tuner.
KA2000 Amplifier, SP25 II, Plinth and
Cover, AT
Cartridge, Two Denton
Speakers. Total Rec. List £99/17/3. OUR
PRICE £83/17/3. Carr. 30/-. Add £45 if
KTI000 Tuner required.

MEZZO III
SPEAKERS
_kt L61/161- pr.
OURPRICE £46 pr.
Carr. 20/-.

GOLDRI NG CARTRIDGES
G850 £5/2/6.
G800 £7/10/-.
G800E
El I/19/4. G800 Super E E16/16/-. P. & P.
2/6 any type.
PLINTH AND COVERS

300 MUSIC AUDIO SUITE
Comprising 3000 tuner amplifier, Model
3025 turntable with plinth cover and
magnetic cartridge, pair of 3005 speaker
systems. Rec. list CI40/9/4. OUR PRICE
£95/19/6. Carr. 20/-.
F.M. TUNER
6Transistor High
Quality 6" x 4" x
24". 3 I.F. stages.
Double- tuned
discriminator.
Ample output to
feed most amps.
Operates on 9 V battery. 88-108 Mc/s.
Ready built, £6.7.6. P. & P. 2/6.
Mult.plex Adaptor, 99/6.
HOSIDEN DH-08S DE- LUXE
STEREO HEADPHONES
Features unique
mechanical
2 way
units and fitted adjustable level controls. 8 ohm impedance. 20-20,000 cps.
Complete
with
spring
lead
and
stereo
jack
plug.
£7/19/6. P/P 2/6.

FOR

GARRARD DECKS-TEAK BASE
AND PERSPEX COVER
I. For SP25, SL65, SL55, 3000, 2025T/C,
2025, 1000, £4/10/-.
2. For AP75, SL75, SL95, £5/19/6.
3. For SP25 etc. to operate with lid in
place. E5/I9/6.
Carriage 7/6 extra each type.

•
•
•
LEAK SPEAKERS
•
Co. ( Radio) Ltd.
SPECIAL OFFERS!
•
LAFAYETTE PACKAGE DEAL
SANDWICH 8 ohm. ( List £9Ipair); Teak
•
ALSO
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE
LA324
Amplifier,
SP25
II,
Plinth
and
Cover,
£62/10/pair.
Carr.
20/-;
Walnut
•
ES9/19/6 pair. Carr. 20/-.
• Shure M3DM, 2 Lafayette CR50 Speakers.
Total
Rec.
List
£88/11/4.
OUR
PRICE
£
72.
MINISANDWICH
8
ohm.
(
List
E.59/10/•
pair); Walnut £42/10/- pair. Carr. IS/,
• Carr. 30/-.
•
ee•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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CASH DISCOUNT HI-FIDELITY SALES!
SAVE UP TO 31% AND MORE
All items brand new in makers cartons and fully guaranteed. Shop personally at any of our three Central West End Shops or order by mail.
Carriage & Packing I0/— extra. Arms only 5/—. Cartridges only 2/6.
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
£45
Armstrong 521
.•
28
Arena F2I0
.•
65
Cambridge P.40
Dulci 207 ..
.•
17
.•
201
Dulci 207M ..
Ferrograph F.307
..
49
Goodmans Maxamp.
.•
381
••
421
Leak 30+ Chassis
••
471
Leak 30+ Case
.•
52
Leak 70 Chassis
••
56 1
Leak 70 Case ..
••
16 1
Linear LT 66 ..
•.
16 1
LL Nova 5+S
Metrosound ST20
•.
281
Nikko TRM3C
Nikko TRM40
Nikko TRMS0
Nikko TRMI20
Pioneer SA500
.•
72
Pioneer SA700
• • ••
99
Pioneer SA900
Pioneer Reverb.
Rogers Raversbrook Chassis
35
Rogers Ravembrook Case ..
38
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis
47
Rogers Ravembourne Case ..
51
Rotel 100 Amp.
Rotel RA840 ..
..
61
Sansui AU22d
..
50
..
67 I
Sansui AUS55
Sansui AU777
.. 100
..
23
Sinclair 2000 ..
Sinclair Neoteric ..
46
Sugden A51/C21 ..
89
Sugden A2I Mk 11
..
49
Teleton SAQ-205E ..
19
Teleton SAQ-501S ..
42
Teleton GA.I01 ..
23
TUNERS
Armstrong M8 Decoder .. £7
Arena F2I Iwith Decoder ..
38
Armstrong 523 AM/FM ..
45
Armstrong 524 FM ..
35
Dulci FMT7
..
20
Dulci FMT7S Stereo ..
28
Goodmans Stereo Max. ..
65
Leak Stereofetic Chassis ..
50
57
Leak Stereofetic Case ..
Nikko FAM 12
58
Nikko FAM 14
82
Pioneer TX SOO
63
Pioneer TX 400
.. 124
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis
39
Rogers Ravensbrook Case ..
42
Rogers Ravembourne Chassis
51
Rogers Ravensbourne Case ..
56
Rogers 120ST.
..
39 1
Teleton GT101
39
PICK-UP ARMS
Audio Developments AD309K
with AD76K Magnetic Cart. £8
Audio Technica AT- 1005 ..
16
Decca MK 1Super Arm
Decca Interrational ..
21
Goldring L7S
10
Goldring L69
Goldring G65 ..
Neat G.30 .. ..
9
Neat G.30B
Ortofon RS.212
SME 3009 II with Shell • ..
•
27
SME 3012 II with Shell ..
29
STEREO HEADPHONES
Akai ASE
£
Koss K6
10
Pioneer SE30
9
Pioneer SESO
14
Rotel RH7I I
7
Sansui 552
..
6
SLOT STEREO
Metrosound 148 .. ..
47
Metrosound SS30 ..
68
Pioneer TP83 ( Car) .. ..
32
Pioneer HR82 ( Home) .
75
Teleton STP800
42

19
5
2
2
7
19
10
15
10
17
19
19
6
10
9
19
9
14
2
1
10
0
19

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Arena TISOOF Ceramic MPX £63
Arena TISOOF Magnetic MPX
65
Arena 72400 MPX
..
72 1
Arena T2SOOF MPX ..
87 1
Arena T2600 MPX
..
921
Arena T2700 MPX
..
85
.. 260
Arena T9000 ..
Armstrong 525 FM ..
..
77
Armstrong 526 AM/FM
..
87
Goodmans 3000
55
Nikko STA301
83
107
Nikko STASOI
119
Nikko STA70 I
Philips RH78I
59
66
Pioneer KX330
Pioneer SX440
90
94
Pioneer LX440
129
Pioneer SX770
154
Pioneer SX990
177
Pioneer SXI500
67
Rotel No. 130 ..
Rotel FAX 88A
80
82 I
Rotel FAX 330
Rotel FAX 550
104
Rotel FAX 660
112 1
Sansui 350 ..
114
145
Sansui 2000 ..
25 1
Teleton GRIOT
Teleton R4200
37 1
Teleton F2000 ..
32 1
Teleton R4300
42 1
Teleton R4300L
45
43
Teleton F2300 ..
Teleton TFS50
59 1
Teleton 7ITI
88
Teleton 7AT20
se
Teleton CR55 ..
.. 100
Teleton IOATI
.. 130
.. 110
Wharfedale 100-1
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
All stereo with diamond
Teleton NM33
.
£2 19
3 IS
Orbit NM22
4 7
Eagle LCOS
6 2
Eagle LCO7
4 0
Audio Development AD76K
5 2
Audio Development AD96K
5 10
B and 0 SPI
6 19
Band 0 SP6
7 4
Neat V60 MH
9 16
Neat V60 MHE
3 19
Neat V70 ..
Neat V70E
6 16
5 2
Goldring G-850
7 10
Goldring G-800
7 2
Goldring G-800H
Goldring G- 800E ..
II 19
16 16
Goldring G-800 Super E ..
5 2
Audio Technica AT66 L/C ..
5 2
Audio Technica AT66.5
5 2
Audio Technica AT66.7
Audio Technica AT2I
7 6
7 6
Audio Technica AT21.5
9 7
Audio Technica AT33
13 0
Audio Technica AT2 IX
16 10
Audio Technica AT35
20 0
Audio Technica AT35X
5 5
Shure M3DM
9 9
Shure M-3 I - E
8 IS
Shure M- 32-E
8 10
Shure M-44-5 ..
8 4
Shure M-44-7 ..
8 4
Shure M-44-C
9 9
Shure M- 44-E
10
Shure M- SS- E
o
o
16
Shure M-75-E Type 2
IS
Shure M-75-E1 Type 2
9
Shure M- 75-G Type 2
9
Shure M75MB(6) Type 2
30
Shure V- 15-Type 11 ..
o
17
Shure M750-95G Type 2

All Mail Orders to147, Church Street, London, W.2
Tel: 01-262 6562

o
6
6

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
6
6
6

o
6
6
6

19
4
7
7
16
10
10
19
o
o
19
19
0
10
0
5
10
10
0
19
10
7
19
19
10
15
19
0
19
18
19
5
10
0
19
19
9
16
5
19
10
0
0
10
10
16
8
0
10
10
19
19
19
0
10

CONNOISSEUR All models stocke
SPEAKER KITS
Richard Allan Twin Assembly
Richard Allan Triple Assembly
Richard Allan Super Triple ..
Wharfedale Unit 3 ..
Wharfedale Unit 4 ..
Wharfedale Unit 5 ..

£1
15
17
9
12
18

15 O
5 o
19 6
19 6
16 o
16 o

RECORD DECKS
B.S.R. McDonald MP60 £ l0 19 6
B.S.R. McDonald 610 .. ..
13 19 6
B.S.R.McDonald 510
11 15 0
B.S.R. McDonald 310 .. ..
9 12 6
Decca de Luxe . ..
16 7 0
Decca Studio Turntable ..
34 8 10e
Garrard—see separate section
Goldring GL69/2 ..
22 4 0
Goldring GL69P/2
29 14 0
Goldring Plinth 69
6 2 10 1
Goldring Lid 69
3 10 8
Goldring G.99
1
Goldring C.99
9 7 6
GL7S
28 15
Goldring GL7SP
20
0 0
38 10 0
Goldring Plinth 75
7 0 0
Goldring Lid 75
3 :
8 0
Pioneer PLIIAC
39 19
Thorens TDISOA Mk II
37 0 Oe
Thorens TDISOAB Mk II ..
40 19 65
Thorens TDI25
..
61 19
5
Thorens TXII Cover .. ..
3 13 65
PHILIPS RECORDERS
EL3302 Cassette .. ..
22 10 0
4302 Twin Track .. ..
29 19 6e
4307 4-Track
..
40 IS 0.
4308 4- track . •
SO 6 6
CHASSIS SPEAKERS
Goodmans 8P ..
f4 8 0
Goodmans 10P
4 IS 95
Goodmans I2P
9 S 6
Goodmans ISP
IS 0
Goodmans I8P ( 91/100) .
25 10
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 .
7 10
Goodmans Axiette 8 ..
5 19
Goodmans Twin Axiette 8 ..
6 14
Goodmans Axiom 10 ..
7 0 I
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 ..
7 10
Goodmans Axiom 20
10
I
Goodmans Axiom 30
14 5
Goodmans Audiom 5
9 2
Goodmans Audiom 6
13 4
Goodmans Audiom 8
22 4
Goodmans Audiom 9
25 4
Goodmans Trebax 100 ..
6 0
Goodmans Trebax SK/20XL ..
6 15
Goodmans Midax 650
9 0
Goodmans X05000 ..
I 17
Goodmans X0950 ..
5 3
Good mans X0950/5000
6 16
Goodmans Attenuator
2 9
Goodmans ARU 172 ..
3 2
VV13. HF 812 ..
5 2
WB. HF 816 ..
8 10
WB. HFI012
6 4
WB. HFI016 ' .
10
WB. HFI016 Major
13 5
WE. HFI214
13 0
WB. 7816
8 2
WB. TIO
5 12
WB. T3S9
2 2
Wharfedale 8" Bronze RS/DD
3 13
Wharfedale Super 8 RS/DD ..
6 6
Wharfedale Super 10 RS/DD
10 10

6.

6
•

latest
aa gu
C

0

The latest edition giving full
details of a comprehensive
range of HI Fl EQUIPMENT.
COMPONENTS, TEST EQUIPMENT and COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT....
Over 230
pages, fully illusrated and detaillU t
ngthousaan
nd
ys
.0
.f
items-- many
t
bargain
FREE DISCOUNT
COUPONS
VALLE 10/-.

o

SEND NOW- ONLY 716 P & P116

Send S.A.E. for full discount price list and
package deals list. Please send enquiries
for any item not listed. Quotations given.

G.W.SMIT
(Trade supplied)

6
0
6
6
0
6
0
6
6
0
6
0
6
0
6
6

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Arena HT. I
9 ..
Ea
Arena HT.2I
9
Arena HT.I4
13
Arena HT.I7
13
Arena HT.7 • •
16
Arena HT.I0 • •
18
Arena HT.20
26
Arena HT.I8 • .
30
65
Arena HT.26 • .
Arena HT.25 • •
130
Arena HT.27
13
12
Arena HT.28
BW.DM3 A and W
53
BW. DM3 M
58
81
BW. P2 H ..
Celestion Ditton 10
17
Celestion Ditton 15
22
Celestion Ditton 25
47
Decca Deram pair
29
Dulci AS3 ..
6
Dulci ASS ..
II
Elac E65
8
Goodmans Maxim ..
15
16
Goodmans 3005 ( pr.)
Goodmans Mambo ..
18
19
Goodmans Marimba ..
Goodmans Eleganzia
23
Goodmans Mezzo Ill ..
23
29
Goodmans Magnum K
Goodmans Minister pair
35
46
Goodmans Magister ..
KEF Cresta ..
18
KEF Celeste 11
22
KEF Concord ..
34
KEF Concerto
41
Keletron KN654/3
7
9
Keletron KN824/3
16
Keletron KNI24/3
8
Lafayette Minuette II ..
9
Lafayette CR25
13
Lafayette CR50
Lafayette CRI50
20
23
Leak Mini Sandwich ..
Leak Sandwich
35
Metrosound HSFIO pair
22
Metrosound HSF20
14
16
Richard Allan Chacone
26
Richard Allan Pavane
37
Rogers Ravensbrook ( pr.) ..
Rogers Ravensbourne
26
29
Wharfedale Denton ( pr.) ..
Wharfedale Super Linton ( pr.) 37
Wharfedale Dovedale III ..
29
Wharfedale Melton ..
23
47
Wharfedale Rosedale

S
•
S
•
S
•
S
•
e
•
•
•
•

•

&
ID 00 (
1] )
) LTD
3, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2 » Tel: 01-437 8204
34, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
Tel: 01-437 9155
311, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
OPEN 9-6 MONDAY TO SATURDAY
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Tel: 01-262 0387

EDGWARE ROAD 1/2 DAY THURSDAY)

In one ear...
and in the other!

SE 30 Studio Stereo Headphones

Spend under £7.so and get away from it all - whenever you
like - in your own private world of Stereo sound. All you need
is a pair of Eagle SE 30 Studio Stereo Headphones ... leatherpadded for maximum comfort ... adjustable attenuators for
individual balance... stereo/mono switch for mono listening
without phase distortion ... extended frequency response for
true musical enjoyment...and more. Hearing's believing- with
a pair of SE 30's. Visit your favourite Hi Fi dealer for ademonstration.

Frequency Range: 2s-16,000 Hz. Impedance:
Matching Impedance: 8-16 ohms.

8 ohms

per channel.

Ring or write for more information and the 40- page Eagle electronics catalogue to Sole World Distributors

Eagle International

LOOK UP TO EAGLE FOR
VALUE IN ELECTRONICS

Coptic Street,
London, WC A iNR
Tel: oi-636 0961

El
FANTASTIC OFFER!

BASF* PH ILIPS *Scotch

D

If you see any of these tapes being advertised at greater discounts than ours,
please send for our special ' Lowest Prices
of ALL' order form. WE WILL SUPPLY
YOU AT PRICES 5% LOWER THAN THOSE
OF OUR COMPETITOR!

RECORDING TAPE
Your sound equipment deserves the very best. NOW you can afford it.
World-famous recording tapes offered at lowest- ever prices! Brand new,
supplied in factory sealed library boxes and fully guaranteed.
BASF

PHILIPS
Our
Price
18/9
25/6
29/)

SCOTCH
Our
QtY
Req'd
Price
( )
15/9
21/(
26/(

7/6
15/22/6
26/37/6

8/I4/2I/27/38/-

11/2I/26/37/6

14/4
26/1
39/3
56/5
69/7

I6/26/37/3
46/3

10/9
19/29/41/6
58/6

12/6
18/9
31/6
42/58/3

17/6
25133/6

11/6
15/9
21/9

10/6
14/9
22/-

I2/17/23/-

BASF LH TAPE
Qty
Lust
Req'd
Price
• • ( )
37/9
51 1200' .. ( )
I800'.. ( )
62/1

Our
Price
24/6
27/6
40/6

DOUBLE PLAY
5" I200'.. ( )
sr 1800' .. ( )
7' 24C0'.. ( )

43/3
61/11
76/7

27/6
40/6
50/-

TRIPLE PLAY
5" I800'.. ( )
2400' .. ( )
7" 3600'.. ( )

61/9
76/5
95/1

40/6
50/64/-

Qty

Req'd
( )
sr 900..
( )
7" I200'.. ( )

List
Price
26/3
34/5
39/7

Our
Price
15/9
20/6
25/6

LONG PLAY
3" 210' ..
4" 450' ..
5"
51 1200'
7" I800'..

11/4
22/7
34/3
39/5
56/7

STANDARD

••
••
••
••

DOUBLE PLAY
3" 300' ..
5' I200'.. (
1800' .. (

SEND TODAY!
Mail order only. Offer does not apply overseas.
Please send the tapes Ihave ordered. 1enclose
PO/Cheque for E
s.
d. ( Inc. 2/6 p. & p.).
Please send details of ' Lowest Prices of All' offer.
NAME
ADDRESS

sr

COMPACT CASSETTES
C.60
(
C.90
(
C.1 20
(

LONG PLAY

tapes

(Dept. HFN II)
17 Leigh Pk. Rd
Leigh-on- Sea,
Essex.
London Office
tel: 01-226 7004

43/5

r

sr

1638

Qty
Req'd

SCOTCH DYNARANGE
QY
List
Req'd
Price
( )
25/7
900..
( )
34/4
7' I200'..
( )
43/6
LONG PLAY
5" 900' ..
33/10
1200'
44/7
7" I800'..
60/DOUBLE PLAY
19/3
5" I200'..
47/10
1800'
63/1
7" 2400'
89/STANDARD

sr

Our
Price
19/6
26/32/6

sr

25/32/42 6

sr

14
36
47
67

6
—
—
—

Just what is this ABR,
that makes such a
vital difference to the

DITTON 15' ?
1.

Studio quality high frequency unit ( HF1300 Mk. 2).

2.

Anechoic cellular foam
wedge and lining eliminates
standing waves.

3.

High hysteresis panel loadinc material to eliminate
structural resonances.

4.

Auxiliary Bass Radiator
(ABR)—plastic foam diaphragm of high rigidity and
low mass haying a free air
resonance of only 8 Hz,
double roll suspension
allowing excursions up to
.-1" with virtual absence of
distortion.

5.

8" bass unit, with free air
resonance of 25 Hz, and
massive Ferroba 1 magnet
structure for optimum
magnetic damping and
cone treated with viscous
damping layer to suppress
resonances.

6.

Units mounted flush to
eliminate diffraction effects
and tunnel resonances;
covered by acoustically
transparent grille cloth for
maximum presence.

7.

Full L- C Crossover network.

3 4

2

6

7

"DITTON 15"
Now firmly established as a superb high-fidelity loudspeaker. Design features include the exclusive CELESTION
ABR ( auxiliary bass radiator), HF1300 treble unit— as used
in B.B.C. Monitor Loudspeakers— a-id specially developed
mid, bass unit. Low loss L/C crossover.
Power handling: 15 watts r.m.s.; 30 watts peak.
Impedance 4-8 ohms.
Dimensions: 21 in. X 91- in. X 9à in.
Choice of finish: Teak or walnut.
Recommended Retail Price £29

It's an interesting story— and worth enquiring about.
Send for details of the three Celestion ` Ditton'
Hi-Fi Speaker systems.

Celestion

Studio
Series

Loudspeakers for
the Perfectionist

ROLA CELESTION LTD., Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk. IP3 8JP ( STD 0473) 73131
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More for your money
-and your music!

TSA ' so Stereo Amplifier

Midi-output (7.s watts) for mini-outlay
£2 9.60). The Eagle TSA io all-silicon transistor
stereo amplifier is a slim, handsome piece of
equipment that will do justice to your
favourite music. Special features include a
remote speaker switch and terminals for wallto-wall sound in more than one room, automatic output protection as well as magnetic
cartridge input. Visit your favourite Hi Fi
dealer for ademonstration.

Output Power: 7. çwatts RMS per channel @ 8ohms. Frequency Range: 30-1 8,000 Hz ± 2(1B.
Inputs: Magnetic 3. çmV, ( RIA A) Ceramic ioo mV, Tuner loo mV, Aux ioo mV.
Signal to Noise: Better than sodB. Dimensions: 330 X So X 22omm.

Ring or write for your copy of the 40- page Eagle electronics catalogue to Sole World
Distributors
Eagle International
Coptic Street,

cGce

LOOK UP TO EAGLE FOR
VALUE IN ELECTRONICS -1
:
1111e,0

London, WCI A ¡ NR
Tel: oi-636 0961
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EVERY PIECE OF
EQUIPMENT
COVERED BY
THE HFDA
GUARANTEE

CREDIT SALES
All equipment over
£25 may be
purchased through
'Paybonds .the No
Deposit Personal
Loan Plan with up
to 24 montas to pay
RECORDS
STEREO L.P.'s
for the HI—II man
guaranteed unplayed

Choose your new system
our demonstration lounge

in the comfort of

You will
receive our courteous attention
whether you intend spending £ 5 or £ 500

NO PARKING
PROBLEMS
OUR OWN
LARGE CAR
PARK AT
REAR OF
SHOP

We are accredited dealers for ALL the best
high fidelity equipment

KEN FICc5iSE
283 FLEET ROAD, FLEET, HANTS
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AUDIO

Telephone: Fleet 5053

LTD.

Behind every Lux amplifier is the knowledge, experience and advanced
technology of amanufacturer who supplies equipment to the Japanese Radio
Corporation. All Lux equipment is precision built to the highest standards
to give you top power and low distortion combined with an amazing frequency
response of 10-50,000 Hz. Care in construction and attention to detail at
every point in the construction of aLux Amplifier ensure that you get top
quality sound combined with the highest reliability.
And don't forget the styling, surely Lux is some of the most attractive equipment on the market today. Ask for ademonstration and prove for yourself
the superiority of Lux.
MODEL 77T
AMPLIFIER

MODEL 1220
AMPLIFIER

This amplifer Fias been reviewed, and
highly praised as a really top- class
unit by Gordon J. KiFig. 60 Watts
RMS. Silicon mesa type power transistors.

The zenith of Luxtechnology in solid state
circuitry design. All silicon transistor
amplifier with many useful control
functions. 100 Watts RMS. Distortion
0.1%.

MODEL HQ555
TUNER AMPLIFIER
100 Watts RMS, ideal integrated combination
of 1220 Amp. and 515 Tuner. Fet and IC for
maximum sensitivity.

Your're going to hear
alot from us.

DL 67 Speaker System

Want to get more out of the music you love? We've got
a system. The DL 67. And priced at only .tis.8o each. What's
so special about them? Listen. An open tweeter gives maximum high-frequency projection. For extended frequency
response, a high-compliance bass speaker. Tweeter attenuator control to suit individual room conditions — a feature
of more expensive units. And a beautifully-finished teak
cabinet to blend with any room decor. Visit your favourite
Hi Fi dealer for ademonstration.
Power Handling: io watts RMS. Frequency Range: 3ç20,000 Hz. Flux Density: 11,000 gauss. Impedance: 8 ohms.
Dimensions: 300 X 200 x 170 mm. Finish: oiled teak.

Ring or write for your copy of the 40- page Eagle electronics catalogue to Sole World Distributors.

Eagle International
Coptic Street,

London, WCIA iNR
Tel: 01-636 0961

LOOK UP TO EAGLE FOR
VALUE IN ELECTRONICS

Two new models
from Garrard
The SP 25 Mk III a single play unit cleanly styled
in black and silver with performance to DIN 45-500
will be even more popular than its predecessor
the SP 25 Mk II which dominates this market.
Single record play with fully automatic
facility; three- speed with aluminium turntable;
calibrated bias compensator; viscous- damped
cue and pause system; a slide- in cartridge
carrier; dynamically balanced, lowresonance tubular pick-up arm; and
calibrated fine stylus force adjustment.
Recommended retail price-£ 12.12.6. plus £3.1.8. P.T.

The AP 76 is designed for the discerning customer.
Its elegant styling matches its superb performance.
Only Garrard offer such afine transcription
turntable with as many features in
this price range. A three- speed fully
automatic or manual play unit styled in
satin black and silver. Finger- light tab
controls; low resonance tubular pick-up
arm dynamically counterbalanced by a
decoupled weight; gimballed rear
arm pivotry. Slide- in cartridge carrier;
bias compensator calibrated for spherical and
elliptical styli; acalibrated fine stylus force adjustment;
large diameter aluminium turntable and aviscous
damped cue and pause system. All units individually tested
to DIN 45-500 standards.
Recommended retail price-£21.1.11. plus £ 5.3.2. P.T.

0

a PLESSEY quality product
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e
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Garrard Engineering Limited, Newcastle St., Swindon, Wiltshire. Tel: Swindon ( 0793)5381

1110

0481
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Sound engineering- as you'd expect from the pioneers who grew up with
the gramophone. No chances taken. No corners cut. No concessions made.
That's why you can be sure of top quality and real value for money
from every Garrard model.
They give you alot of choice too.
You'll find Garrard have something to suit every taste and every pocket.
In fact Garrard is the only manufacturer that makes acomplete range.
And now it's even better with the introduction of two superb new
Hi Fi models- the SP 25 MkIll and AP 76.
Just look at these new Garrard models on the page opposite and see
what they offer....

To: Garrard Engineering Limited, Dept. HFNII
Newcastle Street, Swindon, Wiltshire, England.
Please send me, without obligation, free copies of the Garrard Guides.
Name
Address

How to discover what Pablo Casals
has got that you haven't.
Good stereo is more than just a source of pleasure to
serious musicians, it's essential equipment.
They need it to play with.
To use as an accompaniment. To study technique. To
discover exactly what makes Pablo Casals so special.
Up until now even good stereo has had rough edges. The
only place to hear the stereo has been at the apex of the
critical sound paths. Move two inches to the left and you
might as well be listening to the radio.
So, no moving, and no more than one of you playing at a
time. All of which struck aSwedish Professor of Acoustics
called Stig Carlsson as pretty unsatisfactory.
So for fifteen years he worked, and now at last he's
perfected atotally new speaker.
Carlsson speakers function quite differently from conventional speakers. They're omni-directional. They fill a
whole room with stereo sound. Wherever you sit, however
much you move around, you're surrounded with stereo
sound. Immersed in it. No other speaker in the World can
give you that.
Carlsson speakers are unique, so they need to be used with
equipment that understands them. Sonab produce a
turntable and tuner/amplifier for use with Carlsson
speakers. That way you can be sure you're getting the best
out of them. We also sell Clark headphones. They're used
by Apollo spacemen, so they're good enough for us.
Sonab have only been in Britain avery short time. Only a
few of the better dealers have our equipment. So telephone
or write to us and we'll let you have the name and address
of your nearest Sonab stockist. And some literature.
Sonab—You've never heard anything like it.

Sonab

Sonab Ltd., 136, Mansfield Road, Acton, London W3. Phone 01-993 0849.

4i We are living on our small farm high
up in the Himalayas— at 8,500 ft.
and at the moment we have very hurriedly
constructed tin sheds to live in and
naturally it is very very cold inside in
winter, with temperatures of 25° of frost
indoors quite common. Our Quad
amplifier/control unit and speaker were
the only things we had which helped us to
forget the bitter cold and since the nearest
road and therefore the electricity is agood
35 miles from here, we even bought a
small generating set to enable us to switch
on the set and lose ourselves in the magic
of superb music, superbly reproduced.*
* Extracts from a letter from Mr. Tara Singh, one of our
more remote customers.

If music really matters, you'll find room for Quad

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound
Send apostcard to Dept.HFN for details of QUAD equipment

QUAD is a
Registered Trade Mark

Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon. Telephone: Huntingdon (0480) 2561/2
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Specialised words and abbreviations
used In Hi- F, News are defined in our
Audio Talk booklet. Over 1000 terms are
explained in this handy publication, and
we advise all hi-fi beginners to obtain a
copy straight away. Audio Talk costs
2s. 6d. ( inclusive) from Link House.

IN AUGUST we interrupted the stream of rumour
and speculation on four-channel stereo with
two articles describing methods of extracting
information normally obscured within ordinary
two-channel signals. Michael Gerzon examined
the implications of certain types of microphone
layout and showed that by using suitable
sum-and-difference techniques with four loudspeakers we may recreate anew sense of space
in reproduced music. In parallel, David
Hafler had similar thoughts following experiments in the U.S.A., with the extra suggestion
that an ambience signal could be deliberately
added to otherwise conventional stereo recordings as an out-of-phase component, to be
extracted and reproduced to the rear of listeners
during replay. In Denmark, B & 0 engineer
Rorbaek Madsen has pursued similar ideas
using time delays.
We printed a brief editorial note at the end
of the Gerzon and Hafler articles, commending
them to readers' attention and mentioning our
initial favourable impressions when using the
simple three-speaker arrangement. This evidently caused many readers to give the idea
a try, as we have received a steady stream of
letters on the subject ever since. Reactions
range from enthusiasm through doubt to
dislike, while some have been put off by technical misunderstandings ( like P.H.E.B. of
West Norwood on page 1741).
Let us summarise our findings, starting with
genuine quadraphony of the type demanding
four isolated channels (and tape ?). Frankly,
most people have been disappointed with
public demonstrations staged so far, as: ( i)
the rooms or halls used have been too large,
thus sacrificing much of the ' small room to
large hall' effect; or (ii) they have been too
small, forcing many people to sit close to the
rear speakers; (iii) speakers have been badly
positioned anyway; or (iv) several such factors
have applied at the same time.
In an attempt to thresh out some of these
problems we experimented with various
loudspeaker arrangements in a domestic
room, employing as signal sources a selection
of four-channel recordings generously loaned
to us by Acoustic Research. We found that
by positioning a pair of Goodmans Maxims
up at the rear ceiling corners, standing on
small platforms to overcome unwanted precedence effects (the further back you sit, the

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES

Annual U.K. subscription rate for HIFi News
is 50s. (overseas, 53s. or 86.30). The
rate for our associated journal Studio Sound
is 36s. ( overseas 42s. or $5.0).
All obtainable from
Link House Publications Ltd.,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.

Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page, those for publication in our
correspondence section being addressed to the Editor, and those carrying technical queries or
asking for advice on installation matters marked for the attention of ' Crossover', and enclosing, please,
a stamped addressed envelope. ' Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our Readers' Problems feature at a
later date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about manufacturers' products
when these details are available from the maker, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences
of any advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters should be as clear and
concise as possible, with queries on separate subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and on
no account contain matter for the attention of other departments. Very particularly, please do not
send any money unless in response to a specific request from these offices or for purchase of advertised
Link House items such as the Audio Annual or Audio Talk. We regret that technical and editorial
queries cannot be answered by telephone.
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality sound recording and reproduction
will be received sympathetically. Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate. We are happy to advise would-be authors on matters of style,
length, etc.
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COVER PICTURE
Place: Kingsway Hall, London. Works:
Sibelius and Tchaikovsky violin concertos.
Orchestra and conductor: LSO/Previn.
Soloist: Kyung Wha Chung, young
Korean violinist whose fine recording
for Decca is reviewed in this issue.
Last month we gave some details of this
ga„tand gifted artist's rise to fame;
now we look forward to more of her
records.
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more obscured are the speakers), a most
remarkable sense of being in the concert hall
is obtained over most of the room, without
adirect awareness of the rear speakers.
So, with care, quadraphony does work and
is very worthwhile in the home. We don't
doubt that eventually four or more separate
channels (or some approximate coding thereof)
will become the hi-fi ' norm'; but at present
most people have only two channels and the
Gerzon/Hafler proposals, so what can be done
with these? A lot, in our experience, but care
is needed if results are to be at the positive
end of the enthusiastic/doubtful/disappointed
scale. Firstly, we find that asingle central rear
speaker—especially at floor level—is not really
practical for the ' difference' signal. A pair
arranged as suggested above is more effective.
Secondly, it is amatter of luck, when the extra
speaker receives its drive from across the
'live' terminals of the main stereo amplifier,
if the rear loudness happens to suit a
particular stereo programme. We find that
some control of both volume and tonal balance
is useful, which means an extra mono amplifier.
With care, this can be ' floated' across the main
amplifier outputs—without separate earthing.
With such a set-up we find that nearly all
stereo material—disc, tape or radio—gains
something. Generally, the more spacious and
reverberant the music source, the more
effective is the system in lifting some ambience
from behind the performers and placing it
behind the listeners. Some of this years'
Promenade Concert broadcasts have been
most impressive: the audience seemed spread
right around, with areal sense of being in the
Albert Hall. But there are surprises: some
quite dead recordings seem to wake-up when
'Haflerised', and it is fascinating to take a
piece with pan-potted soloists, turn up the
rear speakers to an abnormally high level to
spread performers right around the room, then
pick out a particular soloist with the amplifier balance control and place him centrally on
the forward sound-stage.
Such gimmicks apart, we have found a new
dimension in a lot of well loved recorded
music: one soon adjusts to a new sense of
space, almost without sensing that it is there.
But as the rear speakers are switched off, even
the best of reproduced stereo becomes suddenly
flat and dead.
Contents List on page 1583
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audio and record news
CLASSICS FOR PLEASURE

'
Classics for Pleasure' label (first
releases reviewed in this issue) was launched to
the trade and press at awell organised reception
and demonstration at Bowater House, Knightsbridge, in mid-September. The first issue of 36
titles on October 16th included material drawn
from the EMI and Supraphon catalogues, but a
commendably high number- 15 in all—were
new recordings of astandard to be expected on
top-price labels. These included three of the
Embassy Master Series of recordings by the
London Philharmonic sponsored by their
patrons, W.D. & H.O. Wills. On October 8th
these recordings were officially launched by a
concert at the Royal Festival Hall with
Horenstein conducting Mahler's 4th symphony
—a work also to be recorded for the Embassy
series. A separate marketing and servicing
organisation from Music for Pleasure's has
been set up to promote the new label, which is
expected to have large sales at the attractive
price of 17s. 9d.

THE NEW

RPO AT WIG AND PEN

THE LONDON orchestras have been busy holding
their press receptions to announce future plans
and we were able to squeeze into avery small
room in the Wig and Pen Club to meet the
members of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Association (including Lord Boothby who was
renewing his links with the orchestra which
went back to Beecham's time). It was announced that Rudolf Kempe had been invited
to become ' Conductor for Life' at the request
of the members of the orchestra. Rudolf
Kempe's 10th anniversary with the orchestra
was celebrated with concerts in September and
October and the 10th anniversary of Beecham's
death will be commemorated with aconcert in
March under Charles Groves. We have also
received the London Philharmonic's usual
impressive and informative 48-page book
giving their plans for 1970/1 and it makes
promising reading. Copies can be obtained at
3s. (or 3s. 9d. including postage) from 53
Welbeck Street, London WI M 7HE.
DECCA DOLBY CASSETTES

B cassettes—intended for playback via the
domestic version of the Dolby noise reduction
circuitry. First B cassettes are to be issued
towards the end of the year and acomplete B
repertoire is promised, with no separate issues
for players without Breplay facilities. Cartridges
will be Dolby B recorded, although Dolby A
is, naturally, used on most of the master tapes
employed, just as for the disc releases.
At a recent demonstration of the first
releases, Decca played disc and tape together—
in order to demonstrate that, in their view, the
quality was comparable—and also played some
Dolby B tapes without the playback corrector
to show that there was sufficient compatability
to justify the system. Much of the material
employed was of limited dynamic range, and
like most public demonstrations conditions
were not ideal. Compared with the disc, atape
cassette of orchestral and vocal music (taken
from part of The Ring recordings) was slightly
less bright and fairly easily discernible from the
disc—nevertheless in terms of quality there
was little to choose. However, later cassettes
were less impressive and although the difference between Dolby B issues played with and
without the noise reducing circuitry was
audible it was by no means unacceptable.
At present there is only one reproducer
commercially available in this country with a
provision for dealing with B cassettes, namely
the Kellar announced last month. However,
in America there are several Dolby machines
from companies such as Fisher, Harmon
Kardon and Advent. All are basically similar
to the Kellar, employing aJapanese deck and
electronics with the various manufacturers
simply (?) adding cabinets, VU meters, power
amplifiers, etc., to choice. At present the
economics of deck production make it likely
that the same deck is going to find its way into
alot of machines, so the fate of the B cassette
may depend to a considerable extent on the
consistency the Japanese factory can achieve.
Prices for Decca's tape releases are 29s. 10d.,
47s. 9d. and 49s. 9d. depending on the label;
eight-track cartridges are all 55s. 9d. Decca
disc prices are being raised to correspond with
cassette prices (decimalisation apparently
has something to do with it) and other
companies ' may follow suit'.

cartridges and cassettes under the
Decca label have been available abroad for
some time, the company has not entered the
taped music field in the UK until now, or more
precisely until October 2nd when they announced a release of 100 titles on Compact
Cassettes (some of which were reviewed last
month) and eight-track cartridges. Apparently
Decca don't take the eight-track cartridge too
seriously for the domestic user since they are
licensing cartridge production and distribution
to Ampex. However, all cassette production
will be undertaken at their new Bridgnorth
factory and the company is confident that
the quality of their tapes is considerably better
than other companies.
Although the first release is conventional,
there are plans for agradual build-up of Dolby
ALTHOUGH
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'anions,' she said: just the one word as we
kept our appointment in the foyer of the
Carlton Tower one evening at the end of
August. She was in London to finalise and
check tapes of her recording of Verdi's
Macbeth for Decca, with Fischer-Dieskau,
Gardelli conducting. It should have been with
Gobbi; but Gobbi was ill. Ghiaurov too, so it
seems. So Fischer-Dieskau made a big effort;
changed schedules at the last moment; sang
Macbeth; and it went predictably well.
Though she studied piano first and only took
to singing quite late, Elena Suliotis's rise to the
forefront of today's dramatic sopranos has been
quick, sure, irresistible. ' You have to practise
piano eight hours aday, but not singing!' she
said with a disarming smile. Her smile is
warm, generous; her humour spontaneous.
She was nineteen before she went to Italy to
study for three years with Mercedes Llopart,
agreat teacher who had sung under Toscanini.
'Wasn't Toscanini too hard on singers?' we
asked Miss Suliotis. ' No. Not really. Toscanini cared. That is what counted.'
We asked her what about German opera?
`No,' she said. ' Ido not sing German opera.
Specialising in Italian opera is quite enough.
Ido not even speak German, though Ispeak
five languages.' Including Russian—her mother
is Russian. ' Russian is marvellous—and the
Russian operas.' But Italian opera is still and
her chosen field. She lives in Florence, which
she loves dearly.

Elena Suliotis with Music Editor
Peter Gammond

Cassette production at Decca's
Bridgnorth factory
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Elena Suliotis is not impressed by singers with
much voice but small character. She sets store
by ' acting with the voice'; prefers roles which
give her opportunity to use her strong dramatic
sense and considerable acting ability. Not for
her just standing about and making impressive
noises from the throat. She is young in years
and spirit; yet she has the true artist's depth
and maturity of approach; the inborn sense of
bringing out what lies behind and beneath the
surface of arole, an opera in its totality.
We were joined by her dress designer, and
we talked some more; about opera, about
Italy, about many things. Then her car arrived
and she was off to check more Macbeth tapes.

That will come out later: meanwhile in
November Decca issue her recording of
Donizetti's Anna Bolenna.
She left London a few days later, for
Mexico, where she had more engagements.
Lady Macbeth and La Gioconda,' she said.
Two nice light roles!'
ISTOMIN TRIO IN LONDON

had the opportunity of meeting
and talking with Isaac Stern, Leonard Rose,
and Eugene Istomin, at the Dorchester Hotel;
sponsored by CBS and with Bill Newman and
Paul Myers in excellent charge.
Paul Myers called for questions, as the best
way of getting three world famous musicians
going with a big gaggle of journalists, critics
and others. Someone asked if they had
disagreements at practice over points of interpretation. Plenty, said Eugene Istomin. Only
about three every two minutes, Isaac Stern
adjusted. But only on details, never on major
points, Leonard Rose countered. ' We work
really hard at rehearsals', Stern said. ` Really
sweat. Then, when you have done that you
can get the " happening". But atrue " happening" can only come out of the discipline that
has come first.' An astute, illuminating obWE RECENTLY

with modern trends it is also to be hoped that
the new Grove will not be quite so narrow and
conservative in its overall coverage.
MONTY RETIRES

retired from Garrard Engineering
last month Monty' Mortimer had completed
no less than 51 years with the company which
must be a record not often played elsewhere.
Since his experience is probably without equal
Mr. Mortimer will continue to act as consultant
to the company which to agreat extent is still
firmly associated with the automatic record
player which he invented in 1932. Honouring
WHEN

HE

him at agathering organised by his colleagues
in London recently were many prominent
names in the industry including, in the picture,
Arthur Haddy (Technical Director of Decca
Records) on the left and Percy Wilson and
Dr. Dutton (EMI) behind Mr. Mortimer. On
the right is Mr. T. I-L Pritchard, general
manager of Garrard who was among many of
the guests paying tribute to Monty's contribution to audio generally, and to Garrard in
particular.
TV/RADIO TRADE SHOWS
Eugene Istomin discusses a point
with Gareth Jefferson from HFN/RR

servation. But then Isaac Stern has a truly
philosophical mind, as well as asuperb musical
mind and gift.
Beethoven year, of course. That is what the
trio were here for. The Beethoven trios, and
sonatas for violin and for cello also. ' Beethoven,' Stern said, ' is the most exhausting of all
composers; he never lets you off. Even at the
end, in a light looking finale, every phrase,
every note counts. You can never relax.' Did
they like records, and making them? ` Yes.
Records are very valuable, for various reasons.
Not the " abominations" some musicians have
called them. Certainly not.'
'We have enormously enjoyed your records,'
we told Isaac Stern. A lift of the eyebrows; a
broad smile. 'Ah. Ieven enjoy some of them
myself!'
NEW ' GROVE' IN THE MILL

have now officially announced a
new edition of Grove's Dictionary of Music
and Musicians to be published in the midseventies, probably in 12 volumes, the first
complete rewriting since the dictionary was
first published. The Editor will be Dr. Stanley
Sadie. Those of us who live with ' Grove' ever
at our elbow and rely on its infallibility will
welcome the news as the 5th edition gradually
becomes out of date and outdated. In keeping
MACMILLAN
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trade-only shows and demonstrations at hotels in London's West End and
environs have replaced the radio/TV spectaculars that for years were staged under the title of
Radiolympia. Once again this year some 15
hotels, plus several displays in manufacturers'
and distributors ' own premises', including a
trip on aThames steamer arranged by Sanyo,
became the venues for launching an extensive
range of the newest radio. TV and hi-fi equipment for the coming season.
TV products are outside our orbit, but one
noteworthy trend is the marked increase in
small carry-around TV receivers for what has
been described the ' second set' market, with
the colour TV set as the main receiver in a
household. Of technical interest is the incorporation of variable-capacitance diode
tuning in the Philips' colour TV models, under
the name Electrobutton.
The growing importance of the hi-fi market
has not escaped the attention of the major
radio equipment manufacturers, and under the
general heading ' unit audio' or ' audio separates' a variety of products varying in overall
performance, presentation and price-tags is now
available. However, the conventional radiogram still exists in the form of the modern
stereogram, which today takes advantage of
better loudspeakers, lightweight pickups, and
higher output amplifiers, to upgrade its performance. It seems only Philips no longer
promote one-piece radiograms.
IN RECENT YEARS
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This one-piece style of reproducer is available in low-cost versions right up to the de luxe
models with near hi-fi specifications priced at
several hundred pounds. Industry statistics
indicate that this year sales of each category—
unit audio and single-piece reproducers—may
reach 175,000. Dynatron offer no less than
15 models of radiogram and Grundig, in the
stereogram section, have 10 models, including
2short-wave versions. Alba have 6radiograms
in prices from around £50 to £90, and the new
Bosch Arizona HiFi stereo console (conforming to DIN.45,500 with 8W RMS per channel,
4-waveband radio with stereo FM and AFC
and transcription type changer, fitted with
Pickering V15/AC2 cartridge) is priced at
£360.
Clock-radios are becoming popular, and
several new models have digital type timepieces
in place of the traditional face. The Standard
Digital Clock AM/FM radio has as an accessory an under-the-pillow loudspeaker for bed
listening without disturbing others. Price is
£33 1Is. 8d. Clocks with built-in radios (or
should it be radios with built-in clocks?) are
marketed by Denham & Morley (Nivico
9035), National (with aradio section that can
be used separately as a portable), Sharp
(battery-powered), and other models from
Sony, Philips, Bush, Binatone and Shrira.
Open-reel tape recorders still dominate the
real hi-fi market, but cassette record/replay
models are steadily gaining ground. The
familiar portable cassette machine is available
from Philips, BRC brands, and from several
Japanese sources. A few miniature recorders
are released, for example, the Sony TC50, a
one-hand operated pocket-sized recorder
measuring only 54 x34 x14 in. The microphone is built-in, as in the similar mini design
from Sanyo, which has one-touch finger control
automatic level control, tape counter, battery
condition indicator, and operates from three
HP7 penlight batteries. Price is £54 15s.
The cassette recorder is now appearing in
other combinations—for instance, Philips
RN.792 is a medium wave/FM car radio
combined with a stereo cassette player with
5W RMS per channel output, selling for £ 100.
Another format is the combined radio/recorder
in compact portable models. Philips offer two
models: RR.290, two-waveband radio, LW
and MW, with facilities to record and playback
cassettes, and an FM/MW radio model, with
AFC, plus an electronically controlled motor
for the cassette section, and built-in mains
unit, for £56. Other firms producing cassette/
radio recorders are Crown (CRC-4IDFW
combines the cassette section with 3-waveband
radio for £54 12s.), Toshiba has two models,
Sanyo ( MR.416 de luxe unit incorporates
AM/FM radio, with stereo reception) and
other designs from Teleton, Pye and Nordmende. Even automatic changer decks for
cassettes are available now from Sanyo and
Philips and, of course, the cassette format need
not be confined to portable versions. Philips
have mains stereo units and Ferguson (BRC)
have their ' Executive' model finished in a
rosewood veneered case with black anodised
control panel and black fabric covering the
inclined speaker baffle. This unit has a7x34 in.
elliptical loudspeaker and incorporates automatic recording level control. Price £43 16s.
Yet another combination is the use of the
Dolby B noise-reduction system with a stereo

NOW! ALEATHER LOOK
ABOUT HI-FI
For avery long time, we've been searching for
something new in High- Fidelity Presentation.
Something that really contributes to the
Modern Scene with trend- selling design.
Something that brings to the discerning, the
best in Hi Fi Sound Reproduction plus the best
in Hi Fi Styling.

Now we've got it.
The Apollo Major Speaker
and the Apollo Equipment Module. Both these
superbly-designed units are available in a
range of fabulous leather colours and are
based on asturdy yet elegant revolving stand.
Hard-wearing, superb value, the Apollo will
house Leak, Quad, Armstrong, Trio Amplifiers
and Tuners, etc. and Goldring, Thorens, Dual
and Gerrard Turntables to choice. Speakers:
£80 each. Equipment Modules: £ 65 each.

f
ro m

studio UU

79/81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage, London,
N.W.6. Tel: 01-624 8855.
Please note! Open 10 am - 8pm incl.
Saturday. Closed all day Thursday. Park
outside - no meters.
HOW TO GET THERE— NEAREST UNDERGROUND STATIONS: SWISS COTTAGE AND FINCHLEY ROAD, BUSES: 2, 2a,13. 31, 113
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cassette deck, and this sophisticated recorder
is available from Kellar Electronics. Tape
cartridges have a following, too, particularly
among car users, with good playback units
marketed by Motorola and Radiomobile. A
growing library of 8-track cartridges is becoming available, although still less extensive
than the Philips' style cassettes, and new
players for this format of enclosed tape are
available from National, Teleton, Toshiba and
the British firm of Metrosound.
Space precludes even a mention of all the
new items in the flood of audio mechandise due
to appear, but afew names close this brief look
at the scene. Ekco's Sound Project ZU5 is a
unit stereo system (with built-in stereo radio
and Van-Cap tuning by push-button), the
unusual AEG-Telefunken 2080 Stereo Centre
(which has a4-waveband radio tuner and stereo
decoder fitted), ITT Consumer Products have
reintroduced the RGD brand name for TV
sets, radios and record players, and ITT-KB
launch their stereo record player in a version
called Compact Stereo (Model KP.043).
Brightly painted cabinets for housing TV
receivers, and unit audio systems are having a
vogue and another novelty is the increasing use
of slider-type controls on hi-fi equipment.
Lastly, for stereo listening in relaxed conditions,
the Elizabethan Audio Armchair, with loudspeakers in the wings, will find its admirers.

PELLÉAS ON RECORD AT ' THE GARDEN'

September 6th, CBS presented
their new recording of Debussy's Pelléas et
Mélisande, by Pierre Boulez, at the Royal
Opera House, Covent Garden. M. Boulez and
CBS Recording Manager Paul Myers discussed
the musical and technical problems involved.
Pierre Boulez made many interesting points,
especially that the opera is not only the dream
fantasy it is often held to be but if anything an
example of the Theatre of Cruelty, fear a
dominating emotion. Paul Myers said that
they did not set out to produce a kind of
'stereo spectacular' but to bring out the realism
in Boulez's conception by particular balance
and emphasis at crucial points. It is not an
easy opera to bring off: the blend of voices and
orchestra, like the music itself, is original,
subtle, demanding.
Individual scenes were discussed, then played
from the recording. It was full of interest:
each section chosen brought from both Boulez
and Myers some pertinent, illuminating comment or explanation. But not too much; not
so as to take the attention off the music and
put it on the means of its reproduction. It
worked; came off. Going to the records—
reviewed by Arthur Jacobs last month (page
1499)—afterwards increased the pleasure,
brought true insights and elucidations.
This kind of presentation of major new
recordings is likely to become more and more
the thing. Philips set Berlioz's The Trojans
excellently in motion by similar means in the
same venue some while ago. It adds up, makes
sense, from several angles. One point particularly occurs: when so many more people hear
so much more music via records, the involvement of actual people in the overall operation
may tend to become remote. This way one
meets, sees, hears the people concerned: it may
bring the personal element back valuably in an
increasingly dehumanized world.
ON SUNDAY,
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DISC SALES SOAR

their upward trend both in
sales and production. In spite of the emphasis
currently being put on cassettes by certain
manufacturers, total sales of records for the
first five months of 1970 were 23% up on the
corresponding period of 1969. Exports are
said to have risen by 6% too.
RECORDS CONTINUE

HAITINK AND JOCHUM

Tower on September 1st: for
lunch with Bernard Haitink, Eugen Jochum,
and the administrators of the Concertgebouw,
arranged by Philips and hostessed' in their
usual impeccable style by Quita Chavez and
Katharine Wilkinson. The Concertgebouw
was here to give concerts in London and
Edinburgh, anotable series.
We talked much; ate and drank well. ' How
are things with the Concertgebouw?' we asked
their business manager, Mr. van Danzig.
'Artistically good; financially not so good.' It
is the same there as here: acontinual struggle
under contemporary conditions. Rising costs,
heavy demands. It isn't that Concertgebouw
concerts lack public support; only that, as here
and elsewhere, what you take at the box office
doesn't cover what goes out the other end.
The Dutch Government fixed the price of
subscription concerts after the war, and they
have not risen nearly enough since, keeping
pace with costs. The familiar story. But no
one in the Concertgebouw organisation is
despondent. When you have an orchestra like
that, it goes on, thrives, keeps quality, despite
difficulties.
Conductors Haitink and Jochum are a
marvellously contrasted pair, artistically and
personally. Two men of immense charm and
personal stature, approaching music in different
TO THE SONESTA

ting aerial with aview to improving VHF/FM
reception on car and other portable radios
toward the limit of the service area. Because
of the major structural work involved it is
unlikely that any changes in polarisation
characteristics will be made at existing main
stations however. Furthermore, of the next
12 BBC Local Radio stations for which technical information is presently available, only
one so far is operational with other than
horizontal polarisation. This is Radio Manchester broadcasting on 95.1 MHz from Holme
Moss and using slant polarisation, i.e., with
the electric field at 45C to the horizontal and
perpendicular to the direction of propagation.

The other contribution, Permissible Bass
Rise in Talks Studios, illustrates how the type
of microphone used, the distance between it
and the speaker, and the speaker's voice affect
the results.
The Editorial subject is FM Broadcasting
After 15 Years in this July number of BBC
Engineering, price 8s. postage paid from BBC
Publications, 35 Marylebone High Street,
London W1M 4AA. Alternatively, the annual
subscription for four issues is 30s. postage paid.
HI FI AT THE DESIGN CENTRE

16th will see the opening of adisplay
of well designed British hi-fi equipment at The
Design Centre in London. Promoted by the
Council of Industrial Design, the exhibition is
scheduled to remain open until January 2nd
and will emphasise that modern equipment can
form an attractive part of home furnishings.
A leaflet written by HFN editor John Crabbe,
introducing newcomers to the basics of hi-fi,
will be available to interested visitors to the
Design Centre, which is in Haymarket not far
from Piccadilly Circus.
NOVEMBER

Bernard Haitink and Eugen Jochum

but complimentary ways; even the same music
—Bruckner, Mahler, especially Bruckner, the
great Concertgebouw tradition; but also in the
bias of programme building. The force and
standing of the Concertgebouw remains.
BBC ENGINEERING

of BBC Engineering, the publication which supersedes the earlier series of
Engineering Monographs, includes two contributions likely to interest our readers. One is
entitled Tests of Mixed Polarisation for VHF
Sound Broadcasting. Based on a Research
Department report, it discusses tests made in
Surrey and at Nottingham to assess the relative
merits of circular and slant polarisation over
'pure' horizontal polarisation at the transmitJULY'S ISSUE
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BATRC 1970 CONTEST WINNERS

session listening to 22 tapes in
the Mullard House theatre, London, the
British Amateur Tape Recording Contest
final judges (including John Borwick, Douglas
Brown, John Bradley and Donald Aldous)
selected the following prizewinners in the
various Classes: ( 1) Speech and Drama: The
Vultures, by Terry Devereux (mono); ( 2)
Documentary: Sunderland Hospital Broadcasts,
by Ken McKenzie (mono); ( 3) Music: The Ash
Tip, by John Shuttleworth (stereo); this also
won the best Stereo award; (4) Reportage:
John Parker, Coachman, by Dennis Rookard
(mono); (5) Technical Experiment: Silly Girl
AFTER A LONG

Ferrograph at work with BOAC:
it will play
as well for you at home
BOAC use Ferrograph Series 7
tape recorders at their Flight
Control Centre, London Airport.
You will see Ferrograph recorders
in many situations where long-term
reliability is vital. With its unique
specification and combination of

facilities, the Ferrograph recorder
is the ideal choice for any private or
professional use—wherever you
want quality, dependabilty, and
exciting possibilities for imaginative recording.
Now Ferrograph has several new

features to add to its already
impressive list, plus the extra
bonus of athree-year guarantee on
all parts.
Ferrograph Series 7tape
recorders are British made,
available in mono and stereo, with
and without end amplifiers. All
instruments are solid state, three
speeds. All have two inputs per
channel with independent mixing,
independent tone controls on each
channel, signal- level meters for
each channel on playback and
record, re-record on stereo models.
The output is 10 watts per channel.
The VU meter is now illuminated.
There is anew record lock device.
Ferrograph recorders are available
in elegant hardwood or
vinyl- covered cases.
Follow the professionals,
choose the recorder you know will
serve you best at home or in your
work: Ferrograph. Your local
Ferrograph specialist will be
pleased to demonstrate it to you.
Alternatively, please write or ring
for details and address of nearest
stockist. The Ferrograph Co Ltd,
The Hyde, Edgware Road,
Colindale, London, NW9.
Tel: 01-205 2241. Telex: 27774.

Ferrograph
* Now with 3- year guarantee
on all parts

International Distributors
Leroya Industries Pty, 266 Hay Street,
Subiaco, Western Australia 6008, Australia;
Matelectric, Boulevard Leopold 11,199,
1080 Brussels, Belgium;
H Roy Gray Ltd, 14 Laidlaw Boulevard,
Markham, Ontario, Canada;

Cineco, 72 Avenue des Champs Elysees,
Paris 8e, France;
Henry Wells & Co. KG,
1040 Wien 4, Danhausergasse 3, Austria;
Ferropilot GmbH & Co., KG,
Hamburg 39, Sierichstrasse 43,
West Germany;
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Hi -Fi In stailations, P.O. Box 2430,
276 Andries Street, Pretoria, South Africa;
Elpa Marketing Industries Inc, New York
Park, New York 11040, New York, U.S. A.
There are Ferrograph Distributors also in
most other countries.
Please obtain detailsfromthe London office.

by Michael Bastin (mono); (6) Schools: This is
my country, by Hazelhead Primary School,
Junior (mono). Special Awards: Brighton
Tape Recording Club's A Driving Lesson
received the Club Trophy, and Mrs. Muriel
Braddick's To a Shut-in won the Handicapped
prize.
From this group the ' Tape of the Year' was
chosen by the VIP judges consisting of Eric
Robinson, Anne Duchene, Matthew Norgate,
with John Turtle and Mike Grimshaw (Further
Education, BBC) after an extended period of
listening and discussion. This prize was given
to Mr. Ken McKenzie's admirable sound
survey of Sunderland Hospital Broadcasts, a
7 minute 54 seconds mono tape, smoothly
edited and presented by Ken McKenzie and
including acontribution (recorded in atheatre
dressing room) by Rolf Harris. The equipment
employed was a Uher portable recorder and a
Vortexion machine for the final tape. In the
opinion of the judges the quality of entries was
marginally higher than in previous years, but
the numbers submitted are still disappointingly
low, around 150.

IRISH AUDIO SOCIETY

may be interested in anew Irish
Audio Society eager to increase its support and
backing. The success of the society will depend
on a fairly substantial membership and it is
hoped to have a tapesponding section, a
discount buying agency, a regular society
journal and apostal record library. Interested
readers and dealers should contact The Irish
Audio Society, 3 Woodlands Drive, Stillorgan,
Co. Dublin, Ireland.
IRISH READERS

FIEDLER AND PADEREWSKI

and noteworthy recording
session took place in mid-September in Barking
Town Hall. Boston Pops maestro Arthur
Fiedler was in town, prior to his Festival Hall
Concerts later in the month and, with pianist
Earl Wild and the London Symphony
Orchestra was recording Paderewski's Piano
Concerto, Op. 17 and Fantasy Polonaise for
RCA. The point of interest was that Fiedler
AN

INTERESTING

PRIX MONDIAL FOR TROJANS
MONDIAL du Disque, awarded annually at the Montreux Music Festival for the
best recording of the year' was awarded this
year to Philips Records for The Trojans
conducted by Colin Davis (6709 002), released
in Britain in May this year.
THE

PRIX

and to answer technical and musical questions
were John Goldsmith of Unicorn Records,
Jasha Horenstein the conductor, Harold
Lawrence, General Manager of the LSO and
producer of the recording, Deryck Cooke,
critic and musicologist, and Bob Auger of
Granada Recordings who managed the
engineering. The audience was played excerpts from the work interspersed with short
discussions.
Although the ambience of the Fairfield Hall
was audible in the theatre, it was felt by some
listeners that the demonstration was not as
effective as it might have been had it been held
under more domestic conditions. When the
rear speakers were switched off for a short
time by way of contrast the difference was not
very dramatic in most of the hall, while near
the back the rear channels seemed to contribute
rather too much. To demonstrate how effective
quadraphonic recordings can sound may in
future require a smaller hall and audience to
emphasise the contrast between a large
recorded acoustic and the usual relatively
cramped domestic setting. (See also comment
on page 1647.)
The record, in normal two-channel stereo,
is about to be released and should be reviewed
next monet. The December issue of Studio
Sound, on sale by November 14th, will carry
an article about various aspects of this important Mahler recording. To judge by
excerpts and impressions at the recording
sessions, Mr. Horenstein gives us awonderful
performance.

A FAMILY OF ERRORS

To a draughtsman's misunderstanding,
the preamplifier circuit accompanying Part 4
of A Family of Amplifiers (
last month, page
1443) contained a number of component
errors. Several capacitors were given ten
times the correct value; the correct figures are
as follows:
C 9=OE0ljsF
C23 = 6800 pF
C12 = 0.033 ¡LE
C24 = 4700 pF
C13 = 1500 pF
C25 = 2200 pF
C16 = 0.033 µF
C30 = 6800 pF
C20 = 2200 pF
C31 = 2200 pF
We apologise for any inconvenience caused
by these mistakes, and also for various ambiguities due to components asterisked without
corresponding explanatory notes in the text.
Next month we hope to publish a full list of
all minor errors or possible misunderstandings
relating to this whole series of articles.

REVOLUTION RECORDS

OWING

NAMES, NAMES, NAMES

present U.K. agents for
Lux, have asked us to clarify a misunderstanding arising from some advertisments in
the October issue. A new range of Lux
equipment is now being distributed, advertised
and guaranteed by Howland-West, but they
did not import and are not responsible for
guarantees or servicing on various earlier
models now available at a discount.
Howland-West also import Nikko equipment, but were astonished to see an impressive
multi-unit speaker system given that name in
our Audio Fair preview (page 1437). This was
in fact a Nivico model, imported by Denham
& Morley. Our apologies to all concerned.
HOWLAND-WEST LTD.,
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have hitherto been known
as aPop and Reggae label. Now, however, they
intend to enter the classical field with both full
price and budget labels. They intend to concentrate on British music and also on certain
works of the Romantic period. The first batch
includes several works by the rather neglected
British composer Bax on their full price label
(prefix RCF) and thirteen records of lesser
known works, mainly by Romantic composers,
on their budget price label ( RCB).
REVOLUTION RECORDS

Arthur Fiedler at a Barking
recording session

had presided over the only previous recording
of the concerto many years ago with Sanromá
as pianist, and with Paderewski present in the
studio to add his practical advice (issued on
HMV C3155/8). Thus we are likely to be
getting as authentic a performance of this
pleasantly late-Romantic work as possible;
it certainly sounded first-rate and was being
recorded in 4-channel stereo by Bob Auger and
his Granada team.
MAHLER PREVIEW
CURRENT trends, the Commonwealth Institute's theatre was the venue for a
Mahler session on September 11
th, given by
Unicorn Records to demonstrate their quadraphonic recording of Mahler's 3rd symphony
made recently in the Fairfield Hall, Croydon.
On stage to discuss various aspects of the work
FOLLOWING
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EMI SALES CONFERENCE

held their annual sales conference
in September and enjoyed arecord attendance
of representatives from trade and press, to
whom their exciting plans for the future were
outlined during aday-long stint at EMI House.
In the evening an excellent Marketing Conference Dinner was held at the Europa Hotel
in Grosvenor Square with the usual friendly
atmosphere of all EMI gatherings prevailing.
EMI RECORDS

HI FI CONCERTS IN WOLVERHAMPTON
MILLWARDS of Wolverhampton are
presenting another series of record concerts in
the Wulfrun Hall. News of the first concert
was received too late for inclusion in our
October issue, but the next concert will be held
on Thursday, December 3rd, at 7 p.m. and
others will follow at two-monthly intervals.
The music, we are told, will range from Basie
to Bach.
MESSRS

live performance
The stereo LP is certainly capable of catching the real thing. And
the VHF stereo broadcast transmits aconcert of life- like quality. But
you don't have to pay a fortune for your hi-fi equipment to be sure of
doing justice to such performances. For only £ 179 - 15 - 0 including
speakers and belt driven turntable Sanyo promises you the following
standards on record and on ,adio.
Amp:Iuner
Frequency tange

MW 566-185 m
FM
87.5.108 mc
Intermediate frequency MW 470 Lc
FM
10.7 mc
SW 3.e-12MHz
MW 300P`tif
Sensitivity
FM
3uV
SW
1014V
Frequency
20-20,000 ± 1dB
response ( c/s)
Less than 3.0 ( MPX)
FM distortion (%)
FM Steep separation
25
(dB at 1,000 c/s)
Output effective power 12W+ 12W
Tone control
For each channel
(Bass 8 treble)
Noise filter,
Controls
Rumble filter
100/117/130/200/
Power source
220/240V.
50/60 cis. AC

Turntable ,
Type
Motor
Turntable speeds ( rpm)
Wowand flutter (%)
Tone arm
FregLency
response ( cis)
Stylus pressure ( gr.)
Cartridge
Dimensions
Amp, tuner, turntable
Weight

Sanyo stereo units form acomplete band
of concert quality musicians. Each has a
special talent such as the 24 watts peak
music power of the DC- 91E ( shown below).

Lift-crq system
4- pole induction
334. 4 5
Less man0.25
Anti- skating device
static balanced pipe
arm
20-20,000
3
Moving mag ,etic
type stereo cartridge
24,VX15rx 10"
(617 x3901( 255mm)
31.7 lbs (14.4 kg)

Go and hear them all
at your local Sanyo dealers

• SANYO

the Sanyo DC534NE stereo unit

Sanyo Marubeni ( U.K.) Ltd.,
Bushey Mill Lane, Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 25355.
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dynami ltesting
O
audio amplifiers
exceptional ability to discriminate
ANbetween
amplifiers has been, and often is,
claimed by listeners technical and nontechnical. For a variety of reasons, easily
enumerated but almost impossible to overcome, such claims remain untested, although
many of the more remarkable documented
or recounted performances have proved of
dubious worth. Among the more notable
claims to peculiar aural sensibility have been
those to discriminate between direct, capacitor
or transformer coupled amplifiers, between
triode and pentode 0/P stages and between
Class-A and Class-B designs—or frequently,
and more precisely, between Class-A valve
amplifiers and Class-B transistor amplifiers.
Generally, these claims have been laid to
rest if only because they are no longer topical,
although there are still some who regard them
as something more than engineers' folklore. In the absence of objective evidence, or
any of the remarkable ears of the past, it is
fruitless to speculate upon these former
debates; however the case for and against
Class-B transistor amplifiers remains a cause
for speculation and debate which normal
objective tests seem unable to sway. Its origins
are respectable enough, historically (see A-AB-B
by R. G. Young, September), but to generalise
from specific examples is an unscientific, if easy,
trap to fall into.
The first transistor amplifiers were undoubtedly audibly inferior to good valve
equipment. It cannot be denied that the
necessity of Class-B operation contributed to
this; but there is no difficulty in objectively
demonstrating the short-comings of these
designs, nor in explaining them.
Historically, therefore, there is good evidence
for the mistrust of Class-B amplifiers, and
today there are still afair number of transistor
models whose poor performance is guaranteed
by the requirement that they will be inexpensive,
or by the use of early configurations or devices.
In both cases normal objective testing methods
will reveal the causes of differences associated
with these shortcomings, so the contention
that some Class-B transistor amplifiers sound
less than good is by no means unreasonable
nor unaccountable.
It is, perhaps, this entirely unremarkable
proposition, equally applicable to valve amplifiers, that has aroused much of the debate—
although a good deal of non-objective fuel
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

BY FRANK JONES
has undoubtedly been added by various
commentators. To proceed from these particular cases to any generalisation about
Class-B amplifiers, is as unwarranted as it is
natural, particularly if one has been unfortunate enough to own one of the rogues but
with modern devices and advanced designs the
performance of Class-B transistor amplifiers
can be, objectively, considerably better than
the best conventional Class-A valve designs.
Whether such differences are, or should be,
audible must remain a matter for debate so
long as the necessary careful tests remain
unperformed—however, it seems likely that
there are many small differences between
amplifiers which are audible and which are
wrongly ascribed to Class-A or Class-B
operation, and it is these which controlled
tests might evaluate.
An elegant yet completely rigorous testing
method, employed by Mr. Peter Walter can
demonstrate the relative goodness of amplifiers—although there are certain practical
problems involved, making its general application difficult. The principle is classical in
origin and has been used by Quad for the last
25 years to evaluate different types of distortion, suspected or not, during development, and
is illustrated in fig. 1—the components shown
being for the 303 power amplifier. The signal
is taken from abalanced source, in this case the
secondary windings of a Quad 50 power
amplifier output transformer, and is fed into
the 303 amplifier at the desired level. At the
output terminals the signal, together with any
noise or distortion products contributed by
the 303 is developed across aresistor ( R).

LISTENING TO THE
NON-LINEARITIES IN
SOME CLASS- A AND
CLASS- B DESIGNS
AT ACOUSTICAL
MANUFACTURING
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From another winding on the Quad 50
transformer a further signal is extracted so
that the signals developed across R are at
exactly 180 degrees out of phase with those
of the 303 amplifier. This is fed through a
linear R-C network which corresponds to
the passive effects of the 303—introducing
phase shift to compensate for the input and
output time-constants, the HF roll-off, etc, and
is then developed across R.
By adjusting the output from the 303 so
that the signals developed across R are at
exactly the same level, it is possible to obtain
all the distortion products due to 303 amplifier
by simple addition of the signals—which are
out-of-phase. This distortion signal can then
be measured, examined on the oscilloscope or
amplified and listened to.
During a recent visit to Huntingdon, Peter
Walker and Michael Albinson demonstrated
this test to me using the configuration described. The two amplifiers examined were the
303 Class-B transistor design and a Quad II
valve amplifier, the latter widely regarded as a
fine example of this type of equipment and, as
P. J. W. says, more than good enough.
For the demonstration a Hewlett Packard
distortion meter was connected to the output
of the bridge, thus enabling the distortion
products of the amplifiers to be evaluated via
awide band voltmeter. The H.P. also served
as a calibrated high-gain amplifier and its
output was fed to another Quad 50 amplifier
and then to an ELS. The signal could be
examined on a Telequipment oscilloscope—
and a variety of switches enabled us to listen
or look at the signal (i.e. the output of the
source Quad 50) amplified and fed to the ELS,
the output of the Quad II, the output of the
Quad 303, or the distortion products of either
amplifier, amplified by Quad 50 and H.P. and
fed to the ELS. Using musical material from
tape and from the BBC, we first listened to
the Quad II at fairly high levels in alarge but
quite live room. As the amplifier began to clip
on the scope there were no obviously unpleasant sounds, and at lower, more comfortable levelsvery acceptable noiseswere produced.
Switching in the bridge reduced the output of
the ELS to a slight hum accompanied by a
gentle hissing—inaudible from five feet—with
a subdued 'twittering sound' superimposed.
Since the gain of the system was unchanged,
this scarcely audible, though rather rough,

1. You can hear and see all the newest Hi -Fi equipment at your leisure in the comfort of our sound
lounge.
2. You get expert advice from highly qualified specialists on equipment best suited for your purpose and
pocket.
3. Your Hi -Fi equipment is installed and tested in
your home to give maximum efficient performance
and enjoyment.

4. You do not pay for this installation. The extra wiring
and plugs are added without cost.
5. You get an after- sales service second to none. Our
finest publicity is your enjoyment and appreciation
of Surrey Sound equipment.
6. Your visits to us are free from parking problems.
Our premises are next to the ROTUNDA, where
you can park with ease and comfort.

Friday night is 'recital night at Surrey Sound, from seven
until nine. No tickets required — no sales pressure.
We are situated on the A.235 ( Brighton Road).

SURREY SOUND EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Members of the Hi -Fi Dealers' Association
Open 9-6 p.m. Closed all day Monday
3 Er 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE . PURLEY CR2 2BG • SURREY
Telephone: 01-668 4800

`noise' was the distortion that the valve
amplifier had been producing previously. One
could imagine the original programme playing
away with this slight noise superimposed—via
a separate LS perhaps—but one could hardly
conceive of anyone hearing the twittering itself,
much less objecting to it.
Introducing the 303 into the chain produced
no apparent change in the quality of the
reproduced signal except that driving the
more powerful amplifier to clipping point was
no longer a comfortable proposition—less
than 6dB, but quite a difference. Switching
in the bridge to listen to the distortion with the
gain unaltered as before produced dead
silence—and even with an ear pressed to the
speaker grille only the residual noise of the 50
amplifier could be heard. By increasing the
gain of the distortion ` listening' chain, using
the H.P. test-set, a signal became audible—
along with the noise of the distortion meter's
amplifier. However, at 40 dB ( 100 xvoltage)
extra gain the distortion was still less obtrusive
than that of the Quad H, while the quality
of the residual signal suggested that it was
bridge unbalance and not the amplifier that
was responsible, since it was by no means
unpleasant. This is not surprising, since it
can be shown that very accurate balance is
required to examine distortion at these levels.
Thus to reveal distortion of 04% the passive
arm must have a frequency response within
0.1 dB of that of the amplifier: similarly
relative phase-shift must be within ciee and
time-constants effective from 1Hz to 1mHz
must be taken into account.
By way of interest Ihad brought to Huntingdon a Sinclair Neoteric 60 amplifier—an
integrated unit whose main virtue, for my
purposes, was that it would fit into my brief
case! This was the amplifier reviewed in our
July issue, and after the tests with the 303, an
advanced and expensive design, it was thought
instructive to examine the performance of a
medium priced unit.
The circuitry of the Neoteric was described
in detail in my review. Briefly, it employs a
complementary output stage in what is
perhaps arather more careful design than some
of its contemporaries. Because of the difficulties of balance mentioned above only the
power amplifier sections could be compared,
but after a good deal of component swapping
in his 303 bridge Michael Albinson managed
to demonstrate that the Neoteric was at least
a good deal better than the Quad II. Complete balance of the bridge at low frequencies
proved impossible to obtain in the time
available, but at mid- and high-frequencies
the Neoteric showed that even a modestly
priced compact Class-B design could handsomly out-perform afirst-class valve amplifier.
The value of the test described lies in its
ability to extract distortion products on all
types of signal including music. Consequently it makes possible a comparison of
amplifiers which may allegedly sound different
yet objectively seem identical under steady
state conditions. Since all adjustments are for
minima the method is fail-safe in as much as it
cannot over rate a particular amplifier. In
conjunction with wide-band THD measurement—which enables the tester to calculate
the magnitude of residual products to be
expected—it represents a valuable method of
assessing and evaluating the distortion of
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

amplifiers. Its disadvantages are not great:
the major drawback is that achieving cancellation with non-resistive complex loads is
more difficult and it is possible that some of
the differences between amplifiers are due to
the behaviour of reactive loudspeaker loads.
Yet cancellation of 40 dB or more can be
achieved even when ELSs are used and the
method is therefore suitable for examining
distortion due to reactive loads, transient
behaviour etc., and has on several occasions
revealed shortcomings not apparent with
steady-state testing.
This, and other test methods, have demonstrated that a modern, carefully designed
Class-B transistor amplifier is superior in
every respect, dynamically, to the conventional
valve designs it supersedes. While many

CIRCUIT

DIAGRAM OF BRIDGE CIRCUIT

transistor amplifiers remain undoubtedly markedly inferior to the best, this is not because
they are transistorised, or Class-B, but because
they are bad amplifiers.
Peter Walker has said of the 303 that it is
many times better than it needs to 1:;e—and
that if another amplifier sounds different then
it is wrong and this is probably true of an
increasing number of designs. Frequently I
am told that amplifiers sound `different', and
no doubt many reading P. J. W.'s contention
about the 303 are even now shaking their
heads in scorn. However, until they investigate their ` impressions' with the rigour and
thoroughness he and we (see Editorial page
1099, August) advocate, their views must be of
limited worth.
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A VOLTMETER DR Alt OSCILLOSCOPE
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Thinking of buying Hi-fi?
Your first piece of equipment
is apiece of paper.
Write to us for your free booklet at
the address below. We hope it will
revolutionise your thinking.
BSR Limited, McDonald Division,
Monarch Works, Cradley Heath,Warley,
Worcs.Tel: Cradley Heath 69272.
Telex: 33282.

Have it, free, with our compliments.
"BSR's Guide to Good Listening"tells
you exactly what Hi-fi is.
It tells you simply, what all the
complicated terms mean.
It explains how to set up the basic
Hi-fi system of record deck, amplifier
and speakers.
So when you've read it, you'll be
able to go into Hi-fi with your ears
open. And you'll know alot more
about BSR.
Especially our new range
of decks, single play or
automatic changers.
They're called BSR
McDonald, and they're
specially tailored in
price and quality for
the man who's
interested in Hi-fi.
But feels it may
be too expensive.

It's asound start.
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nNE annual event in the North makes more

audio
Harrogate
revisited
A

NEW

NORTHERN

EXHIBITION

Top: New pickup arm by Mikro Seiki costs some
£75. Also introduced was a range of moving- coil
cartridges (p. 1731). AR's dem was among the most
impressive at the show—the AR3a speaker ( middle)
and player unit (bottom) were both heard
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

sense than two in London—whether or
not you live there; that at least is the view of
more than one of the exhibitors who attended
Audio' 70, and a very reasonable view too,
you may think. Well, it looks as though the
North has got is annual ' event' if the faces of
Messrs. C. Peter Hainsworth and Stan Smith
were a reliable guide on the final evening of
this high-fidelity festival, for as director and
manager of the venture, organised by their
company Exhibition and Conference Services
Ltd., both seemed well pleased as the last
visitor left the Cairn Hotel, Harrogate on
Sunday, 20th September. As an audio event
Audio '70 was simply an exhibition in hotel
rooms, of the kind many enthusiasts have
visited before. There were the usual problems
with rooms (too small, often colouring the
sound) with noisy exhibitors, crowded corridors
and the rest, but for those who took advantage
of them the Cairn offered most of the benefits
we have come to associate with audio shows in
hotels in the past, with the added bonus of a
bar on each floor! Next year though, and
there is to be a next year, a larger hotel—the
Majestic—is to be used, and this is likely to
alleviate some of the problems. Experience
will doubtless resolve many more.
Audio ' 70 was not just an audio exhibition
and, as the organisers promised, a good deal
of effort had been put into making the event
a ' festival'. By what standards one judges its
success as such it is hard to say, since despite
references to continental events—particularly
Paris—Audio ' 70 was a comparatively small
exhibition. Nevertheless afashion show, which
we are told upon competent authority was first
rate due partly to the efforts of Reslo who
supplied the radio mics used, electric organ
recitals, a jazz band and a small consort
playing ' classical' music all made appearances
over the weekend, while for these who can't
have too much of agood thing various lectures
and recitals were available. Most notable of
these was undoubtedly the brief but so helpfully
clear exposition by John Collinson and Ken
Russell on The Cassette in 70s. These Rank
Wharfedale engineers share apersonal interest
in cassettes and, with the help of discs and
tapes—dating back to the original Telefunken
Magnetophon—demonstrated just how far
we have come in terms of information storage
versus cost and bulk. Using Dolby B and
Agfa Crolyn tape Mee also HiFi '70 page 1671)
the remarkable performance of modern
equipment was more than ably displayed, and
this was perhaps the most convincing performance that the cassette has yet given in its
bid to oust the disc record.
Able performances too, from those veterans
of audio in public Donald Aldous—with
some reasonable 'fi and splendid humour on
record, and Arthur Dakin ( Farnell-Tandberg)
who with remarkable assurance casually ran
through two programmes a day, one to show
how simple it is to obtain good recordings
on the Tandberg 6000 using live material, and
the other a first appearance in public of the
new Farnell sound synchroniser for home
movie enthusiasts. Apparantly spontaneous,
indeed almost casual, these were entertaining
demonstration performances and warmly applauded. The features were concluded with a
semi-technical piece With Knobs on by Frank
Jones of HFN, a brief consideration of what
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the controls on preamplifiers ought to do and
why they often don't. Unfortunately the rather
light-hearted title attracted anumber of people
who perhaps expected something in lighter
vein—but at least one stalwart lady tackled the
lecturer with technical questions afterwards!
With an audio fair at Olympia in the offing
not many new products were expected at
Harrogate. However, Wharfedale (and Leak),
appropriately, came up with new items:
Wharfedale showed two loudspeakers: the
Aston, acompact wall mounting unit finished
in white, and the Triton—three units in a
larger ' small' cabinet (211 x9t. x9in.) for
£55 the pair, and in their usual professional
manner demonstrated them together with
others in their range. The Triton produced
quite pleasant sounds, via the 1001 tuneramplifier—well worth alisten—but we thought
the Aston unimpressive, at least as presented
in Harrogate.
Leak's new Sandwiches were also seen at
Dusseldorf (page 1671). Again, a more open
sound than the old Sandwich and in many
many ways probably an improvement on it,
with very pleasant styling too.
On show for the first time, too, was BSR's
range of McDonald players. Likely to be of
interest to those looking for inexpensive
ready-assembled units, the MP60 was star performer. At £ 15 it is very competitively priced,
and with low inertia arm, friction, drive
decoupled counterweight and stabilised viscous
lowering device, not to mention a die-cast
turntable, may well prove a worthwhile buy.
Certainly the unit is attractively styled with a
nice ' feel' about it—apromising start to BSR's
entry into the field with even more ambitious
devices on the way—we hope.
Many of the demonstrations at the fair
were very poor, and some were appalling.
Contrasted with the superb professionalism of
Bowers & Wilkins, for example, where tape
recorded announcements introduced the range
and indicator lamps guided the listener's eye
in spacious and comfortable surroundings,
portable TV sets, piles of speakers and heaps
of equipment working or static did nothing
but look and sound ugly. Distributors and
wholesalers were the main offenders—Farnells
for example carrying many lines in their
rooms (not teles.) with KEF, Shure, Goldring
and Metrosound, for example having separate
catalogue entries adding to the confusion.
Others were guilty, too, though with less excuse
since they were not demonstrating any of
their wares elsewhere.
Despite having two rooms, and making full
use of them, Highgate were to some extent
also guilty of confusion—though to their
credit all their equipment was carefully laid
out—it was the quantity that made things
hectic. Of particular interest were new ranges
of Luxor and Alpha equipment and a most
attractive tuner-amplifier which comes with
a cabinet designed to accept a Dual player
unit. Known as the MR 15, this Japanese
made tuner-amplifier costs £ 145. Highgate
also showed the P.E. turntables and Pickering
cartridges, both full ranges, for which they
are agents.
Among the other more impressive demonstrations at Audio '70 was that by Rogers with
their Ravensbrook equipment. We suspect
the Ravensbrook speaker is particularly worthwhile after hearing some very impressive

'It can be recommended without any
reservations and definitely sets the
standard just as the Rolls-Royce sets
the standard for motor cars'...
Angus MacKenzie, HiFi News May 1970

Model ST- 5000F stereo tuner. Recommended retail price £ 183:0:6
Circuit All- silicon transistor FM stereo tuner superheterodyne, 43 transistors ( 5 Field Effect Transistors),
34 diodes.
MONOPHONIC
Frequency range 87 — 108 MHz.
Intermediate frequency 10.7 MHz.
Antenna input impedance 300 ohms balanced, 75
ohms unbalanced.
Frequency response 20 Hz — 15 kHz ± 0.5 dB.
Usable sensitivity 1 . 5µV (( HF).
Quieting sensitivity 1µV ( 300 ohms) for 30 dB of
quieting; 312V ( 300 ohms) for 50 dB of quieting; 1001..tV
(300 ohms) for 70 dB of quieting.
Image rejection Better than 90 dB (( HF).
IF rejection Better than 100 dB (( HF).
Spurious rejection Better than 100 dB (( HF).
Alternate channel selectivity Better than 90 dB ( I
HF).
Capture ratio 1.0 dB ( IHF).
AM suppression Better than 65 dB ( I
HF).
Harmonic distortion ( 1004V input) Better than 0.2%
at 100% modulation.
Frequency drift ( 100 MHz) Less than ± 20 kHz at 23 —
131 ° F.
Hum and noise 70 dB.
Muting operation level 3µV — 26j.tV ( continuously
variable).

STEREOPHONIC
Stereo separation Better than 40 dB at mid frequency,
100% modulation.
Better than 30 dB at 50 Hz, 100% modulation.
Better than 30 dB at 10 kHz, 100% modulation.
Better than 20 dB at 15 kHz, 100% modulation.
Frequency response 20 Hz— 15 kHz ± 0.5 dB.
Harmonic distortion Less than 0.35% at 400 Hz, 100%
modulation.
Harmonic distortion ( 10001.1V input) Less than 0.35%
at 400 Hz, 100% modulation.
19 kHz ( pilot), 38 kHz ( subcarrier) suppression
Better than 70 dB.
Audio outputs Fixed: 700 mV, impedance 10k ohms
(at 400 Hz, 100% modulation).
Variable: 0 — 2V, impedance 1k ohm at maximum output
(at 400 Hz, 100% modulation).
GENERAL
Power requirements AC 100, 117, 220, 240V, 50/60 Hz.
Power consumption 20 watts
Indicators Tuner input level meter. Tuning meter.
Stereo indicator ( lamp).
Dimensions 15-1- in. ( w) x 5.1 in. ( h) x 12-''4 in. ( d).
Weight 20 lb. 14 oz.
Accessories Ribbon antenna. Connecting cord RK-56.
Spare fuse.
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sounds, in aprivate demonstration, from BBC
Promenade Concert tapes. Rogers were also
demonstrating ' 4-channel sound '—apostrophies because they employed one amplifier and
a different channel technique on 2-channel
recordings—with varying success depending
on the material, and not alittle interest.
Those 4-channel stalwarts AR (see also
page 1723) were doing straight 2-channel
demonstrations with Denis Wratten avery able
pilot! With the 3A, 4Ax and 2AR speakers,
AR turntable and tuner-amplifier, the noises
were among the more pleasant heard, and
switching between speakers caused the listener
less unease than anywhere else at the fair
since there is aremarkable consistency between
them. The demonstration finished with aconfident Denis casually thumping the turntable
top-plate with aPreener to prove you wouldn't
jog the arm. Magic? No, just sensible design.

Another range of loudspeakers, including a
newcomer, was in the Mordaunt Short room.
The company are happily settling into their
new Petersfield factory, and taking the opportunity of incorporating further refinements to
the range which now includes the MS077.
Sounding smoother and more uniform than we
have ever heard them, these speakers represent
avery worthwhile family, with anumber of very
interesting combinations of units.
A loudspeaker firm bound to catch the ear
was Sonab, who seemed to be number one
on a lot of lists. Demonstrator George
Metcalfe confided that the name seemed to
cause a few problems but the product left a
firm impression even if some people still think
the speakers Japanese. A full report on the
0A-5 appears on page 1735 and readers will
find adigest of views on the Carlsson approach
within this review, but at Harrogate the sound

(Above) Mu'lard's Unilex equipment includes a
most helpful booklet and a range of modules
(Below) the Mordaunt-Short range
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was less good than we have heard and this was
perhaps not surprising since they are, by their
nature, very room dependent devices. The
tuner-amplifier R7000 and 75S turntable, soon
to be available here, were both displayed and
used in the Sonab room. These are Japanese—
still Sonab designs, but assembled in that
country.
Another Scandinavian loudspeaker company
making an impression over here is Peerless.
Distributed by Helme, on their home ground
in Harrogate, these are available as kits of
drive units—complete kits including cabinets—
and ready-made loudspeakers. With Peter
Helme at the controls, some pleasing sounds
were heard both from the kits and the
Brimham cabinet (ready-made) versions. Starting at £ 11, complete with BAF wadding wiring,
etc., this must be an inexpensive way to good
sound.
Also well represented were the BBC—local
and national. Very welcome—and, so they tell
us, very well received with much interest.
Tape was remarkable by its absence. There
were several interesting machines—Sansui,
Luxor, Pioneer, Dual, all expensive—but by
no means the interest of a few years ago.
Whether or not this is the effect the Chancellor
intended when he made recorders subject to
tax, it is undoubtedly drastic. Nor did cassettes (or cartridges) attract much display
space; indeed, apart from the lectures already
referred to, and the large display by Precision
Tapes using a remarkable Skandia playertuner-amplifier, cassettes (and cartridges)
were more a subject of debate than demonstration. Your reporters indulged in a good
deal of this and opinions ranged from a
manufacturer (not for attribution!) who gave
the disc five years, to those who thought the
cassette fine for the average domestic user,
and potentially well beyond radiogram level,
but not, still not, good enough even with
Crolyn and Dolby.
There will always be those who come to
audio shows and waste both their time and
their money. There will always be those who
bring TV sets and car radios, there will always
be the gimmicks—an ' audio chair' was one
of this year's—but, hopefully, there will always
be oases of common-sense, civilised standards
and musical worth. Audio '70 had rather
fewer good demonstrations than some other
British shows—but mainly because many of
the manufacturers who can be relied on were at
Harrogate in name only. But the good
demonstrations were as good as ever they are
and the E.C. and S. organisation pleased alot
of people a lot of the time, Those who were
displeased were usually placated by the fact
that the exhibition organisers were always
available and prepared to help if they could,
and enough seemed pleased to ensure the
existence of Audio ' 70 at Harrogate next year.
But what of the bad and the indifferent?
Like the poor, no doubt they will always be
with us and, like the poor, talking about them
probably won't help. Audio exhibitions are
surely bound to contain alarge number of bad
demonstrations, and are bound to be unmusical
and even uncivilised events, so long as it is in
the interests of the organisers to have as many
exhibitors as they can persuade to take space,
and as many visitors as can be induced to come
in.Audio is now biggish business. High-fidelity ?
Well that's something again, again!

GDUETTE
for lovers
ofpure 8ound

1. Duette SA-400 Stereo Amplifier. Power output 6watts RMS per channel. Frequency response 30-20,000 Hz + 1.5 dB. Impedance
4-8-16 ohms. £32.19.6
2. Duette SAT-4370 Stereo System. Tuner Amplifier with VHF and MW wavebands. Total Music Power 10 watts. Two matching
speakers each of 8ohms impedance. £49.19.10.
3. Duette SA-500 Stereo Amplifier. Power output 10 watts RMS per channel. Frequency response 20-20,000 Hz
1dB. Impedance
4-8-16 ohms. £39.19.6.
4. Duette SAT-460 AM FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier. Power output 12 watts RMS per channel. Built-in Multiplex. Sensitivity
FM: 2mV for 20 dB quieting. Frequency response 20-25,000 Hz + 0.5 dB. £99.13.8.
5. Duette SAT-260 AM/FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier. Power output 12 watts RMS per channel. Built-in Multiplex. Sensitivity
FM: 3.5mV for 20 dB quieting. Frequency response 20-25,000 Hz +0.5 dB. £73.17.9.
Write for free leaflet containing full details of the complete range of Duette Audio Equipment and Silver Radios.
Sole U.K. Distributors: J. J. SILBER LTD., 11 Northburgh Street, London, EC1V OAU
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THE GREAT INTERPRETERS

MSITISLAV ROSTROPOVICH

BD

Msitislav Rostropovich

ISTR A K II,

(EMI)

RECOMMENDED RECORDS
I. BRITTEN: Cello sonata (w. B. Britten) — Decca
SXL2298 ( Debussy/Schumann) ( 50: A/B)
2. BRITTEN: Symphony for cello and orchestra—
Decca 5X L6138 (
Haydn) (
50: B)
3. BRITTEN:
Cello
suites— Decca
SXL6393
(:50: A)
4. DVORAK: Cello concerto ( w. RPOJBoult)—
HMV ASD358 ( 50: B). Also w. Berlin PO/Karajan—
OGG 139044 (Tchaikovsky (
40: A)
5. BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for cello and piano
(w. S. Richter)— Philips SAL3453 4 ( 50: A/B)

THE BASIC
REPERTOIRE
SIBELIUS'S
FIFTH SYMPHONY-

1. Koussevitsky—RCA (
M)VIC1047 (
45: H)
2. Sargent—CFP114 (
45: B)
3. von Karajan—DGG SLPM138973 (
40: A)
4. Hannikainen—WRC ST33 ( 40: C)
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Kogan,

Richter,

( iilels,

There is alv,ays tremendous fire and passion

Mravinsky, Rozhdestvensky, Svetlanov,
and of course Rostropovich—the Russians
have given us some of the greatest and most
remarkable musicians of our time. No doubt
about that; and we can only give thanks that
the endless political confrontations have not
prevented us from hearing them, frequently in
person but even more on records.
Of all the great Soviet virtuoso instrumentalists, Rostropovich comes high on the list;
perhaps with Richter highest of all. A true
virtuoso of his instrument; probably the
greatest cellist of all since Casals first worked
his miracles two generations ago. He was born
in Baku in 1927, made his debut at the age of
eight and scored a major triumph with the
Miaskowsky concerto in 1945. In the succeeding 25 years he has made a triumphant progress through the musical world, astonishing
by his technical wizardry and his artistic
sensitivity. Many composers have written
works especially for him, including Shostakovich, Prokofiev, Britten and Sir Arthur Bliss.

in Rostropovich's playing; but it is never wild,
uncontrolled, always there is the fine artist's
sense of design and proportion, the shaping
of phrase and paragraph always beautifully
turned, the playing full of incredible delicacy
and finesse as well as strength and inner force.
Whether in concerto with orchestra or in solo
music, it takes the breath away—literally.
Rostropovich's association with Benjamin
Britten and the Aldeburgh Festival has been
particularly fruitful, producing several original
works as well as superb performances of other
music. The richness and variety of his tonecolour, the quick nimbleness of his fingers
answering the quick nimbleness of his mind,
and the sheer intensity of his playing are among
the joys and refreshments that may still assure
us all is not lost and the world damned
beyond hope or redemption.
Rostropovich is married to the Russian
singer Galina Vishnevskaya, whom he often
accompanies at the piano. He is an excellent
pianist as well as asuperb cellist.

6. SHOSTAKOVICH:
Cello
concerto ( w.
Philadelphia Ormandy) — CBS 72081 (
Sym 1)(50: B)
7. RACHMANINOV: Cello sonata In g (w. A.
Dieduchin)—H eliodor
89645
(
Etudes-tableaux)
(45: B C)

8. BRAHMS: Double concerto ( w. Oistrakh '
SzeII)—HMV
SLS786
(
2
discs—V/n
Con)
(45 50: B C)
9. BEETHOVEN: Triple concerto ( w. Richter ,
Oistrakh
Karajan) — HMV ASD2582 (
45: A)

is not much in the fashion
HEROISM
nowadays; the heroic image decidedly

(40: B). Sargent's recently reissued in the
'Classics for Pleasure' series is really firstclass, a true bargain (CFP114) (
45: B).
Barbirolli did the Fifth twice: the Pye (GSGC
14022) (37: B/C) has slightly more character
than the later HMV (ASD2326) (35: B) though
the latter has better sound and a finely built
reading (Coupling Seventh symphony). Maazel
with No. 7also has aslight edge in orchestral
playing and recording: not much to choose
here (Decca (SXL6364) (
35: A/B); personal
preference really. Von Karajan, an individual
Sibelius interpreter, has done the Fifth twice
too: the older Columbia came unstuck with the
final chord spacing (SAX2392) (
30: B). The
later one with the Berlin Philharmonic has
magnificent playing, if missing perhaps the
ultimate Sibelian ruggedness (DGG SLPM
138973) (
40: A) (
Tapiola). Prêtre and the New
Philharmonia give anice account well recorded
but do not thrust to the head ( RCA SB6775
(35: B) (
Night Ride). The earliest LP, Tuxen's,
has come on Eclipse (ECS502) (
40: B/C): a
strong performance. Anthony Collins's still
stays on Ace of Clubs: not quite the best of
the famous series, but worth preservation
((M)ACL 319) (
35: C). Very interesting and
highly idiomatic is Hannikainen on World
Record Club: not the best playing or recording,
but the conductor was closely associated with
the composer (ST33 (40: C) (
Karelia).
Snap judgment: Koussevitsky for great
performance; Sargent for combined quality
and value; von Karajan, or perhaps Maazel
or Barbirolli (HMV) for sound; Hannikainen
for the ' link'.

tarnished. And it is not really surprising, if
you attend to the general idea of ' heroes',
most of whom have been and are apest and a
nuisance, especially when politically motivated.
But that does not invalidate the heroic idea
and ideal itself, necessarily, and no one supposes that the Eroica symphony is old hat and
stinking fish on that or any other account.
So let us be frank about it and say that the
Fifth symphony of Sibelius is a heroically
conceived and executed composition. Possibly
the Second, in D, is just the more popular;
but the Fifth is the greater, more original,
more maturely made masterpiece—so long as
one does not make the mistake of seeing
Sibelius as only a kind of heroic bard of ice
flows and frozen wastes. That was one side
of him; but there were others no less potent.
Sibelius's reputation has properly recovered
since the decade following his death in 1957,
when silly little people thought it smart to
sneer at him, and he is well represented on
records. The Fifth has afine tally of versions.
Let us begin with an outstanding historical
issue, the Koussevitsky made with the Boston
Symphony in 1939: a superb, epic reading by
the man who did so much to spread the gospel
of Sibelius in America. Outstanding value too,
since the disc contains also Pohjola's Daughter
and Roy Harris's Third symphony (RCA
(M)VIC1047) (
45: H). Pohjola is a favourite
coupling: Bernstein, Barbirolli (Pye), and
Sargent have it. Bernstein's Fifth, the first in
his series, was not universally well received,
but has many illuminating points (CBS 72356)
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'TRIO
presented seven spectacular
new models at the
international audio fair 1970
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If you were unable to visit the fair please cut out this coupon and send for full

Please send me full information on the

information on any of the outstanding TRIO solid state high fidelity units

TRIO

models which

I have ticked.

currently available including:—Stereo amplifier models: KA2000 ( 16+

I6W) £36 Li; KA2002 ( 17+ I
7W) £42 Li; KA4000 (40+40W) £78 I i;
KA 4002 (24+24W) £57/10/— E; KA6000 (58+58W) £ 105 E. AM/FM

stereo tuner models: KT- I000 £49/19/0 n; KT-200I £64 E; KT-7000
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A MONTHLY REPORT BY ANGUS McKENZIE

HAVE frequently referred to the somewhat
I poor signal-to-noise ratio transmitted on
stereo broadcasts from the Holme Moss
transmitter, sometimes making them quite
unacceptable to listeners in the area. At the
recent International Broadcasting Convention
amost significant improvement was announced
passing almost unnoticed, and that is the intention within the forseeable future to provide
acomplete pulse code modulated link between
London, Sutton Coldfdeld and Holme Moss
which should give greatly improved stereo in
the Midlands and North of England. This
system analyses the incoming waveform at a
rate of 32 kHz and translates the analysis into
13 pulses which are then decoded at the receiver end to reconstitute almost perfectly the
original waveform, any differences, I understand, being unnoticeable to the human ear.
The S/N ratio is claimed to be better than
70 dB, a very considerable improvement over
almost all landlines.
Although BBC stereo in the past has been
primarily concerned with Radio 3, they have
been experimenting with the subjective effects
of stereo on television sound, and Iunderstand
recorded the last night of the Proms on Video
tape with the sound synchronised in stereo for
experimental playback purposes.
I have
heard considerable criticism, even within the
BBC, of the failure to transmit this final concert in stereo on Radio 3 at the same time as
televising it. Would it not have been awonderful opportunity to have announced that this
was being done, asking those viewers who are
suitably equipped for their reaction to stereo
sound with television.
I have now installed PPMs measuring the
sum-and-difference channels on stereo broadcasts in addition to others measuring left and
right, and it has been very interesting to note
that the best orchestral sound has almost
always corresponded to a difference channel
peaking approximately 4 or 5dB lower than
the sum channel. On several broadcasts the
difference channel has measured as much as
8 or 10 dB below the sum channel and these
have almost always been broadcasts in which
the balance has been set in such a way as to
recreate almost all the sound in the centre of
the listening stage. A typical example of this
was the broadcast of Mozart's Serenata
Notturna on 3rd September with Haitink
conducting the Concertgebouw Orchestra.
I understand that back-to-back cardioids
were used, which of course gave considerably
less separation than a crossed bi-directional
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

pair at the same position. In the second half
of the concert Mahler's 9th Symphony sounded
much better since the large orchestra extended
right across the Royal Albert Hall platform.
Some of the finest sounds in the last half of
the Proms came from the Concertgebouw
Orchestra, whose strings sounded particularly
sweet and whose woodwind was almost always
beautifully clear, with excellent oboe playing.
The Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique sounded
superb, as did their final concert including a
glorious account of Beethoven's Coriolan
Overture, Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto and
a most exciting and wonderfully balanced
Janacek Sinfonietta, the only slight point of
criticism being the over-enthusiastic playing
of the bass trumpet in the opening movement
for brass. This broadcast was particularly well
received by many friends, who thought it one
of the finest of the season.
I was very greatly looking forward to
Horenstein's performance of Bruckner's 8th
Symphony, but was most disappointed with
the alarming distortion on some of the climaxes,
and particularly at the end, which Icould not
understand until after considerable discussion
with the BBC. Mr. Sloan of Golders Green
kindly lent me his recording of the same
concert, and this was also distorted in the
same-passages, yet Inoticed from my recording
that the peak levels broadcast—which were
distorted—were fractionally lower than those
on earlier broadcasts which had been completely
clean. Not for the first time this Prom season
it would appear that the fault lies in the design
and use of the Royal Albert Hall stereo mixing
desk. It seems that if the stereo channel faders
are advanced too high in a particular balance
and the stereo group fader is taken down lower
than acertain mark in order to give anormal
peak output level, the mixing amplifier squares
off the waveform, giving severe audible
distortion at peaks. However, it is difficult to
understand why this distortion is not audible
in the Royal Albert Hall control room since it
was certainly very obvious to many listeners at
the time.
One most memorable concert was of
British music on 26th August, and included
Delius' Brigg Fair, Vaughan Williams' Magnificat, Elgar's Cello Concerto and Walton's
Belshazzar's Feast. Brigg Fair has some very
quiet passages and it was obviously necessary
for the balancer to increase the gain on the
mics, slightly increasing the hiss level, but the
sound quality was most appropriate for Delius,
giving a clarity that is frequently absent on
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gramophone records. Elgar's Concerto sounded
very well, although the soloist seemed to lack
the conviction of Jacqueline du Pre for instance. Unfortunately the performance of
Belshazzar's Feast was not the finest that I
have heard, but the reproduced sound certainly
was, reproducing an amazing clarity with an
excellent balance between chorus and orchestra,
allowing one not only to hear all the words
but not losing any orchestral sound at the
same time. Icannot help feeling that a work
such as this shows the Royal Albert Hall at
its best.
I found it most interesting to compare
broadcasts of two great piano concertos, the
first on 18th August of Beethoven's Third
Piano Concerto with Ashkenazy as soloist, and
the second, two days later, of Rachmaninov's
Third Piano Concerto with Peter Kahn as
soloist. There can be no doubt that both
performances were very fine indeed, though
the sound of the Ashlcenazy broadcast somewhat lacked the sparkle and reality of the
Rachmaninov, Peter Katin's piano being
just that little bit more forward and satisfying
than Ashkenazy's, the difference possibly
being in the broadcast balance rather than in
the performance. It was interesting to note,
however, the sound of avery loud jet passing
over the hall during the Rachmaninov which
shows that the roof is nowhere near as soundproof as that of the Royal Festival Hall.
Shostakovich's 8th Symphony followed the
Rachmaninov, the orchestra being the London
Philharmomic conducted by John Pritchard.
Some glorious violin tone was heard in the
first movement, and the balance throughout
the Symphony was very fine. Iwas glad to
see that the flutter echo so noticeable during
the 4th movement from the Royal Festival Hall
some months ago was barely audible in the
Royal Albert Hall during the same passage in
which the brass are playing continuous staccato.
The trombones however did not play anywhere near loud enough in the important solo
passage, nor was the trumpet solo up to
standard. Iam pleased that the LPO strings
have considerably improved in the last few
years. To be fair, Shostakovich's 8th is a
very severe test for an orchestra and in general
they played it well.
Charles Mackerras always turns out agood
operatic performance and his Prom of
Beethoven's Leonora, sung in English, was most
enjoyable, with excellent sound quality from
the orcheatra and soloists who were remarkably well balanced. The balance was in fact
so good that almost all the words could be
easily heard. The hiss level was also as low
as Ihave heard on an opera broadcast from
the Albert Hall, and this particularly showed
up in the clearly articulated recitatives with
their completely silent background.
Ihave made several criticisms of this year's
Proms, but on the other hand Ihave in general
enjoyed them more than ever before, and Iwas
so pleased that nearly all were transmitted in
stereo whereas in previous years listeners
were fortunate to hear perhaps one third in
stereo. Isincerely hope that this magnificent
Prom season has introduced stereo broadcasting to many more listeners, and that the
BBC will continue to offer regular high quality
stereo concerts during the winter.
BBC stereo programmes
page 1716.
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from an Audio logbook

by Donald Aldous

'IT'S GOTTA have visceral impact man' said my
long-haired companion on a recent safari into
the darkest discotheques! After half an hour
or so watching the gyrations of the young
people on the tiny dance floor, fuzzed by the
psychedelic lighting effects and battered by the
high-level—and at times highly distorted—
sound, Iknew what he meant. Ifelt sick!
Not that this was my first excursion to
investigate this latest offshoot of the ' pop'
scene. Years ago—when 10 W or so was
considered adequate for a skiffle group—I
was consulted by apop group anxious to fit a
safety overload device on their power amplifier
to avoid damage. With an imported American
design—loudspeaker speech coils had been
burning out regularly with some of the heavy
transient sounds produced by the electronic
guitar. The ubiquitous juke-box has also
played its part in disseminating noise
although, in fairness, Imust admit that Ihave
heard a few models usually with the words
'
STEREO' plastered over the ldckproof speaker
grilles, that produced anot unpleasant, if high
level, sound.
More recently Ihave attended a couple of
sessions, around the country, of the BBC's
Radio I Club, which is broadcast live mid-day
on Mondays. Quite an experience, believe me,
with the radio deejay' of the moment spinning
the 45s and feeding amplifiers and loudspeakers pumping out sound at ear-shattering
levels. The robustness of this portable disc
replay equipment (due to the BBC's John
Longden no doubt about to make his mark at
BBC Radio London on the air since October
6th) in the form of three desks, that fit together
must be sorely tried at times with the amount
of travelling and setting-up it has to endure.
Public address systems by Orange appear to
be employed for this assignment; heavy duty
horn tweeters fitted above the big bass cabinets
mounted on Dexion stands, scattered around
halls. The producer and engineers are housed
in a BBC van sited outside the building and
monitor the signal before transmission.
The early itinerant discotheques, were
developed as an alternative to the amplified
group which failed to satisfy audiences seeking
the ' original' sounds of their favourite performers which was usually the creation of
record producer and technician.
Totally
inadequate PA amplifiers and speaker arrays
were pressed into service with results most of
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

us know. Fortunately, a more discerning
audience is emerging for, what has been
facetiously called ' syncopated son et lutnéire'
and a few professional organisers are getting
into this growing business.
Sound units designed for adomestic market
are not intended to stand up to peak output
over long periods and so the amateur part-time
operator often fails to produce the distortionless high power sound that critical people are
willing to pay money for. However, manufacturers are now aware of this and such firms
as Selmer, Watkins, Marshall, Tom Jennings
(who pioneered heavy duty systems as far
back as 1958) Vox, Boosey & Hawkes, Fenton
Weill, and Dallas Arbiter, have both valve and
solid-state designs capable of reliable and
impressive performance.
The popularity of the deejay or compère
(male or female), plus visual stimuli (often very
ambitious with coloured slides containing
mineral oil and water that condenses and
coalesces into fascinating patterns) as well as
sound-controlled psychedelic lighting effects,
all contribute to apresentation that can cost a
party or dance promoter anything from £40 to
£120 per night. After all, apart from the
expense of the system, you have to pay for the
premature deafness or at least loss of hearing
acuity of the young operators at these functions! Remember that output powers have
risen steadily over the past few years. Today
100-250 W are not uncommon, and 1000 W
(using slave amplifiers and multiple speaker
arrays) may bombard the audience at open-air
concerts.
My own particular torture is
watching the deejays mauling the 45 rpm
discs—spinning them on to non-stop turntables—in such a cavalier fashion that I'm
sure Ihear dear old Cecil Watts turning in his
grave!
Some operators have full-stereo
systems, but many use only mono as most
singles are not stereophonic.
PACKAGING As an art and an industry must
have registered with anyone today who uses
canned foods or cosmetics, washing powder
and . . . well who doesn't? I have been
pondering whether some firms (particularly
a few British concerns) recognize the value of
up-to-date packaging techniques for safe
transit of their audio/radio products over long
distances? This thought has been prompted
by delivery, in the last few months, of elec-
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tronic items with varying degrees of damage
when the containers were opened. All modes
of transport are culpable—from Post Office to
BR and private carriers—although Securicor's
special delivery service has a good record (if
expensive) and all goods are fully insured
against loss or damage in transit.
Let me mention a couple of British firms
who have obviously looked into this problem.
Ferrograph adopt a sort of Chinese Box
principle with container inside a container,
spring suspended; Irecall this spring method,
too, with some Akai recorders. Cambridge
Audio Laboratories are now despatching
amplifiers surrounded by hundreds of plastic
bubbles alittle smaller than table tennis balls—
so that the equipment is virtually floating on
air, and this seems to be an effective shield
against bumps in transit. The expanded
polystyrene container moulded to fit the shape
of the instrument is also employed by many
Japanese and Continental equipment manufacturers, but corrugated cardboard wrapping
and cardboard outers still form the only
packing used by some companies, presumably
on grounds of economy. Perhaps a long
production run and big sales of aproduct are
necessary to warrant the cost of having a
specially fitted polystyrene mould made, but
weigh this against the annoyance felt by the
customer (perhaps overseas) on receipt of a
damaged item of equipment and the expense
of getting it back to the factory, repaired, and
sent out again, it would appear to be a good
long-term investment!
BOUQUET TO R. G. Jones ( Morden) Ltd.
Sound Studios, of Wimbledon, London, S.W.19
for the non-fatiguing and excellent quality of
the line-source sound system his company
installed in the Royal Opera House early
in September (see page 1615) to reinforce the
voices of Pierre Boulez and CBS record
producer Paul Myers when introducing the
first public playback of the new CBS Set
No. 77324 of Debussy's Pelléas et Mélisande.
It is years since Ihave seen Mr. Jones, an old
friend and an early member of the British
Sound Recording Association, but it is good
to find that his standards have been maintained
and, indeed, improved with modern technology.
Ibelieve his organisation was also responsible
for the other amplifiers and loudspeaker
systems on the stage employed to reproduce
the excerpts from the opera played to the
audience in this huge auditorium and this, too,
was most satisfying if a little deficient in the
deep bass. Ishall listen to this album in my
own conditions with the greatest interest.
CBS engineers Robert Gooch, Roy Emerson
and Michael Fitzhenry have created a sound
picture of this ' Lyric Drama in Five Acts '—as
it is described in the accompanying booklet—
free from the technical gimmicks, often indulged
in for some full-scale operatic recordings.
EARS TO THE GROUND, and I hear that four
channel discs have been demonstrated in the
USA by CBS—not using any form of encoding
à la Scheiber. Meanwhile the JVC Company
have definitely announced asystem using FM
and phase-modulation and having a bandwidth up to 45 kHZ. Fully compatible, they
claim, and with no degradation of quality.
Denham and Morely, JVC's agents here, hope
to demonstrate the results at the Audio Fair
still some days away as Iwrite!
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poor representation of both Smetana and
Janeek in the current British and American
catalogues, though Czech recordings of a
number of their operas exist.
In London opera, nothing has been more
remarkable during the last few years than the
complete, uncut Mastersingers in English,
which has packed the Coliseum at 4.30 p.m.
on Saturday afternoons.
Sadler's Wells
Opera has fielded adistinguished team for this
special event, with Derek Hammond Stroud
a superbly comic Beckmesser and Norman
Bailey as Hans Sachs now even better than
•A FTER the Great Fire of 1666, a mauve totally soft, beautifully imagined piece for six before—better because clearer in enunciation.
rs flower called Fireweed or Cinderblossom instruments called The Viola in My Life by In the view of many (though to my taste some
of his tempi are boringly slow), the hero of
Morton Feldman (b. 1926), an important
(Chamaenerion Angustifolium), hitherto unthe whole enterprise is the conductor, Reginald
American figure in the John Cage circle.
noticed in London, arose spontaneously from
Goodall, who for so long remained on the
Considerably represented in current U.S.
the ashes of the city. It then disappeared as
nominal strength of Covent Garden, totally
catalogues, he is regrettably absent from our own.
suddenly as it had emerged and remained
unused.
HAVING ENJOYED a positive feast of opera in
dormant until the 1940s, when it rose up again
Is it not lamentable that the only sample
Prague in 1963 (when the various Czech
from the ashes of the Blitz.'
which the record-collector can obtain of Mr.
companies collaborated in a presentation of
Such botanical information is not commonly
Goodall's conducting is in the complete Rape
all Prokofiev's operas), and having heard the
found in a concert programme at the Queen
of Lucretia, no less than 22 years old? And
Prague Opera at the Edinburgh Festival in
Elizabeth Hall, and the reason for its inclusion
there, to crown this instance of neglect, his
1964, Ineeded no second bidding to sample
was a melancholy one. The Pierrot Players,
name is spelt ' Goodell' on the sleeve of the
the Prague company's work again at the 1970
the chamber music group founded three years
1969 reissue.
Edinburgh Festival. Alas, it was bitterly
ago by Peter Maxwell Davies, Harrison
I am not so quixotic as to demand this
disappointing. The impetus which had preBirtwistle and others, was giving its last
English Mastersingers itself on record. For
viously enlivened their productions had gone.
London concert. The group seems to have
good or ill we must accept that the recording
There was too little reliance on voices no
dissolved under the stress of a personal conof large-scale works is increasingly dependent
longer fresh, too little theatrical imagination
flict, and in its place, Mr Davies becomes sole
on an international, not a national, market—
in the productions. And though the chorus
director of a new group with the name of the
unless public or private subsidy steps in to
is vocally so strong, it made astrangely middleFires of London. Hence the explanation. Its
offset losses. Looking back some 15 years,
aged crowd of ' young people' for The Bartered
first concert at the hall, on December 12,
would such rarity as Handel's Sosarme ever
Bride.
offers Davies's Revelation and Fall, already
have been recorded except with the private
Smetana was represented not only by The
recorded on HMV by the Pierrot Players.
benefaction behind the OiseauLyre label?
Bartered Bride but by the patriotic, romantic
I regret the disappearance of the earlier
I was reminded of this recording when the
Dalibor. Otherwise the company offered only
group, though not of its name. No doubt it
opera recently received its first stage perforJanaèek: The Makropoulos Case and The
was supposed to earn the posthumous blessing
mance since Handel's day—at the tiny Unicorn
Cunning Little Vixen, both already given in
of Schoenberg, but Ifancy that to most of us
Theatre in Abingdon, Berkshire, where Alan
past seasons by Sadler's Wells Opera, and
Pierrot does not primarily imply lunaire but
The Adventures of Mr. Brouéek, in which a Kitching (impressario, producer, translator)
a certain distinctly un-Schoenbergian type of
uses amixed professional and amateur force to
comically insensitive, bowler-hatted citizen of
seaside entertainer. Maybe the members of
mount his highly enjoyable Handel perfor20th-century Prague finds himself transported
the group welcomed that association, too,
mances year by year. The Sosarme recording,
first to the moon, then to the 15th century.
since some of their work departed from concert
it will be recalled, was conducted by Anthony
Beno Blachut, in his younger years the most
formality towards a middle ground between
Lewis—now principal of the Royal Academy
famous of interpreters of the romantic tenor
concert and opera, or between concert and
of Music, and jointly responsible with Charles
roles of Czech opera, was now a perfect,
ballet. They also, like a few other ` young'
Mackerras for the edition of Handel's Semele
amiably stupid Brouèek. But all these works
groups in London, disdained tails and dinner
just staged at the Coliseum. On this Ihope to
are perhaps doomed to remain a minority
jacket in favour of sweaters and such.
comment in some detail next month
The best thing in the final concert was a taste among opera-goers, as is clear from the
stm.lts.

ARTHUR JACOBS

The things Ihear

the music world, live and recorded

HISTORICALLY
SPEAKING
JOHN FREESTONE
have chosen for this
month are Margarethe Siems' German Parlophone record No. 574/5 of the Queen's great
scena from Les Huguenots by Meyerbeer, and
Hermann Winkelmann's G&T disc, No.
3-42299 of an air from Smetana's Dalibor.
Siems was one of the truly great sopranos
of the first two decades of this century. She
was a lyric soprano with a tremendous range
extending to an ' E' or ' F' in alt., and she was
acomplete mistress of the bel canto school and
one of the most successful pupils of the great
teacher Frau Orgeni, who was herself a pupil
THE TWO RECORDINGS I
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of Mathilde Marchesi. Siems created the role
of the Marschallin in Der Rosenkavalier at its
world premiere in Dresden in 1911, and was
also the first Zerbinetta in Ariadne auf Naxos.
She recorded for G & T and Parlophone
as well for Pathé, and her ' 0 glücklich Land',
together with its cabaletta, was made for
Parlophone in about 1908, and is amiracle of
vocal technique. Nothing seemed beyond her
powers. There is considerable volume when
needed, and at the same time she can spin out
apianissimo cantilena of unbelievable delicacy.
Her coloratura is indeed amazing. Trills,
arpeggios, sustained notes with crescendos and
diminuendos, chromatic scales and dazzling
staccati all flow effortlessly from her open
throat. This is a show piece, and as such is
almost unparallelled in the history of recording.
The words mean very little in such acontext,
but as apiece of abstract singing it is unique.
The double sided version is very rare, but the
second side was issued on English Parlophone,
coupled with Fritzi Jokl's Page's song'—also
from Les Huguenots—and this is much less
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rare. A fine copy of the double sided version
would fetch anything up to £40 nowadays,
while the English Parlophone coupling in mint
state would cost up to £ 12.
Iam including the Dalibor air by Hermann
Winkelmann for its historical importance.
Winkelmann was the creator of the role of
Parsifal at the original performance in Bayreuth
in 1882. He sang at Drury Lane in 1882 under
the great German conductor Hans Richter.
His recordings were made for Berliner, G & T
and Favorite between 1902 and 1906, when
he was obviously past his best, but they are
of unique historical importance, as he was one
of the original Bayreuth veterans. I have
chosen the air from Dalibor as possibly the
best of all his discs, although Ilike his 12in.
Lohengrin recording very much.
Enough
voice remains in both of these to show us what
afine heroic tenor he must have been, and the
style and authority are very striking. My own
copy is a double sided 10in. G & T; a fine
copy of this disc would now be worth anything
up to £25.

Great craftsmen in high fidelity sound
are brought together to give you achoice
of two magnificent stereo systems.

Both these HMV
stereo systems offer you
outstanding sound. The
four-unit system is absolutely
superb; but if you want to
economise on space and outlay without
economising on quality, the compact
three-unit system offers extremely good
performance.
Components made by some of the
world's most skilled craftsmen are
combined in the four-unit system
'Model 2404'. The transcription deck is
by Goldring/Lenco of Switzerland and
is one of the most advanced precision
turntables made. The speakers, by
Goodmans, each have a12" bass and 4"
treble unit and give an almost
unsurpassable purity of tone. And the
stereo tuner/amplifier, with an output
of 25 watts per channel (speech/music
rating), offers everything for full stereo

listening pleasure.
The system is housed in elegant
walnut cabinets and amatching
stand is available if required.
If you want true stereo but have only
limited space, the three-unit system
'Model 2416' is ideal. It comprises a
combined Garrard record playing unit
and high performance stereo tuner
amplifier, with apower output of 25
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Stands for both systems available as optional
extras.

To British Radio Corporation Limited,
—
D/HFI
284 Southbury Road, Enfield, Middlesex.
Please send me full details of the two H MV
High Fidelity systems
Name
Address

put quality first

Reid. Trade Mark of The Gramophone Co. Ltd.

watts per channel
(speech/music rating),
and separate compact
speakers. An optional
stand is available for
the player unit, which has
atransparent lift-off cover.
The system is easy to operate,
outstanding in performance,
really compact. And it's
attractive too — the elegant
walnut finish will enhance any
setting, traditional or modern.
Use the coupon to obtain
full details. But to find out just how
magnificent these systems are, see and
hear them at your local HMV dealer!
Model 2404/5/6 £202.17s (
complete)
Model 2416 £129.14s (
complete)
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Düsseldorf August
Impressions of a German
fi Audio Show
By Frank Jones and Donald Aldous

ÜSSELDORF is acity of conferences and
11-, exhibitions nestling between the industrial
complexes of the Ruhr-Rhine, Küln to the
south and Duisberg, Essen and Dortmund to
the north. It is, so the guide books say, known
locally as the ' Desk of the Rhine', and whatever the truth of this the place is undeniably
attractive. For exhibitors and visitors the most
important consideration is the professionalism
with which this local industry approaches its
business and the British visitor, at least,
unaccustomed to think of exhibitions as anything but a more or less chaotic collection of
stands and people in amore or less unsuitable
building, cannot fail to be impressed by the
whole enterprise. All exhibitions in Düsseldorf
are organised by the Nowea company owning
the Messegelande—a complex of halls and
other facilities to the north of the old town and
near the river. This area includes eight main
halls (not all of which were used) apost office.
two restaurants, several small concert halls
and lecture theatres, a large multi-storey car
park and a host of smaller services which
although baffling in their size and complexity
cause those familiar with Earl's Court or
Olympia, for example, to wonder what the
German visitor familiar with the place must
feel on arriving there! The fact that HiFi 70
was to be the last exhibition at this impressive
arena, even since it is now being knocked down
and transferred to new and larger premises, is
afurther irony for those involved in wrangling
about whether our national exhibition centre
should be in London or Birmingham and who
should pay for it? Dusseldorf makes a good
living out of its exhibitions and there would
seem no good reason why Britain shouldn't
do the same.
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

HiFi ' 70 is the second high fidelity exhibition
held in association with the German Radio
Exhibition known as the Funk. Although the
Funk is anational affair, and amassive one at
that, the high-fidelity show is international.
Much smaller than the Funk, there were
nevertheless 144 exhibitors from 12 nations
covering over 8,000 square metres, and it was
anything but a poor relation. Indeed it was
typical of the thoroughness with which all
aspects of the event were organised that posters,
buses and even balloons with the emblems
decorating the title of this piece adorning them
were to be seen all over the city often in conjunction with the TV screen bearing the legend
Funk ' 70—emblem of the Funk.
As well as the stands and demonstration
rooms, heart of any exhibition, an audiomusical festival had been arranged, and the
full programme for both the Funk and HiFi ' 70
occupied over twenty foolscap sheets not
including the concerts and lectures specifically
organised by The German High Fidelity
Institute (dhfi) jointly responsible for HiFi ' 70.
Most of the material was light entertainment
for the benefit of the colour TVs scattered
all over the exhibition, and originated from
a large studio that had been set up by WDR
near the Rhine entrance complete with OB
unit. However, the highlight of the dhfi
(pronounced dee hee fee!) programme was a
recital by The London Strings led by Neville
Marriner. Held on the first Sunday of the
fair in the Robert Schumann Saal, the concert
was interspersed by a grand firework display
held on the river during the interval, and laid
on by Philips and proved a most enjoyable
event. Other attractions were a most accom-
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plished recital by Gunther Reich and Peter
Stamm, a programme of New Music with
Group 8, the Dave Pike Set with the Klaus
Doldinger Quartet and the Smetana Quartet,
whilst outside during the day pop groups,
fashion shows and children in national dress
entertained vast crowds who had all paid the
entrance fee of DM4—about 9s and many of
whom, I'm sure, never saw the exhibition at all.
There were lectures and seminars too, on the
role of the record critic, for example, and the
place of high fidelity today vis avis the world
of music, with the star attraction, destined to
take place after Ihad left, being aperformance
of Verdi's Requiem from the 4-channel recording made in the Albert Hall earlier this year
by CBS.
The exhibition proper was as vast and vulgar
as one might expect, and HiFi 70 in general
represented an oasis of modest sound levels
and moderate display stunning in comparison.
Here the exhibits were housed in substantial
booths with quite carefully constructed demonstration rooms attached—similar to those used
at Olympia, in fact, although because of the
rather more spacious layout less mutual
aural interference was apparent. The largest
stands were those belonging to the major
German companies like Grundig—who also
had whole floors to themselves in the Funk,
but amajor landmark was the British pavilion,
a joint effort by the Federation of British
Audio and the Board of Trade, housing nearly
all the British companies taking part. Emblazoned with union jacks, and including an
information booth for visitors some of the
best demonstrations were given here. Most
of the equipment was well above the DIN 45 500

AR- 4x speaker
£39. 19. O.*
made by Acoustic Research

The AR-4x is less expensive than the other Acoustic Research
speaker systems. But in smoothness and uncoloured musical quality
it holds its own with any of them. Even with the AR-3a.

Press comment
the frequency response curves
... were better than those published
by the manufacturers ... there is an

Size: 10" x 19" x9" deep
Finish: oiled teak
Suggested amplifier power: 15 watts rms per channel minimum
Impedance: 8ohms
As evidence of the accuracy of the AR-4x Acoustic Research offer
technical specifications, frequency response and distortion curves

audible output from 30Hz upwards,
the AR- 4x reaches its full output
at 50 Hz and sounds remarkably
smooth through to the limit of
audibility."
John Gilbert, The Gramophone.

on request. Every AR speaker is tested in an anechoic chamber

"excellent performance... a

before despatch and guaranteed to meet its published specifications

steady frequency response which

for five years.

many more expensive systems
would find it difficult to equal ...

The AR-4x three-way speaker system is made by Acoustic Research

this unit, measured objectively,

exclusively for Bell & Howell. Write for more irformation about
Acoustic Research speaker systems and a list of cealers.

confirmed fully what Iexpected to
find after listening to it with a wide
range of programme material. The
AR- 4x is a loudspeaker of very high
quality, made and designed to high
technical standards. It is not very

* recommended

retail price

often that one finds such a
completely successful enterprise
as this."
Roger Driscoll, Records & Recording.
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entrance requirement, while the exhibitors
were relatively unusual in regarding high
fidelity as an adjunct to musical enjoyment, a
point of view strongly emphasised by the
organisers, but not, it seems, appreciated by
the German public or the industry at large.
Many of the items here were familiar—and all
certainly will be by the time Olympia has come
and gone, nevertheless the efforts of British
companies abroad deserve our attention, and
especially so in view of their generally very
successful efforts at Düsseldorf, where Great
Britain was the largest foreign participant.
Much interest was attracted by Armstrong
who were showing their equipment in Germany
for the first time. The company managed its
usual demonstration with aplomb and those
familiar with their performance at British
audio fairs will know the professional and
accomplished manner with which the range
is always exhibited. And the same can be
said for John Bower's efforts, which attracted
a good deal of interest. Particularly popular
was the DM 70 Continental; this large
hybrid design has been seen in various forms
since its announcement, and as visitors to
Olympia last year will know a great deal of
thought has gone into the problem of making
it look as acceptable as it sounds. Going out
on a design limb, with a big hole in the front
and the matt white finish so popular in
Europe has certainly solved the problem,
so much so that the continental shape is now
to be available in Britain with walnut veneer.
The British Radio Corporation had a large
stand in conjunction with their German dis'
tributors and were showing Ferguson and
Goodmans products. These included a new
chassis—which will not be available here,
and the Minister—at £45 a pair, while the
established range drew attention to the
display assisted by rows of open units driven
at about 4Hz—a notion several other companies adopted. The Goodmans units were
alone, however, in being absolutely silent at
this frequency most of the others creaking
softly as they moved.
Garrard, by virtue of a slight misunderstanding had an extra large stand on which to
welcome visitors interested in the new range
of players starting with restyled and improved
SP 25 (now Mark III) and extending to the
very successful SL 95B. Also on the Garrard
stand were details of their new cassette deck
not shown because the company decided it
failed to comply with DIN 45 500—a consideration that did not inhibit some of their
less responsible competitors.
Howland West's pride and joy was a
modestly priced, new loudspeaker Figaro 1.
John Rupin was using four to play Hailer
quadraphonic sound, the only exhibitor to
employ this system, as well as enjoying great
success with his audio switches—neat little
boxes for switching loudspeakers, amplifiers,
headsets, etc., and used by several other firms
for exhibition purposes. Leslie Jordan of
Jordan Watts added some local colour to his
stand with the halter shown in our heading
photograph. Each of the buckets contained
aminiature Jordan Watts speaker system, and
these metal cone modules were demonstrated
as ready built systems and also in neat packages
for building into walls and furniture, a most
ingenious variation on the assembled baffle
theme.
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
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DUSSELDORF
(Left) One of ITT's family of loud- speakers,
with a French look about it. Units are
conventional and so are the cabinets of the rest
of the range.
(Below) Revox finally announced their remote
control for the A77—although they seem to
have been beaten to it by imitators in every
European country; however the result appears
to have been worth wafting for. Also shown
was a new range of hi-fl loud- speakers.

Metal coned speakers are also made by Keith
Monks who employed the well known TCL in
his new KM loudspeakers. The little Elf at
about £ 19 attracted a good deal of attention,
while at the other end of the range a transmission line bass speaker the KM 70 made
impressive noises; these are to cost about £86—
£90 depending on the finish selected and are a
most interesting blend of drive units and
design philosophy.
KEF's range revision continued with the
Cadenza and now all their loudspeakers
employ the latest Acoustilene plastic diaphragm material. Competitively priced, attention to details such as tonal balance characterise KEF's approach to overseas markets
and the professional approach to exports was
very evident at the stand of one the most
enterprising of our hi-fi manufacturers. Leak,
too, were showing new loudspeakers with
plastic cones—the Sandwich Models 200 and
300, successors to the well known Sandwiches.
Some rationalisation of design is evident when
compared to the Wharfedale range now made
by the same group, but these new models
with attractive metal grills seem excellent
performers and certainly worthwhile up-todate replacements for their distinguished predecessors.
Donald Chave having taken note of the
preferences for ominidirectional speakers expressed by some and with considerable experience of the use of loudspeakers in public
places, was showing the Acousta Auditorium.
This is similar to the standard Acousta but
includes two of his drive units, one forward
facing and the other inclined, to reflect from
the adjacent walls. The relative levels of each
are adjustable indeed one can switch either
unit off if desired making it possible to change
the radiation characteristics of the speaker
for mono and stereo for example.
Pride of place in Arthur Radford's room was
the new SCA 24/SPA 50 amplifier. Costing
£165 in this country, power amplifier distortion
is claimed to be below 0.01 % at power levels
up to 25 W and less than 0025% at the clipping
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level of 60 W. Some of the finest recordings
it has been my pleasure to listen to were playing
in here; made by Mr. Radford they included a
particularly impressive piece for children's
choir and heard on the new Radford speakers
were astonishingly lifelike within the limitations
of two channels. To our surprise it was easily
possible to cause the 60 W amplifiers to clip
due to dramatic peaks on the uncompressed
tape—aconvincing demonstration of the very
high peak levels reproduced by smooth transducers without apparently being loud, and a
fine sound that impressed many visitors.
Wharfedale showed their new tuneramplifier and loudspeaker range, with special
features for the German market, but not the
models revealed at Harrogate (see page 1659)
while Celestion caused much interest with
their now familiar demonstration employing a
strobe flash unit. Sinclair had an excellent
room, with all their amplifiers neatly arranged
and spotlighted as they played, although the
noises were rather less pleasant than we have
heard from the Quad ELSs they used at
other fairs—a remark which did not apply to
Acoustical whose black and white ELS (same
version as the U.K.) made its normal sane and
uncoloured contribution to the proceedings.
Much of the rest of the exhibition included
brands and names familiar to British exhibition
goers. Stands ranged from the glass menagerie that was Grundig, housing a great
range of equipment continuously demonstrated,
to the corner occupied by Herr Rennwald of
Heidelberg. Herr Rennwald makes electrostatic loudspeakers and the panel on the front
of the box shown in our photograph is abasic
unit that he can supply as afull range unit, or
as a kit of panels for those who care to construct their own power and matching arrangements. It was refreshing to find this ' one man
band' in the midst of so much corporate
glitter, and doubly pleasant to chat with someone who shared one of our own enthusiasms
and has persevered with his product for some
eight years.
A large composite stand that attracted much

Acoustic Research has measured
the response of more than amillion
high-fidelity speakers.
Here are some things we have learned about listening.
Fidelity Means Accuracy.
Accuracy distinguishes high-fidelity speaker systems from the
speakers in simple radios and gramophones. It is therefore
reasonable that evidence of accuracy should take precedence
over descriptions of a speaker system's size, shape or theory
of design. Acoustic Research offers exact measurement data for
AR speaker systems to all who ask for it: music listeners, audio
enthusiasts, science teachers, even competitors.
The accuracy of a speaker system can be evaluated by listening
tests or by measuement. Both methods give the same
information in different ways.
Testing for Accuracy.
To perform a listening test, an extremely accurate recording
must be made and played back alongside the original source of
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sound. Amplifier and speaker system controls are adjusted to
obtain as close a match as possible; and the speaker system
judged by the degree of similarity. Acoustic Research has
presented public concerts at which the Fine Arts Quartet and
other musicians could be compared to recordings played back
through AR speaker systems; even seasoned critics were
deceived. Obviously, listening tests cannot be made with
commercial recordings of music since the listener has no way
of knowing which adjustment is rifost accurately reproducing
the recording.
Objective Measurements.
While it is not always convenient to carry out scientifically
controlled listening tests, properly conducted measurements
can give the same information in permanent, quantitative form.
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AR-3a and AR- 5with high-priced magnetic cartridge. It is
interesting to see that the cartridge introduces somewhat
more degradation of the signal than the speaker system, at
least in the frequency range observed. Nevertheless, a small
adjustment of the amplifier treble control could restore
uniformity of response.

AR knows something about this, having already tested the
response of well over a million speakers - every one that we
have ever made, and many made by competitors. Our findings
are that the most important measurements required to assess
the accuracy of a speaker system are ( 1) frequency response
on-axis, ( 2) frequency response off-axis, ( 3) integrated power
output.
Acoustic Research speaker systems start at £ 39.19. Od. Write to
Bell & Howell for more information and a list of dealers.
Graph ( 1) is the frequency response
of a midrange driver unit of an AR-3a,
on axis. This corresponds to what
one would hear outdoors, listening
directly in front of aspeaker. ( 2)
shows what happens when a listener
moves over to one side of the
speaker in 15 increments. ( 3) is
the integrated power output of the
AR- 3a above 1000Hz, measured in a
special reverberant chamber.

I41
1
1 AR-20 with moderately-priced magnetic cartridge. Although
not as accurate as the AR- 5 or AR-3a the AR- 20 displays the
the same kind of performance, that is, its integrated power
output curve is relatively level. Because its dispersion,
especially in the lower midrange, is less uniform the AR- 2a 5
is more dependent on optimum placement than the others

Reflection from the walls of the
chamber mixes together all of the
sound emitted by the speaker system
in all directions, an effect much more
like that of a listening room than the
.anechoic chamber used for ( 1) and
(2). A speaker system which
measured well in both types of
chamber would be accurate under
almost all listening conditions.
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A ' multi- directional '• system and a very expensive cartridge.
Such systems are designed to take advantage of room
reflections to smooth response and create spatial effects.

Bell & Howell Ltd., Audio Products Division,
Alperton House, Bridgewater Road, Wembley, Middlesex HAO 1EG
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(Far left) Herr Renwald's ELS
with bass unit in IB cabinet.
Four of the panels can be
combined to make a ( nearly)
full range unit if required.
(Top left) The QS-1Sansui's
synthesiser creates four
channels out of two for those
with the equipment but not
the programme. At least the
result didn't move around the
room like some other 4-channel
dems.
(Bottom left) Electrostatic
headphone made in Switzerland
by Herr Jecklin, sported by
Donald Aldous. Unfortunately,
the source material was not
good so we must reserve
Judgement on the performance.

attention was contributed by the German
record industry. Each circular booth—and
there were three—carried three Dual record
players feeding headphones, and carried a
continuous programme of music. Despite a
great deal of wear and tear quite pleasant
noises were still to be heard at the end of the
show, and one advantage of the multi replay
facility was that one could listen to the music
of one's choice, since the range encompassed
grand opera at one extreme and very doubtful
pop at the other, an excellent idea.
Four-channel was also the centre of some
interest. Sony had a4-channel recorder on display while AR, Pioneer, JVC, Teac, Scott and
Sansui showed equipment although in many
cases they appeared not to be interested in
demonstrating it unless asked. Apart from AR
and Scott (who also showed a very large
4-channel amplifier) the material largely consisted of pop groups gyrating about the room
and consequently was most impressive to the
newcomer but thoroughly annoying to everyone else, and especially those who have gone
to some lengths in considering 4-channel
reproduction seriously.
Sansui's four-channel was derived from a
'revolutionary technique' making the 'multidimensional sound field age areality' etc., etc.
Although they carefully explained the whole
thing, showed us the box (we even took a
picture of it) and quoted equations galore full
of terms like AF and it 3 we remain unsure how
the thing is supposed to work. Known as a
quadraphonic synthesiser it apparently requires two stereo power amplifiers to drive four
speakers but produces a ' sound-field' effect
from 2-channels by what one can only call phase
mucking. Anyway replete with meters and
several knobs it is designated QS- 1 quadraphonic synthesiser, apparently went like abomb
in the States (for U.S. readers ` to go like a
bomb' means the opposite to what you think)
and, they say, delivers truly live sound—
HI FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

unattainable even %kith four channel sources!
However, if the QS- 1was the oddest oddity
there were plenty of smaller ones; the Japanese
Dokkorder machine with stacked decks for
copying for example, or the Belgian Servo
Sound amplifier that incorporates an ignition
key, presumably to stop anyone but the owner
from driving it off. Not so much odd as
unusual were the electrostatic headphones
designed and made by Jürg Jecklin (see picture)
capable of excellent results no doubt, but not
sounding their best plugged into the Scott
units which the German distributor also
imports. At about twice the price of the Stax
headset in Germany (and that is rather more
than it is here) these headphones can be
battery operated via a small EHT generator,
and the designer, a Swiss radio engineer, has
obviously tackled most of the problems
associated with ES devices judging by his
comments.
A large number of German and American
loudspeakers were being used on various stands
including a number that were unfamiliar to
us. Our German didn't run to asking the
various demonstrators which of their many
products was right (if two loudspeakers sound
different then one at least is wrong!) and
no doubt their English, no matter how good,
didn't run to answering the point, but some
of the shrieking middle and atrocious top was
as bad as we have heard in years. Particular
offenders, new to us, were the so-called professional models from JBL, but several other
names only just escape mention, and one that
doesn't—simply because we had the opportunity
of examining them in alittle more detail is ITT.
One of their range is illustrated—because it is
the most unusual let it be admitted—but their
more conventional boxes are due to appear
here in due course. Through the courtesy of
Bob Fisher, Ij
RE1) was able to discuss the
sound quality of these speakers in particular,
and German speakers in general, with the
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designer and two models, which I thought
nicely open sounding but definitely ill balanced
were, Iwas assured, very acceptable to German
listeners. I shall be most interested to hear
these speakers when they are marketed here by
ITT since the balance will certainly be different
from those intended for the German market.
Of course these differences shouldn't be necessary, but it is no good pretending they aren't,
that's for sure.
In an exhibition of the size of the Funk it is
almost impossible to say there will be nothing
of interest and so we dutifully slogged our way
through the litter in search of the useful or
unusual. It may be that the undoubted damage
to the hearing was not worthwhile but we found
an excellent working display of aerials and
rotors, in an outside hall (which would have
delighted our FM enthusiast friends) and a
small handout on the Agfa stand, supplemented
by the real thing afew days later, announcing
the availability of Crolyn tape on cassettes,
And that seems, to us, to be the story of the
whole exhibition. Gilt and gingerbread galore.
rows and rows of first class production engineering jobs but very few technical innovations.
High fidelity, as an entity, is young in Germany
—though their general radio industry is indeed
booming and producing excellent equipment to
boot. However, in such a market there seems
little chance of the organisers' commendable
attitude to high fidelity having much of a
chance. Certainly the British exhibitors, as a
group, were responsible for more musicality
than any other but AR and Revox, for example
also come to mind as places where the music
meant something. It surely did, too, to
Herr Rennwald although he had no demonstration facilities, but there really where too many
people like the man with a light-bulb array
the size of aliving room wall driven from an
amplifier that was clearly distressed by the
awful proceedings—with more of an eye for
business than an ear for sound.

E.M.G.

have an
exceptionally well appointed
equipment department
The list of items we show below is in no way intended as final. But when you
become a customer of E.M.G., you will very soon find that service can go on
long past the time of your purchase and that the Company identifies itself with
your interests completely. There is no better way to ensure good listening. For
astart, might we suggest ademonstration in our showroom, without obligation?
You will find our approach to high fidelity very much what you have always
wanted.

AMPLIFIERS BY

PICK-UPS BY

MOTORS BY

L/SPEAKERS BY

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
LEAK
QUAD
RADFORD
ROGERS
SINCLAIR
SUGDEN

A.D.C.
DECCA
EMPIRE
GOLDRING
ORTOFON
SHURE

DUAL
GARRARD
LENCO GOLDRING
THORENS

B.W.
CELESTION
KEF
RADFORD
WHARFEDALE

E.M.G. bring you acomplete service in good listening. As well as the equipment department, there is
the record shop with large stocks of records of classical and serious modern works and E.M.G.'s
own Monthly Letter (30/— post free for twelve months) to inform and advise on the merits of current
releases. There is also a well organised records- by- post department.

E.M.G.

HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES LIMITED,

26 SOHO SQUARE,

LONDON

WIV 6BB

E.M.G. is situated in the corner of Soho Square where , tis joined by Greek Street.
Nearest Underground Station—Tottenham Court Road.
Open Saturdays till 1.0 p.m.
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BURNETT JAMES

MUSICAL CHAIRS
'THE LONG AND THE SHORT AND THE TALL'

thing; and quite an irony really. How
ODD
things change, swing round, turn about;

almost when you are not looking. Not so long
ago it was the so-called ' classical' musicians
who were known as the long-haired ones,
their music long-haired' music. Here, as
Mr. Wackford Squeers would certainly repeat,
is an ' altered state of trigonomics'. Looking
round the ranks of symphony orchestras,
string quartets, aggregations like that, one
sees them all neat and tidy (more or less).
Oh yes, Iknow a few hairy ones there too;
and maybe they would most of them like to
be a bit less formal. But taking it all round,
hair is pop and if you don't like it that way it
is too bad. Queer, though, if you have a bit
of memory and stop to think about it.
How long ago was it (can't have been that
long because Iremember it quite well) when
things were quite otherwise? Where have they
gone to, those dapper dance band musicians
and entertainers with the natty dress suits
and shiny pumps? Into the symphony orchestras? Could be: many of them were good
enough musicians, and some have actually
done that thing. I never quite got over my
surprise at finding the name of Chauncey
Morehouse, drummer on many a treasured
old Bix Beiderbecke record, adorning the
ranks of the New York Philharmonic percussion department. Well, why not? If Bix is
dead there's no reason for Chauncey to go out
in sympathy, is there? None at all. A solitary
case, brought to notice; but not unique by any
means.
What troubles me is not the loss on the
scene of the polished and dapper ones, either

THE
OTHER

c•5-,1P.g.

good to hear asuccess story and
this week Iwas delighted to receive news from
Wales of Cardiff Gramophone Society, founded
in 1944, meeting weekly from September to
April. With amembership of over one hundred,
it is not unusual for them to have ninety for a
special evening.
From the most excellent brochure everything seems to be covered; there is even a
sketch map of the location of the hall. The
printed programme is well presented and
includes a music magazine which, according
to Mr. E. G. Aspden, the Secretary, provides
an opportunity for unusual or minority
interest items unsuitable for afull evening.
IT IS ALWAYS
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way, or side. You wear your hair this way or
that; dress as you have to, or as you think
you ought to. Fashion dictates, and only
signifies momentarily; makes no great difference in itself. Or shouldn't. But it may
become asymbol—of emnity, hostility, akind
of divisive exclusiveness. Maybe it is inevitable to some extent; there are always those
who want to go out on a limb, keep the big
nasty world at bay, kick you in the teeth if you
go too near. But isn't it becoming a bit of a
disease now? The avantegarde everywhere—
in the ' classical' field, with the young; groups
and cliques and if you are not ' in' you are
`out'. ' Don't criticise what you don't understand'—the age-old cry of those who want
to preserve phoney rites, turn themselves into
bogus ' initiates'; pervert and abort language,
music, art, then when anyone utters a short
sharp word, just say ` Ah. But you don't
understand', and think that covers, let's them
off the hook. Then you take it astep further;
say you don't want an audience, or if you do
have an audience it must only be of the ' right
people'. Something like that.
Language, some cynic once said, was given
us to conceal our thoughts. A good deal of
language does just that, when it becomes
jargon, ' in' talk, especially. Or conceals lack
of any thought at all. But you still have to be
careful: complex thoughts, feelings, require
complex language for their expression. Yet
there is true complexity (T. S. Eliot instanced
Henry James as an example of ' true complexity') and the sort of thing that merely
confuses and sidetracks, by wilful design, so
you will not know if there is any real thought
So often Societies say that they are unable
to get good guest speakers and have to rely
solely upon their members even to the extent
of asking some to give more than one recital.
They should, Ithink, ask Cardiff how they do
it for Isee that next season they have John
Carewe (Conductor BBC Welsh Orchestra);
Stanford Robinson; Ivan March; John Parry
(Decca); Joan Coulson (EMI); Joseph Cooper;
Edward Greenfield; Bill Newman (CBS); and
Katharine Wilkinson (Philips); to name a few.
Iwas most impressed with this society, for
besides having a really fine panel of speakers
they encourage members' participation and
welcome healthy criticism. They have a suggestion box which is used, and believe very
strongly in publicity, which they get in shops,
local paper, the City buses; and important
evenings are announced on local radio.
It seems that the committee of the Cardiff
Gramophone Society are on the ball and Iwould
recommend anyone in the travelling vicinity
of Cardiff to contact the secretary, Mr. E. G.
Aspden, 3 Pen-y-Graig, Rhiwbina, Cardiff,
CF4 6ST, for a copy of their brochure and
details of membership.
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or feeling involved. That is the idea anyway.
Shelley said of Plato that ' he is obscure
only because he is profound'. But for the few
whose complexity comes from genuine profundity there are legion who are obscure only
because they are so shallow they have nothing
to offer but a deliberate ' blind'. It is everywhere around us: even ' pop' music isn't
genuinely popular any longer. We are losing
contact at too many levels, on too many planes.
Even musicians and record collectors tend to
be at each other's throats, creating wilful
misunderstandings. Some jerk actually told
me once that Iam really arecord critic not a
music critic.
Schoenberg held that the end product, the
music, was all that concerned the listener and
that the technique, the means, was the business
of the composer. For his pains and sense,
Schoenberg attracted the biggest bunch of
phoney mystique-makers of all time. Or nearly
all time. Wagner attracted a few too. Everybody attracts some parasites, but some cherish
and build them up as the only right and righteous
company.
Maybe records are in themselves a kind of
safeguard. They give us the chance to do the
sorting out; let us have a good hard look.
Phoneys and charlatans can't stand exposure:
they live in the shadows, skulk in corners.
You make good music—' straight', jazz, pop,
what you like—and it will come out in the
end. Not necessarily at once; you may have
to wait abit; but it will come. And the more
it is heard the sooner it will come.
You wear your hair how you like (that's
your business too); dress your way; ring the
changes as the fashion runs. But you can't
hide behind it: you can't hide behind anything; and the more you set yourself apart,
try to make yourself ' exclusive', the more you
sign your own death warrant. You don't turn
yourself into a fuddy-duddy by putting on a
dress suit; and you don't get with it' (whatever
'it' may be) by doing a dead-on imitation of
Ben Gunn. Hostility is a poor bedfellow: if
you hate the world and treat it with contempt,
you will get repayment in kind.
So who are the real longhairs now? Odd too
how this business of hair length seems always
to be so emotive. Deuced odd!
In a recent letter Ihave received, a reader
complains that Ido not appear to have discussed the question of the amalgamation of
Gramophone Societies into Regional Groups.
Icertainly accept this and will see that this is
remedied for there is no doubt in my mind
that the formation of a group consisting of
say up to a dozen societies must benefit the
community, but only if it is run on a business
footing. For example Ireceived a letter from
a chairman of a society and as Ihappen to
have met him and heard his views, I know
he is areasonable man. He refers to ameeting
of the group which he attended and speaks of
his lack of faith in the organisation. Iquote:
`No less than one hour was spent on Matters
Arising from the previous meeting before the
actual business of the evening could be dealt
with. We were ourselves only on that evening
handed tickets to sell, and since we had no
further meetings before this event the tickets
were quite useless to us.'
In order that we can air the pros and cons of
Groups Iwould like to hear the opinions of
any readers.

These 100 titles have sold
over 250,000 Musicassettes
L.S.O./Colin Davis Beethoven Symphony No. 6
"Pastoral", Prometheus Overture Op. 43 CPC 0016

George Chisholm More Music for Romantics
CPP106

Tony Bennett ILeft My Heart in San Francisco
40- 62 20 1

L.S.0./Antal Dorati Beethoven Symphony No. 5,
Egmont Overture, The Consecration of the House
CPC 0049

Jerry Lee Lewis Memphis Beat CPP 1071
Harry Secombe I'll Walk With God CPP 1072

Andy Williams Born Free 40-63027

Claudio Arrau ( piano), Concertgebouw Orchestra
Amsterdam/Bernard Haitink
Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 4in GCPC 0037
LSO/Colin Davis
Elgar Enigma Variations Cockaigne Overture;
Concertgebouw Orchestra Amsterdam/
Bernard Haitink Pomp Et Circumstance
March No. 1CPC0024
Concertgebouw Orchestra
Amsterdam/Bernard Haitink
Mendelssohn A Midsummer Night's Dream CPC 0009
Ingrid Haebler ( piano)
LSO/Colin Davis/Witold Rowicki
Mozart Piano Concertos K.415 K.488 CPC 0063
Arthur Grumiaux ( violin) LSO/Colin Davis
Mozart Violin Concertos K.207 and K.211 CPC 0072
Minneapolis Symphony Orch./Antal Dorati
Offenbach Gaiety Parisienne; Ballet
Detroit Symphony Orchestra/Paul Paray
Overtures CPC 0058
LSO/Igor Markevitch Rimsky-Korsakov
Scheherezade, Capriccio Espagnol CPC 0010

Chicken Shack O.K. Ken 40-63209
Miles Davis Miles in the Sky 40-63352

Dusty Springfield Dusty ... Definitely CPP 1075
Esther Er Abi Ofarim Up to Date CPP 1076

Barbra Streisand A Happening in Central Park
40-63432

Scott Engel ( Walker) Scott 3CPP 1079
Dusty Springfield Dusty in Memphis CPP 1080

Blood, Sweat b Tears 40-63504

John Hanson My Songs of Love For You CPP 1082

Ray Conniff b the Singers
ILove How You Love Me 40-63565
Bob Dylan Nashville Skyline 40-63601

Scott Engel ( Walker)
Scott " Sings Songs from His TV Series" CPP 1084
Dutch Swing College Band Live Party CPJ 2003

Funny Girl— Original Soundtrack Recording
40-70044

Interpret French Language Course CPL 0900
Interpret German Language Course CPL 0901

Bing Crosby b Friends Join Bing and Sing Along
CWP 550

Interpret Spanish Language Course CPL 0902
Interpret Italian Language Course CPL 0903

Peter, Paul Ft Mary In the Wind CWF 650
Traffic CIR 15000

Carries Bonnet. Belt F1 Sword CFF 5005

Jethro Tull This Was CIR 15001
Blodwyn Pig Ahead Rings Out CIR 15009

Joan Baez Joan CFF 5006
Quincy Jones Mancini Songbook CMP 7009

RECENT RELEASES
Herb Alpert Et the Tijuana Brass
The Brass Are Commn . South of the Border ( 2LP)
7420 001

Quincy Jones Plays the Hip Hits cMP 7014
Roger Miller A Tender Look at Love CPP 7018
Various Artists Country Er Western Winners
7025

CMP

In Concert Sinatra at the Sands with
Count Basie b the Orchestra (
2LP) 7420 002

Jerry Butler The Soul Goes On CMP 7028
Jerry Lee Lewis Golden Country Hits CMP 7033

Dusty Springfield Dusty 7564 001
Scott Engel ( Walker) Scott 7564 002

Oscar Peterson Eloquence CMJ 9000

Lamoureux Orchestra, Paris/Roberto Benzi
Rossini Overtures CPC 0059
Dresden State Orch./Sawallisch
Schubert Symphonies Nos. 4Er 6CPC 0055
Ingrid Haebler ( piano), Arthur Grumiaux
(violin) etc. Schubert The Trout" Ouintet CPC 0011
Claudio Arrau ( piano)/Concertgebouw Orchestra,
Amsterdam/Christoph von Dohnanyi
Schumann Piano Concerto; Carnaval CPC 0073
VSO/Wolfgang Sawallisch Strauss Waltzes
CPC 0051

The Band of the Scots Guards
Sousa Specials! LPC 13005
John Dankworth Orchestra Off Duty! LPC 13010

Arthur Grumiaux ( violin)/LSO/Colin Davis
Mozart Violin Concerto in BFlat.
Vi 0
1
o5lin
o0C
3 oncerto in 13, Violin Concerto in G ( 2LP)

The Button- Down Brass This Guy's In Love
LPC 13013

5

Claudio Arrau ( piano)/Concertgebouw
Orchestra, Amsterdam/Bernard Haitink
Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 5 " Emperor"
Piano Concerto No. 3 ( 2LP) 7505 006

Country Joe b The Fish Together CVP14000
Vikki Carr For Once In My Life c09300
The 50 Guitars of Tommy Garrett El Hombre
C0942E

Hello I'm Johnny Cash 40-63796
Rod Stewart An Old Raincoat Won't Ever Let
You Down 7145 004

5th Dimension The Age of Aquarius C0951E
Frank Sinatra The Concert Sinatra CRP358
Trini Lopez in London CRP 360

Concertgebouw Orchestra,
Amsterdam/Eduard van Bienum
Tchaikovsky Nutcracker Suite, Op. 71a CPC 0038
Henryk Szeryng ( violin), LSO/Antal Dorati
Tchiakovsky Violin Concerto CPC 0021

Francis A. Sinatra b Edward K. Ellington CRP363
Dean Martin Gentle on My Mind CRP 369
Frank Sinatra Cycles CRP 370
Wes Montgomery A Day in the Life UP 185

Concertgebouw Orchestra,
Amsterdam/Bernard Haitink
Tchiakovsky Capriccio Italien;
Dvorak Salvonic Dances from " Prince Igor";
Lamoureux Orchestra/Igor Marketvitch
Bizet L'Arlesienne Suite No. 2CPC 0054

Herb Alpert b the Tijuana Brass
Sounds Like CYP 194
Val Doonican Val CYP 196

Harry Secombe Film Favourites CPP 1018

Petula Clark Portrait of Petula CYP 1110

Los Paraguayos Popular Favourites CPP 1024

Herb Alpert b the Tijuana Brass Warm CYP 1111
New York Philharmonic/Leonard Bernstein
Herold Overtures 40-72389

Dusty Springfield For You Love Dusty 7108 001
Blue Mink Melting Pot 7108 002
Cat Stevens Mona Bone Jakon CIF1 15021
Pentangle Basket of Light CTP 170003
BBC Symphony Orchestra/Colin Davis
The Last Night of the Proms CPC one
Syd Lawrence with the Glenn Miller Sound
(Sampler) FSC 12003
Colosseum Valentyne Suite COO 16000

Sergio Mendes b Brasil ' 66 Fool on the Hill
COP 1101
Dionne Warwick Freewheelin' GYP 1103

The Swingle Singers Sounds of Spain CPP 1065
John Hanson with Barbara Strathdee
The Student Prince CPP 1066

The Exquisite Nana Mouskouri 7103 004

Benny Goodman Swing Classics CPP 1089
Jehtro Tull Benefit CIR 15020
John Hanson Great Songs from Great Films 7108 005
Paul Mauriat Et His Orchestra LOVE. CPP 1087
Frank Sinatra A Man Alone CRP 373
Aretha Franklin Greatest Hits 40-63064

Enjoy the 70's with the sound of the 70's—
Musicassettes from Philips.
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Recommended Retail Prices
• • LP Musicassettes 47/6 Et 49,11
2LP Musicassettes 71/6 Er 74,6
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RECORDS REVIEWED
CLASSICAL:
ALBENIZ; J. S. BACH; etc.
(Transcriptions for Classical
GuitariParodi)
1680
ALBINONI; J. S. BACH; etc.
(Masterpieces of European
Baroque)
1680
ARNOLD
Concerto for Phyllis and Cyril 1680
Quintet
1680
C. P. E. BACH
Cello concerto in A
1681
J. S. BACH
Orchestral suites
1681
6sonatas for violin & hpd.
1681
Italian concerto
1681
J. S. BACH: BEETHOVEN; etc.
(Great Virtuosi of the Golden
Age, Vol. 1)
1681
J. S. BACH; BAZZINI; etc.
(Great Virtuosi of the Golden
Age, Vol. 2)
1681
J. S. BACH; BRAHMS; etc.
(Paisley Abbey Choir: Glory
to God)
1681
BALDELLI; BELLINI; etc.
(Fernando de Lucia, Vol. 1)
1682
BAYLE; CATS; etc.
(Electronic Panorama)
1682
BEACHCROFT; MERRICK; etc.
(Frank Merrick-2 Vols)
1682
BEER; BIBER; HORN; etc.
(17th Century Music for a
Banquet, c. 1700)
1682
BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 1, 4, 5
1683
Calm sea and prosperous
voyage—cantata
1683
Ruins of Athens / King
Stephan
1683
Piano concertos 1 & 2
1683
Fantasia in C
1683
Violin concerto in D
1683
Quintet in C / Sextet in EY
1683
Chamber music for cello &
1683
piano (3 Vols)
Music for flute ( 3 Vols)
1684
Piano sonatas 6, 14, 27 (2),
29 & 32
1684
Symphony 5 ( arr. Liszt)
1684
Piano variations ( Vol. 1—
Ogdon)
1684
Folk songs
1684
BELLINI
'Norma'—duets
1685
BELLINI; LEONCAVALLO; etc.
(Intermezzo)
1685
BIBER; POGLIETTI; etc.
(Consort music on original
instruments)
1685
BIBLE MUSIC ( Old Hebrew
songs)
1685
BIZET; LEHAR; etc.
(David Hughes Sings Favourite Arias)
1685
BLISS
Concerto for two pianos
1680
BOZAY
String quartet / Variations /
Paper slips / etc.
1685
BRAHMS
Piano concerto 1
1686
BRITTEN
St. Nicolas
1686
BRUCH
Violin concerto in g
1686
BUSSOTTI; LIGETI; etc.
(New Music for Chorus 1)
1686
BYRD; WEELKES
(Ceremonial Tudor Church
Music)
1686
CAGE, ENGLERT; FELDMAN,
ZACHER
(Organ music)
1687
CHOPIN
Piano sonata in 13'7
1681
Les Sylphides— suite
1687
Cello sonata in g
1687
DELIBES
Coppélia / Sylvia—suites
1687
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'Puntila'
1687
DODGSON
Suite for brass septet
1680
DONIZETTI
'Anna Bolena'
1687
DORNEL; FANTINI; etc.
(La Tromba Sacra)
1688
DVORAK
Serenade for strings
1688
DVORAK; GOUNOD; etc.
(Ballet music and dances)
1688
ELGAR
Minuet / May- song / Rosemary / Bassoon romance /
Sevillana / Mazurka ¡ etc.
1688
ERKEL
'Bank ban'
1689
EWALD
Symphony for brass
1680
FRANCK
Symphony in d
1689
GIORDANO
'Andrea Chénier'
1689
GRIEG
Holberg suite
1688
HANDEL
Organ concertos 1, 2, 4 & 7 1689
HINDEMITH
Mathis de Maler—symphony 1689
KHATCHATURIAN
Violin concerto
1689
JACOB
Piano concerto for 3 hands
1680
LEONCAVALLO
'I Pagliacci'
1691
LEWIS; MAHLER; etc.
(Vic Lewis's Way)
1691
LUTOSLAWSKI
Concerto for orchestra
1689
MASCAGNI
'Cavalleria Rusticana'
1689
MENDELSSOHN; MOZART; etc.
(André Previn: Piano Pieces
for Children)
1691
MENDELSSOHN
Violin concerto
1686
MOZART
Divertimenti 7
1691
2 marches in D
1691
Serenades 7 & 13
1691
Piano concertos 17 & 26
1691
Violin concertos 4 & 5
1692
Concert
arias
for
tenor
(Hollweg)
1692
NONO
Various works
1692
PETROV1CS
The Book of Jonah—oratorio 1692
PONCHIELLI
'La Gioconda'—highlights
1692
RACHMANINOV
Cello sonata
1687
Piano sonata 1 / Variations
on theme of Chopin
1692
ROSSINI
'Semiramide'—duets
1685
SALZEDO
Divertimento
1680
D. SCARLATTI
Piano sonata in EY
1681
SCHUBERT
String quartets 8 & 13
1693
SEROCKI
Musica concertante / Segments / Episodes / etc.
1693
SIBELIUS
Violin concerto in d
1693
SIMPSON
Symphony 3
1693
STRAVINSKY
Firebird / Petrushka—suites
1693
TCHA1KOVSKY
Violin concerto in D
1693
Symphony 4
1693
Piano concerto 1 (2)
1695
'Swan
Lake'—complete &
highlights
1695
TELEMANN
Concerti / Sonata / Partie
1695
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Sinfonia Antartica
VERDI
'Aida'
Requiem
Four sacred pieces
VIVALDI
Cello concerto in E
WAGNER
Siegfried idyll
'Der fliegende Hollander'
'Parsif al'
'Tannhauser'

1695
1696
1696
1696
1681
1689
1696
1696
1696

CLASSICS FOR
PLEASURE:
1697-1699
Bach/Walton: The Wise Virgins
Beethoven: Symphony 7
Beethoven: Symphony 9
Beethoven: Piano concerto 5
Beethoven: Violin concerto
Beethoven: Fidelio overture /
Brahms: Haydn variations /
Mendelssohn:
Hebrides /
Wagner: Siegfried idyll
Bizet: ' Carmen' suite / Ravel:
'Daphnis & Chloe'— suite /
Respighi: Pines
Brahms: Clarinet quintet
Dvorak: Symphony 9/ Carnaval
Dvorak: Overtures
Handel: Firework music / Concerti grossi
Mozart: Symphonies 29 & 39
Mozart: Horn concertos 1-4
Mozart: Oboe quartet/ Clarinet
quintet
Mozart: ' The
Marriage
of
Figaro'
Mussorgsky: Pictures / Tchaikovsky: Romeo and Juliet
Rimsky-Korsakov:
Golden
Cockerel / Easter Festival
Balakirev: Islamey
Rossini: Overtures
Scarlatti: The good-humoured
ladies
Schubert: Unfinished /
Rosamunde
Schubert: Trout quintet
Shostakovitch: Symphony 12
Festival Ov
Sibelius: Symphony 5 /
Pohjola's Daughter
Tchaikovsky: Piano concerto 1
Litolff: Scherzo
Overtures from Italian opera
Pas de deux
Vienna dances, 1650-1850
Theo Adam sings Wagner
Opera Choruses
TAPES:
Tony Osborne: Piano in the
Night
Louis
Armstrong
and
his
Friends
After Midnight
Easy Rider
The Magic Garden
The International Hits
A Collection of Beatles oldies

1700

LIGHT:
1701-1703
Grimethorpe Colliery Band:
Festival Brass 3
Foden's Motor Works Band:
Festival Brass 4
Cathedral Brass
The Magnificent Marines
Huddersfield
Choral:
Great
Hymns
Glasgow Phoenix: Will Ye No
Come Back Again
Peter Dawson: Songs of the
Sea
Sir
Thomas
Beecham
in
Rehearsal
The Hoffnung Astronautical
Music Festival 1961
TRADITIONAL:
1703
Disc a Dawn: Folk and Pop
Songs from Wales
Jan Rosol: Chantons pour
Passer le Temps
Critics: As we were a-sailing
Danny Doyle: Whiskey on a
Sunday
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POPULAR ALBUMS:
1703-1705
Enoch Light Orchestra
Maynard Ferguson: World of
Introducing Ernest Broadbent
Ronnie Aldrich: Here come the
Hits
Edmundo Ros: Heading South
of the Border
Cyril
Ornadel:
Wonderful
World
Astrud Gilberto: Holiday
Alan Elsdon: Your Dixieland
favourites
Dean Martin: One more Time
Dean Martin: My woman, my
wife
Tony Mottola: Lush, Latin &
Lovely
Vikki Carr: Nashville
Petula Clark: Memphis
Boots Randolph: Yakety revisited
Laurie Johnson: Synthesis
Stan Freeman: Fascination
Django Reinhardt: Together
Again
Buddy Greco: Let the Sunshine In
Sammy Davis: Something for
Everyone
Vera Lynn: Songs of the 60s
STAGE & SCREEN:
The Reivers
Great War Film Themes
Movie Scene
Movie Song Book

1705

INTERNATIONAL:
1705-1707
Grosse Orchester Bitten Zum
Tanz No. 1
Mr. Hammond: Wunderlich
An Evening in Crete
Edith Piaf
Das Grosse Hamburger Hafenkonzert
Entlang
der
Romantischen
Strasse
Wo Der Wilde Kaiser Grüsst
Antilaloi Apo Tin Ellada
More Music of the Greek Islands
Summer in Spain
CURRENT POP:
1707-1709
Supertramp
Shawn Phillips: Contribution
Moody Blues: A Question of
Balance
Blood, Sweat and Tears, No.3
Arrival
Keef Hartley: The Time is Near
May Blitz
Magna Carta: Seasons
Accolade
White Plains
Brotherhood of Man
Mungo Jerry
Woodstock
Jack de Johnetter: The De
Johnetter Complex
Tony Williams Lifetime: Turn
It Over
Mike Westbrook: Love Songs
Buddy Greco: Let the Sunshine In
Jose Feliciano: Fireworks
Reggae Great Hits
World of Reggae, Vol. 2
Soul Strutting
Chartbusters Again
World of Hits, Vol. 4
World of the Zombies
The Ghost: When You're Dead
Ides of March: Vehicle
Ambergris
Bob Downes: Open City

NB: Since the beginning of stereo
we have indicated astereo recording by the symbol s : but now
stereo dominates we are dropping
this and using the symbol 't to
indicate mono.
Otherwise, all
records reviewed in this magazine
may be assumed to be stereophonic.
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CLASSICAL RECORD REVIEW
Basil Ashmore, Peter Aston, Peter Branscombe, Christopher Breunig, Bryan Corne,
Kenneth Dommett, Colin Evans, John Freestone, Peter Gammond, Christopher Grier, A. K. Holland,
Barbara Holm quest, Peter Le Huray, Arthur Jacobs, Burnett James, Robert Sherlaw Johnson,
Wilfrid Metiers, Charles Osborne, Malcolm Rayment, Madeau Stewart, Isla Tait, Cedric Wallis, Stephen Walsh

RR ::

RECORD RATING ::

RR

PERFORMANCE (
Figure):
of special merit
50
excellent
45
40
very good
35
good
fairly good
30
25
moderate
fair
20
15
just passable
poor
10
very poor
5
bad
o
RECORDING (Letter):
A
top class recording
B
good class recording which can
be safely recommended
C
acceptable recording but not
really recommendable
D
poor recording—definitely not
recommended
I-1
historical recording (pre- LP)
which is therefore not given a
rating
News & Record Review

TRANSCRIPTIONS
FOR
CLASSICAL
GUITAR
ALBENIZ: Recuderos de Viaje - 6. Rumores de
la Caleta / J. S. BACH: Harpsichord concerto
5in f— Aria CALEJA: Cancion triste / CHOPIN:
Mazurka, Op. 68: 2 DEBUSSY: Arabesque 1 /
PARODI: Seis instantaneas
SCRIABIN:
Nocturne Op. 9: 1 R. STRAUSS: Traumerei,
Op. 9:4 TCHAIKOVSKY: Waltz, Op. 40: 8
Mario Parodi ( g(r)
Music for Pleasure M FP2140 ( 15/-)

This is Mario Parodi's second MfP record:
the first came out some years ago and was
rot all that impressive largely because it contained too many transcriptions of nineteenth
century piano music that doesn't go easily
on the guitar. This of course is the problem:
the repertoire— still too many concerts and
records are filled out with the same old
warhorses, most of them musically undistinguished. In guitar circles this is being
recognised, and efforts made to cope with it.
Look out for further efforts in the near future.
Transcribing music not originally for the
guitar is only a half answer: piano music in
particular seldom sounds at home on the
guitar, apart from Albeniz's. Here Parodi has
another go, and it is slightly more satisfactory
because the sources respond better. Parodi's
own pieces are again attractive; so is the
Cancion by Gomez Rafael Calleja.
The
Debussy transcribes well; the Chopin and
Scriabin not so well; the Tchaikovsky reasonably. The Bach would do but for the
very peculiar performance.
Parodi is a
romantic impressionist of the guitar. Well,
you could say that of Segovia too; but
Segovia's playing has backbone whereas
Parodi's seems to lose its way in rhythmic
introspection. The Bach suffers: here is a

strong melody and firm- treading accompaniment ( pizzicato strings in the original),
but in Parodi's hands the rhythmic pulse is
so wayward that the melody gets lost too.
In more romantic pieces, the majority here, it
does not matter so much, although those
accustomed to Williams or Bream will raise
a speculative eyebrow. Parodi makes some
very nice noises, and if you love the sound
of the guitar this will make agood impression.
But stronger meat is required, basically.
The recording is good • but the sleeve note
sepulchral—apparently a rendering of pigeon
Spanish into pigeon English [35: B].
Burnett James
MASTERPIECES OF EUROPEAN BAROQUE
ALBINONI: Adagio in g for strings and organ /
BACH: Air in D from Suite No. 3 ( BWV1068)
Fugue in E for strings, arranged by Mozart
(K.405, No. 3)
Choral: ' Jesu joy of man's
desiring' from Cantata 147 ( BWV147)
Badinerie
in b from Suite No. 2 ( BWV1067)
Ricercare à 6
from
The
Musical
Offering' ( BWV1079)
PACHELBEL:
Canon
and
Gigue
in
D
PURCELL: Chaconne in g / RAMEAU: Tambourins in D
Eduard Kaufman (org) I Walter Prystawski ( vIn) I
Jean Soldan ( fit) I Festival Strings Lucerne IRudolf
Baumgartner
Deutsche Grammophon '
Privilege' Series 135054
(29/10)
A curious compilation and not a wildly
attractive one, to my ears. Masterpieces?
Well; from
Masterpieces,
mostly.
The
Purcell gets by, of course; but bits of Bach
do not really add up, and the rest is scrappy.
The opening glutinous piece of bogus
Albinoni does not make an encouraging
first impression. A good deal of the playing,
in fact, sounds too indulgent for true baroque
though some things go well enough. However, if you like the programme and are one
of the baroque beginners clearly aimed at,
the record may please: a few old favourites
with one or two rarer morsels; the Lucerne
Strings are nothing if not polished and
accomplished and the recording is faithful.
The piece of Bach by Mozart is one of five
fugues from the
Well- Tempered Clavier
Mozart made at one time, probably when he
was embarked on athorough study of Bach.
[40: A/B].
Burnett James
CONCERTOS FOR PHYLLIS AND CYRIL
ARNOLD: Concerto for Phyllis and Cyril,
Op. 104 / BLISS: Concerto for two pianos ( arr:
Phillips) / JACOB: Concerto for three hands on
one or two pianos
Cyril Smith and Phyllis Sellick ICity of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra I Malcolm Arnold. Producer:
Brian Culverhouse.
Recorded De Montfort Hall,
Leicester, Jul ' 70
HMV ASD2612 (
45/-)

Three original concertos for two remarkable
people. Well, nearly three original concertos.
Cyril Smith and his wife Phyllis Sellick are
two of the best loved and most admired
people on the music scene today. When
Cyril Smith lost the use of an arm all those
years ago, it would have finished most people,
certainly most musicians. It did not finish
1680

the Smiths. They set to on the sound p-inciple that if you haven't four hands, three will
do. Sometimes by re- arrangements, sometimes with original compositions, they have
made a unique place for themselves in contemporary British music.

Malcolm Arnold, Phyllis Sellick and Cyril Smith.
photo: Richard Sadler (EMI)

Malcolm Arnold is one of the most resourceful of contemporary composers, and
when the BBC commissioned him to write
this concerto in 1969, it was just the sort of
thing he revelled in. It is of course a highly
effective piece, strong, clever, expertly
written, with a finale which always goes a
bomb ( it invariably has to be encored in the
concert hall). Gordon Jacob's concerto is the
most extended work here. It is in four contrasted movements ending with a Tarantella
and with a Nocturne and an Intermezzo in the
middle. Jacob too is an immensely skilled
and resourceful composer. He wrote the
concerto, by request, so that it could be
played on one piano as aduet, though it goes
as well on two. There is some first rate music
here, Jacob's unerring orchestration much
to the fore. Remains the Bliss, the one work
of the three that is not quite original. It began
in 1921 as a Concerto for Piano, Tenor,
Strings and Percussion. Later, in 1924, it
was ' recomposed' as a concerto for two
pianos. Now it comes, in collaboration with
Clifford Phillips, as a three hand concerto.
It comes well and is worthy of the occasion.
The material of its single movement in
three sections derives from the pianists'
opening phrase. The composer says so.
Ineedn't insist that the performances are
irresistible. A hint of imprecise orchestral
chording in the Nocturne of the Jacob, I
ignore. Splendidly recorded, too. A heartwarming issue, from various angles [
50: A].
Burnett James
JUST BRASS:
ARNOLD: Quintet
DODGSON: Suite for
brass septet
EWALD: Symphony for brass /
SALZEDO: Divertimento
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble / Phi/jo Jones
Argo ZRG654 (
45/11)

Brass ensembles offer many opportunities to
composers; more than you might suspect.
Malcolm Arnold, himself formerly a professional trumpet player, knows all about that.
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The outer movements of his Quintet are full
of delightful and resourceful writing; and
good tunes. So is the central chaconne,
though in adifferent way. The finale has one
very diverting passage with mutes which
sounds as though Arnold was saying to himself: OK; so we have brass— now let's see if
we can make it sound like woodwind. Stephen
Dodgson's Septet reminded me slightly of
Copland and Quiet City, especially at the start
(and once towards the end); but it is really
distinctive music, excellently written, in four
movements of which the third ( Lento) is
particularly good. Iwas not at first sure about
the distinctiveness of Salzedo's Divertimento; seemed a bit too eclectic and anonymous. But it is a divertimento and the third
movement again ( Interlude) puts the individual
stamp on it. Victor Ewald's Symphony in
three movements, is strongly constructed,
pithily executed, though the themes have not
quite enough individuality and the lack of
really quick music might be thought a drawback.
The playing of the Philip Jones
Ensemble is outstanding all the way, and the
recording is quite first class [
45: A].
Burnett James

Maazel's Bach is hardly authentic in the Dart
or Harnoncourt sense. It is modern fullorchestra Bach but extremely convincing in
that style. Rhythmic thrust, clear lines, clean
articulation, characterise these readings.
No-nonsense, if you like; but who wants
'nonsense' in orchestral Bach? The overtures with which each suite begins have
strength and weight: if the double dots are
not given all the emphasis they can have, the
overall effect is still majestic. In Nos. 3and 4
the trumpets, led by Maurice André, are
resplendent, and Roger Bourdin's flute in
No. 2 is finely played and intelligently balanced. At the price the set is a real bargain,
and there are no direct competitors. The
sound is good too, full but unclogged. You
might find more in Dart or Menuhin or
Leppard; but you will find plenty here, plenty
of Bach [
40:13].
Burnett James

eschewing a romantic tone and nuance. He
does not, however, make a differentiation
between solo and tutti parts, the principle
upon which a concerto is based. Another
misconception is the inordinately slow tempo
of the concerto whose long melodic line
cannot possibly stand the strain of such a
slow tempo without going slack.
The Scarlatti pieces fare better and the
Chopin Sonata is fired with youthful ideas.
The Qualiton sound is good except for a
brittleness in the loud passages which may
be the pianist's exuberance going out of
bounds. Falvai is a young sprout to be
nourished for he might go far. For a performance of the Chopin Sonata, I prefer
Abbey Simon on Turnabout, however. [
35:13]

J. S. BACH: 6 sonatas for violin and harpsichord: 1in b, BWV1014 Hi 2 in A, BWV1015 ii 3 in
E, BWV1016 _ 4in c, BWV1017 L 5in f, BWV1018 D
6 in G. BWV1019
Henryk Szeryng ( vIn) IHelmut Walcha ( hpd)
Philips 6700 017 (
2 records) (65/7) Subscription
offer

C. P. E. BACH: Cello concerto in A, Wg170 (
a)/
VIVALDI: Cello concerto in e ( a) L Cello
concerto in c, PV434 ( b)
(a) Pierre Fournier ( v/c) 1Festival Strings, Lucerne I
Rudolf Baumgartner I ( b) Klaus Storck ( vIc) I Emil
Seiler Chamber Orchestra IWolfgang Hofmann
Deutsche
Grammophon
Privilege'
135071
(29/10)

It's astonishing how many recordings of the
accompanied violin sonatas have been issued
in the last few years: Grumiaux, Ricci,
Oistrach, Suk, Schneiderhan, Fryden, and
now Szeryng. In terms of sheer technique
there is very little indeed to choose between
them, and in all cases the sound is very good.
Yet one stands out from the rest on two important counts: a particularly close rapport
between harpsichord and violin (the harpsichordist being of unusual sensibility); and
an awareness of the niceties of earlyeighteenth- century fiddle technique ( and
thus of the colour range of the eighteenthcentury fiddle). The recording in question is
Fryden's, with harpsichordist Gustav Leonhardt on SAWT 9433B to 9434B. This latest
issue, like most of the others, gives us a
great ( and in its limited way very beautiful)
romantic violin tone, with continuous and
very pronounced vibrato. The harpsichord
sound is right and the player, Walcha, is
fractionally superior to most of the others.
Yet he is no match at all for Leonhardt: play
over the opening of the superb B minor
sonata for comparison and see how Leonhardt
shapes the phrases by imperceptible tenutos
and rubatos, and how little of this essential
subtlety Walcha manages to achieve. Play
also the Presto of the A major sonata and
note the fractional ( and increasingly worrying)
discrepancies in the Walcha-Szeryng ensemble [
40: A].
Peter le Huray

GREAT VIRTUOSI OF THE GOLDEN AGE,
Vol. 1—VIOLIN
J. S. BACH: Prelude in g (
a) IBEETHOVEN:
Minuet in G (
b) / BRAHMS: Hungarian dance 1
(a) I MENDELSSOHN: Violin concerto in e,
Op. 64—finale ( c)
SARASATE: Zigeunerweisen, Op. 20:1 (
d) 7 Tarantella (
d) 17 Zapad) / SCHUBERT: Ave Maria (
e) /
teado (
VIEUXTEMPS: Rondino, Op. 32 (
c) / WIENIAWSKI: Mazurkas, Op. 19:1/2-0bertass
Menetrier
(a) Joseph Joachim ( On) ( 1903) I (b) Maud Powell ( yin)
(1916) I (c) Eugene Ysaye ( On) ( 1912) I (d) Pablo
Sarasate ( v/n) ( 1904) I (e) Mischa Elman ( On) ( 1913)
Pearl UGEM101 (
43/9)— Pavilion Records Ltd, 56
Hopwood Gardens, Royal Tunbridge Wells, Kent

Vivaldi's e minor concerto is an excellent
work and popular among cellists for not only
does it fit the instrument particularly well but
it avoids all those obvious scalic sequences
that haunt so many of Vivaldi's lesser works.
From the opening notes of the declamatory
largo the work is distinguished by Pierre
Fournier's intense tone quality, and the two
allegro movements are particularly successful:
full of rhythmic vitality and for the most part
neat precise string playing. The beautiful
slow movement of this work is possibly one
of Vivaldi's most wistful pieces. In this
performance, the flowing siciliano rhythm
is gently urged along by pizzicato basses,
while the solo melody is shrouded in a veil
of hushed string tone. Not very authentic
perhaps, but a most striking effect.
It is a pity that the same cannot be said of
the concerto in c minor which lacks the immediate appeal of its companion, and has a
curious feeling of incompleteness. The first
movement has anumber of little rushing scalic
passages which never seem to get anywhere,
and Iam not sure that the soloist brings it
off with anything like complete success.
The concerto by C. P. E. Bach is the longest
on the disc and in many ways is an impressive
work except possibly for the second movement which always strikes me as a singularly
depressing piece! The performance is quite
successful, but there are sometimes minor
problems of intonation in the cellist's high
register as well as suggestions of roughness
in the orchestral accompaniment.
The recorded sound is good, but the instrumental balance is not always completely
satisfactory. In the allegro of the Vivaldi
concerto in e minor, the cello sometimes
becomes submerged when playing in the lowest register and the harpsichord is often
difficult to hear. In the remaining works,
however, these problems appear to have been
solved. [
40: 13]
Colin Evans
J. S. BACH: Orchestral Suites-1in C, BWV1066
D 2 in b, BWV1067 7 3 in D, BWV1068 ri 4 in D,
BWV1069
Radio Symphony Orchestra, Berlin ILorin Maazel
Fontana SFL14136 (
31/-). Reissue: formerly Philips
SAL3556/7 (
Apr '66)
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

J. S. BACH: Italian concerto in F, BWV971 /
CHOPIN: Piano sonata in b.+, Op. 35
D.
SCARLATTI: Piano sonata in E,, K193 [7
Piano sonata in c, K22
Sandor Falvai (pno)
Qualiton LPX11429 (
34/6)

With such familiar pieces as Bach's Italian
Concerto and the B- flat minor Sonata by
Chopin, it is difficult to avoid falling into
blueprints for their interpretations. That goes
for listener and performer alike. Academic
blueprints surge through my mind as Ilisten
to Sándor Falvai. At any rate, this young
man of twenty has not yet burst his cocoon,
and that he will eventually is in no doubt at
all. He plays with a real understanding of
lyricism and his command of the keys is
quite secure, if at times brash.
Bach's Italian Concerto must be considered in the light of being a transliteration
from a different instrument to the modern
piano, as is the case with all keyboard music
written before about 1860. In a way, Falvai
satisfies this transliteration rather well by
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Chopin: Sonata B-flat minor, Op. 35—Turnabout
TV34272S ( 19/11)
[35: 13]

Barbara Ho/mquest

GREAT VIRTUOSI OF THE GOLDEN AGE,
Vol. 2—VIOLIN
J. S. BACH: Gavotte (
a) - Air on the G string
(arr. Wilhelmj) ( b) / BAZZINI: Ronde des lutins (
c)
/BRAHMS: Hungarian dance (b) / CHOPIN:
Nocturne in E7 (
d) / FIBICH: Poème (
e) I
HANDEL: Bourrée (
f) / MENDELSSOHN:
Violin Concerto in e, Op. 64—finale ( f) / PAGANINI: Moto perpetuo (
e) IRAFF: Cavatina (
f) /
SARASATE: Zigeunerweisen, Op. 20:1 (
e) I
VIEUXTEMPS: Sérenité ( a) / WIENIAWSKI:
Scherzo-tarantella (
e)
(a) Jacques Thibaud ( yin) ( 1905) I ( b) Fritz Kriesler (yin)
(190418) I (c) Franz von Vecsey ( vIn) ( 1910) I (d) Franz
Ordla ( On) ( 1903) 1 (e) Jan Kubelik ( yin) ( 19051617110) I
Marie Hall ( On) ( 1905112)
Pearl XGEM102 (
43/9)

There is obviously great value and fascination
in the salvaging of performances by the great
names of the past— Joachim, Ysaye, Sarasate,
Kreisler and the like and there will be many
readers who will be excited to know that
these historic records are generally available.
The only trouble is, as with early recordings
of singers, that one is generally hardly any
the wiser after having heard them. The sound
of pre- First World War recordings is hardly
flattering to the best instrumentalist or
vocalist. From what we can hear, there was
a great deal of expressive rubato, plenty of
fireworks and technique, but, of course, no
way of judging the impact and individuality
of tone. Most interesting of all perhaps to
hear composers playing their own works,
Sarasate for instance, and playing them, as
composers often do, rather badly. Iam not
trying to devalue these marvellous recordings
and Iam delighted to have them, as Iam sure
countless collectors of gramophone antiquities will also be; the best Ican do is to
draw attention to them [
H: H].
Peter Gammond
GLORY TO GOD
J. S. BACH: Lobet den Herrn, alle Heiden,
BWV230 / BRAHMS: Wo ist em n so herrlich
Volk, Op. 109: 3 / BRITTEN: Jubilate Deo /
CLÉRAMBAULT: ' Suite du premier ton' —
Basse et dessus de trompette* / FRANCK: Penis
angelicus I HOLST: This have Idone for my
true love / MESSIAEN: ' L'Ascension' — Transports de loie• / MOZART: Ave verum corpus,
K618 / PALESTRINA: Tu es Petrus / PARRY: 0

praise ye the Lord / POULENC: Hodie Christus
natus est / VICTORIA: Jesu, dulcis memoria
Choir of Paisley Abbey IAlexander Anderson ( org) I
George McPhee ( org)• I George McPhee ( con).
Producer: Raymond Horricks
Decca gLK5049, sSKL5049 (
39/11)

Last June, in reviewing the first LP rectial by
the Choir of Paisley Abbey Iwasn't too happy
about a Choir with both male and female
voices in the upper parts singing polyphonic
music, but now think this to be unjust.
Certainly its cock and hen composition give
this choir adistinctive timbre, but in adifficult
work like Lobet den Herrn the reinforcement
of the boy treble line by women's voices can
surely add that little bit of ease and radiance
to the upper register. The Choir of Paisley
Abbey can be a very good one indeed—
vigorous, keen, with a fine sense of rhythm,
though a firmer bass line would not come
amiss. Bar two, all the pieces in this enterprising programme are beautifully done,
Mozart's Ave Verum slowly and with reverence,
the Poulenc and the Britten with outstanding
wit and verve. The two exceptions are, alas,
rank failures. Bach's motets are unlucky
works on record, and here the choir ploughs
through Lobet den Herrn like a steamroller in
a cornfield, at a steady forte with no attempt
at light or shade; the Hoist should have been
remade, for while the opening solo is accurate
enough, as soon as the choir enters pitch
begins to flag, and by the end, after passing
through some chords the composer wouldn't
have owned, it's awhole tone down. A word
of praise for Rachel Rough who sings Panis
Angelicus sweetly and simply; also for George
McPhee's strong, resourceful playing of the
organ solos by Clérambault and Messiaen.
Further praise is due to Decca for the excellent recording in which tone and balance are
exactly right [30/40: A].
Bryan Corne

FERNANDO DE LUCIA, Vol. 1
BALDELLI: A suon di bad i/ BELLINI: Fenesta
che lucive / BIZET: ' Carmen'— II flor / COSTA:
Napulitanata
Tu sei morta nella vita mia /
GIORDANO: ' Fedora'— Amor ti vieta I
Mia
madre * Vedi, io piango JMASCAGNI: Cavalferia
Rusticana'—Siciliana
/ MASSENET:
'Manon'—Chiudo gli occhi ' Werther'—Ah non
mi ridestar / PUCCINI: ' Tosca'—Recondita
armonia / ROSSINI: ' II Barbiere di Siviglia'—
Se il mio nome / TOSTI: Ideale
Marechiare /
VERDI: ' Rigoletto'—La donna è mobile / WAGNER: Merce cigno gentil
Fernando de Lucia ( ten). Recorded 1902, * 1904
Rubini Records X 12" LP (
29/11). Rubini Records,
59 Bredfield Road, Woodbridge, Suffolk. Post free
or from specialist dealers.

These early recordings of De Lucia have been
very well transferred and it has been found
possible to include the complete set of the
first sessions made in November 1902, as
well as two recordings of 1904.
The sleeve notes written by Michael
Henstock give a very fair appraisal of the
tenor's merits and faults. He was indeed a
singer of the old school who could do the
most astonishing things with his voice and
produce a delightful mezza voce and pianissimo.
Unfortunately he could also emit
sounds, particularly on the Italian i or
English ' ee' which are so white and hard
that they completely negate the tenets of the
bel canto school in which the first principle
was to equalise the timbre and the resonance
on all vowel sounds. Iwould also point out
that the decorations which De Lucia introduced into his // Barbiere excerpts were very
modest compared with those suggested by
Garcia in his ' Hints on Singing', and although
they represent a degree of virtuosity quite
unknown today, they would have seemed
unbelievably conservative to a no doubt
grateful Rossini!

get to grips with than that on the other
three records it is because of the oriental
idiom.
Finally to the Warsaw record, which is
certainly the most valuable of the four; it bears
out the theory I have long held that those
most likely to succeed in the electronic field
are those who have produced really worthwhile
music
in
conventional
media.
Penderecki derives this, his only electronic
composition, from the voices of two singers,
a soprano and a baritone. Similarly Andrzej
Dobrowolski's brilliantly successful Music for
magnetic tape and oboe solo uses a very
ELECTRONIC PANORAMA
limited source of sound material, the tape
BAYLE: Solitioude / CATS: Lux/ DOBROWOLconsisting entirely of electronically treated
SKI : Music for magnetic tape and oboe solo /
oboe sounds.
Still more remarkable is
FERRARI: Visage V
HENRY/SCHAEFFER:
Nordheim's Solitaire, which created quite a
Bidule en ut / ISHII: Kyoo KOENIG: Funktion
sensation in Warsaw just over a year ago. It
blau / KOTONSKI: Microstructures
KUNST:
is the perfect answer to the widely held theory
Expulsion / MALEC: Dahovi II
Spot ; MASthat electronic music is invariably cold. Even
CHAYEKI: Shur / MAYUZUMI: Mandara /
MOROI: Shosanke / NORDHEIM: Solitaire /
on a first hearing it is a simple matter to
PARMEGIANI: Generique
Ponomatopees /
appreciate its construction, which is straightPENDERECKI: Psalmus PONSE: Radiophonie
forward as a rondo by Mozart. The piece
REIBEL: 2 variations en etoile / SCHAFFER:
even has tonality, and it would be possible
Symphony / SCHAEFFER: Etude aux allures /
to model an orchestral composition on it.
SHIBATA: Improvisation / STIBILJ: Rainbow
Anyone buying the set Iadvise to start here.
VINK: Screen / WEILAND: Textuur
Philips 6740 001-4 LPs in box (£ 7 3s) ( SubscripBoguslaw Schâffer's Symphony is a far
tion offer— normal price £9)
tougher nut, but one that becomes more and
more rewarding with repeated hearings—
To listen to these twenty-six pieces of electronic music in a row is a marathon that I another rare distinction for an electronic
advise no-one to attempt. One record at a work. Obviously no rating is possible in this
case.
Malcolm Rayment
time is quite enough. Each is complete in
itself in that it is devoted to music realised in
a particular studio—those in Paris, Utrecht,
BEACHCROFT: Impromptu 1 / MERRICK:
Tokyo and Warsaw. This does, of course,
March for left hand
Sonata in B— Minuet /
mean that each group is limited to one
SCHUBERT: Moments musicaux, Op. 94: 1and
13 / SQUIRE: Variations on ' Black-eyed Susan'
nationality. The Yugoslav Ivo Malec works
Frank Merrick ( pno). Recorded in Frank Merrick's
in Paris, the German Gottfried Michael
Music Room
Koenig in Utrecht and the Norwegian Arne
Rare Recorded Editions SRRE118 (45/-)
Nordheim in Warsaw. On the whole the
BEETHOVEN: Andante favori in F / MERRICK:
Paris based group do not take themselves
Piano sonata in E, / SCHUBERT: Impromptu
too seriously, which tends to be their saving
in 13,, 0935
grace, since they do not have a great deal to
Frank Merrick ( pno). Recorded, Conway Hall, London
say. The most significant of them by far, is
Rare Recorded Editions SRRE117 (
45/--)
Malec, whose Dahovi II is unquestionably the
Frank Merrick, more than an octogenarian,
finest piece on this first record—the title
continues to astound with his unflagging
means Breaths. Malec's other piece Spot
dedication to piano- playing. Two new discs,
appears to be too short—a rare distinction
brought out by Rare Recorded Editions, add
indeed for an electronic composition. His
to the twelve or so already released by the
colleagues seem mainly concerned with havFrank Merrick Society. This output assures
ing fun, but not all of it communicates.
his place among the pianists who have
Pierre Schaffer's and Pierre Henry's joint
started recording late in their careers ( Planté,
composition Bidule en ut ( Thingamy in C)
Friedberg,
and
Leschetitzky, who
was
would be far better played normally by inMerrick's teacher, as examples).
struments, and Bernard Parmegiani gives
With advancing age, what does a pianist
four directions for listening to his Ponomalose and what does he retain of his original
topees that give an idea of the spirit behind
powers? Strength, agility, reflex action and
the piece. They are ( 1) sit in the manner of
attentiveness to detail are waning; while
bad European yogis, (2) pretend to concenintegrity, musical perspective and contrate, thinking of nothing but what is said,
viction are constant, perhaps even reinforced
(3)
catch
the
meaning— repeat—turn
by a wealth of experience. The telling inaround, and (4) then ' ponomatopise'—you will
gredient is continuous activity, and that is
free yourself from the enjoyment of the
part and parcel of Frank Merrick the man and
verb! By contrast the Dutch based group is
musician.
extremely serious-minded and at times very
Much of what Merrick plays on these
dreary. Koenig's computer- aided Funktion
records is generally unknown: his own
blau has absolutely nothing to commend it,
Sonata and smaller works, compositions by
and Jos Kunst's Expulsion is not much
Beachcroft and Hope Squire ( Merrick's first
better. On the other hand Japp Vink's Screen,
wife), and the music is well- wrought even
with its gradually changing colours, is
though the style is a bit worn thin by now.
intriguing. But perhaps the most rewarding
One of the discs is recorded in Conway Hall,
piece is Shur by the Persian Alireza
the other in Frank Merrick's Music Room
Maschayeki; it incorporates snatches of
which provides the plush back drop that is
folk music played on acello.
appropriate to the music played. It is in the
The Tokyo record is altogether on a higher
works by Beethoven and Schubert, however,
level, even though Toshiro Mayuzumi's work
where the strongly cultured musical mind and
is rather disappointing—its second part
ever up-to-date spirit of Frank Merrick reveal
consists merely of superimposed voices.
themselves [35: B]
Barbara Holmquest
The improvisation of Minao Shibata was
made on the spot by its composer. The
best pieces on this record are those by Maki
17th CENTURY MUSIC FOR A BANQUET,
Ishii and Makoto Moroi, both of whom use the
c. 1700
sounds of instruments—in the latter case
BEER: Double concerto for posthorn, hunting
horn and strings in 13, / BIBER: Sonata pro
folk instruments. If this music is harder to

Still, these remarks are by the way. If you
like De Lucia, or are interested in the art of
singing, then you cannot afford to be without
this record. Just a word of warning to noncollectors—these are very early recordings
and wisely no attempt has been made to
'improve' them. In some cases surface noise
is fierce, but this can be modified by the
judicious use of afilter, and in any case after
atime it is possible to listen through the hiss
and hear only the voice! [
40: H]
John Freestone
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tabula à 10 / HORN: Parergon musicum—
Intrade
Gagliarda b Sarabande / PEZEL:
Fünffstimmigte blasende Music—Allemande 7
Courante
Sarabande
Bal / REICHE: Sonatina
in a G Fuga in C / SCHEIDT: Cantus XXVI
Hans-Martin Linde Instrumental Ensemble I Hans
Martin- Linde
Archiv 198473 (
45/11)

The music recorded here encompasses a
wide range of expression, from the gay
catchy tunes of Johann Horn's suite to the
ceremonial but strangely melancholy Sonatina
by Gottfried Reiche. Anyone who relishes
the wonderful tone colours of authentic
baroque instruments and orchestration will
find this a fascinating record. The little
suite by Johann Pezel is scored for trombones
and pommers—a sort of baroque alto oboe—
and turns out to be a most attractive work
characterised by clean angular tunes and
bright diatonic harmony. Even the restrained
Heinrich Biber lets his hair down for a few
moments in his Sonata pro tabula and writes
some bouncy dance tunes that cannot fail to
appeal to the most Philistine listener.
The playing is first-class throughout,
especially that of the brass instruments and
recorders.
Edward H. Tarr and Holger
Eichhorn provide excellent performances on
the zinke, the old wooden forerunner of the
trumpet which has a beautiful soft tone quite
unlike anything in the modern orchestra.
The recording quality is up to the same
high standard with the instruments wellspaced, but set back some distance from the
microphones. The zinke and trombones are
very well recorded, and even in the manyvoiced pieces the balance is very good indeed.
An excellent record in every way [ 50: A].
Colin Evans
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 1 in C, Op. 21* --:.
Symphony 4 in B7r
BBC Symphony Orchestra lArturo Toscanini
World Record Club NrSH134 (
251-). Reissue from
78s— HMV DB3537/40* and DB3896/70**

A new transfer of the fourth symphony:
Toscanini's finest Beethoven performance
on records, arguably: and the C major,
previously only to be had here as part of a
Seraphim import set. The B flat sounds
marginally cleaner, brighter than in the HMV
ALP transfer deleted some time ago— its
Leonora 1coupling went to XLP30079. As a
performance the first symphony is far less
remarkable, indeed 1am not sure that 1do
not prefer the later NBC version (the one
Stravinsky hated!). Toscanini's tempi are
predictably fast, yet it is the second movement
that comes off best. His fourth, though, is
exceptional and should be in any good
Beethoven collection [* 40/**50: H].
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5 in c, Op. 67 ri"
Cantata Calm sea and prosperous voyage',
Op. 112*
*John Alldis Choir INew Philharmonia Orchestra I
Pierre Boulez
CBS 72862 (
45/-)

One expects something unusual by way of
interpretation from Boulez, but in fact what
makes this performance unique is the inclusion of pages in the scherzo, after the
trio, heard in the first performance and later
cut. These are illustrated (the cello and bass
parts) in the new Thames and HudsonRobbins Landon book on Beethoven. The
movement is thus increased to 611 bars, but
it is disappointing that Boulez, having made
the restoration, ignores the finale repeat.
(He does make the first- movement one.)
All his speeds are steady, the first movement is unexpectedly slow, but still with
tension, and the inner parts are very clear.
The trio is not dramatised in the usual manner,
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

but is steady and muscial—a lyrical treatment,
and much lyricism comes over in the opening
movement too. The finale does not tail off
here; few conductors manage it well. It adds
up to a lucid and compelling reading which
deserved a softer, less aggressively and
obviously close recording: rather at odds
with the clear-headed performance, it inclines
to splintering in climaxes, and one or two
sudden choral sforzandi in the Goethe
setting are not comfortably accommodated
as they should have been.
The cantata is, of course, new to the catalogue although DGG have a VSO/Leitner
alternative in preparation. It is a gem nevertheless: beautiful and unique in Beethoven's
output in the long calm of the opening sea
vistas, and finely performed here [45: B].
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: The Ruins of Athens— incidental
music Op. 113
King Stephan, Hungary's first
benefactor, incidental music Op. 117
Berlin Symphony Orchestra and Concert Chorus I
Hans-Hubert Schonzeler
Turnabout TV34368S (
19/11)

Another addition to the catalogue, with the
theatre music from King Stephan. The Op. 113
contents differ from the Beecham selection
(HMV HQS1154); the new disc includes a
short duet for soprano and baritone, a march
with chorus, and a final chorus ' Hail to the
King'. Op. 117 ends with a similar idea; no
doubt the real intention was to praise the
Emperor Franz Josef, whose new theatre
opening was the raison d'être for both
Kotzebuhe's work and Beethoven's. 1 have
to say that both performances and recordings
are barely adequate. Beecham, needless to
say, brought panache to the scores, but here
we are at the mercy of atypical Vox recording,
with its odd and unconvincing balances, and
less than first-rate singing.
Definitely a
record to hear before purchase [ 30: B/C].
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano concerto 1 in C, Op. 15
Daniel Barenboim (pno) INew Philharmonia Orchestra
lOtto Klemperer
HMV ASD2616 (
45/-).
Reissue: from SLS941
(Apr ' 69)

This completes the reissue cycle (five
separate discs) but EMI have also reintroduced their original album offer for a
further limited period ( 129/6 to 31st January),
and that is how Iwould have them, in spite of
the more awkward layouts.
In any case Ifound the C major the least
satisfying in the set, especially uneasy in the
slow movement, which now comes at the
beginning of side 2. There are of course
compelling things in it— such as the black
orchestral lead-in to the first cadenza. But
Barenboim supplied his own, and it wears
poorly. I prefer the composer's own as
played, albeit with a cut, by Eschenbach.
That is a more consistently worked out
performance altogether, and the recording
is comparably excellent. Kempff's sounds a
little dated now, but is still my first choice.
He too plays his own cadenzas, but they are
delightful, pointed and witty. ( Eschenbach
should by now have completed taping his
cycle with Karajan) [ 35/40: A].
Christopher Breunig
Eschenbach I Berlin Ph ,lharmonic I Karajan—DGG
SLP M139023 (
47/6) [
45: A]
Kempff IBerlin Philharmonic ILeitner—DGG SLPM
138774 ( 47/6) [50: 13]
BEETHOVEN: Piano concerto 2in 13,, Op. 19 '
Fantasia in C, Op. 80*
Daniel Barenboim (pno) I *John A//dis Choir INew
Philharmonia Orchestra IOtto Klemperer
HMV ASD2608 (
45/-).
Reissue: from SLS941
(Apr ' 69)
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A fine disc. The added spaciousness, and
slightly cleaner quality in the concerto justifies
the present side- break for the rondo ( in the
original Angel cut there were no movement
scrolls), and outweighs the inconvenience
of the interruption.
The second concerto is served well here,
Klemperer setting the tone for the whole with
his orchestral exposition ( don't miss his
sense of humour here though), and restraining Barenboim's lingering tendencies. Perhaps the second movement thereby lacks
consistency, and restful lyricism. In the
Choral Fantasy though, Barenboim sets off
imperiously, and as I said in my original
review the performance has such strength
that we can no longer think of Op. 80 as a
mere trailei for the Ninth, but that it has
intrinsic interests. Good stereo separation
allows one to savour the answering phrases
in the orchestration [45: A].
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Violin concerto in D, Op. 61
Dénes Kovacs ( vin) I Hungarian State Orchestra
Jànos Ferencsik
Hungaraton HLX90006 (
19/11)

This is an unusually interesting performance
of the violin concerto, with only two drawbacks. Kovàcs is a thoughtful, searching,
and well-equipped player ( he is forty) who
reminds me strongly of Menuhin — Iwish he
had used the Kreisler cadenza though as
Menuhin does in the first movement.
Ferencsik is very leisurely in the opening
movement, and 1am afraid he supports his
soloist dully in the larghetto, leaving him to
sustain the full weight of our interest in that
movement. But that Kovàcs can do; he really
establishes the inwardness of the movement,
and moves on to quite agood rondo. The lack
of full conducting support disappoints, and
the stereo recording is rather dim and recessed. My copy had a pressing ridge, which
1mention elsewhere, and occasional clicks.
Those prepared to compromise on recording
will find the interpretation absorbing— Ithink
this is a better buy than the ex- Capitol
Milstein account on MFP 2098 ( mono only)
[35/45: C].
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: String quintet in C, Op. 29*
Sextet in E7, Op. 81b**
Members of the Vienna Octet: Anton Fietz, Wilhelm
Hübner ( vins) IGunther Breitenbach, * Philipp Matheis
(v/as) I ** Wolfgang Teimbock, ** Volker Altmann
(hns) IFerenc Mihaly ( v/c)
Decca SXL6464 (
45/11)

Marvellous horn playing in the first movement
of Op. 81b— I have always enjoyed the
Berliners on Philips ( rather than the more
recent DGG), but again it is aquestion of the
unique Viennese accent (
as with their rival
recordings of Spohr's Nonet). This, and the
question of couplings will be the deciding
factors. I have had two versions of the
quintet for review so far, and confess Idid
not until now find the work particularly
attractive. The Amadeus ( DGG—at present
only in the Beethoven Edition album with the
complete quarters) was very poorly recorded,
and their performance was
unbearably
artificial and contrived. The Vienna players
are straightforward, they settle into the score
as if they really enjoyed it, and so of course
do we. Decca's usual excellent recordings
[50: A].
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Chamber Music for Cello and
Piano, Vol. 1—Sonata 1in F, Op. 5:1
Sonata 2
in g, Op. 5:2 / Vol. 2— Sonata 3 in A, Op. 69
Sonata 4 in C, Op. 102:1
Sonata 5 in D,
Op. 102:2 (
first mvt only) / Vol. 3—Sonata 5 (
continuation) L, 7 Variations on the duet ' Bei

Miinnern' - 1 12 Variations on a theme from
Handel's ' Judas Maccabiius' L] 12 Variations on
'Ein Miidchen oder Weibchn'
Pierre Sancan (pno)lAndre Navarra ( v/c)
Musidisc RC730/32 (
29/11 each)

A disappointing set. Navarra has made some
memorable records—the
Elgar concerto
with Barbirolli, Schelomo on Supraphon, for
instance— but he does not sound well here,
and his partner seems happy to rest in an
accompanying role, rather than being an
active musical thinker, such as Richter with
Rostropovich, Kempff with Fournier. The
stereo recording too is diffuse and not sufficiently rounded in quality. The third disc
with the Mozart variations etc is the best—
although this entails part of a late sonata in
the coupling. The Vanguard recordings were
poorly balanced, but the performances
(sonatas only) are much to be preferred. The
Richter/Rostropovich set is the best current
recommendation in the full- priced range: the
Kempff/Fournier ( live concert recordings)
will reappear in DGG's Beethoven Edition
later in the year. [
25: B/C]
Christopher Breunig

in e is fast, and although it is interesting to
hear it so, just once, Iam not convinced that
it is appropriate; certainly it does not have
the specified singing quality in Bâcher's
hands. I am afraid that his interpretative
limitations are very much exposed by the
arietta from Op. 111 (there is a glaring technical slip in the first movement which should
have been re-edited!), for the playing is heavy
and suggests an over- keenness to press on.
The essential peace and spiritual calm, is
just not there.
In the last analysis these are masculine yet
pretty ordinary performances, and distinctly
uncompetitive this year. ( Avoid too the
Vanguard coupling by Novaes, with ' Les
Adieux' rather than Op. 90.) The Hungarian
pressing had a heavy surface by our present
standards, and the stereo image was not well
defined. [
30: Cl
Christopher Breunig
Op. 111 / Op. 49:1 / Op. 81a—Daniel Barenboim—
HMV HQS1188 (
29/11)
[
45: B/C]
Op. 27:2 Op. 57 / Op. 13—Wilhelm Backhaus—Decca
sSPA69 (
19/11)
[
45: B]
Op. 90 / Op. 22 / Op. 27:1—Daniel Barenboim—
HMV HQS1202 (
29/11)
[
50: A]

DemuslJanigro—Sonatas 2, 3; 1, 4, 5—Vanguard
VSL11061/2 (
29/11 each)
[
35: B/C]
Richter IRostropovich — (
sonatas only) — Philips
SA L3453/4 (90/-)
[50: B]
BEETHOVEN: Music for Flute, Vol. 1—Sonata
for flute and piano in B, F' Serenade, Op. 41 /
Vol. 2— Six varied themes, Op. 105
Trio in G
for flute, bassoon, and piano, Wo0.37 IAllegro
and minuet for two flutes*, Wo0.26 / Vol. 3—
Ten varied themes, Op. 107 1 Trio for three
flutes in G
Jean-Pierre Rampal (fie) IRobert Veyron-Lacroix ( pno)
IAlain Marion*, Christian Larde ( fles) IPaul Hongne
(bsn)
Musidisc RC733/5 (
29/11 each). Reissues: formerly
Vox SVBX577 ( Feb'67)

Four months after the original issue of this
set Decca extracted Op. 105, the Trio for
three flutes, and the Allegro and minuet for
a Turnabout coupling ( TV34059S) which is
still available—enough, probably, for most
people.
Op. 41 is an adaptation by Kleinheinz of
the Op. 25 Serenade for flute, viola, and violin:
Beethoven saw the transcription and added
some embellishments, but it hardly compares
with the original; the B flat sonata is not
authenticated ( and Iunderstand in this performance the score is treated fairly freely);
and the Trio is not listed either by Kinsky or
Breitkopf; the Variations on Scottish, Irish,
and Welsh airs are genuine late pieces
though ( 1818).
It all sounds amiable enough, and the
playing is expert. If the recordings were
more substantial: as lifelike as, say, those in
the Philips' Chamber Music Series one would
not feel so indifferent about them. Isuggest
the Telefunken collection recorded on original period instruments. [
40: B/C]
Christopher Breunig
Horn sonata, Op. 17 / Trio, O. 11 / Allegro and
minuet, Wo0.26 / Quintet for oboe, horns, bassoon
—various artists. Telefunken ' Das Alte Work'
SAWT9547A (
45/11) [
40/45: A] (
RR—Jul ' 70)
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 14 in ce, Op. 27:2
'Moonlight'
Piano sonata 27 in e, Op. 90 I=1
Piano sonata 32 in c, Op. 111
Mihály Bâcher (pno)
Qualiton LPX11414 (
34/6)

Bâcher, forty-six, is a professor at the
Budapest Academy; a Liszt and Beethoven
specialist, he won the second award in the
1956 Budapest Liszt Piano Competition. He
is at his best here in the allegro movements
of the last sonata and the C sharp presto.
These come over with some intensity. His
speed for the second movement of the sonata

Charles Rosen
sessions

during

Hammerklavier recording
photo: Julian Hann ( CBS)

BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 27 in e, Op. 90 Lii
Piano sonata 29 in B,, Op. 106 ' Hammerklavier'.
Charles Rosen ( pno). Producer: Bill Newman. Recorded Abbey Road Studios, July 24, 1970.
CBS 61173 (
29/11)

The eighth Hammerklavier issue this year!
Charles Rosen's new performance is however
the most complete of all of them—it is remarkable how close many of the timings are
to his original Epic version (formerly 35CX/
SAX 5257) and yet the total effect is always
different, and one of improvement.
At
random: 2' 2372' 18" to end of first- movement
exposition ( repeat observed of course);
scherzo complete 2' 21"/2' 31"; adagio, up to
(27) tutte le corde 2' 5672' 42". These figures
(new/old) give some idea of the tightening of
the interpretation, with the two lyrical scherzo
now faster, the adagio now broader, and
sounding out its true depths. The rather
bright approach to the opening movement
has given way to an infinitely clearer performance ( admittedly the older recording was
comparatively
poorly
engineered),
and
throughout Rosen's view of the work has
become more profound: to such an extent
that I am inclined to categorise this new
recording as ' definite', if that would not
shock too many readers.
As before the break comes after the first
two movements ( an exemplary presentation
of the sonata in e to begin the disc), and
Rosen goes right through, so that the
opening notes of the largo introduction to
the finale ( and the largo is more perceptively
1684

and lucidly done than I have ever heard
before) echo the closing chords of the slow
movement. Very well engineered, this is
possibly the most exhaustive recording of
any late Beethoven to have appeared this
year, and repays the closest study [
50: A].
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5 in c, Op. 67 (
arr.
Liszt) . Piano sonata 6in F, Op. 10: 2*
Glenn Gould (pno)
CBS 72864 (
45/-). " Reissue: from SBRG72357
(July ' 66)
Istill remember the effect of the Third Programme series of all nine symphonies in
Liszt's transcriptions, given years ago by
Wührer, Matthews, etc.
Claudio Arrau
would be, Isuppose, one's ideal interpreter
of the cycle, with his unique keyboard command, and understanding of both composers'
styles. Mr. Gould is too eccentric a pianist
to give us anything but a Beethoven/Liszt/
Gould synthesis, and here although he
sways us with his colourful and big- scaled
conception—and many moments of genuinely
beautiful pianism—there are pages where he
bangs away nonchalantly, and a whole
movement which he puts into the realm of
the merely odd by so slow achoice of tempo.
His andante con moto isn't. He remains a
problematical musical figure: too complex to
analyse here; and in the sonata reissue is at
his most wilful, especially at the presto
finale where he gives a prestissimo and
vocal accompaniment which at one point
sounds like a background conversation
caught by the mikes! Here, too, there are
insights: the middle movement specifically.
Gould is not helped by a shallow recording
quality, but I hope readers will investigate
this highly individual and novel record
[40: B/C].
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: PIANO VARIATIONS ( Vol. 1)5 variations on ' Rule Brittania'
13 variations
on ' Es war einmal em n alter Mann' (
from Dittersdorf's Das rote Kâppchen)
7 variations on ' Kind
willst du ruhig schlafen` (
Winter's Das unterbrochene Oplerfest) Li 24 variations on ' Veni
Amore' (
Righini)
John Ogdon (pno). Producer: Kinloch Anderson.
Recorded Sep '69, Abbey Road Studios)
HMV HQS1229 (
29/11)

What adifference the ' right' recording makes:
Icomment on this in my Boulez review of the
fifth symphony, and the last Ogdon record
Ihad, the RCA Hammerklavier, suggested a
far less satisfying pianist than here. Perhaps
Ogdon has had his untidy days on records,
but here with such clear, full-toned instrumental reproduction ( Bob Gooch engineer
for the sessions) we hear him at his commanding best. Typical that the selection
should avoid duplication, except in the first
item, of anything presently available: this is
the first two volumes taped, the second to
appear for Christmas. I would particularly
single out the Peter von Winter variations
[50: A].
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Folk songs— Duncan Gray El
Enchantress farewell !
The Vale of Clwyd ri
Bonnie laddie, Highland laddie f The chase of the
wolf n Lochnagar ii The pulse of an Irishman n
In vain to this desert, my fate Ideplore II Charlie
is my darling ri 0 might Ibut my Patrick love [-I
The soldier ( 1Farewell bliss r Faithful Johnnie El
Sir Johnnie Cope
Sally In our alley 11 Ye
shepherds
Helga Mott (sop) INoreen Berry (m-sop) IDuncan
Robertson ( ten) INiven Miller (bar) IAro Piano Trio:
Jacqueline Bower ( On) IMargaret Moncrieff ( v/c) I
Alexander Kelly (pno). Producer: Isabella Wallich
Delysé Isabella IM MS135 ( 19/11). Reissue: formerly
Delysé DS6053
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A good selection of Beethoven's folksong
settings: to quote from the sleeve, simple
tunes with a touch of genius. The performances are hardly in the South Bank class of
Janet Baker, Fischer-Dieskau, and the Barenboim set, but the roughness and vocal
ordinariness have a certain attraction, or
relevance. Apart from enjoying the songs as
such, it is interesting to listen to them with a
thought to Mahler's. ( A prominent figure in
Beethoven's life forms another sort of link:
Elisabeth Brentano, friend of the composer
and of Goethe, who with her husband von
Arnim compiled the Knaben Wunderhorn
collection). One hopes for something a
little more sophisticated, musically and
technically, in 1970, but no one can grumble
at the cost of this reissue and its enterprising
programme [ 35: B/C].
Christopher Breunig
BELLINI: *' Norma'—Oh rimembranza! . . . Oh,
non tremare ( Act 1: Sc. 1)
Deh I . . . con te . . .
Mira, o Norma ( Act 2: Sc. 1) / ROSSINI: ••' Semiramide'—Mitrane! e che rechi? . . . Serbami ognor
si fido ( Act 1: Sc. 2) Li No, non ti lascio . . . Giorno
d'orrore
Joan Sutherland (sop) I Marilyn Horne ( m-sop) I
**Leslie Fyson (ten) / *John Alexander ( ten) ILondon
Symphony Orchestra IRichard Bonynge
Decca SET456 (
49/11). Reissues from complete
operas on Decca * SET424/5/6 ( May'65); ** SET317/8/
9 ( Oct '66)

Strongly recommended to lovers of bel canto
who for some reason do not have, or intend
to acquire, the complete Sutherland recordings of Norma and Semiramide. The highlights of both were the duets scenes with
Sutherland and Marilyn Horne, and these
are now neatly available on one LP. The
partnership of these two magnificent singers
is one of the great joys of the current opera
world, and both are on top form here. The
most enjoyable disc of opera snippets to
come my way for a long time—though these
are by no means snippets. Each side contains two long duet- scenes: sample the
famous ' Mira, o Norma' ( Side 1, band 2) for
an idea of the beautiful long lines of Bellini,
stunningly rendered by these two ladies
[50: A].
Charles Osborne
INTERMEZZO
BELLINI: ' Norma'— overture /LEONCAVALLO:
'Pagliacci'—intermezzo / MASCAGNI: ' Cavalleria Rusticana'—intermezzo ' L'Amico Fritz'—
intermezzo, act 3 / PUCCINI: ' Manon Lescaut'—
intermezzo, act 3
'
Suor Angelica'— intermezzo /
VERDI: ' Aida'— Dance of the Moorish slaves and
Ballabile, act 2
'
Nabucco'—overture
Bavarian State Opera Orchestra, Munich lGiuseppe
Patané
Columbia ' Studio 2' TWO304 ( 39/11)

All intermezzi are sentimental and some are
more treacly than others. But we all love
them, especially in the opera- house. Here
are five of the most nostalgic, all Italian ( the
home of the Intermezzo) and all played with
the appropriate unction. Iam not sure that
the best combination for such things is not
aGerman orchestra and an Italian conductor,
as here. For the German orchestra can lay it
on thick without forgetting beauty of tone and
stylish playing, while the Italian conductor
(hitherto heard in conjunction with the Santa
Cecilia Academy, Rome) is clearly in his
element. For good measure, there are a pair
of overtures by Bellini and Verdi and the
exotic dances from the second act of Aida
[45: B].
A. K. Holland

CONSORT MUSIC ON ORIGINAL
INSTRUMENTS
BIBER: Harmonia artificiosa—ariosa diversimode accordata: Part 3 in A D Mensa sonora
1680: Part 3 in a D Fidicinium sacro—profanum
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

1683: Sonata VI in a D Sonata III in d / POGLIETTI: Ricercar primi toni / ROSENMULLER:
Sonata X à 5 in F t] Sonata VII à 4 in d
Leonhardt Consort IGustav Leonhardt
Telefunken ' Das site Werk' SAWT9556 (
14/11)

The music on this record is taken from the
Middle Baroque, the time when the violin had
begun to gain popularity over the viol. Most
of the disc is devoted to the music of the
Salzburg composer and violinist, Heinrich
Ignaz Franz Biber, whose string writing
reflects the German passion for polyphony in
its use of multiple stopping. In order to
increase the possibilities of polyphonic
playing, Biber and his contemporaries perfected the technique known as scordatura—
the principle of mistuning some of the violin
strings so that agreater range of notes would
become available. The Suite in A from the
Harmonia artificiosa uses both multiple
stopping and scordatura throughout its six
movements and this, coupled with the necessity of utilising open strings, creates a full
but somewhat edgy sonority quite unlike
anything else. The movements are full of
rhythmic variety and
sometimes rather
surprising contrasts of tempo, and as Biber
himself was an accomplished violinist, his
string writing demands players of no mean
ability. The Leonhardt Consort give a lively
reading of the music, although there is a
hint of roughness during the faster passages
of the Biber.
Johann Rosenmüller, thought by some
historians to be something of a genius, was
only a generation older than Biber but
musically seems worlds apart. Although the
two sonatas performed on this record contain
elements of virtuosity, the most striking
feature of the music is its profound emotional
impact, its sensuous chromatic shifts and
its richness of invention. This is outstanding
music indeed, which is given athoughtful and
convincing performance.
The beautiful reflective Ricercar by the
Italian virtuoso harpsichordist, Alessandro
Poglietti is played on a Klaus Becker organ,
an instrument perfectly suited to this quiet
piece, with its wooden stops and smooth
limpid sound.
Throughout the disc, the music is well
recorded, but there is perhaps a lack of
clarity in the bass regions. The instruments
are placed in close perspective, and although
the balance in the Biber sonatas could have
favoured the organ a little more, the overall
sound is quite pleasant. This is a welcome
disc of little known but very rewarding music,
and is certainly worth buying for the Rosenmüller sonatas alone. [45: B]
Colin Evans
MUSIC OF THE BIBLE: Old Hebrew Songs
arranged by Ivan Patachich
László Sàndor IChamber Orchestra and Choir of the
Hungarian State Opera House IIvan Patachich
Qualiton LPX18005 (
34/6)

These arrangements by Ivan Patachich draw
mainly from ancient Hebrew music, but in
addition to the traditional songs of greeting,
victory and lament there are melodies dating
from the first century A.D. as well as folk
songs relating to the development of Chassidism in the 17th century. It's questionable
whether modern, often highly sophisticated,
arrangements of ancient music can have any
real artistic value; significantly, the most
moving pieces on the record are the melodic
fragments played by the solo Shofar, a
reedless instrument carved out of a ram's
horn. These melodies, as so much Hebrew
music, are basically pentatonic, an indication
of the highly developed musical culture of the
ancient Hebrews. The performances by the
Choir and Orchestra of the Hungarian State
Opera House are technically superb, and the
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chief cantor, László Sándor, sings with
passion that befits the heartfelt emotion of
the music. [50: 13]
Peter Aston
DAVID HUGHES SINGS FAVOURITE OPERA
AND OPERETTA ARIAS
BIZET: ' Carmen'—See how the flower ( Flower
song) Li '
The Fair Maid of Perth'— Hear the voice
(Serenade) / LEHAR: ' Paganini'— Girls were made
to love and kiss EJ '
Frasquita'—When the moon is
shining white ( Serenade) Li '
Frederica'-0 maiden
D ' The Land of Smiles'—You are my heart's
delight / LEONCAVALLO: ' Pagliacci'—To act
. . 0n with the motley/ PUCCINI : ' La Bohème'—
Your tiny hand is frozen li '
Tosca' — When the
stars were brightly shining D '
Turandot'—None
shall sleep tonight / J. STRAUSS II: ' A Night in
Venice'— Love, Iam here ( Gondola love song) /
SULLIVAN: ' The Gondoliers'—Take a pair of
sparkling eyes
David Hughes ( ten) ICity of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra ILouis Frémaux. Producer: Brian Culverhouse. Recorded Birmingham Town Hall, Jul ' 70
Columbia ' Studio Two' TWO319 (
39/11)

David Hughes' voice is warm with a well
produced middle register, and he throws
himself with gusto into everything he tackles
—which is more than can be said of the conductor and orchestra who provide him with
a rather undistinguished set of accompaniments. The Frasquita and Land of Smiles
excerpts are delightfully sung, and in the
Puccini arias David Hughes shows the right
emotional involvement without becoming
hammy. But in most of the remaining items
comparisons with other available versions by
singers of undoubted greatness hardly flatter
him; one has only to think of Tauber, Nash,
Gedda or Schock in this connection. All
these, yes even Schock, have an elegance
that Hughes cannot command. It is partly a
matter of style; more obvious is the fact that
Hughes' technique, particularly above the
stave, is not always effortless, and he has
yet to develop a really easy well- supported
soft legato; the opening of the ' Flower song',
for example, is much too beefy. The other
Bizet goes with all the requisite ardour and
would have gone even better but for aflabby
accompaniment and an untidy descent from
the high C at the end. In any event the singer's
rough- sounding edges may partly be due to
his having been placed too close to the microphone [35: 13].
Bryan Corne
BOZAY : String quartet, Op. 9 (
a)
IVariations
for piano, Op. 10 (
b) H Song cycle ' Paper
Slips', Op. 5(
c) ri Pezzo concertato, Op. 11 (
d) D
Pezzo sinfonico, Op. 13 (
e)
(a) Bartók Quartet I(b) Lorant Szi.ics (pno) I(
c) Erika
Sziklay (sop) ITibor Dittrich (clt) ILászló Mezó ( v/c) I
(d) Géza Németh ( via) Orchestra of the Hungarian
Radio and Televsion IJános Ferencsik I(
e) Hungarian
State Orchestra Jànos Ferencsik
Hungaroton LPX114212 (
34/6)

Hungarian composers are much more fortunate than our own. Although ayoung man
—he was born in 1939— Attila Bozay is here
given a record all to himself and containing
five compositions, composed between the
ages of twenty-three and twenty-eight,
performed by top-notch artists. The advantage for us of such treatment is that it
gives us a fairly complete picture of this
young composer's output to date, the more
so since we hear him in avariety of mediums.
Technically he is obviously a superb craftsman, but it would seem that he is still on the
way to realising his true potential. Although
one recognises fingerprints his musical personality is still in the process of emerging,
which in view of his age is not surprising.
The influences of Schoenberg and Berg are
fairly strong and there are suggestions of
Bartók at times. Some passages in the
String Quartet recall Schoenberg's third
opus in the medium. The most individual
works here are the earliest and the most

recent—in other words the Song Cycle
Paper Slips for soprano, clarinet and cello,
and Pezzo sinfonico for full orchestra. The
second of these shows little affinity with the
New Viennese School. The above remarks
should not be regarded as a dismissal of
Bozay's youthful works.
He will almost
certainly produce greater ones, but those
he has already given us are very much deserving of attention.
The performances are excellent, especially
outstanding being the one of the String
Quartet. Had the whole record been of this
calibre it would have merited the top rating
in both categories [
45: A/13].
Malcolm Rayment
BRAH MS: Piano concerto 1in d, Op. 15
Witold Malcuzynski (pno) I Warsaw Philharmonic
Orchestra IStanislav Wislocki
World Record Club ST1003 (
29/7)
Malcuzynski recorded the Brahms D minor
in the earlyish LP days, with the Philharmonia
under Reiger, not wholly successful but certainly not afailure. The new one ( 1965 vintage)
is better, largely because it is better recorded
and has superior orchestral support. Malcuzynski is a player of temperament, and it
shows in Brahms: the slow movement in
particular has definite Chopinesque overtones. It does not necessarily suffer therefrom, but one cannot help noticing how the
phrases are shaped, the emotional emphasis
placed. In the finale too the pianist's imagination and background shows through, with
good effect. The first movement plunges in
but without quite the full weight. There is
often a nervous tension which is not quite
Brahmsian here, though the contrasting lyric
sections are beautifully played and delivered.
Altogether this is astimulating and absorbing
version of Brahms: one might not make it
first choice—with Arrau, Barenboim, Serkin,
in the running it would hardly be that; yet
for those of us who like to see Brahms
from differing standpoints, through various
eyes and temperaments, it is arecord of much
interest and attractiveness. The sound is
good without being remarkable: it too lacks
a little weight; but there are many individual
touches that come through clean and clear,
and here too the quality matches the performances. The price- range comparison is
Katchen's, on Ace of Diamonds; another
individual and illuminating version not always
whole- hogging Brahmsian. Difficult to choose
here [
40: 13].
Burnett James
Katchen—Ace of Diamonds SDD137 [40: Et]
BRITTEN: Saint Nicolas, Op. 42
Robert Tear ( ten) IBruce Russell (We) lAndrew
Davis, Ian Hare ( pnos) ICambridge Girls' Choir l
King's College Choir, Cambridge IAcademy of St.
Martin- in-the-Fields ( Idr: Neville Marriner) I David
Willcocks. Recorded King's College Chapel, Cambridge—Jul ' 70. Producer: Christopher Bishop
HMV ASD2637 (
45/-)
Specially written for the Lancing College
Centenary Celebrations which took place in
July 1948, St. Nicholas gives every indication
of having been a commission the composer
found both enjoyable and stimulating. It is
music full of melody, obviously written con
amore, sufficiently direct to appeal to any
musical person at first hearing, yet not so
naive as to lose its fascination with repetition.
A good performance will not be achieved
without a deal of preparation, and yet except
for the solo tenor part everything is within
the range and capabilities of enthusiastic
amateurs— in short, the very model of a
commissioned piece, fullfilling its immediate
purpose to the T and at the same time of
enduring value to both performers and listeners. Great Britten? Maybe not in the sense

that Grimes or Winter Words or the Cello
Symphony are, but Ifor one always enjoy it.
Over the years Ihave heard it a number of
times given by almost entirely amateur
forces, and technical flaws notwithstanding
it has never failed to come off with right
placing of and balance between the various
forces involved. In stereo it should be a gift
to the recording engineers, and disappointment with this new issue is the very ordinary,
generalised sort of sound quality. The many
opportunities for spatial effect simply have
not been taken. The scoring is never too
thick, and Britten's markings make his intentions quite plain, and yet time and time
again in the new recording a vital vocal line
just doesn't come through, and although
things improve in the second half it is not
hard to imagine something altogether brighter
and more vivid than this pastel- shaded wash
of sound. Tonally it is very beautiful, yet while
the old mono Decca recording made at the
1955 Aldeburgh Festival has gritty constricted tone quality it is in many respects
clearer and better balanced than the new
one. David Willcocks' tempi are on the whole
a fraction slower than Britten's own, and this
is no bad thing in view of the extreme resonance of King's College Chapel; his opening,
however, is much slower than the composer's
and in my opinion so ponderous as to produce
an almost doom- laden atmosphere that
neither text nor music will support. The string
playing of Marriner's band is superb, a distinct improvement on Britten's. The choral
singing is highly polished, but lacks the
exuberance that would be an essential element in a perfect performance; and was
conspicuously present in Britten's chorus;
again, compared with the earlier recording
the consonants are weakly enunciated in the
more dramatic parts of the work, and the
rhythms are not sufficiently forceful in the
section where Nicolas is made Bishop of
Myra. Lastly, Robert Tear has nothing to fear
by comparison with Peter Pears, though his
chief virtues are quite different—indeed not
the least of his virtues is that he has ideas
of his own and is not content meekly to follow
the role's creator. Employing awider dynamic
range than Pears, Tear sounds in excellent
voice with the upper register ringing out
loud and clear. If this is not the hoped-for
perfect recording it is probably as much the
fault of the engineers as the musicians
[40: 13].
Bryan Corne
Pears IHemmings IAldeburgh Festival IBritten —
Decca ftLXT5060 (
Jul ' 55) [
45: C]
BRUCH : Violin concerto in g, Op. 26 / MENDELSSOHN: Violin concerto in e, Op. 64
Ruggiero Ricci ( yin) ILondon Symphony Orchestra I
Pierino Gamba
Decca ' World of the Great Classics' SPA88
(19/11). Reissues: formerly mLXT5334 ( Aug '57);
sSXL2006 ( Oct ' 58)
This is a re- issue of the 1958 stereo and despite some more recent high-powered versions
of the Mendelsohn ( Zuckerman's for instance
on CBS72768 Nov ' 69) this remains pretty
convincing.
Ricci's
impulsive,
forwarddriving style is matched by the young Gamba's
vitality and precision. The whole thing is
very taut and tense. The outside movements
even at their fastest remain articulate and
under control, while the lyrical slow movements in both works are beautifully turned
out. The Bruch is not on the whole quite so
successful, the last movement in particular
being a little rough and a comparison with
Oistrakh's performance ( on XLP30109 Sept
'68) shows a more refined and careful taste.
Still there is a great deal to enjoy in these
two irresistible concertos which are so well
coupled and excellent value. [
45: 13]
A. K. Holland
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NEW MUSIC FOR CHORUS I
BUSSOTTI:
Memoria for 12 male voices'
LIGETI: Lux aeterna for 16 solo
voices , NONO: Sarà dolce tacere for 8 solo
voices / POUSSEUR: Sept versets des
Spaumes de la Pénitence for 4- part mixed
chorus j OTTE: Alpha- Omega for 12 male
voices, organ and percussion
SCHNEBEL:
Deuteronomium 31,6 for 15 solo voices
WEBERN: Entflieht auf leichten Káhnen, Op. 2
for mixed chorus a capella
Zwei Lieder for
mixed chorus, celesta, guitar, violin, clarinet
and bass clarinet, Op. 19
Schola Cantorum of Stuttgart IClytus Gottwald
Heliodor ' Wergo' 2549 013 (
29/11)
Obviously one idea of this record is to show
Webern as a point of departure. The period
covered extends roughly over sixty years,
Webern's Op. 2 having been written in 1908.
Surprisingly the second composer Pousseur
is represented by a piece that is hardly, if at
all, more advanced than Webern's early a
capella chorus. It is very attractive. After
that we go into the realm of new vocal effects.
Dieter Schnebel, who wrote the extensive
sleeve- note that continues on an insert,
rather blinds us with science; there are times
when his words are more difficult to follow
than any of the music. But neither he nor
Bussotti provide satisfying pieces. Rather
do they give us a succession of near-tricks
that tend to be repeated ad nauseam. Nonos
short work using a similar technique is far
more rewarding.
The largest work is Hans Otte's AlphaOmega. It, too, runs the gamut of vocal
sounds, as well as providing some original
percussion effects, but here the invention
does more than hold the attention. Ligeti's
Lux aeterna, with its slow and barely perceptible movement within chord clusters,
producing the most fascinating colours, is
absolutely typical of its composer. What
an extraordinary sensitivity to sound this
musician has. By doing very little he can
grip the attention and invariably does so; it is
a superb piece. All this very difficult music
is sung with a degree of precision and
finesse that only a few years ago would have
been considered unattainable. [
50: A/13]
Malcolm Rayment
CEREMONIAL TUDOR CHURCH MUSIC
Advent: BYRD: Fantasia
Sing joyfully unto
God / WEELKES: Hosanna to the Son of David 1
Christmas: BYRD: Verse
From Virgin's
womb this day did come
This day Christ was
born / WEELKES: Gloria in excelsis Deo
Epiphany: BYRD: Praise the Lord all ye Gentiles
/Holy Week: BYRD: Bow thine ear, 0 Lord
Miserere
Turn our captivity, 0 Lord / Easter:
BYRD: Christ rising again from the dead
Make ye joy to God / Ascension: WEELKES:
Lord, arise into thy resting place
Alleluia, I
heard avoice
Choristers of St. Paul's Cathedral IPurcell Chorus of
Voices IElizabethan Consort of Viols ILondon Cornet
and Sackbut Ensemble IAndrew Davis (org) IGrayston
Burgess
Argo ZRG659 (
45/11)
This recording of miscellaneous sacred
pieces by Byrd and Weelkes is divided into
six sections, each devoted to a particular
festival in the Christian year.
The first
comprises music for Advent; this is followed by music for Christmas, the Epiphany,
Holy Week, Easter and the Ascension. Each
group is introduced by an appropriate reading
from the scriptures. The music itself needs
no recommendation; most of it is quite familiar, and it includes such deservedly popular
pieces as the magnificent setting of Hosanna
to the Son of David by Weelkes and the
equally fine Gloria in excelsis Deo.
Unfortunately, the performances cannot be so
warmly recommended.
Despite some fine
instrumental playing, particularly by Andrew
Davis, the programme suffers from unsatisfactory recording balance and poor intonation
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from the boys. Matters are not helped by the
very resonant acoustic which blurs the partwriting in the quicker moving passages, and
consequently it is the anthems for Holy Week
which come off best. The performance of
Byrd's Bow thine ear (
the second part of
Ne irasceris, Domine and here sung in English)
is admirably controlled, and the choir gives
a moving account of the heart- breaking
'Jerusalem' section which closes the work
[35: C].
Peter Aston
CAGE: Variations III* / ENGLERT: Vagans
animula / FELDMAN: Intersection 3 / ZACHER:
Ré**
Gerd Zacher (org)
Juan AllendeBlin (org) I ••
(speaker)
Deutsche-Grammophon 139442 (
45/11)

It cannot be denied that many interesting
sounds emerge from the four pieces on this
record but in no case does the composer
impose the necessary discipline over the
sounds in order to produce a coherent piece.
This lack of coherence is perhaps particularly lamentable in the case of Englert's
Vagans animula, which produced the most
interesting sounds. No attempt is made to
inter- relate them or to ensure that they add
up to anything more than a miscellaneous
collection of potentially musical events. The
same remarks apply to Zacher's Ré for organ
and tuner. This must involve a great deal of
enjoyable ' messing about' for the performers
but is entirely aimless in its effect.
Cage and Feldman are well enough known
in the field of aleatory music now, but their
pieces on this record are a great deal less
convincing than those of the lesser known
Europeans. It is typical of Feldman's lack of
musical invention that his Intersection 3
consists of only one musical idea—an idea
which could be very interesting in the context of a larger composition, but which has
no meaning on its own. Cage, at least, is
never boring, he is only irritating. The
performance of his Variations 3 succeeds at
least to the extent that it involves what a
Cage- exponent has called the authentic
'Cage sound'—that is, an aggressive continuum of noise which sooner or later gets on
one's nerves. ( There is very little Silence in
this piece).
On the whole this record can be fairly
summed up as an ' experience in sound'.
Whether it will be enjoyed or not depends
on how much of a masochist one is [35: A].
Robert Sherlaw Johnson
CHOPIN : Les Sylphides—balletsuite/ DELIBES:
Coppélia—ballet suite [7 Sylvia—ballet suite
Philadelphia Orchestra IEugene Ormandy
CBS Classics' 61016 (
29/11). Reissues: formerly
CBS SBRG72188 ( Jan ' 64)

It seems difficult to come by an ideal interpretation of these much recorded ballets.
Idon't go with the purists who object to the
scoring of Chopin's piano works, though
much depends on how it is done and one
would prefer even Chopin's rather colourless
concerto orchestration to attempts to make
a colourful version which is out of style with
the mood of the ballet. The Philadelphia
version under Ormandy is as good as any
Ihave come across and it is beautifully turned
out. One curious blemish however is in the
opening sequence where the Prelude in A
major is immediately followed by the Nocturne in A flat, whereas common practice
and commonsense demands a transposition
of the first number into the flat key. The
Delibes suites are played with great rhythmic
alertness and the whole performance is brisk
and well-defined. It is a pity that Delibes
like so many theatre- composers overdoes
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

the percussion, especially the use of cymbals
which can become tiresome in the home.
But need they be so prominently displayed
as here? [45: B].
A. K. Holland
CHOPIN: Cello sonata in g, Op. 65 / RACHMANINOV: Cello sonata in g, Op. 19
Paul Tortelier ( v/c) IAldo Ciccolini ( pno). Producer:
Eric McCleod. Recorded at the Salle Wagram, Paris,
1968
HMV ASD2587 (
45/-)

Those who
have watched
and
heard
Tortelier's master classes on TV will realise
that he is acomplex musician. A natural and
easy ability with the instrument is sometimes
cancelled out by afussy pre- occupation with
detail. He will study a piece of music for
years before playing it; he looks into every
phrase, studies every curve before taking it.
He would make a good golfer. The final
result of all this application is usually abeautifully proportioned, well-defined performance
of a very personal character, absorbingly
interesting, yet in spite of all that attention to
the composer's wishes, sometimes turning
out to be too much the player's idea of the
music. Only Rostropovitch puts more effort
into a performance but his powerful, masculine approach is quite different to Tortelier's
almost feminine touch. Here is atrue romantic
(the classical players are Fournier and
Gendron) with something of the Beardsley
artistry. On this record are two very fine
performances of works which respond well
to this cellist's handling. You are constantly
aware of his shapings, his self-conscious
moulding; but that is acceptable with
Rachmaninov and Chopin. If ultimately I
would prefer something less mannered, Iam
fascinated throughout to hear the master
mind at work; very refined, very sensitive.
Ciccolini is afine accompanist, and balances
Tortelier well with clear level-headedness; a
considered refusal to match the cellist in
expressiveness as Britten did with Rostropovitch on a recent, fascinating Schubert/
Bridge disc from Decca. Where Tortelier is
supreme is, in making so much of Chopin's
poignant slow movement. These are great
performances. The recording is clear and
gives a nice balance between the two instruments [ 50 : A].
Peter Gammond
DESSAU: ' Puntila'
Puntila
Reiner Suss
Matti
Kurt Rehm
Eva
Irmgard Arnold
Fredrick
Erich Witte
Emma
Gretrud Stilo
Pharmacist
Hannerose Katterfeld
Sandra
Erna Roscher
Laina
Annelise Burmeister
Fina
Christine Gloger
Eino
Henno Garduhn
Bibelius
Martin Ritzmann
Members and Chorus of the Deutschen Staatsoper
Berlin ( CM: Christian Weber) I Orchestra of the
Staatskapelle Berlin/Paul Dessau
Deutsche Grammophon 139280/1 (
95/-)

It was only four years ago that Dessau's
Puntila saw the light of day, although its
inception goes back to 1948, when the composer returned to Berlin to write incidental
music for several of Bertold Brecht's plays-among them Herr Puntila and his servant
Matti, which was written in 1940 and set in
Finland. The basis of this play is The Sawdust
Princess by Hella Wuolijoki with whom
Brecht stayed after he fled Nazi Germany.
The author readily agreed to Dessau's request
to turn it into an opera.
Brecht collaborated with many musicians
but we tend to associate him almost exclusively with Kurt Weill; this in turn tempts
us to listen to Puntila with Weill in mind. It
is both wrong and unfair to do so. Had
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Dessau tried to ape Weill the result would
almost certainly have been a failure. Instead
he used the twelve- note technique in a free
and rather Bergian manner, which allowed
him to introduce popular song elements. His
score has monumental aspects that parallel
Weill's achievements without imitating them.
This is yet another low- life opera with similar
characters to those found in The Rise and
Fall of the City of Mahagonny, for instance.
Instead of a man who over- eats, the central
character of Puntila over- drinks. He is only
his true self when he is so drunk that he sees
double. Sober he is impossibly unpleasant.
Although it is unlikely ever to achieve the
Popularity of Brecht- Weill collaborations,
Puntilla is a rewarding work and the best of
Dessau's scores so far recorded. Music is
used to enhance the plot, but it is never
allowed to supersede it in importance. To
this end there is much speech and sprechstimme while even the sung vocal parts remain close to the curves of natural speech.
The only exception to this is when popular or
folk type ditties appear. The orchestration is
sparse, concentrating on prime colours.
Although Ihave not seen a score, it is safe
to say that the performance comes very close
to being ideal. There is not asingle weakness
in the large cast, while the characterisation
sees to it that the plot is put over as forcibly
as possible [50: A].
Malcolm Rayment

Silvio Vary/so

photo: Decca

DONIZETTI : ' Anna Bolena'
Enrico (Henry VIII)
Nicolai Ghiaurov ( bar)
Anna Bolena (Anne Boleyn) Elena Souliotis (sop)
Giovanna di Seymour (Jane Seymour)
Marilyn Horne (sop)
Riccardo Percy ( Lord Richard Percy)
John Alexander (ten)
Rochefort ( Lord Roch ford)
Stafford Dean ( bass)
Smeton ( Smeaton)
Janet Coster ( m- sop)
Hervey (Harvey)
Piero di Palma (ten)
Chorus of the Vienna State Opera (
CM: Norbert
Balatsch) IVienna Opera Orchestra ISilvio Varviso
Decca SET446/7/8/9 (
1991)

Anna Bolena marks a central point in the list
of seventy odd Donizetti operas and it scored
an immediate success on its first production
in 1830, at the Teatro Carcano in Milan. In
recent years it has been heard at La Scala,
Milan, at the Wexford Festival and at Glyndebourne. Andrew Porter, in the illuminating
introduction that accompanies these records,
judges it to be one of the grandest and most
substantial of Donizetti's operas, and my
own experience suggests that he may well
be right. The chief merit of the work lies in
its declamatory eloquence and in the accomplished manner in which the composer moves

from accompanied recitative to formal arias;
often to highly complex ensembles which are
both musically interesting and dramatically
cogent. Apart from Anna's final Mad Scene,
the solo set pieces are not in the composer's
most striking vein, and some of the tunes
seem too frivolous to express the stage situations they are designed to illustrate, but in
general the score is dramatically satisfying,
chiefly because the three leading characters—
Anne Boleyn, Henry VIII and Jane Seymour
have human significance and are not the
pasteboard cut-outs that too often people
nineteenth century operas of the so-called
bel canto type. Percy, the alleged lover of the
Queen, is less convincing, perhaps because
he is an invented figure, thought up by
Donizetti's
librettist,
Felice
Romani.
Smeaton, a minor figure of history, is turned
into the conventionally distraught mezzosoprano page who figures in so many romantic operas, but it is on him that Romani has
pinned the one seemingly incriminating clue
of the plot. We are told that this recording
offers an almost uncut version of the score,
more complete than most recent stage productions.
Decca have provided three singers of outstanding interest for the principal roles.
Elena Souliotis (formerly Suliotis) has always
seemed to me a singer of immense potentialities not yet fully realised, which is not
surprising in view of her youth. There is some
beautiful singing in this her latest performance
—a bell- like clarity of tone, a splendidly crisp
legato and unlimited musical temperament,
which sometimes tempts her to exaggeration.
Her final scene here, while finely sung, is
veiled in tone, and Iprefer the clearer version
she offers on SXL6306; Ihope devoutly that
Miss Souliotis will not follow Callas and
Sutherland into the misty thickets of voce
soffocata, which seems to be becoming an
obsession with singers whose equipment is
not fundamentally dramatic. Nicolai Ghiaurov
makes a fine black- voiced tyrant of Henry
and John Alexander and Janet Coster make
the most of their opportunities, as Percy and
Smeaton. Romani's Jane Seymour is very
different from the pallid, rather mousy lady
of Holbein's portraits and there is certainly
nothing pallid about Marilyn Home's portrayal of the role, which is admirably lively
and forceful as well as being excellently sung.
The other parts are well put over and the
chorus deserve a special word of praise.
Silvio Varviso directs the Vienna Opera
Orchestra with an authority that only occasionally sacrifices neatness to vigour in some
of the more complex ensembles. This is a
very welcome addition to the list of Donizetti
recordings; the performance as a whole is a
worthy one and the recording up to Decca's
high standard [
45: A].
Cedric Wallis
LA TROMBA SACRA
DORNEL: Dialogue, recit et fugué sur les
trompettes I FANTINI: Sonata detta del Vitelli /
MARTIN Y COLL: Quatre piezas de Clarines /
PURCELL: A suite of trumpet tunes STANLEY
Trumpet Voluntary / VIVIANI: Sonata 2 in D
per trombetta sola
Adolf Scherbaum (tpt) Wilhelm Krumbach (org)
Deutsche Grammophon Privilege' 136658 (
29/10)

The golden age of trumpet playing was not,
as you may suppose, the jazz era but the late
17th and early eighteenth centuries. The
virtuoso use of the clarino or highest register
of the instrument was exemplified by such
players as the Shore family in Purcell's day.
The popularity of the trumpet for secular
purposes was extended to religious music in
the works of Bach, Handel and others and its
tones were imitated in the baroque organ.
Therefore the association of trumpet and
organ is easily understood though not all

these works were originally so designed.
The combination is especially happy in the
four pieces of the Spaniard Martin yColl and
the so-called sonatas of the Italians Fantini
and Viviani, the former himself a trumpetplayer.
Purcell's trumpet tunes are so
numerous and characteristic that there is no
longer any need to saddle him with the one by
Clarke. Here they are transcribed from the
keyboard suites, the stage works etc. The
'Voluntary' of the blind 18th century organist,
John Stanley is presumably an extension of
an organ ' clarion- stop' work. The purity and
clarity of the playing here are beyond praise,
not merely in florid fanfare work but in legato
cantilena as well [
50: A].
A. K. Holland
DVORAK: Serenade for strings in E, Op. 22 /
GRIEG: Holberg suite, Op. 40
Academy of St. Martins-in-the-Fields INeville Marriner
Argo ZRG670 (
45/11)

Irecently referred to Kubelik's DGG recording
of Dvofák's Serenade as the best ... up to
date. Now that an equally fine version has
appeared it is difficult to say which is the
better of the two! One's choice, therefore,
has to be guided by whether one prefers the
cool- classical
approach,
or the warmromantic one. Kubelik offered the former,
and it was infinitely preferably to some conductor's self-indulgent romanticism. Marriner
of course, never makes that kind of mistake,
and allows only as much romantic interpretation as the work requires. In other
words, each version has something of its
own to offer, and the reverse side will clearly
affect one's choice. Kubelik provides an
extrovert account of his own sinewy and
intriguing Four forms for strings, while
Marriner gives an impeccable rendering of
Grieg's delicious Holberg Suite. When will
some enterprising management allow us to
see Holberg's plays? They are even more
enchanting than Grieg's tribute indicates.
Decca, in other words, offer a well-balanced
pair of complementary works, and DGG offer
an astringent contrast. The recording, in
both cases, matches the conductor's approach. DGG's sound is slightly dry and
Decca's is on the sweet side. Iwas, incidentally, greatly impressed by Decca's sleevenotes! These are by Anthony Payne and
are as readable and as informative as the
essays of Donald Tovey. Icongratulate Decca
and hope they will provide many more of the
same quality! [
50: A]
Basil Ashmore

BALLET MUSIC AND OTHER DANCES
DVORAK: Slavonic dance 1 in C ISlavonic
dance 8 in g / GOUNOD: ' Faust'— ballet music /
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: ' Snow Maiden'— Dance
of the tumblers / TCHAIKOVSKY: ' Eugene
Onegin'—waltz
Carlton Concert Orchestra ILou Whiteson
Rediffusion ZS51 (
16/-)

The fifth act ballet in Faust is dramatically
rather a catchpenny business dragged in to
satisfy Parisian convention. There are seven
dances and although not mentioned on the
sleeve they are supposed to represent a
Walpurgis -Night revel when Faust is shown
visions of Cleopatra, Helen of Troy and other
famous historical figures of romance. It is
just pretty good theatre music with plenty of
zest and go. They are played with tremendous
gusto but the sound is somewhat raw
generally and in the last number distinctly
harsh. The two Slavonic dances of Dvoiák are
very lively while the Russian pieces are
suitably garish. Presumably not a full scale
symphony orchestra but one in which the
individual standard must be fairly high, to
cope with Rimsky's headlong Dance of the
Tumblers [
35: 13].
A. K. Holland
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Neville Marriner

photo: EMI

CONTRASTS—THE LIGHTER ELGAR
ELGAR: Minuet, Op. 21 LI May- song I1 Rosemary
Romance for bassoon and orchestra,
Op. 62 ;; Sevillana, Op. 7 _; Mazurka, O p. 10 : 1LI
Serenade mauresque, O p. 10: 2 I Contrasts,
O p. 10: 3 J Serenade lyrique Ll Carissima
Mina
Northern Sin fonia Orchestra INeville Marriner
HMV ASD2638 (
45/-)

The collecting instinct is strong within us
and most record- buyers end up by specialising in something or other and henceforth
wait eagerly for the record companies to fill
up the gaps in their collections. The Elgar
collector has had a singularly good time of
it in these last two issues. Last month 3
LPs of early recordings under Elgar's own
baton; this month a modern LP that, in one
neat swoop, fills in most of the gaps left
in the discography of Elgar's orchestral
music. Most of these items have been previously recorded but only back in 78 days,
mainly in performances under Elgar himself
and are now rare items. Few of them have
been on LP before; one or two not on record
at all.
We would not expect all neglected trivia of
this kind to turn out to be masterpieces but,
from a composer of Elgar's stature, all are of
historical interest and most of them make
entertaining lollipops'. Played with charm
and affectionate interest by the Northern
Sinfonia ( who are equally neglected on
record so far) under the gramophone conscious direction and inspirational guidance of
the adventurous Mr. Marriner, they make a
reasonably entertaining programme. In all
of them, to lesser or greater degree, the
distinguishing Elgar trademarks are to be
heard; the greater the degree the more successful the work. As their neglect tells us,
none were absolute winners, but the Minuet,
Op. 21 deserves regular hearing and items
such as May-song, Sevillana and Serenade
lyrique have distinctive merits. The struggles
that raged within Elgar are in strong evidence
on this disc—the loneliness of writing in an
entirely personal idiom which has to find a
form best suited to its expression; the tugof-war between the Edwardian conservatism of the drawing- room ballad ilk and
the radicalism of genius. The Romance is
perhaps least successful because Elgar
shows no obvious sympathy with the instrument's quirkish character; the three
Characteristic dances, Op. 10 are only mildly
interesting. No, there is no undiscovered
masterpiece here, nothing of great stature,
but a devotee of Elgar will be much richer in
his understanding of the composer for having
heard some of the lesser works and, in this
sense, it turns out to be a really worthwhile
experience. The recording is slightly thick
in texture [
45: 13].
Peter Gammond
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ERKEL: ' Bànk bin'—Opera in three acts
King Endre II
Sàndor Nagy ( bar)
Gertrude
Erzsébet Komlóssy(con
Otto
József Réti ( ten)
Bánk be?
Józsel Simándy (ten)
Melinda
Karala Agay ( sop)
Petur bén
Andràs Faragó ( bar)
Biberach
László Palócz (bar)
Tiborc
Gyárgy Me/is ( bar)
Majordomo
Imre Jóky ( ten)
Officer
Andrés Ragna ( bar)
Chorus of the Hungarian State Opera House ( CM:
Amadé Nemeth) IBudapest Philharmonic Orchestra I
János Ferencsik
Hungaroton LPX11376-8 (
103/6)

Ferenc Erkel's Bánk bán is regarded in Hungary as the national operatic epic of the last
century, while abroad it remains little known.
In fact in this country the majority of music
lovers probably do not even know the composer's name, although very few can have
failed to hear some of his music— he wrote
the Hungarian national anthem. Erkel, of
course, had no knowledge of genuine
Hungarian folk music, but, like Liszt, was well
acquainted with gipsy tunes and the verbunkos
idiom. It is these that give Bánk bán its
nationalist flavour. Indeed there are times
when the music reminds us of Kodály's
Ga/anta Dances. Inevitably the work strikes
us as something of a mixture for Hungarianisms are superimposed upon an idiom that
is thoroughly Italian. Many a passage could
be mistaken for Verdi, while there is even a
suggestion of Mozart in the penultimate
scene.
A product of the 1850's Bánk bán can bear
comparison with any opera of its period, at
least as we now know it. The original version
was completely revised, both as regards the
libretto and the music, shortly before the last
war, when two versions were made. In one
the title role is given to a baritone and in the
other—as originally intended—to a tenor.
It is this later version that is recorded here.
Melinda's final aria ( containing suggestions
of the Queen of the Night) is usually performed
in an alternative version by Jenii Kenessey,
but here it is given in its original coloratura
form. It is easy to see why the work is of such
significance for Hungarians for, in addition
to its musical qualities, it is a strong protest
against oppression and foreign domination.
For a time political reasons prevented it from
being staged.
I have long treasured the old Qualiton
recording of the work. Even today this is
remarkably good for its age, but it cannot
begin to compare with this excellent new one
in stereo. Of the old cast only Gyárgy Melis.
has been retained, and he is switched from
the part of Biberach to the more important
one of Tiborc. In general there is little to
choose between the two performances.
Orchestrally both are superb, while the quality
of the voices varies, sometimes within the
same part. No one can say that every member
of the new cast is an outstanding singer, but
this matters little. What is so compelling is
the intensity and fine team work of the performance as a whole. Icannot imagine anyone who buys the set being disappointed
[45: A].
Malcolm Rayment
FRANCK : Symphony in cl* / WAGNER:
Siegfried Idyll"
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra I Wilhelm Furtwângler I ** Hans Knappertsbusch
Decca ' Eclipse'
ECS563 (
19/11).
Reissues:
*formerly Ace of Clubs mACL179 ( Mar ' 63);
**from :%tLXT5065/6 ( Sep ' 55)

Furtwângler's approach to the Franck symphony was predictably individual, emphasising the teutonic rather than the Gallic side
and probing deep for long lines and harmonic
implications. In short, a German Romantic
Interpretation, at bottom. Some have found
HI- F1 NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

it wayward and eccentric; but then some
found everything Furtwângler did ' wayward'
and ' eccentric', thus revealing both ignorance
and impertinence. The shaping of phrase
and manipulation of rhythm here are not
conventional; but then a real interpretation
in never ' conventional'. This is pretty pure
Furtwângler and illuminating as ever. The
recording is less boomy than the old mono,
but still tends to be thin on top and thick at
the bottom, though some things, notably the
brass, come through with clarity and impact.
Knapperstbusch's Siegfried Idyll is also out
of the rut: profound!y affectionate if rather
long winded, not only because of slow tempo
but because of accent and overall perpetration. Some parts hang too long; yet this too
is individual and not merely obstinate.
Neither is for every day, the straight ' recommendation', but both will illuminate. [
40: C/D]
Burnett James

GIORDANO: ' Andrea Chénier'
Countess de Coigny
Maria Teresa Mandalari (m-sop)
Madeleine
Renata Tebaldi ( sop)
Bersi
Fiorenza Cossotto ( m- sop)
The Abbé
Angelo Mercuriali ( ten)
Fléville
Dino Mantovani ( bar)
André Chénier
Mario del Monaco (ten)
Roucher
Maionica ( bass)
Charles Gérard
El/ore Bastianini (bar)
An 'Incroyable'
Mariano Caruso (ten)
Mathieu ' Populus'
Fernando Corena (bass)
Chorus ( CM: Bonaventura Somma) and Orchestra of
the Accademia Di Santa Cecilia, Rome IGianandrea
Gavazzen i
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' GOS600/1 (
59/10).
Reissue: formerly Decca mLXT5411 / 2 (Jan '58);
SXL2208/9/10 (Jul '60)

This Andrea Chénier is another double
economy deal, being cleverly contained,
without apparent cuts, on four sides instead
of the usual six, to which is added the usual
Ace of Diamonds reduction in price. The
performance is loud and barnstorming, but
then Giordano's opera is a loud and barnstorming work, not easily susceptible to the
very finest points of interpretation, though
I have heard more sensitive performances
than this. Mario del Monaco, in the title role,
gives the kind of stentorian performance
one has come to expect of him, only occasionally falling below the fortissimo level. As the
anguished Maddalena, Renata Tebaldi projects some lovely moments of soft singing,
but her high Fs and Gs tend to be shrill at
climaxes. The best singing comes from the
baritone and bass wing; Ettore Bastianini is
a fine Gérard, bringing the revolutionary
with the reluctant heart of gold to resonant
life. Silvio Maionica and Fernando Corena
also do well in smaller parts. The recording
is on the harsh side, but bears its years well
on the whole; the chorus demonstrate their
solidarity with due vehemence, and Silvio
Varviso gets a performance from the orchestra that makes up in energy what it may lack
in polish. Good value for money [
35: B].
Cedric Wallis
HANDEL: Concertos for organ and orchestra—
1in g, Op. 4: 1 2in 13,, Op. 4:2 2. 4in F, Op. 4:4
H 7in 13 ,,Op. 7:1
Ralph Downes ( org) IHubert Dawkes (hpd) ILondon
Chamber Orchestra IAnthony Bernard
Musidisc RC736 (
29/11)

These are very fine, sensitive, beautifully
considered performances. If they lack at all,
it is in the sense of occasion, of Handelian
grandeur, and perhaps in comparison with
the Preston/Menuhin versions on HMV a
trace of sheer spontaneous enjoyment. A
miniscule difference anyway; and at times
the new disc offers delights unrepeated
elsewhere—the liquid flow of the
first
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movement of No. 1, the bouyant Bourée that
ends No. 7, the poise of several slow movements. It is the fashion nowadays to play
Handel fast and light: a definite improvement
over the old slow and heavy multi- voiced
Handel; yet it can go too far—acertain extrovert splendour inhabits much of Handel's
music, the eighteenth century bon viveur not
concealed.
Maybe in losing the excess
weight we have lost something else too. It
occurs. But this is modern Handel of clear
distinction. The sourd is good but not
remarkable, and although Hubert Dawkes's
name is prominently displayed, his artistry
is less in evidence—or less audible ( rightly,
but it can be better balanced). No single disc
of the same four concertos is listed, although
slightly different ones crop up. Preston/
Menuhin have something special, but are at
the full price. [
40:B]
Burnett James
HINDEMITH: Symphony ' Mathis der Maier' /
LUTOSLAWSK1: Concerto for orchestra
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande / Paul Kletzki
Decca SXL6445 (
45/11)
It is rather touching to note how Stravinsky,
no matter how much he asserts that his
music
completely
eschews
feeling, is
unable to conceal for long the warm romantic
heart that beats behind his business- like
exterior. Think of the final moments of the
Symphony of Psalms, or the opening of
Orpheus! Hindemith, on the other hand,
who made no apparent attempt to reject
feeling in his music, is acomposer of brilliant
gifts who lacks nothing except heart. This is
odd since he chose operatic libretti, such as
Cardillac, which might well have inspired the
youthful Berlioz! Yet never, in Cardillac or
Mathis Der Maier, does his music strike a
single note of passionate warmth. It has all
the
glacial
brilliance
which
Stravinsky
theorises
about
and
rarely
achieves.
Hindemith admirers will doubtless disagree
violently, but this Symphony, based on the
operatic Mathis, provides music which can
be admired, but scarcely enjoyed. Lutoslawski's Concerto for Orchestra is a very
different matter! This composer has all
Hindemith's technical brilliance and clearly
does not wish to wear his heart on his sleeve
...in spite of which there is clearly a
Stravinskyian Romantic heart behind these
subtle rhythms, clever pyrotechnical effects
and masterly understanding of orchestral
colour. As a Concerto which was clearly
intended to show-off the paces of a fine
orchestra it makes even Bartók's somewhat
similar type of composition seem in comparison slightly less exciting than it used to.
But though
Lutoslawski
pushes
sheer
orchestral virtuosity to the Nth degree his
concerto is much more than a mere display
piece. A highly civilised, musical intelligence
is clearly evident, together with a bountiful
imagination ... an imagination as mercurial
and as fanciful as that of Shakespeare's
Mercutio. I have revelled in this piece for
days, and shall continue to do so for many
more. Kletzki, the Suisse Romande Orchestra and Decca's engineers have combined
together to prove, beyond ashadow of doubt,
that Lutoslawski's work, though modern, can
50: A]
be equally admired and enjoyed! [
Basil Ashmore
KHATCHATURIAN: Violin concerto [7
'Gayaneh'—Sabre dance
Devy Er//h ( vIn) IOrchestre des Cento Soli I Serge
Baudo
Musidisc RC723 (
29/11)

Most recordings of the Khachaturian Violin
Concerto—and there were five at the last
count— manage to partner it with another
full scale concerto, like for instance the
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Sonatas for Viola and l'iano
Herbert Downs, Viola, Leonard Cassini,

‘

RCB.2.
LISZT

ST.
RELEASE
It /wet! for ÎLober5 of Cugheij elugír

Annees de Pelerinage ( Suisse)
Sergio Fiorentino, Piano.

RCB.3.
HANDEL
Flute Sonatas Op. I. Nos. 1,2,3,4.
RCB.4.
HANDEL
Flute Sonatas Op. I. Nos. 5,6,7.
"Halle" Sonata in B Minor
"Fitzwilliam" Sonata in B Flat
William Bennett, Flute, Harold Lester,
Harpsichord, Denis Nesbitt, Viola de Gamba.

BAX

Symphonic Variations
For Piano and Orchestra
JOYCE HATTO, Piano
GUILDFORD PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
Conducted by Vernon Handley RCF. ooir. 46/.

RCB.5.
JOHN IRELAND
Violin Sonata No. I. in D minor
Cello Sonata in G Minor
Alan Loveday, Violin. Leonard Cassini, Piano
Derek Simpson,

ONLY AVAILABLE VERSIO.NS . .
BAX

Symphony No. 4
RCF. 002. 46/.
BAX

The Tale the Pine Trees Knew

FINZI - HOLST - E. J. MOERAN
Concert of l'art Songs
Proteus Choir Conducted by Vernon Handley

MOERAN

N101 :41

:\

Serenade in G Major

RCB.8.

RCF. 003. 46f.
¡"OR

RCB.7.

MIISCHELES

ELGAR
Piano Quintet in A Minor Op. 84
BAX
Legend for Viola & Piano ( Watson Forbes)
Aeolian String Quartet and Leonard Cassini

LOI'ERS OF 19th CEJVTURT PIANO MUSIC
MOSCHELES

Sonata Mélancolique Op.49, Gz:que Op. 58.,
La Tenerezza, La Leggerezza,
La Petite Babillarde p.66,
Three Characteristic Studies 0/1.95
Played by PHILIP CHALLIS, RCF. 004. 46/LISZT RECORDED EDITION
Diabelli Variation ( 1822)
Huit Variations ( 1824) Scherzo ( 1827)
Lucia Ce Parisina, Valse, acapriccio ( 1842)
Fantasia on Beethoven's "Ruins of Athens"
Divertiseement on Pacini's "Niobe"
GAIL BUCKINGHAM, Piano, RCF. oo5. 46/.
In the coming months we shall be releasing the complete original piano works of
Liszt and several LP's of unusual Transcriptions. Volume One introduces a brilliant
newcomer in the 20 year old London pianist Gail Buckingham.
¡'LE. SE IrRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND REGULAR MAILED RELEASE INFORMATION
REVOLUTION RECORDS (
Classical Sales) 490, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.I. (01-237 lye
Manufactured and Distributed by RCA
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RCB.9.
BEETHOVEN
"Kreutzer" & "Spring" Sonatas
Alan Loveday, Violin & Leonard Casale,

Piano

RCB.xo.
CHOPIN
Polish Fantasy Op. 13., Scherzi Op. 20 8t 31,
Polonaise-Fantasie Op. 61, Ballade No. 3.
Sergio Fiorentino, Piano
Guildford Philharmonic Orchestra/Handley
(available individually)

RCB.ii. RCB.12.
RACHMANINOV
The 24 Preludes & " Liebesfreud" (Kreisler)
Sergio Fiorentino, Piano.
RCB.13.
LISZT
The Dante Symphony
Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra & Chorus
Conducted by Boris Khaikin

Tchaikovsky on the five- year- old Philips
version made by Szerying and the LSO.
Musidisc however spread it out over almost
two whole sides, leaving only roomfor two and
ahalf minutes of the Danse du Sabre. It seems
alittle wasteful both of time and of the soloist,
but on the other hand, the record's price
should be borne in mind, plus the quality of
the playing. It is first rate. Baudo and the
Orchestra des Cento Soli are an excellent,
and in these performances, brilliant combination, and Devy Erlih has the technique,
the tone and the temperament to do most
handsome justice to an ebullient and exotic
score. It is of course a show piece, and it
can sound a little cheap, but not on this disc.
Recommended [
40: B]
Christopher Grier
LEONCAVALLO: ' IPagliacci'
Can io
Mario del Monaco
Nedda
Gabriella Tucci
Tonio
Cornell MacNeil
Beppe
Piero di Pa/ma
Silvio
Renato Capecchi
Chorus and Orchestra of the Accademia di
Cecilia, Rome IFrancesco Motinari-Pradelli

( ten)
( sop)
( bar)
( ten)
( bar)
Santa

MASCAGNI: ' Cavalleria Rusticana .**
Santuzza
Giulietta Simionato ( m-sop)
Turiddu
Mario del Monaco (ten)
Lucia
Anna di Stasio ( con)
A//lo
Cornell MacNeil (bar)
Ana Raquel Satre ( sop)
Lola
Chorus and Orchestra of the Accademia si Santa
Cecilia, Rome / Tu/ho Sera fin
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' GOS588/9/90 (
89/9).
Reissues: formerly Decca * SXL2185/6 ( May '60);
**SXL2281/2; together—SXL2253/4/5 ( Feb ' 61)

The sound quality of this reissue of a tenyear- old recording of opera's heavenly twins
belies its age; indeed I prefer the sort of
balance that Decca gives us here to some
of the more sophisticated modern essays in
acoustics which tend to obliterate the singers.
Besides being pleasant to listen to, this
recording has some striking stereo moments.
The operas are directed authoritatively but
in two very different dramatic styles; Molinari
Pradelli makes of Pagliacci the usual rumbustiously appassionato affair, but the veteran
Serafin approaches Cavalleria Rusticana with
a more poetic spaciousness that Ifancy I
enjoyed more than did some of the singers,
who occasionally seemed to find the tempo
too stately.
The most consistently satisfactory of the
singers were Giulietta Simionato and Cornel
MacNeil. The latter gave as resonant art
account of Tonio and Al/lo as one could
wish, and Simionato's Santuzza never lets
temperament get the better of fine singing.
Mario del Monaco, as Canio and Turiddu, is
in his best form, which is to say he belts it
out good and loud throughout, with very
little thought for such finer points as a more
sensitive singer might make in this not very
subtle music; in its way it is very impressive.
The difficult role of Nedda rather eludes
Gabriella Tucci, whom Ihave heard to better
advantage on other occasions; here she is a
little shrill. The chorus makes the most of
its splendid opportunities and the smaller
parts are well cared for. In sum this is agood,
rousing interpretation of two popular scores.
At its bargain price it is excellent value for
money [
40: B].
Cedric Wallis
VIC LEWIS'S WAY
LEWIS: Prelude— Beverly Hills / MAHLER:
Adagio (
9th Symphony) / PROKOFIEV: Andante
(4th Symphony) / SHOSTAKOVICH: Largo (
5th
Symphony)
Vic Lewis and his Symphony Orchestra
Nems—CBS 6-64097 (
39/11)

There is no need to take Mr. Lewis with too
deadly a seriousness, if we may judge by his
winking bust impudently placed in the forefront of Handel, Schubert and Brahms on the
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

cover. But his missionary zeal on behalf of
the allegedly neglected classics of today and
yesterday may be genuine enough. He wants
us to understand that these people can write
'some of the most beautiful and inspired
melodies to be found anywhere'. So far, so
good.
But the three chosen symphonic
movements ( all of them slow) do not live by
tune alone. They have form and harmony,
qualities to which Mr. Lewis's readings do
not pay so much attention. The grinding
tonal clashes of Prokofiev seem curiously
absent ( cf. the version by the USSR State
Symphony on PMA1053). Then there seem
to be some curtailments in the other two
movements ( e.g. Barbirolli's Mahler Adagio
takes 23 minutes as against Lewis's 12
(ALPS2048) and the Shostakovich Larghetto
runs out at 10 minutes as against 13 in the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra's performance ( MMA11178). However we take the
point and it is even re-inforced by the conductor's own pleasantly meandering Prelude
'scored for the full symphony orchestra by
Kenny Clayton'. [
35: B]
A. K. Holland
ANDRE PREVIN: PIANO PIECES FOR CHILDREN
LIEBERSON:
Piano
pieces for advanced
children or retarded adults / MENDELSSOHN:
Six children's pieces, Op. 72 / MOZART: Variations on ' Ah, vous dirai-je maman', K265 /
MUSSORGSKY: Two piano pieces
André Previn (pno)
CBS ' Classics' 61179 (
29/11)

Very few composers have ever managed to
write real ' music for children'—that is to say,
the sort of music that children naturally take
to and enjoy. Apart from their own music,
the pop music of the period, they tend to like
more sophisticated things than their elders
believe they do— Prokofiev, Rossini, Offenbach, Verdi—tuneful music with a cunning
twist suits them best. What a good many
grown-ups call music for children, is music
that makes them think of their childhood and
that is a very different kettle of fish. The
archness, over- simplification and prettiness
is often nauseating to children and earthy
grown-ups alike. The music that Mozart,
Mendelssohn and Mussorgsky wrote is most
certainly not ' music for children' by any
stretch of the imagination. Iknew that before
Iheard it again; so Iwas interested to hear
what Mr. Lieberson had achieved—at least
his title was honest. Sad to say he thinks
along the same lines and achieves only asort
of moderately up- dated Kinderscenen pastiche, which André Previn plays as if he didn't
really appreciate what it was really meant
to be. He does much the same to Mozart and
the rest, apparently avoiding any hint of
stylishness or adult sophistication in order
that children will be pleased. Mine very soon
left the room, and Ifollowed as soon as the
dictates of reviewing allowed. This was a
misguided effort for now we cannot properly
enjoy the record for the sake of the music
(forgetting children); and the recording has
not an ideal piano sound. [
30: B]
Peter Gammond
MOZART: Serenade 7in D, K250 ' Haffner'
Yehudi Menuhin ( yin) I Bath Festival Orchestra I
Yehudi Menuhin
World Record Club ST1006 (
29/7).
Reissue:
formerly HMV ASD627

Considering its assumed popularity the
Haffner Serenade has not been blessed by
all that many records during the history of
LP. For long Leitner's mono only version on
DGG was regarded as leading a very small
field, but that has disappeared and currently
only two bargain- price recordings are to be
had,
neither especially
recommendable.
The return of Menuhin's Bath Festival version,
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previously issued in 1965, is therefore to be
applauded. It is not the perfect answer but
at this new medium price recommendable.
The chief pleasure it affords is Menuhin's
solo work in the concertante movements.
The famous rondo ( movement 4) is beguilingly done with enough sparkle to make it
shine yet without making it brittle as Lautenbacher does in the Turnabout recording. As
a conductor however, Menuhin has a tendency to rush things a little. The opening
movement is a case in point. The introduction ought to be rather more poised and
solemn in order to show up the faster movement which follows. Things get better as
they go along though, and the last is better
than the first. It is expected that Decca's
protracted series oi the Serenades will
produce a Haffner from Boskovsky and the
Vienna Mozart Ensemble one of these days.
That Ihave high hopes for, but until it appears
Menuhin at thirty bob fills the bill quite
handsomely [
40: B].
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenade 13 in G, K525 ' Eine kleine
Nachtmusik' , Divertimento in 7 in D, K205 ._,
2 marches in D, K335
English Chamber Orchestra / Daniel Barenboim.
Recorded EMI Abbey Road Studios. Producer: Suvi
Raj Grubb
HMV ASD2610 (
45/-)

Iplayed this after the CBS recording of the
two violin concertos which Barenboim conducted and was struck by the difference in
approach. Practically all that glutinous selfindulgence which mars the concerto record
has gone, though there is just a touch here
and there in the EKN which reminds me a
little of Bruno Walter's old recording with
the Vienna Philharmonic on 78s, the sweetness mellowed by a touch of autumnal
melancholy. It is a distinguished performance, Schubertian almost when compared
with the Vienna Mozart Ensemble's recent
Decca version with its lighter touch and
greater effervescence. The two Marches,
designed for the ' Posthorn' Serenade are
also beautifully done, the col legno strings in
the first clearly articulated and the whole very
high-stepping without being rushed. The
reverse is devoted entirely to the Divertimento of which the only other recent version,
by the Vienna Octet, seems to have left the
catalogue. Written in 1773, though for what
purpose or occasion is a mystery, it is really
a trio with two obbligato horns. Violins and
violas are occasionally divided so it is clearly
not intended for solo strings and the bass is
doubled by bassoon to give it additional
weight. Ideally perhaps it needs slightly less
solidity of strings than it gets here, but the
result is very satisfying and the bassoon
seems to have been dispensed with. The
introductory Largo gives a pretty good
impression of the whole. There is a slight
hesitation in the pick-up of the following
Allegro, but thereafter everything is splendid,
restrained but not without freshness.
Whether the programme will prove a great
temptation to buyers is hard to say but it is
warmly recorded and in its own terms as
well played as one is likely to get so no-one
who knows Barenboim and the ECO need
hesitate [
45: A].
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano concerto 17 in G, K453 C'
Piano concerto 26 in D, K537 ' Coronation'
Hans Richter-Haaser (pno) IPhilharmonia Orchestra /
1st van Kertesz
World Record Club ST1072 (
29/7).
Reissue:
formerly Columbia SAX2426 ( Apr '62)

Iwas not wildly enamoured of this coupling
when Ifirst heard it in its 1962 Columbia
format. Richter-Haaser has often seemed
too unrelaxed a player to be ideal in Mozart,
particularly in the Mozart of the lyrical and

enchanted G major concerto. Nor have I
always responded to Kertesz's views of the
composer either. Time, however, has modified my opinions somewhat and listening
once again to this particular concerto Iwas
less conscious of the ' coolness' I once
imagined Ifelt. It is not, for all that, my ideal
performance; the pianist still holds back
more than I care for and the orchestral
balance favours the strings. Yet tempi seem
well judged though some listeners may feel
that the Andante could be slower. The
Coronation still strikes me as one of those
performances which fail to get the most out
of a concerto that has suffered from poor
publicity. The formal characteristics of the
first movement are emphasised rather than
ameliorated by judicious relaxation, and the
slow movement—one of the most problematic of all the concerto slow movements in
view of its obvious ' incompleteness' as far as
the solo part is concerned—is delivered with a
dead- pan matter-of-factness that does little
to reconcile us to the reappearances of its
simple theme. The finale too needs more
obviously brilliant attack than it receives if it
is to justify itself on almost the only ground
critics have left to it, namely that of virtuosity
[40: B].
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Violin concerto 4 in D, K218 n
Violin concerto 5 in A, K219
Pinchas Zukerman ( yin) IEnglish Chamber Orchestra I
Daniel Barenboim
CBS 72859 (45/-)

Zuckerman's sweet tone and the powerful
technical facility which he has demonstrated
so decisively in his previous recordings
ought to have made this a memorable coupling. So, left to the violinist, it might have
been, but unfortunately it has turned out
very differently. Whose decision it was to
cultivate the sighing ritardandi, to elongate
the phrases and to impregnate the pauses
with expressive ardour Ido not know, but I
suspect it was the conductor. It is a habit
he has been cultivating for some time now
and one which has given me cause for
complaint against several of his Mozart
recordings of late. It is agreat pity, for in his
first recordings Barenboim gave the impression of being a pianist and a conductor who
most capably balanced the demands of
clarity and expressiveness.
The forced
emotionalism of the two slow movements,
of the minuet of the last movement of K218
and Zuckerman's entry in the first movement
of the same concerto are serious flaws in a
pair of performances that could have been
both beautiful and brilliant. Set beside the
recent Philips version of these concertos by
Szernyg and Gibson, or the earlier versions
by Schneiderhan and Milstein these are
affected and pretentious. The recording
quality is excellent and the orchestral playing
by the ECO well up to their usual suplerlative
standard. I'm only sorry I cannot be enthusiastic about the principals [
35: A].
Kenneth Dommett

Boettcher's carefully judged accompaniments this is not an issue to be dismissed.
Mozart reputedly did not care overmuch for
the tenor voice, nevertheless he wrote some
marvellous music for it, agood deal tied up in
the nine concert arias he wrote for various
singers between 1765, the date of Va, dal
furor portata which was composed in London
and was, incidentally, his first aria of any
kind, and 1786, the date of Non temer, amato
bene (
K490) to a text from ldomeneo. This
record consequently gives us a fair crosssection of works from the entire period of
Mozart's involvement in the form, and it is
to be hoped that the rest will follow without
too much delay with, if we are lucky, the
magnificent Ombra fe/ice (
K255) for male alto
and the J. C. Bach model for it.
Hollweg is, as I have hinted, not always
perfectly at home with some of the music.
The extraordinary Recitative to K431, Misero!
O sogno finds him decidedly uncomfortable
and the following aria, Aura, che intorno with
its unexpected intervals that put it in the
same category with Bella mia fiamma, seem
to tax him. The two childhood compositions,
K21 and 36, contain their surprises too.
Indeed the first is unexpectedly dramatic
though the music shows only an imperfect
appreciation of the profounder implications
of the text. All the same it is enough to
show us that Daines Barrington's famous
report of his examination of the boy was not
exaggerated. The remaining arias all have
considerable interest for the Mozart collector
and as far as Ican see none of them is otherwise available on record. A most important
issue then, especially if it heralds further
instalments of this vast unexplored territory
[45: A].
Kenneth Dommett
NONO: La Fabbrica Illuminata for solo voice
and sound tape (
a) LI Ha venido, Canciones
para Silvia for solo soprano and six chorus
sopranos (
b)
Ricorda cosa ti hanno fatto in
Auschwitz for solo voices and sound tape (
c)
(a) Carla Henius (sop) IRadio Italiano Chorus, Milan I
Giulio Bertola I(b) Barbara Miller (sop) I Soprano
Chorus of the Schola Cantorium of Stuttgart IClytus
Gottwald I(
c) Stefania Woytowitz ( sop) IChildren's
Chorus of the Piccolo Teatro, Milan
Heliodor ' Wergo' 2549 012 (
29/11)

MOZART: Or che il dover . . . Tali e cotanti
sono, K36 " Si mostra la sorte, K209
Va, dal
furor portata, K21
Per pietà, non ricercate,
K420 [ Misero! O sogno, o son desto . . . Aura,
che intorno, K431 1 Se al labbro mio non credi
. . . II cor dolente, K295 (' Concert arias for tenor')
Werner Hollweg (
ten) IEnglish Chamber Orchestra I
Wilfried Boettcher
Philips 6500 007 (
45/-)

The earliest of these three works is Ha
venido, written in 1960. It is also by far the
simplest and is immediately attractive. The
other two pieces are much larger. In La
Fabbrica Illuminata of 1964 electronic sounds
and musique concrète are combined, the
voices themselves being treated electronically. Some of the sound effects were
recorded in a factory. This piece occupies
a whole side and to me it seems too long for
the comparatively little it appears to say. But
its ending, for Carla Henius's voice alone, is
very satisfying. The Auschwitz piece carries
the same technique still further, for here
everything is treated electronically, and as a
result it is impossible to speak of Stefania
Woytowitz's performance. Indeed this great
singer seems to be rather wasted but, partly
because the piece is more concentrated, its
emotional impact is greater. Even so the
very medium probably restricted Nono's
invention; certainly he has produced more
powerful works than this. While Ha venido
is superbly sung, the bulk of what we hear
on this record is unperformable live and can
only be transmitted through a loudspeaker.
Because of this there can be no performance
rating [
A].
Malcolm Rayment

This is a Mozart record Ihave been waiting
for for a very long time. Ihad hoped that the
late Fritz Wunderlich might have got round to
recording these arias, but unfortunately he
did not. Hollweq, despite an occasional
sense of strain does them very well, and with

PETROVICS: The Book of Jonah—oratorio
József Réti ( ten) ISandor Palco ( ten) lLaszlo Palócz
(bar) I Endre Utó ( bass) I Budapest Chorus ( CM:
Miklos Forrai) IHungarian State Orchestra IMiklos
Erdélyi
Hungaroton LPX11420 (
34/6)

1692

It was the short opera C'Est La Guerre that
really put Emil Petrovics on the map. Since
then he has produced some rather trite
music, including a ghastly blues, but this
Oratorio is a work of major importance. It is
asetting of apoem by Mihály Babits and does
not take its text directly from the Bible. There
are four movements plus an epilogue, and
of the four singers required two, atenor and
a bass form a duet to represent the voice of
God—an idea used first by Schoenberg in
Moses and Aaron and afterwards by Stravinsky in The Flood. The baritone soloist
(László Palácz) representing the helmsman
has afairly small part, but the principal tenor
role of Jonah is a taxing one. It is sung
sensitively and passionately by József Réti.
The role of the chorus is large and varied; it
must be extremely rewarding and exciting to
sing. Petrovics's experience as an opera
composer has held him in good stead, for
no-one can complain of lack of drama in
this intense oratorio. The work must be still
more gripping when heard live, for on this
recording the colour, particularly of the
orchestra, is rather dulled. Even so the issue
is strongly recommended [
45: B].
Malcolm Rayment
PONCHIELLI: ' La Gioconda'— highlights
Renata Tebaldi ( sop) ICarlo Bergonzi ( ten) IMarilyn
Horne ( m-sop) IRobert Merrill ( ten) INicolai Ghiuseley
(bass) I Omaha Dominguez ( con) I Chorus ( CM:
Giorgio Kirschner) and Orchestra of the Accademia
Nazionale di Santa Cecilia, Rome ILamberto Garden!
Decca SET450 (
49/11). From complete set on Decca
SET364/5/6 ( Apr ' 68)

These highlights are taken from the only
complete version of Ponchielli's opera in the
current catalogue and the generous sampling
of the score which they offer includes all the
expected lyric and dramatic moments—the
famous air ' Cielo e mar' for the tenor, the
heroine's equally well-known ' Suicidio' and
her duet with the mezzo-soprano ' L'amo
come il fulgor del creato'. The baritone has
a brooding moment of declamation in ' 0
monumento' and also the lively barcarolle
'Ah! pescator, affonda a l'esca', while the
chorus gives a rousing account of itself in
several of the opera's many energetic ensembles. The work is conducted with great
verve by Lambert° Gardelli and all the famous
names in the cast live up to their reputations,
which is high praise. In sum, a satisfying
taste of grand opera at its most flamboyant
[40: A].
Cedric Wallis
RACHMANINOV: Piano sonata 1in d, Op. 28
Variations on a theme of Chopin
Albert Ferber ( pno)
Rare Recorded Editions SRRE119 (
45/-)

Being the first to record something is
decidedly a disadvantage, particularly for
pianists; there will always be a competitor
on the march from behind who can go one
better. Irefer to the John Ogdon ( RR: Jul
'69) versus the new Albert Ferber recordings
of Rachmaninov's first Piano sonata.
For years this beautiful work has waited
illumination by real musicians with virtuoso
keyboard techniques to bring it the performance it deserves. The hitch is that it really
takes about 35 minutes to play—too long for
one side of an LP, even without banding.
Ogdon solved the dilemma by speeding ( much
of the ingratiating passagework and harmony
are garbled out of existence); Ferber axes
the first part of the subordinate theme in
both the exposition and recapitulation of the
last movement, to save a minute. It is an
unfortunate choice to cut the resolution to
which a harmonic series of progressions has
been aiming. So, record- buyers must take
their pick of evils.
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In other respects, Albert Ferber proves
himself afirst-rate pianist with a real flare for
making Rachmaninoff's music sing as well
as march and dance. The Variations on a
Chopin theme (the familiar C- minor Prelude)
are, with the Sonata, an eminent addition
to the record world. RRE has not quite
solved all of the technical problems, but
strangely enough, if one hikes up the volume
control, the quality of tone becomes better
without magnifying the little flaws [
45: B].
Barbara Holmquest
SCHUBERT: String quartet 8 in 13,, Op. 168,
D112 jString quartet 13 in a, Op. 29, D804
Italian Quartet: Paolo Borciani, Elisa Pegreffi ( vins) I
Piero Farulli ( via) IFranco Rossi ( v/c)
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS554 (
19/11). Reissue: formerly
•Decca MLXT2855 ( Apr'54); •* Decca LXT2854 ( Apr
'54)

The sound of the sixteen year old recordings
is far from satisfactory, thin and wiry to
extremes and cancels out any possible
enjoyment from what were not very good
performances in the first place—coarse,
lacking in Schubertian lilt, almost feeble at
times and inclined to drag. It seems a desperate situation to have to revive material of
this quality [
25: C].
Peter Gammond

technique agile to a degree. But her style of
playing might fairly be described as inscrutable, and not entirely suited to romantic
warhorses of the kind represented here.
The Sibelius starts well enough.
Her
rendering of the dolce opening theme has a
real disembodied beauty. But when this
weightlessness
continues
into the
big
bravura passages which follow one fears the
worst; and indeed, lovely as the lyrical music
is, especially of course in the slow movement, the reading never acquires the necessary temperament to make any sense of its
climaxes. The Tchaikovsky is a little more
successful. Miss Chung's outstanding agility
stands her in good stead in the outer movements, but once again the violin does not
fully match the orchestra in double- stopped
passages. As a result her phrasing suffers
and some of her dynamics are patently wrong,
while the failure ( by whoever's decision) to
observe clearly marked tempo changes also
robs the music of much of its excitement.
Good, clear sound quality and a distinguished accompaniment [
40: A].
Stephen Walsh

SEROCKI: Musica concertante ri Segments
for chamber orchestra E Episodes El Symphonic Frescos
Polish Radio Symphony Orchestra IJan Krenz
Heliodor ' Wergo' 2549 015 (
29/11)

Anyone who knows Kazimierz Serocki only
from his Sinfonietta for two string orchestras
—it is available on Philips 8352-1 AY in
company with
other Polish
works
by
Penderecki, Bacewics and Baird—will get a
surprise from
this
new
record.
The
Sinfonietta is a very fine piece, but it was
written in 1956 and marks the end of a period
in the composer's career. Mus/ca Concertante, belonging to 1958, clearly shows a
debt to Webern. It is strictly serially ordered
and the note rows are elaborately permuted.
For once the ear can follow the permutations.
Episodes for strings and three percussion
groups appeared in 1959, Segments in 1961,
and Symphonic Frescos for full orchestra in
1964. The music on this record, therefore,
covers a period of seven years or less, but
they were momentous ones in Serocki's
development. It is not so much that he
turned from strict serialism to the use of
aleatoric means, but that his music increased
in its expressive intensity. All these works
are impressive and the record as a whole
serves to show that it is high time more
notice was taken of Serocki's output in this
country. How futile he and certain other
Polish composers make so many of the
products of the run-of-the-mill avant-gardists
seem. The Poles have the enormous advantage of possessing several conductors
who are brilliant in their own right and wholly
sympathetic to contemporary trends, and of
these none is more distinguished than Jan
Krenz. We can take his interpretations as
being authentic to the last degree. For this
reason, as well as for the value of Serocki's
music, this issue cannot be too highly
recommended [
50: A/B].
Malcolm Rayment
SIBELIUS: Violin concerto in d, Op. 47 / TCHAIKOVSKY : Violin concerto in D, Op. 35
Kyung-Wha Chung ( yin) ILondon Symphony Orchestra
IAndré Previn
Decca SXL6493 (
45/11)

This has the appearance of a generous
coupling, but to some extent the performances fail to match it for value. KyungWha Chung's main virtues as a violinist
appear to be that her tone is exceptionally
sweet and, at low dynamics, pure and her
HI-Ft NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

Robert Simpson & Jascha Horenstein at the recording
photo: Unicorn

SIMPSON: Symphony 3(
1962)
London Symphony Orchestra IJascha Horenstein
Unicorn UNS225 (
29/11)

Not many composers today write symphonies
based on the traditional principles, coming
as it were in the post- Sibelius and Bax lineage.
Isay Sibelius and Bax deliberately, for if I
have to make some effort to trace Robert
Simpson's symphonic thinking and writing
back to anywhere, Ithink that is as good a
place as any to start. Not that this symphony
(or any of Robert Simpson's music that I
know of) sounds like Sibelius or Bax ( some
have said Neilsen, but I do not hear that
either); it is simply that there seem to be
some correspondences in the
musical
processes which may be only upon the surface but are none the less pertinent. Robert
Simpson does not compose in a creative
vacuum any more than the next or last composer.
The Third symphony is in two parts ( rather
than
movements), the first a strongly
developed and argued piece with much
dramatic force and gesture. The second
half is intriguing, for it passes, more or less
via along crescendo, through slow movement
via scherzo to finale. Not like Bax or Sibelius
here either; yet the derivation may well have
been somewhere thereabouts. If the variety
and contrast in the first section is from the
closeness and potency of music argument,
in the second it is also through variations of
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pace, pulse, texture, impetus, orchestral
deployment. The symphony is, as a whole, a
powerful and individual document, Ithink: it
breaks no fresh ground, shatters no mould
(if anything it puts the mould together again);
but it speaks with its own voice and that in
itself is fresh and necessary and sounds to
be durable.
Unicorn deserve praise for a really enterprising
issue.
The performance under
Jascha Horenstein sounds very good and
authentic, and the sound is good if not A.
Ihope the enterprise will be supported [
45:B].
Burnett James
STRAVINSKY: Firebird—suite (
1919) E Petrushka—suite ( 1947)
Chicago Symphony Orchestra ICarlo Maria Giulini
HMV ASD2614 (
45/-)

Not only is this EMI's first classical recording
in Chicago, but it is also the first for HMV of
Giulini conducting the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra. It would be pleasant to be able
to welcome it, but, alas, it fails to come up to
standard on several counts. On top of this
Idoubt whether discerning gramophiles, such
as the readers of this magazine, will want a
version of Petrushka that starts near the end
of the first tableau with the Russian Dance,
leaves out the linking passages, and finishes
before the death scene with the concert ending that Stravinsky included in his revised
version for smaller orchestra of 1947. There
is no official suite from this ballet, although
the later version of the score provides special
endings for excerpts played out of context.
The performance is a fairly good one,
although there is some rhythmic sloppyness
and occasionally insufficient attention to
detail. As to the recording, the balance
frequently leaves much to be desired. Percussion instruments drop out of sight, while
the piano seems to have been given a
special microphone; at any rate it dominates
in tuttis to an extent that sounds ridiculous.
All this puts this version of Petrushka out of
the running. As for The Firebird side, it is a
non-starter with its dull and sentimental
interpretation. There is no point in going
into details [ Firebird 20 Petrushka 35: B/C].
Petrushka ( complete) o Firebird Suite—New York
Philharmonic / Bernstein—CBS '
Classics' 61122
[45: A] (
ARR: Sep ' 70)
Malcolm Payment

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4 in f, Op. 36
Concertgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam I Bernard
Haitink
Philips 6500 012 (
45/-)

As one might expect, this is a strongly
disciplined performance, both technically
and in general character, Haitink being
apparently averse to any large-scale rhythmic
inflexion not indicated in the score, while
making no mistake about those which are.
Sometimes one might feel he overdoes it.
The second movement, despite beautiful
oboe playing, is perhaps too straight-faced,
with the più mosso of the trio section, as it
were, underlined in red by emphatic string
rhythm. Similarly in the first movement he is
at pains to stress the distinction between
long, sighing string phrases ( again beautifully done) and marcato wind figuration. The
crotchet equals crotchet relationship between
the last two movements, though common,
never seems to me wholly successful, and
Haitink aggravates it by the thoroughly
rhythmic performance he gives the finale.
And—my last quibble— Idefinitely feel that
he overdoes the ' pause for echo' (again
quite standard) between the first and second
subjects of this movement; with such a
break impetus is inevitably lost.
When all this is said, it remains a fine,
businesslike performance, superbly played.
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Music for the Festive Season...
The first stereo recording of Britten's
universally popular cantata:—

BRITTEN: ST. NICOLAS
ROBERT TEAR ( tenor) • Bruce Russell ( treble)
King's College Choir, Cambridge
Cambridge Girls' Choir
Andrew Davis & Ian Hare ( pianos)
The Academy of St. Martin- in- the- Fields
leader: Neville Marriner
DAVID WILLCOCKS
HMV ASD 2637
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RHEINBERGER: THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM
RITA STREICH • DIETRICH FISCHER-DIESKAU
Bavarian Radio Chorus
Graunke Symphony Orchestra ( Munich)
ROBERT HEGER
Cornelius: Six Christmas Songs
DIETRICH FISCHER-DIESKAU
GERALD MOORE
HMV ASD 2630

HERE WE COME A-WASSAILING
14 Carols including
Away in a manger • The Infant King
0 come, 0 come Immanuel • Past Three a clock
0 little town of Bethlehem • Silent Night
The Clare College Singers and Orchestra
JOHN RUTTER
HMV CSD 3670
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EMI
poi. Centre

HMV
supreme in artistry and sound
EMI Records ( The Gramophone Co. Ltd.). EMI House, 20 Manchester Square London W1A 1ES

Haitink is particularly good at sustaining the
long first movement.
It's an essentially
forthright, no-nonsense reading ( very mt.ch
dominated by the aggressive Fate' motive),
and the Fourth is undoubtedly the Tchaikovsky symphony par excellence for such
treatment.
The recording is bright, sharply spaced,
but not altogether well balanced. The string
placing seems to me too far forward, so that
accompaniment figures occasionally swamp
what they're accompanying, and
some
important entries ( notably timpani at bar 134)
are practically inaudible [
40: B].
Stephen Walsh

van Davis

photo: Decca

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano concerto 1in bb, Op. 23
Ivan Davis (pno) I Royal Philharmonic Orchestra I
Henry Lewis. Producers: Tony D'Amato & Gavin
Barrett. Recorded at Kingsway Hall, London
Decca Phase 4' PFS4169 (
39/11)
It is puzzling that ' Phase 4' regularly fails to
realise that it is far too good to be reserved
for anything but the very best performances!
Since Tchaikovsky's First Concerto is always
being issued, in excess of even the most avid
popular demands, one would expect Decca
to insist on a performance which was really
worthy of their new technique. This present
recording is certainly stunning ... in the best
sense of the word. Every detail of the
orchestration is clear and definite, with no
gimmickiness. Though the piano itself ( as
often happens with Decca) is too prominent,
it does sound exactly like a piano in one's
own room ... more so than Ihave ever heard
on any other recording. The sense, in fact,
of sitting in the front row at alive performance
is extraordinarily vivid. On the musical side,
though there is little to fault, there is less to
enthuse about. The conductor does his job
with technical efficiency ... and little more.
The pianist has an appealing tone, especially
notable in the slow movement, but provides
nothing else of especial interest. Iimagine
he is playing in the wrong League! His
excellently cool, legato style would be admirably suited to the music of composers such
as Field, Hummel and other early 19th century
poets of the pianoforte. When their music is
played, from time to time, it is frequently
spoiled by some virtuoso's massive approach.
Ivan Davis, lacking the true panache of a
keyboard lion would probably interpret John
Field's style a great deal better than the
large-scale virtuosi. Someone should let
him try, at least [
35: A].
Basil Ashmore
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano concerto 1in b,, Op. 23
Garry Graffman (pno) lCleveland Orchestra IGeorge
Szell
CBS ' Classics' 71174 (
29/11)

On finding my current batch of review records
included yet another version of the Tchaikovsky Concerto I gritted my teeth and
started to listen with no more than a dogged
sense of duty. Within seconds admiration
set in and Ibegan to enjoy the piece ... w,th
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

an enjoyment as great as Ihad known in the
days of my youth! Though Istill wish the
recording companies would remember that
there are piano concertos by Balakirev and
Busoni, Dvofák and D'Indy, Reger and
Rimsky-Korsakov ... and many others of
repute... all crying out for recognition; I
must admit that this particular recording gives
Tchaikovsky a really new lease of life! Just
as Beecham revived La Bohème with amixture
of inspired involvement and masterly skill,
so do Szell and Graff man give the kiss of life
to this generally over-tired old war-horse.
Above all, they bring a sense of involvement
to the piece, which makes one feel one is
really hearing it for the very first time. Take
the slow movement, as an example. Szell
and Graffman manage to evoke a sense of
magical excitement. If Tchaikovsky's Number
One is to live at all it needs much more than
a good performance.
It needs inspired
advocacy, and the kind of theatrical tension
which will make even the most blasé reviewer
suspend his disbelief—only for a moment
—that this concerto is a blazing Masterpiece! CBS recording technique may not
provide the special thrill one finds on Phase 4,
but it is a pleasure to the musical ear, all the
same, especially as the soloist is placed in
good musical perspective! [
50: B]
Basil Ashmore
TCHAIKOVSKY: ' Swan Lake'—complete ballet
Moscow Radio Symphony Orchestra I Gennady
Rozhdestvensky
HMV Melodiya' SLS795/3 (
3 record set) ( 90/-).
Permanent special recommended price

'Complete ballet' this is billed, and so it is,
for we get the whole of Tchaikovsky's score
including all the later additions—everything,
except for isolated supplementary bars, in
the Moscow complete edition. Rozhdestvensky even plays all but ( mysteriously) one
of the many many repeats conditioned by the
needs of classical choreography. Swan Lake
is hardly a work to hear through at one
sitting, for as in all full-length ballets there is
a good deal of Gebrauchsmusik. Perhaps
one-third represents Tchaikovsky composing
with immortal fire; the rest shows how well
he knew his craft, well enough to produce
acceptable music when the fire wasn't upon
him. And even second-rate Tchaikovsky is
worth more than, say, first-rate Adam.
The performance is idiomatic enough, if
sometimes wilful in the matter of tempo, and
particularly tempo- change.
One wonders
whether it was conceived in connection with
a stage production. If so the dancers may
have found the violinist's rubato almost too
much of an expressive aid in the grand adagio
of Act 2 ( his tone, by contrast, is rather coarse
and unyielding). But in general, of course, the
playing is brilliant, and my only major criticism is of the recording, which, though
adequate, is insufficiently ventilated to transmit every detail of a score memorable for its
instrumentation [
45: B].
Stephen Walsh
TCHAIKOVSKY: Highlights from ' Swan Lake',
Op. 20—Scene -- Tempo di valse n Dances of the
Swans ri Valse -1 Scene et valse des fiancailles
Danse espagnole H Danse napolitaine D Danse
hongroise - Mazurka r7 Finale
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande IAnsermet
Ace of Diamonds SDD257 (
29/11). Reissue: formerly e LXT5581 ( Aug ' 60); S'SXL2153 ( Dec ' 58)

This rescension of the 1959 recording contains the best moments of Act II and Act Ill
with the first act Valse and the fourth act
finale. It is definitely a concert performance
with perhaps more of the Odile than the
Odette temperament in it. At the same time
it has all the dramatic significance that
Ansermet brought to the performance of the
ballet; indeed in the rather meiodramatic last
act the actual tone becomes a trifle coarse.
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Yet one never tires of Swan Lake and its
seemingly effortless flow of inspired melody.
The recording is brilliant and no-one need
be worried by occasional traces of pre- echo.
[40: B]
A. K. Holland
TELEMANN: (
POLISH AND HANAKIAN FOLK
MUSIC IN THE WORKS OF TELEMANN) Concerto
in F
Concerto alla polonoise in G
Concerto
polonoise in B7
Sonata polonoise in a A
Sonata polonese in a
Partie polonoise in 13
Eduard Melkus ( On) l Capella Academica, Vienna I
Kurt Bede/
Archly 198467 (
45/11)

It was not uncommon for baroque composers
to introduce national elements into their
instrumental music, and the Polish influences
in Telemann's music result from his visit to
that country when he was in the service of
Count Erdmann von Promnitz. Many of the
pieces in this collection have Polish titles
and show features of traditional folk dances
like the mazurka, the folk polonaise and the
quicker oberek. But the folk influence is not
always completely obvious, and in some
movements there seems to be little evidence
of any at all.
If the performers are attempting to recapture
the rustic atmosphere of Polish folk music,
then they have succeeded for the performances are not very consistent, and with the
possible exception of the Partie Polonoise
the playing is generally undistinguished.
The Concerto in F, which opens the record,
is marred by some distinctly ropey string
playing, and throughout the first movement
the tempo is rather unsettled. The Concerto
alla polonoise in G comes over more successfully, but the main complaint is that nearly
all the allegro movements are taken at a hairraising speed which results not only in an
occasional lapse of tone quality but also a
noticeable looseness of ensemble.
Apart from the Concerto in F, in which the
trumpets are made to sound as though they
are playing at the back of a large hall, the
instrumental balance is quite successful and
the overall sound is quite good but not
particularly spectacular [
25/30: B].
Colin Evans
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Sinfonia Antartica
Norma Burrowes (sop) lLondon Philharmonic Choir
(CM: John Alldis) ILondon Philharmonic Orchestra I
Sir Adrian Bouif
HMV ASD2631 (
45/-)

Unless my arithmetic is awry, this is the
penultimate issue in Sir Adrian's new and,
one must think for him, definitive cycle of the
Vaughan Williams symphonies, for HMV.
Only the London to come: presumably it will
come, despite the not old Barbirolli on the
same label. No need to say that whatever you
think of the Antartica as music and as a
symphony Sir Adrian's reading is superb
and majestic. It brings out the nobility and
idealism in the music without underplaying
the pictorial and onomatopoeic effects. The
direct competitor is Previn's RCA, also fine.
Previn has a slightly sharper edge at times,
in his scherzo for example; but Sir Adrian
brings a kind of substance to a work that can
be a bit rambling; atrue weight which is still
athousand miles from pomposity. Everything
is beautifully proportioned, fits into place, no
loose ends anywhere. The recording is
superb, too: the RCA is very good indeed,
but the HMV seems just to trump it: there is
tremendous depth and a kind of live resonance all through, from the triangle to the
bass drum, including organ and wind
machine. Unlike the Previn and Sir Adrian's
earlier Decca ( now on Ace of Clubs), but
like old Barbirolli, also HMV but now deleted,
the superscriptions are not spoken here.
This is largely a matter of personal taste; but
Michael Kennedy is probably right to say, on

the sleeve here, that these are meant to be
read rather than spoken aloud. It does not
signify much either way. You could choose
either Previn or Sir Adrian, but if you love
V. W. you will require both. It would be
difficult though not to plump for the new
HMV if you are limited to one. It is a magnificent achievement from all viewpoints [
50: A].
Burnett James
VERDI: ' Aida'
Aida
Leontyne Price (sop)
Amneris
Rita Gorr ( m-sop)
Radames
Jon Vickers ( ten)
Amonasro
Robert Merrill (bar)
Ramphis
Giorgio Tozzi (bass)
King
Plinio Clabassi ( bass)
Messenger
Franco Ricciardi (ten)
Priestess
Mietta Sighele ( sop)
Rome Opera House Chorus and Orchestra I Georg
Solti
Decca SET429/30/1 (
149/9). Reissue: formerly RCA
RE25038/9/40; sSER4538/9/40 ( Jul ' 62)

This used to be the RCA Aida, now rereleased on Decca. The performance dates
from 1962, but is still a strong contender
among the top- price versions. The other two
Iwould recommend are, in fact, older: Callas/
Serafin and Tebaldi/Karajan.
Solti is not a natural Verdian, but he is,
after all, a good all-round theatre conductor,
and conducts a very strong Aida. Leontyne
Price, on the other hand, is a natural Verdi,
and one of the finest Aidas imaginable. The
set is worth acquiring for her contribution to
it alone; while Rita Gorr's Amneris has its
moments, and Robert Merrill's Amonasro is
also first-rate. About the Radames of Jon
Vickers Iam in two minds: Ifind that his
timbre alters disconcertingly from one record
to another. Here it is less attractive than
elsewhere. But his intentions in the role are
impeccable, which is more than can be said
of any of the other tenors currently offering
Radames on record.
Perhaps intending purchasers should be
reminded that there is a new RCA Aida with
Leontyne Price on the way, recorded in
London this summer and presumably to be
released next year. The other principals are
Grace Bumbry, Placido Domingo, Sherrill
Milnes, Ruggero Raimondi and Hans Sotin,
and the conductor is Leinsdorf. Meanwhile,
the choice is between this reissue of Solti,
and the Decca Karajan [
40: B].
Charles Osborne
VERDI: Requiem
Martina Arroyo ( sop) IJosephine Veasey (m-sop) I
Placido Domingo ( ten) IRuggero Raimondi (bass) I
London Symphony Chorus ( CM: Arthur Oldham) I
London Symphony Orchestra I Leonard Bernstein.
Producer: Torn Shepard. Recorded Albert Hall, London
February 1970
CBS 72873/4 (
90/-)

Play the opening at your normal domestic
degree of volume- control and you may well
hardly hear it. Increase the volume ( which
means preparing for louder climaxes than
you may generally entertain) and the sound is
very good, not subject to distortion, and
indeed exciting. The Albert Hall, which had
its concert acoustics vastly improved a few
years back by the introduction of ' flying
saucers' overhead, now proves a suitable
place for recording such works as this. There
is still a notably long resonance period, but
it is not inappropriate, and at only one point
(after ' coget omnes ante thronum') does
Bernstein make an insufficiently long pause
to accommodate the hall's special acoustical
effect.
As Iforewarned readers of The Things
Hear in RR last April, this recording is based
on Bernstein's concert performance in the
hall, save that Placido Domingo replaces
Robert Tear ( who was hurriedly brought in
when Franco Corelli withdrew from the whole

enterprise). In accuracy, in conscientious
detail, and in total span of the whole, as well
as in sound- quality, Bernstein's recording is
very fine: Ienjoyed it much more than Ihad
enjoyed the concert ( not only because one
does not have to watch Bernstein's platform
acrobatics). It goes nearly, if not quite, to the
top of the competition in this work—a
competition dominated, as Bryan Corne
noted in RR last May, by Giulini's recording
(HMV, 1964) and Solti's ( Decca, 1970). Mr.
Corne gave the highest possible rating to
both these, considerably less to Barbirolli's
newer HMV offering.
The truest- voiced and most stylish soloist
in the new recording is Veasey. Domingo is
very good, though no more than most of his
predecessors is he able to sing ' tibi domine
laudis offerimus' in one breath. Arroyo is a
bit thin above high G, and the vocal slide
of a downward semitone at ' sed signifer
sanctus' is no slide but astumble. Raimondi's
bass is of a magnificent sound but slightly
short of decisive attack. Bernstein exercises
excellent control over the admirably chorus
and orchestra, but his ritardando is sometimes overdone ( especially the end of ' Domine
Jesu'). The faults are not major, but sufficient
perhaps to prevent Bernstein overtaking his
rivals. Connoisseurs of bass- drum bangs, as
well as of Joan Sutherland, will certainly
prefer Solti!
My copy has persistent crackle in side 2,
but Ifeel sure this is a fault of the testpressing only [
45: A].
Arthur Jacobs
VERDI: Four sacred pieces

Yvonne Minton (con) ILos Angeles Master Chorale
(CM: Roger Wagner) I Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra IZubin Mehta. Recorded in Royce Hall, Los
Angeles
Decca SET646 (
49/11)

Presumably to push British sales, against
the competition of Giulini's 1963 issue ( HMV
Angel), the name of Covent Garden's Yvonne
Minton appears on the record- sleeve in
lettering as large as Zubin Mehta's ( and
larger than Verdi's, of course). Ipity those
of her admirers who may buy this disc not
knowing that her part requires some 25
seconds of singing, all on one note except
for the final six beats in which she is doubled
by the choral sopranos!
The four pieces make a shortish disc
(under 40 minutes of music) and were not
constituted a set by the composer. The two
longer pieces, for voices and orchestra
(Stabat Mater and Te Deum) are from the
Requiem stable, in the grand manner with
some sentimental patches; the shorter Ave
Maria and Laudi alla vergine, unaccompanied,
seem to represent a more private devotional
exercise. Mehta has a good approach to all
of them, and the difficult harmonic progressions are taken in their stride by the pretentiously named Los Angeles Master Chorale.
(What next? The Grandmaster Chorale?
The Supermastersingers?)
The sound, however, is somewhat monotonous and fuzzy. It may be partly Mehta's
fault, partly the producer's, that there is an
insufficient range of contrast between Verdi's
tutta forza and his pppp and ' extremely soft'.
The remote choral tone, too often swamped
by orchestral sound, tends to lack excitement
and ' life', with consonants blurred and vowels
insufficiently differentiated. It is for this
reason, Ithink, that Ifound myself somewhat
coolly engaged by this performance. Miss
Minton also fails to enunciate her few words
with sufficient ' bite', though Iadmit that she
sings that one note well.
The Giulini record ( with Janet Baker as the
fleeting soloist) remains in the catalogue at
a few shillings less than this one. It awoke
rapturous
response from
sober-minded
1696

reviewers in 1963 and will, Iimagine, maintain its ascendancy except for those who are
following Mehta's newer fame. For him
[40: B].
Arthur Jacobs
WAGNER: ' Der fliegende Hollander' (
a)
Deland
Josef Greindl (bass)
Senat
Anja Silja ( sop)
Erik
Fritz Uhl (ten)
Mary
Res Fischer (m-sop)
Steersman
Georg Paskuda ( ten)
The Dutchman
Franz Crass (bass)

WAGNER: 'Parsifal' (b)"
Parsifal
Jess Thomas ( ten)
Amfortas
George London (bar)
Titurel
Martti Talvela (bass)
Gurnemanz
Hans Hotter ( bass)
Klingsor
Gustav Neidlinger (bass)
Kundry
Irene Delis (sop)
w. Niels Willer ( ten) IGerd Nienstedt ( bass) ISona
Cervena ( sop) IUrsula Boese (con) IGerhard Stolze
(ten) IGeorg Paskuda ( ten) IGundula Janowitz (sop) I
Anja Silla ( sop) I Else-Margrete Gardelli (sop) I
Dorothea Siebert (sop) IRita Bartos (
sop)
WAGNER: ' Tannhäuser' (
b)
Hermann
Josef Greindl (bass)
Tannhäuser
Wolfgang Windgassen ( ten)
Wolfram von Eschenbach
Eberhard Wâchter (bar)
Walther von der Vogelweide
Gerhard Stolze (ten)
Biterolf
Franz Crass ( bass)
Heinrich der Schreiber
Georg Paskuda (ten)
Reinmar von Zweter
Gerd Nienstedt (bass)
Elisabeth
Anja Silja (sop)
Venus
Grace Bumbry (m-sop)
A young shepherd
Else-Margrete Gardelli (sop)
Chorus ( CM: Wilhelm Pitz) and Orchestra of the
Bayreuth Festival I Wolfgang Sawallisch I *Hans
Knappertsbusch. Producer: Wieland Wagner. Recorded at the Bayreuth Festival, (
a) 1961 & ( b) 1962
Philips 6723 001-11 LPs in box (£12 Os. 8d.).
(Subscription offer—normal price £24 15s.)
Re- issues of three Wagner operas recorded
at Bayreuth in the early 1960s: 11 LPs for a
few pence more than £12. This is a splendid
bargain, and would still be even if the performances were less good. But they are very
good indeed, and all three have the real
Bayreuth atmosphere. This is more than
simply a few extraneous noises, sounds of
people stamping about the stage and coughs
from the audience. The Bayreuth acoustic is
ideal, but individual, and something of its
quality seems to have got on to these discs.
Der fliegende Hollânder is conducted by
Sawallisch: he's no Klemperer, his virtues
are more mundane ones, but real enough.
He secures a dramatic and straightforward
account of the score, and has excellent
singers. Anja Silja here is less squally than
she was later under Klemperer; and, though
Franz Crass as the Dutchman has nothing
of the Sturm und Drang quality which the
role calls out for, and which Hotter used to
bring to it, he is, Ithink, marginally superior
to Theo Adam.
Josef Greindl's highly
individual Daland contributes strongly. Fritz
Uhl is not the most mellifluous Erik imaginable, but one can't have everything.
Parsifal is conducted with a serene beauty
by Knappertsbusch. Even at full price, this
would be the set to have. Its other great
assets are the Gurnemanz of Hotter, and the
Klingsor of Gustav Neidlinger. The other
principals are perfectly adequate.
Tannhäuser, again under Sawallisch, is also
strongly cast.
Tannhäuser was one of
Windgassen's best roles, and he was still
singing it strongly at Bayreuth several years
after this recording was made. Silja is a
livelier Elisabeth than many a better singer,
Eberhard Wâchter is one of Bayreuth's best
two Wolframs in recent years (the other is
Prey), again Greindl helps enormously and
the exciting Venus is Grace Bumbry. Congratulations and thanks to Philips for making
these Bayreuth performances available again
so cheaply. Ratings: Der fliegende Hollander
[45: B]; Parsifal [
48: B]; Tannhâuser [
45: B].
Charles Osborne
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CLASSICS FOR PLEASURE
reviewed by Burnett James
Due to the high proportion, 30%, of classical
material in the overall Music for Pleasure
sales, a new series, ' Classics for Pleasure'
was launched mid- October. There are 36 items
in the first release and Ireview below the first
to have come to hand. Retailing at 1719 each
for a stereo LP, these are in the true bargain
range, yet 16 out of the first 36 are issues
new to the British catalogue, including three
LPO recordings in the Embassy Master Series,
made in association with W. D. and H. O. Wills.
BACH/WALTON: The Wise Virgins / SCARLATTI: The Good-humoured ladies (
arr: Tommasini)
Concert Arts Orchestra IRobert Irving
CFP137. Reissue: formerly Capitol ® SP8583 ( Oct
'62)

Robert Irving extracts the juice and spice
from these two popular arranged suites of
ballet music. Good orchestral playing and
pleasant recording make a safe bet [
40: B].

the classics as for the romantics. The result
is a very well worthwhile version which if it
does not rival the top runners, will give much
pleasure. Adequate sound [
40: 13].
BEETHOVEN: Overture, Fidelio, Op. 72b /
BRAH MS : Variations on a theme of Haydn ( St
Antoni Chorale), Op. 56a / MENDELSSOHN:
Hebrides Overture ( Fingal's Cave), Op. 26 /
sWAGNER: Siegfried Idyll
Sinfonia of London IColin Davis
CFP140. Reissue: World Record Club ST

Very attractive. Early Davis, made at the end
of 1960. Strong, fresh, clean limbed performances; no hanging and dragging, or
quick polishing off. Brahms and Beethoven
lack a mite of tonal weight perhaps, but
Mendelssohn and Wagner here fare very
well. Good sound [
40: E].

I
landel

Mmit. 'Or the
Royal FIR:murk,

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7 in A, Op. 92
Philharmonia Orchestra IGuido Cante/Ii
CFP103. Reissue: formerly HMV sASD254 ( Oct'58)

The late Guido Cantelli was cautious in his
approach to Beethoven, feeling that he was
not really ' ready' for the Ninth. His Seventh
is lyrical, beautifully judged and poised, but
lacking a trace in sheer physical exuberance.
If he had lived he would have ' let it go' a bit
more. But this is still a fine version. [
40: 13]

BEETHOVEN: Piano concerto 5in E,, ' Emperor'
Op. 73
Rudolf Firkusny ( pno) IPittsburgh Symphony Orchestra IWilliam Steinberg
CFP103. Mono Capitol P8419 & MFP2005: stereo new

Firkusny gives a considered, intelligent
periormance of the Emperor. Some lack of
panache and the sense of grandeur. The
stereo, which does not seem to have appeared
before, adds a little to the tonal perspectives,
but is nothing special. [
35: B/C]
BEETHOVEN: Violin concerto in D, Op. 61
Leonid Kogan ( On) IParis Conservatoire Orchestra I
Constantin Silvestri
CFP139. Reissue: formerly Columbia SAX2386
(Feb '62)

Kogan's tone is not as full as it should be
(and has become), and the Paris Conservatoire has not quite the Beethoven tone
quality of the German, Austrian, English or
American on'
Yet Kogan is a highly
gifted rlayer,
1-.itive and penetrating, and
Silvestri had
,, arp an ear and feeling for
HI-FI NEWS .V
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DVORAK: Overtures— In Nature's Realm,
Op. 91
Carnaval, Op. 92
Othello, Op. 93 D
My Home, Op. 63
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra IKarel Anéerl
CFP145. Reissue: formerly Supraphon s SUAST
50432 ( May ' 65)
A thoroughly attractive selection of orchestral Dvorak, played with complete sympathy
and idiomatic feeling by his countrymen.
Fair sound. [
43: B/C]
HANDEL: Music for the Royal Fireworks D
Concerti grossi, Op. 3-2 in
5in D
Wind Virtuosi of England ' Virtuosi of England
Arthur Davison
CFP105

New recording, and a very good one, by
John Boyden. Arthur Davison, who directed
an excellent disc of highlights from Messiah
for MfP, is clearly a Handel- man. The Fireworks are given for wind and percussion ( plus
double basses), like Mackerras and Paillard,
though Handel liked strings too and added
them later. A resplendent noise, of course:
the list of players is formidable— most of the
top brass, woodwind, and percussion in
London. Not all, but most. The concerti
grossi are excellent too, by a smallish group
of oboes and strings [
45: A].
MOZART: Symphony 29 in A, K.201
Symphony 39 in
K.543
Sin fonia of London IColin Davis
CFP102. Mono World Record Club T43: stereo new

More excellent early Davis. No. 29 is lithe and
buoyant, tempi well judged. No. 39 perhaps
emphasises drama at the expense of euphony.
but is a convincing interpretation. Sound a
little thin, otherwise good. Recommended.
[40: B]

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9 in d, Op. 125.
'Choral'
Wilma Lipp ( sop) I Marga Hóffgen ( con) I Murray
Dickie ( ten) IGottlob Frick ( bs) IElisabeth Brasseur
Chorale I Paris Conservatoire Orchestra I Carl
Schuricht
CFP142. Mono HMV XLP2000112: stereo new

Schuricht did a complete Beethoven symphony cycle in the late ' 50s and early ' 60s,
with the Paris Conservatoire, not perhaps the
most convincing orchestra in Beethoven.
Here it is the slow movement which suffers
from lack of soft string playing and wobbly
horns. Reduced to a single disc this is a
good but not outstanding Ninth at a low
price. The soloists are good, and Schuricht
builds effectively. Sound quite good but
again not remarkable. [
35: C]

A good recommendable version of the ever
popular symphony. Sawallisch keeps the
quick movements going, plenty of vigour,
and does not moon over the Largo but misses
a little poetry here perhaps. A vivid Carnaval
completes a successful issue. Acceptable
sound. [
40: 13]

BIZET: Carmen Suite 1 / RAVEL: Daphnis &
Chloe—Suite 2 / RESPIGHI: The Pines of
Rome
Philharmonia Orchestra IGalliera Alceo
CFP120. Reissue: formerly Columbia sSAX2303
(Dec ' 60)

An attractive orchestral concert, played with
mixed vigour and sensitivity, and well recorded. There are more glowing performances around, especially of the Ravel; but
there is plenty to give pleasure here. A good
safe bet. [
40: 13]
BRAHMS: Clarinet Quintet in b, Op. 115
Keith Puddy (cil) IGabriel Quartet
CFP152. A John Boyden Recording
Good to see this great piece of chamber
music featured in the first release. Keith
Puddy and the Gabrielli give a real performance, deeply felt, full of individual touches.
In the second movement there is perhaps
some lack of late Brahmsian introspection;
but the clarinet arabesques are most compellingly turned, and all in all this is one of the
best of the series. Competition is strong
(though not at this price); but Iwould not
hesitate to urge anyone to get to know the
lovely music from this new recording. [
45:
A/6]
DVORAK: Symphony 9in e, Op. 95, ' From the
New World'
Overture— Carnaval, Op. 92
Philharmonia Orchestra IWolfgang Sawallisch
CFP104. Reissue: formerly Columbia sSAX2322
(Ap ' 60)
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MOZART: Horn concertos-1in D, K412
2in El',
K417
3 in E7, K447 =. 4 in E7,, K495
James Brown ( hm) I Virtuosi of England ' Arthur
Davison
CFP148

Another new recording, by John Boyden.
Mozart's four concertos, all written for the
horn- playing cheese- merchant Ignaz Leutgeb,
are the hornist's standard standby, and they
fill an LP nicely; have frequently. James
Brown plays with much skill and considerable
joy; Arthur Davison and the Virtuosi support
excellently and the sound is very good [
40: A].
MOZART: Oboe quartet in F, K370*
Clarinet
quintet in A, K581**
flan Wilson (ob) I **Keith Puddt (c/t) / Gabrielli Quartet
CFP121. Reissues: formerly World Record Club
sST573 ( May ' 67)

First class. I have already welcomed Keith
Puddy's record of the Brahms quintet; now
Iam delighted to welcome back the Mozart,
especially when coupled as here with a fine
performance of the oboe quartet. K.D. gave
this very high marks three and a half years
ago: Igive it no less now. Excellent sound
[45: A/B].
MOZART: ' The Marriage of Figaro'
Roy Henderson (bar) I Aulikki Rautavaara (sop) I
Audrey Mildmay (sop) I Willi Domgraf-Fassbaender
(bar) IHeddle Nash ( ten) lNorman Al/in, halo Tajo
(bs) IConstance Willis ( m-sop) ILuise Helletsgruber
(sop) IFergus Dunlop (bs) I Morgan Jones ( ten) I
Glyndebourne Festival Production IFritz Busch
CFP117/8. From 78s

CfP have cast the net wide. This is the famous
old recording which set HMV's Mozart Opera
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Society in motion in 1934. The orchestral
playing and ensembles were superb under
Fritz Busch at Glyndebourne in those days.
The solo singing is often very good too,
though some major parts sound less starry
than they could be then and can be now.
But what counts is the feeling of true Mozart
style and real affection. You cannot miss
that, and because of it the records give enduring pleasure. The sound is historical too of
course, but it reproduces on the whole
remarkably well [
45/35: H].
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition
(orch:
Ravel) /
TCHAIKOVSKY:
Fantasy
Overture— Romeo and Juliet
London Philharmonic Orchestra 1John Pritchard
CFP106. Embassy Master Series recording

John Pritchard is at last getting his due as a
conductor after many years of first rate work.
The Mussorgsky here is splendidly done;
vivid in characterisation and orchestral point,
the poetic and technical contrasts realised.
The Tchaikovsky is good too, though there
is some tendency to hurry, notably after the
unison trumpets lift the Friar Lawrence
theme out of the texture. But the climaxes
are resounding and the whole satisfying.
Very good recording but for a hint of thinness
on the violin top line. [
45/40: A/B]
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: The Golden Cockerel
—Suite
Russian Easter Festival Overture /
BALAKIREV: Isalamey
Philharmonia Orchestra ISir Eugene Goossens
CFP126.
Reissue:
formerly
HMV
ASD262
(Oct ' 59)

Another good orchestral selection. The late
Sir Eugene Goossens knew his way about
Russian music and the Philharmonia responded willingly. The sound is still acceptable. [
40: B/C]

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 12, Op. 116,
'The Year 1917' , Festival Overture
Philharmonia Orchestra IGeorges Prêtre
CFP141. Reissue: formerly HMV sASD559 ( Dec 63)

the flavour of the Italian opera house. Playing
is not always quite tidy, but sound is good
[45/40: B].

Not really one of Shostakovich's
best
symphonies, though there is much good
material in it. No reason why a composer
should not be inspired by the revolution in
his country and its instigator, Lenin. But it is
abit too literal, crude, obvious in parts. Since
Shostakovich is a very good composer,
there is of course a lot of very good music,
and the ' idea' is not allowed the complete
upper hand: the artist controls. Anyway,
this is an excellent performance excellently
recorded, so you can judge for yourselves.
The Festival overture is enjoyable, but might
be more lively. [
45/40: A]

PAS DE DEUX
ADAM: Giselle—Valse, Act I (arr: Jacob) /
CHOPIN: Les Sylphides- 7.
Valse in ce /
DELIBES: Sylvia—Violin solo / MINKUS: Pas
de deux (
arr: Irving) / PROKOFIEV: Romeo &
Juliet— Suite 1-6. Pas de deux / ROSSINIRESPIGHI: La Boutique Fantasque— Can can /
TCHAIKOVSKY: The Sleeping Beauty-28.
Pas de deux, Act Ill
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra IRobert Irving
CFP108. Reissue: formerly HMV sCSD1 286 ( Nov

SIBELIUS: Symphony 5 in Ej, Op. 82 '1, Pohjola's Daughter, Op. 49
BBC Symphony Orchestra ISir Malcolm Sargent
CFP114. Reissue: formerly HMV sASD303 ( Dec ' 60)

An excellent performance and recording of
one of Sibelius's most attractive symphonies
—a
big,
powerful,
extravert work.
Sir
Malcolm was always a fine Sibelius conductor, and he shows it again here. [
45: A/B]

jchaikovsk)
alh, Lon, ,11,0:u
r2:4.
Embassy

ROSSINI: Overtures—The Barber of Seville -1
William Tell
The Journey to Rheims E]
Semiramide
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra ISir Malcolm Sargent
CFP125. Reissue: formerly HMV ASD435 ( Oct'61)

You could say that Sir Malcolm Sargent's
long association with Gilbert & Sullivan gave
him insights into Rossini. Maybe: there is
sparkle here, though it is not always quite
Italian sparkle; in any case he did not often
record with the Vienna Philharmonic. Perhaps predictably, William Tell comes off best,
though the others are good too. Not Toscanini; not Beecham; but Sargent. [
40: B]
SCHUBERT: Symphony 8 in b, Unfinished'
'Rosamunde'
Philharmonia Orchestra IPaul Kletzki
CFP123. Reissue: formerly HMV ASD296 ( Dec ' 59)

Dramatic, introspective, romantic Schubert
readings, very effective in their individual
way. There is lightness in the Rosamunde
overture, but the rest is fairly serious. The
symphony is compelling, if you favour the
subjective approach, which is valid. Acceptable sound [
40: B/C]
SCHUBERT: ' Trout' quintet*
Quartettsatz
*Jan Panenka ( pno) I Smetana Quartet (Jiri Novak
(v/n); Lubomir Kostecky ( On); Milan Skampa ( vla);
Antonin Kohout ( vcI)) I • Frantisek Posta (dbl bs)
CFP128

This is from the Supraphon catalogue and
does not seem to have appeared here before.
Is most welcome: a freshly engaging performance of one of the most purely enjoyable
chamber works in existence. Panenka plays
beautifully and the Smetana Quartet minus
Kostecky and plus Posta turn Schubert
melodies and expose his harmonies with
affectionate insight. This Iput high, sound
very good too. [
45: A]
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano concerto 1 in 13-,,Op.
23 / LITOLFF: Concerto symphonique 4, Op.
102—Scherzo
Peter Katin (pno) ILondon Philharmonic Orchestra I
John Pritchard
CFP115. An Embassy Master Series recording

Another very good record. Tchaik. 1obviously
had to be in; so it was sense to make a new
version rather than refurbish an old one.
Peter Kahn plays with immense skill and
command: Ithought at first that there was a
little lack of panache and glamour, but the
flashing and darting arabesques in the middle
movement are beautifully done, full of fire and
poetry. Pritchard and the LPO make admirable partners, and the John Boyden recording
is excellent, but just misses highest rating
because the acoustic is too dry and the
perspectives too clinical for this music. The
Litolff scherzo makes a pleasant bonus.
[45: A/B]
OVERTURES FROM ITALIAN OPERA
BELLINI: ' Norma' / DONIZETTI: ' Linda di
Chamonix' ' ' Don Pasquale' / MASCAGNI:
'L'Amico Fritz' (
Intermezzo) / VERDI: ' Ivespri
siciliani . / WOLFF-FERRARI: ' II segreto di
Susana'
Philharmonia Orchestra ITu//jo Sera fin
CFP110. Reissue: formerly HMV ASD466 ( Jun'62)

The late Tullio Serafin was master of Italian
opera; a conductor of immense experience
and total understanding. These overtures
are notable first of all for style and idiom:
one gets the vivid lifelike feel of the operas,
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Robert Irving's skill as a conductor of ballet
ensures a stylish, well pointed concert for
ballet lovers. A succession of pas de deux may
not make a big musical meal; but that is not
really the idea. Acceptable sound [
40: B/C].
VIENNA DANCES, 1650-1850
BEETHOVEN:
Twelve
minuets
(
1795)
MOZART: March in D, K445
Six contratanze,
K462 / LANNER: Osmanen-Walzer ' SCHMELZER: Fechtschule / SCHUBERT: Five minuets
with Six trios, 086 / J. STRAUSS I: AnnenPolka, Op. 137
Vienna Baroque Ensemble, Guschlbaur
CFP149

The two hundred years begin with Johann
Heinrich Schmelzer but doesn't quite make
Johann Strauss II. In between come Mozart,
Beethoven, Schubert, Lanner etc.
Much
delight ensues.
Liting,
idiomatic,
performances; but not all schmalz and bon- bons.
The music of Vienna always had an undertone
of sadness, as though it wasn't at all sure
things were as gay as it made out. Not
applicable to Beethoven, perhaps; because
Beethoven was in any case set on another
path; but Mozart, yes, the ideal and the reality
not in conflict but, so to say, inevitably apart
[45: A].
THEO ADAM SINGS WAGNER
WAGNER: ' The Flying Dutchman', Act I—
Dutchman aria ' Die Frist ist um'
The Master.
singers, Act 2—Sach's monologue ' Was duftet
doch der Flieder'; Act III—Sach's panegyric
'Verachtet mir die Meister nichtl'; Act I—Pogner's
address ' Das schrine Fest, Johannistag'
Das
Rheingold, Act III—'Abendlich strahlt der Sonne
Auge'
Die Walküre, Act III—Wotan's farewell
Theo Adam (bs-bar)1 Prague National Theatre Orchestra IBohumil Gregor
CFP143

Theo Adam is a first rate Wagner singer:
he has the voice, the dramatic sense, the
right histrionic gestures.
He suggests
equally well the doom of the Dutchman, the
wisdom of Sachs, the sorrows of Wotan.
The voice is strong, steady, expressive. The
orchestra supports admirably and the balance
(always difficult in Wagner) is good though
there is atendency to shrillness in the brass.
But the concluding pages of Meistersinger
blaze out in splendour and the Dutchman's
theme is properly strident. [
45: B]
OPERA CHORUSES
DONIZETTI: Don Pasquale, Act III —' Che
interminabile audirivieni' GOUNOD: Faust. Act
IV—'Deposons les armes' / LEONCAVALLO:
I Pagliacci, Act I—' Son qua' / MASCAGNI:
Cavalleria Rusticana, Act I—Regina coeli' /
PUCCINI: Turandot,
Act 1
— Gira la cote'
SMETANA: The Bartered Bride, Act I—'Proc
bychom se netesili' / VERDI: II Trovatore, Act
II—'Vedi, le fosche notturne' / WAGNER: Tannhauser, Act III—'Begluckt darf nun dich, o Heinat'
Czech Philharmonic Chorus ( CM: Josef Veselka) /
Prague Symphony Orchestra IJiri Pinkas
CFP151

Odd things, collections of opera choruses.
But they keep on coming so they must be
popular. This is as good as most; well
varied, many-tongued, expertly put across.
[40: B]
ANOTHER GROUP REVIEWED NEXT MONTH

by the track by the Byrds—they make nice
records. Sardonic, cynical— sometimes grim
—humour
is
supplied
by
Steppenwolf
(Pusher), Fraternity of Man (
Don't Bogart) and
and the Holy Modal rounders (
If you want)
[45: B].
Stan Britt
THE FIFTH DIMENSION: THE MAGIC GARDEN
Prologue: The magic garden; Summer's daughter;
Dreams/Pax/Nepenthe; Carpet man; Ticket to ride;
Requiem; 820 Latham; The girl's song; The worst
that could happen; Orange air; Paper cup; Epilogue
Liberty C0812 (
47/6)

CASSETTE RELEASES REVIEWED
TONY OSBORNE: PIANO IN THE NIGHT
Play a simple melody; Pink elephants; Sentimental
journey; El Sonador; Elmer's tune; Exodus main
theme; Johnny Peddler; Ferryboat serenade; My
guy's come back; Ilove apiano; Sunshine holiday;
Volare
Decca ' Deram' SCM705 (
47/9)
The Tony Osborne sound, multi- recorded
piano and rich but conventional backing is
fairly undeviating in its means and intent.
Tuneful tunes, old and new, a few simple
tricks, very professional playing and recording
and you have an LP or cassette of music
which, turned down to a background level is
absolutely ideal for dining to, drinking to, or
anything else that you like to do to music;
turned up to its full magnificence, avery good
collection with which to demonstrate the
stereophonic ability of your hi-fi, for naturally
Mr. Osborne uses a nice unnatural spread to
achieve his effects. It isn't exactly exciting
playing but it serves its functional purpose
very well [
40: A].
Peter Gammond

LOUIS ARMSTRONG AND HIS FRIENDS
Everybody's talkin'; What a wonderful world; Boy
from New Orleans; The Creator has amaster plan;
Give peace a chance; We shall overcome; Mood
Indigo; His father wore long hair; My one and only
love; The black cat has 9lives. Producer: Bob Thiele
Ampex C-30056 (
47/6)
This is the pop Louis, of course,the new chartbuster; the reasonable voice of the black
world. I have seen this album very highly
praised all round and there is some fine
swinging music going on from time to time.
The new image Louis is as big a hit as he
ever was and he does all that can be expected of him. There is also a very noisy
recording to give it pop impact with lavish
stereo spread. Louis oozes sincerity and
warmth and yet ends up not sounding very
sincere. To an old admirer of the jazz- only
Satchmo it will all probably seem a bit
pathetic; but then it isn't aimed at the jazz
market. He seems to be approaching Mood
indigo as a stranger; nowadays far more at
home with What a wonderful world. For that
market probably [
45: B].
Peter Gammond
VARIOUS ARTISTS: AFTER MIDNIGHT'
Stella by starlight; Iapologise; Everything Ihave is
yours; Tonight— BILLY ECKSTINE / That old black
magic; Let me love you; Go away little boy—
SHIRLEY HORN / Only the lonely; Nancy; All the
way; All or nothing at all— ROBERT FARNON
Imagination; Love me; Live for love—SARAH
VAUGHAN / Moonlight in Vermont; I'll be around;
But beautiful; After midnight— BROOK BENTON /
Blue and sentimental; I'll close my eyes; The very
thought of you; I hear a rhapsody—BENNY

COUROYER / Wee small hours; I'm afool to want
you—DINAH WASHINGTON
Mercury 7560 001 (
double-cassette 71/6)
I haven't listed the tracks in their actual
running order, on the tape they're rather more
mixed. Not that it matters; virtually every
track is worthy in its own early hours way and
whichever way they shuffle the pack you'll
never find a joker. Eckstine and Benton are
predictably good, Sassy is predictable in
being unpredictable and marvellous, Bob
Farnon and his sophisticated strings quote
items from the Sinatra songbook and
Couroyer contributes some urbane saxophone for instrumental balance.
Which
leaves Shirley Horn and Dinah Washington.
Shirley is surely a very underrated song
stylist and pianist as three tracks from her
1963 session with Quincey Jones prove here,
while Dinah, who brought majesty and a
feeling of the blues to everything she touched,
is allowed but two songs on this tape.
Which is about my only complaint regarding
this issue [
45: B].
Fred Dellar
'EASY RIDER' (
Songs as performed in the film)
The Pusher, Born to be wild ( STEPPENWOLF);
The weight ( SMITH); Wasn't Born to follow ( THE
BYRDS); If you want to be a bird (THE HOLY
MODAL ROUNDERS); Don't Bogart Me ( THE
FRATERNITY OF MAN); If six was nine ( THE
JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE); Kyrie Eleison Mardi
Gras ( THE ELECTRIC PRUNES); It's Alright, Ma
(I'm Only Bleeding) ( ROGER McGUINN); Ballad of
Easy Rider ( ROGER McGUINN)
Stateside TC-SSL5018 (
47/6)
Powerful music from a powerful film. It isn't
often that music for a film can make a great
film even greater. In the case of the justlyacclaimed ' Easy Rider', the background music
played an important, if not integral, part in
proceedings ( e.g. The Pusher, powerfully
projected by one of pop music's ' heavy'
groups, Steppenwolf).
It's mainly harddriving rock fare, so if you're inclined toward
James Last, Ray Conniff, Bert Kaempfert,
Carmen Cavallaro or Dorothy Squires, keep
away. But if you're interested in how popular
music is developing nowadays, and you're
not afraid of music that tends to hit you hard
(and sometimes in the place it hurts most),
then you'll like this handy-to- have- around
manuscript. And although seeing the film
and hearing the music makes everything
come to life, doing both isn't obligatory.
Only track which doesn't register smoothly
on my cassette player is the Hendrix ( which
is blessed with poor recording and/or reproduction quality to boot): freaky for freaky's
sake; forget it. Just how far C & W music
has progressed over the years can be judged
1700

'Magic Garden' is a most rewarding tape
having more in common with the Dimension's
earlier work rather than their ' Age of
Aquarius' or Bell albums. Here their relationship with Jim Webb ( was there ever a Dimension album without a Webb song?) is exploited to the full. Webb has written every
song on ' Garden', with the obvious exception
of Ticket to ride, and has also managed to
find the time to execute the arranging and
conducting chores. Those who purchased
the Webb- Richard Harris sets will attest to
the composer's total domination of a recording once he is committed to total involvement. The Dimension are to Webb what
Dionne Warwick is to Bacharach, an aural
realisation of his musical thoughts and
traits. As such they can do little wrong and
therefore create an album that has much to
do with beauty, sincerity, and true validity in
contemporary pop music.
The worst that
could happen is probably the best song here
and one that could well become a standard
(the Lettermen have already recorded it)
though most of the other compositions are
destined for some kind of longevity. As for
Ticket to ride—this is the definitive version,
solid, forthright sock- it-to-' em soul that
roots you out of your listening chair and
deposits you in a limp heap as the track
tapers out [
45: B].
Fred Dellar
PETULA CLARK: THE INTERNATIONAL
HITS
Never on Sunday; I, who have nothing; What now
my love; Why don't they understand?; Have Ithe
right; Volare; One more sunrise; Iwant to hold your
hand; Love me with all your heart; Boy from Ipanema
You can't keep me from loving you; Hello Dolly
Pye CYP157 (
47/6)
Here the diminutive songstress has chosen
some hackneyed material but manages to
bring a youthful freshness to it all. She
evades the histrionics usually associated
with such songs as Iwho have nothing and
Love me with all your heart, turns the LennonMcCartney / want to hold your hand into thing
of charm and wistfulness and ignores the
accepted foot- stomping tactics on Howard
Blaikley's Have Ithe right choosing to mould
the song into a tender love- letter that is
completely effective. This recording was
originally issued on disc in 1965 and has
worn well, the sympathetic Tony Hatch
arrangements sounding as up-to-date as
those on Pet's current ' Memphis' set [
40: B].
Fred Dellar
THE BEATLES: A COLLECTION OF BEATLES
OLDIES
She loves you; From me to you; We can work it out;
Ticket to ride; Help!; Yesterday; Day tripper; Iwant
to hold your hand; Michelle; Ifeel fine; Can't buy me
love; Bad boy; Yellow submarine; Eleanor Rigby
EMI TC PCS7016 (
47/6)
It's really pointless to review this one, enough
to say that it's available. All the tracks, with
the exception of Bad boy, have enjoyed
astronomical sales figures which the issue
of this cassette can only enhance [
50: B].
Fred Defier
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that are solemn, splendid and sonorous';
such is the lure held out to us on the sleeve
of this record. It probably sounded magnificent on the spot and probably many people
will get a thrill from this reverberant effort in
all its solemnity. Ishall be accused of being
alittle highbrow when Isay that Ifound it all a
bit much soundwise, a bit pompous and, on
the whole, a misguided effort. After all
Nimrod does sound better played by a good
orchestra in a concert hall; while nothing is
going to make the Wedding march an enjoyable piece of music to listen to however
hilarious it may be to get married to. The
sound is difficult to rate; probably C by normal
standard, but B if you like cathedral
'sonorities' [
30: B].

BRASS
GRIMETHORPE COLLIERY BAND: FESTIVAL
BAND SERIES, Vol. 3
Oliver (Thompson); Springtime (
Heath); Square
dance (
Parker); Three lazy gents (
Barraclough);
Simoraine (
Barraclough); Dance hongroise (
Siebert);
Spectrum (Vinter); '
Don Pasquale'—overture (
Donizetti, arr. Thompson)
Grimethorpe Colliery Band IGeorge Thompson
Saga ' Eros' 8147 (
15/-)

An enjoyable concert which should especially
appeal to brass band enthusiasts by virtue of
containing a lively performance of the late
Gilbert Vinter's official test piece written for
the 1969 Open British Championship won,
of course, by this very fine band—Grimethorpe Colliery. Iwould much rather have a
good studio recording than rely on adoubtful
live recording. The rest is made up of a
nicely varied concert from the brass band
repertoire; of particular interest two works
by a new composer in the field, the young
Yorkshireman Clive Barraclough, a name
which we should be seeing frequently in the
future. A natural balance and warm sound
make this a recommendable disc [
45: A].
FODEN'S MOTOR WORKS BAND: FESTIVAL
BAND SERIES, Vol. 4
The buccaneer (Seymour); Lustpiel—overture (
Kelabeta, arr. Martyn); Polka piquante (
Wafters); The
three trumpeters (
Agostini); Tenderfoot trail (
Haysom); Sousarama (Siebert); Hail Sousa (Wood);
Blue sombrero (
Spurgin); Autumn song (
Hughes);
Slavonic dance 8 (
Dvofák, arr. Hanmer); La sorrentina (
London; Dabson); Navy mixture (
Seymour)
Foden's Motor Works Band IRex Mortimer. Producer:
Harry Mortimer
Saga ' Eros' 8148 (
15/-)

Adjudicating on an all-time basis I would
show a strong leaning toward the Foden's
Band who have proved, time and time again,
on record and elsewhere that they are probably the liveliest, the most rhythmical and
entertaining brass band of all—they certainly
have the popular touch. So Ifind this record
even more enjoyable than the last and it has
a particularly light-hearted programme which
should be enjoyed by everyone, brass enthusiast or not. Tenderfoot trail is my special
favourite, a charming piece. Saga again
achieve a very easy sound to listen to; may
this series long continue [
50: A].
CATHEDRAL BRASS
Wedding march (
Mendelssohn); Jesu, joy of man's
desiring (
J. S. Bach); Now thank we all our God
(Crüger); Solemn melody (
Watford Davies); Nimrod
(Elgar); Carillon (
Bizet); War march of the Priests
(Mendelssohn); Ave Maria (
Bach Gounod); All
people that on earth do dwell (
Monk); Abide with
me (Monk); Finlandia (
Sibelius)
Christopher Robinson ( org) IMen o' Brass IHarry
Mortimer. Producer: Brian Culverhouse. Recorded in
Worcester Cathedral.
Columbia ' Studio 2' TWO308 (
39/11)

The ' spellbinding effect' of the sonorities
of Worcester Cathedral; a ' feast of sounds
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

MILITARY
THE MAGNIFICENT MARINES
H.M. Jollies (
Alford); Punjab (
Payne); Le rêve passe
(Krier-Helmer); The little bugler (
Duthoit); Fame and
glory (
Godfrey); Best foot forward (Tomlinson);
Entry of the gladiators (
Fucik); Marche Lorraine
(Ganne); Swing along (
Siebert); Fanfare (
Green);
Sunset (
Green); Sussex by the sea (
Higgs); Royal
standard (
Keith); The middy (
Alford)
Band of H.M. Royal Marines I Major Paul Neville.
Producer: Brian Culverhouse
HMV CSD3682 (
39/11)

In the main, these are up to the usual high
standard of military band music maintained
by the Royal Marines; which means a lively
pace and rhythm, a lighter style of playing
than one gets with some Army bands, a high
level of musicianship. The better the piece,
the better the performance; the excellent
Alford marches, Fucik and Ganne and
Siebert go well and there is a sparkling new
march by Ernest Tomlinson. Least successful is a rather heavy performance of a heavy
piece called Fame and glory. Clear recording
which sounds as though it would have done
with a better acoustic to give it full effect
[45: B].

CHORAL AND VOCAL
GREAT HYMNS
Onward Christian soldiers; Crimond; Through the
night of doubt and sorrow; When I survey the
wondrous Cross; Jesus shall reign; Guide me, 0
Thou great Jehovah; All people that on earth do
dwell; Saviour, blessed Saviour; All hail the power
of Jesus name; Abide with me; Jesu, lover of my
soul; Far above the highest heaven; God be in my
head
Huddersfield Choral Society IWyn Morris. Producer:
Isabella Wallich
Delysé ' Envoy' DS3208 (
44/9)

We would expect a rich warm tone, sincere
interpretations, disciplined singing from this
great choir, and it is good to find Wyn Morris
continuing in the Sir Malcolm Sargent tradition with all the Welsh fervour at his command. Those who enjoy a good hymn tune
sung with enthusiasm will enjoy this record—
but I say 'tune' with deliberation for if you
expect to hear the words you will be disappointed. In some of the more familiar
hymns you sometimes manage to follow but
most of the words are lost because the recording ( or perhaps the transfer to disc) is not
very good. On some of the quiet passages
I have never heard such ugly sibillance; it
sounds like a technical defect at times. The
recording is too congested [
45: C].
WILL YE NO COME BACK AGAIN
The winter it is past; Deep River; King Arthur; An
Eriskay love lilt (
Kennedy-Fraser); Auld lang syne;
March of the Cameron men (
arr. Bantock); Hark,
hark, the echo falling (
DI Lasso); The blue bird
(Stanford); Border ballad; Spring (
Benjamin); The
two roses (
Werner); The Island herdmaid (
Kennedy-
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Fraser); The dance (Eiger); Come then let us all be
merry (
Smetana); Will ye no come back again
Glasgow Pheonix Choir IPeter Mooney
World Record Club ST1071 (
29/7). Reissue from
1963

An entirely different choral sound here,
lighter and smaller in effect, almost in an
American tradition of spritely, intensely
rhythmical singing with piano accompaniment. A lot more words to be heard both by
virtue of the nature of the singing and a much
clearer recording. Many old choral favourites
like the Elgar, Stanford and Smetana pieces
and many excellent arrangements of traditional tunes. Good to have this LP back in
the catalogue [45: 13].
SONGS OF THE SEA
Drake's drum (
Stanford); Outward bound (
Stanford);
The old Superb (
Stanford); Devon o' Devon (
Stanford); Sons of the sea (
McGlennon); Shipmates o'
mine (
Sanderson); The Admiral's broom (
Bevan);
At Santa Barbara (
Russell); Cargoes (
Shaw); Rocked
in the cradle of the deep (
Knight); The tune the
Bosun played (
Loughborough); Homeward bound
(Stanford); The Jolly Roger (
Dewar); Anchored
(Watson); Rolling down to Rio (
German); The little
Admiral (
Stanford)
Peter Dawson ( bar) Ivarious accompaniments
World Record Club NSH135 (
25/-). Reissued
from 78s

am a great admirer of Peter Dawson and
feel there was no-one more adept at conveying the sense and the basic emotion of agood
drawing- room ballad. But even he finds it
difficult to pump enough sincerity into this
collection of so-called sea-faring songs
which Idon't think any honest sailor would
want to sing. Iappreciate their association
with a period of British imperialism but even
so they get a bit much after a time; a few
scattered her and there in an anthology are
all right but six hearty Stanford-Newbolt
collaborations would probably nauseate even
amodern conservative. Martin Shaw's setting
of Masefield's Cargoes so completely misses
the feel and the swing of the words that it
must be held as a masterpiece of musical
stuffed owlism. The best tunes are the
frankly lowbrow Shipmates of mine and
Watson's sturdy Anchored. Peter Dawson
does his noblest hut, to appreciate his art in
a wider vein Iwould recommend either WRC
SH116 ( Songs of the Open Road) or, best of
all, MFP1144 ( A Song for Everyone). The
transfer to LP is, as usual with WRC, very
good [40: H].

SIR THOMAS BEECHAM IN REHEARSAL
Rehearsing Haydn symphonies & Mozart's Die
Entfuhrung sus dem Serail
World Record Club vSH147 (
25/-). Reissue:
formerly HMV ALP1874 ( Sep '58)

This is a record that should never be allowed
to slip into deletion. If it seems disrespectful
to the memory of Sir Thomas to put this in a
'fun' section, then you presumably have not
heard it. Beecham was certainly having fun,
so were the gentlemen of the Royal Philharmonic. Which is why we get so much
pleasure out of a Beecham recording. It was
all done by relaxology. You won't really find
out much about the Beecham musical
method (from a musical point of view)
except that he didn't believe in rehearsals
(or so he said), but you will learn a lot of
sound psychology. It is awonderfully nostalgic, amusing and uplifting record. If you
haven't got it yet then take this golden
opportunity. WRC have improved the sound
quite a bit, comparing it to the earlier issue,
but it was not intended to be hi-fi, being
only caught surreptitiously on a single
microphone, so the recording rating doesn't
really matter [
50: C].
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THE HOFFNUNG ASTRONAUTICAL MUSIC
FESTIVAL 1961
Introductory music (
Baines); Festival anthem
(Baines); Overture— Leonora 4 (
Beethoven); '
The
Barber of Darmstadt'—duet (
Jaja); Ballad of County
Down (
Chagrin); '
Belshazzar's Feast'—excerpt
(Walton); Horrortorio (
Horovitz); Mobile for seven
orchestras (
Leonard)
Artistic Director: Malcolm Arnold. Producer: Colin
Graham
World Record Club ST1075 (
29/7). Reissue from
1961
If you enjoy hearing a lot of people laughing
heartily you can get a simple pleasure out of
this record merely from that. Everyone laughed
a lot; Iwas there and Idid. It was the usual
hilarious occasion even though the great
Hoffnung himself was not there, but we
mourned his death in 1959 in a manner of
which he would have approved. There are
lots of very funny musical things happening,
but a lot of visual things that you may not
understand and you might be perfectly justified in claiming that a record of such an
occasion was rather a waste of time. It is,
however, full of famous people letting their
hair down and, in my opinion, should not be
missed. Again the record rating, an unequal
battle with the Festival Hall, can be ignored
but is put down simply for accuracy's sake
[45: C].

T
RADITIONAL
By Madeau Stewart

Idon't wish to drag the boring subject of sex
equality into this column, but it is at least
partly true that in the arts, gender has never
been of much concern to the audience. It is
essential for a male poet or painter to reveal
a perceptible streak of feminine sensitivity,
and a lady writer or composer is expected to
have a bold, masculine grasp of situations.
Curiously enough the voice qualities of some
of the greatest singers have been compounded of the characteristics of both sexes.
Indeed, some of those most greatly admired
have sounded sexless. Ican think of innumerable examples in the world of traditional
music where it is not possible to tell the sex
of the singer— most particularly in the nonEuropean tradition. Where instrumentalists
are concerned, no one cares who plays what
—although the spectacle of a young woman
battling with a bass trombone can cause a
feeling of alarm.
These thoughts were
inspired by a trivial recording called Disc a
Dawn.
DISC A DAWN: FOLK AND POP SONGS
FROM WALES
Mae'r olwyn yn troi; Well di Gymru; Y Sipsiwn;
Anodd l'w wneud yw dweud ffarwel; Dewch gyda ni;
Lisa Lan; Does dim o'i le mewn bod yn dyner, Nid y
fl yw'r un iofyn pam
Singers & instrumentalists: Y Diliau; Dedd /wan;
Hogia'r Wyddlà; Iris Williams; The Hennessys;
Heather Jones; Yr Awr; Meic Stevens
BBC SREC65M (
28/9)
Iris Williams, accompanied by a curious,
quasi- Renaissance backing, has an impressively epicene quality in her voice. The words
of Anodd l'w wneud yw dweud ffarwel (
Hey!
that's no way to say goodbye) may be dull,
but she puts them over in an interesting
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

manner and Iforgive the really awful notes
about " the most exciting voice in Wales
today". It is an exciting voice. Her second
song, Roedd gen iunwaith garlad (
Once Ihad
a sweetheart) reveals a different quality and
one that a good Spanish singer would not be
ashamed of. The rest of the recording is
devoted to performances which are polished
and music which, though charming in an
ephemeral way, displays anything but the
ancient and characteristic Welsh " hiraeth"
or longing. The all- girl group— Y Diliau—
sound similar to the Salvation Army Joy
Strings. Good heavens! Ican almost see
jolly tambourine ribbons fluttering through
the air on the down beat! Iwas, incidentally,
unable to distinguish between the pop and
the folk [ 35: B].

JAN ROSOL: CHANTONS POUR PASSER
LE TEMPS
Chantons pour passer le temps; A la claire fontaine;
Sur la route de Louviers; Le paradis; Dans les
prisons de Nantes; Quand j'étais chez mon père;
S'il chante; Dis- mol Jeannette; II pleut bergère;
Bourrée; Sur la route de Dijon; Le chalet; La Perd role; Joli tambour; Gentil coquelicot; Sot petit
jeune homme
BBC yREB82M (
37/6)
Jan Rosol starts his recital of songs from the
different regions of France with one of the
most favourite subjects in English traditional
song: The girl disguised as a youth in order
to follow her lover to sea or to the war. In
this case, to sea. Sung with admirable clarity
of diction but somewhat glossy sympathy.
As the spoken introductions to each song
are in French, and the separate sheet of
words is in French without translation, I
assume that this recording is intended for the
BBC Schools audiences for whom Jan Rosol
is a familiar entertainer. Joli tambour is,
without doubt, his best performance on this
disc, for the vigorous delivery reveals adeeper
commitment to the material. Otherwise the
interpretations, for all their professionalism,
lack the loving understanding which, as a
child, Iassociated with these familiar songs
[35: A].

THE CRITICS GROUP: AS WE WERE A- SAILING
Slave ho; Billy Riley; Sir Francis Drake; Farewell to
Tarwathie; The New York Trader; Sailing over the
Dogger Bank; The bold pirate; The Alabama; So
handy; The Flying Cloud; The North Sea holes;
Loss of the Ramillies; As we were a- sailing; The
press gang; The dockyard gate; Bottle-0; Long
time ago; Nancy of Yarmouth; John Dameray; Bold
Benjamin
Singers: Ewan MacColl, Aldyn Cooper, John Faulkner,
Brian Pearson, Dick Snell & Terry Yarnell IJohn
Faulkner (mandolin, fiddle), Sandra Kerr (guitar,
dulcimer, whistle), Peggy Seeger (guitar, concertina,
banjo)
Argo ZDA137 (
39/11)
Of all the work songs which have outlived the
toils they once accompanied, shanties present some of the most difficult problems for
performers. Shanties are well worth preserving for their tunes and their texts. Once
roared by ruffian voices in time to the hoisting
of yards or pumping, the contemporary
musician, who may not even have crewed in
a small dinghy, has got to decide whether to
make polite music or recreate the atmosphere
of the old square rigger days. The Critics
Group has compromised. The voices are
tolerably shaggy while the accompaniments
are lily-white fingered. Brian Pearson has a
jolly good shout in So Handy. Dick Snell's
Bold Pirate is a bit too clean shaven. The
choruses are controlled. Ewan Maccoll has
afair share of the solos, but the salt has gone
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out of his voice and Nancy of Yarmouth
sounded affected. The repertoire covers a
wide range of subject matter from disasters
at sea, complaints about boarding-house
keepers and one rare and important number
on The Press Gang; it is surprising how few
of these survive— or are heard. A valuable
disc [ 35: A].

DANNY DOYLE: WHISKEY ON A SUNDAY
The rising of the moon; Mary from Dunloe; Spanish
is a loving tongue; Whiskey on a Sunday; Lizzie
Lindsay; German clockwinder; Twenty men from
Dublin Town; Pretty Saro; If you could wait; Me
old Howth Gun; John O'Halloran; One time only
EMI ' Shamrock' STAL6010 (
19/11)
Danny Doyle is unmistakably masculine in
this " electronically reprocessed to give stereo
effect" disc. Never mind about the reprocessing! By the end of 1971 Mr. Doyle will have
sung in sixteen different cities stretching
from Australia to the States and Scandinavia.
Will he prove a success? If so, why? His
voice, assisted by echo facilities, is ordinary
enough.
His
repertoire
is
wonderfully
popular. " Ireland's greatest ambassador of
music" say the notes. Who am Ito disagree?
And yet, Ido [
25: C].

Arthur Jackson

ENOCH LIGHT ORCHESTRA
Brass Menagerie: My favourite things; I'm gonna
make you love me; Fool on the hill; Gentle on my
mind; Galveston; Both sides now; Aquarius; Happy
heart; Blowin' in the wind; California dreamin';
Zazueira; For once in my life; Wichita lineman;
Touch me
Columbia TWO311 (
39/11)
Spaced Out: Bond Street; Lover's concerto;
Knowing when to leave; My silent song; Walk on
by; Eleanor Rigby; A little fugue for you and me;
Norwegian wood; Ob la- di ob-la-da; What the world
needs now; Petite Paullette; Get back
Columbia TWO312 (
39/11)
Enoch Light's sonar experiments with the
Command label were often pretty barren
musically, but with his own Project 3company
he is adapting the techniques of sound to the
needs of the music. Only some arbitrary
left- right switching involving too- sharp cutoffs on " Spaced Out" mars the excellence of
the recording and provides the only gimmickry
from this former master of musical ping-pong.
Although this collection of music by Bach,
Bacharach
and
Beatles
advertises
the
presence of the dreaded Moog it is heard
only rarely or else is so well integrated as to
be hardly noticeable. This set is basically a
modern style dance band programme with
beautifully toned saxes and modern rhythm
section tastefully used, while the first, as per
its title, features a punching brass section
scored by Dick Hyman with wit and a keen

jazz sense. A well- deserved [
45: A] for
sound fanatics, pop fans and lovers of the
big band sound.
MAYNARD
FERGUSON
ORCHESTRA:
'WORLD OF MAYNARD FERGUSON'
Chala Nata; If Ithought you'd ever change your
mind; L-Dopa; Eli's coming; Ballad to Max; MacArthur Park
CBS 64101 (
39/11)

Despite the first track, an indication of
Ferguson's
current
pre- occupation
with
things Indian, this comes out pretty strongly
on the side of conventional big band swing.
Not to the extent of a reversion to the swing
era perhaps, but notwithstanding arrangers'
experiments with sounds and rhythms of
today, what really sells Ferguson's all- British
outfit is the tightly controlled playing of richly
scored ensemble textures. MacArthur Park
in particular shows what a marvellous lead
trumpet the man is ... and to those doubting
Thomases with an ear only for Ferguson's
stratospheric playing Irecommend athorough
investigation of the pure jazz in his valve
trombone solos [
40: B].
'INTRODUCING ERNEST BROADBENT'
For you; Swedish rhapsody; Tango Taquin; ' Smile';
medley; Zorba's dance; Happy wanderer; Tulips
from Amsterdam; Magic moments; Jolly brothers;
Happy hora; Thunder & lightning polka; Moon river;
Blue moon; Spanish flea; Ma; Que sera sera; I
don't know why; Jealously; You always hurt the one
you love; My blue heaven; Memories of you
Columbia SCX6410 (
39/11)

Mr. Broadbent has the task of replacing
Reginald Dixon in the affections of patrons
of Blackpool's Tower Ballroom which, it
appears, he should do with little difficulty.
His repertoire consists of pretty much the
same sort of thing as his predecessor's, but
the performance is much more musicianly,
lacking the quintessential corniness we have
becomeaccustomed tofromthis venue. [
30: A]
RONNIE ALDRICH: ' HERE COME THE HITS'
Airport; Raindrops keep fallin' on my head; Arizona;
Bridge over troubled water; Sugar sugar; Daydream;
Venus; Because; United we stand; Girl on the Via
Veneto; Let it be; Autumn concerto
Decca PFS4195 (
39/11)
EDMUNDO ROS ORCHESTRA: ' HEADING
SOUTH . . . OF THE BORDER'
Heading south; Mrs Robinson; Light my fire; What
now my love; Forbidden games; United we stand;
Up up and away; My cherie amour; Kaiser Bill's
batman; Skaters' waltz; I'll never fall in love again;
Hey Jude
Decca PFS4193 (
39/11)

Current pops tailored to familiar routines.
Aldrich comes off better in ballad themes
than in beat numbers, which aren't really
suitable for piano- orchestral treatment; not
that Aldrich can't swing when the material
is right, but things like Arizona and Sugar
sugar are square enough to defy any attempts
at swing phrasing. Edmundo hasn't changed
the style of his excellent dance band in
twenty years, yet strangely enough his pops
he has chosen fall right into the Ros idiom
with no trouble. Hearing them at unfamiliar
tempi and wrapped up in block scoring for
brass and saxes adds new interest to some
fairly hackneyed pieces [
45: A] for both.
CYRIL ORNADEL ORCHESTRA: ' WONDERFUL WORLD BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE'
Wonderful world beautiful people; Put a little love
In your heart; Love at first sight; Both sides now;
Reflections of my life; Bridge over troubled water;
Love grows; Portrait of my love; Raindrops keep
fallin' on my head; Love of achild; All Ihave to do is
dream; Peace
CBS 64100 (
39/11)

As previously indicated, there are some good
orchestral albums of pop tunes to be had, but
this dreary, turgid set of plodding, rhythmically sterile, long- drawn out and cliche- ridden
arrangements isn't one of them. No, Ididn't
really care for it much! [
10: B] and dear at
half the price.
ASTRUD GILBERTO: ' HOLIDAY'
Beginnings; Holiday; Here there and everywhere;
Light my fire; Let go; Let's have the morning after;
Think of rain; A million miles away behind the door;
Love is stronger than we; Don't leave me; Summer
sweet
Verve SVLP9252 (
39/11)

The performance rating is strictly for the
expert orchestral arrangements that all but
submerge (thankfully) the dull, flat, toneless
voice of Mrs. Gilberto. But the lady has her
adherents, who can safely add another 20
[28: B].
ALAN ELSDON & HIS BAND: ' YOUR DIXIELAND FAVOURITES'
Tiger rag; Ace in the hole; Careless love; Sister
Kate; Original Dixieland one step; Basin St. blues;
St. Louis blues; Bill Bailey; Muskrat ramble; Nobody
knows you when you're down and out; Copenhagen;
When the saints
Music for Pleasure MFP1400 (
15/-)

Easy to label this as bargain basement jazz
with arepertoire predictable enough to appeal
to budget record buyers. Easy, yes, and true
enough I suppose, but such a dismissal
would overlook the fact that the Elsdon band
is a good one, far removed from the old
British Trad style. Based on a good rhythm
section, and with Elsdon providing a sound
trumpet lead, it turns these into more than
merely routine performances.
Vocals by
Chris Ellis are no worse than the usual jazz
band singing, and a lot better than some.
[40: B].
DEAN MARTIN
One More Time: One more time; If; Winter wonderland; Let it snow; I'll always love you; Happy feet;
Bye bye blackbird; Come back to Sorrento; Oh
Marie; Winter romance; I'm yours; Luna mezza mare
World Record Club ST1001 (
29/7)
My Woman, My Woman, My Wife: My woman,
my woman, my wife; Once a day; Here we go again;
Make the world go away; Tips of my fingers; Detroit
City; Heart over mind; Togerther again; Turn the
world around; It keeps right on a-hurtin'
Reprise RSLP6403 (
40/8)

"While his albums have rated airtime and
commercial success in equal proportions
they did represent a certain amount on
musical rethinking on his part, and it does us
no harm to use an album like " One More
Time" to recall that there was a time when
Dean Martin was a name to be uttered in the
same breath as those of Crosby and Como."
This quote from the sleevenote ... by kind
permission of me ... truly expresses the
difference between these two LP's. The
WRC release is of various singles and EP/LP
tracks from the early 50's, at a time when, in
fact, Dino was singing supremely well, both
in ballads and mild swingers. More careful
in diction and intonation than he is today,
and generally recording worthwhile material.
Reprocessing of what are mainly 78 rpm
recordings gives the voice a not unattractive
disembodied sound between the speakers
[40: B]. The Reprise, with its mandatory
C & W overtones, is all too typical of today's
Dean Martin, and needs no further comment
[35: B].
TONY MOTTOLA: ' LUSH, LATIN & LOVELY'
Man & a woman; Sunny; Spanish Harlem; So nice;
How insensitive; Samba de Orfeo; Guantanamera;
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Call me; Flower road; What now my love; Somethin'
stupid; La Montana; Can't take my eyes off you;
Free again
Columbia TWO310 (
39/11)

Mottola may not attract the publicity and
applause accorded to musicians like Wes
Montgomery or Eric Clapton (to take the two
extremes), but for tasteful and brilliant
middle-of-the-road guitar playing he deserves
the highest possible accolade. The repertoire
of latter-day Latin standards speaks for itself;
suffice it to say that Mottola gets right into
the spirit of the Jobim-Bonfa type of music,
with small band backings that do nothing to
destroy the atmosphere. Sheer delight for
those who still like music, and well worth
[50: A].

VIKKI CARR: ' NASHVILLE'
Singing my song; Raindrops keep fallin' on my head;
Make it rain; Tomorrow is my friend; Living on a
prayer; Everybody's talkin'; Sunday mornin' commn'
down; Until it's time for you to go; You are; Today I
started loving uou again; Crying time; Yesterday
when Iwas young; Tip of my fingers
Liberty LBS83276 (
39/11)
PETULA CLARK: ' MEMPHIS'
Iwanna see morning with him; Nothing's as good as
it used to be; Goodnight sweet dreams; Right on;
Neon rainbow; It doesn't matter to me; How we
gonna live to be a hundred years old together;
When the world was round; That old time feeling;
That's what life is all about; People get ready
Pye NSPL18345 (
39/11)

It's the fashion these days for singers to go
right to the source to record indigenous
songs, and both the Misses Carr and Clark
made the trip down South for these albums.
Vikki might be lowering her standards of song
selection in order to survive, but there's no
question of playing down to her audience as
far as her own performance is concerned.
(Though even here she manages to get in
songs by Mancini, Bacharach and Aznavour.)
She gives the songs, good and bad, everything she has and remains, first and foremost,
an artist rather than a mere song stylist
[45: B]. Conversely, Pet Clark, an increasingly unsure performer of late, drags her own
singing down to the level of her mediocre
material, with unsure pitching and often quite
woeful intonation [
21: B].

BOOTS RANDOLPH: ' YAKETY REVISITED'
Down yonder; Games people play; Battle of New
Orleans; Little band of gold; Walking on new grass;
Big Daddy; Am Ithat easy to forget; Wichita lineman; Release me; Yesterday when Iwas young;
Born to lose; Tragedy
Monument aLMO,
SM05040 (
39/11)

The tenor sax that sparked a thousand pop
records, heard solo. Side 1is good humoured
honking ( and sometimes near- swinging)
rattled out with small group backings...
banjos an' all... as if Randolph didn't believe
a word of it but was going to have fun anyway. Side 2 brings in the strings and ballads
and playing pretty for the people, and there
can't have been adry eye in the studio [
35: B].
LAURIE JOHNSON: ' SYNTHESIS'
(a) Prelude; (
b) Con moto; (
e) Adagio; (
d) Allegro;
(e) Finale
London Jazz Orchestra & L.P.O. ILaurie Johnson
Columbia SCX6412 (
39/11)

For as long as Ican remember composers
have been seeking asuccessful fusion of jazz
and classical music (though I've never been
quite sure why) with varying degrees of
failure. One reason could be that all too few
of the composers were sufficiently experienced in both fields, with the result that the
finished products lacked conviction from one
angle or the other. It may be true that Laurie
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Johnson has never operated completely in
either field, but his best work in popular and
film/TV music over the past 15 years has
always combined elements of both jazz and
classical influences, welded together by a
sound knowledge of modern orchestral
writing. There can be few people more
qualified to join the hunt for this elusive
fusion of such diverse basic elements, and
Synthesis does, in fact, come nearer the ideal
than almost anything yet attempted in the
creation of a new musical idiom. Johnson
has had the right idea from the start, in
writing for one large orchestra rather than
merely tacking strings on to a jazz band, or
vice versa. This conception of the work as a
whole, of writing recognisable themes stated,
repeated and developed by the various
sections of the orchestra working with rather
than against each other results in awork that
is always cohesive; more important, it is good
music to listen to. The composer's avowed
intention to write in the 19th century romantic
tradition may well result in criticisms of the
piece as ' film music', particularly bearing in
mind his success in that field. But the writing
is never merely lush, nor does he indulge in
the sort of ultra- modern way out' jazz scoring
that would make fusion even less acceptable
by the classicists. The performance by the
19- piece London Jazz Orchestra is nothing
short of miraculous in its precision and blend,
with the rhythm section in particular superbly
combined with the ensemble, while the
L.P.O. strings and horns are splendidly
balanced within the framework of the whole.
I should be interested to see how this
recording appeals to our classical and jazz
reviewers; possibly their reaction may not
be as enthusiastic as mine, but from my
vantage point here in the middle of the road
this is the sort of music that makes my job a
sheer pleasure. Ishall be listening to it when
the rest of the year's Popular Albums are
gathering dust [
50: A].

Efficient piano and strings mood music,
nicely recorded and pleasant to listen to.
Even more pleasant on the odd occasions
(Got acrush and Talk of the town, for instance)
when Freeman indulges in the semi-jazz
playing he does so well and lifts it firmly out
of the mood music category [
40: B].
DJANGO RHEINHARDT & STEPHAN GRAPPELLY: ' TOGETHER AGAIN'
Over the rainbow; Swing 39; Vous qui passez sans
me voir; Nagasaki; Melancholy baby; Bolero de
Django; Liza; Minor swing; Sweet Georgia Brown;
Just a gigolo; What is this thing called love; My
blue heaven; Clopin clopant; Rosetta
World Record Club ST1004 (
29/7)

After the war there were occasions, when
Reinhardt got involved with clarinettist
Hubert Rostaing and inferior rhythm sections,
for example, when things weren't what they
used to be. But this reunion in Rome in 1949
recaptured all the glory of the Hot Club
Quintet days, and the Italian piano- bassdrums group behind the old partners proved
a more than adequate setting for a revival of
all the familiar tricks. This was possibly the
most individual sound in the history of jazz
and this, to my mind, is what Swing was all
about. Ihave given H for the recording, but
actually heard far worse [
45: H].
BUDDY GRECO: ' LET THE SUNSHINE IN'
Let the sunshine in; Everybody gets to go to the
moon; Yesterday when I was young; Spinning
wheel; Always something there to remind me; Like
a rolling stone; From Atlanta to goodbye; If you
must leave my life; You're my world; Love is ahurtin'
thing; Never gonna give you up
Wand (."4WNL/$ WNS3 (
39/11)

Themes (
SULP1220) and Great Love Film
Themes (
UAS29015)) that presents some of
the best title themes of recent years. Ron
Goodwin and Elmer Bernstein provide the
most memorable moments, but Ialso have a
soft spot for Francis Lai's Hannibal Brooks
march [
45: B].

STAGE
An
-t
L
itt LET
SC
by Arthur Jackson
THE REIVERS
Soundtrack Music
John Williams
CBS 70068 (
45/-)

Better-than- usual soundtrack music, sparkling with good humour, the high spots being
1' 42" setting of Camptown Races that wouldn't
disgrace Copland. Seems a pity that a comparatively
superior
score,
magnificently
recorded, should offer only 29-î minutes of
music at aclassical label price [
40: A].
GREAT WAR FILM THEMES
Great Escape; Battle of Britain; Cast aGiant Shadow;
Hannibal Brooks; Play Dirty; 633 Squadron; Triple
Cross; Judgement at Nuremberg; The Train—
Soundtracks El Guns of Navarone—Al Cajola Orchestra; Bridge At Remagen; Devil's Brigade—Leroy
Holmes Orchestra; Is Paris Burning—Ferrante &
Teicher
United Artists UAS29074 (39/11)

Another excellent anthology of U- A recordings ( in succession to Great Western Film
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

STAN FREEMAN, HIS PIANO & ORCHESTRA
'FASCINATION'
Fascination; Take me in your arms; When Ilook
in your eyes; Gentle rain; I've got a crush on you;
Strangers in the night; This is my song; Autumn
leaves; Night is young; Its' the talk of the town; My
foolish heart; My sin
Music for Pleasure MFP1389 (
16/-)

MOVIE SCENE
Song from Aol*A*S*H; Born to be wild; Raindrops
keep fallin' on my head; Alice's restaurant; Look of
love; Everybody's talkin'; Let it be; Song from
Putney Swope; Come and get it; Z; Woodstock
medley
The Bully Boys Band
Stateside SSL5032 (39/11)

No rating for this one, subtitled " The Heavy
Sounds From Today's Films". The presumably pseudonymous Bully Boys Band emulate
the moronic sounds of the underground pop
groups ... whether seriously or satirically I
neither know nor care.
MOVIE SONG BOOK
Born free; Pretty Polly; On days like these; Where
did our summers go; Run wild run free; True grit;
Walk in the spring rain; Thunderball; To Sir with
love; Nothing to lose; Isadora; When the world is
ready
Danny Street w. Don Black Sinbers d Orchestra conducted by Kenny Clayton
Pye NSPL18346 (
39/11)

Some familiar title tunes
by Mancini,
Bernstein, Barry, Lai & Co., all of which
have had lyrics by Don Black. Six are sung
by Danny Street, one of our better ( consequently less- known) singers, and six by a
choral group of excellent range.
Kenny
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SAMMY DAVIS JNR: ' SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONE'
Spinning wheel; You better sit down kids; For once
n my life; My way; Wichita lineman; And when I
die; In the ghetto; You've made me so very happy;
Hi- heel sneakers
Tamla Motown STML11160 (
39/11)
VERA LYNN: ' SONGS OF THE 60's MY WAY'
My way; Everybody's talkin'; Taste of honey;
Strangers in the night; Yesterday; Iwill wait for you;
Those were the days; By the time Iget to Phoenix;
Everybody loves somebody; Look of love; What a
wonderful world; Sunrise sunset
Columbia ISCX6415 (
39/11)

All the veterans, the ' quality' singers, have to
record pops nowadays ( except Dick Haymes,
but that's another story ... he has just
turned out THE vocal album of the year
which unfortunately Ican't review here), and
they do so with varying degrees of success,
only too often losing their own individuality
in the process. It hasn't happened here,
though. Vera Lynn, for instance, may be
something of ajoke to younger record buyers,
and although I've never been a fan Ihave to
admit that this current LP offers the finest
singing she has ever done. Gone is the
sugary sweetness that crossed her off my
list in the forties, to be replaced by a maturity
and sensitivity of performance allied to a
splendid vocal technique. This is a rich,
tasteful offering of no interest at all to the
followers of the girl singers of today [
45: B].
Buddy Greco's flip interpretation of ballads
and swingers alike is the right way to
approach his present repertoire, and it
works. Without lowering his standards he
tackles the songs on their own level and
produces the ideal compromise between
'quality' and pop [
40: B]. Which leaves us
with Sammy Davis who belts into some of the
noisiest arrangements for years as if there
was no tomorrow. Don't look for charm or
musical appeal here; the cover picture of
Davis in hippy robe tells it all [
25: C].

Clayton's scores convey the spirit of the
original film settings more than adequately
[40: B].

INTIERNL
By Ralph Harvey
GROSSE ORCHESTER BITTEN ZUM TANZ
Nr. 1.
Let's dance; Taste of honey; Love is blue; Strangers
in the night; Desafinado; Spanish flea; Jeepers
creepers; Mr. Sandman; Sheik of Araby; Island in
the sun; 17 Jahr, blondes Haar; II silenzio; A banda;
Stranger on the shore; Massachusetts; Red roses
for a blue lady; Whiter shade of pale; Congratulations; Puppet on a string; What a wonderful
world; Love me tonight; A man and awoman; Petite
fleur; Walk in the Black Forest
Werner Müller and his Orchestra
German Decca DS3101/1-2 (
59/10)*
MR. HAMMOND
Hello Dolly; Elizabethan serenade; Strangers in the
night; Lara's theme; Love is blue; Red roses for a
blue lady; Wonderland by night; Up, up and away;
Barcarolle; In a little Spanish town; Brazil; Harlem
Nocturne; Carioca; Some of these days; Indian
love call; La vie en rose; Tango bolero; Anema e
core; Jeepers, creepers; Amorada; Moon river;

MORE GOODIES
FROM ABROAD!

AVGARDE Gallery Ltd

AMERICA

RECORDS AND FINE SOUND EQUIPMENT

* The ' Welte Legacy of Piano Treasures'— performances from the golden age of the piano—
Busoni, Hofmann, Lhevinne, Padarewski and many
others, available post free, 55/-.

\hfrilp\
ret

* Recordings from the ' Composers Recordings
Inc.', ' Mace', ' Seraphim', ' Odyssey', Candide',
'Desto', ' Louisville', and ' Ventas' labels. No
lists available, but please phone in for details—
records available late November.

HIGH FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND EQUIPMENT: for
Gramophone, Radio and Tape. All the finest makes on regular demonstration, including the full ranges by Bowers & Wilkins, Connoisseur,
Goldring, Leak, Sugden, Tandberg, etc. First class guaranteed service:
our engineering is unequalled in the Manchester area.

NEW

CZECKOSLOVAKIA

AND

SECONDHAND

RECORDS:

specialists in Classical Music, Speech
Folk Music, Humour, Historical, etc.

* Now in stock: Complete Beethoven Sonatas—
Suk/Panenka on five records ( available separately),
33/6 each, post free. Janacek Operas: ' Cunning
Little Vixen' ( mono), ` Katya Kabanova' ( mono),
'House of the Dead' (stereo), ' Makropoulos Case'
(stereo), all two- record sets, 67/-, post free.
Milhaud: Cello concertos Hala/Waldhaus, Brno.
State P.O., 33/6 post free.

and

Manchester's principal
Drama, Musical Shows,

STEREO RECORD LIBRARY: Reasonable Charges
ACCESSORIES: for Record Care and Storage
Equipment Maintenance
9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. daily

Brazennose Street

Telephone 061-834 2178

Albert Square

Manchester 2

* Due in late December— New Supraphon imports.

Office records
Personal records
Gramophone records
Photographic records
stored where you want

FRANCE, GERMANY & RUSSIA! ! !
* Our new suppliers in Europe promise rapid delivery
and up-to-date information. (
We have an extensive
Import Reference section for Classical Information
—come along and see what's available.)

RECORDAWAY
F.:7.175,1

* We hope to be able to supply Russian Imports
again in January ' 71. Watch the ads for news.

fits under ashelf or 44.
inside a cabinet
a4

Suspended filing system which
excludes fluff, dust. Sheet and
disc materials kept clean and flat.
Track holds at *" intervals ten clear
P.V.C. sleeves ( contents visible)
with built-in index tab holders.
Replaceable sleeve runners glide smoothly In o
track channels sealing the contents.
Enquiries to: PROTECTA SYSTEMS LTD.
30 BAKER STREET, LONDON W1 M 2DS.

RECORD HUNTER will try to get imports to
special order (except from Russia). Prices and
delivery for specific items on request.

MAIL -ORDER AND EXPORT

_

* Goods sent post free in U.K.
* Goods sent tax free and post free over £ 10 value
abroad. ( Please give alternatives.)

"RUMBLECURE"

* Visitors to London can take records home with
them, tax free on our new Personal Export Scheme.

pat. app. 28949,69

if you have rumble, feedback, springy floor, or shocks
from passing traffic; ISOLATE and PROTECT your
equipment with " acoustic cushion" products. By
isolating sources of vibration this also " cleans-up" the
music. Many enthusiasts who did not suspect vibration
"signal-clouding" are now enjoying much better
reproduction. All goods returnable against full refund.
Also specialised HiFi P.A.-Dems,Sales and Service.

RECORD HUNTER
27-29 York Road, Waterloo, S.E.1
Tel.: 928 8731 and 928 4179.
Hours: 9.30-6 Mon. to Wed.

BLACK KNIGHT RUMBLECURE

9.30-7 Thurs. and Fri.

Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancashire, England.

10.0-1 Sat.

Telephone: 061-330-2836
Manufacturer, Retail and Export enquiries invited
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Walk in the Black Forest; In a Persian market; My
Fair Lady— medley
Klaus Wunderlich (Hammond organ)
German Telefunken TS3102/1-2 (
59/10)•

CRETE
AN EVENING IN CRETE
(Traditional, arr. Swann): The dove; Girl from
Samos; My eyes; Aides -Aman- Aman; The jacket;
Lullaby; Staphydianos; The shepherd; Greek Salad
à la Swann; The almond; Drink to me only. Hadjidakis: The cypress tree; The messenger has died.
Theodorakis: Grief; On a secret shore; The ballad
of Andrikos. Swann: The Sultan's mirror; Miranda;
The favours; Anatoli. (
The East): CorinithiosPetri : The cockerel
Li//i Malandraki (sop) and Donald Swann (pno)
World Record Club ST1069 (
29/7)

FRANCE
EDITH PIAF
La vie en rose; No regrets; Heaven have mercy;
Hymn to love; The three bells; Mon Dieu; Mea culpa;
Les amants de Venise; Enfin le printemps; Monsieur
Lenoble; Les croix; Marie Trottoir
Edith Piaf ( Side 1, in English: side 2, in French)
Music For Pleasure MFP1396 (
15/-)

GERMANY AND AUSTRIA
DAS GROSSE HAMBURGER HAFENKONZERT
El Capitan; Schón ist die Liebe im Hafen; La paloma;
Kleine weisse Mówe; In der Haifischbar; Das schmeiszt doch einen Seemann nicht gleich urn;
Hanseaten-Marsch; Fahr mich in die Ferne; Jan
Maat, erzahl uns von der Südsee; Sonntagnacht
auf der Reeperbahn; Oh, wie war das wieder schón;
In Hamburg sagt man „ Tschüsz"!
Nana Gua/di; Hildegund Carena; Carl Bay; Jan
Behrens; Sailors' choir; Rolf Klaus (accordion);
Hamburg Brass Band and Orchestra
German Decca—Musik für Alle ND502 ( 29/11)*
ENTLANG DER ROMANTISCHEN STRASSE
Sound pictures rom Würzburg, Rothenburg ob der
Tauber, Dinkelsbühl, Nürdlingen, Augsburg, Landsberg
am Lech, Die Wieskirche, Schloss Neuschwanstein;
Füssen im Allgâti
German Telefunken—Musik für Alle NT498
(29/11)•
WO DER WILDE KAISER GRÜSST
Music and song from the Inn valley with Hans Faller
and the Inn Valley Brass Band; Krónauer Duo; Heini
Frei Folk Band; The Merry Inntaler; The Schliersee
"Schuhplattler"; Eduard Ellersdorfer's Strings; Jode!duo Edda and Rudi Schwaiger; Brünnstein Trio
German Telefunken—Musik für Aile NT522
(29/11).

GREECE
ANTILALOI APO TIN ELLADA—MEMORIES
OF GREECE
Quest for happiness; On this cloudy afternoon;
When will you come home? Syrtaki; Song of night;
When you cry tears come to me; We dream our
way to heaven; Separation; In the distance; A Greek
on the Isar; Life, why are you so hard?; A bird in the
storm
Elena Rodi, ¡lias Platis, Vagelis Eskitzis, Kostas
Tassios ( vocals) with Babis Pramateftakis Orchestra.
Solo bouzouki: Giorgo Kaprillis and Kostas Tassios
German Telefunken—Musik für Alle NT453
(29/11)•
MORE MUSIC OF THE GREEK ISLANDS
Lefteris; Dolphin, little dolphin; If it were the 21st;
White rose of Athens; Nostalgia; Natane; Slowly,
slowly; Impulsive; What on earth is this?; Come
with me, my love
Manos Tacticos and his bouzoukia
Music For Pleasure MFP1395 (
16/-)

SPAIN
SUMMER IN SPAIN
Banda de la Plaza de Toros: El gato montes and
España Cani.
Luis Aguilé: Santa Margarita.
Alfonso Labrador and A. Dueñas: Alegrias.
Peret y sus gitanos: Recuerda. Cobla Girona:
Refila Pep. Rafael Farina: A la muerte de Juan
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

Belmonte. Enrique Montoya: La tarara. Trio
Guadalajara: Cielito lindo. Luis Maravilla and
Luis Antonia Maravilla: Viva Sevilla y Triana.
Los Chicos de ' El Coto': El Porompompero.
Aires de Montanya de Selva: Parado de Vaildemcsa. Antonio Molino: Mi Petenera. Rosita
Ferrer: A ta vera
Music For Pleasure MFP1376 (
15/-). ( From HMV—
CLP1769.)

Wives and neighbours are frequently the
worst enemies of the true big- band sound!
Yet with these firmly, albeit delicately handled,
well over an hour's high-powered enjoyment
is to be gained from Werner Müller's West
German Radio Dance Orchestra in a Teldec
double album: THE BIG BANDS INVITE
YOU TO DANCE. No great genius emerges
as an individual soloist here: the strength of
this orchestra is in its dynamic ensemble
work and danceability. As no one, except a
slave- labouring columnist or D.J. would need
to hear all twenty-four titles at one go, the
strictness of the tempi does not have to be a
listener's problem. Ideal for party dancing
[43: A]. The cinema organs have all but
gone but Hammonds are still very much in
vogue, especially on the Continent. The
prolific Klaus Wunderlich is an acknowledged master and in Teldec's Royal Stereo
Sound makes an organ symphony of one
single instrument [
48: A].
For their EVENING IN CRETE Miss Lilli
Malandraki and Mr. Donald Swann effect a
transformation. Here the brash, harsh world
of bouzouki becomes the refined, genteel
domain of the recital room! These artists,
however, have such an affinity for the Greek
idiom that the refinement seems perfectly
natural and legitimate, as in, for instance, a
poem by George Seferis. The essentially
operatic voice of Miss Malandraki, herself of
Cretan origin, as are both the composers
Hadjidakis and Theodorakis, displays the
Cretan qualities of determination and strongwill which have enabled this people to survive.
It is a voice of which revolutions are made!
It contrasts admirably with the sheer poetry
of the keyboard of Donald Swann which is so
similar to that of Hadjidakis himself. Ishould
like Mr. Swann to consider a solo recording
devoted to the piano works of the Cretan
composer: Six popular pieces, To a little sea
shell and extracts from the Fifteen Vespers
[voice 30/piano 45: B].
Side one of MFP's EDITH PIAF is devoted
to her English language recordings which
were by far her worst. The word ' travesty' is
scarcely strong enough to describe them.
Only Piaf collectors aiming at completeness
will want to have them. Side two contains six
of her earliest French Columbia tracks which
established her as one of the great protagonists of the ' chanson réaliste' [35: C].
The definitive Piaf is on ' THE WORLD OF
PIAF' ( Col. SCX6317) and ' THE MAGIC
OF PIAF' ( Col. SCX6401).
Teldec's Musik für Alle sweeps us through
western Germany from the North Sea to the
Austrian Alps on three discs. A harbour
tang pervades the Hamburg concert with
songs of ships and cargo, sailors and girls,
and, not least a delightful piece in PlattDeutsch, Tell us about the South Seas, Jan
Maat whereupon the old salt reels off a list
of tall stories much to the enjoyment of his
audience—and us [
45: B].
'ALONG THE ROMANTIC HIGHWAY' is
a documentary including music and location
recordings of locally performed plays in that
fairy-tale land from Würzburg to the Allgáu.
The listener with a thorough knowledge of
the language as well as the places will find
this a really absorbing disc [
45: B]. The
folksy ' WO DER WILDE KAISER GRUSST'
is full of the charm, sentiment and wholesome
country air of the Inntal [
45: B].
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Greek emigrés in Munich give us a very
westernized ( elafra) selection in praise of
their homeland. Derivative of the Hadjidakis
style, though effective [35: B].
The British- based Cypriot group of Manos
Tacticos come up with a second record of
bouzouki instrumentals far superior to their
first. Old favourites ( an up-tempo version of
The White Rose of Athens) mingle with the
most recent bouzouki successes such as the
chirpy Natane; and 21 which was in the Greek
Top Twenty week after week earlier this year.
Really good value [
45: B].
So also is
SUMMER IN SPAIN, a panoramic sound
picture of Spanish music from the catalogues
of La Voz de su Amo of several years back
[40: B].
"Available from Selecta Specialist Import Dealers.

CURRENT

By Fred Dellar
SUPERTRAMP
Surely; It's a long road; Autobade; And Iam not
like the other birds of prey; Words unspoken;
Maybe I'm a beggar; Home again; Nothing to show;
Shadow song; Try again; Surely
A & M AMLS981 (
39/11)
[
45: A]

A most impressive debut by a quartet who
swing lightly but with enough incendary
action to heat Narvik in November. The
warmth continues to flow through their
ballads bringing a personal beauty that is
rare in much of progressive music today.
Keyboard kingpin Richard Davis and guitarist
Richa -d Palmer are credited with the vocals
which are tasteful if not technically perfect
and Roger Hodgson ( bass) and Bob Millar
(drums) provide a solid foundation on which
Supertramp build their own musical monument. As Isaid before— impressive [
45: A].
SHAWN PHILLIPS: CONTRIBUTION'
Man hole covered wagon; L ballade; Not quite nonsense; No question; Withered roses; For JFK, RFK
á MLK; Lovely lady; Screamer for Phlyses
A & M AMLS978 (
39/11)
[
40: A]

The tail is beginning to wag the dog as far
as A & M is concerned. As the basic
American middle-of-the-road material slowly
grinds towards a halt, the talent provided by
their British subsidiary brings the brightest
hope to the West Coast company. As long
as Messrs. Deacon and Yaskiel in London
can provide the goods, like Cocker, Supertramp. and in this case, Shawn Phillips, then
the future of A & M is most certainly assured.
Phillips is quite .
a discovery. He has a highly
individualistic approach to composing and,
if his lyrics are sometimes pretentious there
are other occasions when his imagery is
superb—as on L ballade. I hope I haven't
created the impression that this is one of
those sombre, self-indulgent, poet and a
one-man band sets that have been flooding
the market of late. It isn't, it contains more

than its fill of happiness and downright
funkiness with the essence of Lear prevailing throughout the rightly titled Not quite
nonsense.
The eight- minute- long instrumental, Withered Roses, should really be
heard through stereo headphones, an experience that proves to be a virtual mind-splitter,
thanks to the ingenuity of the tape re- mixer
on this production [
40: A].

Correction— it's too much! Please excuse
my slip into the vernacular but, which ever
way Istate it, this one's indispensable.
[45: A]
ARRIVAL
Live; Light my fire; Friends; No-good advice; Prove
it; See the Lord; Sit down and float; Take me; La
virra; Not right now; Hard road
Decca SKL5055 (
39/11)
Arrival's debut album is an impressive affair
apart from an anaemic vocal by Carol Carter
on No-good advice. Happily, Dyan Birch is
retained as the female lead on most of the
remaining songs and further disasters are
averted by awide margin. Indeed, the unison
vocals are exemplary throughout and the
instrumental La Virra is equally meritorious
in its own funky way. If you like music of the
Fifth Dimension genre you may care to try
this one. [
45: A]
THE KEEF HARTLEY BAND: THE TIME IS
NEAR
You can't take it with you; Premonition; Another
time another place; Change; Morning rain; From
the window; The time is near
Deram SML1071 (
39/11)

Moody Blues
THE MOODY
BALANCE

photo: Threshold
BLUES:

A QUESTION

OF

How is it; And the tide rushes in; Don't you feel
small. Tortoise and the hare; It's up to you;
Minstrel's song; Dawning is the day; Melancholy
man; The balance
Threshold THS3 (
39/11)
The Moodies' gentle world lives on. The
sunsets are always beautiful, the rain is
warm and the people love with a tenderness
untouched by the ugliness of a civilisation
nurtured in the shadow of the Hiroshima
cloud. Yet strangely this is the most down to
earth of the Mooclies' recent productions.
The
ethereal
effects
that
exemplified
Children's children's children are gone and
there seems to be a realisation that music
need not be esoteric in order to appeal to
an intelligent audience. Now everything is
more melodic, more lightly swinging and
therefore more highly recommended than
before. [
45: A]
BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS: 3
Hi- di- ho; The battle; Lucretia MacEvil; Lucretia's
reprise; Fire and rain; Lonesome Suzie; Sympathy
for the Devil; Re's arunner; Somethin' comm n' on;
40,000 headmen
CBS 64024 (39/11)
This is really what it is all about. All the
influences assimilated
by nine
brilliant
musicians who play music that is thought
provoking without being over- complex. Mind
blowing and heart warming at the same time
so to speak. For some there'll be Dick
Halligan's Previn-like solo on Laura Nyro's
He's arunner and Fred Lipsius' alto excursion
on the Satan's dance theme from Devil.
Others will, no doubt, prefer the gospel influence of the guesting Manhattan Boroughwide Chorus on the initial Hi- di- ho or Bobby
Colomby's persuasive percussion. For me
it's enough to hear Clayton- Thomas smash
his way vocally forward like some unstoppable juggernaut without hearing the added
attraction
of the Soloff-Winfield-Hyman
brass team punctuating the proceedings with
such unnerving precision.
For me it's
enough to hear material culled from such
diverse sources as Mick Jagger, James
Taylor, Thelonius Monk and Bela Bartok
played with such fire and inventiveness
without C.B.S. recording the whole affair in
such a splendid manner. For me it's enough.

Most bands would be hard hit by the loss of
such musicians as Henry Lowther and Jim
Jewell but the hard hitting Hartley combo
just add reedman Lyle Jenkins, and the
brilliant Dave Caswell who played trumpet
on Gailliard's last album, then proceed with
all the aplomb in the world. Something
superlative usually happens when Decca
lure the band into a recording studio ( In
this case, two recording studios) and this
time you can take your pick from Miller
Anderson's wistful and telling vocal on
Another time, accompanied solely by Caswell
on ' D' trumpet, Premonition, a Caswell
original that allows the band to show its jazz
paces, or The time is near a tour- de- force
that displays the many facets of what is
possibly the finest British band working in the
jazz-rock idiom. [
45: A]
MAY BLITZ
Smoking the day away; Idon't know; Dreaming;
Squeet; Tomorrow may come; Fire Queen; Virgin
waters
Vertigo 6360 007 (
42/6)
May Blitz, who have received a massive buildup via a female King Kong character in a
musical press strip cartoon series have now
been given on which to live up to their
'monster' image. That they fail to do so is
mainly due to the use of some run-of-the-mill
material although it must be said that they
produce an exciting sound that could very
well succeed. Tony Newman's vibes add a
different hue to the otherwise usual guitarbass- drums set-up. Apart from this May
Blitz offer nothing new although it must be
admitted that their unoriginality comes
tempered with the kind of musicianship
guaranteed to make compelling listening.
[40: B]
MAGNA CARTA: SEASONS
Prologue; Winter song; Spring song; Spring poem;
Summer poem; Summer song; Autumn song;
Epilogue; Going my way; Elizabethan; Give me no
goodbye; Ring of stones; Scarecrow; Airport song
Vertigo 6360 003 (
42/6)
Ifind Glen Stuart's candy-floss commentary
a trifle hard to accept. With this reservation
Iwholehearted applaud this warm and friendly
musical calendar from Stuart, Chris Simpson
and Lyle Tranter, the trio that comprise
Magna Carta. The latter twosome prove to
be most capable guitarists and when Stuart
enjoins them on harmony vocals some absorbing sounds emit from hi-fi. The whole
1708

production has been handled with loving
care by Gus Dudgeon and the recording
quality is exemplary throughout. [
45: A]
ACCOLADE
Maiden flight; Starting all over; Prelude to adawn;
Never ending solitude; Nature boy; Gospel song;
Calico; Ulyssees; Go on home
Columbia SCX6405 (
39/11)
Now, one-man band Don Partridge has
quintupled the size of his aggregation and
the result is some instantly enjoyable music,
very non- electric yet not into the leafywoodland- glade- approach adopted by many
British acoustic groups.
The PartridgeGiltrap association is a synonym for good
songs and so it proves to be on this release.
The best is probably Partridge's own Ulyssees
[sic] though most of the material is highly
acceptable and includes a welcome revival
of Eden Abhez's ( not Eden Abba as stated
on the label) Nature boy which arrives in
brand new jazz waltz guise here. [
45: A]
WHITE PLAINS
I've got you on my mind; When tomorrow comes
tomorrow; Taffeta rose; Summer morning; To love
you; In amoment of madness; My baby loves lovin';
Today Ikilled aman Ididn't know; You've got your
troubles; Show me your hand; Young birds fly;
Sunny, honey girl
Deram SML1067 (
39/11)
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN
Love is a good foundation; Say a prayer; A little
bit of heaven; For the rest of our lives; Sing in the
sunshine; Where are you going to my love?; For
old times sake; Living in the land of love; Too many
heartaches; Love one another; United we stand
Deram SML1066 (
39/11)
Equation. If Tony Burrows— a member of
Brotherhood of Man+Edison Lighthouse+
The Flowerpot Men+White Plains, and if
Roger Greenaway=a member of Brotherhood
of Man+co-writer of most of the songs on
the White Plains' LP+50 3
/ of Pipkin etc.,
4
what is the value of the two albums listed
above?
Answer.To Tony Blackburn. A great deal of
new, very commercial programme
material.
To Decca. Enormous profit.
To the discerning record buyer.
Little value at all! [
25: B]
MUNGO JERRY
Baby let's play house; Johnny B. Badde; San
Francisco Bay Blues; Sad eyed Joe; Maggie;
Peace in the country; See me; Movin' on; My
friend; Mother!! boogie; Tramp; Daddies brew
Dawn DNLS3008 (
39/11)
This may not be the most important record
of the month but it's certainly the most fun!
Despite its modern attire—the sleeve design
is in 3D. and one has to wear apair of special
glasses in order to enjoy the gimmick—the
music is just plain old jug band in flavour.
Ray Dorset delivers the vocals in enthusiastic
fashion and no one will be immune to the air
of bon homme as Jerry blue- blow their way
on Jesse Fuller's ' San Francisco Bay' and
others in the same style. [
40: A]
'WOODSTOCK'
Ihad adream; Rainbows all over your blues (
John
B. Sebastian). Going up the country (
Canned Heat).
Freedom (
Ritchie Havens). Rock and soul music;
Fish cheer; Ifeel like I'm aflxin' to die rag (
Country
Joe and the Fish). Coming in to Los Angeles (
Arlo
Guthrie). At the Hop (
Sha Na-Na). Drug store
driving man; Joe Hill (
Joan Baez). Suite: Judy Blue
Eyes; Sea of madness; Wooden ships (
Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young). We're not gonna take it
(The Who). With a little help from my friends (
Joe
Cocker). Soul sacrifice (
Santana). I'm going home
(Ten Years After). Volunteers (
Jefferson Airplane).
Medley (
Sly and the Family Stone). Love march
(Butterfield Blues Band). Star spangled banner;
Purple haze and instrumental solo (
Jimi Hendrix)
Atlantic 2663 001 (
3record set 150/-)
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The story of the Woodstock festival has been
too well documented for me to dwell upon
the subject. The music was the thing and is
the thing. If a great social occasion and a
three and a half hour long film developed
from it then that's marvellous, but it doesn't
make the music any better or any worse.
Faced with the grim realities of three ordinary
looking long-playing records one must judge
them on what one hears and not on what is
probably happening at the time of recording.
Taking this viewpoint one can immediately
dismiss the Canned Heat and Jimi Hendrix
tracks. Heat obviously played well below
their best and Hendrix was in the mood to
use all the power in the national grid in
order to achieve the maximum amount of
distortion. Havens, always an effective performer ' live' generates a great amount of
heat on Freedom (
actually Motherless Child)
and Santana's latin percussion also adds to
the rise in temperature.
Gentle John
Sebastian brings a breeze of sanity and
Baez a vision of real sincerity in an atmosphere that induced artists generally to aim
at excitement rather than intimacy. For the
most part, the other artists live up to their
reputations although many have recorded
better versions of the material they used at
Woodstock.
Considering the difficulties
that must have been encountered the recorded sound is surprisingly good. [
40: A/B]

JACK DE JOHNETTER: THE DE JOHNETTE
COMPLEX
Equipoise;
The
Major- General;
Mile's
mode;
Requiem 1; Mirror image; Papa- Daddy and me;
Brown, warm and wintry; Requiem 2
CBS 64076 (
39/11)
THE TONY WILLIAMS LIFETIME: TURN IT
OVER
Once Iloved; Vuelta abajo; A famous blues; Allah
be praised; To whom it may concern—them; To
whom it may concern— us; This night this song;
Big Nick; Right on
Polydor 2425-019 (
42/6)
MIKE WESTBROOK CONCERT BAND: LOVE
SONGS
Love song No. 1; Love song No. 2; Autumn king;
Love song No. 3; Love song No. 4; Original Peter
Deram SML1069 (
39/11)

Of the recordings by the two drummers De
Johnette's is of far greater worth. His use of
a melodica as a solo instrument is rather
pleasant and recalls memories of Toots
Theilman's harmonica playing in the days
when such instruments were not referred to
as ' harps'. There are added attractions too
in the bass playing of Miroslav Vitous and
Eddie Gomez, Stan Cowell's realisation of
the tonal possibilities of the electric piano
and Benny Maupin's Wayne Shorter- like
tenor.
Maupin also plays flute on the
Requiems and Brown, warm and wintry
effectively evading any Mann or Kirk comparisons and producing a true flute sound.
[45: A] I have commented harshly before
on the shortcomings of the Tony Williams
Lifetime and if this particular album is more
cohesive and better recorded than their last
monstrosity it still does not impress me.
Organist Larry Young obviously prefers
sounds to music and even the extremely
talented John McLaughlin is guilty of the kind
of self-indulgence that typifies the Lifetime's
output. Even the presence of Jack Bruce
couldn't save this one. [
25: B] Westy's set is
generally fairly lightweight compared to
some of his previous efforts and at least two
of his love songs have much in common with
Original Peter, Mike's irritating little riff for
accompanying sword- swallowers, jugglers
and Peter himself—' the world's greatest
hand balancer'. Some of the other songs
feature the voice of Norma Winstone, a
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

young lady who struggles hard to do the kind
of thing Cleo Laine does with ease. [35: B]
BUDDY GRECO: LET THE SUNSHINE IN
Let the sunshine in; Everybody gets to the moon;
Yesterday when I was young; Spinning wheel;
There's always something there to remind me;
Like a rolling stone; From Atlanta to goodbye;
If you must leave my life; You're my world; Love
is a hurting thing; Never gonna give you up; Let
the sunshine in
Wand WNL WNS3 (
39/11)

As an admirer of the Greco brand of vocal
lightning since his Oo-bla-dee days with
Benny Goodman I usually welcome his
albums with a certain amount of warmth.
therefore is my sad duty to report that Buddy's
latest release isn't really up to par. There are
some nice songs here and the technique of
linking tracks with a few bars of Galt MacDermot's well- used title song provides a
certain modernity but this really isn't Buddy's
idiom and he adds nothing to Dylan's Rolling
stone opus or BST's Spinning wheel. The
ballads serve him better and Grecos sheer
professionalism guarantees a certain level of
performance so this isn't really a bad album.
It's just that it's a personal disappointment
to me. [35: B]
JOSE FELICIANO: FIREWORKS
Fireworks; She came in through the bathroom
window; Destiny; Norwegian Wood; Satisfaction;
Once there was a love; Blackbird; Susie Q; Yesterday; Pegao; Let it be
RCA SF8124 (
39/11)

A diverting album from the Puerto Rican
guitar genius which includes a transcription
of Handel's Music for the Royal fireworks and a
latinised Norwegian Wood. Vocally Feliciano
excels on the swinging affairs like Bathroom
Window and Satisfaction to which he brings
an individual approach. His slightly coy but
equally driving Susie Q is also an immense
success and makes an excellence companion to Creedence's definitive version.
[45: A]
BUDGET AND MID PRICE
For devotees of the shiftless shuffle Decca
have issued three Reggae LPs. ' REGGAE
GREAT HITS'— London LGJ107 sZGJ1O7
(19/11) has Ken Lazarus leading a variety of
vocalists
and
instrumentalists
through
Skokian, Ob la-di, Bangarang and other titles.
Should you be suitably impressed by this
offering then you can return to your retailer
immediately
and
purchase ' GREATEST
HITS
VOLUME TWO'— London
LGJ108
sZGJ108 which offers more of the same and
includes a Reggae version of Je t'aime moi
non plus complete with the usual French
subtitles for those seeking something of
curiosity value [
25: B]. Slightly better is
'THE WORLD OF REGGAE, VOLUME TWO'
—Sugar SUM2 sSUS2 ( 19/11) an instrumental sortie into the idiom by the Charles Ross
Combo [
30: A].
The Ross approach is
something in the Booker T. manner but the
keyboard kingpin of Sugar Loaf's '
SOUL
STRUTTING'— RCA INTS1113 has assimilated every nuance of Mr. Jones' style and is
equally adept at imitating virtually every r. &
b. organist of note should be be called upon
to do so [35: B].
This month's excursion into the Hit Parade
by the ' CHARTBUSTERS AGAIN' series
offers the usual competent cover versions.
This time such moneyspinners as Cottonfields, Question, Goodbye Sam, Yellow River
and Down the dustpipe headline the titles
arrayed on Marble Arch MALS1347 ( 15/-)
[30: 13]. In direct competition is Decca's
'WORLD OF HITS VOLUME FOUR'— Decca
g PA83 (SSPA83 ( 19/11) which is slightly
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dearer in price but better value in that it
features tracks by Marmalade, Arrival, Amen
Corner, White Plains, Frigid Pink and The
Small Faces and not by studio copyists [
35:
B]. In the same series ' THE WORLD OF
THE ZOMBIES'— Decca 4 PA85 sSPA85 is
interesting for its rewarding over-the- shoulder
glance at the earlier work of Rod Argent,
who now leads the successful Argent on
CBS. You've really got ahold on me, Summertime and the still fresh She's not there are
examples of the fare revived for reappraisal
[35: B]. The Ghost are the best group I've
heard from the President stables and ' WHEN
YOU'RE DEAD—ONE SECOND .— Gemini
,
sGME1004 ( 19/11), their first album, would
seem to be a bargain in the folk-rock genre.
The impressive Paul Eastment-Terry GuyShirley Kent vocal line-up ensures that
boredom doesn't ensue and the heavy
material is interspersed with enough souffles
to make this album acceptable to most people
interested in the progressive pop field. [
40: B]
ON A BRASS TACK
The big brass sound prevails on three more
albums this month. The Ides Of March's
'VEHICLE'—Warner sWS1863 (40/8) is a
Chicago recording by a seven piece band.
Jim Peterick's purposeful vocals dominate
the forefront and the Ray Herr- John Larson
trumpet section add their weight on Eleanor
Rigby, Wooden Ships and some interesting
originals, mainly written by Peterick [
40: B]
'AMBERGRIS'— Paramount sSPFL262 boast
numerical superiority over the Ides and list
among their personnel a trombonist named
Glenn Miller! As the M.G.'s Steve Cropper
produced the session one can be assured
that the rhythm section functions mightily.
The solo work generally is of a high standard
and the main fault with the band is its lack of
strength in the vocal division [
35/40: B].
Back on home ground, Bob Downes Open
Music have a hugely enjoyable set in ' OPEN
CITY— Vertigo s6360 005 (42/6). For those
still keeping the score I'll add that no less
than eighteen musicians were involved in
constructing this easy- riding, jazz- influenced
delicacy. Not that they all play at any one
time but it's impressive to be able to list such
luminaries
as
Kenny
Wheeler,
Herbie
Flowers, Chris Spedaing, Harold Beckett,
Ian Carr, Alan Ruston and Ray Russell, all
of whom were on hand at some point during
the proceedings. It's Downes' album though
and he solos with authority on various reed
instruments and sings reasonably, but with
far less authority, on some tracks. Sometimes
the net effect is like viewing a local jazz club
through a rapidly revolving strobe, however,
the neurosis is strictly controlled throughout
and even the angular sounds are not too hard
to assimilate [
45: A].
ALSO RECEIVED
David Porter: ' GRITTY, GROOVY AND
GETTING IT'—Stax SXATS1034 (
39/11).
Isaac Hayes' co- songwriter with an average
set of soul vocals. [30: A]
Kiki Dee: ' GREAT EXPECTATIONS'—
Tamla
STML11158
(
39/11).
Yorkshire
born Pauline Matthews tackles T.M. with a
venom that would do credit to Hull Kingston
Rovers. [30: B]
The McLynns: ' OLD MARKET STREET'
—CBS 63836 (
39/11). Two Irish lads and a
colleen with a programme of traditional and
contemporary songs, all beautifully sung.
[40: A]
Rab
Noakes: ' DO
YOU
SEE THE
LIGHTS?'— Decca
SKL5061 (39/11).
Attractive songs— unattractive voice, pleasant though [30: B].
EJ
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for the craftmanship. But I'm not really
worried about the anti-Strauss brigade—their
sneers are hardly likely to do permanent
damage to a composer of such towering
stature.

looking back
by Peter Gammond
A column of second thoughts, new discoveries and old favorites
just be that I'm getting to the disgruntled age when little things worry one
more than they did—or, Iprefer to think, it is
a psychological prejudice inborn from the
days when I suffered mental agonies in the
science and mathematics lessons at school—
but Ihave an intense dislike of computerised
numbers. Worst of all are those hieroglyphics
that are strewn all over my cheques in a
type-face not even intended for human understanding (what presumption), but for the
mindless digestion of machines.
When it comes to record numbers I'm
afraid that something like 8700 09 071
leaves me distinctly cold. Goodness knows,
some of the old prefixes are pointless enough
(things like STGBY and our old friends GOM
and GOS) but they have character. One has
grown to like comfortably established series
like SXL and SAL one has afeeling of what a
record bearing those letters is going to be like.
But 8700 09 071 is a nasty, characterless
thing. Dealers with their mental catalogue of
old and well-tried numbers are not any more
enamoured of the change than Iam. But still
the blasted computer has its way—and we are
not even asked if we like the change or not!
IT MAY

I THINK most people, except those as dedicated as our collectors' corner friend Victor
McAloon, might agree that we have had a
sufficiency of German baroque and that the
delights of Telemann have been adequately
sampled—for the time being. There is no
reason why we should not have everything on
record eventually. This is acunning lead into
advocating the recording of more of the kind
of music that Ihappen to like; in this case Iam
thinking of the vastly neglected areas of
French music that remain unheard. The
French are notably unsympathetic toward
English music ever since Elgar was rude about
them; but we are far more tolerant and forgiving and, from my experience, there is a
wide delight in the kind of music the French
are so very good at; the sophisticated, elegant,
slightly frivolous—all that is best found in
opéra-comique and operette. What is there of
Auber beyond some overtures (very well
represented through the efforts of Michael G.
Thomas of Rare Recorded Editions but very
little from the big companies); the same with
Suppé—try some highlights from his Boccaccio on an imported
disc
708191E;
Boieldieu— Ma Tante Aurore— a delightful
work 837.487.GY—but there really ought
to be a domestic recording of that fine work
La Dame Blanche available; Messager, Lecocq,
Audran, Planquette— all sadly neglected; and
even Offenbach (most beloved of English
audiences) hardly represented beyond the
obvious handful and even there not well—try
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

the 1855 Ba-taclan STU70351 or the 1863
Les
Bavards
STU70366—through
EMI
International.
I Am beginning to fear that that horrible,
unjust and much reviled Ken Russell film on
Strauss may still have done a lot of damage
despite the protests of the dedicated Straussian.
I am surprised at the number of otherwise
discerning music- lovers who seem to have
adopted the line again (just as Del Mar and
others had done such good service) that
Strauss was a vulgarian, a bloated romantic
who couldn't write music if he tried. The
truth about Strauss is that, at his best, he
contrived to write music of such inspired
craftmanship and beauty, such apotent mixture
of the unusual and the memorable, in such
individual orchestral terms, that even he could
not always equal his best ( but what composer
can ?). Some of his works, in his most potent
yet most endearing vein, have never been
matched by any other composer—Till Eulenspiegel, Don Juan, Don Quixote (
try that
wonderfully
light-hearted
yet
moving
Feuermann/Ormandy performance in ` The
Philadelphia Story'—RCA SRS3001A/C), Le
bourgeois gentilhomme (
for truly elegant
Strauss playing the old Clemens Krauss performance, which we ought to have again on
one of the cheap Decca labels, has never been
surpassed), the horn concertos, most of Der
Rosenkavalier (
especially those wonderful
waltzes which ought to be savoured in Previn's
new LP out last month—RCA SB6838—with a
fine Don Juan and the slight but pleasant
München waltz, new to record). Or the works
in which Strauss perhaps diffused his energies
a little and was not at full power all the way,
like Ein Heldenleben, the Burleske, Symphonia
Domestica and Tod und Verklarung and
Cappriccio. Yes, of course, there were times
when one aiming so high had to come an
almighty cropper, strayed into alien fields like
Salomé and even went berserk as in Zarathustra—the work that seems to be his most
popular at the moment through yet another
wretched film—and not even Strauss could
make lieder exactly exciting beyond admiration

BOOK
REVIEWS
THE SECOND PENGUIN GUIDE TO BARGAIN
RECORDS by Edward Greenfield, Ivan March
and Dents Stevens. Edited by Ivan March. 584
pages. Published by Penguin Books Ltd. Price:
15s. paperback, 19s. hard covers. Either version
may be obtained through normal booksellers,
though for postal or trade orders the paperback
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THERE ARE SO many records coming out—
something near to 250 LPs every month.
Is it surprising therefore that half of them never
get the sales and promotion they deserve?
If we look back to the issues of even only one
year ago they already seem lost in the limbo of
2500 releases. We were enjoying the undreamed
of luxury of Boehm's recording of the complete Mozart symphonies (but surely you
snapped those up on the way back from the
office at the end of last November); we were
enjoying the reissue of Casals' recording of the
Elgar cello concerto (WRC SH121) and Ihope
you managed to get that—it is still in the useful
and handy little check list that WRC have
issued recently; Schubert was well-served by
Menuhin's fine version of the Unfinished
(HMV ASD2495) and Gilels' inspired reading
of the Moments musicaux (
HMV ASD2483);
my favourite tenor Jussi Bliirling had just
made the ' Golden Voice' bracket HMV
HQM1190; and Benjamin Britten was demonstrating the with-it way of playing Bach's
Brandenburg concertos most entertainingly.
As a dedicated buyer of records you wouldn't
have missed any of those highly recommended
items, would you ? You can always get National
Assistance!

IF YOU are a fanatical collector of some
composer or style, you will understand the
inordinate thrill of satisfaction whenever an
issue comes along to fill what has so long been
an aching void. We Mozart enthusiasts are
peculiarly addicted this way and K.D. and I
positively gloat over a previously unissued
Koechel when it comes along. These last two
months we have been well served by Philips
with LPs by Ameling and Hollweg that have
no less than seven items between them that are
new to my filing system. Even with some 700
works to choose from and a good many of
them not on record it is unusual to get that
many new items in a whole year of eager
waiting. There is the usual suspicion that when
apiece of music has had to wait so long for a
performance it probably didn't deserve one.
With Mozart, Iam tempted to say that everything is good and Iam not disappointed now.
Here is some wonderful music by one of the
very great composers and you may well be
hearing it for the first time. Two intriguing
LPs therefore: 6500 006 and 7500 007 (oh,
dear, oh, dear, those numbers) for the Mozart
collector and the new experience collector alike.

comes from Penguin and the hard backed edition
from The Long Playing Record Library Ltd., Squires
Gate Station Approach, Blackpool, Lancs.
AT ALMOST any time anew record guide is useful
to the poor old public who have records thrust
upon them in relentless profusion and, very
often, confusion. A second edition of this work
devoted to the bargain record field will be
welcomed by many, particularly as The Stereo
Record Guide team have confirmed, over and
over again, their reliability and readability. As
with all editors and compilers of such volumes,
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they must suffer the inevitable annoyance of
having much of the material deleted almost
before the book gets into the shops (e.g. wholesale deletion of Philips ' Festivo ' series from
November 2nd); or being caught out by a
whole new series suddenly appearing (e.g.,
Classics for Pleasure); but this just has to be
accepted. The entries for each work are clear,
concise and decisive and it is great fun to
browse. As someone in the same line of
business Iwould perhaps disagree with some
choices, but this is purely amatter of my taste
against the authors' so I won't waste time
detailing these. Idon't see agreat deal of point
in including many records simply to say that
they are not recommendable (this happens
quite a lot) as comprehensiveness is not a
practical aim in a book confined to a certain
price level; in this, and in other things, it is a
remarkably generous book and very good
value—particularly in the very sturdy hardback form at only 4s. extra cost. It is worth its
price many times over for its discerning
judgements and for the incidental enjoyment it
will provide for anyone interested in music and/
or records. Readers who have seen that editor
Ivan March is currently running aseries in this
magazine on similar lines, will certainly know
what to expect.
P.G.
YOUR JAZZ COLLECTION by Derek Langridge.
182 pages. Published by Clive Bingley Ltd. Price 40s.
MAGPIES, SQUIRRELS and human beings are all
very acquisitive creatures by nature. It seems
that nearly everyone collects something; and
most people will probably have experienced
frustration in the earlier stages when the going
has been hard, and regret in the later stages as
time and money wasted by going for the wrong
hing in the wrong way. Certainly, most of us

Bib

have to set out without a guiding hand; no
comparable book exists, as far as Iknow, in
the music and record field—while collectors of
books, furniture, antiques, and so on, are much
better catered for.
Ithink an indication of the usefulness and
scope of this present volume can best be given
by simply listing the contents: The nature of
collecting; Book and record collecting; Jazz
collecting; Institutions; Research and discography; Principal discographies listed; Jazz
book collecting; Bibliographies, encyclopedias,
etc.; Principal reference books listed; Categories
of jazz writing; Selected examples of jazz
writing; Arrangement and indexing of books;
A classification for the literature of jazz;
Sample arrangements of books; Sample index of
articles; Methods of arranging records; A
classification for jazz records; Indexing the
records. Readings for each section are suggested and there is acomprehensive index.
Derek Langridge has certainly not missed
much and he has done his work with obvious
enthusiasm and care. It is not only a good
book for the beginner but almost as fascinating
and useful to the old-hand who is bound to
pick up some facts from it and will find it
handy for reference. I don't think that any
jazz collector, of any standing, will consider
his money wasted if he invests in this enterprising volume.
P.G.
HANDEL AND THE OPERA SERIA by Winton
Dean. 220 pages, 44 music examples. Published
by Oxford University Press. Price
NOWADAYS the key position occupied by opera
in Handel's life and art is everywhere recognised; yet areal study of the operas themselves, and in particular of the music in relation
to the age and its conventions, is still wanting.

INDEXA RECORD

Mr. Winton Dean, an outstanding Handel
scholar, has made agood beginning. This book
is based upon the Ernest Bloch lectures
delivered at the University of Berkeley, California, in 1965/66. It is claimed as a ' preliminary survey rather than a final assPcsmene;
yet it is still of exceptional value. Most important, it reverses a tendency of the recent
past to concentrate upon what can be made
acceptable to contemporary taste instead of
what Handel himself was attempting to express
and achieve. Mr. Dean begins from the latter
standpoint and pursues his enquiry entirely
from it.
'Handel was not only agreat composer; he
was adramatic genius of the first order in an
unfavourable age, a period whose operatic
convention was as near as possible antidramatic.' That is the nub. He worked out his
solution in his own way, not by trying to overthrow those conventions by but turning them
to his advantage and illuminating them from
within. The problem today is still how to stage
Handel's operas—and Mr. Dean is insistent
that the only way to understand and enjoy
them is in stage performance—so that they
really do produce the effect he intended. What
may seem enigmatic, or plain preposterous,
frequently becomes perfectly clear once we
understand the combined musical-social background. But above all it is the music, some of
the greatest ever written for the stage, that
counts and will yield the ultimate secret.
Naturally, Mr. Dean gives it pride of place,
with copious musical examples in support.
A whole world of musical and dramatic
pleasure is still to be opened up in the operas of
Handel. This book will set many enthusiastically on its trail.
B.J.
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finds 1-100 records instantly— expands to 999 records

THE GRAMOPHONE. John Borwick
"It ideally suits its purpose as aquick and neat
means of indexing ... this method of filing - in
order of acquisition - is by the most
satisfactory .... The Bib INDEXA RECORD
has been made as versatile as it could be...
Where the Bib scores is in its compactness and,
since the pages are enclosed in strong plastic
pockets, they never become soiled or misplaced.
It can be recommended for large or small
collections.

records can be entered into the Index."
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OUR READERS WRITE ...
. . . about the advantages of AM
From: W. F. Daggett, 3 Barn Close, Littlehampton, Sussex.
DEAR SIR, It is understandable that you should
emphasise the hi-fi aspect of music reproduction, but those enthusiasts who restrict their
listening entirely to the VHF band are limited
to the music broadcast by afew, comparatively
nearby, stations.
These can be supplemented by the various
AM stations of Belgium, Holland, Germany
and further afield which often put out music
of atype which cannot be received on Band II.
Operetta recitals, folk songs and dances from
central Europe and many other sorts of
composition (and a variety of standards of
performance, too) can considerably widen our
musical horizon, provided we use the best
equipment at our disposal and also, of course,
provided we listen to the music and not merely
the quality of reception.
Which is preferable, listening to an uninteresting work under ideal conditions or
trying, in spite of sporadic interference and a
restricted frequency range, to enjoy music of
greater personal appeal? Iprefer the best of
both worlds and enjoy FM and AM broadcasts
when the programme is to my taste. In fact I
use these facilities about 50/50.
An acquaintance with foreign stations (apart
from being an aid to international understanding) will often introduce one to a new
work which may, at alater date, be purchased
on a gramophone record and then enjoyed
under much better conditions of reproduction.
Yours faithfully

.about Quin, Mac Tee, Clogden
and Galileo
From: Roger A. F. Ellis, Airth Castle, Aire,
Stirlhigshire.
DEAR SIR, The editor is apersuasive advocate of
scientific method. As he will know, avaluable
methodological tool is the discernment of
correlation between observed events and the
imputation of cause and effect relation to the
factors involved. The following true tale (only
the names are changed to protect Link House)
was inspired by the observed coexistence of two
controversies: Class A yClass B and Dealer y
Discount.
Enigmatic cottage manufacturer Quin, whose
humble origins and personal touch are still
apparent in typing errors on embossed paper,
produces an amplifier whose distortion levels
are ' at best constant'. Modestly minimizing
the excellence of his own servicing braces, he
insists that customers be protected by the belt
of a franchised dealer. Elevation to the
franchisement requires two qualifications: a
WD soldering iron and a healthy respect for
sanctioned profit margins. (Quins Law of
Franchisement ' The number of good hi-fi
dealers are adirect function of the number of
retail outlets required'.)
Wicked, irresponsible discount house keeper
Comet Mac Tee is prepared to offer the Q amp
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

at a price closer to the tolerance level of
aspiring original sound approachers. Having
sold his iron to Oxford Audio and his soul to
reduced profit margins, Comet Mac Tee cannot
receive the benediction of franchisement and
his supply of Amps is cut off.
Meanwhile up in the harsh competitive
North, where agood power amp doubles as a
battery charger, straightforward Ernie Clogden
knocks up an Al amp which eschews constant
distortion. His amp has diminishing distortion
as the volume turns down with perfection
achieved at total silence. Welcoming the
opportunity to get apit boot in the market and
undermine Q, he offers unlimited amps to
Mac Tee along with afree life subscription to
his colour brochure, screen printed by Cleckheaton hippies.
Whereupon the battle becomes more literary
than electronic or fiscal. The combined broadsides from Glasgow, Cleckheaton and London
threaten to overwhelm the gentlemanly understatement of Q who, in desperation, is reduced
to having his copy rewritten by a Himalayan
shepherd.
The ultimate outcome is obscure. Key figures
Clogden, in his Securicor limousine and Quin,
testing capacitors in the Matto Grosso, decline
to comment. Perhaps only Galileo Bacon,
editor of HiFi News, incorporating The
Gramophone, Tit-Bits, Beano and Readers
Digest can possibly speculate. Yours faithfully

.about the Shostakovich
Symphonies
From: I. J. Smith, 4The Orchard, South Lane,
East Boldon, Co. Durham.
DEAR SIR, Mr. Asmore's comments on Shostakovich, under the pretended guise of reviewing the
Twelfth Symphony (September RR), show him
to be areviewer of considerable musical if not
political bias. He states that he has no politics
in the usual sense of the word and perhaps this
nihilism also extends to his musical tastes!
To take first his assessment of the Symphonies as an ' ever increasing mountain of
monstrous platitudes', this surely must represent the view of a small, biased minority.
Few would agree with him that Shostakovich's
early works are his best. Symphony No. 1,
although aremarkable work, can hardly be set
alongside Nos. 5 and 10. For that matter,
which other symphony written since Sibelius'
Seventh can rank with these two titans for
both emotional intensity and conciseness of
expression? Certainly in a large output of 14
symphonies some works do not come up to
scratch, and Iagree that they are the ones with
apronounced political bias. However, has Mr.
Ashmore heard No. 13 I wonder, or the
recently much praised No. 14? To apply the
word ' platitude' to these deeply introspective
works is surely going too far!
The anecdote about Bartok is enough to
bring tears to one's eyes: could it be that he
envied Shostakovich his success? The childish
parody of the Leningrad Symphony is certainly
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out of place in such an important orchestral
work, albeit one of his few, as the Concerto for
Orchestra.
Is it not a fact that Shostakovich's most
popular work, if not his greatest, is the Fifth
Symphony? Was this not written in response
to criticism by what Mr. Ashmore calls
'Stalinists'? If criticism can produce works of
this calibre, then Ifor one welcome it!
Hugh Ottaway in his excellent conclusion to
the Pelican History of the Symphony, has undoubtedly put his finger on the crux of the
matter. Seeking reasons for the decline of the
19th Century symphonic tradition, he blames
the nihilism of the ' John Cage philosophy' and
makes aplea for a ' genuine re-engagement with
the humanist tradition'. It is surely Shostakovich's humanism that makes his works the
outstanding exception to this general decline.
Frequent performances of his music both inside
and outside the Soviet Union testify to this.
We should recognise him for what he is—the
greatest symphonist of the contemporary era,
in direct line of descent from Gustav Mahler,
whose work has been amajor influence on his
own symphonic thought.
Yours faithfully
Basil Ashmore comments: Mr. Smith has every
right to challenge my views, but none to call
them by the wrong name. Far from being
'nihilistic' they are clearly very positive!
(Even though Mr. Smith may find them
'
wrong-headed '.) If he had looked-up the
word he would find that nihilistic means
'believing in nothing'. I happen to believe,
very strongly, that it is acrime against Art to
force a great composer's mind into a mental
straight-jacket. The final result can only be
artistic nihilism! This straight-jacket could be
the religious edict of a pope, the political
manifesto of a Soviet (or Fascist) dictator, or
just the dim-whim of a rich tycoon... the
result is always nihilistic for the creator. Idid
not, in any case, presume to say that all the
later works of Shostakovich were puerile (his
inherent genius still peeps out ever-and-again).
I merely pointed-out the general decline, as
exemplified in his pompous Twelfth Symphony,
and regretted it intensely.
Schumann, a century ago, was attacked by
trend-followers when he dared to point-out the
musical cheapness of the idolised Meyerbeer,
while the music of Berlioz was generally
ignored. Iwill be equally fool-hardy and assert
that it is high-time we gave Shostakovich arest
and turned our attention to the magnificent
symphonies of Arnold Bax! Time alone will
prove whether this minority (of one) view is
right or wrong. But Iwould remind Mr. Smith
that ' The Enemy of the People' stresses the
folly of blindly accepting the rule of the
majority!
Nevertheless, it is always comforting to
discover an ally, so Idecided—before completing this note—to see what Calvocoressi, the
greatest authority on Russian Composers, had
to say. Here is what Idiscovered: ` Shostakovich, in his eagerness to conform to political
requirements over-shot the mark. He is but

We want you to
get the best of us.
To get the best of us, you'd have to buy our
Four Track Stereo Recorder the N4404.
Specialists consider it to be the best reel-to-reel
recorder, for the price, in a range which already
contains some of the finest machines on the
market.
And no wonder when it has everything the most
discerning user could wish for.
Mono or stereo recording and playback at 71
and 3,1 ips. Four tracks with facilities for mono or
stereo playback of parallel tracks. A built-in stereo

interference filter which gives crystal clear
recordings from stereo broadcasts.
And an illuminated VU type meter for control
of recording level. The machine can be used in a
vertical or horizontal position and has its
own two loudspeakers and moving coil mono
microphone.
What's more, there are separate inputs for
radio, pick-up, stereo or twin mono microphones.
All for only £ 87. At that price you can certainly
afford to get the best of us.
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one of many Soviet composers who, conscious
of the non-aesthetic problems facing them, seek
to solve them by deliberate calculation. This
may help to account for his crude parodies and
programmatic devices, but it leaves untouched
the question of how he, who has proved himself capable of composing original and distinguished music, should have turned-out so
much that is trite and cheap.'
Which helps to explain the exasperation of
that artistic freedom-fighter, Bela Bartok! I
am sorry to note how little Mr. Smith seems to
understand that Hungarian genius. Never
before, even by his fiercest detractors, has
Bartok been accused of petty jealousy! Had
he wished, Bartok could easily have churned
out music which would have gained him aswift
(and ephemeral) ' popularity'. Instead, he
chose to write what he believed to be the best
he had in him. The result is music of originality,
nobility and lasting-value. Bartok's satire on
Shostakovich (in his Concerto for Orchestra)
was far from being ' childish'. This was agreat
composer's last, anguished attempt to warn
20th Century music-lovers to forsake their
own brand of Meyerbeerism. Like Schumann,
he spoke the truth, boldly, as he saw it.
Note: Mr. Ashmore provided the above comments for publication before arrival of the
following letter from Stephen Walsh, which we
print in the belief that it probably summarises a
large school of thought on the subject—Ed.

. . . about a heated dismissal
From:

Walsh, 45 Quintin Avenue,
London, W.10.
DEAR SIR, Ihestitate to go into print in criticism
of a colleague, but I must protest at Basil
Ashmore's heated dismissal of Shostakovich's
post- 1936 music in the September issue of
Record Review. Let's agree, by all means, that
the 12th is apoor symphony in the composer's
ideological vein. But to dismiss Nos. 5, 6, 8,
9, 10 and 13 in the same breath, along with the
first violin and cello concertos, all the string
quartets and the piano quintet seems to me
critical lunacy, not made any more palatable
by the lack of reasoned argument in its defence
or any apparent awareness of Shostakovich's
personal case history.
Shostakovich has twice (at least) endured
serious party criticism of his work, and we
know that the situation—a disturbing one for
anybody—has brought him considerable suffering and perhaps not a little fear. That
Prokofiev and Pasternak found their own
ways out of the impasse is neither here nor
there. Shostakovich's way, partly that of a
weak man, has also occasionally proved that
of a considerable artist, as no one who has
heard the 13th Symphony, a work of some
courage and great beauty, is likely to doubt.
For an English critic to abuse him, from the
comfort of an armchair in Amersham, for not
always choosing the heroic path shows a lack
of sympathy bordering on the inhuman.
The suffering and the frailty are all there in
the music. Mr. Ashmore may honestly feel
that since Lady Macbeth Shostakovich has
written nothing of value, but if so I hardly
think your readers, sir, will be interested in his
opinion on the finer points of interpretation.
Yours faithfully
Stephen
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... about the copyright situation
From: Mechanical Copyright Protection Society
Ltd., Elgar House, 380 Streatham High Road,
London, S.W.I6.
DEAR SIR, It is to be hoped that R.P., Taunton
(Sound Advice September, 1970) has obtained
permission of the copyright owner in any music
he records from radio or other sources of
performance.
He should also obtain the licence or permission of the manufacturer of any gramophone record which may be included in a
broadcast radio transmission before making a
tape recording thereof.
Failure by R.P. to meet his obligations under
the Copyright Act 1956 would result in
infringement of copyright and render him
liable to legal proceedings.
Licence to record copyright music under the
control of this Society for purely private and
domestic use can be obtained on payment of a
nominal annual fee by making application to
this address.
Yours faithfully

... about loudspeaker measurements
From: W. F. Harms, 188 Poverest Road, Petts
Wood, Kent.
SIR,
As a former enthusiast for high
quality sound reproduction who has resumed
an interest in the subject some thirty years
later, Ihave found the matter of selecting a
loudspeaker to be very frustrating. With the
multitude of units on the market, all apparently
with the same wide frequency range yet all
dissimilar in results, is it not yet possible to
rationalise the position?
Ihave felt for some time that the public, no
doubt unintentionally, are exploited both
aurally and financially, and until there are
means of guiding our non-critical ears, this
will continue, to everyone's disadvantage.
Looking at atypical advertisement ' smooth
response 30-20,000 Hz', I wonder how this
stands as regards the Trade Descriptions Act.
It all depends upon what is meant by ' smooth'.
The usual meaning is ' level' or ' even' and few
speakers come within this description—my
dictionary includes an old meaning of the
word as ' flattering' and no doubt this is what
the manufacturers have in mind.
Having read one of your reports on an
amplifier, Ifeel Ihave areasonable idea as to
its merits, but in the case of the loudspeakers,
with due deference to the reporter, Ioften feel
Iam the subject of aconfidence trick, although
if Iknew the author's likes and dislikes compared with my own Imight feel happier. The
problems of adequately describing a speaker
are often referred to, but little seems to be done
positively. It is my view, in dealing with
subjective testing on items remote from loudspeakers, that if aset of ' standard conditions'
is defined and relative performance is demonstrated, the interested and intelligent can interpret the results to their own requirements.
The recent report by the Consumers Association, including some seventeen speakers, was
as informative as anything Ihave seen, in that
the conclusions were from agroup of listeners
and were related one speaker to the other,
albeit in wide steps. Agreed, one would need
to have experience with some of the units
DEAR
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included so as to have asensible idea as to the
performance of the remainder, but Ido feel
that this approach is a step in the right direction.
Can Itherefore make aplea that HiFi News
should include tests of loudspeakers combining
technical data such as frequency response
characteristics, subjective ' panel' listening tests
of speech and music, and also positive sensitivity tests on whatever sounds were considered appropriate, all conducted in conditions simulating living-room conditions, and
performed on a relative basis. This might
mean the inclusion in each series of tests of
a standard ' good' speaker and a ' bad' one,
both of which might have to remain anonymous, so as to ensure acommon factor in the
group of tests.
This is meant only as an indication as to
what data might be included in such tests and
no doubt other readers may have views. I
feel sure that in this way, readers can be given
more insight into the performance of various
loudspeakers and lead ultimately to improved
as well as cheaper units.
Yours faithfully
Our equipment reviews editor comments: We
have all these problems very much in mind and
hope to devise some more meaningful speaker
tests before long, perhaps drawing on the work
of Acoustic Research reported on page 1723.
But there are many pitfalls and it may turn out
that, short of aprohibitively expensive research
programme on every model submitted for
review, our present limited assessments are
really rather good!

.about an extraordinary
coincidence
From: B. R. Caukwell, 54 Western Road,
Burgess Hill, Sussex.
DEAR SIR, May Irejoin the happy throng who
are still writing to you about resale price
maintenance, and offer you my small protest
about the use of the term ' discount house?'
In a trade where there are no fixed prices,
there can be no ' discount houses'. What we
are offered is the choice of profit-takers.
'Discount houses' are minimum-profit-takers;
members of the HFDA are maximum- profittakers.
Under the provisions of the Resale Prices
Act, 1964, it is not unlawful to select one's
customers, provided only that the basis of
selection is not ' will the customer sell at the
recommended price?'
The HFDA has therefore been formed as a
body of very high-principled dealers who
consider themselves a superior breed. They
have persuaded certain manufacturers that it
would be in the public interest for the products
of those manufacturers to be sold only by such
high-principled dealers. No question of pricefixing is involved.
But, surprise, surprise, by some extraordinary
coincidence, those public-spirited retailers all
happened to arrive, quite independently of each
other, and without coercion, at a decision to
retail their goods at or very close to the price
tentatively put forward as reasonable by the
manufacturers. Isn't that odd?
My personal suspicion is that the HFDA
would, if challenged in the Courts, find that
their attitude would be no more acceptable
(continued overleaf)

than was that some years ago of the Chemist
Federation.
Would someone care to have ago?
Yours faithfully

... about Stracciari and historical
records
From: William J. Craig, Kilnock, Randalstown,
Co. Antrim.
DEAR SIR, In the last R.R. your contributor John
Freestone suggested that he would review
records requested by readers. As a new
collector and anew reader of less than ayear,
may Irequest not a particular record, but a
report on any recording by Riccardo Stracciari.
Ihave had to wait for years (while raising a
family) to be able to afford decent equipment
and start buying records. By a happy chance
in the local library, Ipicked up acopy of The
Great Records and your articles re-awakened
an interest in historic recordings. Iwas so out
of touch with the record world, that until then
Ididn't even know that the old recordings were
being re- issued on LP. Since then Ihave got
quite a few LP transfers, and Iam especially
grateful to you for introducing me to Battistini.
Stracciari Iknow of old, having had acopy
of his ERI TU and 1Provenza on Columbia
twenty years ago. Recently Igot two sets of
his from Italy, Rigoletto and Il Barbiere on the
`La Voce del Padrone' label which give me
great pleasure.
I would therefore be delighted to read a
critical report of one of his recordings, which
Ihave only seen mentioned in passing, never

singled out for comment. Your opinion might
be crushing, for as Ihave no musical education
and can only judge what Ilike or dislike not
what is good or bad technically, my admiration
for Stacciari may be misplaced.
As there must be many new and green
collectors like myself emerging every year,
could you suggest in your column sometime,
useful books about historic records and
singers. Iknow only of Henry Pleasant's The
Great Singers, but surely there must be many
more in or out of print. Are there any discographies of the great singers, or is this useful
device confined to jazz collectors?
Yours faithfully
John Freestone comments: Iwill certainly bear
in mind your request for areview of arecording
by Riccardo Stracciari. His first discs were
made for the Fonotipia Company, and later
he made many items for Columbia, and was
still recording in the early electric era, when he
was ' starred' in complete versions of Rigoletto
and Il Barbiere di Siviglia.
There are almost too many books about
great singers, but very few about historical
records, and there is really not space to detail
the former here. All the books of Hermann
Klein, and particularly Fifty years of Musical
Life in London and Great Singers of my Time
are well worth searching for. You should
write to ' The Record Collector', 61 Fore Street,
Ipswich, for details of their very useful collectors' magazines. Each issue contains the
discrography of agreat singer plus biographical
details.

BBC STEREO FOR NOVEMBER
Nov.

1st: Die Wâlkure. Bayreuth festival record.
2nd: BBC Symphony Orchestra, John Pritchard. Haydn, Delius, Stravinsky.
4th: BBC Symphony Orchestra & Choral
Society from Royal Festival Hall. Colin
Davis. Beethoven's 9th Symphony.
8th: Feature programme The Train produced
by Douglas Cleverdon.
7th: St John Passion Bach. Recorded at 1970
English Bach Festival at Oxford.
8th: Recording of the Aldeburgh 1970 festival.
Play The Conversation
Organ recital Royal Festival Hall, Gillian
Weir.
11th: Copland, Royal Festival Hall.
12th: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Royal
Festival Hall, Charles Grove.
Piano
soloist Shura Cherkassky.
18th: BBC Symphony Orchestra, Royal Festival
Hall,
Inbal.
Dvorak,
Mendelssohn,
Janacek.
19th: Recorded repeat of recital from St.
John's, Smith Square.
20th: Recording from 1970 Edinburgh Festival.
Beethoven played by Du Pré, Daniel
Barenboim.
21st: Recorded programme of British music
BBC Symphony Orchestra, Malcolm
Arnold.
Works by Boyce, Bernera,
Malcolm Arnold.
22nd: Festival Hall broadcast. Marlow's music
played by LPO, Bernard Haitink.
Voix Humain a short opera.
Romeo and Juliet (
play) Recorded excerpt.
Recording from English Bach festival
1970. London Sinfonietta, David Atherton.
23rd: Live broadcast from studios. BBC Symphony
Orchestra,
Edward
Downes.
Webern, Hamilton, Bruckner.
24th: St. Cecilia live from Royal Albert Hall.
New Philharmonia, Edward Downes.
Frankel, Beethoven, Liszt, Stravinsky.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON

A HIDDEN

PROBLEM

point is often made that pickup leads
THE
should be kept as short as possible to

avoid resonance within the audio range arising
from lead capacity tuning the inductance of
the pickup windings.
Correspondence and
inquiries have indicated the need of a fuller
discussion of this matter and some explanation
as to how the effect comes about, so Ihope
more knowledgeable readers will forgive a
little basic electrical theory at this point for
the benefit of those who are not quite so
technical.
When an alternating current is passed through
acoil it sets up amagnetic field which rises and
falls in sympathy with the variations in the
current. This field cuts across adjacent turns
of the winding and induces an electromotive
force (EMF) in them, which opposes the
original applied voltage.
Thus it reacts
against, and inhibits, the flow of current in the
coil—hence the expression reactance which is
analogous to resistance in a DC circuit and,
like it, is measured in ohms.
However, in a purely reactive circuit the
current is actually delayed with respect to the
applied voltage and is said to ' lag' behind it.
In apurely inductive circuit, the current is at a
phase-angle — 90°.
The magnitude of the back EMF which
opposes current flow in the coil depends upon
the rate of magnetic field change: the faster the
field change, the higher the back EMF and
the greater the reactance.
It is apparent that at high frequencies, the
rate of change of magnetic field will be greater
than at low frequencies so the reactance will
not be constant but depends directly on the
frequency. Thus reactance is high at a high
frequency and vice-versa. If DC is passed
through the coil, there is no back EMF, no
reactive effect, and current flow is limited only
by the resistance of the wire.
The reactance of a component can be
defined in terms of aproperty called inductance,
which is measured in Henrys and is derived
from the simple formula Rs = 2efL where L
is the inductance of the component and f the
frequency at which the reactance is to be
calculated.
The second property in this consideration is
capacitance. This is exhibited whenever two
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
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conductors are in close proximity with each
other. The basic unit is the Farad, but this is
impractically large and practical units are the
microfarad (ILF—a millionth of a farad) and
the picofarad (pF—a millionth of a
When avoltage is applied across the ' plates'
in acapacitor, there is arush of electrons to the
adjacent conductors and a charge is built up
between them. As the charge builds up, the
flow of electrons decreases until it stops and
the capacitor is said to be fully charged. If an
alternating voltage is applied, the capacitor
charges on the first half-cycle, but when the
polarity reverses, the charge flows out and
starts to build up in opposite polarity. Thus
although there is no DC path through a
capacitor, current is constantly flowing in and
out of it, and the amount will depend on the
maximum charge the capacitor can store and
this is dependant on its capacitance. It, too,
has a reactance which is also measured in
ohms.
If the capacitance is small and the frequency
low, a capacitor will be fully charged before
the ' next' half cycle comes along and the
current will drop. The faster the polarity
changes therefore, the more current can flow
so, like the coil, current flow is dependant on
frequency. However, in this case, the higher
the frequency, the tower the reactance and the
higher the current. Thus capacitive reactance
decreases as the frequency rises whereas inductive reactance increases.
When AC is first applied to a capacitor it
represents a short circuit and a high current
flow. However as it becomes charged, the
current reduces allowing a voltage to develop
across it, hence the current leads the voltage,
and in a purely capacitive circuit. The phase
angle is thus 90° ahead.
The formula for calculating capacitive
reactance is:
1
Rs = 27
—Tc,
Where Rs is the capacitive reactance in ohms
fis frequency in Hz, and C is capacitance in
Farads.
Now we come to the part that fills first-year
radio apprentices with wonder and amazement. If we had a capacitive reactance in a
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circuit say of 10 K afHz, and an inductive
reactance in series with it, also of 10 K, the
result would not be 20 K, but zero. The two
reactances cancel out to leave just DC
resistance there may be in the circuit, because
the lagging current through the inductance and
the leading current through the capacitance
balance to bring it back into phase again with
the voltage.
This condition is called resonance and
occurs only at the one frequency at which the
reactances of two components are equal. It
follows that if there are both inductive and
capacitive elements in acircuit there is bound
to be some frequency at which resonance will
occur. Since some capacitance and inductance
cannot be avoided, the audio equipment
designers object is to proportion the reactances
involved so that resonance occurs outside of
the audio range.
If the two reactances are in parallel, then
instead of zero we get a very high resonant
impedance. Voltages in the circuit will rise
to a peak at the resonant frequency, whereas
series reactances produce avoltage trough.
The height of the peak (or depth of the
trough) depends on afactor known as the ' Q'
of the circuit. In radio tuned circuits the
object is to obtain a high ' Q' or ' Quality
factor' and inductance is made as high as
possible with the circuit resistance kept low.
If however aresonance unavoidably occurs in
an audio circuit, then a low inductance and
high resistance will give a low Q and so will
flatten and ' broaden' the peak or trough.
All magnetic pickups possess inductance,
since they employ coils and screened cable is
generally necessary to connect the pickup to
the amplifier in order to prevent hum and other
interference from being picked up. However,
enclosing an insulated wire with a metallic
braiding fulfils the conditions for producing
capacitance, and so ascreened cable is in fact
acapacitor, the capacitance of which is directly
proportional to its length. The inductance of the
pickup head and the capacitance of the screened
lead form aparallel resonant circuit which will
produce avoltage peak at some frequency. If
this falls within the normal frequency range of
the pickup it produces apeak in the response and
an expensive pickup could well give inferior
results to a much cheaper one used in conditions where resonance within the audio range
was avoided.
The majority of good quality magnetic
pickups have a frequency response extending
beyond 15 kHz so it is desirable to push the
electrical resonance well above that figure.
Although undesirable, a peak in the upper
range, say around 16-20 kHz may not have
too noticeable an effect, but if it should drop
to just above 10 kHz, or even below it, then
the result will be obvious, and stringed instruments, particularly, suffer because of the high
order harmonics they generate. Record surface
noise is also increased, since much of this
occurs at these higher frequencies as well.
Quite low capacitances will bring the resonant
frequency of many cartridges down to audibility. For 700 mH, acommon value, 100 pF
resonates at under 20 kHz while the lowest
normal inductance, 300 mH only needs 250 pF
to bring it within the range of the pickup
response. Higher capacities bring the resonance
lower.
(
continued on page 1721)

Forpeoplewho want
to hear the whole truth

America's most
advanced cartridge
You've got to be aperfectionist to
appreciate Empire cartridges.
There's everything from the
individually- calibrated
professional 1000ZE, at £63.0.0
to the new 80EE magnetic, with
elliptical diamond stylus at the
remarkable price of only £9.15.6.

Exclusive Magnetic
Cartridge Construction
Every Empire cartridge is fully
shielded. Its exclusive construction
includes four poles, four coils, and
three magnets producing superior

magnetic balance and hum
rejection.
Empire cartridges give you
razor sharp stereo separation over
afrequency spectrum of 10
octaves. You receive full
separation even at 20,000 Hz.
Instruments don't waver.

This construction offers the lowest
dynamic mass of any armature
system offered to the public to
date.

Empire 1000ZE: Lowest Distortion
of any cartridge
Because of the lightweight
construction and critical damping
of the stylus mounting assembly,
coupled with the three element
magnetic circuit, asquare wave is
reproduced with virtually straight
rise time, very slight overshoot,
and near perfect damping ( less
than 1cycle of ringing). These
features contribute to the
extremely low distortion of the
Empire 1000ZE Cartridge even
when tracking test records at
playing weights of only 0.1 gram.

Exclusive Induced
Magnetic Cone Armature
The armature assembly features a
tapered high permeability hollow
tube only 0.001 inch wall
thickness. This armature is
connected by asuper lightweight
aluminium cantilever to ahand
polished naked diamond stylus.

-at anyprice!

8881E

888E

808E

888

80EE

Model

1000ZE

999 VE

888 VE

Frequency
Response

1DB from 20
to 20,000 Hz

6-35,000 cps

6-32,000 Hz

6-32,000 Hz

10-30,000 Hz

12-25,000 Hz

10-25,000 Hz

12-25,000 Hz

Output Voltage

5.0 mv. per
channel

5.0 mv. per
channel

5.0 mv. per
channel

6.0 mv. per
channel

8.0 mv. per
channel

8.0 mv. per
channel

8:0 mv. per
channel

8.0 mv. per
channel

Channel
Separation

more than
35 DB

more the'.
35 DB

more than
35 DB

more than
32 DB

more than
30 DB

more than
30 DB

more than
30 DB

more than
30 DB

Compliance

35 • 113''
cm/dyne

30 10 -8
cm/dyne

30 .'. 10 -8
cm/dyne

30 • 10 -'
cm, dyne

20 •• 1(1 -•
cm/dyne

20 • 10
cm/dyne

20 • 10 -'
cm/dyne

20 • 10 -I
cm/dyne

'4'• to 3grams

to 4grams

to 4grams

1-4 grams

Tracking Force

i• to 14 grams

to 14 grams

ito 14 grams

to 11 grams

Stylus

2 • 7hand
polished micro
elliptical stylus

.2 . 7mil biradial elliptical
hand polished
diamond

.2.7 mil
elliptical
hand polished
diamond

2.7 mil
elliptical
hand polished
diamond

.4 - .9m I
elliptical
hand polished
diamond

.7 mil radius
diamond

.4 • . 9elliptical
diamond

.4 . 9mil bi
radial elliptical
diamond stylus

Terminating
Impedance

47,000 ohms

47,000 ohms

47,000 ohms

47,000 ohms

47,000 ohms

47,000 ohms

47,000 ohms

47,000 ohms

Stylus
Replacement

S1000ZE/ERD
Black

S999VE-ERD
Purple

S888VE/ERD
Pink

S888TE/ERD
White

S888E, ERD
Green

S888/7RD
Brown

S808E/ERD
Red

S80EE/ERD
Green

Price

£63-0-0

£44-10-0

£27-12-0

£21-0-0

£16-10-0

£11-10-0

£12-17-0

£9-15-6

Empire Cartridges e

RANK AUDIO PRODUCTS
Rank Audio Visual Ltd., P.O. Box 70,
Gt. West Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

A product of EMPIRE SCIENTIFIC Corporation U.S.A.

upon a time, (
c.
ONCE
lived in a cave in darkest

1950), there
Cambria, a
family of Gramophiles, whose chief delight it
was to savour the shellac sounds of sweet
harmony, emanating from Ye Olde Edysonne
Belle Mechanycalle Phonograph. Many musical gems, ranging from Tchaikovsky to Chu
Chin Chow, and from Schumann to Jimmy
Shand, were thus enjoyed, with occasional
observations from that mordant satirist of the
1930s, Sandy Powell, thrown in for good
measure.
Then came the day when the head of the
household began to feel the then undiagnosed
A.D.

HU
11111
DMD
...

if the stylus pressure was reduced below about
14 grammes, and rather disconcerting noises
were audible as the stylus churned its way
heedless through those modulations which did
not entirely defeat it. It would, Ithink, be the
kindest way of putting it, if one were to say
that the turntable was not entirely faultless,
either. The poor unfortunate who was induced to buy from me is probably still finding
it useful when he wishes to demonstrate chronic
cases of wow, flutter, rumble, turntable rock,
and pivot friction. Hence—as all the best
classical manuscripts say—some disenchantment with the quality of sound recorded on,

. . . or that will have to go

BY J. ROGERS
first stirrings of the dreaded hi-fi disease, and
decided that a better quality of sound reproduction was needed, if we were to realise to the
full the quality of sound stored on those marvels
of 20th century technological prowess78 r.p.m. discs. Accordingly, aDecca (electrically driven) single speed turntable, arm, and
plug-in (magnetic) cartridge were acquired, and
fitted in the original Edison Bell cabinet, feeding a modified, home-built Mullard 3/3 and a
3in. Celestion loudspeaker. At a playing
weight of nearer 34 ounces than 34 grammes, I
dread to think what harm was done to the
records which we bought, but living in blissful
ignorance, as we did then, such troubling
thoughts never crossed our minds—and the
relief from the necessity to wind up the turntable was most welcome.
In 1957, the household's first proprietary
television set was purchased, to replace our
home-built model (6in. green-scanning exradar tube, with 3in. magnifier, plus full valvepowered heating for the living room—but that's
another story) with the incidental result that
the console cabinet which had housed this
esoteric assemblage of electronic impedimenta
became available for gramophone housing.
HIFI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

Advantage was taken of this good fortune, to
change the amplifying/reproducing components of the equipment. In one of the less
erudite electronics journals, there had recently
appeared a design for a 12 W high quality (?)
amplifier, using EF86, 6J5, 6SN7, and 2EL84,
with 250 V HT rectified directly from the
mains. Component values were recalculated
to allow the use of 6CH6s, which were more
readily available, instead of EL84s, in the output stage and, feeding a Philips 8in. loudspeaker mounted in a cut out just below the
turntable 01 it delivered satisfying noises from
our elderly and infrequently augmented collection of 78s until about 1960, when the purchase
of Mullard's Circuits for Audio Amplifiers encouraged the building of their 2-valve preamplifier, after which we moved belatedly, and
in a rather lowfi fashion, into the LP age,
with the purchase of an E.M.I. 4-speed manual
7in. turntable and arm, and an Acos GP67
turnover crystal cartridge; this fed into the
Mullard preamp, and thence to our original 12
watt amplifier, from which the 6SN7 tone
control stage, now redundant, was removed.
The audibly distressing assault which our
first batch of LPs suffered from this arrangement is painful to relate. The cartridge was
somewhat reluctant to track the records at all
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and available from, the LP disc. However, faint
heart never won fair music, and those musically
dark days of 1964 were lightened considerably
by the discovery of amontttly B.B.C. programme
called Sound, and by achance encounter with a
magazine called HiFi News. The latter, discovered earlier, would have been an even
greater boon than it has since proved, and pronounced with reasoned authority on matters
of equipment and procedure with regard to
hi-fi which had taken considerable time to
decide upon empirically. In its pages Iread
of the evils of autochangers, radiograms, crystal
pickups, and other manifestations of the
midfi fringe, and discovered the names of
reputable hi-fi manufacturers Quad, Wharfedale, Garrard, and Decca.
Idiscovered, too, the Garrard 4HF record
playing unit, which was my next purchase,
closely followed by the construction of the
8/10/42 version of Rex Baldock's excellent
Tricolumn loudspeaker design, fitted with a
Philips 8in. unit. At Christmas 1964 then, the
Rogers household's record playing equipment
comprised-4HF, GP67, Mullard 2-valve preamp., 12 W main amplifier. and Tricolumn,
with Philips drive unit. Turntable troubles
now vanished, the slight rumble later detected
not being reproduced by the rest of the equip-

"Some of the finest
loudspeakers in Gt.

Britain"

No. 1 contenders to the best in the world
Chesham—Slimline and De Luxe
Specially for wall or shelf mounting.
Ideal Hi Fi extension speaker and quality.
Tape recorder extension speakers.

Chesham Slimline
8ohms nominal
60-15,000 Hz
10 watts r.m.s.

TEAK ONLY
Chesham Bookshelf
184"x 114"x 74"
3way system
64" bass
50-20.000 Hz
15 watts r.m.s.
8 ohms nominal

Chesham—Bookshelf-3 way systems
This model provides clear and exciting performance.
Neat styling.
And is very suitable to medium range Hi Fi
systems- 10 to 15 watts.

TEAK : WALNUT: S/MAHOGANY
21"x 12"x9"
3way system
8 ohms nominal
40-20,000 Hz
15 watts r.m.s.
84" bass driver

Chesham
3 way system—unusually high calibre at moderate
cost.
Big bass, firm mid, wide clear H.F.
Mostly suitable for floor or low plinth positions.
POPULAR MODEL FOR THE MUSIC LOVER

New Aldenham
4 way system-2 wide dispersion units form heart of
this model—covering middle frequencies. Complemented by big bass and fine H.F. so essential in the
making of atop class loudspeaker.
A MOST SUBSTANTIAL 4 WAY SYSTEM

Aldenham De Luxe
Takes alittle time to get to know this speaker. Subtle
performance and natural sound—full of surprises—
individual instruments come through so clearly and
proportionally correct.
New found sounds which hitherto passed unnoticed.
NO. ICONTENDER TO THE BEST IN THE WORLD

Waltham Monitor and Waltham Monitor Elite
Critics and enthusiasts agree the WALTHAM ranks
among the best in the world.
Truly magnificent performance.
Luxury floor-standing models.
Finely styled—carefully proportioned.
4 way systems to please the most discerning.
Elite— handles over 30 watts r.m.s.
A PROFOUND EXAMPLE OF MODERN TECHNIQUES

Chesham
Slimline
£9.15.0
De Luxe

De Luxe model very suitable for Hi Fi audio systems up
to 10 watts output-3 way system.

MORE THAN A MATCH TO THE BEST IN ITS SIZE

I5"x7"x44
De Luxe
60-20,000 Hz
3way system

1

Bookshelf

234" x 15"x 10"
Super 3way system
8ohms nominal
13" x9" bass, 64" mid and wide dispersion H.F.
Below 40-20,000 Hz
Over 20 watts r.m.s.
42 lb. weight
TEAK : WALNUT : S/MAHOGANY

£31.0.0

New
Aldenham
£39.15.0

Aldenham
De Luxe
£46.10.0

4 way systems-8ohms nominal
Waltham
Monitor
Elite
294" x 15" x 124"
299" x 17" x 124"
54 lb.
57 lb.
35-25,000 Hz
30-25.000 Hz
25 watts r.m.s.
Over 30 watts
50 watts music
r.m.s.
Lower and upper mid controls
Coal black vynair grille
Anodised trim
Front mounted units
Detachable grilles
TEAK : WALNUT . S/MAHOGANY

Waltham
Monitor
£60.0.0
Waltham
Monitor
Elite
£69.0.0

A new dynamic range of loudspeakers

SHEPPARD AUDIO LIMITED

NO. 1 CONTENDERS TO THE
BEST IN THE WORLD

31 NEWBERRIES PARADE
RADLETT, HERTS

New Brochure and Price List now available.

Telephone: Radlett 779 5440
Manufacturers of quality Hi- Fidelity loudspeakers

£22.10.0

Chesham

TEAK : WALNUT: S/MAHOGANY
234" x 154" x 10"
4 way system
84" Heavy duty bass
8 ohms nominal
40-20,000 Hz
20 watts r.m.s.
40 lb. weight
TEAK : WALNUT : S/MAHOGANY

£14.10.0

-1

Free invitation to our demonstration showrooms to see and hear this outstanding range
of loudspeakers.

Export Agents: T. D. Bailey ( Export) Ltd., Cross Keys Court, London Wall, London EQ. Tel. 01-628 5591/6. Telex 28237. Telegraphic " Yeliabso" London EC2

To Sheppard Audio Ltd. Please send me your new brochure and
price list of your new dynamic range of loudspeakers. . . .

My name

Address

ROAD TO HI-FI -n.1

ment at this time. The GP67, though, was still
not doing our LPs a great deal of good, and
so it was replaced with that highly praised
ceramic stalwart, the Decca Deram, which
made awful noises with records ruined by the
Acos, yet tracked them, and all later purchases,
at the much reduced weight of 3¡ grammes.
From this time, all new recordings were bought
in stereo, in preparation for the envisaged
conversion to this mode of reproduction, with
its ' closer approach to the original sound'.
Over the years, we had, Isuppose, become
accustomed to the delicate 100 Hz hum, and
the gentle rushing noise, which provided a
continual electronic obligato to our listening;
but, ever in search of the Grail, Idecided to
try to improve matters, here, by building the
control-less version of the Mullard 5-10, to
partner their 2-valve pre-amp, already in use.
This ' improvement' was in some ways amixed
blessing for, besides giving us Hummel without
hum, Busoni bereft of buzz, and hissless Haydn,
it revealed apositive plethora of cereal noises,
which necessitated the purchase of the Watts
Dust Bug, for the beneficial effects of which
no praise is high enough. By Christmas, 1966,
the Shirley SB1/20 had been built ( from designs
in HiFi News) and, driving a Wharfedale
Super 8, in Messrs Record Housing's folded
horn enclosure, with the Mullard/Tricolumn
combination as the other channel, gave us
stereo—albeit a little unbalanced, and with
some peculiar spatial effects—for the first time.
The trouble now was, of course, that the
cramped and confused cacophonies produced
by our vintage AM radio became unbearable,

PICKUP CAPACITANCE
The resonant
capacitances can
formula:

continued

frequencies for various
be calculated from the
1

f

- 2e ,ILC

where f is the resonant frequency in Hz, L is
the inductance in Henrys and C the capitance
in Farads. This formula is rather clumsy for
our present application, involving a dozen or
so decimal places and may be simplified to

f =

,‘,/ 25,330
LC

where f is the resonant frequency in kHz; L
the inductance in Henrys (not mH!) and C the
capacitance in picofarads.
Capacitance varies considerably with different types of cable, but most ordinary screened
cables are very capacitative. A widely used
standard cable consisting of 23 strands of
0.0076 inch diameter wire (described as
23/0.0076), has acapacity of 115 pF per foot.
As it would be difficult to connect up with less
than a yard of cable, this would result in
a total of 345 pF—and a resonance of just
over 10 kHz for a700 mH pickup. Even lower
inductances would produce apeak well into the
audio range.
A miniature cable, commonly used, is
7/0.0076. This is better, with a capacity of
84 pF per foot, but anything over ayard will
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

so more seasonal expense was incurred when the
Leak Troughline 3joined its hi-fi companions
in December, 1967. We had constructed a
`breadboard' experimental VHF receiver at
least 5 years before this but, besides spontaneously detuning itself every two minutes, it
proved an unintentionally excellent transmitter,
as my parents and B.B.C.-viewing neighbours
will testify, having sat none too patiently
through periods of fascinating and subtly
varied geometrical patternings.
Ihope Imay be forgiven for pausing at this
point to inveigh briefly against the quality of
B.B.C. FM broadcasts as received in this area
—Cwmbran, Mon. Concerts originating in
London are often so restricted in frequency
response that the use of a 5kHz filter at
25 dB/8ve is needed, to have any audible effect.
In addition, there are often phase-delay effects,
and obtrusive hiss and hum, all three being
presumably due to the distance involved, and
the variable quality of G.P.O. lines and amplifiers. Some of the B.B.C.'s concerts from their
Llandaff studios, though, have the same problem of high hiss level, which cannot be attributed to these causes. Telephone dialling
noises have entirely replaced the programme
signal for minutes at atime and, occasionally,
some gremlin switches Radio 2 on to the
Radio 3frequency for some records— Ihave a
tape featuring aduet between Josephine Veasey
and Terry Wogan! However, revenons á nos
moutons.
During the next year, when finances permitted, three improvements were made viz: a
second folded horn and drive unit was acquired
and, following H.F.N. adverts a Decca 4RC,
and Goldring GL75, upgraded the front end
of the set-up. After a period of pecuniary
recuperation, our audio standards continued

their accelerating upward movements when a
Quad 22 pre-amp was added to the equipment,
deriving its HT and LT supplies from the
5-10. An attenuating network was fitted to the
input of this amplifier, to reduce its sensitivity
to that of the Shirley, the latter already being
ideal for the Quad needing 1.5 V at main
amplifier input, for 15 W output.
This brings us to just before Christmas, 1968.
The reproducing chain itself has undergone
no changes since then, for the amount of money
necessary to make a worthwhile improvement
to the quality of sound now enjoyed is considerable—but it may have occurred to the
reader that the cabinet detailed earlier must
be rather hard pressed to contain Goldring,
Decca, Leak, Quad, Shirley and Mullard
equipment, not to mention the deleterious
effects of so much heat in so small a space!
When the Leak was purchased, it had to be
placed on top of the cabinet, with the Quad
on top of that again. It got two out of ten
aesthetic appeal, and glory be to God for a
patient mother. Accordingly, a Record Housing equipment cabinet followed post haste, and
has fulfilled its main function splendidly,
besides conveniently matching the styling of
the loudspeakers, and providing atoo (?) useful
resting place for rubber plants, ash trays, and
other household bric abrae.
Future sights are on the Leak Stereofetic,
in the hope of usable stereo FM from Oxford
or somewhere which is about as close as the
system looks like getting to South Wales, and
on Quad 33/303 and ELSs. If, dear reader,
you have chanced upon these jottings in a
certain erudite journal, you may justifiably
conclude that several welcome drachmas have
been added to the ever open coffers. Stereofetic, here we come!

still be high enough to produce a peak well
within the response curve. Most cables in
this class would be expected to have capacitances of asimilar order.
There is a special low-noise cable available
for audio circuits that incorporates a semiconducting layer between the ordinary centrewire insulation and the metallic braid. This
causes the minute charges which may be
produced on the insulation by movement of
the cable to leak away gradually rather than
discharging rapidly, and so prevents microphony and static noises. A secondary effect
of this greater spacing between inner conductor and braiding is areduction of capacity,
as capacitance is inversely proportional to the
distance between conductors. Miniature lownoise 7/0.0048 cable has a capacitance of
31 pF per foot, and standard 7/0.0076 cable,
28 pF per foot.
This is a considerable improvement, but
even so lengths in excess of four or five feet
could still cause trouble. For any further
reduction we must go to co-axial cable as used
for television aerial applications. Here, the
best television cable is not always the best for
audio purposes. Several high-grade cables
have low attenuation at television frequencies
but capacities ranging from about 21 pF to
30 pF. A special low loss 1/0.044 has a
capacity of 18 pF per foot, yet a standard
ordinary grade co-ax 7/0.010 cable has a
stated capacity of only 17 pF per foot.
A couple of yards of this would produce a
capacity of 100 pF, which is fairly safe but

should not be exceeded especially with high
inductance cartridges. Some difficulty may be
experienced in fitting plugs to this co-ax as
it is much thicker than ordinary screened
cable, however unless only a foot or so of
cable is needed, there is no alternative if
resonance within the pickup's frequency
range is to be avoided. If for some unavoidable reason a longer cable length must be
used, there is a last resort. This is car radio
aerial cable. It is thick, yet has a very fine
centre wire. It is not easy to connect to
conventional plugs because of this, but it has a
capacitance of only 9pF per foot—so up to
four yards could be used! If buying this
though, make sure that it is genuine, ordinary
co-ax is often used in place of it. It can be
recognised by the fine single centre conductor
and can be obtained from firms specialising in
car radio installations.
One final thought. It seems very likely
that a large number of magnetic pickups are
being used with excessive lead capacitance,
hence with a peat somewhere in the upper
part of their response curve. There has been a
lot of discussion of late over the alleged poor
surfaces of modern record pressings and some
record collectors have rejected alarge proportion, even the majority, of records received
because of high surface noise. Others seem to
have had little trouble and few rejections so,
could it be that those with a large number of
complaints have in fact a peak in their pickup
response giving rise to high surface noise? It
certainly seems an avenue worth exploring.
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I
ELECTRONIC SOUND
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
ARENA 210 Amplifier
ARMSTRONG 521 ..
GOODMANS Maxamp
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus in
teak case ..
LEAK Stereo 70 ..
LEAK Stereo 70 in teak case
QUAD 33 PRE AMP ..
QUAD 303 MAIN AMP
ROGERS Ravensbourne
ROGERS Ravensbourne
in teak case
ROGERS Ravensbrook
ROGERS Ravensbrook
in teak case
ROTEL 100

••

Retail
Price

Rec.

Cosh
Price

MAIL
SERVICE

£36 15
£56 0
£54 0
£53 0

0
0
0
0

£27 10
£42 16 o
£42 0 o
£42 0 o

ARENA 2400 with MPX

£59 10
£65 O
£71 10
£43 o
£55 o
£59 10

0
0

£46 18
£51 6
£56 10
£43 0
£55 O
£47 0

ARENA T1500F

o
o
o

6
0
0
0
0
0

0 0
0 0

£50
£35

0 0
0 0

£49 0 0
£45 10 0

£ 37
£ 35

5 0
0 0

£64
£44

OFF ORDERS
EXCEEDING
£175

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
o

ARENA HT 27
ARENA HT 28
ARENA HT 21
ARENA HT 7
ARENA HT 10
ARENA HT 20
ARENA HT 26
& W DM3
B
W P2H
To Order
B & W DMI
CELESTION Ditton 10
CFLESTION Dittos 15
GOODMANS Majesta
GOODMANS Maxim
GOODMANS Mezzo II
GOODMANS Magnum- K
GOODMANS Marimba
GOODMANS Mambo
GOODMANS 3005 ( pair)
KEF Celeste ..
KEF Concord.. ..
LEAK Sandwich ..
LEAK Mini- Sandwich
WHARFEDALE
Denton ..
Super Linton
Melton ..
Dovedale 3
Rosedale—To order
WHARFEDALE UNIT 3
Speaker Kit
WHARFEDALE UNIT 4
Speaker Kit
WHARFEDALE UNIT 5
Speaker Kit

• £18
£17
• £10

••
•

•.
•.
.•

o

18
17
10
£19 19
£22
£32 11
£78 15
£63 O
£94 10
£32 o
£21
3
£29 O
£57 O
£20 7
£30 18
£40 2
£24 o
£22 5
£25 o
£29 o
£43 10
£45 10
£29 15

0
£13 13
0 £ 12 12
0 £9 9
0 £ 17 17
0
£19 10
0
£26 S
o £64 10
0
£53 12
O
o
o £28 10
2 £ 17 o
£22 o
0
£48 o
0
9 £ 15 15
£23 10
£29 19
£19 19
£18
£21
2
£29 O
£37 10
£35 o
£23 o

£19
£22
£29
£39
£59

0
10
10
10
10

0
0
0
0
0

£11

19

6

£9 19

0

0 0

£ 17 17

0

£ 19 10

0

£20

£23 10

0

£16
£18
£23
£29
£48

£90

17

9

0 2

5

3
17 8
0 O

ARENA 2700 Stereo FM with
MPX decoder ..

£105

0 0

£85

0 0

£72

9 0

£59

5 0

9 0 £255

5 0

ARENA T9000 with MPX

£303

ARMSTRONG 525 ( MPX

£91

ARMSTRONG 526 \e'tral
GOODMANS 3000 ..
PHILIPS RH78I
PHILIPS RH790
PHILIPS RH69I
ROTEL • •

••
••
•.
••

17

9

£75

£104 14

3

£84 10

0

£77 14

7

£62 10

0

£74 19

6

£63 12

0

£125

0 0

0 0 £101

0 0

£83

0 0

£70

0 0

£79

7 2

£62

0 0

1 10 £ 106

0 0

SANSUI 350 AM/FM
S/F.E.T.'s I7W/RMS per ch.

£129

SANSUI 800 AM/FM
S/F.E.T.'s 22W/RMS per ch.

£147 19

SANSUI 2000 AM/FM
S/F.E.T.'s 30VV/RMS per ch.

£162
£51
£133

TELETON R4200

£51

TELETON CR/107 ..

£39

7 £ 128

0 0

3 0 £ 136

0 0

O 0

£33

2 6

£85

0 0

O 0
15

0

£42 10

6

O 0

£29 10

0

6

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

6
o
o
6
0

TURNTABLES
£30 19

0

£24 10

GARRARD SP.25, Mk II ..

£15 II

4

£1 I 0 0

GARRARD AP.75

£23 16

0

£17 17

0

6 5

GARRARD SL.65B

£19

£14 18

9

GARRARD SL.75B

£35 12

4

£26 15

0

GARRARD SL.9513

£45

9

1

£34 18

0

o

GOLDRING GL69

£25

1 6

GOLDRING 69P

£33 11

GOLDRING GL.75

£36

GOLDRING 75P

£46 18

0

GOODMANS 3025

£37 14

9

£32 12

PHILIPS GA 146

£29 19

6

£24

PHILIPS 217 ..

£32

0 9

£27 16

0

PHILIPS 202 Electronic

£64

0 0

£53 15

0

THORENS TD.125

£75 17

THORENS I
25AB ..

CARTRIDGES

Rec. Retail
Price

GOLDRING 800 Cartridge..
GOLDRING 800H
GOLDRING 800E
GOLDRING 800 Super E ..
GOLDRING CS90 Stereo
Ceramic Cartridge
GOLDRING C591/E..
GOLDRING G850 .
PICKERING VIS AC2
ORTOFON SLI5E
SHURE M3DM
SHURE M31E
SHURE M32E
SHURE M32-3
SHURE M44-5
SHURE M44-7
SHURE M44- C
SHURE M44E
SHURE M5SE
SHURE M75G 11
SHURE M7S-6 11
SHURE M75E1
SHURE M75E-95G 11.
SHURE VI5-11
SHURE VIS-II-7
SHURE M75E11

£13 0 0 £ 10
£10 13 9 £8
£18 17
1 £14
£26 O 1 £19
4
16
10
8
12
8
0
2
3
2
3
3
0
19
12
13
9
3
15
18
6

£5
£8
£7
£6
£7
£6
£6
£8
£9
£9
£8
£11
£12
£16
£14

11
6
8
9
8
9
9
6
5
5
6
2
19
13
16

0
1
0
0
II
3
11
4
4
4
10
10
II
0
I
6
I
3
3
3
2

£4
£6
£5
£6
£24
£6
£ 10
£9
£8
£8
£8
£8
£ 11
£ 10
£14
£ 13
£18
£22
£ 30
£29
£ 16

I

I

1

I
1

STYLUS
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE

N3D
N3IE
N32E
N32-3
N44-5
N44-7
N44- C
N44E
N55E
N75G
N75-6
N75E1
N75E
VN I5E
VN7

£120

£21

0 0

9

£28

5 0

8 2

£29

0 0

£36

4 6

8

3 11
7

0

S 0

£65

2 6

£99

0 0

£37

S 0

AKA 1500 ..
AKA X-360
AKA X-360 D deck
AKA 1710L
AKA 1800 ..
AKA 1800SD
AKA 4000D deck ..
GRUND1G C200 inc. mit.
TK 120 continental inc. mit.
TK124 inc. mit.
TKI44 inc. mic.
TKI49 inc. mit.
TK246 exc. mit.
TK248 exc. mit.
REVO X A77-1102
1302
1122
1332
1222

2 £4 14
9 £ 7 10
3 £ 6 10
8 £ 5 10
3 £6 10
8 £5 14
8 £ 5 14
9 £8
3 £8 10
3 £8 10
9 £7 0
4 £9
5 £ 10 10
6 £ 14 15
6 £ 11 15

or
or
or
or
or

£130 2
£339 0
£290 0
£89 10
£158 0
£199 0
£89 9
£39 9
£39 5
£44 8
£49 9
£57 2
L128 7
£157 4

••
•.
•
••
•
•

4
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
6
8
8
0

£2
£
107
80
£240
£80
f11
£
2
52
0
£75
£33
£33
£40
0 I
£48 1
£1
£
13
02
9

Cash and Carry prices
1104
£204 15 0 £171 o O
1304
1124
£236 5 0 £ 196 0 0
1324
1224 £246 15 0 £210 0 0

SUPER BUDGET SYSTEMS FROM £79

0 0

Special CASH and CARRY Offers

THORENS 150A Mk 11

£43 12

THORENS 150AB Mk 11

£51

12 10

£44 15

0

Garrard SL95B, Base and Cover and M75E,

THORENS TD.124/I 1

£46 15 10

£39 16

6

fully wired.
(Rec. price £77.6.8)

Stop press: Arena products in short supply.

To Callers only
C & C price

Dual

1)219, HWI

[61.0.0

Base and Cover, M75E,

wired.

PICKUP ARMS

o
o
o

£5
£7
£6
£8
£29
£7
£12
£11
£10
£11
£10
CIO
£12
£12
£17
£16
£19
£23
£40
£38
£21

(" 1st,
Price

TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS

ARENA SP25 with base cover
and magnetic cartridge ..

o
o

£50 10 o
£55 0 o
£ 37 2 6
£41 II
£39 10
£51
0

o

0 0

0
0
0
0

TUNERS
O
£33 10
3
£45 0
8 £36 0
O £7 17
5 £69 10
O £49 5
6 £56 5
O £32 17

£69 15
£94

o

0 o
18 o
15 o
10 o
18 o

10
15
17
10
10
18
3
0

6 0

Cash
Price

o

Cash and Carry prices up to 30% off on all speakers—
subject to availability.

ARENA F2I 1with decoder £39
ARMSTRONG 523 AM/FM £53
ARMSTRONG 524 FM .. £41
ARMSTRONG M8 decoder £9
GOODMANS Stereomax £82
LEAK Stereofetic Chassis ..
11£59
LEAK Stereofetic in teak case £67
PHILIPS RH 690
..
£ 39
ROGERS Ravensbourne
Tuner with Decoder .. £61
ROGERS Ravensbourne Cased
ROGERS Ravensbrook ( Chas.) £45
ROGERS Ravensbrook
in teak case
£51
ROTEL AM/FM
£49
QUAD FM
£51

Rec. Retail
Price

£11 1 6 0

TELETON 7ATI
and Carry up to 30% off

APPOINTED SPECIALIST RETAIL AGENTS FOR:
ARENA, B & 0, BRENELL, DUAL. LEAK GRUNDIG,
NIKKO, SONY, SANSUI, TANNOY, TRIO, REVOX.

0 0

ARENA 2600 Stereo AM/FM
with MPX

TELETON F.2000 ..

SPEAKERS — Cash

SPECIALISTS IN HI-FI
DISCOUNTS & SERVICE
ALL EQUIP. BOXED & CARRIES MANFS. GUARANTEE
OPEN 9a.m.-6p.m. MON to SAT. WEDS E.G. 9a.m.-I p.m.
FULL SERVICE FACILITIES ON OUR PREMISES

EXTRA 24%,

(Rec. price £93.4.0)

GOLDRING Lenco L75 ..

£12 10 10

£10 19

NEAT G30

£11

£9 9 o

14

1

6

NEAT G30 with P/U lift ..

£15

8 0

£ 13 13

o

SME 3009 with 52 shell ..

£34

9

5

£27 10

o

SME 3012 with 52 shell ..

£36 14

2

£29 10

o

Post and Packing:—
Cartridges and P.U. arms, add 3/- p. & p.

We regret we are unable to supply clients resident within

Tape recorders 20/- each p. & p.

10 miles, Purley. Surrey.

ALL OTHER ITEMS add 12/- each p. & p.

L.

C

&

C price

£77.10.0

Electronic Sound Ltd.
31 NEWBERRIES PARADE,
WATL ING STREET,
RADLETT, H ERTS.

The Research in AR
Details of atechnical seminar and factory visit to the famous
American company
UORTUNATELY escaping the attentions
I of the hijackers early in September, Messrs.
Aldous, Crabbe, Jones and West joined
a party of technical journalists from England
that passed through Amsterdam's Schipol airport en route for the Acoustic Research
company's plant at Amersfoort, a busy
industrial town in Utrecht, Holland, to participate in atechnical seminar on the design and
evaluation of loudspeaker systems. On arrival
we were joined by representatives of the
Continental audio press and welcomed by
Martin Borish, Director International Sales of
AR International, Denis Wratten, Manager of
the Audio Products Division of Bell & Howell
Ltd., handling AR equipment in the UK and
Brian Watkinson, B & H Publicity Manager.
Lavish hospitality was extended throughout
the visit, including an exotic multi-dish
Indonesian meal at the famous Bali restaurant
in Amsterdam on the Friday night, so we were
ready to work off our energies early next
morning making a tour of the AR factory
before the technical session proper on Saturday
afternoon.
An impressive guarantee is given with every
AR loudspeaker, providing blanket coverage
of workmanship and performance for aperiod
of five years from the date of purchase. It
covers parts, labour, and freight to and from
the factory or nearest service depot, and new
packaging, if needed, is supplied free. We were
more than intrigued by the production line
that can offer this sort of assurance with
confidence.
The purpose of the new plant is to assemble
and test AR loudspeakers, primarily for the
European market, and to offer facilities implementing the service guarantee. Obviously, in
relation to the parent organization in Massachusetts it is a small but expanding operation
and the few Dutch personnel we saw in action
(remember it was Saturday morning and the
factory was nominally closed) carried out their
jobs for our benefit. Units for the various
AR models supplied from America were
screwed into their locally made cabinets and
weighed fibre glass wool damping packed by
hand around the units. Great care is taken to
seal the boxes, and when the assembly line
operators are satisfied the speakers roll
smoothly down to atest bay for checking.
The process begins by running the unit
through the range, checking the cone movement and searching for buzzes etc. Then,
after checking each cabinet and sub-mounting
board for air leaks by means of astethoscope,
the speaker is slid into a 12 cu. ft. anechoic
chamber. This has one unlined wall and
includes two slim capacitor microphones to
pick up the frequency sweeps derived from a
Bruel & Kjaer oscillator, and then displayed
on a long persistence 'scope, against a superimposed standard. Insistence on rigid inHI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

spection and adherence to high standards
means that the AR reject rate is high, but the
company regards this money as well spent to
maintain the quality and reliability of its
products. As Martin Borish said, ' manufacturers are not usually proud of their duff
products, but we would like to show you
ours....' They all go back so that the parent
company knows what went wrong, although
most damage occurs in transit.
Another aspect of the ' quality' image,which
AR so obviously believe in, is the production
of models in long runs. No units are changed
or superseded until a significant improvement
can be offered, which makes for a stable
relationship with both customers and dealers.
Considerable stocks of AR speakers with
various cabinets were being boxed and stored
for despatch, as we saw, but certain models
are in short supply despite a huge inventory
maintained for the benefit of customers.
So we came to the highly concentrated
technical session, the highlight of which was
a brilliant paper on loudspeaker design and
testing presented by Mr. Roy Allison, Vice
President of AR's Engineering and Manufacturing division in Cambridge, USA. It will
be appreciated that we cannot even begin to
summarise the findings here, as the session took
some three and a half hours and a transcript
of the talk, with associated literature, weighs
some 1k lbs!
Briefly, the AR philosophy—inspired by the
work of Edgar Villchur, President of AR, and
his associates—is that meaningful, objective
measurements of loudspeakers are not only
possible, but essential to the proper determination of their quality. Acoustic Research
has concentrated on the problems of research,
development and testing of loudspeaker
designs for some 16 years, and Mr. Allison
set out to discuss this body of accumulated
knowledge for the benefit of all workers in
this area of electroacoustics.
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However, there is no dearth of very quotable
quotes from Mr. Allison's informative address
—for instance: ' It is very easy to create a
loudspeaker system. Speaker cabinets, crossover networks, and unmounted speakers are
available in great variety at the local hi-fi
store. There you can buy big speakers, little
ones, black, green or red ones. You can use
as many as you want and mount them in
baffles any size of shape your fancy dictates,
in boxes with or without holes of various size
and shape, or not mount some of them at all.
You can point them towards the floor, the
wall, a corner, the ceiling, or into the room.
Often the sound will be pleasant enough, and
you can say with absolute truth that you have
the only system of its kind in the world. You
may even say—and have some of your neighbours agree—that you have scored a major
breakthrough in speaker system design and
that yours is superior to all others. Who is to
prove that you are wrong? If you have or can
get enough capital you can go into business
selling your ' system' and if you are glib
enough you can invent pseudo-scientific
advantages for your design that will be convincing agood number of people....'
With the aid of many slides made from
systems measured in anechoic chambers, Mr.
Allison showed that curves, even though
taken under controlled conditions, must be
interpreted carefully and with a background
of experience if they are to form the basis for
valid judgements of a system's performance.
Casually placing a microphone in front of a
loudspeaker certainly yields a response curve
but one that is almost certain to have low
correlation with the sound quality of the
speaker. Consequently there has arisen an
unwarranted, but understandable, mystique
about speaker system design and performance
evaluation. Because such a single response
evidently is of little value, many people who
should know better claim that all loudspeaker
(continued on page 1727)

Roy Allison
addresses the gathering
including Ralph West
and Donald Aldous
visible in our picture.
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Sheppard
Sound
Equipment

SUPER BUDGET SYSTEMS
I. Metrosound Amp.

£36

0 0

Garrard SP25, Base, Cover, Mag. Cart.
Wired

28

5 6

1pair Bookshelf 3-way Loudspeakers,
18" x II"x 7"

45

0 0

£109

5 6

£36
28

0 0
5 6

62

0 0

f126

5 6

£153

0 0

2. As above,
but with SA3 3-way Loudspeakers,
21" x 12"x 9" at £31 each

are
3. As 1above but Rotel Tuner Amp. at
£79.17.2

High Fidelity specialists

Package Prices:

and leading stockist

I. £82

0 0—save £27

2. £96

0 0—save £30

3.£1 13

0 0—save £40

"you will find a wide range of top class
equipment on display and demonstration at their luxury showroom at
RADLETT, Herts.
and you
will meet
the people
who know
about Hi Fi
and its
complexities

r7.

ALDENHAM

Before you buy
your H Fi
—vis it
Sheppard Sound"
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31 NEWBERRIES PARADE, (A5) RADLETT, HERTS.
Telephone: RADLETT 5440
No Car Parking Problems at RADLETT
LEADING AUDIO SPECIALISTS & APPOINTED AGENTS for:—
Armstrong, Ampex, Arena, Akai, B & 0, Decca, Dual, Dynatron,
Garrard, Goldring, Goodmans, Grundig, KEF, Leak, Neat, Nikko, Quad,
Revox, Rogers, Sansui, Shriro, Shure, SME, Sony, Tandberg, Tannoy,
Thorens, Trio, Watts, Wharfedale.
Special offers and discounts.
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letters, and sometimes review
READERS'
reports, seem to indicate that the specifications which accompany audio equipment
do not always provide areally direct indication
of the actual performance one should get.
Readers often ask for help in making achoice
between this item and that, whilst reviewers
have been known to find themselves at variance
with manufacturers over the specifications and
claims made for equipment.
Since a great many people interested in
achieving ahigh standard of disc reproduction
are not technically minded, there appears to
be a case for considering whether something
can be done to present audio product data in a
manner more easily translatable into performance behaviour so that achoice can quickly
be made, with amore than odds-on chance of
ahappy outcome.
In the case of the magnetic stereo pickup
cartridge the requirements for high quality
reproduction are quite well known: low
stylus mass with adequate complicance and
overall tracking performance; low downward
pressure; wide, level frequency response;
good channel separation; and low distortion.
In point of fact, what is needed in a cartridge is the ability to maintain the stylus in the
groove at low pressures, to avoid groove and
stylus wear, while ensuring that mechanical
vibrations are converted to electrical oscillations in a strictly linear manner. A large job
for asmall component, but modern cartridges
can do it quite adequately, and not all of these
are in the ' Rolls Royce' category.
One should always differentiate between
tracking- and tracing-distortion. The first is
caused by failure of the stylus assembly to
remain in mechanical contact with the modulated groove at agiven playing weight, due to
poor compliance and/or excessive mass. The
second is caused by geometrical inability of the
stylus tip to trace detailed modulation in the
groove, and arises because the reproducing
stylus tip differs from the ' chisel ended'
cutting stylus used to produce the grooves on
the master disc. This type of distortion is
worse at higher frequencies and increases
towards the centre of the disc. Like trackingdistortion, it increases with modulation level.
Tip radii in excess of 0.6 mil produce
unacceptable tracing distortion on some
stereo discs, and the use of an elliptical
stylus often reduces tracing distortion audibly,
leading to a crisper, more open sound,
especially if there is a predominance of upper
frequencies, recorded at high levels, at the end
of the side of a disc—not an uncommon
situation.
Some record manufacturers doctor the
recording process so that this tracing distortion is reduced, but they presuppose the use of
playback styli of a particular radius. It
would appear that these discs would play
better with a spherical stylus, whilst others
would give a better all-round performance
with ellipticals, and this is, in fact the case.
There is nothing that can be done to the
the cartridge itself to reduce tracing distortion
since the stylus motion is the non-linear
element, but ensuring correct vertical and
lateral positioning of pickups will prevent the
introduction of extra distortion due to system
geometry.
To return to a characteristic which can be
modified—the tracking capabilities of a
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
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one man's plea for more
meaningful manufacturers'
Jata on pickups and
loudspeakers
BY N. A. BARGERY

cartridge— the writer is aware that one manufacturer does issue data on this aspect of his
products' performance, and is given as the
amplitude of certain frequencies at which the
stylus begins to falter. One frequency is alow
one; this will be understood by those with
experience of the early types of stiff and heavy
stylus assemblies especially common in crystal
cartridges, because these gave an awful lot of
trouble when they encountered heavily modulated bass grooves on the 78s. Chattering and
jumping was quite common (even at the
recommended downward pressure of 14 oz!).
The way in which trackability data are
presented is, in the writer's opinion, not
sufficiently intelligible to the less technicallyminded. Iwould like to see asystem of grading
established, especially since there are available
special ' obstacle course' records designed to
test the tracking capabilities of cartridges. If a
cartridge, say at a pressure of 14 gms, successfully tracks these grooves with the very
minimum of groove and stylus wear, then it
could be said that it merits aGrade Icertificate
of trackability.
For each increase of ¡ gm downward
pressure needed, the trackability rating would
be degraded, so that acartridge needing 2.5 gm
pressure would merit aGrade 3rating.
Other data, would, of course, be needed to
accompany trackability, e.g.:
(a) Extent of the level frequency response
with details of the decibel deviations.
(b) Measure of channel separation using,
say, 25 dB as the ideal over the middle range.
(c) Type and size of stylus.
(d) Amplifier input sensitivity needed so
that it is fully driven by the cartridge at an
agreed ' typical' disc modulation level.
(e) Mass of the cartridge.
It is not suggested that these data would
automatically ensure that one could spot the
thoroughbred amongst a collection of topgrade pickups, but used intelligently Ifeel that
in this form the data would give a better
overall picture of the sort of performance
obtainable—more easily sort the sheep from
the goats, so to speak.
Irealise that there are bound to be hidden
defects, if this is not too strong a word, that
mar a cartridge's performance; not seriously,
but enough to make review critics' jobs
interesting and educational—things such as
undue damping at certain frequencies, mild
distortion over a restricted band, and so on.
Indeed, some cartridges have been known to
react noticeably to extremes of room tempera-
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ture (certainly temperature affect, the material
of which records are made) but the trained ear
can detect these subtle changes, differences
which are more in the nature of ' personality'.
Thus acartridge gives of its best in one particular, but is not quite so laudable in another.
Whilst advocating the standardisation and
modification of cartridge data, Ifeel that there
is a good case to be made out for simplifying
the cartridge fixing system, and its connections.
Why not have threaded holes to take the
fixing bolts and thus render nuts unnecessary?
It is often afrustrating job fixing acartridge in
an arm (although some swear by Sellotape!).
Sonotone ceramic cartridges have a neat
little female plug, to which the arm leads are
soldered; this plug then locates over the
cartridge pins. If pin sizes and positions were
standardised, changing cartridges would be
swifter, surer, and safer when using such a
plug method.
The recent publicity given to 4-channel
stereo has prompted the assertion that the
disc has, in this medium, met its Waterloo.
Perhaps, although the writer can see the
possibility of using atwin stereo track, and of
course there are the various ' coding' methods
at present under discussion in the U.S.A.
However, when one remembers that human
beings have just one pair of ears, there may be
returns to be won in the search for more
concert hall atmosphere in recordings using
only two channels, experimenting with new
arrangements of mikes, and possibly using
additional loudspeakers on the reproduction
side as suggested so convincingly by Gerzon
and Hafler (HFN, August). The one major
defect of 2-channel stereo reproduction is the
lack of a surrounding audience (the writer
remembers that early stereo was described as
'a glorious arch of music' or words to that
effect) but, prior to stereo, some mono recordings were said to convey the illusion of
'sound in depth.' Perhaps, then, under the
stimulus of 4-channel stereo, discs will progress
to agreater realism in this direction. Whatever
happens, it will certainly involve either more
or different loudspeakers, a component which
deserves separate examination from the
'specification' angle.
Choosing a speaker to suit the ear and the
pocket can be an interesting, but often protracted business. Access to a sympathetic
dealer with a good demonstration room helps
alot, although alengthy trial at home is more
revealing of intended bliss (or otherwise) than
relying on love at first sight; but speakers on
extended loan pose problems.
All this is brought about by the bewildering
variety of speaker set-ups, each with a subtly
different sound and the habits of achameleon,
appearing to take on different sound colours
in different situations.
It is this last peculiarity which encourages
the continual production of different models;
manufacturers find it makes good sense to do
this because of their purchasers' individual
preferences, in size, appearance, and ' tonal'
quality—Iuse this word deliberately, because
really impartial speakers seem few and far
between.
However, it is felt that the way to continuing
progress in this pursuit of high fidelity is to
design better speakers with no ' personalities'
of their own, rather than to believe that models
must vary in a number of tonal respects (as

le3

FAX-330 Stereo
Tuner/Amplifier
Unbeatable at
the price.

1114 1Ob

kiL

Rotel is anew name to the
scene of hi-fi, but it is soon
going to be known as the best
value- for- money equipment
available. Incorporating the
latest technology, the whole
Rotel range is being handled
and serviced in this country
by the Rank Organisation.
The FAX- 330 is astereo
transistor tuner/amplifier with
very impressive specifications
and an even more impressive
price. At £95.0.0
(recommended) you'll be
hard put to better it anywhere.
Especially when you've heard
the Rotel sound.

SPECIFICATIONS
FM SECTION
Tuning range:
88-108 MC
Sensitivity:
2.5 micro V IHF
Signal to noise ratio:
67 db
AM SECTION
Tuning range:
535-1605 KC
Sensitivity:
15 micro V
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Output power:
34 watts R.M.S. total (8ohms)
Harmonic distortion
0.3% ( at rated output,
1KC, 8ohms)
Frequency response:
25 Hz - 20,000 Hzj - 1.5 db
(at rated output)
Input sensitivity:
MAG; 2mV (for rated output)

X'TAL; 160 mV (for rated output)
AUX; 160 mV (for rated output)

01-

e

For further details write to

RANK AUDIO PRODUCTS

Rank Audio Visual Ltd. P.O. Box 70

Gt. West Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

Telephone: 01-568 9222
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THE RESEARCH IN AR <
onimued
measurements are valueless, that they cannot
be used to evaluate loudspeaker quality, and
that only a ' trained listener' is qualified to
judge loudspeaker performance.
Mr. Allison went on to say that in such an
atmosphere of sanctified mumbo-jumbo, anything can be perpetrated on the public, and
in a game with no rules, anyone can be an
expert, and perhaps that is why in the USA—
as he admitted no deep knowledge of the
situation in Europe—many audio product
reviewers have eagerly endorsed this ' golden
ear' attitude! AR believe that there are rules
and the validity of this approach may be
established if one accepts the premise that a
loudspeaker should be a reproducer of sound,
not a creator of sounds different from the
original.
The more obvious desiderata for the ideal
loudspeaker were, Mr. Allison, suggested:
(1) The speaker should produce radiation at
every angle that is a perfect sound pressure
replica of the electrical input. This implies a
perfectly flat frequency response at all frequencies and a perfect dispersion; a flat
'energy response' is also implied.
(2) It should be efficient enough to produce
adequate sound-pressure levels with reasonable
amplifier power.
(3) It should produce no distortion of any
kind.
(4) It should be reliable, and sturdy enough
to accept all reasonable electrical inputs
without damage.
(5) It should be small, light in weight, and
attractive in appearance.
(6) It should be inexpensive.
No such loudspeaker system exists, alas, but
if one is ever made, Mr. Allison hoped it would
bear an AR nameplate! However, at the
moment such adesign is far beyond the present
state of technology.
Briefly, to get useful response information,
a loudspeaker must be measured under
anechoic conditions (a suitably large chamber
or out of doors in a large open area), and to

SIMPLIFYING HI-FI SPECS cow.
well as in their shape and appearance) and
just accept this fact as immutable.
Of course, the user has some control over
his listening room and can remove or add
items of upholstery or acoustic tiling; readers
have even built special listening room to
enhance the quality of sound from their
reproducing equipment.
At the present time almost the only thing
one can find out about aspeaker is the way it
responds to the frequencies fed into it, supplied
as an on-axis response curve, which means
little to many people.
Ifeel that much more that is useful could be
told of a speaker; for instance, the following
details:
(a) Quality of transient response.
(b) Sound dispersal characteristics.
(c) Freedom from coloration (
very subjective, this one!).
(d) Main resonances.
(e) Power handling capacity (to some
agreed rating system).
It is possible, where size and cost are not
pressing restrictions, to build aspeaker which
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

obtain an accurate picture of the dispersion
at high frequencies and the total sound output
power versus frequency, the loudspeaker's
response must be measured at all angles, not
just immediately in front. This procedure must
also be employed to check that the speaker
does not have an uneven frequency response
at a particular angle. Distortion against
frequency at various power input levels,
transient response versus frequency response,
and electroacoustic efficiency can all be
measured reliably, and such data have a
bearing on the listening performance. An
informed engineer can assemble all this information and come up with an accurate
assessment of how well the speaker will serve
as a reproducer of music, and indicate its
weak spots. These objective tests do precisely
what such checks on amplifiers do—compare
input with output and assess their differences.
In the case of live versus recorded checks of
which AR have done many in public the
comparison is made instantaneously by the
ear, on a qualitative basis. In the case of
objective measurements, the comparison is
quantitative and made by instruments. Both
methods can be employed separately or combined, with one checking the results of the
other, but a most convenient and potentially
rigorous subjective comparison was also
described by Mr. Allison and formed the
subject of afinal and most impressive demonstration.
This was alive versus recorded performance
using a loudspeaker as the sound source and
a two-track tape recorder to store the signals.
The details of the method have been described,*
but briefly the object of the exercise is to
construct a loudspeaker which sounds exactly
like a sound source which is, conveniently,
another loudspeaker reproducing various
sounds. A tape recording of music, white
noise or other material is fed to the reference
loudspeaker, which acts as the sound source,
and this is then recorded, in anechoic conditions
• Simulated Live vs. Recorded Test for Loudspeakers.
Edgar Villchur, Audio, November, 1966.

is much better in these respects than domestic
'hi-fi' models. Perhaps some serious manufacturers already involved in production of
professional monitoring models could embark
on adomestic project, even if it meant abandoning their own particular traits and perhaps
using other firms' expertise, so that they would
possess a standard by which new models
could be judged. A universal system of
grading would need to be evolved, so that
purchasers with a fore knowledge of this
system could gauge the standard of performance
obtainable in respect of the various items of
the data presented to them.*
Ibelieve that many purchasers would prefer
a reproducer with a guaranteed standard of
performance in various respects, which has
been thoroughly vetted against a standard in
anechoic conditions. After all, modifications
to one's listening room and adjustments to the
amplifier tone controls should take care of most
of the factors which adversely affect aspeaker's
performance in the home. A balance control
in the enclosure itself helps.
To revert to the idea of a speaker with no
'personality', Irealise that, curiously, a clean
wide range often fails to impress on first
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preferably on the other track of atwo channel
recorder in synchronism with the source
material. The tape, together with the reference
loudspeaker can then be easily transported
and used with any other loudspeakers as
follows. The original tape recording is fed to
the reference, whilst the synchronised anechoic
recording is fed to the loudspeaker under test.
Since the reference is the sound source it
simply has to sound like itself, with the coloration of the room it is in added, but the test
loudspeaker, since it is reproducing the sound
of the reference with the same room coloration
would, if perfect, sound like the reference.
Mr. Allison started with ' pink' noise, a
most revealing test which was followed by
musical selections. A-B switching between
live and reproduced sound was done and whilst
some differences in the quality of the ' pink'
noise were apparent, a family resemblance
between the AR models was evident, none of
which could be said for the Brand X design—
one which was very well reviewed in the U.S.
and described as amongst other things, resembling a full range ELS. The music quality
match, on the AR models, was very close and
satisfying, and the AR3a in particular, sounded
very like the reference—also an AR3a, although
this is irrelevant, of course.
This whole venture was certainly a most
worthy effort and there can be no one present
who did not benefit from the lucid exposition
on many aspects of a most complex matter
so carefully prepared by Mr. Allison. In
extending our thanks to him and his colleagues
for their hospitality and kindness we also feel
bound to congratulate them for their open
minded approach to the problems of loudspeaker design and their willingness to discuss,
in public, the experience and attitudes that are,
after all, their bread and butter. The search
after truth is endless, and as Mr. Allison said
to us all, there are no final pronouncements
in science, rather anever ending pursuit for an
expansion of the body of existing knowledge.
So long as that aim dominates the desire to
make a fast buck, the cause of high fidelity
will prosper.
acquaintance—possibly due to the fact that
many people do not listen to live music.
Hence there are inbuilt preferences for certain
types of distortions: lumpy bass, shrill treble, a
pallid middle range. There is also the point
that a ' no-compromise' loudspeaker is inclined
to reveal rather too glaringly the deficiencies of
some recordings.
Obviously many music lovers cannot hope
to reproduce, say, full-scale Wagner in the
living room with concert hall realism, not
only because of the limitation imposed by
their equipment, but because of the proximity
of neighbours. There are, however, many
kinds of music with less triple forte, which,
given the chance on really tip-top equipment,
can be a continuing source of delight. Such
delight will surely increase as technical
standards rise, and Isuggest that when those
who supply audio equipment are persuaded to
a more practical presentation of the qualities
of the items they sell, standards should rise—
eventually.
•There are grave difficulties in standardising loudspeaker
measurements, and it may take many meetings of the
sort reported on page 1723 before agreement can be reached.
One firm producing a domestic version of a high grade
monitoring speaker is Transmission Electronics—Ed.

Akai VIOL Under £90
Here is the news! Akai now offer you afour- speed, four- track stereo recorder
with noise 50 db below the signal and 4watts per channel output for only £ 89 *.
You expect to pay £ 110 for a machine of this specification and quality.
It's selling fast. See it at your dealer soon.

* recommended

retail price

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
TAPE SPEED:

11 31 and 21ips

POWER OUTPUT:

4Watts per channel

(15 ips optional)

EQUALISATION:

Correct equalisation for playback of
tapes recorded to the NARTB curve

WOW AND FLUTTER:

Less than 0.12% RMS

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:

40 to 18,000 cps at 71-

LEVEL INDICATOR:

VU meter 2

40 to 14,000 cps at 31

RECORDING SYSTEM:

4track stereo! monaural system

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO:

Better than 50 db
For further details write *o

AUDIO PRODUCTS

AKAI

Rank Audio Visual Ltd. P.O. Box 70
Gt. West Road, Brentford, Middlesex.
Telephone: 01-568 9222

technical expert of Belgian radio. He and
Eckersley worked closely together in evolving a
wavelength allocation scheme, the so-called
'Geneva Plan', comprising ' exclusive' channels
with 10 kHz frequency spacing, which could
be used by one station only, and ' common'
frequencies each reserved for several low-power
transmitters of 500W or less.
From the time of drafting, through experiments to test it and including two postponements, it took about ayear and ahalf for the
plan to become effective. The purpose of
Eckersley's article in that issue of The Radio
Times forty-four years ago was thus to explain
how the plan would affect BBC listeners and
to seek their cooperation in answering a
reception questionnaire about the changes.
There have of course been other wavelength
plans since then in attempts to maintain some
sort of order on the overcrowded AM mediumfrequency broadcasting band. The last was
drawn up at Copenhagen and implemented in
1950, but did little to alleviate the severe interference occurring at night. The solution was
to turn to an entirely different system of transmission and reception which we usually refer
to simply as FM or VHF. No broadcasting
authority deriving all (or most) of its income
from licence fees is going to spend any part of
it on a second and different transmission
system if the existing one were already satisfactory and, despite what some people would
have the non-technical public believe about its
'limitations', FM has proved to be the better
system even to providing reliable radio reception in the remoter corners of the UK where
previously there was none at all, whilst even
in the mountainous terrain of countries like
Austria, Switzerland and Italy, many relay
stations are now in operation.
The present duplication of the same programmes on the two different systems (AM and
FM), particularly in the main centres of population served, makes neither economic nor
technical good sense and cannot continue
indefinitely without modifications. Indeed,
within the next few years, Ibelieve we could
be reading in a Radio Times of the Seventies,
an article by another BBC engineer which will
be as important and historic as Eckersley's was
in the ' twenties, for a wavelength conference
has now been tentatively proposed for 1973-4.

By Austin Un
err 'HE new plan of wavelengths for Europe
I which has been accepted by most of the
European countries as a basis for future
working, will be definitely put into operation
on November 14th. There will immediately
be an outcry from many listeners because their
service is not the same as it was. In fact, Iant
sure that after November 14th many people
will be asking why a new plan of wavelengths
should have been put into execution which
apparently leaves them worse off than they
were before. Early pruning is essential now if
the future of European broadcasting, and with
it British broadcasting, of course, is to be
assured. Under the new régime, the Birmingham man will have to switch over to Daventry,
an easy thing for him to do; the Liverpool
listener will now have to choose between
Manchester or Daventry, and the same will
happen to the man who now normally listens
to Sheffield.
Listeners to Newcastle and
Bournemouth will most certainly find that while
the range of the stations is not affected, some
changes in the tuning of their sets will have to
be made in order that these may be adjusted to
go down to much shorter waves. It is only
those listeners living outside the range of three
to four miles from relay stations, and those
about fifteen to twenty miles from Aberdeen
and Bournemouth who will be adversely
affected. All these listeners we ask to try for
Daventry. There is one special favour Ishould
like to ask from listeners—all the time hoping
they will bear in mind that, in making this
change, we are looking to the future rather than
to an opportunist present—and that is to
refrain from too much comment upon the
changes during the first fortnight that they are
in operation. Even if the British Stations
settle down to their most efficient working
conditions on their new wavelengths during
the first few days, it is probable that some of the
foreign stations will remain unsettled for
perhaps a fortnight. We are particularly
anxious not to be forced, by public opinion, to
abandon any portion of the carefully prepared
scheme for some reason which will ultimately
rectify itself. At the same time, we wish to
make it quite clear to listeners that their
considered suggestions and legitimate complaints will be sympathetically received... .'
If you have not heard of these wavelength
changes before now and should be about to
HIFi NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

telephone or write to the BBC for more information, then please don't! You would be too
late anyway, about forty-four years too late!
The foregoing is taken from The Radio Times
issue dated November, 12th, 1926 (every
Friday. 2d.) and the extracts are from an
article ' Britain's New Wavelengths' written by
Peter Eckersley, the first Chief Engineer to the
then British Broadcasting Company.
A fast growing infant, public radio broadcasting on long- and medium-frequencies was
even then showing signs of becoming unmanageable with over 130 stations alone wanting to transmit between 300 and 500 metres.
There needed to be afair distribution between
countries of the available wavemeters' and
this came about through the establishment of
a Technical Committee of the Council of the
Union Internationale de Radiophonie, an
organisation set up to establish a liaison
between the various European broadcasting
enterprises. In effect, the U.I.R., also later
known as the I.B.U., was the forerunner of
today's European Broadcasting Union covering
such other common interests as programme
exchanges, relaying, copyright and so on. The
Technical Committee was presided over by
Raymond Braillard, a Frenchman who had
made his home in Belgium and was the chief
EAST ANGLIAN
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The outcome must be pure conjecture, but I
believe one significant point to emerge will be a
reduction in the number of high power channels
assigned to the UK and other participating
countries. Bearing in mind its AM transmitting
equipment is probably in need of early renewal,
this could well move the BBC towards the view
of operating one common National programme
on AM by ' creaming off' Radios I to 4 as I
have several times urged. Although BBC
engineers are known to be dead against putting
local radio out on AM as well as FM, they have
nonetheless worked out afew ideas as aresult
of pressure from the administrative management who, in turn, have received pleas from
listeners for this. However, if the BBC could
delay this move or press for the conference date
to be brought forward, an improved service
within the limitations of AM, might be provided.
Such ascheme would be afair compromise for
the BBC and minority of listeners who genuinely
could not afford to buy a new radio covering
VHF. They would still be able to hear agood
selection from the networks' output plus,
perhaps, the local service and thus, be kept in
touch with BBC radio during any national or
local emergency. ( Perhaps Imight here suggest
to those good Samaritans in our society who
have provided old people with TV sets, that a
VHF radio and personal headset could equally
as well give them many hours of enjoyment.)
Well before the proposed wavelength conference takes place, there is likely to be aWhite
Paper setting out the Government's ideas for
the other sort of local radio. Quite how they
intend to fool people into believing it won't cost
a penny and will be good for them, Icannot
imagine. Again, though, we come back to
wavelengths and frequencies. Certainly, it is
feasible to fit in anetwork of local low power

stations on medium-frequencies between existing BBC and nearer continental high power
channels, but one cannot alter the physical
laws associated with radio wave propagation
and it is here that Capt. Orr MP, Hughie Green
and the rest come unstuck. Once the sun begins
to set, the locals would simply be swamped by
the sky-wave signals from the European
stations. Anyone who doubts me, should go
and listen to Manx Radio in Douglas on 188
metres which, mark you is supposed to be an
international common wavelength, and so in
theory free from the appalling interference you
would hear.
Since daylight and darkness are variable
factors changing with time of year, so the
broadcasting times of any UK commercial
locals operating on other than the international
common channels would have to be altered to
suit. During mid-summer, broadcasting would
be possible between approximately 06.00 and
22.00, but at this time of year, and particularly
during the early part of next month, interference
problems can arise as early as mid-afternoon!
The Minister for Posts and Telecommunications, Mr. Chataway, is clearly trying to ensure
there is sufficient channel space on the VHF/FM
band for commercial radio, so for the moment
at least, has called a halt to the BBC's plans
beyond the next batch of 12 local radio
stations.
Iwas thinking these matters over as avoice
from the loudspeaker beside me said, ' This is
Radio 4 on VHF. Time now to join Tom
Edwards for This is East Anglia'. Although not
intended for my area, Ihave become aregular
listener to this breakfast time magazine programme, unable to stand any longer the splutterings of de Manio and wafflings of Timpson
in the awful Today programme. Ido not mean

to imply any rudeness, but it could be presented
as effectively by aduty announcer who might
even introduce atouch of genuine interest and
sincerity into the frequently gabbled proceedings. Although, unfortunately, it is only on
the air Mondays to Fridays, the East Anglian
magazine programme achieves wonders in a
mere 30 minutes with avery small complement.
Besides good area news coverage, it still finds
time for Children's competitions, three records
and interesting talks and interviews; and if
someone has something worth saying, he does
not get cut off after four minutes, indeed the
whole technical presentation is effortlessly
smooth. In short, This is East Anglia is to my
ears, all a good magazine programme should
be and Ithink just has the edge on those remaining in the west and midlands. Isay remaining
because since earlier this year, the changed
structure for broadcasting in the seventies now
leaves the Radio 4service in asorry, confused
even farcical muddle, with area radio programmes on VHF ashade of their former selves,
a huge concentration of local radio in the
midlands and north, regional medium- frequency and VHF in Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland and the odd five minutes of
news in south-east England! And there are
more changes to come! Do you wonder, therefore, that I go back for the last word to
Eckersley and his article in The Radio Times
dated November 12th, 1926. ' Just as an apple
tree allowed to grow unpruned produces in the
end worse fruit, so broadcasting allowed to
expand unchecked will in the end react unfavourably upon the service'. It did and
has!
Next month, amongst other matters my
review of the Trio KT7000 tuner. Sweet sound
and super selectivity!
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This sign puts an end to window shopping
This sign on ahi-fi dealer's window means
that almost anything behind that window can
be yours on deferred terms.
Through Brook House Finance your hi-fi
dealer can arrange specialised credit
facilities for any equipment you want.
The procedure is simple and you can take

delivery of your equipment in the shortest
possible time. Look for the sign or ask your
dealer for details of our credit sale plan.

Brook House Finance Ltd.
The Hyde, London NW9.
A member of the UDT Group of Companies
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equipment reviews
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
High quality moving coil cartridges with replaceable stylus assemblies. Frequency response:
20 Hz-20 kHz + 2-5, - 0.5 dB. Separation: 33 dB
at 1kHz. Output: 0.1 mV at 1kHz and 3.54 cm/sec.
Impedance:
3ohms.
Compliance:
24 c.u.
Playing weight: 0.5-2.5 gm. Typically 1.5 gm.
Stylus: E-type 0.3 x0.8 mil elliptical, 5-type 0.5 mil
spherical diamond.
Weight: 8gm.
Fitting:
Standard 4- in. centres. Price: £21 (elliptical) and
£17 10s.
PREAMPLIFIER: Grounded base low noise transistor booster. Power supply: Dry cells. Price:
£11. Manufacturer: Meikro Seiki Co. Ltd., Japan.
Distributor: B. H. Morris & Co. Ltd., 84-88
Nelson Street, London E.1.

M

ICRO-SEIKI are aJapanese firm specialising in the manufacture of pickup cartridges, arms and turntable units. Three pairs
of cartridges are currently available over a
price range from £7 to £21, each comprising
0-5 mil spherical and elliptical versions. All
are magnetic either induced magnet, movingmagnet or moving-coil, and this review concerns the last-the most expensive of the range
-called Type MC-4100. The 0.5 mil version
(suffixed ' 5') is priced at £ 17 10s. and the elliptical version (suffixed E'), with a tip of
0.3 x0.8 mil, is priced at £21.
A complementary necessity for most amplifiers is either a matching transformer ( to
step-up the low signal voltage) or a low-noise
transistor preamplifier ( booster). It will be
recalled that the Ortofon moving-coil cartridge
adopts a two-channel transformer ' module'
for this purpose. However Micro-Seiki favour
a battery-powered booster. This is extremely
well made, has two channels with commonbase inputs, two battery positions (one for
reserve) and a switch which selects either one
of the batteries or switches the cartridge
straight through to the main amplifier. This
unit is called Type MTA-4 Iand has a suggested retail price of £ 11.
Returning to the cartridges, the two versions
differ only in the nature of the tip, but a
unique feature is that it is possible to slide
the whole moving assembly from the main
body and this reduces manufacturing costs
since the one body, which carries a powerful
magnet, pole pieces and the circuit connecting
pins, is common to both versions. The four
connecting pins pass through a plastic moulding to engage with four sockets on the movingcoil/stylus assembly when this is slid on to the
body. The other ends of the pins then accommodate the headshell circuit connectors in the
usual way. The pin/socket engineering is
outstanding and really low resistance connections are provided between the pins on the
main body and the sockets on the movingcoil/stylus assembly. The moving assembly
works in the magnetic field from the powerful
magnet and pole pieces in the main body.
A light-weight ' flickover' stylus protective
cover is located on the assembly. The design
suits standard kin. fixing centres and the
overall weight of the cartridge is 8grams.
Using the AT1005 arm and a GoldringLenco G99 all tests were carried out in a
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

the ‘ irtually straight line response from low
bass right up to the resonance point, and
neither cartridge exhibited the top-middle
sucked-out characteristic of most movingmagnet cartridges. Both channels of each
version matched extremely well indeed.
Channel

MICRO-SEIKI MC- PICKUPS
steady temperature of 20 -C.
Frequency
bands of known velocity ( 3.54 cm/S from
1kHz to 10 kHz and 2cm/S at 300 Hz) were
played, the output being monitored on the
left channel by a transistor voltmeter and
oscilloscope. The tracking force was then
reduced by decrements of 100 mgm at each
frequency until the readout instruments
indicated stylus/modulation ' overload', and
the values obtained translated to. mgm per
cm/S and finally to maximum RMS velocities
trackable over the spectrum at a tracking
force of 1.5 gm for both versions. The results
obtained are tabulated, and were made
without side-thrust correction.
MEIKRO-SEIKI CARTRIDGES
TRACKABILITY
Frequency

MC-4100/5

MC-4100/E

15 cm/S

13.25 cm/S

5kHz

17.5 cm/S

26 cm/S

1kHz

12 cm/S

16.25 cm/S

10 kHz

300 Hz

8.5 cm/S

8.5 cm's

Using the same test setup, but this time with
side-thrust correction, the EMI tracking
test record TS201 was easily handled at aforce
of 1•5 gm. Also with side-thrust correction,
the 0.006 cm and 0.005 cm (approximately)
lateral and vertical 300 Hz bands of the
HFS69 test record could be handled at 1•5 gm
and 1.0 gm respectively. On music discs both
versions would track at 1gm, but in protracted use 1.5 gm seemed slightly more comfortable and at that force virtually flawless
tracking of even the most difficult discs was
achieved.
Output waveform was pure and consistent
with the tip dimensions and recorded frequency
and velocity at which the tests were made.

MC-4100/5

MC-4100/E

Left

0.08 mV

el mV

Right

0.07 mV

0.095 mV

Separation was better balanced on the
0.5 mil version than on the elliptical, and no
adjustment of the cartridge in the headshell
or headshell on the arm improved the balance
of the E-type. This could have been due to a
characteristic of the particular test sample, and
neither sample yielded the 33 dB separation at
IkHz specified by the maker. Nevertheless,
the separation, particularly on the 0.5 mil
version, was quite sufficient for a good subjective stereo image.
The oscillograms show how the cartridges
behaved on pulsed-tone. These were taken
from the elliptical version but tests showed
that the results were exactly the same from the
0.5 mil version. Iendeavoured to obtain the
signals from the cartridges direct, but since the
noise upset the image definition Ihad to use
the Ortofon transformer ' module'. The rings,
which are somewhat larger than one would have
expected, were aggravated by the L-C elements
of the transformer, but since some users will
obviously wish to use a transformer these
waveforms are not unrealistic.
Itested the MTA-4I booster amplifier both
by itself and in conjunction with the MC4100/5 cartridge. Maximum output at 1kHz
was greater than 2V per channel to waveform
clipping, but at 2V the total harmonic distortion was up to 1.8%, falling progressively to
018% at 50 mV output. The residual noise of
my test equipment made it impossible to
check THD below - 60 dB at an output less
than 50 mV, but it is safe to assume that at the
'average' output with the moving-coil cartridge feeding into the amplifier the distortion
would not be much more than 0.1%.
Gain at 1kHz was 29 dB, meaning that the
'average' output via one of the cartridges

After having established the best tracking
force I ran tests of frequency response and
separation using the TCS102 gliding-tone disc
for the former and the TCS101 frequencyband disc for the latter (these are both by
EMI). Frequency response was taken from the
cartridge direct via an RIAA-equalised preamplifier, while to obtain a better signal-tonoise ratio I used the Ortofon transformer
'module' for the separation tests.
The frequency response of both versions is
very similar, exhibiting mild resonant peaks
at around 18 kHz. Highly commendable is
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Cartridge with stylus assembly removed.
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GRIFFIN BRO&
OF

LEIGHTON BUZZARD
invite you to visit their new
SOUND STUDIO

Comprehensive stock of equipment
by all leading makers.
287-9 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON W.2
Tel: 01-723

LEAK, QUAD, ARMSTRONG, SANYO, NATIONAL,
TANDBERG, WHARFEDALE, etc.
5891

II HIGH ST., LEIGHTON BUZZARD
Phone: 2305-3409
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FRANCIS
OF STREATHAM
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EXTRA FOR CREDIT • OWN SERVICE DEPT.
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CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE

All leading makes in stock, HiFi equipment, cabinets, etc. Service agents for AKAI Tape Recorders

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON.
ADDiscornbe 1231/2040

RECORD HUNTER LTD
Tel: 01-928 8731 8. 01-928 4179

Appointed agents for B & W speakers
QUAD, LEAK, ROGERS, KEF, GARRARD,
SHURE, GOLDRING and DUAL Equipment
on demonstration.
Also London's finest selection of classical records

Tel: Windsor 64106

For the finest selection of
Hi Fi and tape equipment
plus apersonal service.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

KINGSTON UPON THAMES
For ARMSTRONG • LEAK • QUAD • GOODMANS
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GARRARD
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SURBITON PARK
RADIO LTD
48-50 Surbiton Road,
Kingston upon Thames

HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.

HUGHES

Photograph ic and
HiFi Specialists

7 HIGH STREET

Tel: 30138-9

Specialising in
BANG & OLUFSEN, FERROGRAPII, ROGERS,
ARMSTRONG,
GOODMANS, TANDBERG,
QUAD, LEAK, SONY (including Sony Video Tape
Recorders)

KIN 5549

Photographic Equipment accepted in Part Exchange
for HiFi

TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE
(SHEEN) LTD.

M. W. KEEN LTD.

SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS,
ACCESSORIES, HI- Fl EQUIPMENT
YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP—
SALES ai SERVICE

Hi-Fi Equipment

Open 9a.m.-6 p.m.—Closed Wednesdays
Plenty of Car Parking Space
3 & 4 STATION PARADE,
Telephone: 01-876 0985
SHEEN LANE,
LONDON, S.W.14.
Opposite Mortlake Station ( S.R.)
BEDFORDSHIRE

27-29 York Rd., Waterloo, London, S.E.I

AUDIOCFtAFT
89/90 High Street, Eton
WINDSOR

Tape Recorders
All leading makes
PAUL'S ROW
HIGH WYCOMBE

phone
2569

I

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

LUTON

COVENTRY RADIO LTD.
ESTABLISHED 44 YEARS ( 1925)

See and hear the best and latest in Hi Fi
equipment at our Luton showrooms and
demonstration room.
send for information on your requirements
189/191 Dunstable Road, Luton
Telephone: LUTON 28201

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS
Êllegge011ey
I & 2 PEAS HILL
CAMBRIDGE

AUDIO
Tel: 54237

Also at
1CHELTENHAM & SOUTHAMPTON
CHESHIRE

LONDON
The pick of the world's

LUTON

BEDS.

HI—FI & TAPE AT REW's

D. P. HOBBS Ltd.

NEW WEST END CENTRE

11, KING STREET

122

CHARING

CROSS

ROAD, W.I

Phone: 01 836 3365

Head Office and Mail Order:266 -8Upper Tooting Road,

S.W.I7.
01-672 8267 or BAL 9175

Te/: LUTON 20907
All leading makes of HI-FI equipment stocked
including Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Teleton,
Rogers, Ferrograph, Trio, etc. We specialise
in the repair of all makes of HI-FI equipment.
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the hi-fi centre...
MAIN BANG & OLUFSEN—SONY CENTRE
Also every other better make.
•Extensive Displays eExening Dems. by appointment eBest outside London eNew Hi -Fi Studio and
Workshop * Expert Staff • Comparator Dens.
ePart Exchange.
the hi-fi centre— the complete hi-fi service
Green Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 ILW.
For personal attention, ring Wilrnslo, 24766 or 22112
and ask for Mr. Bird. Closed Wednesday 1p.m.

would be about 3mV per channel. Maximum
output would rarely exceed 15 mV, so the
overload margin is massive. The amplifier is
not equalised since the output is designed to
feed into the RIAA-equalised pickup input of
the main amplifier, but the frequency response
as measured is quite acceptable.
Most of the noise was in fact due to the
booster, rather than hum. The Ortofon
transformer and similar matching devices do
not produce much extra noise, but they can
increase the hum output if they happen to be
placed within the field from the gram motor
or amplifier's mains transformer, for example,
and this may well be more obtrusive, than the
hiss due to the booster. Effective signal-to-noise
is about 55 db ref. 5 cm/sec unweighted—
perhaps 10 dB worse than a good amplifier
with, say, aV-15/11.
The MTA-41 accommodates a couple of
small 9V batteries (PP3 type), one each side
of the housing, and either can be switched into
circuit as already mentioned. A slider-type
three-position switch on the top of the unit
controls this, the middle position connecting
the two channels of the cartridge straight to
the amplifier magnetic pickup inputs. The
batteries can be expected to have areasonable
life if one remembers to switch off each time
after use since consumption is but 2mA. The
two-battery arrangement is a good idea, for
if one battery is inadvertently left running and
becomes exhausted, there is always the spare
than can be brought into immediate service, at
which time the plan would be to replace the
exhausted one (if one remembers!).
As already mentioned, the amplifier is very
nicely engineered. The two sides (which are
removable for battery replacement) are made
of heavy gauge aluminium, brush finished,
while the remainder is in black. Four small
feet at the bottom keep it aquarter of an inch
off the ' deck', and two pairs of leads (with
colour-coded connectors) protrude from one
end. One pair has RCA ` phono' plugs for the
main amplifier and the other female sockets
of the same species for connecting the pickup
plugs. It is virtually immune from hum pick-up.
With the criticisms of the battery-booster
accepted in the manner meant, the outfit is
one of the most exciting that Ihave tested for
a long while. The tracking force earlier
mentioned is truly realistic and one would
never be expected to run at more than 1.5 gm
in a good arm. The frequency response is
outstanding and the mild treble resonance in
no way at all appeared to affect the subjective
rendering. Both samples gave outstanding
reproduction, exhibiting remarkable smoothness of response and accurate definition of
even the most heavily recorded discs. I
eventually preferred the 0.5 mil version after
many hours of listening, but this could have
been due to the mediocre right-on-left separation of the elliptical version, which could well
be a sample error. Ifound that the elliptical
gave improved definition of new discs while
tending to reveal short-comings of older ones
while the 0.5 mil version tended to show up
disc errors less dramatically. Ican thoroughly
recommend these moving-coil cartridges to
anyone wanting something a little different at
the better quality end of the scale; but remember on top of the cost of the cartridge is either
the booster amplifier or atransformer.
Gordon J. King
HI-F7 NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
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CHESHIRE ( continued)

e Charlesworths
HI— Fl CENTRES

112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER
AND 28 HIGHTOWN • CREWE

TEL. 25075
TEL. 56342

For all leading makes of Audio equipment.
*Spacious demonstration studio. * Easy Parking.

Your HiFi Dealer

Your

Dealer

ESSEX ( continued)

DERBYSHIRE
THE MIDLANDS HI- F1 SPECIALISTS

BLICKLAND'S OF DERBY
90 ft. Frontage-3 Floors of Sound
Recording Studios
Manufacturers' Hi -Fi Recitals on Friday
Evenings

41/49 London Road, Derby.
Tel. 48425/6/7

HiPi Centre,

•

NEW CHELMSFORD SHOWROOM
Now open for the best in Hi Fidelity sound
equipment with generous discounts.
Comparator operated studio. Home
demonstrations by appointment.
Victoria Road, Chelmsford, ( opp. car
park). Tel: Chelmsford 57593

•

DEVONSHIRE

XDN
LiL

VIDEO AND HI- Fl STUDIO
Hire or Buy
* Cameras
* Monitors
* Video Tape Recorders
* Ampex
* Ikegami
* G.E.C.
* Loewe Opta
FULL SERVICE OFFERED

1 Listen to the Best
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Bryan
Truvox
Leak
Good mans
Goldring
Thorens
Eagle
ETC.

164 Sidwell Street, Eeeeee 75048
Vàooell Bros dRow

Sha w Hea th
Holiday Bros. (A.V.) Ltd .61b..
St

k po rt

HI-FI STEREO
47 WASHWAY ROAD, SALE, CHESHIRE
(Tel.: 061-973 5577) (opposite Sale Locarno)
Stockists for all good Hi -Fi units
Probably the best selection of gramophone records
in Cheshire. Specialists in building complete systems
into matching cabinets. All finishes available.
Free Hi -Fi brochure sent on request to residents
within 30- mile radius of Sale.

>)).

SWIFT
OF
WILMSLOW

HI-FI AN. UNIT AUDIO
Quad, Grundig, Leak, Rogers, Korting, Dual, Goodrnans,
Wharfedale, Thorens, Goldring, Garrard. Philips, Shure,
Trio, Dynatron, Toshiba, SME etc.
SSwan Street, Wilmslow. Cheshire
Wilmslow 26213

CONCERNED EXCLUSIVELY WITH STEREO HIGH FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT FOR DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVERS

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.
Tel: 63319

Offer more than a selection —A SERVICE

THE SOUTH WEST

Tom Molland Ltd.

Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

HOWARD'S (Exeter) LTD
EXCLUSIVELY AUDIO, ALL MAKES SUPPLIED

90 SIDWELL STREET

600 Car Park directly above. Sat's open till 6

Telephone: 58518

Tel. 21568

QUAD - LEAK - TANDBERG - HACKER

DENBIGHSHIRE

ESSEX

WREXHAM

CROISETTE RADIO LTD.

NORTH WALES HI-FI SPECIALISTS
Stockists: Bang & Olufsen, Bryan,
Pioneer, Quad, Leak, Akai,
Ferrograph, Revox, Tandberg,
Goodmans, Lowther, Thorens,
Garrard, Lenco. Etc.,
HI-FI CENTRE & CAMERA SHOP
CENTRAL ARCADE, HOPE ST.,
WREXHAM. Tel: 4827

Tel: 4242

You are cordially invited to visit our demonstration
showroom—where you can sit, listen and compare
equipment at leisure without any obligation.
Evening showroom demonstrations arranged.
Credit facilities—after sales service.

335 Green Lane, Seven Kings,
Ilford.
Tel: 01-599 1826. No parking restrictions.

EXETER

24 St. Michael's Sq.Precinct,Chester

Chew & Osborne Ltd
148 High Street
EI,P010, Essex

ILFORD AUDIO CENTRE

IN PLYMOUTH

84 CORNWALL ST.

4%,:e% ee" oceeeà
m e- t• ,,..%;Zite
-ta

present the largest display in the county at their new:

ESSEX Hi- Fi CENTRE

210 LONDON ROAD, HADLEIGH
Phone: SOUTHEND 558239

main agents: TRIO, B & 0, TANDBERG,
QUAD, etc.
SPECIAL NO DEPOSIT PERSONAL
LOANS for Equipment [ ISO upwards.
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
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For all your Hi Fi Requirements
consult

ROMFORD
SOUND & VISION SERVICES LTD.
78, Brentwood Rd., Romford, Essex
Romford 41644
HiFi Specialists—All leading makes stocked
Sales & Service — Cash or Terms

SOUND SUPPLIES
(Loughton) CO. LTD.
Telephone: 01-508 2715

HI-FI
SHOWROOM

BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOUGHTON, ESSEX

SPARES and
REPAIRS

12 SMART'S LANE,
LOUGHTON,
ESSEX

ESSEX

STUART BARKER

invites you to see his

stock at

UNIQUE RADIO
6 THE FACADE
HIGH ROAD
GOODIVIAYES
HI-FI AND PUBLIC ADDRESS ENGINEERS
INCORPORATING ESSEX SOUND SERVICES

01-590-8277

j

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
An omni-directional two-way, five unit bassreflex system. Frequency response: 42 Hz15 kHz within 14 dB. Power handling capacity:
40 W. Impedance: Nominally 7ohms. Drive
units: One 84 in. and four 2in
Cr
frequency: 2.7 kHz. Finish: Teak, rosewood;
other finishes to order. Dimensions: 24 x17 x
94 in. Price: £ 58 10s.
Manufacturer: Sonab
Company, Solna, Sweden. U.K. Distributor:
Sonab Ltd., 138, Mansfield Road, Acton,
London, W.3.

years ago a sample of an unusual
t•-, loudspeaker was demonstrated to me in
London by aSwedish audio enthusiast. Iwas
told the designer was a Stig Carlsson and its
object—as outlined in patent specifications—
was to provide a distribution over the audio
frequency spectrum independent of the location
and direction of the head of the listener within the listening room. It was also claimed that
the acoustic efficiency of the speaker was increased at low frequencies, and that this
result was achieved without abulky system by
making the speaker use the characteristics of
the listening room efficiently.
Its sound distribution was intended to be
omni-directional of course, and the cabinet
had ( Iquote) ' a frusto-conical casing' which,
with three legs, one longer than the others,
was placed in aroom corner in atilted position.
I thought it resembled an elongated coal
scuttle when it entered my orbit. I listened,
but it didn't conquer.
In June (as you will see from Soundings in
September) Stig Carlsson's work on omni(or non-) directional type loudspeakers was
again brought to my attention with a visit to
Stockholm, where the Sonab organization
—which is wholly government owned—was
launching a family of Sonab-Carlsson loudspeakers, among other products.
With my veteran audio colleague David
Phillips, I have been conducting extended
trials on a pair of Sonab 0A-5s, but before
any appraisal of these loudspeakers, it is
necessary to understand the philosophy
behind their design.
Carlsson is very much his ' own man' and,
after 15 years of solitary research in his laboratory at the Royal Institute of Technology in
Stockholm, he believes that he has produced
loudspeakers without ' loudspeaker sounds'
presumably coloration—which he attributes
to the way speakers have been designed in the
past.
Briefly, and in common with other proponents of this sort of sound presentation,
Carlsson argues that since most ' live' sounds
consist predominantly of reflected, rather than
direct, sound it is more natural to employ a
loudspeaker system that produces mainly
reflected sound in the listening room. He
believes (as I understand it) that, if loudspeakers have their own characteristic directional properties, they suffer from abasic fault
when radiating the sound of, say, aviolin with
perhaps, the directional properties of a
trumpet. Consequently, during his researches,
Carlsson was not satisfied merely to select
first-class units and measure their performance
by accepted techniques; he also studied the
influence of walls, floor and ceiling on the
quality of reproduction and how, in turn, the
speaker design affected the influence of the
reflecting surfaces on the overall sound quality.
He also found that the position of the speaker
units in relation to the wall behind them was
COME
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LOUDSPEAKER

extremely important. For example, he says
that if the treble units are indirect radiators
sited at least 16 in. from the wall behind the
cabinet, the sounds will be ' ethereal' as if
dissociated from the cabinet. Another important factor is that the time lag between the
direct and reflected sounds reaching the
listener's ears must not be more than a millisecond or so since a lag of 3to 4 mS creates
masking effects—see US. Patent 3,360,072.
Phase effects are also touched on in this patent
which, with other literature 1, ' ' ' will repay
study by those interested.
Carlsson also claims to have developed a
more accurate method, than the familiar
anechoic chamber, for measuring the frequency
response of speakers based on the computation
of total sound output by way of an integration
process. In a specially constructed testing
room, the speaker is placed in the normal way
on the floor close to awall. Both are reflecting
surfaces, but the remaining boundaries are
completely sound absorbing, like a conventional anechoic room. This technique is said
to produce accurate results if the loudspeaker
radiates its sound uniformly to all parts of the
enclosure, and Carlssort's protracted experiments included locating the microphone at
36 measuring positions and plotting the
response at 81 frequencies!
A detailed objection to these arguments
would take aconsiderable amount of time and
space and is perhaps not appropriate here, but
it is essential that the reader should be aware
that the contention concerning directionality,
at least, is fallacious when related to sound
reproduction. The point of the Carlsson
philosophy is that attempts to reproduce
ambience and reflected sounds fail for avariety
of reasons—including the limitations of 2channel stereo, the use of close microphones
etc., and under practical conditions, therefore,
the loudspeaker can be permitted—indeed
should be encouraged—to produce what one
might call room sounds, using the listening
room's acoustic properties. To some extent
the validity of this point of view is incontestable, and so it is once more up to the
listener to decide if this compromise, like all
the others that go into loudspeakers, is more
or less acceptable than others.
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The Sonab 0A-5 contains five drive units.
They are an 81
1in. woofer (specially made by
Philips) and four 2in. tweeters (made by
Peerless). The crossover frequency is 2.7 kHz,
and the woofer roll-off is 6dB/octave while
that of the tweeter is 12 dB/octave. All the
speaker units are mounted at the top of the
enclosure, with the woofer facing upwards
located close to the back of the cabinet. The
four tweeters are mounted diagonally facing
each other, at the comers of an 8in. square
and are slightly tilted upwards (20° from
vertical).
The woofer carries acoustic damping
attached to the underside and is individually
adjusted to provide the flattest possible
response and to handle transients with least
distortion. The cabinet is a bass reflex with
dimensions and configuration the subject of
further Carlsson patents, and has two round
vents in the bottom, which is raised about an
inch from the floor on aplinth. The walls are
quite thin (about jin.) but are reinforced on
the inside with ribs and crosspieces, to provide
stability and prevent resonances; this light
structure keeps the weight of the system down
to about 22 lbs. Glass-wool padding is inserted in folds inside the cabinet to control any
resonances in the entrapped air, and the
speaker diaphragms are protected from dust
and damp by nylon netting and from mechanical damage by a black metal grille, about
1 ins. in depth. The system is 24 in. high
(including the grille on the top), 17 ins, from
front to back and has awidth of WI ins.
Listening to these loudspeakers in different
rooms and many positions, proved a timeconsuming operation. Objective measurements
were hardly practical, so we had to rely on
critical and experienced ears (including those of
John Crabbe and Frank Jones, whose separate
impressions have been allowed to influence
this report). But the main ' extra-mural' ears
have been those possessed by my colleague
David Phillips. It is particularly fitting that he
should help appraise this design, since more
than 20 years ago he created probably the first
omni-directional loudspeaker to be marketed
in the U.K., the Expert Acoustic Column a
generic term now applied to all tall narrow
enclosures.
To achieve a satisfying tonal balance and
good stereo, when it arrived, most listeners
then demanded some direct radiation from
column loudspeakers. As at least one user
remarked, one doesn't usually have people
talking at you lying flat on their backs and
addressing the ceiling!
The first point we discovered when setting
up our initial tests of the 0A-5s is that they
offer their best results in a fairly ' live' room,
placed on an uncarpeted area of floor about
6 to 8feet apart, and some 8in. from a wall.
Similar tests conducted in a heavily carpeted
and curtained room provided aless satisfactory
performance, despite a lot of juggling with
cabinet locations in relation to walls, corners
and furniture, and the difference seemed to
centre around the middle register, and below,
resulting in what might be described as
`steely' string tone under these conditions.
These findings point to the need for care in
setting up and demonstrating Sonab speakers
in order not to get a wrong first impression,
though we did find in most surroundings that
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CLAMORGANSHIRE

HERTFORDSHIRE

WALES

Leading Ri-Fi Specialists

Est. 1930

I.GOUGH& CO LTD,CARDIFF

The Sound Studio Ltd.

WATFORD
High Fidelity Centre

at RADIOLUX Ltd.
36 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH ST.

Stockists of Quad, Leak, Armstrong, B & 0, Record
Housing, etc., etc.

WATFORD 29734, 41029

* Demonstration rooms available *
Telephone 28473
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Designers of the " Gough Loudspeaker Cabinet"

148-154 NORTH ROAD

roar

WATFORD ( opposite the Pond)

33-35 Camden Road.
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
Tul Tunbridge Wells 321 53.
Late closing Monday & Friday 8 p.m,
çs

IF IT'S GOOD — WE STOCK IT!
Demonstrations in our Stereo Theatre. Also home
demonstrations with no obligation.

Arena, Trio, Tandberg, Armstrono. 8 & W. Revox,
Akai, Lowther, Leak. Clued. Rogers, Nikko etc.

Specialists in Hi Fi Stereo for
Tunbridge Wells and miles around.

HAMPSHIRE

Stewart.

High Fidelity

Leak - Rogers - Shure

SPECIALISTS IN ALL ASPECTS
OF SOUND
All leading makes supplied

CAMERAS & NI- fl

Specialists

WOODS & PORTER Ltd

Slur
9 The Arcade, Hatfield.
Hamilton Electronics(Southampton)Ltd
35 London Road. Southampton Phone 28622 3Lines

Tel.: 64808

Contact us for Expert Advice, Demonstrations and
After Soles Service

23 West Hill,
DARTFORD
Tel:
Dartford 20002

KENT
KENT

FORRESTER'S

NATIONAL RADIO
SUPPLIES LTD.

70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

&

BROWN

2 MILTON ROAD, GRAVESEND.

STOCKPORT
Est *

1925

58;62 LOWER HILLGATE

3245 -3060

glleggFolley AUDIO
12 BARGATE STREET
SOUTHAMPTON Tel: 28547
Also at
CAMBRIDGE & CHELTENHAM

COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS OF
RADIO, TAPE AND DISC EQUIPMENT

Visit our Hi-Fi Showroom and Demonstration Room.
All leading makes stocked, including Tandberg, Armstrong, Leak, Quad, B & 0, Rogers, Truvox,
Ferrograph,
GKD,
Record
Housing,
Goldring,
Thorens, KEF, Goodmans, Hacker, Grundig, etc.

Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Fisher,
Rogers, Ampex, Tandberg,
Revox, etc.

GOULDEN AND CURRY LTD.
59-61 High Street, Tunbridge Wells
Telephone: 30151/2

—KENT & S.E. LONDON

Clgt1 KEN

ROSE

283 FLEET RD., FLEET.

Specialists in
Sound

AU=I0
Tel. 5053

\!*

•

Comparator demonstrations of most leading makes

•

Open Thursdays and Fridays until 8 pm

•

Easy parking

•

Approved agents for: Arena, Armstrong, Cambridge,
KEF, Nikko ( class A), Quad, Sony

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford

STO 4872

Advisory Service and Satisfaction assured
FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE
EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS ARRANGED

KENT

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

I

Tel:
Medway 42688

AUDIO CENTRE

--

e

349 High St.,
CHATHAM

LANCASHIRE

GRAVESEND HI-FI CENTRE
BENNETT

COMPARATOR
DEMONSTRATIONS

Tel: 2827

B&O-S0 NY-ROGERS-ARENA-etc.

HERMLYN Hi Fi Ltd.
64 HIGH STREET
ORPINGTON
Tel: MM33101

230 HIGH STREET
ELTHAM S.E.9
Tel: 01450 9548

TAPE RECORDERS— RECORDS

South East London and Kent

THE CENTRE OF SOUND

153 Plumstead Road, London, S.E.18
WOO 2369

HiFi specialists since 1946

Specialists in custom built loudspeaker
cabinets and equipment cabinets.
The Real High Fidelity Experts
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LIVERPOOL'S LEADING

HiFi

SPECIALISTS

Beaver Radio
OF WHITECHAPEL

051-709 9898

PRESTON

ELECTRA CENTRE
Comparator Demonstrations of
most leading makes
B. & O., Sony, Leak, Quad, etc.
8 Victoria Buildings, Fishergate
Preston
Telephone 55603

GODLEYS
SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER 4
Telephone: 061-834 9432
Agents for Ampex, Akai, Ferrograph.Tand berg, Brenell,
B & 0, Vortexion, Truvox, Sony, Leak, Quad, Armstrong, Clarke & Smith, Lowther. Fisher. Goodmans,
Wharfedale, Garrard, Goldring, Dual, Decca. Record
Housing, Fitrobe, G.K.D., etc.
Any combination of leading amplifiers and speakers
demonstrated without the slightest obligation.

overall tonal balance seemed on the bright
side of neutral.
Returning to our less damped room conditions, we were much happier with the performance. An immediate advantage is that
the listener does not have to worry about
finding the ` stereo seat', since the presentation
allows listening in almost any position, with
no significant effects from turning one's head.
Of course there is loss of definition and precise
images with such omni-directional speakers,
but the 0A-5 differs from conventional
columns, in that its height is only 24 in., and
this does permit more experiment to obtain
optimum results. With short enclosures and
the units mounted vertically, the amount of
direct radiation received by the listener varies
according to his distance from them. Close
to, therefore, stereo images are sharper and
the overall sound quality brighter than farther
away, where sound is mostly reflected.
General reactions from our listening panel
were that the bass response is fairly good for
the size of enclosure, although some familiar
timpani recordings rather lacked impact compared with our standard direct radiator
speaker systems, whilst 'cellos and horns
particularly, tended to excite a rather woody
coloration. Sensitivity is reasonable, but an
amplifier capable of a clean 10 W or more is
desirable for optimum performance; power
handling capacity is outstanding, 40 W or so
producing no overload distortion problems,
in larger rooms or halls, the manufacturers
suggest the use of a number of 0A-5s backto-back in pairs away from the walls. Each

speaker is supplied with about 16 feet of twin
cable, fitted with a female plug to connect to
the speaker, and a male connector for the
amplifier input.
Listening habits—in common with most
habits—die hard, so we brought in some fresh
and ' innocent' ears to listen to the Sonabs.
In this small group of four people opinion
was divided, with those unfamiliar with omni
(or non-directional) sound radiators being
greatly impressed by the spacious ' airy'
sound produced and the avoidance of acritical
listening position within the room. This is
undoubtedly a plus feature of such diffuse
source loudspeakers, and if you seek a new
listening experience, Carlsson's ' ortho-acoustic'
designs cannot be beaten. However, it is also
undoubtedly true that stereo is often anomalous
with this arrangement and this may prove
disconcerting, especially to the more experienced listener. However, do try to hear
them properly demonstrated preferably if
your dealer will co-operate, in your own room
conditions if 'your are interested?
We tried a couple of experiments not

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Inexpensive free-field stereo magnetic cartridge.
Frequency range: 20 Hz-18 kHz. Sensitivity:
8mV, at 5cm/sec. Channel separation: 20 dB
at 1kHz. Load: 47 K-100 K. Stylus: 0.7 mil.
(18 ii), diamond, spherical tip. Tracking weight:
2-3+ grams. Cartridge weight: 7grams. Connection: 4 pin. Fixing: standard 4- In. centres.
Features: Mu- metal shield for hum protection.
Removable stylus assembly.
Price: £6 10s.
Manufacturer: Goldring Manufacturing Co.
(Great Britain) Ltd., 486/488 High Road, Leytonstone, London, E.11.

GOLDRING 850
CARTRIDGE

alone keep
GOLDRING
flying in the highly

the British flag
specialised and
competitive field of the design and manufacture of moving magnet pickup cartridges
and their family is growing, which is sufficient
evidence of its success. Since we reviewed the
800 Super E rather more than ayear ago they
have introduced the 800H and the 850, making
use of the same ' free-field' transduction
principles and basic construction as the other
models, but specifically designed for use with
arms of higher mass, in record changers, and
in budget stereo systems. At a time when the
choice of pickup cartridge for use in systems
of modest overall cost was restricted to
crystal and ceramic types, we regularly pointed
out the potential demand for competitive
magnetic models, while fully aware of the
problems involved. It is never easy to improve
quality within aprice limitation, and until the
introduction of the 850, requirements for
low-price magnetic heads have been met
exclusively by imported models.
We were pleasantly impressed by the
quality produced from the 850 in first listening
tests; we felt the need, however, using wide
range speakers with smooth response, to apply
some treble boost in the amplifier and aroll-off
HI-F1 NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

above 7kHz, but this remark applies to other
and much more expensive cartridges of the
same type. It will be seen from the specification that the maker's recommended tracking
weight is within the range 2-3f grams, and for
the purpose of these preliminary listening
tests, the mid-point, 21 grams was used.
Subsequently, test discs were employed to
determine optimum stylus pressure and bias
setting before beginning measurements. It was
found that
grams was, in fact, correct in the
SME 3009/11 arm, with bias set at 3grams,
under our conditions. This arrangement did
not produce universally perfect tracking, but
increased pressure produced no improvement,
while any decrease gave audibly inferior
results. Our tests and measurements were
therefore conducted at 21 grams—with test
discs including HFS69, EMI TTF590 and the
Shure Audio Obstacle Course.
The results of our measurements of frequency response and cross-talk appear in the
accompanying graph; several points emerge
from an examination of this plot. The first
and most obvious is the general resemblance
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advised by the makers. The 0A-5s were sited
about two-thirds down the listening room
(a big one—some 34 feet long) with the long side
of the speakers towards the walls and the
tweeters nearest to the listener. In this position
some direct sound is heard, as well as reflected,
giving agood image behind the speakers at the
far end of the room, which we liked. For those
listeners who prefer asharper image and better
definition, with naturally narrow or central
sound sources not broadening or shifting too
much, the cabinets can be placed so as to act
as direct radiators. Certainly in this position
the bass is weaker, but the ' presence' of voices
and instruments is markedly improved. This
perverse way of using the Sonabs is guaranteed
to raise designer Stig Carlsson's blood pressure
to hypertension levels, so we repeat that this is
our own idiosyncratic experiment and is not
a recommended procedure.
The 0A-5s are beautifully constructed,
attractive in appearance, and a kit version is
available for £49 10s. Go and hear them,
they offer adifferent sort of sound production,
which may well be just the way you like your
music reproduction in the home.
Donald Aldous

.Wolff & Malter. 'Directional Radiation of Sound',
Journal of Acoustical Society of America, 1930.
zD. E. L. Shorter, Performance Criteria for Monitoring
Loudspeakers, Proc. I.E.E. April 1958 and Journal,
Acoustical Society of America, 7/1959.
$E. Villchur, Acoustic Research, High Fidelity Measurements—Science or Chaos? Electronics World, August,
1964.
.B. B. Bauer, CBS Laboratories, High Fidelity June, 1970.
.• D. Davis, Electronics World, August, 1970.,

of the frequency response curve to almost all
the others produced from cartridges of the
same type irrespective of price, with such
notable exceptions as the Goldring 800 Super
E and the ADC 10E/11, in which the characteristic trough above 1-2 kHz is levelled up.
The second point is the absence of any
resonant peak within the range, showing
excellent damping. It will also be noticed that,
at least in this particular specimen, there is a
marked difference in response of the two
channels above 9kHz, where the left-hand
channel begins to rise sharply back to the
level of response below 1kHz, whereas the
right-hand channel continues flat up to
15 kHz and then rolls off to be another 3dB
down at 20 kHz. It must be made clear at
once that this disparity looks worse than it is
since at 15 kHz the difference is 3dB only, and
the audible effect not obvious in use. Separation is very good—never less than 10 dB up to
10 kHz, and easily better than the maker's
modest claim of 20 dB at 1kHz. Overall, the
results of these measurements must be accounted most satisfactory for a cartridge in this
price range.
A static compliance figure is not quoted for
this cartridge. It is now generally recognised
that this measurement provides little useful
information, more than adequate compliance
being quite easy to achieve and giving no real
indication of the tracking ability of acartridge.
A specification of trackability' does give
worthwhile information, as we pointed out in
the review of the Shure 75 Type 11's in our
issue of October 1969. Goldring do not
specify the trackability of the 850, but we
found that, under the stated conditions, this
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cartridge would track perfectly well Side 1Test
3Band A ( 112 x10 -3 cm peak amplitude, +
12 dB) lateral, and Band C ( 1.12 x10 -scm peak
amplitude, + 8dB) vertical, together with levels
1and 2of all bands of TTR 101 (Shure Audio
Obstacle Course). This performance is considered eminently satisfactory for acartridge in
this class. At 5cm/sec at 1kHz the output
from the right channel was 8.6 mV and from
the left channel 7.8 mV. Waveform through the
range was generally good, and the square-wave
shape confirmed our impression of a welldamped moving system. Examination under a
microscope showed the shanked diamond tip
to be accurately set and quite well finished.
It is recommended that leads between
pickup and amplifier be kept as short as
possible. We used the standard 4ft SME
leads in our tests, and cables of this length
should be long enough for all normal applications.
Halving the length experimentally
produced no audible difference, and doubling

the load to 100 K gave a barely perceptible
brightening of the HF response so this is not
a ' fussy' cartridge. Screening is efficient, and
no trace of hum was apparent in reproduction.
In view of the maker's observations regarding the application of the 850 to budget stereo
systems, we decided to test it in one such set-up
(the Francis Countdown) comprising the SP25
Mk.11 player, Arena 210 amplifier, and apair
of the modestly priced but very pleasing
speakers reviewed in our issue of last November. A wide variety of discs was used, and it
was found necessary to raise the tracking
weight to 3k grams to obtain the best tracking
performance presumably due to deficiencies in
the SP25. Results were then completely
acceptable, and there is no doubt that the use
of the 850 cartridge upgraded the performance
of the system. Here again, there was no sign
of hum present.
We re-fitted the cartridge to the SME arm,
and reverted to our high quality test listening

PWB AUDIO NS- 4 ( NS- 2)
MOVING- COIL LOUDSPEAKERS

again at a higher frequency and, these days,
yet again at ahigher frequency still.
Once one has tested agood electrostatic unit
one is unsettled for ever, and no wonder since
the principle ensures that one hears only the
bit(s) being driven. The electrostatic speaker
is the only type whose performance can be
amenable to exact theoretical analysis—and
this is precisely Peter Belt's experience hence
the several very successful Duode Janszen
designs that have appeared during the past
few years. But one of the cardinal rules of
good engineering is simplicity of design. If
there is a simpler way to achieve a given end
then one should employ it, even though it
may not titillate the imagination of the gadget
fiend or impress one's friends as much, since
it is more likely to behave as it is supposed to
behave—and for longer too.
This is no aspersion on ELSs; the reviewer
would always agree that nothing else really
satisfies quite so fully over a wide range, but
one must admit that the thing is more complicated overall. It generally needs a mains
lead, and is basically an awkward load for
amplifiers to drive be they valve or transistor
designs. If one could only get equally good
results with dynamic units . . . well its a
tempting proposition.
Loudspeakers manufacturers are aware of
all of this of course and are constantly striving

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Compact high quality moving coil loudspeaker.
Drive units: KEF B.139 ( bass) and T27 high frequency unit. ( One in NS-2 and three in NS-4).
Frequency range: 40 Hz-20 kHz. Crossover:
Multi-element network at 1.5 kHz. Power handling capacity: Suitable for use with all domestic
high fidelity amplifiers. Impedance: 10 ohms
nominal. Price: NS-2 (two drive unit version),
£39 10s.; NS-4 (four drive unit version reviewed
here), £49 10s. Manufacturer: PWB Audio Ltd.,
1 Norfolk Gardens, Leeds 7.

NS4 is yet another interesting design
THE
from the fertile mind that is Mr. Peter
Belt's. NS stands quite simply for natural
sound and his design philosophy, thus summed
up, goes something like this. The reproduction
of the mid- and upper-frequencies has always
been difficult to accomplish with moving coil or
dynamic devices. This is largely because the
bit that we listen to—the cone—is some distance away from the bit that moves—the speech
coil—and therefore there is no guarantee that
both move together at high frequencies. This
is afamiliar problem, known as cone break-up
and is normally dealt with by changing to a
smaller unit (which has its cone nearer to the
coil over its entire area) as soon as the woofer
starts to get unhappy. We may change yet
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
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equipment before settling down to final
extended listening tests, which began by again
using the discs played on the budget system.
It soon became apparent that under the
conditions imposed by that system, the full
potentialities of the 850 were not realised. It
sounded better on equipment with a wider,
smoother range. There are, of course, limitations, especially in the high register, due to
the 0.7 mil ' compromise' stylus and the
inherent tracking ability of the cartridge.
Nevertheless, in view of the application for
which the 850 is principally intended and the
tracking pressures likely to be needed, we
think this stylus size is the right choice. Used
'straight' the quality provided by this cartridge
may be considered a little dull, but never
unpleasant or tiring to the ear. Given the
treble lift and gentle roll-off above 7kHz,
mentioned in connection with our first listening
tests to flatten out the response, it is remarkably
good—temperate, mellifluous, without bite or
edge. However, it is lacking something in
extreme range, definition and clarity, in delicacy
and what may best be described as finesse, by
comparison with more expensive cartridges.
Natural enough—but a very good compromise! Many people who use the 850 in budget
systems will not find the need to adjust the
response in their amplifiers, because many
speakers used in such systems have a rise in
response in the upper middle register, and in
such cases, best results will be obtained
without any attempt at correction.
We welcome the arrival of the Goldring 850
cartridge without reservation as a most useful
addition to the range. A 78 rpm stylus
assembly is available for this cartridge, known
as Type D.120 Standard, and this is immediately interchangeable with the normal stereo
assembly.
B. J. Webb

to improve the HF behaviour of their driving
units both bass and treble, as well as increase
their useful working ranges. We know a lot
about electrical circuits suitable for handling
a wide frequency range and these can give us
plenty of ideas for tackling mechanical problems—in aeroplanes and bridges as well as
loudspeakers. One vital component is damping
or friction in mechanical form, equivalent to
resistance in an electrical circuit. Unfortunately mechanical resistance, usually in the
guise of rubbery or gooey substances is
nowhere near so simple as its electrical equivalent which can be almost entirely resistive, so
we still struggle albeit with slowly increasing
success. KEF (Raymond Cooke and team)
have not lagged behind in this struggle indeed
they have had conspicuous success at both
ends of the frequency spectrum and it is this
success that has prompted PWB Electronics
to try an all dynamic loudspeaker design once
again.
The NS4 uses a KEF B139 bass unit and
three special versions of the T27 tweeter for
the mid- and top-ranges. This arrangement
with tweeters clustered together each handling
different parts of the spectrum accomplishes
several desirable things. One is to obtain the
correct level from each over the range assigned
to it, and another is to avoid the narrow
beaming that would occur if they all handled
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the same HF signals. The use of three drivers
helps attain enough signal handling capacity
with low distortion at the low end of the
tweeter range—they are only 1in, in diameter—
and yet another benefit is the subtle smoothness
that always seems to be obtained from a
group of good tweeters handling the same or
similar frequency ranges. Of course none of
these advantages accrues if the units concerned
are not good enough to behave like each
other, but in this case they do.
The bass end is looked after by the B139
mounted in a rigid closed cabinet of just over
1cu. ft. internal volume. The rear panel is
braced to the back of the B139 and heavy
bituminous sheets are secured to the side
panels, whilst further damping in the form of
BAF wadding in rolls is included. But
acoustic damping of the driver as opposed to
the cabinet walls is not excessive rather relying
on the electrical damping due to the low
output impedance of a good amplifier—
certainly no more than 1ohm and usually a
good deal less nowadays. This does cause the
speaker's impedance to rise to something over
50 ohms at 58 Hz but this won't matter.
At the other end of the range the impedance
does fall to a rather low value-21 ohms at
10 kHz, but it is rising again within half an
octave and this, again, shouldn't really upset
any decent amplifier.
The other interesting bit of Mr. Peter Belt's
design philosophy was the fact that all the
final component values were arrived at entirely
by subjective means.
The only unusual
feature it exhibits is a wider than usual range
of electrical impedance over the frequency
range. In fact it was necessary to use a
logarithmic scale on the measuring recorder
to get it all on one strip of paper—although our
translation employs alinear format.
After test, the reviewer is wont to agree with
the designer's arguments. The high frequency
range did indeed have that smooth unobtrusive
sweetness that characterise a good electrostatic design, and the treble- bass balance was

2K

5K

10K

20K

excellent. Not too highly damped—many
designs have erred here—after all few if any
LF sounds start or stop abruptly, so there is
no need to bend over backwards to make the
speaker aperiodic down in the deep bass. The
NS4 had a measured bass resonance of
58 Hz, commendably low and low enough
never to be excited by human voices even if it
were not sufficiently damped. It is adequately
damped, even for an old valved amplifier,
which has a rather higher output impedance
than most modern transistorised equipment.
Little or no bass lift is needed, unless one
wishes to flatten the response afurther octave
to 30 Hz; and it will take it perfectly, as the
B139 cone will move a long way quietly and
without harmonic production, since it also has
a very generous magnet design. The only
criticism, (in the choice of crossover values?)
is the slightly depressed output around
1-11 kHz. While perfectly clear and by no
means unnatural, violins sometimes sound a
bit thin, and choral soprano's lack vigour
somewhat. However this is no more than the
usual variations in balance one experiences
off a wide range of discs and the BBC.
Continued listening gave no suggestion of
fatigue so the basic loudspeaker design
requirements have been met i.e. that the
things wrong (and there are always must be
something short of perfection!) are the ones
that do not worry over senses. Mr. Belt, has
certainly done a good job, and I couldn't
think of better components.
Despite the advocacy of simplicity earlier
on, the crossover system uses no less than ten
components—thirteen, if you count all the
separate capacitors! It isn't right till it sounds
right, and it won't sound right till the crossover
has the right configuration and the right
component values. However to the user it is
simple, just two terminals and no knobs to
fiddle with.
Yes it is a good speaker and does not let
down the reputation of either PWB or KEF.
Ralph West
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IS A ' DIFFERENCE' SPEAKER SAFE?

READERS
PROBLEMS
EXAMINED BY

CROSSOVER'
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Dear Sir, 1was considering utilising athird
speaker across the two amplifiers in my
Philips 591 as suggested (and considered
efficacious by you) in the Two Channel
Quadraphony article, HiFi News August.
However, an electronics engineer with
whom Idiscussed the system poured scorn on
the idea as causing distortion; ' manufacturers
have spent years perfecting two distortion-free
separate amps and then you go introducing
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Your room may help a Hi -Fi speaker to emit
sounds that are not as they should be: an acoustically shrill room coupled with the same problem
in many speakers can upset your Harmony ( even
domestic). We can demonstrate speakers in our
'dem' rooms, we know however that speakers
sound different in other rooms—so we offer with
every Hi -Fi equipment order, a Free speaker test
and installation in your room and we don't mind
travelling 60 miles to give you the best sound we
can.
The Hi Fi Specialist of the North-West

J. W. GARNETT
Settle

1742

Telephone: 3558

distortion into them and destroying stereo for
a glorified mono'.
This would not worry me unduly, but he
further suggested that should two ' plus'
phases occur in the two channels at the same
time and be fed into the common speaker this
might well lead to over- loading of output
transistors with damage or breakdown.
Not being atechnical type, Ihesitate before
trying this until I have your advice on this
matter, thinking as Ido that you would not
have subscribed to the common speaker if
there were such adanger for readers.
Yours faithfully, P.H.E.B., West Norwood
Ifear that your engineer friend is wrong,
unless he was referring simply to the extreme
case of attempting to extract full power in the
presence of afully out-of-phase signal. There
are three conceivable lines of thought which he
may have pursued:
(1) Possible degradation of channel separation.
If one assumes, as is reasonable with good
amplifiers, that the source impedance is at last
an order of magnitude lower than the speaker
impedances, then even in the extreme case of
a signal in one channel only the unwanted
voltage developed across the other speaker will
be down by at least 20 dB. Thus separation is
not affected significantly.
(2) Distortion due to wrong loading. The
case you mention of ' two plus phases' occuring
simultaneously is of course the situation with
double-mono or centre-stage sounds.
This
happens to be the least troublesome case, as
when the LIR signals are the same there is no
difference signal present: no current flows
through the extra speaker and each half of the
amplifier simply sees its own speaker load.
At the other extreme of equal but opposedphase high-level signals in the two channels
(never found in practice), if all three speakers
have the same impedances the current flowing
through the third speaker will be double that
flowing through individual LIR speakers. Thus
the load seen by each amplifier would be effectively 5ohms if the speakers were 15 ohms each.
This will not worry good amplifiers but might
in some cases limit the peak power capacity
by a decibel or so. In practice this type of
signal is not found in two-channel stereo, and
you may safely assume that each half of the
amplifier never sees a load equal to less than
half the impedance of its own speaker.
(3) Distorted ' difference' signal. With stereo
disc records certain types of tracing distortion
have a large vertical component (' pinch effect'
is entirely vertical, for instance).
Vertical
stylus motion represents an out-of-phase signal,
so that when the difference signal is reproduced
in aseparate rear speaker it tends not to sound
as clean as the main forward stereo, which
normally masks such distortion.
However,
with good pickup cartridges employing elliptical
styli, and bearing in mind the relatively modest
sound level needed to the rear to add apleasant
quota of spaciousness, there is in practice no
problem. With live stereo radio this ' problem' is
entirely non-existent.
So, the difficulties you may encounter are
not those suggested by your friend. A more
likely problem concerns achieving that ' modest
sound level' referred to above without the use
of an extra amplifier. Just connecting the
extra speaker (or speakers) across the ' live'
terminzls of your main amplifier may be
HI-FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW

unsuccessful due to the wrong speaker efficiency
or placement in the listening room. As noted
in the Editorial in this issue, we have experimented with various Gerzonl Hafler set-ups
and conclude that, ideally, an extra amplifier
interposed to control the level and tonal balance
of signals fed to rear speakers is preferable.
This has the added advantage of removing the
additional low-impedance loading from the
main stereo amplifier and should satisfy your
engineer friend if he still doesn't agree with us!
CHOOSING CORRECT CAPACITORS

Dear Sir, Iam building astereo pre-amplifier
based roughly on the Mullard 3-valve design
which has high and low-pass filters, etc., and so
requires many small value capacitors. Mullards
recommend silver mica types, but Inote that in
a recent component suppliers' catalogue, all
capacitors over 300 pF. are of quite large
dimensions, and these will be difficult to fit in
my construction. Can Iuse ceramic types?
Yours faithfully, F. D. C., Oxford.
You have to be very careful about the choice of
capacitors and since Milliard says ' mica' then
mica they should be. It's always best to stick to
the components recommended by the designer . . .
after all, they should know what is best , andin well
tested designs like Mullard's you may rest assured
that many'odd' choices have probably been made
for very good reasons. Surprised to hear you're
using valves though!
HUM FIELDS PICKUP

Dear Sir,I am aware that some high-quality
pickup heads are sensitive to hum fields
generated by inadequatly screened motors.
Can you tell me which form of pickup head is
least prone to induced hum and perhaps
recommend a model for me to use with a
Thorens motor TD.150 or TD.125, feeding an
amplifier with 3mV. sensitivity?
Yours faithfully, G. B., New Southgate, London.
The moving-magnet type of pickup is the
least susceptible to hum induction, both by
reason of its construction and the fact that these
designs all permit complete Mu-metal screening
to be employed. However, virtually any pickup
can be used satisfactorily with the Thorens
TD.I50 and 125, as these motors have fairly
modest stray fields and only the very sensitive
Decca ffss system is likely to be unsatisfactory.
HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S TURNTABLE

Vtpur

Dealer
SCOTLAND

EDINBURGH'S
HI-FI Hi -Fi Corner
SPECIALIST
Amplifiers, F.M.
Tuners, P/Ups,
Speakers, etc.
Demonstrations and
Advice gladly given.

1Haddington Place,
EDINBURGH
Phone: 031-556 7901
W. G. Graham,
Assoc. I.E.R.E.

GLASGOW

Scotland's Leading

Tope Recorder,
Specialists

Video and HiFi

G. H. STEELE LTD.
HiFi sound on our 22 speaker comparator

Hear true
system. 14 HiFi combinations ready for demonstration.
SONY VIDEO CENTRE
Agents for: Armstrong, Leak, Fisher, Rogers, Quad,
B & 0, Goldring, Garrard, Thorens, Connoisseur,
Goodman:, Wharfedale, Kef, Celestion, Decca,
Truvox, Philips, Sony, Arena, Revox, Tandberg,
Brenell, Ferrograph, Akai, Uher, Grundig.
CREDIT TERMS— PART EXCHANGES
Repairs and Servicing
Tel. Douglas 7124

141 St Georges Road, Glasgow C3

For Hi Fi in
SCOTLAND

JAMES IMMMII1
=Malt»
& CO. LTD.

The best Hi-Fi and Stereo equipment. A comprehensive range of Gramophone Records, Public
Address and Background music systems installed.
Come in and see the range in our spacious new
showroom at:
98-110 Woodlands Road, Glasgow C.3.
Tel.: 041-332 0988

GLASGOW

Tel: 041-221 3562

&14 ELECTRONICS LTD.
551 SAUCHIEHALL ST.

AUDIO & ELECTRONIC CONSULTANTS

The best in High Fidelity Equipment
Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - CREDIT FACILITIES

Recording Studios
County Recording Service

Dear Sir, Having started to make the
No gimmicks, and not the cheapest, but the
gimbal pickup arm described in your issue for
best in Tape to Disc, Master Discs and
February, 1970, I am wondering whether I
Pressings by full-time professional recording
could make a turntable, as Ithink the design
engineers. Send your tape for cutting to the
shown in that article is ahome-made model.
people where quality comes first.
Before Idecide to have ago, would you tell
A.P.R.S. Members
what type of motor to fit for the drive, and
LONDON
ROAD, BINFIELD, BRACKNELL,
should I use a belt for this purpose? I am
thinking of using a t in. thick alloy platter
BERKS.
Tel. Bracknell 4935
about 111 in. in diameter.
Yours faithfully, M. J., Birmingham, 22A.
We have never published adesign for the construction of a turntable, as it would have very
limited application, especially in view of the Connoiseur BD.1. which consists of the component
parts of aproven design in kit form for assembly
by the user at aprice little, if any, greater than it
would cost to produce or buy them separately,
plus the bonus ofall the snags ironed out in advance.
Iwould advise you to invest in one of these
kits, and forget the problem!

NOVEMBER 1970
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TA COME AND LISTEN TO THE COMPLETE
A
RANGE IN OUR DEMONSTRATION
WHARFEDALE ROOMS, OR ORDER BY POST

SAVE £15.5.6

SAVE £4.10.0
WHARFEDALE DENTON
A two- speaker system that gives excellent hi-fi
sound and is really outstanding for its size and
price. 4-8 ohms impedance. 15 watts r.m.s.
Frequency response 65-17,000 Hz. Size 9rx
14"x8). Oiled teak or polished walnut. Rec.
Retail Price £38 pair.
LIND-AIR
PRICE

PAIR

n

E
JJ.Iu.u•
in

RECEIVER

Sets a new standard in British design. A full 35 watts per channel stereo amplifier
that will handle any kind of ceramic or magnetic cartridge, has inputs for stereo tape
recorder, outputs for up to 4 speakers and stereo headphones and the controls
include volume bass, treble, balance, stereo, mono, band selector, mute switch and
filter switch. The tuner covers VHF (stereo and mono) and long and medium wavebands. Rec. Retail Price £ 131.5.0.

WHARFEDALE SUPER LINTON
A handsome two- speaker system giving first rate sound reproduction. 4-8 ohms impedance. 15 watts r.m.s. Frequency
response 55-17,000 Hz. Size 19"X 10"x 10'. Oiled teak or
polished walnut. Rec. Retail Price £45 pair.

E39.19.6

LIND-AIR
PRICE

SAVE £9.1.0
WHARFEDALE MELTON
A well designed two-speaker system giving big speaker performance at a modest price. 4-8 ohms impedance. 25 watts
r.m.s. Frequency response 45-17,000 Hz. Size 21' x 13' X 10r.
Oiled teak or polished walnut. Rec. Retail Price £59 pair.
£

PAI R

49.19.0

LIND-AIR
PRICE

£

PAIR

21

(
Carr. 15/.-)

UNIT 4

A three- speaker system giving superb, smooth performance.
4-8 ohms impedance. 35 watts r.m.s. Frequency response 4020,000 Hz. Size 24" X 14" x 12'. Oiled teak or polished walnut.
Rec. Retail Price £79 pair.

£67.0.0

All kits include speakers, crossover network. acoustic wadding, mounting bolts,
connecting wire and full assembly instructions. No expert technical knowledge
needed.

(Two speaker system)
Rec. Retail Price £ 11.19.6 each

WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE III

PAIR

(
Carr. 30/-)

UNIT 3

(
Carr. 25/- pair)

SAVE £12.0.0
LIND-AIR
PRICE

£115.19.6

WHARFEDALE
"DO-IT-YOURSELF"
HI-FI SPEAKER KITS

(
Carr. 17/6 pair)

LIND-AIR
PRICE

100.1
MULTIPLEX

(
Carr. 17 6 por)

SAVE £5.0.6
LIND-AIR
p
PRICIE
A R

WHARFEDALE

(Two speaker floor standing system)
Rec. Retail Price£6 each
LIND-AIR
PRICE

PAIR

(Carr. 25/- pair)

28 gns.

(
Carr. 15/-)

UNIT 5

SAVE £19.1.0
WHARFEDALE ROSEDALE
A three-speaker system for the connoisseur, giving a
quality of performance just about indistinguishable from
the original performance. Beautifully made in period style.
4-8 ohms impedance. 45 watts r.m.s. Frequency response
35-20,000 Hz. Size 24"X 23"x
Oiled teak or polished
walnut. Rec. Retail Price £ II9 pair.

13r.

LINO-AIR
PRICE

PAIR

rim

nn

LUIIIU

(Three speaker- monitor
system)
Rec. Retail Price £23.10.0
each
LIND-AIR PRICE

39

gns.

PAIR

(Carr. l5/-)

* All Wharfedale Products are also available at our 25 and
53 Tottenham Court Road shops. Send your mail order to:
Dept. L2/I IW, Kirkman House, 54a Tottenham Court Road,
London W.I. Telephone: 01-580 7041.

(
Carr. 35/- pair)

LiND-AIR AUDIO

18/19, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1. Telephone: 01-580 2255
One minute's walk from Tottenham Court Rd. Underground Station
1744

UND -AIR AUDi0

18/19, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1. Telephone: 01-580 2255
One minute's walk from Tottenham Court Rd. Underground Station

451)iva.Aevul

HI-FI
CATALOGUE
NOW

HI.F1 TURNTABLES

Only takes a few minutes to set up ready for use
Lind-AirLA20Amplifier £ 23
Garrard 5-200 Changer
with Sonotone
Cartridge ..
11
Pair of Lind- Air General
Purpose Speakers
19
Recommended Retail
Price
£ 53

20

76
00
96

LINO- AIR
PRICE

39

GNS.
Carr. & Ins.
35/-

(Also available with Garrard 3000 changer 4 gns
extra)

2025 T/C with stereo cartridge
3000 with Sonotone
9TAHCO stereo cartridge
SP25 Mk II
SLOSS
Base and cover for above
AP75
SL72B
SL75B
SL95B
401 ..
Base and cover: for above
P & P Decks 12/6.
Base/Cover 17/6.

£8

.•
.•
.•
••

READY

6
6
6
6
0
6
0
0
0
6

5,1-P. &

Covers all leading
makes plus accessories
etc., etc. and full
details of Lind- Air
money saving systems
from 354 gns.
Over 100 pages, fully illustrated plus 8 page section
of P.A. equipment.

SPECIAL OFFERS!
SP25 Mk II with base

£ l4 10 0
P & P 15/ -

SP25 Mk 11 with Sonotone 9TAHCD
stereo cartridge and base ..

£ 15 15 0
P & P 15/-

PRE-RECORDED TAPE

El IS 0
P & P 1/6

CASSETTE 86 8- TRACK
TAPE CARTRIDGE
CATALOGUE

SAVE

Over 1000 titles listed all
available.

ON

Teleton SAQ 203
Amplifier
E28
Garrard SP25 Mk. II
IS
Neat V70 Cartridge
5
Base and cover ..
5
Pair of Wharfedale
Dentons
38
Recommended Retail
Price
£93

7
II
4
19

0
4
8
6

00
26

ICE
76

LIND-AlP
PP

GNS.
Carr_ & Iv
30/-

I eige
• . segai
I
LI ND- AIR
PRICE

Cartridges only 2/-. P & P6d.)

• a.

gns

PERSONALISED MAIL

AKAI 4000 Stereo Tape Retarder
LIST PRICE
LIND-AIR
a
£124.18.0
PRICE
77

n

Cnrr.
30 -

.

gns.

Carr.
30/-

Prompt attention
given to our mail

(LINBAIR

NOTTINGHAM ! !

sent in

AUDIO

**

PRE-RECORDED CARTRIDGE
CATALOGUE at 2/-, P & P 6d.

NOTTINGHAM
Tel.: 40403
**************************

*

Hi

*

Home Demonstrations arranged of any of our Star Stereo
Systems, write or phone for details.

*

All mail orders and correspondence to Dept. L2, Kirkman

Rooms,

Part

LIND-AIR AUDIO HIFI CATALOGUE
at 5/-, P & P

92-96 UPPER PARLIAMENT STREET,

Appointed stockists for most lead:ng makes including B & 0, Sony, Nikko, Hacker,
Leak, Rogers, Quad, etc.
Demonstration

Please send items ticked below

PRE-RECORDED CASSETTE AND
CARTRIDGE CATALOGUE at 2/6,
P & P 6d.

at

*

Exchanges, Export

Sales— all

backed

House, 54a, Tottenham Court Road, London W.I. Tel: 01-580 7041/4.

1745

by

personal

with

er WM. =MOW:

NOVEMBER 6th

GNS.
Carr. &
35/-

(AKAI 40DOD Stereo Tape Deck optional extra—
see above centre)

—all information

name tag.

GRAND OPENING

92

order customers
/

file

COMES TO

LIND-AIR
PRICE

ORDER

lag •
-

LIND-AIR AUDIO

Rotel 100 AMP
Amplifier .. £45 10 0
Garrard SP25 Mk. II
IS 11 4
Shure M30 Cartridge
7 8 3
Base and cover ..
5 19 6
Pair of Wharfedale
Dentons ..
38 0 0
Recommended Retail
Price
£ 112 9 1

P & P 6d.

of 8- track Tape

AKAI!

AKAI 40000 Stereo Tape Deck
LIST PRICE
£89.19.1

2/6

(Catalogue

**************************

Fi

P. 1/-

>anti

Base & Cover 10/-, Deck/

Sonotone 9TAHCD stereo cartridge

11

9

EIO
9
EIO
9
EIS
9
ES
9
£l8
£24 9
7
£28
9
£39
£28 10
£8 19

Expert Advice.

1enclose

Name

Address

own

Vortex ion
50/70 WATT ALL SILICON
AMPLIFIER with built in 4way mixer

using F.E.T.'s. This is ahigh fidelity amplifier (. 3 % Intermodulation distortion) using
the circuit of our 100% reliable- 100 watt
amplifier with its elaborate protection
against short and overload etc. To this is
allied our latest development of F.E.T.
mixer amplifier, again fully protected
against overload and completely free from
radio breakthrough. The mixer is arranged
for 33-0/60e balanced line microphones,
and a high impedance line or gram input
followed by bass and treble controls. 100V Balanced line output.

100 WATT ALL SILICON AMPLIFIER. A high quality amplifier with 8ohms- 15 ohms or 100 volt line output
for A.C. Mains. Protection is given for short and open circuit output over driving and over temperature. Input 0.4v on
100K ohms.
The 100 watt Mixer amplifier with specification as
above is here combined with a 4 channel F.E.T.
mixer, 3mic., 1gram with tone controls and mounted in astandard robust stove enamelled steel case.
A stabilised voltage supply feeds the tone controls
and pre-amps, compensating for a mains voltage
drop of over 25 % and the output transistor biasing
compensates for awide range of voltage and temperature. Also available in rack panel form.

CP50 AMPLIFIER. An all silicon transistor 50 watt amplifier for mains and 12 volt battery operation, charging its own

batteries and automatically going to battery if mains fail. Protected inputs, and overload and short circuit protected outputs
for 8ohms- 15 ohms and 100 volt line. Bass and treble controls fitted.
Models available with 1gram and 2low mic. inputs, 1gram and 3low mic. inputs or 4low mic. inputs.

20/30 WATT MIXER AMPLIFIER. High fidelity all silicon model with F.E.T. input stages to reduce inter-

modulation distortion to a fraction of normal transistor input circuits. The response is level 20 to 20,000 cps within 2db
and over 30 times damping factor. At 20 watts output there is less than 0-2% intermodulation even over the microphone
stage at full gain with the treble and bass controls set level. Standard model 1-low mic. balanced input and Hi Z gram.

200 WATT AMPLIFIER. Can deliver its full audio power at any frequency in the range of 30 c/s-20Kc/s ± 1db.
Less than 0-2% distortion at 1Kc/s. Can be used to drive mechanical devices for which power is over 120 watts on continuous
sine wave. Input 1mW 600 ohms. Output 100-120v or 200-240v. Additional matching transformers for other impedances
are available.

ELECTRONIC MIXERS. Various types of mixers available. 3-channel with accuracy within 1db Peak Programme
Meter. 4-6-8-10 and 12-way mixers. Twin 2, 3, 4 and 5channel stereo. Tropicalised controls. Built-in screened supplies.
Balanced line mic. input. Outputs: 0.5v at 20K or alternative lmW at 600 ohms, balanced, unbalanced or floating.

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.I9
Telephone: 01-542 2814 & 01-542 6242/3/4

Telegrams: "Vortexion London S.W.I9"
1746
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TO BE TRANSPARENTLY HONEST
ABOUT HIS PRODUCTS?

on the tests ot C.B. •

ceatories--High Fidelity Magazine, lon 1910

.. went thiough its le test With the ease and authority ot aChariton" • • . Noreen Eisenberg
"
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British made IMF loudspeakers have hitherto been available
only to discerning audiophiles and professional users
in the U.S.A. Increased production justified by their
be
acclaim now makes them more generally available. %.
*
IMF Transmission Line Speakers ... from 68 gns.

495-499 Oxford Road

Reading

Berkshire
1747

UK

/`

e
/
'4. /
'... / ., •

ImF transmission line speakers
Transmission Electronics Limited
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Leading Stockists For:

eGARRARD

BANG & OLUFSEN, ARENA, TANDBERG, SONY, QUAD, K.E.F,
ARMSTRONG, TELETON, WHARFEDALE, AKAI, SINCLAIR etc.

*TEAK

SPECIAL OFFER OF

UNITS

PLINTHS

TANDBERG TAPE DECKS
TANDBERG MODEL 1600X
4 TRACK 3 SPEED STEREO TAPE
DECKS (
LIST £89.10.0) OFFERED
NEW AND BOXED
£75.0.0 EACH CARRIAGE 17/6.
9TA or 9TAHC
Ceramic Cartridge
(Fitted diamond
styli)

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS ON GARRARD UNITS
Garrard SP25 Mk II motor £ 10/19/6 P/P 10/—
Garrard SP25 Mk II with deluxe base and smoked grey
perspex cover . £ 15/14/6 P/P 17/6
Garrard SL65B Auto/Manual £ 14/9/6 P/P 10/—
Garrard model 3000 £9/15/0 P/P 10/—
Garrard 2025TC fitted with
9TAI-CC stereo head, c/w
dia, styli, on delLxe teak
base smoked/tinted cover £ 14/17/6 P/P 17/—
Garrard AP75 player unit.. £ 16/15/— P/P 10/—

e
e

•
e
e

e
All

SP25 Mk II motors can be supp,ied ready wired with 6ft.
mains cable and 6ft. sc ,eened stereo cable, terminated with
5- pin Din plug or 2 phono plugs at 10/6 each.

•GOLDRING 850 HEAD £5/7/6 P/P 2/6
• DECCA DERAM 95/— P/P 2/6
ePICKERING VI 5AC2 STEREO HEADS ( List
£10/14/0) Special offer £5.12.6 P/P 2/6

47/6

d
P & P 2/6

TYPE 9TAHC ( List Price 82/-)

A superb:),made plinth finished in teak, and naturaltinted cover. Ready-cut for SP25, AT60, LM3000 etc.
Sensitivity: 55 mV/cm/sec rms minimum
List Price £7. FANTASTIC VALUE at 95/—. P/P 7/6.
at 45r at 1,000 Hz, measured on Decca
Deluxe version also available with dark grey tinted
SXL2057.
perspex cover, 4/6 extra.
Replacement Diamond Styli, I5/-.
Double Dia. Styli LP/Stereo, 22/6 each.
• Tirted Cover only £2.10.0 P 45/—
ORBIT NM 22 Stereo magnetic heads
Plinth only C2.10 0 Fes PP 4/6
List (6 ens.) Special offer £4.15.0 each
NM 33 Stereo magnetic heads
TEAK PLINTH & COVER READY- CUT
69/6 p. & p. 2/6 Suitable for AP75, SL75, 5L95, £6.17.6. P/P 10/—.
Post free if sent with other goods.

•

TELETON SAQ 203 STEREO AMPLIFIER, L10.0.0 P/P 7/6 ( List £28.15.0)
SINCLAIR MODEL 2000 STEREO AMPLIFIER, £73.0.0 P/P 7/6 (List £30.9.0)
METROSOUND ST20 STEREO AMPLIFIER £26.0.0 P/P I0/— ( List £36.0.0)
TELETON F2000 TUNER/AMPLIFIER f39.0.0 P/P 10/— ( List £51.0.0)
SINCLAIR PROJECT 60 E19.0.0. P/P 6/—
SHOP HOURS 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
REPLACEMENT DIA STYLI FOR NH22 42/6 EACH
Closed all day Thursday

LEE ELECTRONICS 400 EDGWARE RD. W.2 Tel: 01-723 5521

In November's Wireless World
some fundamental paraneters of
moving- coil speakers are being
examined. An important article
reveals significant errors in
current ideas and introduces
some new thinking. See also—
details of an extra versatile tone

come to
re-examine
some
fundamentals?,

control and the second
instalment of aregular series
on linear i.cs.

Wireless
World
November issue. Out now 3s. 6d.

1748

SPECIAL

BUDGET

STEREO

OFFERS

METROSOUND ST20 AMPLIFIER
TANDBERG
TUNER
AMPLIFIER
Model Solvsuper
10-71

Stereo amplifier, high fidelity. Power output 2x 10 W
R.M.S. For both mono and stereo reproduction. Jacks for
external speakers and tape recorder, etc. Push-button
operation. Cabinet available in teak. Dimensions: 1.5¡" long
x 3r high x 10" deep. List Price, £36/-/-.

WITH DIA. STYLI
Specifications.
20-20,000 c/s,
output 5 mV, compliance 6x
0-° cm/dyne,
tracking
2-15
I
grams, 0-7 diamond styli.
List
Price 6 gns. Special Offer 95/-,
p.p. 2/6. Replacement Dia Styli,
52/6. Post Paid.
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ARENA
T1500F
TUNER
AMPLIFIER

4 W.B., LW., M.W., Short Wave ± F.M. ±
Stereo MPX Decoder. Output 2x8W, R.M.S.
response 20-30,000 c/s, input for magnetic pickup, input/output for tape recorder. Teak finish.
List Price with MPX Decoder, 76 gns.
Special Offer, £65. P/P 1
5/-.

BUDGET " STEREO 62"
Teleton 203E Amplifier in Walnut Cabinet;
Garrard SP25 Mk. II, with De- Luxe Teak
Plinth and Smoke- tinted Cover; Orbit
NM22 Stereo Head, 2 Solent Speakers in
Teak with attractive Black Vynair Front
Trim. Ready wired and tested with all connecting leads, including 30ft. of cable for
loudspeakers.
Total REC. Retail Price, £97/15/-.

6

2GNS Postage and packing.
37/6 extra.
On demonstration.

TELETON 203. Also available in Teak
Cabinet at OH- extra.

BUDGET " STEREO 77"
Teleton F2000, Mk. 11 Tuner Amplifier,
with Tuning Meter, MPX Stereo Decoder,
9 Watts per channel. AM/FM. Garrard
SP25, Mk. II Motor, Sonotone 9TAHC
Head with Dia Styli. Teak Plinth and
Smoke-tinted Cover. Two Solent Speakers
in Teak, with attractive Black Vynair
Front Trim. Ready Wired with all connecting leads, including 30ft. Speaker
Cable. Total REC. Retail Price, £120/5/-.

77GN ,.

TELETON SA61203E TRANSISTOR
STEREO AMPLIFIER
The latest model from the fabulous Teleton
range of Hi Fi Stereo equipment. Incorporates
16 transistors and diodes producing superb
quality Hi Fi reproduction. Output 10 watts
per channel music power at less than 2per cent
harmonic
distortion.
Frequency
response
±1 db 30-20,000 Hz. Output impedance 4/8/16
ohms. Inputs for Gram ( Magnetic and Crystal),
Tuner and Auxiliary. Tape Record output.
Controls: Volume, Balance, Bass; 50 Hz±10 dB.
Treble:
10 KHz± 10 dB.
Stereo/mono slide
switch. Stereo Headphone socket. Housed in
attractive oiled walnut cabinet with brushed
aluminium front panel. Complete with Gram
and speaker plugs. Special offer, £20, carr. 10 -

SYSTEMS 62, 68, 99 AND 100,
CAN BE SUPPLIED WITH
PICKERING VISAC2 HEAD IN
LIEU OF NM22 AT ADDITIONAL
COST OF 35'-.

.
le •

eee•••••
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5 W.B. L.M. 2 S. Waves. F.M. Electronic Beam Indicator. Input for Magnetic
and Crystal Pickup. Input/Output Sockets for Tape Recorder. 4 Speaker
Outputs by Selector Switch. 6 Watts RMS Output per Channel. Bass and
Treble Controls. Teak Cabinet. List Price, £76. Special offer, £65. P/P I5/-.
MPX Unit, fitted to above if required, £8 extra. Matching Tape Unit also
available see page 1748.

PRICE £28/-/-. Postage and packing 10/ORBIT NM22
STEREO HEAD

-

Postage and packing.
37/6 extra.

On demonstration.

SOLENT Mk. III
BOOKSHELF
SPEAKERS
NOW AVAILABLE IN TEAK, WITH
ATTRACTIVE BLACK VYNAIR FRONT
TRIM.
This famous Loudspeaker needs no introduction. Fitted with Goodmans Bass and
2 Treble Speakers, it gives smooth
response from 40 c/s to 20,000 c/s. Impedance 4-80i2. Size I
4" x9" x8-k".
Retail
Value, £18.
Special Offer £ 11 10s. Od. each.
Postage and packing, I0/- per speaker.
On demonstration.
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BUDGET " STEREO 68"
Metrosound
ST20 Amplifier, Garrard
SP25 Mk. II, with De- Luxe Teak Plinth and
Smoke-tinted Cover, Orbit NM22 Stereo
Head, 2 Solent Speakers in Teak, with
attractive Black Vynair Front Trim. Ready
wired and tested with all connecting leads,
including 30ft. of cable for loudspeakers.
Total REC. Retail Price, ( 104/5/-.

68GNs.

Postage and pocking.
37/6 extra.

On demonstration.

BUDGET " STEREO 99"
Arena TISOOF MPX Tuner Amplifier,
Garrard SP25 Mk. II, with De- Luxe Teak
Plinth and Smoke- tinted Cover, Orbit
NM22 Stereo Head, 2 Solent Speakers in
Teak, with attractive Black Vynair Front
Trim. Ready wired and tested with all
connecting leads, including 30ft. of cable
for loudspeakers.
Total REC. Retail Price, £144/19/-.

99GNS.

Postage and packing,
37/6 extra.

On demonstration.

BUDGET " STEREO 100 Tandberg Solvsuper Tuner Amplifier,
Garrard SP25 Mk. II, with De- Luxe Teak
Plinth and Smoke-tinted Cover, Orbit
NM22 Stereo Head, 2 Solent Speakers in
Teak, with attractive Black Vynair Front
Trim. Ready wired and tested with all
connecting leads, including 30ft. of cable
for loudspeakers.
Total REC. Retail Price, £143/15/-.

100

flue
""`"

Postage and packing,
37/6 extra.

MPX Stereo Decoder, if required, £7extra
On demonstration.
All above Systems can be supplied wit h
AP75 Motor, with Plinth and Cover in lieu
of SP25 at an additional cost of £9'I0/-.

LEE ELECTRONICS
400 EDGWARE ROAD
PADDINGTON W.2
Shop hours 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m.

Telephone 01-723 5521
CLOSED THURSDAYS
S.A.E. For details of all Stereo Systems

Little things mean alot

Sherbourne—By Largs cabinet-makers, in
period style. Designed for extensive
HiFi equipment. 4' 31" long, l' 6f" deep,
2' 5" high overall. Price (cabinet only) £82.

Well, they do, dont' they? We at LARGS think so, and we
take alot of trouble over them. Perhaps that's why LARGS
means so much more than alittle to hundreds of thousands of
HiFi music lovers all over the world. Plenty of space to
move and look around—comfortable armchairs to sit and
listen in—alarge record library for your choice of music.
Listening at LARGS is areal pleasure—it's our pleasure to see
that it is. (Children with you when you call? If Hi Fi begins
to bore them, we've plenty of 'comics' that won't).
And our demonstrators are trained to help you expertly in all
the complicated little things that make up the huge complexity
of Hi Fi. Just come in with awish to listen to music—you
will be guided to an installation that suits your ear, your eye,
and your pocket. The reason we can so surely do this is our
facilities for comparative demonstration: they're superlative!
Everyone in HiFi knows about our Comparator Console:
certainly, this isn't alittle thing—far from it!—but in telling
you about LARGS the telling wouldn't be complete if we
didn't mention this fantastic machine. It really does make
LARGS unique: John Borwick, who wrote ' HiFi for Beginners'
called it " agenuine attempt to help the customer". And he
should know.
Even our efficiency in Service is built round awhole host of
'little' things. Like keeping a complete record, under every
customer's name, of all equipment bought from us, so that

LL 1

--.L)
sikrUtrn. -11=1

we're always able competently to advise when it comes to
modifying an installation, or extending it, or carrying out the
service that some day any set may need. Like starting you
off with an absolutely comprehensive Guarantee covering
free service in your home (within 20 miles of Holborn) when
required, within ONE YEAR. After then, we still accept the
responsibility of keeping it working happily through the year,
at most reasonable charges. We don't lose interest in what
you buy after you've bought it: LARGS is the sort of service
you'd expect from afirm that's still run by the same family
after 93 years. Yes, music and music lovers have been the
concern of LARGS since 1877.
Then—cabinets. Which can be little, or big, or in-between.
The modern trend is to several little ones, on shelves. But
people who have traditional furniture often prefer equipment
housed in areproduction unit that matches the rest of the
room. LARGS make their own HiFi furniture in the good
old-fashioned way—by hand and with skill—so that the
complete installation is good. Every last little bit of it!
Send for our booklet ' Traditional Furniture' (or, if you have
modern tastes, ask for our 'Contemporary' brochure).
Delivery and normal installation are free within 20 miles of
London, so is Largs technical know-how for any servicing
required within 12 months.

Now probably the best showrooms in the
world for choosing good High Fidelity.
76-77 High Holborn, London, WC1V 6NA.
01-242 2626(PBX)
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High Fidelity Dealers Association
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THE ONLY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
RECORD MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

WATTS " DUST BUG"
Automatic Record Cleaner. Easily fitted to
any transcription type turntable. Provides
a simple and effective method of removing 'static and dust whle the record is

being played. Surface noise and
record and stylus wear is reduced,
resulting in cleaner reproduction.

WATTS " HI-FI PARASTAT"

WATTS " DISC PREENER"

Gramophone Record Maintenance and Stylus
Cleaning Kit.
Designed for use on NEW records or records in
new condition which are to be played with pickups requiring very low tracking pressures. Provides
the high degree of record cleanliness necessary
when using ultra lightweight pick-ups. An integral
part of the kit is the Watts Stylus Cleaner which
provides a safe and efficient method of cleaning
the stylus. Supplied complete with instructions,
1 or. New Formula dispenser, Distilled Water
dispenser, spare pad cover and ribbons.
Price 42/6, plus 1/3 P.T.
t ece-

Keeps new records like new. Expressly designed
for use with records which have not had previous
antistatic treatment.
Complete with instructions.

Replacements:
1 oz. New
Formula
ci•soenser 4/6.
Distilled Water
dispenser 4/-.
Pad Cover and
Ribbons 1 / 9.
STYLUS CLEANER
available separately
complete with instructions.
Price 5/- plus 1/3 P.T.

Price 6/9.
Replacements: Packet of 4 wicks 2/-.

Complete with oz. New Formula
dispenser and instructions.
Price 18/9, plus 4/5 P.T,
Replacements:
Nylon Bristle and Plush Pad 1/9.
oz. New Formula dispenser 2/6.

WATTS " MANUAL PARASTAT"
WITH HUMID MOP
A dual purpose record maintenance device. Keeps
new records in perfect condition. Restores fidelity
to older discs. The Humid Mop cleans and conditions the bristles and velvet pads. Ensures correct
degree of humidity at the time of use. Complete
with 1oz. New Formula dispenser and instructions.
Price: 52/6
Replacements: Pad Covers 2/- each. Brush 12/6.
Sponge Cover Pad 1/-. 1 oz. New Formula dispenser 4/6. Humid Mop Sponge ano 4 wicks.
3/-. Manual Parastat
available separately
r
Price 47/6.
Humid Mop
available
separately
Price 5/-

-

All obtainable from
your local specialist
or if in desperation
send coupon direct.

A GUIDE TO THE BETTER
CARE OF LP. AND STEREO
RECORDS

To CECIL E. WATTS LTD. DARBY HOUSE, SUNBURY ON THAMES, MIDDLESEX.
Please send ( Post Free U.K. and Commonwealth)

Completely
revised. 48 pages,

. ..... __Manual Parastat only ® 47/6

fully illustrated,
providing all
necessary
information on
Record Care.
2:6 Post Free.

Disc Preeners @ 6/9
. .....

Manual Parastat & Humid Mop ® 52/6

......

Humid Mop only @ 5/-

.Dust Bugs @ 18/9 plus 4/5 P.T.
Hi- Fi Parastats ® 42/6 plus 1/3 P.T.
Stylus Cleaners ® 5/— plus 1/3 P.T.
_48 page Booklets @ 2/6

Spares and Replacements..
Ienclose cheque/P.O. value
Name

£

( Do not send pqstage stamps)

_

Address

1

ENGLANDS
LEADING
HIGH-FIDELITY
CENTRE

NEW ELECTRONICS—
AUDIO CATALOGUE
Latest 6th Impression, with
350 fully detailed and illustrated pages. Contains High
Fidelity, Electronic Components and Equipment.
Complete with I0/— value
discount vouchers to use
with purchases.

VAST RANGE
ALWAYS IN STOCK
PLUS ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Price 7/6 p.p. 2/—
ORDER NOW—
SEND AWAY TODAY!

*AMPLIFIERS * MIKES
0 0

0

o

ODe

Jo

*TUNERS * HEADPHONES

C3

C4/7

*CABINETS * CARTRIDGES
*TAPE UNITS

C5/7
C10/7

HENRYS SPECIALISE IN ALL THESE
THINGS- A CATALOGUE IS A MUST!

BI 1/7

also

BI IB/7

PUBLIC ADDRESS— DISCOTHEQUE EQUIPMENT
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AND EVERYTHING ELSE FOR HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS
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£50

0 0

£39 10 0
P.P. 20/-

£72

0 0

F.57

Nikko TRM30B. SP25 Mk 11 with AT
cart. Deluxe Plinth/Cover, speakers as for C4 above. (Or
add £2, for SL65B autochanger.)

0

P P.

£79 10

0

t63

30

0
1-

0

0

p.p. 30/-

£84

0 0

VI
P.P.

0 0
30/-

£104 0 0

D33 0 0
p.p. 40/-

£94

0 0

£89

0 0

£77
P.P.
E76
P.P.

0 0
4010 0
401-

Nikko TRM 4013 amplifier, Garrard AP75, AT
L118 0 0
Audio Tech, cartridge, de luxe Plinth Cover, pair
KNI04/3 speaker systems, or add £ I5 to System
Price for Super Lintons.
As B31 but with SL72B or GL69 to choice £ I27 0 0

E99
13.1)

0 0
40/-

[109 0

As B31, but with Garrard SL75B and Goldring £ 130 0 0
G800.
As B31, but with Garrard SP25 Mk II and AT66 £ 109 0 0
cartridge or G850.

0

P.P. 40 /
£110 0 0
P.P.
03

p.p.

40 /
-

0 0

40/-

STEREO TAPE MACHINES

UHER,

etc.,

PHILIPS,

PIONEER,

etc.

Model FXB510D

+track,

3 speed

f49 10

0 p.p.

I0/—

Model 999

£35

10
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with
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Henelec 5+5 Watt amplifier, Garrard 3000 with
9TAHC Diem., Plinth Cover. Two 10 watt 134 - x
84" EMI with twin tweeters. Polished cabinets
113x1rx7.
Teleton 203E amplifier, Garrard 3000 or 2025TC
with 9TAHC Diam. Plinth as cover, pair KN824/3
polished speakers 17" x 10x 7.
Teleton 203E. Garrard SP25 Mk 11 with magnetic
cartridge. Deluxe Plinth/Cover. Speakers as for
C4. ( Add £2 for SL65B turntable.)
Teleton CR 107 AM/FM/Stereo FM amplifier with
SP25 Mk II 9TAHC diam. cart. Plinth/Cover,
speakers as for C4. (Alternatively deduct £4 for
3000LM or add £3for SL65B.)
Teleton F2000 or F4200 Tuner Am/FM/Stereo FM
Amplifier. G
d SPIS Mk 11 with 9TAHC Diam.
and Plinth/Cover Pair KN824/3 speakers I7'x
10"x 7. (Add £3for SL65B or AP75.)
As BI 1, but with Garrard 2025TC or 3000LM.

+ track,
00.40
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HENRY'S
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PRICE

Fantastic value
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EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
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NOTE: C4, C5, BI 1, B2, BIO and BI IB can be supplied with arger speakers KNI04/3
21 x II4 X 94 - add £7 to Total Price. Alternatively add £ I3 to System Price for
Wharfedale Denton' or £20 for Super Lintons.

WORLD'S LOWEST COST QUALITY STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE. Fits all 4- centre deckheads. Full response
20-20,000 cis

Based upon well known equipment. Complete with cables as
required. On demonstration now.
Credit terms for purchases available. Quotations for any system
you can think of.
FREE.
New Edition 12 page
Hi-Fi Stock/Systems List. Shows
you how to save pounds. ( Ref.

USUAL

SYSTEM

11.

*SPEAKER SYSTEMS

100
SELECTED
STEREO
SYSTEMS
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GARRARD, GOLDRING
BSR TRANSCRIPTORS,
THORENS, DUAL.
THE LARGEST RANGE IN
THE
COUNTRY— BACKED
BY THE LARGEST STOCKS
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THE BEST AT EVERY PRICE IS AT HENRYS

HENRY'S RADIO

NEW ELECTRONICS
HIGH FIDELITY
CENTRE
-
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ILECTIONICS 10.111101.1

354-356 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2.
(200 YARDS
EDGWARE
STATION)

HARROW

ROAD/MARYLEBONE

ROAD JUNCTION- EDGWARE

oo
o

A11/S
Nikko TRM5OB £58. 0.
Garrard SP25 Mk11 £ 15.11.
Goldring G850 £ 6.10.
Dentons ( 2)
£38. 0.
BNI P/Cover £ 8.10.
Leads etc.
8.

0.
3.
0.
0.
0.
9.

•

s

s

•

•

Al2/4
Armstrong 521
Garrard AP75
Goldring 6800
Super Lintons ( 2)
BN4 P/Cover
Leads etc.

Total £ 128. 0. 0.

• System Price £ 106 Carriage et,
•

ROAD-

ROAD TUBE

SAVE f22

£52. 0.
£23.16.
£13. 0.
£45. 0.
£ 8.10.
14.

A13/4
Nikko TRM5OB £58. 0.
Goldring GL69 £26. 0.
Goldring 6800 £ 13. 0.
Melton, ( 2)
£59. 0.
Plinth/Cover £ 10.10.
Leads etc.
10.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

Total £143. 0. 0.

Total

• System Price £ 122 Carriage etc.
35/.
SAVE £21

Alternative Amp Armstrong 521

FOUR DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
COVERING
EVERY PRICE RANGE AND
REQUIREMENT COMPARE AND
DISCUSS WITHOUT OBLIGATION.

£167. 0. 0.

• System Price £ 140 Carriage et,
45/.
SAVE £27

Alternative Arnp Nikko TRM5113

*
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

LOW CASH AND CREDIT SALE
PRICES - FULL AFTER SALES
SERVICE AND GUARANTEE

4

Alternative Amp Armstrong 521

SELECT
A19/3
Armstrong 526
Garrard AP75
Goldring G800
Dentons 121
8N4 P/Cover
Leads etc.

£98 15.
£23.16.
£13. 0.
£59. 0.
£ 8.10.
18.

6.
0.
0.
0.
0.
6.

Total £204. 0. 0.
• System Price £ 172 Carriageetc.
45/.
SAVE f321

£73. 0.
£36. 0.
£18.17.
£87. 0.
£ 10. 0.
13.

SySterfl Price

£190

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

Canine

45/.
SAVE £ 5
Alternative Teleton TSF 50

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

Total £235. 11 0.
• System Price £199 Carriage etc.
as/.

A23/4
Teleton TSF50
Garrard AP75
Goldring 6800
Super Unions 121
BN4 P/Cover
Leads etc.
Total

etc.

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES.

4

Alternative Amp leak Stereo ' 70

A24/3
Leak Stereo 70
173. 0.
Golding 6169 £26. 0.
Goldring 68130 £13. 0.
\lettonS 12/ £59. 0.
Pi.ntfi/Cover £ 10.10.
Leads etc.
10.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

SEPARATE HEADPHONE
COMPARATOR - TAPE, MICRO
PHONE, STYLUS AND
CARTRIDGE BARS.

*

ENGLANDS MOST RESPECTED
DEALERS - CAR PARK NEAREP,
AND EASY LOADING.

*

YOU

*

CREDIT

Total £ 182. 0. 0.

ees. a. o.

• System Price £ 152 Carriage etc.
35/.

• System Price £ 140 Carriage etc.
35/.

SAVE £30 1

SAVE £25
Alternative Leak Stereo -ro.

STEREO
SYSTEMS

PLUS COMPLETE RANGE OF
INDIVIDUAL AMPLIFIERS,
TUNERS, TAPE MACHINES.

• System Price £ 120 Carriage etc.
35/.
SAVE £22

£74. LL
f23.16.
£ 3. 0.
£45. O.
E 8.10.
14.

1
00

0.
3.
0.
0.
0.
9.

Total £142.10. 0.

Alternative GL75 with 6800E Cart
Add £ 16 to System Price.

Total £225.10. 0.
•

A22/5
Teleton TSF50 £74. 0.
Garrard 51,25 Mk)) £ 15.11.
Goldring 6850 £ 6.10.
Dentons ( 2)
£38. 0.
BNI P/Cover
f 8.10.
Leads etc.
8.

!SAVE £36

Alternative Nikko STA301

A25/2
leak Stereo 70
Goldring GL75
Goldring 6800E
VEF Concord 121
Plinth/Cover
Leads etc.

A20/2 •
Quad 33.303
Goldring GL69 £26. 0.
Goldring 6800 £13. 0.
KEF Concord 121
£87. OE
Plinth/Cover £10.10.
Leads etc.
10

FROM

Alternative TSF50 Am/Fm Stereo
Tune Amplifier.

250.ORRNEETCAOMMPPERNIDCEEDS
/
CAN

SAVE

SALE

UP

TO

TERMS

FOR ANY PURCHASE £30 OR
MORE CALLERS ONLY.

HURTS RADIO LTD
•
•
•

e

EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON W.2

FREE

12 PAGE SYSTEMS AND STOCK
LISTS.
QUOTATIONS TO YOUR

'
354' HIGH FIDELITY CENTRE AND DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

01-402 5854

'
356' ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND GENERAL EQUIPMENT

REQUIRE MENTS.

'
309' PA, DISCOTHEQUE EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC ORGANS

01-402 4736
01-723 6963

DEMONSTRATIONS for callers

'
303' MAIL ORDER DEPT. AND GENERAL ENQUIRIES

01-723 1008/9

OPEN MON. -SAT. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

THURS. 9 a.m. - 1p.m.

OPEN

ALL

1753

DAY

SATURDAY.

ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED IS
FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12
MONTHS - HFDA MEMBERS.

ItOOK INTO

Lu x507 Amplifier
60+60 watts Irma)
L124.0.0.

IIIDC

You can see immediately that Lux engineering is alittle different. Lux amplifiers
are precision built—after all, if you construct an amplifier capable of giving out
120 watts (rms into 8 ohms) you can't wire it up with a pair of size nine knitting
needles. Neither can you get afrequency response of 10-50,000 Hz by throwing
35 silicon transistors in at random .... In short, Lux amplifiers are designed and
built with care from the On/Off switch to the unique new speaker connectors, and
even if you never get to hear one you can enjoy yourself just looking at it. Of
course most Hi Fi enthusiasts buy an amplifier to make music with, and here is
where Lux amplifiers really show you what's watt— but you don't have to listen to
us—we're prejudiced—instead go to your dealer and listen to Lux. You'll be sold
—so will LUX!
U.K. DISTRIBUTORS: HOWLAND-WEST LTD. ( LUX DIVISION)
2 Park End, South Hill Park. London, N.W.3. Tel. 01-794 6666/6033.
Australia: Encel Electronics, 431 Bridge Road, Richmond, Melbourne. Cyprus: E.G.P., St. Andrews 67A, Limassol.
Italy: Stereo, C. Bramante 58, tormo. Malaysia: Eastern Photo, 493 Penang Road, Penang. Portugal: Audionica,
235 rua Castilho, Lisbon. Singapore: Eastern Photo, 330 North Bridge Road. S. Africa: Sounds International, Cor Kruis
& Fox Str.. Johannesburg. Sweden: Kjellbergs Successors AB, Pack, Stockholm 16 .Switzerland: lnterdiscount Centrale
SA, 3001 Berne.
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Lux 707 Amplifies
17+17 watts ( rms;
£59.0.0.
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Please send full details of Lux Hi Fi Equipment.
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111
Lux 503 Amplifier
30+30 watts (rms)
L88.0.0

HFN/L34
Mall
1754

1•11 Mil Bill

LUX CORPORATION
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the eleventh
month (of 30
days) during
which we
present
LEAK te
Wharfedale

For over 25 years these two famous manufacturers, now members of the Rank Organisation, have
been household names throughout the world — synonymous with high fidelity and quality. Both,
in their respective fields, have for many years been firm favourites with the hi-fi enthusiasts
and music lovers who have sought and found satisfaction in our specialised HI-FI Audio Centres. During
the month of November we are doubly pleased to present the complete range of both LEAK audio units
and speaker systems and WHARFEDALE speaker systems — including the new "Aston" and "Triton"
models and the 100.1 stereo receiver for you to see, hear and compare at your leisure in the ideal surroundings of our showrooms and demonstration studio at "The Home of High Fidelity", 42-45, Tottenham
Court Road, W.1.

-11)ove: Stereo 70 Stereo Amplifirr .£ 39,11.11 Chassis

Above: Stereofetic FM Tuner £54.10.0 Chassis

Above: Leak Sandwich 200 £23.0.0

Below: Stereo 30 Plus Stereo Amplifier £48.0.0 Chassis

Right: Leak Sandwich 300 £29.0.0

Throughout the month of November special demonstrations by LEAK and WHARFEDALE experts will
be given on the 5th, 12th, 19th and 26th from 2.30 p.m. to 7.30 p.m.
Invitation cards to the LEAK and WHARFEDALE demonstrations are available by post on request or
from any of our branches.

Wharfedale
Wharfedale Aston £39 per pair

Wharfedale Triton £49 per pair
100.1 Stereo Receiver £115

Rosedale £105 per pair
Dovedale III £69 per pair

Super Linton £ 9 per pair

Denton £31 per pair

Melton £52.10.0 per pair

Package deals are available on complete LEAK and WHARFEDALE systems.
LEAK and WHARFEDALE products may be seen and heard at all our West End and City branches. If you
are unable to pay us a visit we shall be pleased to send you — free of charge — a copy of our latest Audio
Tronics Catalogue which features awide range of LEAK and WHARFEDALE equipment.

ittis

207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.
Tel: 01 - 723 3271
33 TOTTENHAM CT. RD, LONDON, W1P 9RB. Tel: 01-636 2605

42-45 TOTTENHAM CT. RD, LONDON, Vel3 9RD. Tel: 01-580 2573

Open all day 9am

Open all day. 9 a rn

6pm Monday to Saturday

109 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
Open all day Thursday. early closIng 1 p m

Tel: 01 - 353 582
Tél: 01-353 2833

HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO CENTRES
6 p rn Monday to Saturday

118 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.

Tel: 01-723 9789

Open all clay Saturday early closIng 1 p r,, Thursdy

Saturday

ALL MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 3-15 CAVELL STREET, LONDON, El 2BN Tel 01-790 4821

Available from all leading high fidelity
dealers, or write to the sole U.K. distributors
for full details.

Metrosound ( Sales) Ltd., Audio Works, Cartersfield Road, Waltham Abbey, Essex. Tel: Waltham Cross 31933

Tuner Amplifier STA.90

-latest in
Dynatron's
growing range
of audio
equipment

The most advanced techniques in audio
development are used in Dynatron's
new STA 90 and HFC 91 to provide
superior stereo instruments giving
optimum high fidelity performance. "
If you missed seeing and hearing these
stars of the International Audio and
Music Fair, you can still read about
them in the special " Dynatron Audio
News".
Complete the coupon below to obtain
acopy and you can make your own
evaluation of Dynatron's advanced
audio technology.

DYNATRON RADIO LIMITED, ST. PETERS ROAD,
MAIDENHEAD, BERKSHIRE

I

Please send me my FREE copy of
Dynatron Audio News

Address

Tuner Amplifier/Transcription Player H FC.9:1

Iffe

freie

DRIVE-IN CAR PARK

HI-FI DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSES
Rec. Retail
Price

Comet
Price

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

£46
£56
ARMSTRONG 521 ..
£17
£25
DULCI 207 ..
£20
£30
DULCI 207M
£39
GOODMANS Maxamo • . £54
£16
£23
HL 505
£2
£53
LEAK Stereo
Plus
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus in teak
case
L59 I
£47
LEAK Stereo 70
£65
£
52
LEAK Stereo 70 in teak case £71 1
£56
LINEAR LT.66 .. • • £21
£16
LL. Stereo Amp. .. . • £23 1
£16
METROSOUND ST20 .. £36
£28
PHILIPS RH 591 .. • • £73
[SS
PHILIPS RH 590 .. • • £49
£37
PHILIPS RH 580 .. • • £26
EI
9
PIONEER SA500 . • £62 I 1 £45
PIONEER SA700 .. • • £98
O £74
PIONEER SA900 .. • • £ 134
O £99
PIONEER reverberation • • £45
1 £35
QUAD 33 Pre-amplifier .. £43
£38
QUAD 303 Main Amplifier £55
£48
ROGERS Ravensbourne £59 1
£46
ROGERS Ravens bourne ( cased) £64
£49
ROGERS Ravensbrook
£44
£36
ROGERS Ravensbrook (cased) £49
£39
SINCLAIR 2000 .. £30
£23
TELETON 150 ( Replaces 203E) £29
£ 19
TELETON GA 101 30W RMS £33 1
£25
VOLTEX 100 watt Stereo Discotheque. 8electronically mixed
inputs
£ 185 O O £ 139

àó

0
0
19
19
19
19

0
0
0
6
6
6

19
0
19
19
19
19
19
12
19
0
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
10
19
19

6
0
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
0
6
6

0 0

TUNERS
•ARMSTRONG 523 AM/FM £53 15 3 £44 19 6
•ARMSTRONG 524 FM .. £41 17 8 £34 19 6
ARMSTRONG M8 decoder.. £9 10 0
£7 19 6
•DULCI FMT.7FM £22 I O £17 19 6
DULCI FMT.75 Stereo .. £31 0 O £25 5 0
GOODMANS Stereomax .. £82 10 5 £63 19 6
LEAK Stereofetic Chassis .. £59 18 0 £S2 19 6
LEAK Stereofetic in teak case £67 3 6 £S8 19 6
PHILIPS RH690
£39 0 O £31 19 6
PHILIPS RH69 I
£83 O O £70 10 6
PIONEER TX 500 AM/FM £77 18 9 £63 19 6
PIONEER TX 900 AM/FM £ 153 13 I £ 125 0 0
QUAD Stereo FM .. £51 0 O £39 19 6
ROGERS Ravensbourne
£61 17 9 £49 19 6
ROGERS Ravensbrook £45 0 2 £39 19 6
ROGERS Ravensbrook ( cased) £51
6
•SINCLAIR 2000 .. £26 14 6 £ 19 4 6
TELETON GT 101 .. £47 10 O £33 19 6
TELETON 20IX FM .. £ 36 0 0 £29 19 6
TRUVOX FM 200/IC .. £60 11 10 £ 9 19 6
All above tuners are complete with MPX stereo decoder except where starred.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
ARENA 2400
6
£71
ARENA 2600 Stereo AM/FM £ 111
6
£94
ARENA 2700 Stereo .. £ 105 0
£85
ARENA TISOOF
£72 9
£59
ARENA T9000
£303 9
158
£
ARMSTRONG M8 decoder.. £9 10
£7
*ARMSTRONG 525 .. £91 17
£76
*ARMSTRONG 526 .. £ 104 14
f86
GOODMANS 3000 .. £77 14
ESS
PHILIPS RH78I
£74 19
£S4
PHILIPS RH790
£ 125 0
£101
PIONEER KX 330 AM/FM/SW £78 12
£62
PIONEER SX 770 AM/FM .. £ 160 8 £ 129
PIONEER SX 990 AM/FM .. £ 194 14
£155
TELETON TES 50 .. £75 10
£49
TELETON F.2000
£51 10 £34
TELETON 7ATI
£ 103 19
£5
TELETON R4200 .. £51 15
£39
TELETON CR/107
£39 15
TELETON MX990 with spkrs £67 5
£48
TELETON 7AT 20 .. £ 105 0 £79
TELETON IOAT 1 150W RMS £ 160 0
£109
TELETON R8000 with spkrs £63 5
£9
WHARFEDALE 1001 .. £ 131
5
£105
All above Tuner/Amplifiers are complete with
stereo decoder, except where starred.

19 6
0 0
0 0
19 6
0 0
19 6
19 6
19 6
19 6
19 6
19 6
19 6
19 6
0 0
19 6
19 6
0 0
19 6
19 6
19 6
19 6
0 0
19 6
0 0
MPX

£9

PICKUP ARMS
GOLDRING Lento L75
GOLDRING Lenco L69
SME 3009 with S2 shell
SME 3012 with Si shell

CARTRIDGES

..
..
..
..

£ 12
£9
£ 31
£33

6
5
6
7

6 EI
0 10
9
£7 0
3 £2S 19
3 £28 19

0
0
6
6

GOLDRING 800 Cartridge £ 13 0 O
£7 10 0
GOLDRING 800H .. £ 10 13 9
£7 19 6
GOLDRING 800E
£ 18 17
I £12 5 0

COMET for
after - sales service
THROUGHOUT THE U.K.

Pictured, Service Dept
at Clough Rd, Hull
also at Leeds, Goole,
-- Wakefield, Doncaster,
and Bridlington

GOLDRING 800 Super E
GOLDRING CS90 Stereo
GOLDRING CS91/E
GOLDRING G850 ..
PICKERING V15 AC2
'I_ORTOFON SL I5E
J".2X I5K Transformer
SHURE M3OM
SHURE M3IE
SHURE M32E
SHURE M32-3
SHURE M44-5
SHURE M44-7
SHURE M44- C
SHURE M44E
SHURE M55E
SHURE M75G
SHURE M75-6
SHURE M7SEJ
SHURE M75E-95G
SHURE VIS-I1
SHURE V15-11-7
SHURE M75E
SHURE M75E/DI9

Rec. Retail
Carnet
Price
Price
£26 0 I£
19 19 6
£5 4 0
£4 3 0
£7 16
1 £6 4 6
£6 10 0
ES 5 0
£8 8 0
£6 19 6
£29 12 11 £23 12 11
£7 0 0
LS 5 4
£7 8 3
5 19 6
£
£12 0 II
£9 9 0
LII 2 4
£8 15 0
CIO 310
£7 19 6
£11
2 4 £8 10 0
CIO 310
£7 19 6
£10 3 10
£7 19 6
£12 0 II
£9 10 0
£12 19 5 fI
0 19 6
£17 12
1 £14 0 0
£16 13 6 £ 12 19 6
£I9 9 1 £16 10 0
£23 3 3 £17 19 6
£40 15 3 £29 19 6
£38 18 3 £31 0 0
£21
6 2 £16 19 6
£23 3 3 £18 19 6

TURNTABLES

ARENA SP
with base & cover L7.2 I O fl 7 19 6
DUAL 1219 Transcription .. £60 8 0 £50 19 6
DUAL 1209 Transcription .. £42 12 4 £35 19 6
BSR McDONALD MP60 £ 15 0 0 £ 10 19 6
BSR McDONALD 610 .. £ 18 19 6 EI
3 19 6
GARRARD SP25 Mk 11 .. £ 15 11
4 £ 10 10 0
GARRARD AP.75
£23 16 0 £ 17 10 0
GARRARD SL.55
£ 13 17 9 £ 11 12 6
GARRARD SP25 fully wired with Goldring G800
magnetic cartridge, complete with base, plinth ard
cover
..
.. Special price £20 19 6
GARRARD base and cover to fit SP25. SL55, SL65B,
and 3500 ..
Special vice £3 19 6
GARRARD SL.6513 £ 19 6 5 £14 19 6
GARRARD SL.7513
L35 12 4 £28 19 6
GARRARD SL.95B £45 9 1 £36 19 6
GARRARD 401 .. £31 14 2 £26 10 0
GARRARD SL.72B £30 2 0 £24 19 6
GARRARD 3500 with GKS
Cartridge
£ 15 15 0 Ell 19 6
GOLDRING GL69 Mk 11 .. £26 12 6 £21 10 0
GOLDRING GL69P Mk II .. £35 2 0 £27 19 6
GOLDRING GL75
£36 8 2 £29 19 6
GOLDRING GL75P .. £46 18 8 £39 19 6
GOLDRING 69P & 75P Covers £4 4 3
£3 8 0
GOODMANS MT 1000 turntable
.
£73 15 3 £65 0 0
GOLDRING GL 75 complete
with plinth, cover and
G800 E cartridge .. £67 19 0 £53 19 6
GOODMANS 3025 .. £37 14 9 £25 19 6
PHILIPS 228
£ 19 19 6 fI
6 19 6
PHILIPS GA 146 .. £29 19 6 £24 19 6
PHILIPS 217
..
£32 0 9 £27 4 0
PHILIPS 202 Electronic £64 0 0 £S4 0 0
THORENS TD.I25 £75 17 8 £61 19 0
THORENS t25AB
£ 120 3 II £99 19 6
THORENS 150A Mk II .. £43 12 7 £32 19 6
THORENS 150AB Mk II .. £47 8 7 £40 19 6
THORENS 10.124/11 .. £46 15 10 £39 19 6
THORENS TXII Cover .. £4 2 3
£3 13 6

SPEAKERS
ARENA
ARENA
ARENA
ARENA
ARENA
ARENA
ARENA
8 & W

£18
£17
£10
£19
£22
£32
£78
£63

HT 27
HT 28
HT 21
HT 7
HT 10
HT 20
HT 26
DM3

1760

18
17
10
19
I
11
15
C

£13 19
£12 19
£9 5
£17 0
£18 19
19
£65 19
£53 6

£6

6
6
0
0
6
6
6
0

B & W P21i
B & W DM1
CELESTION Ditton 16
CELESTION Ditton 15
CELESTION Ditton 25
DULCI AS 3
GOODMANS Majesta
GOODMANS Maxim
GOODMANS Mezzo 11
GOODMANS Magnum- K
GOODMANS Marimba
GOODMANS Mambo
GOODMANS 3005 ( pair)
KEF Celeste ..
KEF Concord
KEF Concerto
KEF Cresta ..
LEAK Sandwich ..
LEAK Mini-Sandwich
LEAK 300 ..
LEAK 200
LEAK 600 ..
LOWTHER Acousta
(with PM.»
LOWTHER Acousta
(with PM7)
LOWTHER Ideal Baffle
PHILIPS RH 481 ..
PHILIPS RH 482 ..
QUAD Electrostatic
WHARFEDALE Speakers
Airedale ..
Denton ..
Super Linton ..
Melton ..
Dovedale 3
Rosedale ..
UNIT 3 Speaker Kit
UNIT 4 Speaker Kit
UNIT 5 Speaker Kit

Rec. Retail
Pri e
O
£94
£32
£21
£29
£59
O
£8
£57
£20
£30
£40
£24
£22
£25
£29
£43
£53
£22
£45
£29
£27
£13
£45

Cornet
Price
£79
O
£25 19 6
6
1
1
9
1 6
£46 19 6
£6 19 6
6
19
o
£22 19 6
6
II: 1
1: 6
£17 19 6
£111 19 6
o
1:
£41 19 6
£17 19 6
£29 19 6
E21 19 6
£20 19 6
£l7 19 6
£32 19 6

£45 I

£38

£53
L35
£11
£18
£66

£45
£29
£9
El 4
£52

£69
£19
£22
£29
£39
£11
£16
£23

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
GOODMANS Axiette 8 .. £7
GOODMANS Twinaxiette 8 £8
GOODMANS Twinaxiom 10 £9
GOODMANS Axiom 10 .. £8
GOODMANS Axiom 80 .. £26
GOODMANS Axiom 201 .. £ 13
GOODMANS Axiom 301 .. £ 19
GOODMANS Audiom 51 .. £ 12
GOODMANS Audiom 61 .. £ 17
GOODMANS Audiom 81 .. £29
GOODMANS Audiom 91 ..
GOODMANS Audiom 91/100 £34
GOODMANS ARU 180 .. £3
GOODMANS ARU 280 .. £3
GOODMANS ARU 480 .. £5
GOODMANS ARU 172 .. £ 3
GOODMANS Trebax 100 .. £7
GOODMANS Trebax 5K/20KL £8
GOODMANS Midax .. £ 11
GOODMANS Attenuator £3
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks X0/950/5000 .. £8
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks X0/950 £6
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks X0/5000 £2
WHARFEDALE 8 inch
Bronze/RS/DD £4
WHARFEDALE Super
8/RS/DD
£7
WHARFEDALE Super
10/RS/DD
£ 12
WHARFEDALE WMT 1
Matching Transformer

9
8
8
16
1
9
5
3
12
13
12
17
17
17
8
17
9
8
4
I

£12

Ill

7 6
19
17
2
19
19

6
6
6
6
6

£55
£14
1E18
£22
£29
£46

19
19
10
19
19
19
10
£13 5
C18 19

6
6
0
6
6
6
0
0
6

a 19
£6 19
£7 IS
£6 19
£2 1 12
£9 19
£14 10
10
£12 19
£22 10
£25 19
£26 2
18
£2 18
£4 1
a 18
ES II
£6 6
£8 8
£2 6

6
6
0
6
6
6
0
0
6
0
6
9
6
6
3
6
6
0
0
0

ra

8

£6

7

£1 15

9

6

El

14

6

8

£3 13

6

12

E6

6 0

6 0

14

£10 10

0

16

13

6

(OVER 1,520 sq. yds.)

OVER 1000 ITEMS
ALWAYS IN STOCK
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED—
WITH AFTER- SALES SERVICE
All items offered are brand new, latest models in manufacturers sealed cartons
Rec. Retail
Price

et
Pnce

COMPLETE HI-FI SYSTEMS

HI-FI STEREO TAPE DECKS AND
TAPE RECORDERS
AXAI X-360
£339
AXAI X-360 D deck .. £290
AXAI 1710L
.. £89
AXAI 1800
..
£ 158
AXAI I
800S D
..
£ 199
AXAI 4000
..
£ 124
AXAI 4000D deck ..
CE19
ALBA R22 Battery/Mains .. £50
BUSH TP60 Cassette Tape
Recorder .. £29
BUSH TP 70 Cassette, Battery/
Mains
.
•
£29
FERGUSON 3246 .. £43
FERGUSON 3247 4- track .. £48
FERGUSON 3248 4- track .. £54
FERGUSON 3249 4- track .. £64
FERGUSON 3244 Stereo 4.
track
.
£97
GRUNDIG C200 Cassette .. £37
GRUNDIG TK 124 Twin cis
£44
GRUNDIG TK 144 4 track.. £49
GRUNDIG TK 149 4 track.. £57
MARCONI 4218 Stereo Tape
Recorder .. £89
PHILIPS 290 Cassette Recorder
with Radio
f34
PHILIPS 3302 Cassette Tape
Recorder .. [28
PHILIPS 4302 Twin Track
Auto.
PHILIPS N440;1(4 track Stereo) £87
PHILIPS N4407 Stereo £ 105
PHILIPS N4308 .. £60
PHILIPS 4307 4- track .. £49
PHILIPS 4500
£ 126
PHILIPS 4408
£ 139
SANYO Stereo Tape Deck
MRSOO
£89
TELETON 5L40
£38
TELETON FXB 5100 Stereo £52
TOSHIBA GT 60IV
£45

C
0
17
0
0
18
19
5

£284 O
£243 O
£69 19
£133 O
£167 O
£99 9
£69 9
£29 9

0
0
6
0
0
6
6
6

8

£24

9 6

19
0
9
6
6

£23
£33
£38
£4I
£49

9
9
9
9
9

6
6
6
6
6

18
19 1
18
19

£79
£29
£34
£39
£47

9
9
9
9
9

6
6
6
6
6

II

£69

9 6

£26

9 6

£21

9 6

7

o

£31
£69
£85
£49
£38
£98
£109

0
10
10
3

£59
£4
£43
£9

0
0
10
10

9
9
9
9
9
9

o
19
19
19
19

6
6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6

BASES AND COVERS
GARRARD VVBI Base .. £3 17
I £3 2 6
GARRARD WB4 Base .. £5 13 9 £4 15 0
GARRARD SPC ICover .. £ 3 14 8 £3 0 0
GARRARD SPC 4 Cover .. £4 8 8
£3 14 0
SPECIAL OFFER OF GARRARD BASE AND COVER
TO FIT—
SP25, SL 55, SL 65B and 3500 Special Price
£3 19 6
GOLDRING Plinth 75 .. £8 10 4
El 0 0
GOLDRING Plinth 69 .. £8 10 4 £7 0 0
GOLDRING Covers for 69P
ard 75P
£4 4 3
£3 8 0
:the above item is already in turntables)
rHORENS TX IICover .. £4 2. 3 £3 13 6
rHORENS TO 124 Cover .. £5 I. 2 £4 10 0
rHORENS TO 125 Cover ..
I. 2 £4 10 0
rHORENS TO 124 Plinth .. £7 5 0 £6 1 6
>ME Plinth System 2000 .. £ 39 4 0 al
6 0
MOTORBOARDS only .. £4 18 11
19 6

HEADPHONES
kKAI

rELCTON
'GK K60
,HRIRO

.. £6 10 0
LS 2
.. £5 G 0
£3 5
£13 10 0 £10 12
.. Special Price
£3 19

6
0
6
6

COMPLETELY WIRED, MOUNTED AND READY FOR USE
TELETON
STEREO
8 TRACK
AUDIO SYSTEM COMPLETE.
Rec. Retail Price

£52.5.0

TAPE

COMET PRICE

£45.19.6

GARRARD SP25 mounted in base plinth and
cover
with
PICKERING
CARTRIDGE.
TELETON 203 STEREO AMPLIFIER 12
watts
RMS.
2 GOODMANS
3005
SPEAKERS.
Rec. Retail Price

£84.6.6

COMET PRICE

£62.19.6

ARENA SB 25 mounted in base plinth
and cover, complete with PICKERING
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE. TELETON 203
STEREO AMPLIFIER.
2 ARENA HT 28
SPEAKERS.
Rec. Retail Price

£101.6.0

Rec. Retail Price

COMET PRICE

£144.16.0

£115.19.6

GOLDRING GL75P mounted in teak base
with hinged perspex cover, complete with
GOLDRING G800 CARTRIDGE.
LEAK STEREO 30 PLUS AMPLIFIER in teak
case.
2
WHARFEDALE
MELTON
SPEAKERS.
Rec. Retail Price

£182.12.11

COMET PRICE

£75.19.6

FERGUSON
complete
UNIT
AUDIO
SYSTEM 2065 STA with 206 STA TUNER/
AMPLIFIER and STEREO DECODER, 202
RP PLAYER with GARRARD SP 25 and two
3407 SPEAKERS.
Rec. Retail Price

COMET PRICE

£117.0.0

£79.19.6

LOW-COST AUDIO SYSTEMS
(complete)
ALBA 1552
..
£45
BUSH Sound 749/746/764 .. £ IO2
BUSH Sound A749/A758/A763 £ 165
LEAK 30/Goldring/Wharfedale£182
LEAK 70/Thorens/VVharfedale £2I8
QUAD/Thorens/Goodmans £372
EC«) SRG 609 .. £88
METRO Sound Stereo 1010 £77
TELETON 203 .. • • £ 14
TELETON CMS.300 .. £93
TELETON CMS.400 .. £ 102
GOODMANS 3000 Suite • • £ 140
MARCONI Unit 4 .. • • £77
MARCONI Unit 3 .. • • £86
WYNDSOR System•. £ 59

GOLDRING GL69P Mk. ll mounted in base
with
hinged
lid.
GOLDRING
G800
CARTRIDGE.
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK AMPLIFIER in
Teak case.
2
WHARFEDALE
SUPER
LINTON
SPEAKERS.

10 0 £37
13 0 £82
18 0 £ 135
12 1 £ 141
14 £ 169
15 £312
10 £69
6 £65
6 £64
9
£59
10 £69
9 £ 5
9
£66
0
£69
19 £46

19
13
18
19
19
15
19
19
6
19
19
19
19
19
19

6
0
0
6
6
3
6
0
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

COMET PRICE

£142.19.6

THORENS TDI 50AB MARK II with TXII
dust cover.
SHURE M55E CARTRIDGE. LEAK STEREO
70 AMPLIFIER in teak case. 2 WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE 3 SPEAKERS.
Rec. Retail Price

£218.14.4

COMET PRICE

£169.19.6

THORENS TD I
25AB ELECTRONIC TURNTABLE complete with cover.
SHURE
VIS-II
CARTRIDGE.
GOODMANS
MAXAMP.
GOODMANS STEREOMAX
AM/FM tuner. 2 GOODMANS MAJESTA
SPEAKERS.
Rec. Retail Price

£411.9.4

COMET PRICE

£323.17.0

Comet are only too pleased to quot by return
for any system to suit your requirements.

Complete Price List FREE on request!
Open daily to
the public from
9-0 A.M. until
5-30
1-0
8-0
8-0
8-0
5-30

P.M. MON.
P.M. TUES.
P.M. WED.
P.M. THUR.
P.M. FRI.
P.M. SAT.

Customers are
welcome to callAmple car parking
facilities

HIGH FIDELITY
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES

CO M

eir

Tel.

407 906

Tel«

32055

Reservoir Road,Clough Road, Hull HU6 7C113 • and 407877
68A Armley Rd. ( Artist St.) Leeds LS12 2EF • ( 5 lines)
(Service Dept., New Road Side, Horsforth, Leeds)

Comet guarantees that all prices quoted are genuine. All items offered
available at these prices at the time this issue closed for press.
Add 9,- for post, packing and insurance on all orders ( Cartridges 4/-)

or, if Securicor delivery required, add 20/- only.
Make : hegues, Mo ley Orders payable to " COMET".

All in- stock items delivered by

SECURICOR
WITHIN 72 HOURS

(Add 20/- only for Securicor delivery)
ALL GOODS FULLY INSURED AGAINST
LOSS OR DAMAGE WHILST IN TRANSIT

INTR C3 DUCING

I

g.PRECISION DESIGNED & ENGINEERED HIGH FIDELITY
...RECORD PLAYING EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES
Let us introduce you to Micro Seiki and a new experience in stereo listening quality coupled with
outstanding value. It would be easy to throw every superlative in the book into describing this
remarkable new range from Japan now available for the first time in the United Kingdom.
From the amazing MA- 100 Dynamic balance pick-up arm to the MC- 4100 moving coil cartridge
with owner replaceable stylus assembly and the ingenious " Microsorber"-everything about Micro
Seiki is an individual gem of high fidelity precision engineering that will satisfy the most critical
audio perfectionist.

M-2100 SERIES
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
M- 2100/e eliptical diamond
£11.0.0
M-2100/5 conical diamond
£7.0.0

MA- 77 IVIK11 104m, static balanced pick-up arm with integrated cue control £ 25.0.0

MC- 4100 SERIES
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
MC- 4100/e
eliptical
diamond
£21.0.0
MC- 4100/5 conical diamond
£17.10.0

MR- 111 two speed belt drive
turntable unit with integeral
pick-up arm - less base £ 40.0.0

VF- -3100 SERIES VARIABLE
FLUX CARTRIDGES
VF-3100/ell
eliptical
diamond
£13.10.0
VF- 3100/5 conical diamond
£10.0.0

MA- 100 1%in. Precision pick-up
arm with dynamic stylus pressure adjustment £ 75.0.0

Also available: the MTA-41G.B.C. pre- amplifier for use with the MC- 4100 series cartridges £ 11.0.0
and MSB-1"MICROSORBER" set of four air damped shock absorbers £ 5.7.0

Please send for full information the MICRO SEIKI range of high fidelity record playing

Iequipment and accessories.
r

name

I

address

MICRO

county

HN I

exclusive United Kingdom distributors

b.h.morris and co.( radio) limited
84 . 88 Nelson Street , London El

2DY. TEL: 01.790 4824

Model 70 Continental

We advise you to take acareful look at the B & W range of monitor
loudspeakers. Because between them, they set astandard of sound
reproduction and technical superiority few can match.
DM1
The DM1 is small—a mere 16} inches high—yet its performance is comparable to far bigger speakers. Here's what
John Borwick had to say about it .. . '
The claimed power
handling capacity of 10 watts was easily reproduced with good
waveform right down to 100 Hz and distortion extremely low
at normal listening levels.' You might expect to pay handsomely for a speaker that gives you so much. But John
Borwick ended his glowing review by saying... '
considering
the quality of the components and workmanship, the total
price of £32 seems surprisingly low.'
D M3
A speaker that meets the highest professional standards—
in fact it's just about unbeatable in its class. Hi -Fi and music
experts everywhere applaud its performance. Ralph West
summing up . . . '
On test, of course, it was good and the longer
the tests went on, the clearer it became that this sound was
nearer the truth than most other versions . . 2 The price of
such a masterpiece? From £63.
MODEL 70
Last but by no means least, the Model 70 in its design marks
the biggest step forward yet in our search for the ultimate in
sound perfection. Excelling in cabinet styling, there is a
choice of two: the more traditional look of the Standard, or
the revolutionary advanced style of the Continental. Praise
indeed for the Model 70 comes from the distinguished critic
John Freestone who says.. . '
Iwas really astounded when I
heard the new 70's. They are indeed amaior step forward, and
in my opinion are acomplete breakthrough in speaker design
. . . Ihave never found such natural reproduction of the human
voice before . . .' Hear a 70 soon—judge for yourself how
close it comes to perfection. Price £ 139.10.
Whatever class or price of speaker you want, we'd be surprised
if you find anything to beat amember of the B & W family. So
before you finally make up your mind about that new speaker—

meet our family first!

Please send me details of the Model 70 -]

DM3

DM1

Name
Address
HFN

B st\A/

electronics

Littlehampton Road, Worthing, Sussex. Tel. 66830. Grams ' Monex' Worthing

1763

1

TFIE

APE RECORDER CENTRE
82 HIGH HOLBORN,

PAY LESS
AND GET
MORE FOR
YOUR MONEY!
Unlike other discount sources not
only do we give you competitive discounts but we also give you the full
benefits that can only be derived when
purchasing from
Britain's
Largest
Tape Recorder Specialists.
We have the finest and largest Showrooms in
London devoted to the display and demonstration of Tape Recorders.
Nowhere else can you see, hear and compare
such a wonderful range of tape recorders,
obtain such expert advice, such excellent
after-sales features and such attractive discount prices.

*DEMONSTRATIONS
BY
EXPERT STAFF
*H.P. TERMS
(For Personal Callers)

* 7 DAYS FREE TRIAL
* FULL MAKERS
GUARANTEE
* 100% AFTER SALES
SERVICING
*EXPRESS MAIL
ORDER SERVICE
*FULL RANGE OF
TAPE ACCESSORIES
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
(Half- day Saturday 9-1)
(I min. from Holborn Tube Station)

LONDON,

••
•.
•.
•.
••
••
••
••

Retail
Price
£380
1
£325
I
£342 11
£199 8
£187 10
£138 16
£109 0
£89 19
£124 18

..
..
..
..
..

£233 IS II £205 15
£ 145 II 10 £ 128 3
£ 145 0 0 £ 127 12
£ 124 7 9 £ 109 10
£ 116 15 6 £ 102 16

AKAI
X 360
X3600
..
X 330
X1800
..
X- V
1500
171014W ..
40000 ..
4000....

BRENELL
STB2/510/2
Mk. 5 M Sep III
ST400 8, ST200 .
Mk. 5 III Metered
Mk. 5 III M E ..

CHILTON
100S, CW,4 Track

£145
£157
£161
£157
£170
£177
£174

100S/CAW/4 Track
I
00S/CAP/4 Track
100S/CW/2 Track
100S/CAW/2 Track
100S/CAP/2 Track
200/CA P/4 Track

FERROGRAPH
713 ..
7I3H
702 ..
702H
722 ..
722H
704
724 ..

GRU NDIG
TKI41
TKI46
TKI47
TK248/D/L
TK246/D/L
TK3200

W.C.1.

••
••
••
•.
.•
•.
••
••
••
••
•.
.•

6
4
4
4
9
5
0
1
0

II
19
14
19
8
II
3

O
9
5
9
6
O
2

£ 128
£ 139
£ 142
£ 139
£ 150
£ 156
£ 153

2
1
7
1
0
5
6

£188 10 0
£197 5 II
£207 7 0
£216 211
£242 10
£25 I 6
£207 7
£242 10

£165
£173
£182
£190
£213
£221
£182
£213

18
13
10
5
9
4
10
9

£59 4
£68 21
£96 4
£157 14
£128 17
£178 3

£52 3
£60 0
£84 14
£138 16
£113 9
£156 16

£187
£165
£108
£87
£57
£52
£40
£35

2
14
17
13
15
7
11
5

£164 14

8 £145 17

10
7
10
10
9

OS 17
£77 4
ESO 17
£46 3
£35 IS
£31
2

PHILIPS
N4408
N4500
N4407
N4404
N4308
N4307
N4200
N4302
N2205 ..
N2400 with Speaker
N240I with Speaker
EL3302

£139
£126
£105
£83
£60 1
£49 1
£35
£35 1
£43
£86
£99
£28

£122
£110
£92
£73
£S3
£43
£30
£31
£38
£75
£87
OS

7
18
8
1
5
12
17
12
0
14
3
0

REPS
HWI0-2P
HWI0-4P and 2T
HW10-4T .

REVOX
1102 1104 ..
1122,1124 ..
1302....
1322/1324 ..
1222/1124 ..

.. £75 7 0
.. £79 8 6
.. £83 10 0

£66 7 0
£69 18 0
£73 11
0

•.
•.
•.
.•
•.

£189 8
£218 11
£189 8
£218 11
£228 5

£204
£236
£204
£236
£246

15
15
15
15
15

SANYO
MR990
MR939
MR929
MR801
MR800
MR9I0
MR115
404A
411 F
410 ..
138 ..
88 ..
48M

£132
£112
£97
£69
£90
£84
£39
£99
£49
£33
£24
£28
£21

5
5
5

5
8
5
5
5

5

01-2 42 7401

Our
Price
£334 10
£286 2
£301 10
£ 175 10
£ 165
1
£ 122 3
£95 19
£79 4
£ 110 9

NATIONAL
RS790S
RS76 I
S
RS768US
RS766 US ..
R61504S ..
RQ50IS
RQ401S
R0203S ..

TELEPHONE:

£116
£98
£85
£61
£61
£74
£35
£87
£43
£29
£21
£24
£18

8
16
12
19
19
12
0
16
16
15
16
18
14

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH
SANYO MR800 STEREO TAPE DECK
We are able to offer this superb Sanyo 4 track 3speed
stereo record/playback tape deck at the fantastically
low price of 59 Gns. Never before have we had a
tape deck of such high quality at such a ridiculous
price. Just look at the splendid specification and you
will agree that you could not do better at 20 Gns.
more. 3 speeds 74, 34 and 14 ips. 10 transistor circuitry. Sound- with- sound. 2 VU meters. All pushbutton operation.
Size 20"x 10"x 16".
Complete
with accessories.

List Price £90.8.8.

Our Price 59 gns .

TANDBERG

Retail
Our
Fric
Price
£99 I
£87 19
£193 I
£ 170 6
£157 £ 138 4
£89 1
£78 16
£154 £ 135 11
£79
£69 11
£89 1
£78 16
£85
£74 16
£96
£134 10
Price on application
Price on application

3000X
6000X
62X/64X
1600X
122 IX
15/21
15/22
15/41
15/42
Series 11-1
Series 11-1-P

TELEFUNKEN
M501 D luxe
M205
302TS
M250
204TS
207 ..
Studio 203
2I2A
302 .
300TS
20I/D.L.

£44 2
£38
£87 3
£76
£68 5
£60
£142 16 £ 125
£124 19 £ 110
£114 9 £ 110
£103 8
£91
£76 2
£67
£68 5
£60
£60 7
£53
£54 1
£47

17
14
2
14
0
15
1
0
2
3
12

£254
£287
£120
£128
£133
£140
£167
£167
£145
£187
£187
£149
£55

IS
12
18
2
3
19
7
7
I
16
16
12
17

UHER
Royal de luxe C
Royal de luxe ..
Variocord 2325 ..
Variocord 2345 ..
Variocord 2527 ..
Variocord 2547 ..
Variocord 2825 ..
Variocord 2845 ..
4000L
4200 Stereo
4400 Stereo
Universal 5000 ..
714 ..

5
0
6
10
2
16
8
8
10
5
5
10
10

£223
£252
£105
£ 113
£117
£123
£ 147
£ 147
£ 128
£164
£164
£ 113
£48

UP TO 30/0OFF HI—FI
In addition to our range of Tape Recorders we are
able to supply any make of Hi Fi Equipment at
special prices.
Also available is a range of Hi Fi Stereo
Systems incorporating equipment by Garrard, Goldring, Thorens, Leak, Quad, Rogers,
Armstrong, Wharfedale, etc. showing savings
of up to 30% off listed prices.

EX PRESS MAIL ORDERS—Send cash with order plus Carriage and I
aaaaa nce 25/— up to £50; 50/- over LSO
Quotations with pleasure for other makes and models not listed above.
All prices are correct at time of going to press. E. & 0.E.
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BOOKS BY G.A. BRIGGS

Lasky 's
EXPRESS
cartridge
service

OVER AQUARTER OF AMILLION COPIES SOLD SINCE1948
LOUDSPEAKERS
Fifth edition-336 pages, 230 illustrations.
Cloth bound.
PRICE 30/— ( 32/6 post free).
A standard work on the subject of loudspeakers,
now in its 24th impression.
CABINET HANDBOOK
112 pages, 90 illustrations.
PRICE (semi-stiff cover) 7/6. (8/6 post free).
Cloth bound 15/— ( 16/6 post free).
Practical information about woodworking,
veneering, polishing etc., plus 22 pages on
loudspeaker cabinet design.

From the widest range stocked in Great Britain we are able to supply practically
any known make or model of high fidelity cartridge and replacement stylus
assembly. We list here a selection of the more generally asxed for models, in
addition we can usually supply from stock afull range of B & O. BSR, Elac, Empire,
Garrard, Neat, Orbit, ohilips, Sonotone, etc. We also stock a vast range of
INEXPENSIVE cartridges and rep acement styli.

'

CARTRIDGE
ADC25
£ 100
ADC 10E
44
ADC660
16
ADC660E
22
ADC550E
20
ADC220
Audio Development A137.
6K 4
Audio Development AD96K
5
Audio Technica AT. . 7mil. 6
Audio Technica AT.66L/C
6
Audio Technica AT.66S - 5mil.
6
Audio Technica AT.66 78 rpm
6
Audio Technica AT.21- 7 mil.
8
Audio Technica AT.215 -5mil. 8
Audio Technica AT.2IX ellipt. 15
Audio Technica AT.33 -7 mil.
7
Audio Technica AT.33 - 5mil.
10
Audio Technica AT.33SP78rpm10
Audio Technica AT.35 1 -nil.
13
Audio Technica AT.35 - 5mil.
13
Audio Technica AT.35X Ellipt. 17
•Special Reduced prices
Decca Mk IV 4RC
£ l7
Decca Mk IV C4E ..
22
Decca Mk IV SC4E and SH4E
32
Decca Deram stereo LP ..
5
Decca Deram mono LP ..
S
Decca Deram 78 rpm

AERIAL HANDBOOK (Second Edition)
176 pages, 144 illustrations.
PRICE (semi-stiff cover) I5/— ( 16/6 post free).
Cloth bound 22/6 ( 24/— post free).
'..
This revised edition includes explanations and
requirements relating to colour TV and Multiplex
stereo.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND AUDIO
240 pages, 212 illustrations. Cloth bound.
PRICE 32/6 ( 34/6 post free).
Intended to appeal to both the concert-goer
and the audiophile.

Pre
.4 e

ABOUT YOUR HEARING
132 pages, 112 illustrations. ..
PRICE (semi-stiff cover) 15/6 ( 16/6 post free). ,..•
Cloth bound 22/6 ( 24/— post free).
.
Many aspects of audiology, age and noise effects
are expertly covered, with guidance for the
hard of hearing.
AUDIO BIOGRAPHIES
344 pages, 64 contributions from pioneers and
IA,
leaders in Audio, 112 illustrations. Cloth bound.
PRICE 25/— ( 27/— post free).
-fe.
. .,
Vital information on the development of radio,
audio, hi fi etc., from the early days up to 1961.
A TO Z IN AUDIO
224 pages, 160 illustrations. Cloth bound.
PRICE 15/6 ( 17/— post free).
4r

e

PIANOS, PIANISTS AND SONICS

4

190 pages. 102 illustrations. Cloth bound.
PRICE 18/6 ( 20/— post free).

ALL

THE

ABOVE

BOOKS

1.

CONTAIN

THE USUAL TOUCHES OF HUMOUR
ASSOCIATED WITH THIS WRITER.

Please send orders and enquiries to:

RANK WHARFEDALE BOOK DEPT. B.W.S.
13 WELLS ROAD ILKLEY YORKS LS29 9AZ
Telephone: ILKLEY 4246

WHARFEDALE

LTD.

IDLE

BRADFORD

R660/E
R550/E
1
1

1
I
1 6
I
I
1 o
1 o
1 o
I

:1 1

R20
...
•
1S- P1
Y.960S
AT.667D . • ..
AT.667DLC • •• •
AT.665D • • ..
AT.6625D • • ..
AT.2 I7D • . ..
AT.2 I
5D
..
AT.2 I
EL • • • .
AT.337D • • • .
AT.335D • . • ..
AT3325D • • • ..
AT.357D • • •
AT•335D•
•
AT.35EL•
•

1
3
3
3
3
5
5
12
5
5
5
13
13
18

Factory

LS
7 10
to

replaceable only—

price includes fitting

S 18

10

I:
9
9
9
19
19
19
14
9
9
9
6
6
19

8
3

6
0
6
9
9
9
9
1
I
9
5
5
5
2
2
II
0

0 0

Goldring 800
[ 13
Goldring 800H
10
Goldring 800E
18
Goldring 800 Super E ..
26
Goldring 850
Goldring CS9 IEellipt.
Goldring CS-90/5
S
Ortofon M.I 5
.. 23
Ortofon M.I SE ellipt • ..
29
Ortofon MF.I 5
..
18
Ortofon MF.I 5E ellipt. • •
24
Ortofon SLI5
..
22
Ortofon SL I
5E ellipt. ..
29
Ortofon 2x 15K Transformer
module for SUS and SL ISE
7

Stereo diamond ( blue) ..
1 7 6
Mono diamond ( red).. . •
1 7 6
78 diamond (green) ..
1 7 6
Elliptical stylus for Deram ..
2 10 0
D.I10.. • •. •
&I 12 II
D.I 10H . •• •
4 12 11
D.I10/E . •• •
10 9 II
D.110 Super E•
•
16 2 0
••
3 8 I
0120 .. • •
D94SRE•
•
4 0 6
090/5
•
I 14
1
M.I 5 ( Blue) ..• •
9 17 8
M.15 ( Grey) ..• .
16 I 2
MF.IIS ( Black)• •
7 8 3
MF.I5E ( Red).
•
12 7 0
SL.I 5conical.. ..
8 0 7
SL. IS ellipt•
II
2 4
SL stylis are factory replaceable only—
prices includes fitting.

DUSTAMAT1C
Pickering XV-15/750E £39
Pickering XV-15/400E
25
Pickering XV-15/140E ..
21
Pickering XV- I
5/350 ..
19 1
Pickering XV- I
5/150 ..
17 I
Pickering XV- I
5/100 •
IS 1
Pickering V-15/AME-3 ..
21
Pickering V- I
5/ACE-3 ..
15
Pickering V- I
5/AM-3 ..
15 1
Pickering V- 15/AT-3 ..
13
Pickering V-15/AC-3 ..
12
Shure M44-5 ..
11
Shure M44-7
..
10
Shure M44- C
..
10
Shure M44- E
..
12
Shure M3D-M
..
6 1
Shure M31 E
..
12
Shure M32E
11
Shure M32-3
..
10
Shure 1155-E ..
12 1
Shure M75-6 Type 2.. ..
16 1
Shure M75- EType 2 ..
21
Shure M75- G Type 2 ..
17 I
Shure M75- E1 Type 2 ..
19
Shure M75E-DI9 .. 23
Shure M75E-95G ..
23
Shure V15/11.. . • ..
40
Shure V15/11-7 ..
38
St
500A
..
12
Stanton 500AA ..
14 1
Stanton 500E
..
18 1

INTERCHANGEABLE DUSTAMATIC
7500E. .. • • .. E22
4500AME
•
19 10
4500ACE
..
15 15
4507AM ..
IS 0
4507AT ..
11 0
4507AC
9 10
DI500AME-3
17 10
DI
500ACE-3
12 15
DI
507AM-3 ..
II 0
DI
507AT-3 ..
9 10
DI
507AC-3
8 0
N44-5
7 5
N44-7
6 S
N4-4-C
6 5
N44- E
8 5
N3D
510
N3 1- E
8 S
N32- E
7 5
N32-3
6 S
N55- E
9 5
N75-6 Type 2
8 5
N75E Type 2
12 10
N-75G Type 2
9 S
N75- E.1 Type 2
11 2
N-75E
..
12 10
N-75E
..
12 10
VN I
5E
..
16 10
VN7
..
14 16
D5I07A
D5I05AA
..
To be
05 100E . • .. announced

ALL CARTRIDGES AND STYLUS ASS MBLIES POST FREE IN THE U.K. Please
add 3/6 if EXPRESS post is required. AVAILABLE FROM ALL OUR WEST END
AND CITY BRANCHES (see our full page advertisements on pages 1327 & 1328 for
addresses), OR BY MAIL ORDER FROM:

Publ,hed by
RANK

REPLACEMENT STYLUS
To be announced
RI
2E
..
.
. £20 0 5
R660 ..
711 8

YORKS

3-15 CAVELL STREET, LONDON El 2BN
I765

STOP THROWING
YOUR MONEY AWAY
WHEN YOU BUY
RECORDS & CASSETTES
FROM THE W.S.L`RECORDS &
CASSETTES AT COST' SERVICE
The latest W.S.L. service is now enjoyed by many hundreds of record buyers and offers all
gramophone records and pre-recorded cassettes Brand New and Factory Fresh at dealers' cost
price plus monthly lists of Brand New deletions and slightly used records at genuine savings of
up to 75% off the usual list price. Send coupon for full details, without obligation.

FROM THE W.S.L
G SPECIALIST STEREO LIBRARY

r;HE
WILS()N
STEREO
LIBR

gi>

The Wilson Stereo Library is acomplete collection of every worth while stereo record available
in this country and offers a greater choice of Classical, Light, Demonstration, Popular and
Jazz records than that to be had from any other library. All new releases are immediately
available. Only records in new condition re-create the full wonder of modern stereo recording
and since its inception The Wilson Stereo Library Service has specialised exclusively in serving
music listeners who possess good quality stereo equipment and this specialisation has made it
possible for us to offer stereo records in mint condition. Members choose from the complete
Library Catalogue and records are despatched by our simple and speedy postal service or can
be collected from the Library Centre. For tape enthusiasts, we also offer aStereo Tape Library
of American, Continental and British 7in. reel-to-reel, 7+ i.p.s. 4-track stereo tapes and our
newest library service offering a full collection of pre-recorded tape cassettes. Send for full
details of how you can become amember of the Wilson Specialist Stereo Library and enjoy the
whole exciting world of stereo sound for only afew pence per day.

WITH THE
W.S.L STEREO INDEX
Tells you all you want to know about every worthwhile Classical, Jazz, Popular, Light and
Demonstration record. It is recognised as the only Stereo Publication giving the release date
and complete information on every worthwhile stereo record. This fifth edition has been completely revised and greatly enlarged by the inclusion of full length reviews. These reviews
include appraisals of the great Orchestral, Choral, Operatic, Chamber and Instrumental Recordings. Complete reviews of the best Light Stereo Records ( including Folk and Bands).
Fascinating personal reviews of popular Stereo Recordings.

SEND TODAY 251- p & p 316

THE
WILSON STEREO
LIBRARY LTD.
104-106 NORWOOD

WQL

HIGH STREET,
LONDON S.E.27

MI

MI Mil

MI MI WM MI ill

To: The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd.
104-106 Norwood High Street, London, S.E.27
(
Tick items required)
111
j Please send me free booklet giving
E Please send me The W.S.L. Stereo
full details of the W.S.L. Stereo
Index. Ienclose 25/— plus P & P
Disc and Tape Library and W.S.L3/6.
"Records and Cassettes at Cost"
Total enclosed £
Service. Ienclose 9d. postage.
[I Please send me a copy of the
Name
W.S.L. Specialist Stereo Catalogue. I enclose 5/— and underAddress
stand that this will be credited to
me in full shout.' I decide to
become a Library Member.
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mum BUYS in Hi -Fi

_J
oI
ti,

UP TO
PLUS
•SEND

OUR UNIQUE VeoBONUS ON ORDERS OVER£1,50

"BEST BUYS"

FOR NEW COMPREHENSIVE LIST

O EXTENSIVE STOCKS

•AFTER

SALES SERVICE

SHURE M44/5—£7
SHURE M75/6 Type 1—£9.10.0

•CASH & CARRY A- MAIL ORDER SALES
•EXPERT GUIDANCE •SATISFACTION

BRAND NEW

GUARANTEED

eMON —SAT

•

9.30-6.00 pm. THURS 9.30-12.30 pm.

PLANET

e

GUARANTEED

MAKERS PACK

CENTRE

88 HIGH STREET, EDGWARE,MIDDLESEX, HA8 7HE. Tel:01.952 3238
(CLOSE TO M1 MOTORWAY) PRIVATE CAR PARK

TRULY

MAGNIFICENT!
The New

RADON ' ARUNDEL' Stereo Hi -Fi System

To coin a new phrase it's aesphonic! Excitingly different. Our unique
new design like our phrase is refreshingly different. 10 watts r.m.s. per channel.
full tone controls, rumble and scratch filters, stereo radio, magnetic cartridge,
we could eulogize for many words. The Arundel is finished in ahand made
teak cabinet with matching stand and awide choice of our gems
the Radon Jewel range of speakers. Waste no more words and ask to see
them at your Hi Fi dealer.
SPECIFICATION
Power: 10 watts r.m.s. into 8 ohms.
Harmoric Distortion: • I% at 10 watts ref. 1kc/s.
Frequency Response: 35 Hz to 18 kHz ± 3dB.
Inputs for: Tape, Ceramic and Magnetic Pick-up, Tuner.
Output 8-15 ohms & Tape Signal - 5 volt.
Fitted: Garrard SL6513 turntable with Goldring G.800 H diamond cartridge.

In case of difficulty write to us at:

THE RADON
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS Co. Ltd.
ORME ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX

176'

AS.NI SUPPLIES
DIAMOND STYLI

-K>

List Price

Audio Technica AT66, AT66-LC
£3 9
Audio Technica AT66S, AT66SP
a
9
Audio Technica AT21, AT2IS
a 19
Audio Technica AT21X£ 12 14
Connoisseur SCUI Ceramic ..
LI 18
Decca Deram Ceramic ..
LI
7
Goldring CS90 Ceramic ..
L1 15
Goldring CS9I E Ceramic ..
a 12
Goldring G 800H Magnetic
•
.
£4 12
Goldring G 800 Magnetic
..
£4 12
Goldring G 800E Magnetic ..
CIO 10
Goldring G 800 Super E
..
£ 16 2
Neat V70 Magnetic .. ... • £ 2 15
Neat WOE Magnetic .. ..• • £ 4 12
Shure M3D Magnetic
...
•
a 11
Shure N21D Styli for M3D ::
••
a
8
Shure M31E Magnetic .. ... •
a
6
Shure M32E Magnetic
...
•
£7 8
Shure M32-3 Magnetic•
•
a
9
Shure M44-5 Magnetic
..•
•
a
8
Shure M44-7 Magnetic .. .. • • • •
a
9
Shure M44-C Magnetic.. .. .. • • • •
a
9
Shure M44- E Magnetic .. .. .. ..
a
6
Shure N44-3 78 rpm styli for M44 series • • • •
0
8
Shure M55- E Magnetic .. .. .. ..
a
5
Shure M75-6 II Magnetic ..
a
6
Shure M75- E II Magnetic
..
£ 12 19
Shure M75- E111 Magnetic
..
[ II 2
Shure M75- G Magnetic ..
a
5
Shure V15-11 Improved .. .. .. ..
C16 13
Shure N75-3 78 rpm styli for M75 series and V15
Improved .. .. .. ..
a
8

9
9
1
9
11
6
6
11
I1
11
6
0
5
5
2
3
9
3
8
3
8
8
9
3
3
9
5
4
3
6
3

Brought to you for your
listening enjoyment from the

(0
.111101.
1felll.

Our Price
£2
£2
ES
£0
El
CI
£3
GI
LA
£9
£ l3
£2
£3
£4
£6
a
£6
ES
£6
ES
ES
£6
£6
a
£7
Ell
£9
a
£14

19
19
0
16
14
4
16
18
2
2
S
10
7
18
12
4
4
0
7
4
7
7
4
4
17
4
0
4
17
0

COLUù
IN wuND
rION

£S 4

The following Double Diamond styli are available at a
single price of CI 4s. Od. each ( post paid)
Acos GP 91
Acos GP 91-ISC
BSR CI ( ST4)
BSR X3M/11
G
d GCM2I
G
d GCM2I T

Garrard GCM22
G
d GCM22 -T
Garrard GKM24
G
d GKM24-T
G
d GKS25
G
d GKS25-T

G
d GCS23
G
d GCS23-T
Philips AG3306
Sonotone 874A
Sonotone 9TA
Sonotone 9TA/HC

A kit of the wo-Id-famous B.D. Itwo speed unit in which
construction is simplicity itself. The only tools required
are asmall screwdriver and apair of pliers (special spanner
included) and no soldering is required. Now it is so easy
to own the best!

The following Diamond styli are available at asingle price
of I6s. Od. each ( post paid)
Acos GP25
Acos GP27
Acos GP29
Acos GP29-2
Acos GP59-3
Acos GP59-5
Acos GP7 1-5
Acos GP73-1
Acos GP79
Acos G P8 I- I
Acos GP91-I
Acos GP91-1SC
Acos GP91-3
Acos GP91-35C
Acos GP96
Acos HGP37
BSR CI
BSR TC2
BSR TC4
BSR TC8H
BSR TC8M
BSR TCI2H
BSR TCI2M
BSR XIM
BSR XIH
BSR X3M
BSR X3H
Collaro 560S
Collaro Ceramic " C"
Collai SKI
Columbia BC'
Dual CDS2
EMI 9110C

EMI46687A
ER5MB
ER5MX
ER5SB
G
d EV26
G
d GCM2I
Garrard GCM21-T
G
d GCM22
G
d GCM22-7
G
d GSIO
Garrard GS10/1
Garrard GS10/2
G
d GCS23
Garrard GCS23-7
G
d GKM24
Garrard GKM24-T
G
d GKS25
Garrard GKS25-T
Garrard TOM2
General Electric RPJ
General Electric RPX
Goldring 500
Goldring 580
Goldring 600
Goldring CM50
Goldring CM60
Goldring CS80
Goldring CS90
Goldring MXI
Goldring MX2
Goldring SX I
OL
Goldring SXIOM
Perpetuum Ebner PHU

Philips AG3001
Philips AG3010
Philips AG340I
Philips GP 200
Philips AG3016
Philips AG3025
Philips AG3063
Philips AG3066
Philips AG330I
Philips AG3306
Philips AG3310
Philips AG3324
Philips AG3400
Ronnette Binofluid BF- 40
Ronnette DC284
Ronnette Studio " 0"
Ronnette Studio " P" &
Ronnette TX88
Sonotone 21
Sonotone 31
Sonotone 8T4A
Sonotone 9TA
Sonotone 9TA/HC
Sonotone 20T
Tannoy Mk 11
Teppaz EC060
Teppaz stereo 6D
Telefunken 120/2
Telefunken TTSA
Trianette-Reutter SD- 1
Trianette-Reutter
SD- 2& 3

Recognised as one of to-day's most advanced pick-up arms
it features:
*Auto- bias Compensator • Hydraulic Lowering Device
*Precision balance • New Adïustable Head Shell

S.C.U.I STEREO

Im ALL LEADING HI-FI UNITS, SYSTEMS AND RECORDS AT DISCOUNT

CARTRIDGE

BIM
Please forward your quotation for the undermentioned hi-fi
equipment and/or details of hi-fi at discount

A quality cartridge designed specifically for the
who appreciates
person
his equipment.

Name
Address
Pr ce list and illustrated literature on request to:

A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD.

A & M SUPPLIES, DEPT. HF I1,37 HERMITAGE ROAD, HITCHIN, HERTS,

Lium

Market Street, Brighouse HD6 IDX, Yorkshire.

Tel. Hitchin (0462) 2468 — 24 hour Ansafone Service

1768

Tel: 2142

Discounts?
or

Free Service for Two Years?

TAKE YOUR CHOICE!
If you are interested in getting SOUND QUALITY for every penny of your money, then discounts
are for you and we can give you knowledgeable information to help achieve this.

Our priees are rompeiiiire!
On the other hand, some people want the insurance of service. Anyone can claim " first year, parts
and labour free" because all this entails is returning equipment to the manufacturer, distributor
or importer on your behalf.

tan this 1w ealled serriee?
If our customer pays Recommended Retail Prices, then we provide two years' free service of
parts and labour from us.
Our Service Laboratory is equipped with sophisticated test gear, and our engineers are factory
trained for top- class equipment.
CARTRIDGES—A
GOLDRING G.850 ..
GOLDRING G.800
GRADO FTR•
•
ADC 10-E/II ....
DECCA 4RC ....
SHURE M.75 ... •

Discount
£4 10
£7 10
£12 0
£36 10
£13 10
£12 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

R.R.P.
£6 10 0
£ 13 0 0
£46
£ 17

4 2
0 0

SPEAKER SYSTEMS— B
KEF CRESTA
KEF CHORALE
* KEF CADENZA
KEF CONCERTO
CELESTION DITTON.15
IMF D. STUDIO ..
IMF D. MONITOR ".
IMF PRO. MONITOR
PWB .. .. ..
*Available shortly

pair
each
each
each
pair
..
..
..
pair

£37
£29
£32
£42
£47
£60
£87 1
On application
£80 0 0

SME 3009/11 .. ..
LENCO L.75 .. ..

£27 10 0
Ell 0 0

£44 7
£ 34 16
£38 0
£53 10
£58 0
£71 8
£ 102 18
£99

2
6
0
0
0
0
0

0 0

ARMS— B

AMPLIFIERS— C
NIKKO TRM 30 IC ..
ARMSTRONG 521 ..
J. E. SUGDEN A.21/II ..
C.A. P. 401
C.A. P. 50 f " " • •
LUX . .. • •
J. E. SUGD EN
. A..51/c.51
.
• •
C.A. P. 100 .. .. •.

Discount
On application
£46 0 0
£49 0 0

R.R.
£35 1
£56
£59 1
£75
On application
£88
On application
£59
£89 10 0
£ II3
On demonstration, not from stoc

TUNER AMPLIFIERS— C
..
ARMSTRONG 525 FM
ARMSTRONG 526 FM/AM ..
ARMSTRONG M8 Decoder ..

£77 0 0
£87 0 0
£8 0 0

£91 17
£ 104 14
£9 10

9
3
0

TAPE DECKS— D
REVOX 1102 ..
REVOX 1104 ..

£180
£180

£204 15
£204 15

0
0

..
..

0 0
0 0

Delivery Charges as follows: A, Ss.; B, 10s.; C, I5s.; D, 20s.;
£34

9

£ 13 12

5

5

E, 40s .
Also see advertisement in Hi Fi Sound

AUDIO T
DEPARTMENT 9 ( HFN), Dryden Chambers, 119 Oxford Street, London, W.I
OPEN: Tuesday—Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Tel.: Monday—Saturday, 01-437 3063/5338/8391.
1769

The Premier Stereo System " ONE" consists of an all transistor stereo amplifier. Garrard 2025T/C auto/manual record player unit fitted stereo/mono cartridge
and mounted in teak finish plinth with perspez cover and two matching teak finish loudspeaker systems. Absolutely complete and supplied ready to plug in
and play. The 10 transistor Amplifier has an output of 5 watts per channel with inputs for pick-up, tape and tuner, also tape output socket.
Controls: Bass, Treble, Volume, Balance, Selector, Power on/off, stereo/mono switch. Brushed aluminium front panel. Black metal case with teakwood ends:
Size 12 x-51 x 31 in. All for only 39 gns. Carriage 35/- ( Amplifier available separately, [ 14.19.6. Carr. 7/6.) Matching FM Tuner now available, 21 gns.
TELETON SA61203 STEREO AMPLIFIER

PREMIER STEREO SYSTEM " TWO"
As system " ONE" above but with
Garrard SP25. Carriage 35/PRICE 45

Incorporates
16 transistors
and diod es producing superb
quality Nfi.
10 watts per channel
music power. Inputs for Gram
(magnetic and crystal). Tuner and Auxiliary. Tape
Record output. Controls: Volume, Balance, Bass, Treble.
Stereo/Mono side switch. Stereo headphone socket.
Attractive oiled walnut cabinet with brushed aluminium
front panel. List Price L28.7.0.
ONLY 22 gns. Carr. ICI-.

gns.

PREMIER STEREO SYSTEM " FOUR"
Teleton SAQ303 Amplifier ( as left) L23/2/-. Garrard SP25
L11/1916. Shure M3D, L6/19j6. Teak base and cover
L5/10/-. Pair of matched Hi -Fi Speaker Systems fitted
EMI Speakers C26/5/-. Total cost L73/16/-.
PREMIER PRICE, 65 gns. (Carr. 35/-.)
EM I. 13 x 8 in. HI- F1 SPEAKERS
Fitted two
in. tweeters and crossover network.
Available with 8 or 15 ohm impedance.
Handling
capacity 10 watts. Brand new.
79/6 P. & P. 7;6

PREMIER

12-115
Solid state incorporating piano key controls
for trouble- free 2- track
recording. Inputs for
mike and aux.
Earphone socket.
Complete with
batteries
and
earpiece.
Size:
10¡ in. X 5¡ in. X21 in.

[16.10.0

P. (i« P. 7,6

PREMIER RADIO

23, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W1

EXCLUSIVE!

MIDLAND CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDER

Tel:01-636 3451

I

_el
—

OXFORD ST.

TOTTENHAM COURT RD

1 MmiNic
r--71

NEW! UNIQUE AND IN THE 70's
Plinths and Covers (
patent pending) available in radiant coloured moulded Acrylic.
Plinth, cover and motorboard offered at aspec,a1 introductory price of £5p. & p. 5/—.
Covers may be clear, neutral or coloured with coloured plinth, e.g. orange cover on a
lilac plinth, claret cover on a yellow plinth, etc.; and of course a clear cover on a
clear plinth or neutral cover on a neutral plinth.
Garrard turntable SP25 Mk2 and pick-up arm less cartridge, £10/19/6 p. & p. 10/—.
Fitted with Sonotone 9TA/HC cartridge, diamond stylus, £2/7/6 extra.
Tick off colours and items required, marking with letter P. or C. ( P=Plinth, C=Cover).
A. C. ( MODULES) LTD., 10 PARADE MEWS, WEST NORWOOD, S.E.27
CUT OUT
Transclucent Colours
EMERALD GREEN
CLARET
BLUE
RED ( pink fluorescent)
LIME (yellow fluorescent)
ORANGE ( pink fluorescent)

Solid Opaque
RED
SCARLET
ORANGE
BLACK ( matt)
YELLOW
CREAM
BLACK
GREEN
IVORY

Ienclose Cheque or P/O, etc.

NAME

for

ADDRESS

1770

Contd.
CREAM
WHITE
BLUE
LILAC
VIOLET
CLEAR
NEUTRAL

Tel.: 01-674 5326

Slim lines; sweet sound, stunning
impact - that's the Mini-Acusta from
Telefunken. The Mini-Acusta is an
ejegant all-in-one sound system
incorporating 4-track stereo tape
recorder, hi-fi tuner/amplifier,
transcription unit and two full-range
loudspeakers.
The Mini-Acusta looks like MOO

1.11it

-41b.

worth of high-fidelity equipment. In fact,
it costs alot less. But who's toknow?
See your local audio dealer for details
of the Mini-Acusta '205' System.
Or write to Telefunken at:
111 :41K
AEG House,
FUN
Chichester Rents,
KEN
EN
Chancery
Lane,
W
4 TELE
London C2A 1NH

tmr,

Mini-Acusta

Midi price

Maxi sound system

Audio
Development

MARBLE ARCH

Sound Centre

Audio Development products offer the high fidelity enthusiast (and
audio industry) the most remarkable quality and value currently
available. The AD-76K stereo magnetic cartridge— recommended
retail price only 90/— ( inc. PT) is fast becoming the most popular cartridge
in its class— reviewers and satisfied audiophiles are united in their
praise of its excellent channel separation and balanced reproduction
coupled of course with its amazingly low price. Now Audio Development break through the quality price barrier again with the higher
compliance AD-96K stereo magnetic cartridge, and the AD- 309K
precision counter- balanced pick-up arm supplied fitted with the
AD-76K cartridge.

Compare our prices
and save money!

AMPLIFIERS

Metrosound STA20 .
Rogers Ravensbrook/teak
case
Rogers Ravensbourne/chassis
Rogers Ravensbourneiteak
case
Teleton SAQ-203E/cased
Armstrong 52I/teak cased ..
Leak Stereo 30 Plus/chassis..
Leak Stereo 30 Plus/teak case
Leak Stereo 70/chassis ..
Leak Stereo 70/teak case ..
Goodmans MaxAmp.. ..
Sinclair 2000 ..
Sinclair Project 60 complete

Our
price
E27 IS 0

£38
£48
£52
£20
£46
£42
£47
£53
£58
£44
£23
£18

0 0
0 0
0
0
S
17
19
19
9
9
7
19

0
0
0
6
6
6
6
6
0
0

PICK -UP ARMS
SME 3009/S2 shell
Goldring L75
Goldring L69

£27 15 0
£10 8 0
£7 15 0

TUNERS
Leak StereoFetic/chassis
Leak StereoFetic/teak case ..
Armstrong 523 AM/FM ..
Armstrong 524 FM ..
Armstrong M-8 MPX Decoder
Rogers Ravensbourne Stereo

£51 15
£S7 0
£45 7
£35 10
£7 17

0
0
6
0
6

£52 10

0

AD 76K

TUNER- AMPLIFIERS

Our
price
Arena 2600 AM/FM/MPX £93 9
Armstrong 525 FM .. £76 15
Armstrong 526 AM/FM £ 87 19
Teleton TFS 50
£59 10
Pioneer KX330
£69 9

6
0
6
0
6

Specification
Type: Stereo magnetic
Frequency response: 20-20,000Hz
Output voltage: 5rr.V ( 1Kc, 5cm/sec.)
Stylus: Diamond LP 07 mil, mono
compatible
Channel separation: 20dB
Compliance: 10x 10 -6 cm/dyne
Tracking force: 2gms -4-0-5gm
Mounting: Standard ¡ in. centres

STEREO TAPE -DECKS
Akai 4000D ( 3- head)
Revox 1104 ( 3- head)

£71 17 6
.. £ 185 0 0

RECOMMENDED
RETAIL PRICE

CARTRIDGES
Goldring G-850 ..
Goldring G-800 ..
Goldring G-800/E
Goldring G-800 Super E
Shure M3D-M
Shure M-31/E..
Shure M- 44/E..
Shure M- 55/E.,
Shure M-75/E.1, 11 .
Shure M-75/E, Type li
Shure M-75/G
Shure M-75/6
0 rtofon SL- I
5/E ..
Ortofon 2X- 15K
Goldring VV-7 Pre- amp

MAGNIFICENT
Quad 33/303 Amplifier
Quad Stereo/FM Tuner
Quad Electrostatic Speaker

ES
£8
£13
£19
ES
£10
Ell
£12
EIS
£16
£12
£13
£23
£5
£7

0
10
7
5
19
5
10
10
10
10
0
0
9
5
17

0
0
6
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
6

Replacement stylus type
JS.PI 41/-

B & W DM3
B & W DM I
Celestion Ditton 15
Goodman. Magnum- K
Goodman. Mezzo 11
Goodmans Maxim ..
Richard Allan Sarabande
Richard Allan Pavane
Richard Allan Chaconne
KEF Concerto
KEF Choral ..
Richard Allan Twin Kit
Richard Allan Triple Kit
Richard Allan Super Kit
Wharfedale Dovedale 11 1
Wharfedale Super Linton
Wharfedale Denton

. • £S3
• . £25
. • £22
• • £30
• • £23
• . EIS
• £46
• £26
• • £17
• • £42
. • £27
• . £8
. • £16
• • £18
• • £29
• . £18

0
15
6
19
19
19
0
0
0
10
17
S
0
9
17
9
£14 17

Specification
Type: Stereo magnetic
Frequency response: 20-20,000Hz
Sensitivity: 5mV
Stylus: Diamond LP mono compatible
Channel balance: ± 1dB
Channel separation: 20dB
Compliance: 12 x 10 - 6cm/dyne
Tracking force: 2 grammes
Mounting: standard fin. centres

QUAD
List Price £98
List Price £51
List Price £66

RECOMMENDED
RETAIL PRICE

TURNTABLES
0
0
0
6
6
6
O
O
O
0
6
0
O
6
6
6
6

Garrard SP.25, Mk. II
Ell
0
Garrard AP-75 .. • • £ 17 17
G
d SL 65B .. • £ 14 7
Garrard SL-75B• . £28 15
G
d SL 72B..
£24 17
G
d SL 95B .. • •
E37 9
G
d 401 Trans. .. • • £25 0
Goldring GL- 69 deck. • £22 10
Goldring GL-69/P .. • •
E29 5
Goldring GL-75 deck• £29 19
Goldring GL-75/P
[39 0
Philips GA-202 Electronic • . £S4 12
Thorens TD.I25 Electronic., £S9 17
Thorens TD.I50A, Mk. 11 .. £32 17
Thorens TD.150AB, Mk. II £40 17
SP.25 Plinth and Cover .. £4 10
New BSR MP60 Plinth and Cover
Wired ready for use .. £ 17 10

(
Inc. P.T.)

AD 96K

Write phone or call for our Special Prices on this
magnificent equipment.

SPEAKERS

£4. I
0.0

Replacement stylus type
Y.9605 51/6

0
6
6
0
6
6
0
0
0
6
0
6
6
6
6
0

£5. 1
8.6

(
inc. P.T.)

AD 309K
PICK-UP ARM WITH
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

£9.19.6 (inc.P.T.)

0

We also stock the fabulous Tandberg range (all models).
Postage and Packing. Amplifiers, Tuners, Tuner- Amps, Speakers and Tape Decks, 10/-.
Pick-up Arms, Speaker Kits, Plinth & Cover Assemblies, 7/-. Cartridges and Styli, 2/6.

Precision counter- balanced pick-up arm ready fitted with the outstanding
AD-76K stereo magnetic cartridge. The arm is constructed of brass throughout,
heavily chrome plated, using needle and miniature ball race bearings, coarse and
fine balance adjustment is provided. The fixed head has standard fin, mounting
centres and is finished in black enamel with chrome lifting handle. Tech. details:
Overall length 285mm; needle to pivot length 223mm; offset angle 24° overhang
lOmm• Requires single 7/16in. dia, mounting hole. Completely wired, with all
fixing nuts and washers. Arm rest also supplied.

WRITE, PHONE OR CALL FOR EQUIPMENT NOT LISTED
OPEN ALL DAY-6 DAYS A WEEK
MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9 a.m. TO 6p.m.

MARBLE ARCH
SOUND CENTRE

Audio Development products are stocked by leading Hi Fi dealers
throughout the country, if you have any difficulty in obtaining them
please write to us for full information and the name and address of your
nearest stockist.

38 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2
Telephone: 01-723 3071
1772

AUDIO SERVICES
offer up to

25% CASH DISCOUNT
Plus
Demonstrations,
Expert Guidance, Installation,
Service, Guaranteed satisfaction
Alexander Shackman, the acknowledged authority on high quality
sound reproduction, now adds to his personal service, the attraction
of substantial discounts. Credit terms are also available at discount
prices.
All leading makes stocked
Large stocks are carried of the following:
Quad, Armstrong, Leak, Rogers, Goodman, Thorens, Tandberg,
Garrard, Goldring, Koss, Shure, SME, Sugden, Sinclair, Connoisseur,
Philips, KEF, Wharfedale, Richard Allan and everything that is best
to ensure lasting satisfaction. We especially urge you to attend
loudspeaker demonstrations of the Bowers & Wilkins DM3, Dynasonic 2T, KEF ' Concorde', Leak ' Sandwich' and other quality
speakers including the unique Shackman Dynastatic, the speaker
that has been in constant and increasing production for six years.
We are a specialist shop of high reputation,
Why go elsewhere ?

THE DYNASTATIC
is the only really
successful electrostatic

AUDIO SERVICES LTD
82 EAST BARNET ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.

dynamic
ever
produced.speaker
It sells for

£56

Tel: 01-449 6605

Shop hours 9.30 am-6pm. Thursday half- day closing. Open all day Saturday.
We can also offer rock bottom, money saving prices with aspecial service in...

To AUDIO SERVICES, DEPT. ' N'

Cut price
Mail order

82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts.
Please quote me your LOWEST possible cash price on the fcllowing
equipment: (enter name and model No.)

2.
3.
4.
It is understood that the prices quoted will apply to mail order cash and
carry only.
My Name is ( Block letters)
My Address ( Block letters)

1773

That vital
first ...

Choose your cartridge
carefully—it's the very vital
first link in your chain of sound reproduction. Even the finest equipment
cannot offset apoor cartridge.

For the connoisseur seeking the ultimate in musical reproduction, lowest distortion and undetectable record wear,
the ADC 10/E Mk II offers the lowest tip mass ever achieved—combined with an elliptical stylus for high definition tracing.
Price £ 46.4.2d. ( incl. p.t.)
Send for details to:

KEF Electronics Ltd
Tovil Maidstone Kent Tel: Maidstone 57258

FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN

FRANmPS „
hg,f.F.a!lsock!HAM
rs

LONDON'S FOREMOST TANDBERG STOCKISTS
DECKS WITH PRE-AMPS
(Microphone extra)
Akai 8 Tr. Cartridge CR.800
Akai 4000D Stereo
Revox 1102/4
Sanyo 801 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 360D 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 6300 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 252D 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 355 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 255 Stereo
Tandberg 3000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Tandberg 6000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 205 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 203 Studio
Philips N.4505 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Philips Pro. 12 2 sp. 2 Tr. Stereo
Ferrograph 702/4

COMPLETE TAPE RECORDERS
*Akai 1710W Stereo
*Akai M.9 Stereo
*Akai 4000 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
*Brenell Mk. 6
*Ferrograph 713
*Ferrograph 722/4
Grundig 124 2 Tr. Mono
Grundig TK.I21 2 Tr. Mono
Grundig 146 4 Tr. Mono Auto.
*Grundig TK 320 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Single Speed Mono
Philips 4308 2 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr.
Philips Stereo Cassette 2401
Philips 4407 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
*Philips 4408 Prof. 3 sp. 3 Tr. Stereo
*Revox 77 Stereo Transistor

*Sony 252 4 Tr. 3 sp. Stereo
*Tandberg 15 2 or 4 Tr./2 sp./Mono
*Tandberg Series I2X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. St.
Telefunken 204 T.S.
*Telefunken M207 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 501 4 Tr.
Telefunken 203 Stereo/Mono 2sp. 4Tr.
Telefunken 201 Mono 4 Tr.
*Uher 714 4 Tr. Mono
*Uher Royal de Luxe 4 Tr. 4 sp. St.
*Uher Varicord 263 Stereo

BATTERY PORTABLE & CASSETTE
Philips RR392 Cassette/AM FM Radio
Philips RR290 Cassette/AM Radio
Tandberg Series 11-2
Ferguson Cassette 3240
Grundig Cassette C.200
Aiwa Cassette Batt./Mains
Philips 2205 Batt./Mains Cassette
Pye Cassette
Sharp 505 2 Tr./2 sp./BM
Sony TC800 B
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
*Uher 4000L 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
*Uher 4200/4400 2/4 Tr. 4 sp. Stereo
POWER PACKS, by Philips, Stella,
Telefunken and Uher
SPECIAL OFFER.
PHILIPS CASSETTE
RECORDER
EL3302
with
mit, cassette and carrying case, 22 gns.

e MICROPHONES

by

AKG, Grampian, Reslo, Acos, Tele funken, Beyer, Sennheiser, etc.

* Microphones extra

1774

TAPE and 111-141
*

Minimum Deposit and no Interest or Service Charges on H.P.
up to 18 months * Free Service during Guarantee period
* Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder
* Reconditioned Recorders available to personal shoppers only

AMPEX TAPE
OFFERS
(P— Polyester
M—Mylar
A— Acetate)
Compact Cassettes C.90-15/-; C.I20
—2I/-, ( p/p 6d. each).
7" D.P. 2400 ft. ( P)
30/7" L.P. 1800 ft. ( P) .
21/7" Standard 1200 ft. ( P)
2/6
7" Standard 1200 ft. ( M)
2/6
5.1" L.P. 1150 ft. ( M)
7/6
Si" L.P. 11SO ft. ( A)
5/Si' Standard 850 ft. ( A)
2/6
5" D.P. 1200 ft. ( P)
7/6
5" L.P. 900 ft. ( P) . .
2/6
5" Standard 400 ft. ( P)
0/3 reel polyester tape, 600 ( P),
5/Postage on orders under £ 3 add 2/-,
orders over £ 3 sent post paid UK
Bib and E.M.I.
transformers,
Erasers, etc.

e MIXERS

splicers, Matching
Defluxers,
Bulk

by

Uher, Eagle, Telefunken, DJ., etc.

Stands, booms, fittings.
Pre-recorded tapes and cassettes, etc.
Tapes in all grades and lengths, and
cassettes by leading makers, etc.
Headphones by AKG, Ampex, Nikko,
Philips, Koss, Eagle, TIC, Beyer.
Musicassettes by Decca, EMI, Polydor, Philips, etc. ALSO 8 Tr. prerecorded cartridges.

III -FI IIEPT.
e AMPLIFIERS
Quad, Rogers, Arena, Philips,
Goodman,
Nikko,
Decca,
Rotel,
Leak,
Armstrong,
Tripletone, Tandberg, Teleton

e TUNERS
Quad, Rogers, Leak, Armstrong,
Tripletone,
Arena,
Nikko, Goodman, Huldra.

•LOUDSPEAKERS

Quad, Rogers, Kef, Wharfedale,
Goodman,
Tannoy,
Lowther,
Leak,
Tandberg,
Arena, Celestion, Kelestron.

•

MOTORS, PICKUPS
GARRARD S.P.25 Mk. II less
cartridge, post free, U.K.
£11/15/0 ( p.p. in U.K. 5/-),
Goldring
BSR
Connoisseur
Thorens
Audiotec
Shure
Neat
Sonotone
Acos
SME
Dual
Pickering
Diamond styli, Microlifts, Pressure
Gauges,
Cleaning
Accessories,
Cabinets, etc.

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16
01-769 0466: 01-769 0192

Between St. Leonard's Church
and Streatham Station

Please note this is our only address. Free parking Prentis Road, 2 min. away
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

VE

BEDFORD
AUDIO
SUPPLIES

Hi Fi Manual
turntables
and Automatic
turntables

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

STEREO AMPLIFIERS, Carriage 15,—
Leak Stereo 30 Plus .
Leak Stereo 30 Plus Teak
Leak Stereo 70 ..
Leak Stereo 70 Teak ..
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rogers Ravensbrook Teak
Metrosound ST20 Teak
Ferrograph F307

.•
.•
••
••

TURNTABLES, Carriage I5/—
Garrard SP25 Mk.11(whilst stocks last)
Garrard SP25 Mk. Ill
Base and Cover for SP2.5
.
Garrard 401 motor ..
Goldring GL69/2
Goldring GL69/P/2 with cover
Goldring GL75
Goldring GL75/P with cover ..
Thorens TDI50AB with cover

They are Elegant
Intelligent — Unequalled

PE 2016
The best points of a fine transcription turntable—
add to them the world's most advanced automatic
features ... and you have the concept which underlies
the PE Series.

Rec.
£53
£59
£65
£71
f44
f49
£36
f59

Price
0 0
10 0
0 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Our
£42
£47
£52
£57
£36
£39
£27
£48

Price
14 7
19 5
12 6
12 II
0 0
10 11
14 4
13 6

£15
£15
£6
£31
£26
£39
f39
£51
£51

II
14
6
14
12
7
0
19
10

£11
£12
f4
£24
£20
£31
£30
£38
£44

0
6
9
18
17
5
12
15
8

4
2
0
2
6
1
0
10
10

0
10
6
4
10
8
0
10
3

LOUDSPEAKERS, Carriage 15,— each speaker,
as pair
Celestion Ditton 15
..
..
£ 29 0
Goodmans Maxim ( pair)•
.
£ 40 15
Goodmans Mezzo
..
..
£ 30 18
Goodmans Minister ( pair)•
•
£44 18
Wharfedale Denton ( pair) .. .. £ 38 0
Wharfedale S. Lintons ( pair) .. £45 0
Wharfedale Melton .. .. £ 29 10
Wharfedale Triton ( pair) .. .. £ 55 0
Wharfedale Dovedale 3
..
£39 10
Wharfedale Unit 3 kit ( pair) . • .. £ 23 19
Wharfedale Unit 4 kit ( pair) • .• •
f32 0
Wharfedale Unit 5 kit ( pair) • • .. £47 0
Decca Deram ( pair) .. .. £ 38 0
Metrosound HFS20
..
..
£ 18 10
B & W DM I ( pair) .. .. £64 0
B & W DM3 . . . .. .. .. £63 0
B & W Model 70 (pair) Carr. at cost .. £ 279 0

0 £22 6 6
6 £33 5 2
0
£23 15 10
0 £36 12 4
0
£30 9 8
0
£36 14 6
0
£22 14 4
0
£42 7 0
0
£29 14 5
0
£19 11 0
0
£24 12 10
0
£36 3 10
0
£29 5 2
0
£14 15 0
0
£49 15 8
0
£48 10 3
0 £214 16 8

UNIT SYSTEMS, Carriage £ 1/10/—
Goodmans 3000 system
Decca 603 or 604 system ..
Decca 1203 or 1204 system
Marconi Unit 3 system
Marconi Unit 4 system with radio ..

.. £ 140 9
..
£72 10
..
£97 10
.. £84 14
..
£77 9

0 £119 17
0
£59 2
0
£77 17
0 £66 8
0
£60 14

6
8
2
0
7

TAPE RECORDERS, Carriage 15/—
Philips stereo N4407
Uher 4000L mono portable ..
Ferrograph 702 unit ..
Revox 1104 unit

..
..
..
..

0
£82 6
0 £118 13
0 £183 0
0 £ 183 13

9
5
0
6

£ 105 0
£ 145 10
£207 0
£ 204 15

unless listed

MANY OTHERS AVAILABLE—SEND FOR OUR LISTS
All items listed are brand new, boxed and guaranteed.
Prices are subject to manufacturers' increases. All goods
insured in transit free of charge. Callers by prior arrangement, please.
Also Available: Tuners, Cartridges, VHF Aerials, Arms, Diamond
Styli, Package Deals, etc.

PHONE US DAY OR NIGHT FOR
A QUOTE

PE 2018
For illustrated catalogue write to U.K. Distributors

FREE ADVISORY SERVICE. Our Audio Consultant will be pleased
to answer your queries concerning your choice of equipment free of
charge and you have no obligation to buy anything!

MIONOATE ACOUSTICS
184-188 GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.I.

BEDFORD AUDIO SUPPLIES

Telephone 01-636 2901-4

II

1775

HIGH STREET, GT. BARFORD, BEDS
Tel.: Gt. Barford 610
60

Sensational Offers... Exclusive
/
Ae
Areirrwarepi»re
attiee
EASY
TERMS
AVAILABLE

OFFEA9

ALL ITEMS IN THE TWO COLUMNS
BELOW AVAILABLE ON

YES— you make fantastic savings and can also spread payments over 12 months WITHOUT PAYING ANY INTEI

Incomparable
Equipment b
FISHER
Down in Price
at FLEW

2of the finest Tape Recorders
ever produced-Yours at incredibly
low prices from IFLE,,NM,

AKAI M9
SAVE £ 36
A Superb all- transistor, 4- speed, Stereo
Tape Recorder featuring power output of
15 watts RMS per channel and 2 built-in
speakers. Incorporates cross- field head to
give ultra- wide frequency response of 3023,000 Hz±3 dB at 71 ips. These are large,
professional size VU meters and the unit
is housed in a beautifully designed walnut
cabinet.

AKAI 4000D
OUTS1 ANDING TAPE UNIT

LIST PRICE £ 195

SAVE £ 16.18.0

R.E.W.
PRICE

LIST PRICE £ 89.18.0

R.E.W. Cash Price f73.0.0

£ 159

£54 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of
£8.15.0 (
INTEREST FREE).

FERROGRAPH 713

FISHER XP9B SPEAKER
SAVE £ 26

SAVE £ 20

One of the most advanced speaker
systems ever! Contains four speakers
with both mid- range units individually
isolated from the bass and treble drivers
to avoid acoustic interaction.

A half-track mono machine of professional
quality with 3 motors and 3 heads. Tape
spa , cls are If, 3f, 7f. Power output
10 watts RMS. The Ferrograph 713 also
features variable-speed spooling for easy
editing, built-in speaker, tone controls
and solenoid operation.

LIST PRICE £92

R.E.W. PRICE £ 66
AKAI

1710W

LIST PRICE £188.10.0

COMPLETE TAPE RECORDER

R.E.W. £168 10.0

SAVE £26.1.0

PRICE

LIST PRICE £ 109 0 0

55.10.0 DOWN and 12 monthly
ments of £9.6.8 ( INTEREST FREE).

R.E.W. Cash Price 79 GNS.

FISHER 1601
TUNER/ AMPLIFIER
SAVE £ 27
All transistor Stereo FM Tuner Amp.
with power output 15 watts RMS per
channel. FM sensitivity 2.2 pV. Pre-set
FM Tuner incorporates Integrated Circuits
and FET's.
LIST PRICE 135 GNS.

TANDBERG 124IX

R.E.W. PRICE 109 GNS

pay-

A turntable of revolutionary design,
with two speeds and belt drive.
Complete with pickup arm and
cover.

PRICE f98
NOW AVAILABLE: ADDITIONAL
MODEL TRANSCRIPTORS TURNTABLE AT ONLY £S7 COMPLETE
WITH PICK-UP ARM & COVER!

COMPLETE TAPE RECORDER

SAVE £23.10.0
LIST PRICE £ 153 00

R.E.W. Cash Price f129.10.0
TANDBERG 64X
FAMOUS TAPE UNIT

SAVE £21.0.0
LIST PRICE LI57 00

R.E.W. Cash Price £ 136.0.0

FISHER BOOT TUNER/AMP.

The finest Tuner Amplifier ever to come
out of the U.S.A. The Fisher 800T has
many unique features and gives faultless
reception. Output is 65 watts rms per
channel.

PRICE £348

Exceptional performance with large power reserve and wide frequency range 10 Hz
to 45 kHz. Modern silicon transistors. Many other features including magnetic
and loudness control. Power output 2x 20 watts rms.

pick -up

PANTAST/C PAGWACE S'YeTEMS?

GOODMANS
MUSIC
SUITE

Complete Hi Fi
Stereo System

SAVE las
AWA"\P

ALL AVAILABLE ON
INTEREST FREE TERMS

PACKAGE SYSTEM No. lA

SAVE

£ 17

Sinclair System 200 .
Amplifier £ 30 9
Garrard SP25 Mk II
Turntable ..
EIS II
Arena Base and Cover £7 11
Shure M3D-M Magnetic
Cartridge ..
E7 8
2 KEF Cresta Bookshelf
Speakers
£44 7
Total
Recommended Price £ 105 7

o
4
9
3
2
6

SAVE

£29.8.0 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £ 4.16.8 ( INTEREST FREE)

PACKAGE SYSTEM No.5A

£ 36

£46.6.0 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £7.14.4 (INTEREST FREE)

PACKAGE SYSTEM No. 6

SAVE

Leak Stereo 70 Amplifier
£65 0 0
Teak Cabinet for above
£6 10 0
Dual 1209 Transcription
Turntable ..
E42 12 4
Shure M75E Type II
Cartridge ..
E25 18 10
2 KEF Concerto Speakers £107 0 0
Total
Recommended Price £247
I 2

R.E.W. Price £168.10.0

[69.10.0 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of El 1.8.4 (INTEREST FREE)
DUAL Hinged Plinth and Cover
PACKAGE PRICE E16.0.0
(List Price £ 17.0.0.)

£56.10.0 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £9.6.8 (INTEREST FREE)
Thorens TXII Perspex Cover £4 extra.

R.E.W. Price £ 206.10.0

PACKAGE SYSTEM No. 4A

Goodmans 3000 Stereo Tuner Amplifier
Goodmans 3025 Record Player including 0800
Magnetic Cartridge .. .
2 Goodmans 3005 Speakers .

7

£37 14
£25 0

9
0

£35.19.0 DOWN
and 12 monthly
paymerts of f5.13.4

4

( INTEREST FREE)

9

Rogers Ravensbrook
Amplifier ( Teak cased)
£49 0 0
Garrard AP75
Transcription Turntable £23 16
Arena Base and Cover
16
Goldring 0800 Magnetic
Cartridge ..
El3 0 0
2 Richard Allan Pavane
Speakers ..
[64 0 0
Total
Recommended Price £ 159 12 0

o
o

£44.4.0 DOWN and 12 monthly payments of £ 7.7.4 ( INTEREST FREE)

TOT CT
ROAD TUBE

R.E.W. Price 99 gns.

OXFORD ST

GOODMANS—CRESTA PACKAGE SYSTEM
Goodinans 3000 Stereo Tuner Amplifier
Goodmans 3025 Record Player including 0800
Magnetic Cartridge .. .
2 KEF Cresta Bookshelf Speakers..

£ 77 14
£37 14
f44 7

Total Recommended Price £ 159 16

2
1

7
£42.15.0 DOWN
and 12 monthly
payments of £6.16.8

6

( INTEREST FREE)

:

N
tEW OXFORD Si

AUDIO
FLENV. VISUAIE
WEST END SHOWROOMS

SAVE £35

9
2

e

146
tiatatAige

146 Charing Cross Rd., WC2 Tel.: 01-836 3365

HEADQUARTERS, SHOWROOMS AND MAIL ORDER

266-8 Upper Tooting Rd., London SWI7
Tel.: 01-672 4471/2 and 9175
Please send me details of your
services without obligation

R.E.W. Price £ 124.15.0

Ulf UM Mr Ili VI

NAME

GOODMANS—MEZZO PACKAGE SYSTEM
Goodmans 3000 Stereo Tuner Amplifier
Goodmans 3025 Record Player including 080(.
)
Magnetic Cartridge ..
2 Goodmans Mezzo 11 Speakers ( Walnut) ..

SAVE £29

R.E.W. Price £132.12.0

£77 14

Total Recommended Price £ 140

£40

Ferrograph F307 Stereo
Amplifier ..
£59 0 0
Thorens TD150 AB
Transcription Turntable
and Base ..
£45 10 9
Goldring 0800 Magnetic
Cartridge ..
El3
2 KEF Concord Speakers
£87
Total
Recommended Price £204 10 9

o
o

This exciting offer from R.E.W. brings you equipment by Goodmans—ore of the Great
Names in Audio—at a sensational saving! The MJSiC Suite comprises the following
superb quality items: Goodmans 3000 Stereo Tuner Amplifier with frequency
response, 30-20,000 Hz, power output 15 watts RMS per channel, FM tuning range
87-5-108 MHz by means of 5 pre- tunable push- buttons, and many more outstanding
features. Goodmans 3025 Recori Player featuring four standard speeds, weight
counter- balanced pick-up arm, bias compensated, cue and pause control, automatic
switch- off. Complete with G800 Magnei ic Cartridge. Pair of Goodmans 3005 Loudspeaker Systems measuring only 7 in. X 12 in. X 7 in. deep, handling 15 watts, specially
built to complement the Goodmans 3000. See and hear the Goodmans Music Suite
Package System at either of our Showrooms. Thrill to the sound reproduction and
marvel at the price!

£ 42

Philips RB960 Stereo
Tuner Amplifier ..
£105
7 7
Garrard SP25 Mk II
Turntable . .
C15 11
4
Arena Base and Cover
E7 11
9
Shure M3D-M Magnetic
Cartridge ..
£7 8 3
2 Wharfedale Super
Linton Speakers ..
£45 0 0
Total
Recommended Price £ 180 18 11

R.E.W. Price £138.18.0

R.E.W. Price £ 87.8.0

SAVE

PACKAGE SYSTEM No.'2A

SAVE £40

£77

14

7

£37
£61

14
16

9
0

£45.15.3 DOWN
and 12 monthly
payments of L7.11.8

4

( INTEREST FREE)

Total Recommended Price £177

5

26618

ADDRESS
slut's"
effli
sues
HEN

1DOTING BROADWAY TUBE

R.E.W. Price £ 136.15.0

Ilami nu = mamma In mum
1777

memo I

SMITHS FOR SERVICE & TOP DISCOUNT
AMPLIFIERS

ARENA F2I0 . ..
ARMSTRONG 521 ..
CORAL 550 .. ..
DULCI 207 .. ..
DULCI 207M .. ..
GOODMANS Maxamp ..
LEAK Stereo 20 plus chassis
LEAK Stereo 30 plus teak
LEAK Stereo 70 chassis..
LEAK Stereo 70 teak ..
LUX SQ 777.. ..
LUX SQ 505 .. ..
LUX SQ 1220 .. ..
LINEAR LT 66 ..
L.L. NOVA AMP ..
METROSOUND ST20 ..
NIKKO TRM 30 .. ..
NIKKO TRM 40K ..
NIKKO TRM 50 .. ..
NIKKO TRM 1200 ..
PHILIPS RH 580 . ..
QUAD 33 and 303. ..
ROGERS Ravensbrook ..
ROGERS Ravensbrook
Teak
.. .. ..
ROGERS Ravensbourne
Teak
.. .. ..
ROTEL 100 . ..
I. E. SUGDEN /1
/
4
5ÍMk. 2
J. E. SUGDEN A51 C51
SANSUI AU 222 ..
SANSUI AU 555 ..
SINCLAIR 2000 .. ..
SINCLAIR project 60 with
PZ5 .. .. ..
TELETON SAQ 203E ..
TELETON GA 101 ..

FM

Discount
Prir
£29 1
£44
£48
£17
£21
£42
£43
£48
£S3
£57
£S9
£79
£104
£15
£22
£27
£29
£39
£50
£74
£19
£85
£37

Rec. Retail
Pric
£36 1
£52
£59
£25
£30
£54
£53
£59 I
£65
£71 I
£67
£97 I
£124
£18
£30
£32
£36
£46 I
£95 I
£95
£26
£98
£45

ROTEL 130 .. ..
PHILIPS RH78I ..
PHILIPS RH69I ..
TELETON CRIOT
TELETON F2000 .
TELETON MX990 ..
TELETON R8000 ..
TELETON TFS50 ..

£16
£18
£27
£9
£65
£14
£13
£26
£54
£117
£17
£23
£45
£8
£16
£19
£24
£29

15
17
15
0
10
15
17
10
10
10
5
0
0
0
15
15
0
19

£72
£145
£18
£22
£34
£42
£22
£32
£37

10
0
0
10
0
10
15
10
10

£40 19

£35

0

£57
£22
£36
£37
£79
£37

15
0
0
16
16
16

£45 0
Ell 10
£29 0
£32 10
£65 0
£30 10

£45 0
£29 10

£37 10
£23 0

£39 10
£69 10
£57 0
El 1 19
£16 0
£23 10

£31
£56
£47
£9
£13
£19

0
10
10
15
10
0

£31 14 2
£27
GARRARD 401 .. ..
£45 9 1
£34
..
GARRARD SL95B
£25
£35 12 2
GARRARD SL75B ..
£15
£19
6
5
GARRARD SL65B ..
£15 15 II
Ell
GARRARD SP25.. ..
£17
£23 16 0
GARRARD AP75 ..
£9
LI 1 3 11
GARRARD 2025 T/C ..
£19
£25
I 6
GOLDRING GL69 ..
£27
£33 11
9
GOLDRING GL69D ..
5
£36 8 2
£28
GARRARD GL75 ..
0
£37
£46 18 8
GOLDRING GL75P ..
0
£19
£24
14
I
GOLDRING G99 ..
0
£31
£37 14 9
GOODMANS 3025 ..
5£
[33
£43 12 7
THORENS TDI50A Mk. II
0
£39
£47 8 7
THORENS TDI50 AB II
0
£39
..
£46 15 10
THORENS TDI24 II
0
..
£75 17 8
£59
THORENS TDI25
0
THORENS TDI25 AB ..
£120 3 II
£95
0
0
o
STEREO
CARTRIDGES
£6 4 8
£5
0
AUDIO TECHNICA AT66
£7
£8 14 4
0
AUDIO TECHNICA AT2IS
£l3
£15 9 II
0
AUDIOTECHNICAAT2IX
£13
£16 6 6
10
ADC 660 .. .. ..
£36
10
£46 4 2
ADC 10E Mk. II ..

0
0
0
0
7
5
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£20
£20
£29

£00
£28
£38

TUNERS

ARENA F2Il ..
ARMSTRONG 523 ..
ARMSTRONG 524 ..
ARMSTRONG M8 Dec.
DULCI FM17 .. ..
DULCI FMT7S .. ..
GOODMANS Stereomax
GRUNDIG R.T. 40M ..
LEAK Stereofetic ..
LEAK Teak .. ..
L.L. NOVA Tuner ..
NIKKO Fam I2F ..
PHILIPS RH690 .. ..
ROGERS Ravensbrook
FET Teak .. ..
ROGERS Ravensbourne
FET Teak .. ..
SINCLAIR 2000 .. ..
SANSUI TU555 .. ..
SANSUI TU777 .. ..
TELETON GT101 ..

£44 2 0
£52 9 0
£40 4 6
£9 10 0
£22
1 0
£31
0 0
£82 10 0
£126 9 3
£59 13 10
£67 3 6
£40 9 0
£68 8 3
£39 0 0
£51

10

0

£61 17 9
£26 14 6
£77 9 2
£94 5 11
£48 12 6

£36
£44
£34
£7
£17
f25
£70
£104
£50
£56
£32
£59
£33

ARENA T 1500F ..
ARENA 7 2600 .. ..
ARENA T 1700 .. ..
ARENA T 9000 .. ..
ARMSTRONG 525 ..
ARMSTRONG 526 ..
GOODMANS 3000 ..
GRUNDIG RTV 600 ..
LUX SQ 555 .. ..
NIKKO STA 301.. ..
NIKKO ST 501 .. ..
NIKKO ST 701 .. ..
SANSUI 200 .. ..
SANSUI 350 .. ..
SANSUI 800 .. ..
SANYO DCLOE .. ..
TOSHIBA SA2600M ..

£72
L104
£97
£303
£87
£98
£77
£212
£187
£99
£121
£136
£89
£129
£148
£99
£74

9 0
9 0
13 0
9 0
16 9
15 6
14 9
0 0
10 0
10 0
17 11
3 11
10 0
1 10
0 0
0 0
10 0

5
7
7
5
9
5
0
0
9
9
0
0
0

0
6
6
0
6
0
0
0
6
6
0
0
0

£44 10

0

£52
£19
£69
£82
£42

6
0
0
0
0

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
£62
£89
£82
£255
£74
£85
£67
E177
£149
£84
£102
£112
£79
£105
E120
£84
£S9

Discount
Price
£68 0
£63 10
L71 10
£32 0
£39 10
£49 10
£S2 10
£79 10

12
15
10
10
0

GOLDRING G850 ..
GOLDRING G800 ..
GOLDRING G800E ..
GOLDRING G800 S/E ..
GOLDRING CS90
GOLDRING CS9IE
NEAT WO ..
NEAT WOE ..
PICKERING V15/AME2..
PICKERING VIS AM2 ..
PICKERING VIS AC2 ..
PICKERING VII5 AC2 ..
SHURE M3D M ..
SHURE N3D .. .
SHURE M3 IE
..
SHURE N31E
..
SHURE M32E ...
SHURE N32E ..
SHURE M44 7 ..
SHURE N44 7 .. ..
SHURE M44E .. .

SPEAKERS

£39
£48
£52
£37
£49
£89
£51
£65
£23

£49
£59 1
£64
£44
£59 1
£108
£62 1
£80
£30

Rec. Retail
Price
£79 0
£74 9
£83 0
£39 0
£51
9
£64 2
£69 0
£100 0

.. ..
ARENA HT7
ARENA HTIO
.. ..
ARENA HT20 .. ..
ARENA HT2I .. ..
ARENA HT26 .. ..
ARENA HT27 .. .
ARENA HT28
..
.. ..
B & VV DMI
B & W DM3
.. ..
.. ..
B & W DM70
CELESTION Ditton 10 ..
CELESTION Dicton 15 ..
CELESTION Ditton 25 ..
.. ..
DULCI A53
..
GOODMANS Maxim
GOODMANS Marimba
GOODMANS Mezzo 11 ..
GOODMANS Magnum K
GOODMANS Mag i
ster ..
GRUNDIG System 412 ..
GRUNDIG System 740..
KEF Cresta .. ..
KEF Celeste Mk 2 ..
.. ..
KEF Concord
.. ..
KEF Concerto
LEAK Mini Sandwich
..
LEAK Sandwich .. .
LOWTHER Acousta Pl1.6
MORDAUNT SHORT MS
100 .. . ..
MORDAUNT SHORT MS
600 .. .. ..
PHILIPS RH48I per pair
PHILIPS RH48I per pair
SANYO SX-X per pair ..
SANYO SX6 per pair ..
WHARFEDALE Denton
WHARFEDALE Super
Linton . .. ..
WHARFEDALE Melton..
WHARFEDALE Dovedale
III .. ..
WHARFEDALE Airedale
WHARFEDALE Rosedale
WHARFEDALE Unit 3 ..
WHARFEDALE Unit 4 ..
WHARFEDALE Unit 5..
PLAYING

£19
£22
£32
£10
£78
£18
£17
£32
£63
£139
£21
£29
£59
£9
£20
£24
£30
£40
£57
£86
£176
£22
£29
£43
£53
£29
L43
£45

9
1
1
0
5
8
7
0
0
0
3
0
17
9
15
0
18
2
0
7 I
9 I
3
0
10
10
15
10
10

SHURE

SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE

STEREO TAPE

Discount
Price
£.5 10
£9 10
£15 10
£19 10
£4 7
£6 10
£4 7
E6 12
£16 10
El I 10
£8 7
E6 17
£6 0
£4 5
£10 5
£7 5
£9 10
£6 10
£8 5
ES 2
E12 0
£8 2
£13 0
£8 5
£13 0
£6 10
£19 0
£8 12
£31 10
£14 10

o
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0

DECKS AND

RECORDERS
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0

£74
£89
£89
£109
£165
£184
£67
£87
£110
£67
£86
£91
£75
£43

0

0

£130
£130

1710L
.. ..
AKAI 150D .. ..
AKAI 1800 SD .. ..
REVOX 1104 .. ..
PHILIPS 4404 ..
PHILIPS 4407 .. .
PHILIPS 4408 .. ..
SANYO MR 801 ..
SANYO MR 929 ..
SANYO MR 939 ..
SANYO MR 800
TELETON FXB 570D ..

.. ..
UHER 4200L .. ..
UHER 4400L .. ..

L162 14 10
£162 14 10

AKAI

SHARP RD 712

TRANSCRIPTION
SME 3009 with 52 shell
SME 3012 with S2 shell
GOLDRING L75.. ..
GOLDRING L69.. ..
NEAT G30 ..
NEAT G30 B .. .
STEREO

£75

£60

ARMS
£31
6
£33 5
£12 10
£9 5
£11 14
£13 18

3
3
0
9
1
5

£24
£26
£9
£8
£9
Ell

19
19
19
5
10
10

6
6
6
0
0
0

0
6
0
0
6

ES
E6
£13
£3
£4

10
10
15
10
10

0
0
0
o
0

HEADPHONES

AKAI ASE9SE
SANSUI SS2 .
SANSUI SS20
TELETON SH30ID
SHARP HP100 ..

0
0
O
O
O

10
0
0
2
0
15
0
15
5
0
16
0
0
10

£37
£109
£109
£130
£199
£204
£80
£103
£136
£79
£100
£110
£89
£52

AKAI 4000D ....
AKAI 1710W .. ..

DECKS

10
10
0
10
10

N44E .. .
M55E .. .
N55E .. ..
M75/6 .. ..
N75/6 .. ..
M75 El .. ..
N75 El .. ..
VIS II ..
VNI5E .. ..

Rec. Retail
Price
£6 10 0
£13 0 0
£18 17
1
£26 0 0
£5 1 0
£7 16
1
£5 4 8
£7 15 3
£19 5 10
£13 17 6
£10 14 8
£8 8 0
L7 8 3
£5 II 2
[12 19 5
£9 5 3
£12 0 II
£8 6 9
£10 3 10
£6 9 8
£14 16 6
£10 3 10
£16 13 6
£11 12 4
£16 13 6
£8 6 9
£24
1 9
ill
2 4
£40 15 3
£16 13 6

£6
£7
£16
£4
£5

16
14
10
10
17

GARRARD 5P25 Mk II complete with De Luxe
plinth and perspex cover ready wired to 5 pin din
plug. Rec. Retail price £21. IS. 0 Discount price
£15. 15. 0.
GARRARD AP 75 complete with De Luxe plinth
and perspex cover ready wired to 5 pin din plug.
Rec. Retail price £33. 15. O. Discount price £23.19.6.
GOLDRING GL75 with Goldring plinth and
hinged perspex cover ready fitted with Goldring
800E cartridge ready wired to 5 pin din or phono
plug. Rec. Retail price £67. 19. 10 Discount price
£54. 0. O.
GOLDRING GL69 Mk 11 with Goldring plinth and
hinged perspex cover ready fitted with Goldring 800
cartridge ready wired to 5 pin din or phono plug.
Rec. Retail price £50. 11. 9. Discount price £41.10.0.

All goods are in manufacturer's sealed cartons and are insured against loss or damage in transit. Guaranteed by return" service. Carriage I0/- for speakers and stereo
tape recorders. 7/6 for amplifiers, tuners, playing decks, tape decks. 5/- for cartridges, headphones and transcription arms. Send cashIcheaue with order.
Personal callers very welcome. 9.30 am-6 pm Monday to Saturday. Thursday } day closing.

Smith's Radio Service (Wolverhampton) Lirl•
1778

Mail

Order

Department, 26 Victoria Street,

Wolverhampton,

Staffs.

Tel.:

Wolv.

29246

SONICS'
HIGH FIDELITY
LOUDSPEAKERS

Are you
in here
somewhereP

Tne range of speaker systems from the Sonics Corporation of Japan are
the most advanced ever offered in this country. They are designed for
the uncompromising music lover and the audio perfecticrrst. New
engineering developments combined with styling by skilled craftsmer
complements superior performance with truly magnificent appearance
and finish.
AS-57 Bookshelf syinem ( front)
ideal
for the small apartment or isolated
listening area. Uses a single SX 7in full
range
drive
unit—frequency
range
70-18 KHz.
Handling
capacity
10 W
music power. Size 5f x 15f x 81 in. Oiled
walnut finish PRICE EIS per pair

AS-303 Bookshelf or floor standing
system ( right) using high compliance
woofer, mid range and wide d spersion
tweeter with 3- way crossover. Frequency
range 35-20 KHz. Handling capacity 30 W
music
power.
Size
14; x 25 x 1Ili in
Oiled walnut finish. PRICE £31.10.0

AS-310 fue speaker 3- way system (
centre).
Frequency range 30-20 KHz with pushbutton treble tone controls to compensate for acoustic conditions.
Both
high and low reproduction is amazirgly
authentic.
Handling
capacity
40 W
(music power). Removable carved grue
panel.
Size
15f x26 x III in.
Oiled
walnut finish
PRICE £59.10.0

AS-440 de luxe system Oeft (cur) using
16 . n. woofer, two 6f in. mid- range units
and three HF tweeters. 4- way crossover
plus push-button nid- and high- range
compensation gives exceptional smoothness over the entire range covered25- 20 KHz. Size 18f X 28 x 13 in. Removable
carved
grille
panel.
Handling
capacity 60 W.
Oi cd walnut finish.
PRICE £72.0.0

I
te Please

If you are, then you're lucky. Why? Because our full
range of FREE services is available to you. Whether
you're just starting out in hi-fi or are an advanced devotee
we give you free home demonstrations, free delivery, free
installation and free twelve- months after- sales service.
We have a tremendous range of all types of audio equipment together with stacks of records for your listening
enjoyment.
Start the ball rolling.
You
come and see us and we'll
return the compliment. That's
fair, isn't it?

send full details of SONICS loudspeakers

NAME

ADDRESS

exclusive

(HI :N.11)

Chew & Osborne Ltd.

United Kingdom distributors

b.h. marrie & co. ( radio) ltd
84

- EllEiNeison

Street.

London

E '

148 High Street, Epping, Essex. Tel. 4242

•• 1 01- 790 4E124

Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m. till 6 p.m., except Wednesday ( closed all day)
and Friday ( late shopping) 9a.m. till 8 p.m.

1779

Britain's finest range of
High Fidelity modules
The only modules with a complete specifications guarantee ( see below)
The only modules for which professionally
designed cabinet/chassis systems are produced.
The only constructor modules to employ
dual FETs in the front end and IC in the
decoder section of the tuner.

The new K60 Mono/Stereo
Headset already gaining
popularity with Hi Fi
enthusiasts and professional
users all over the country.
Good bass response
balanced middle response
brilliant high response
Frequency range 16/20,000 Hz
Utmost comfort with foam
rubber earpads
Double Headbands
Firm and solid construction

The only constructor module system to
use glass fibre circuit boards with adequate
heat sinks and top quality stereo matched
controls.
The only constructional
loudspeaker
design using electronic filter network for
linear frequency response.
The only constructor speaker cabinet design
to feature pre-finished interlocking mitre
joints and decorative veneers.

For more information
on this headset and
AKG Microphones please
contact AKG Equipment Ltd.,
Eardley House,
182/4 Campden Hill Road,
London, W.8.

Peak Sound Englefield and Baxandall systems
are the simplest and most professionally
styled of all constructor systems to assemble.

A

Peak Sound are Britain's best money saving
systems.

In Hi Fi News (
August, 1970) Peak Sound
Baxandall speakers form part of the equipment chosen as the best submitted in the
Budget Stereo competition.

•

In HiFi Sound, the ' Casebook' report on constructor's own installations enthusiastically
praises Peak Sound amplifier and speaker
systems ( August, 1970).

peak sound guarantee that their equipment meets all
specifications as published by them and
that these are written in the same terms as used in equipment reviews
appearing in The Gramophone and other leading British high fidelity
journals. Audio power outputs are quoted at continuous sine wave
power in terms of Root Mean Square ( R.M.S.) values into stated loads
at stated frequencies.
You send us the coupon—we send the details by return

PEAK SOUND,
Egham, Surrey.

32 St. Jude's Road, Englefield Green,
Phone: Egham 5316

To Peak Sound, Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey.
Details please of

Name
Address
HFN 11
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THE

CITY

TAPE RECORDER
& HI-FI CENTRE

The City Tape Recorder
and Hi Fi Centre
Our Manager Bob Hookings is a
keen tape recording and Hi -Fi
enthusiast. Bang & Olufsen's are
his speciality having used B &
equipment for many years. His
knowledge of this wonderful range
is second to none. He is able to
give personal callers ( please avoid
telephoning) the full benefit of his
expert advice not only on B &
but on any other equipment suitable to your individual requirements and pocket.

BEOMASTER 1600—£122.0.0

At the City Tape Recorder & Hi -Fi Centre you can see,
hear and compare every model in the fabulous B &
range.

Additionally we have one of the finest displays

to be seen in London of other leading manufacturer's
tape recorders and audio equipment all ready for inspection and demonstration.
Our Manager Bob Hookings is considered by all who have
made his acquaintance as being one of the most helpful and
knowledgeable personalities in the audio field. He maintains
a close personal contact with customers and endeavours to
give the maximum benefits to them not only in respect of his
expert knowledge but in providing the most efficient and cooperative after sales service available today. For his best personal attention please avoid calling between 12 & 2weekdays.
n.HUHUMIU
liUU!!Mri

Although Bang & Olufsen's are our speciality, we are able to
demonstrate a wide range of other equipment includIng our
attractive range of budget priced stereo systems that
show savings off the
prices of up to 30%.

manufacturer's

recommended

All B & 0 and other equipment sold by us is fully covered not
only by the maker's guarantee but additionally by our FREE
AFTER SALES SERVICING GUARANTEE.
We are easy to get to being almost opposite Liverpool Street
Station and remember we are the only tape recorder specialists
in Great Britain open on Sunday!
Do your weekly rush shopping on Saturday with your wife and
visit us on Sunday at your leisure!

228 BISHOPSGATE
LONDON E.C.2 Tel:

01-247 2609

HOURS OF BUSINESS: MON.-FRI. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

When in the City—
call in at the City!

CLOSED ALL DAY SATURDAY

OPEN

SUNDAY

10 A. M.

to

2 P.M.

1781

R4---riv Complete Stereo
System £45

This superb stereo system is areal
price breakthrough. It comprises
the VISCOUNT F.E.T. Mk. II amplifier on which full details are given
below, the famous Garrard SP25
Mk.II ( including teak veneer base
and transparent cover) with magnetic cartridge and the very
successful DUO type 2 speakers.
Measuring 17+ in. X 101 in. X
61 in., the Duo type 2 speakers
are beautifully finished in teak
veneer with matching vynair grills.
They incorporate a 10+ in. x
61 in. drive unit and high frequency
speaker, both of which are of
3 ohms impedance.
The Duo
speaker system is also available
separately at £6161— each plus 15/—
P. & P.

Complete stereo system £45 plus
£2.10.0 p. & p.

With VISCOUNT F.E.T. Mk. II
FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER
or with Mk. 1amplifier and diamond cartridge or 2025 TC cartridge £41
plus £T10.0 p. á p.

VISCOUNT F.E.T. Mk. I
£14.5.0 plus 7/6 p. & p.
High fidelity transistor stereo amplifier
employing field effect transistors. With

this feature and accompanying guaranteed
specifications below, the Viscount F.E.T.
vastly surpasses amplifiers costing far
more.
Specification: Output per channel 10 watts
r.m.s. Frequency bandwidth 20 Hz to
20 kHz
1dB K4 1watt.
Total distortion: (6., 1kHz (a, 9watts 0.5%.
Input sensitivities: CER. P.U. 100 mV into
3 meg ohms. Tuner 100 mV into 100 K
ohms. Tape 100 mV into 100 K ohms.
Overload factor: Better than 26 dB.
Signal to noise ratio: 70 dB on all inputs
(with vol. max.).
Controls: 6 position selector switch ( 3
pos. stereo and 3 pos. mono). Separate
Vol. controls for left and right channels.
Bass , I
4d B e 60 Hz. Treble ( with
D.P.S. on/off)
12 dB (i.e 10 kHz. Tape
recording output sockets on each
channel.
Size: 12r x6. x 2r in simulated teak case.
BUILT AND TESTED

MK. II ( MAG. P.U.) E15.15.0
plus I0/— p. & p.
Specification same as Mk. 1, but with the
following inputs. Mag. P.U. Tuner. Cer.
P.U. Spec. on Mag. P.U., 3mV rez 1kHz input impedance 47 K. Fully equalised to
within , IdB RIAA.
Signal to noise
ratio — 65 dB ( vol. max.).

RADIO égi TV COMPONENTS ( Acton) LTD. 21 H HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
All orders by post to our Acton branch

Also at 323 Edgware Road, London, W.2

Terms CWO

All enquiries SAE

NEAT
Precision Built...
Moderate Cost...
Easily Yours.

Neat G-30 Arm £13. 11. 1.
Neat G-30B Arm £16. 0. 4d.
Neat G-30 Lift £3. 13. 11.
Neat G-30 Bias Adjuster £3. 4. 8.
Neat V60MH Cartridge £8. 12. 6d.
Neat V60MHE Cartridge £ 11. 14. 1d.
Neat V70 Cartridge £5. 4. 8.
Neat V70E Cartridge £7. 15. 3.

110....11110

Me
l;

PRODUCTS

Send for fully illustrated catalogue guying full details of the complete range of Howland-West Audio Products
HOWLAND-WEST LIMITED, 2 Park End, South Hill Park, London, N.W.3. Tel.: 01-794 6666/6033.
Name

Address
HFN 34/N
1782

HERTS HiFi
LIST
PRICE
RECORDERS (
P/P £2)
Revox 1102 ;4
..
£204 15
Revox 1122/4 .. £236 5
Revox 1222/4 .. £246 15
Revox 1102 HS
£255 3
Revox 1122 HS . . . • £286 13
Revox 1222 HS .. • • £297 3
Ferrograph 722H .. • . £251
6
Akai XV
.
..
£ 187 10
Akai 1800SD .. £ 199 18
Akai X360 ..• . £ 380
I
Akai 4000D
..
£89 19
Akai 4000 .. .. £ 124 18
Akai X330 .. • • £ 342 11
Akai X330D .. • • £312 11
Akai 1710L .. £ 109 0
Akai X-5000 L. & \eV . • £ 177 19
Akai M IOL . • £245
I
Akai X-360DS . • £318 16
Akai 2000SD
£ 300 0
Ferguson- Marconi
3245/4245
£37
1
3246/4246
£43
3247/4247• • £ 48 9
3248/4248 .. £54 6
3244
.
..
L97 18
3249 .. . • £64 6
Teleton FXB 5100 .. £62 10
Teleton 999
..
£97 10
Pye 9106 .. .. £ 37 13
Pye 9123 .. .. £60 0
Pye 9137 ..• • £ 103 15
Philips 4302•
•
£ 39 0
Philips 4307..
£ 49 10
Philips 4308
..
£60 10
Philips 4404•
•
£ 87 0
Philips 4407 .. £ 105 0
Philips 4408 .. £ 139 0
Philips 4500 .. £ 126 0
Philips PRO 12 .. . •
E249 10
Tandberg 304IX .. • • £99 18
Tandberg 604IX
£ 193 10
Uher 714
..
£55 10
Uher 2325 ..
£120 6
Uher 2345
..
£ 128 10
Uher 2527
..
£ 132 12
Uher 2547
..
£ 140 15
Uher 2825
..
£ 167 8
Uher 2845
..
£ 167 8
Uher Royal 2
£287 0
Uher Royal 4
£287 0
Uher Royal C2
£254 5
Uher Royal C4
£254 5
Uher 4000L
£ 145 10
Uher 4200
..
£ 187 5
Uher 4400
..
£ 187 5

eTAPE

e COMPLETE

OUR
PRICE
o
O
o
O
O
o
8
9
4
6
1
O
4
3
O
6
O
4
O

£179
£203
£215
£222
£253
E255
£220
£ 160
£ 166
£ 320
£71
£98
£ 280
£ 250
£84
£ 135
£ 198
£ 243
£255

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

£33
£36
£39
£45
£75
£49
£53
£77
£29
£49
£83
£30
£39
£49
£69
£87
C111
£104
£219
£87
£170
£47
£99
£107
£110
£118
£138
£138
£229
£229
£208
£208
£120
£149
£149

(
P/P I5/-)
Armstrong 525 ..
Armstrong 526 ..
Goodmans 3000 ..
Leak Stereofetic cased ..
Leak Stereofetic uncased
Revox A76
Rogers Ravensbrook cased
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis
Rotel 120 ..
Rotel 130 ..
Rotel FAX88A .. • .
Rotel FAX330A
Teleton CRIOT
Teleton F2000
Teleton F4200
Teleton F43013
Teleton GT101 . .
Teleton STQ204X
Teleton TFS50
Wharfedale 100.1 .

£91
£104
£77
£68
£59
£162
£51
£45
£49
£79
£95
£95
£39
£51
£51
£49
£45
£50
£75
£131

SINCLAIR PROJECT 60
OUR PRICE f18.10.0 (
p.p. 10,-)
LIST
PRICE
£61 19
£ 30 9
£2 19
£4 9
£5 9
£4 19
£7 19
£5 19

Sinclair Neoteric 60
Sinclair 2000 amp.
Sinclair ICIO • •
Sinclair Z30 ..
Sinclair Z50 . •
Sinclair PZ5 • •
Sinclair PZ6 ..
Sinclair PZ8 ..
Sinclair PZ8 transformer .. .• £5 19
Sinclair Stereo 60
preamplifier .. £9 19
Sinclair QI6 loudspeakers .. £9 0
Sinclair Active filter
Unit .. .. £5 19
Special Offer Midland SH700
£3/
3/- ( P/P 5 /
- ).

BASF round pack ..
EMI ..
PHILIPS .
SCOTCH ..
SCOTCH Dynarange

••
••
••

600
20/15/3
18/18/6
I
6/19/6

P/P
15/10/2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6

6

£4 19

6

£7 15

3/6
3/6

0

£7 15

10/-

6
£4 17
2/6
stereo headphones,

TheMullard`Do-lt-Yourself'
Stereo Units .
Unilex
Mallard Unilex booklet, S'-.
Set of stereo output module EP9000 preamplifier module
EP900I, power supply
module EP9002.
OUR PRICE CI 1 10 - (retail £ 13/10/-).
Control panel assembly and escutcheon plate
OUR PRICE [3/5/Recommended loudspeaker units (p/p I0/-)
OUR
PRICE
per pair

Celestion PS8-9470 twin
cone 8, 12 ohm .. £4 19 6
Celestion PS58-9461 8X 5" £2 18 0
Celestion PSI2TCI789
twin cone 12", 12 ohm EIS 0 0

9'
00
26/20/3
24/6
24/6
2I/26/-

LIST
PRICE
per pair
£5 16 0
£3 3 0
£18

0 0

TELETON

17 9
£75
£87
14 3
£66
14 7
£57
1 4
18 0
¿SI
8
15 0 £140 o
£42 8
5 3
£39
0 2
£38 o
7 8
17 2
£63 o
£77 10
12 II
£75 o
0 5
£29 18
15 0
£37 IS
0 0
£42 15
15 0
0 0
£39 o
£36 10
10 0
£39 15
10 0
10 0
ESS 10
5 0 £115 o

300
—
8/9
9/6
—

0
0
6
6
6
6
6
6

OUR
PRICE
£46 0
£23 10
£2 10
£ 3 13
£4 9
£ 3 19
£6 9
£4 19

New...

CR IOT SYSTEM
59 GNS.
e LOUDSPEAKER KITS
Wharfedale Unit 3
Wharfedale Unit 4
Wharfedale Unit 5
KEF Kit 2 ..
KEF Kit 3 ..
KEF Kit 4 ..

STANDARD PLAY
Reel
Feet

LIST
PRICE
( P/P 10/-)
Garrard 5E125 Mk 2
£ 15 II
Garrard AP75
£23 16
Garrard SL65B .. £ 19 6
Garrard SL75B .. £ 35 12
Garrard SL95B
£45 9
Garrard 401
£ 31 14
Garrard 5100 with cartridge
L10 15
Goldring GL69/2/P+C £ 39 12
Goldring GL75P & Cover £52 0
Thorens TD150 A Mk 2 .. £43 10
Thorens TDI50 AB Mk 2 £47 8
Thorens TDI25
£75 17
SME 2000 plinth .. £42 17
SME 3009 arm S2 shell .. £ 34 9
SME 3012 arm S2 shell .. £ 36 14

•TURNTABLES

STEREO SYSTEMS (
P/P £2
Decca 603/604 .
10 0 £59
Decca 1203/4 .. £97 10 0 £76
Ekco SRG 607
.
£75 0 0 £62
Goodmans 3000 suite .. £ 140 9 0 £ 115
HMV Hi-Fi system .. £216 II
0 £ 175
Hacker GAR 1000SRD & 2
of LSI000
£223 0 0 £ 185
Marconi Unit 3
..
£84 14 0 £71 1
Marconi Unit 4
..
£77 9 0 £ 62
Metrosound 10-10
£77 6 4 £65
Teleton CMS300 ( Limited) £93 9 0 £62
Teleton CMS400
£ 102 10 0 £78
Teleton MX990 . £67 5 0
f50
Teleton 2S 6OF .. £72 10 0 £57 1

eTUNERS

166 St. ALBANS ROAD
WATFORD TEL. WATFORD 34644

1200
31/23/6
30/28/26/6
33/-

210
8/9
6/9
8/6
7/-

LIST
PRICE
Ell 19
£16 0
£23 10
£25 10
£37 10
£18 4

LONG PLAY
4"
5
52"
450
900
1200
17/6
25/28/6
13/6
20/3
23/6
12/6
24/6
30/6
13/6
20/6
26/11/2I /26/6
25/6
32/3

1783

7"
1800
41/34/9
42/36/6
38/45,3

6
0
0
0
0
0

OUR
PRICE
£9 18 0
£l2 15 0
£l8 16 0
£20 S 0
£30 0 0
£14 5 0

• STEREO AMPLIFIERS (P/P
Armstrong 521 ..
£56
Leak Stereo 30 Plus cased
£59
Leak Stereo 30 Plus chassis
£53
Leak Stereo 70 cased ..
£71
Leak Stereo 70 chassis ..
£65
Rogers Ravensbourne cased
£64
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis £59
Rogers Ravensbrook cased
f49
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis
£44
Ferrograph F307 ..
£59
Rotel RA840
£75
Teleton A105
£29
Teleton GAI01
£33
Teleton SAQ501S
£52
Metrosound ST20 ..
£32
Revox A50
£106
Rotel 100 ..
£45
Cambridge Audio P50
£75

• LOUDSPEAKER

SYSTEMS
B. & W. DM/3 .. £63
B. & W. DM1
.
£ 32
Wharfedale: Denton .. £ 19
Melton .. £29
Dovedale 3 .. £39
Super Linton £22
Airdale £69
Rosedale .. £59
Triton .. £27
Aston (white) £21
Goodmans Maxim .. £20
Marimba .. £24
Mambo
£22
Mezzo 11
£30
Magnum £40
Magister
£57
Minster . • £22
Leak: Mini Sandwich .. £29
Sandwich .. • • £45
Sandwich 200 • • £23
Sandwich 300 • • £29
Sandwich 600 . • £45

600
20/15/3
21/6
19/19J22/6

4
0
5
4
1
2
3
5
0
0
7
8
5
5
3

15/-)
0
10
0
10
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
15
10
0
1
10
0

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
O

7
O
6
18
2
O
9
15
10
O
10
O

1
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£ 10
£ 16
£ 12
£28
£37
£26
£7
£32
£43
£ 36
£40
£63
£ 34
£28
£ 30

19
15
10
17
16
10
5
10
10
18
10
0

£46 1
£47
£41
£57 I
£53 I
£52
£48
£38
£36
£48 1
£55
£20
£27 1
£34 1
£26 I
£89
£31 1
Stock
£53
£25
£14
£23
£29
£18
£55
£47
£23
£18
£15
£19
£18
£23
£29
£47
£19
£2I
£27
£l9
£25
£13

0
10
18
0
10
15
0
10
10
18
5
10
15
10
9
10
10
0
o

CARTRIDGES, Examples of our list ( P/P 5/-1
Shure M44 E .. .. £ 12 0 II £9 18
Shure M55 E
..
£ 12 19 5 £ 10 18
Shure M75 E Type 2
£21
6 2 £ 17 0
Shure VI5/2 Type 2
£40 15 3 £30 5
Goldring 0800 .. • •
£13 0 0 £8 10
Goldring G8C1OH .. • • £ 10 13 9 £8 10
Goldring GBOOE .. • . £ 18 17
I £ 14 18
Goldring 0800 Super E • • £26 0 1 £20 12
Goldring G850 ..
..
£6 10 0
£4
£
5 105
Goldring CS90 .. .. £5 4 0
Goldring CS91E .. £7 16
I £6 0
Sonotone 9TA HC
£4 0 5
£2 2
Decca Deram stereo £5 5 0
£4 7
Decca 4RC
£ 17 0 0 £ l4 5
Ortofon MIS E
£29 12 11 £24 0
Decca C4E ..
£22 10 £ 19 0
Decca SC4E
£32 0
5
£26
Empire 1000ZE.. £ 63 0
Empire 999 VE. • £
44 10 £S3
0
£37 10
Empire
Empire 888VE
888TE • . £27 12
£23 5
£l8 0
Empire 888E . •
£21
0
.. £
16 10
£ 14 0
Empire 80EE
£9 18
£8 5
Empire 888
£ 11 10£
00 1
1°
5
Empire 808E
£ 117
0
Empire 808..
£ 12 17

e Quotations to your requiremen
£9 0 s. £
eQuad, Kef, Nikko, Pioneer, Lux, AKG, National,
Koss, Tannoy, Uher.

eAdd

2/6 pp for first £ 5 of cape.

DOUBLE PLAY
300
10/9
8/6
12/6
10/6
12/9
I4/-

OUR
PRICE

1200
28/23/6
36/29/6
31/8
36/-

1800
40/6
34/9
48/42/6
42/47/3

7"
2400
49/43/6
66/59/6
58/6
66/10

TRIPLE PLAY
450
17/13/6
19/6
17/18/6

900
1800 2400
24/40/- 49/20/3
34/9
43/6
32/6
56/- —
30/6
50/- —
30/- — —

3600
6I/55/9

Tape
Fh_F I

HUGE DISCOUNTS OFF BRAND NEW

CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
SAVE E6.6.0 on this PHILIPS

EL3302

OUR PRICE 21 Gns. plus 7/6 p. & p.
PLUS TWO EXTRA CASSETTES W-FM.r FREE

List Price
£28.7.0

Centres Ltd

In presentation carton complete with all accessories, including microphone and
stand; direct recording lead; C60 cassette; cassette holder; carrying case and strap. All
completely brand new with Philips guarantee. PLUS 2 Philips C90 cassettes,
worth 50/-, or 2 Agfa CI20 cassettes worth 65/- (
your choice). FREE with every
one! (
This offer applies only to this model). You cannot lose. SEND NOW! Mains
unit 90/- extra.

YOU GET
* free replacement of faulty
equipment.

SAVE œs ON ALL THESE BRANDED MODELS

BATTERWMAINS
Crown CTR 8750 ..
Bush TP70 ..
KB SL55
National RQ 2035 ..
Philips N2205 ..
Teleton Memopack T630G
Toshiba KT 20P
Toshiba KT2 10P
Pye 9115 ..
Sanyo MR4I0

PYE 9115

I

ii

j
i
j

List
Price

194 gns.
294 gns.
31 gns.
204 gns.
16 gns.
23 gns.
16 gns.
184 gns.
23 gns.
23 gns.
17 gns.

Teleton MC7200 Stereo Player with
speakers £ 66 0 0 49 gns.

o

mh=i

List
Price

Philips N2602 Stereo P/backC42
Philips 2600 Mono P/back £26 16
FhilipsET6482 .. • .
L41
1
Radiomobile CTR 101 with
Mounting- Unit .. £40 12
Philips RN582 Car Radio/
Cassette Player .. £43 0

Our
Price
0 46 gns.
0 394 gns.

PHILIPS N2400

STEREO TAPE DECKS
Nivico CCR660U

List
Price
£71 14 0

23 gns.
234 gns.
26 gns.
28 gns.
35 gns.
29 gns.
294 gns.
O 234 gns.
O 35 gns.
O 274 gns.

*

O
O
9
O
O

VISIT US SOON
We're open 9.15 730 p.m. every day
except Saturday
915 6pm
Our
Price

O 32 gns.
9 21 gns.
3 334 gns.

Our
Price
58 gns.

SPECIAL BUY
IToshiba KT43D £63 0 0 49 gns.

O 33 gns.

Low noise Philips B.A.S.F. Agfa Scotch
C60
10/9
11/3
10/9
11/3
C90
14/6
15/ I4/15/C120
21/6
2I/18/6
21 /P P 64. each 3 or more post free

82
STOKES
CROFT
TEL 49677

BRISTOL

LOW NOISE

List
Price

DYNARANGE

Our
Price

£32
£68
£95
LEII
£99
£84
£119

0
0
0
0
15
15
0

MAGNETIC TAPE
This excellent tape, which is used every day by
London's top Recording Studios, is offered to you,
by return of post, boxed, brand new and guaranteed,
at up to 33% discount.
Our Prices
(List)
For I 3or more

0 68 gns.
0 57 gns.
0 79 gns.
0 674 gns.
0 84 gns.
0 71 gns.
0 95 gns .

List
Our
Price
Price
£ 54 15 0 46 gns.

Sanyo MR439G
Sanyo MR408 Bat/
mains. Full stereo £64 15 0
Sanyo MR4I6 Bat/
mains. Full stereo.
V.H.F. radio .. £89 15 0 73 gns.

SAVE ON CASSETTES

\hre

SCOTCH

6 33 gns.

Pye AM/FM 9000 £44 0 0 354 gns.
Teleton CTR530M £47 10 0 35 gns.
Sanyo MR416 Batt/
mains. Full stereo.
V.H.F. Radio £89 10 0 £76 10 0
List
Our
Price
Price

Philips N2400 with spkrs
Philips N2400 w/out spkrs
Philips N2401 with spkrs
Philips N240I w/out spkrs
Sanyo MR404A
Sanyo MR440G with spkrs
Toshiba Model KT4 I .

minimum
6- month
full
guarantee including labour
costs.

* free consultancy service by
experts.

PHILIPS N2602

MAINS/BATTERY RADIO RECORDERS
£56 15
£49 15

gns.
18
10
5
3
7
gns.
19
3
15

GRUNDIG C200SL

CAR CASSETTE RECORDERS

List

31
£29
£33
£35
£43
£37
39
£29
£43
£33

* the right to change equipment within 7 days of
delivery.

Our
Price

List
Price

Our
Price

Ferguson 3240. • £ 26 10 0
Grundig C200 • • £37 19 10
Grundig C200 SL
£ 39 18
I
National RQ 204S • •
25 gns.
Sanyo M- 48M .. • .
L19 15 0
Sanyo M88 .. • L28 5 0
Sencor . .. Special offer
Standard TI 15 .. £23 8 6
Pye 9109
27 gns.
Bush TP60 ..
28 gns.
Toshiba KT23P .. Special offer

EXPERTS
IN
SOUND

Recorder

7m. LONG PLAY
(1800 ft.)

(60/-)

42 6

40 -

7m. STANDARD
(1200 ft.)

(43/6)

32/6

31/-

p. and p. 1/- per reel.
DYNARANGE CASSETTES
(p. and p. 6d. per cassette)
CI20 (2 hrs) ( 30/6)
2I/C90 ( II- hrs) (20/6)
16/-

P. it P. 7/6 extra on all models
C.O.D. ( pay postman), additional 3/6.
Maxel
Cavendish Ampex
MC60
8/9
C60
8/6
MC90 I3/C90 12/6
12/6
MCI20 17/6
CI20 I5/16/6
P.P. 6d. each 6 post free.

Order from: SWM STUDIOS (TAPE),
32 34 Clerkenwell Road, LONDON,
01-253 6294

CAVENDISH SALES eiZIE-iiTIEE

20 I
5 -

E.C.I

We also stock other leading brands of tape at
discount prices.

Dept. HN11, 281/3 Whitechapel Road, London, E.1.
Tel.: 01-247 2996.
Callers Welcome. Adjacent to Whitechapel Underground Station.
1784

e

ROC ELECTRONICS
10 WATT BUDGET
STEREO ALL
TRANSISTOR
AMPLIFIER MODEL
R. 136

SPECIFICATION:
Output:
40 Watts Total
20 Watts Per Channel
Frequency Range 20-35,000 Hz
Inputs:
Phono: Mag: 3.6 mV RIAA
Kcal: 100 mV
Tape: 200 mV
Tuner: 200 mV
Controls:
Bass, Treble, Volume left,
Volume
right,
Selector
Main/Remote Speakers,
Power On/Off, Loudness
and Stereo/Mono.

PRICE: £25 O. O.

SPECIFICATI ON:
Output:
10 Watts Total
5 Watts per Channel
Frequency Range: 35-18,000 Hz
Inputs:
Phono and Tuner.

40 WATT STEREO
AMPLIFIER MODEL
R.I31

PRICE: £ I3 O. O.

Looking as good as it sounds the
R.I31
Stereo Amplifier offers
excellent quality and value for
money. Housed in a handsome
wooden cabinet this new Roc
Amplifier uses the latest Solid
State Circuit techniques to give
a specification second to none at
the price.

Ideal as asecond stereo system or
for the newcomer to Hi -Fi who
wishes to upgrade existing equipment the R.I36 sounds every bit
as good as it looks. As well as
inputs for crystal or ceramic
cartridge the R. 136 has a Stereo
Tuner input which accepts the
matching R.I34 Stereo AM/FM
Tuner.
The Satin Finish front panel carries
a stereo headphone socket as
well as volume, balance, tone, (all
ganged)
speaker,
mode
and
selector controls.
Supplied complete with oiled
walnut enclosure.

rat]
SPECIFICATION:
FM: Frequency Range:
Usable Sensitivity:
Stereo Separation:
Image Rejection:
AM: Frequency Range:
Usable Sensitivity:

AMIFMIMPX STEREO
TUNER MODEL R.I32
SPECIFICATION:
FM: Frequency Range: 87-10B M Hz
Usable Sensitivity: 3 jcV for 20 dB Quieting
Stereo Separation: 30 dB at 1kHz
Image Rejection: 60 dB
AM: Frequency Range: 525-1605 kHz
Usuable Sensitivity: 250 jcV

PRICE: £36 O. O.

Matching the R. 131 Amplifier in
both styling and performance the
R. 132 Tuner covers AM & FM
including Stereo Multiplex Channels.
A separate meter indicates signal
strength and tuning on both AM
& FM Bands. A usable FM sensitivity of 3icV means that the P.132
can be used anywhere, even in
difficult Stereo reception areas.

PRICE: £ 16 10. O.

¡
•

PRICE: £36 O. O.
Matching Speaker System R.088
L9/15/- per pair

Perfect Matching Unit to the
R.136
Amplifier.
The
R.I34
Stereo Tuner is designed to give
years of reliable performance.
The Tuning Band covers AM &
FM with aseparate stereo beacon
to indicate when stereo broadcasts are being received.

rel
4 WATTS STEREO
FM/AM/MPX TUNER
AMPLIFIER MODEL
R.124
Another Roc Exclusive offering
top value for money performance
the R.I24 is a Stereo Tuner/Amp
with facilities only usually found
in much more expensive units.
Features like separate bass and
Image Reiection:
treble controls, automatic freAM: Frequency Range:
quency control switch and stereo
Usable Sensitivity:
headphone socket give the R.I24
Audio Section:
a price to specification ratio
Total Output Power 4 Watts
second to none.
Phono Input:
200 mV at 1mg ohm. Housed in a handsome walnut
Tape Input:
100 mV at 100 K ohm. cabinet the classical low line
styling of the R 124 will grace any
PRICE: £29 19. O.
home.

16 WATT STEREO
AMPLIFIER MODEL
R.I38
As well as separate bass and
treble controls the R. 138 feature
switched
main
and
remote
speaker outputs so that the same
stereo installation can be used to
drive independant stereo speaker
systems.
Fitted in a well finished walnut
cabinet the brushed aluminium
front panel and sensible control
knobs set this amplifier in the
professional class.

88-108 MHz
20 iiV
26 dB at 1kHz
20 dB Minimum
55 dB
535-1605 kHz
300 i.V

MATCHED STEREO
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
MODEL R.088
Packed and supplied as a pair to
ensure optimum balance both in
performar ca and timber veneers.

5 WATT 8 TRACK
CARTRIDGE STEREO
AMPLIFIER MODEL R.I33
Just slot in one of the many 8 track
cartridge tapes available for a continuous programme of your favourite
music. A Manual programme override switch enables you to switch from
one track to the next at the push of a
button at the same time a numbered
indicator lights up to show which
track is playing. Beautifully finished
in an oiled walnut cabinet the R.I33 is
mechanically engineered to provide
long and reliable service.

88-108 mHz
18 0iV
26 dB at 1kHz
55 dB
535-1,605 kHz
280 0/.

PRICE: £21 O. O.

SPECIFICATION:
FM: Frequency Range:
Usable sensitivity:
Stereo Separation:

SPECIFICATION:
Output:
16 Watts Total
8 Watts per Channel
Frequency Range 30-20,000 Hz
Inputs:
Phono & Tuner
Outputs:
Speakers Main, Speakers
Remote, Tape Out, and
Headphones.
Controls:
Bass, Treble, Volume, Balance ( all ganged) Mode,
Speakers Stereo/Mono and
Power on/off.

AM/FM/MPX STEREO
TUNER MODEL R.I34

SPECIFICATION:
(Each Speakers)
Power Handling: 8 Watts
Frequency Range: 40-15,000 Hz
Impedance:
8ohms
Dimensions:
9"x 5rx 4;"
Finish:
Oiled Walnut.

PRICE:

15. 0 per Pair

MODEL R.446

SPECIFICATI ON
Tape Speed:
9.5 cm/sec ( 31 IPS)
Wow & Flutter:
Better than 0.3%.
Frequency Range: 40-12,000 Hz
Better than 45 dB at
Cross Talk:
1000 c/s
Output:
5 watts total, 2.5
watts per channel
Amplifier Outputs: 200 mV.

The R.446 matched system will handle more
power than the R.088 and it features a larger
dual cone bass unit and separate tweeter to
give an extended frequency response and
bigger handling capacity.
Heavily lagged, the teak finish cabinet is
tastefully finished in adark grey vynair which
will compliment any setting.

ROC ELECTRONICS LIMITED
193 EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2 lET
TELEPHONE: 01-723 6211

1785

SPECIFICATION:
(Each Speaker)
Power Handling: 10 Watts Peak
Frequency Range: 40-18,000 Hz
Impedance:
8ohms
Dimensions:
14 - x13} - x61"
Finish:
Oiled Teak

PRICE: £ I6 4. 0
per Pair

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE. Dept. HFN.
ORDERS UNDER DO, ADD 5/— FOR P&P. ORDERS
OVER EIOSENT POST FREE.

alpha- arena
HI-FI STEREO COMBINATION UNIT

AR ENA
by HIGHGATE

sets the standard in
High Fidelity and Design

For further details contact

MGMGATE A001187708

STEREO

134,188 GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.1
Telephone 01-636 2901-4

Why Pay More ?

BROADCASTING

CASH
DISCOUNT

A TECHNICAL SERVICE — for the conversion and
realignment of F.M.Tuners for Stereo Broadcasts.

Before investing in a new tuner, why not ask for our advice
about the possibility of converting your existing receiver to
STEREO ?
Tuners modified include those manufactured by:—Armstrong
— Avantic — B & O — Clarke & Smith — Chapman — Dulci —
Dynatron — Eagle — Eddystone — E.M.I. — Fisher — Grundig —
Heathkit — Jason — Leak — Lowther — L&R — Metz — Pioneer
— Pye — Quad — Rogers — R.C.A. — H. H. Scott — Telefunken —
T.S.L. — Trio.

2

All the leading brands in stock: PIONEER: TELETON:

Manuta,turers and Dtsigners ot High Quality Sound Systems

TELEPHONE

GRAVESEND,
GRAVESEND

%

Big City Discounts now come to the West Country!

MOTION ELECTRONICS LTD.
39 PELHAM ROAD,

5

SANYO : DULCI : LUX : EAGLE : SHURE : LEAK:

KENT.

AUDIO-TECHNICA: PORTABLE TV's: 8-Track CAR

$4922

STEREO.
Please send an estimate for the conversion of my FM Tuner
for MULTIPLEX RECEPTION
To:

Motion
Kent.

Electronics

Ltd.,

39

Pelham

Road,

BRAND NEW • FACTORY FRESH • MANUFACTURERS' SEALED
CARTONS • CASH AND CARRY OR MAIL ORDER

G,avesend,

Plinth and Covers 95/—

Name

Demonstrations and unbiased advice by experts.

Address

WEST AUDIO

Telephone

60-64 BATH BUILDINGS, MONTPELIER, BRISTOL

Make and Model of Tuner

Telephone 0272 46135

Stereo Decoder Required YES/NO (
delete not applicable)

1786

Introducing the 3000X.

We laughingly refer to it as
an amateur's tape deck.
Laughingly? Well the 3000X is about as
amateurish as a moon shot.

And you can mix, copy and try echo and
other special effect recording.

Recording is based on the Tandberg
Cross- Field technique.
Which means it gives quite sensationally

Fill in the coupon, we'll send you the
complete low-down on this quite exceptional
tape deck, which, believe it or not only costs

good specifications for frequency range and

£99. i8s. od ( recommended price).

signal-to-noise ratio. But people have come

TANDBERG

to expect that from any Tandberg tape deck,
so we'll move on and talk about the other
features.
It's fully transistorised, has off the tape

BUILT

BY

EXPERTS

See us at the Harrogate
Audio Fair suite 196
FOR EXPERTS

Farnell-Tandberg Limited, Farnell House,
8i Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 ' HR.

monitoring facilities and Din and phono sockets. IPlease send me full details of the Tandberg 3000X
Two moving coil meters indicate recording
levels.
You can cue- in at fast wind and rewind,

IN

e

IAddress
HN7

as well as monitor recording and playback.
IDt11211

IT'S SONY"
MONTH AT
LiNDAjR AUDI9,
titt A FRES
N

Recorended Retail Price £ 83.10.0

. . . and all you have to do is purchÍsé-a Sony ProdurEr—

costing from as little as £ 6.10.0._ from Lind- Air Audio
between November 2nd to 28th inclusive.
There are no slogans to write . . . no points to put in
order . . . no special skill
required...just your ability ___
to spot Sony and Lind- Air _20.
Audio as tops in the worldof Hi Fil l

4
RADIOS e

"Miss Sony" will
be here to present
you with your Sony
literature pack and
the expert Lind- Air
Audio staff will be
pleased to demonstrate any Sony model.
'Sony ... aliving world
of sight and sound'.

LiND-AIR AUDi0

18/19, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1. Telephone: 01-580 2255
One minute's walk from Tottenham Court Rd. Underground Station

COME AND SEE THE SUPERB
DISPLAY OF SONY PRODUCTS
Comprehensive selection from the extensive
Sony range— all available for immediate
demonstration and comparison — come
and see and hear the Sony model
of your choice and find out
about our Free Sony
Month
Competition.

SONY Transistor
Radios
from £ 6.10.0 to £ 361.15.0
SONY Cassette
Recorders
from £ 26.15.0 to £ 11210.0
SONY Mono
Recorders
from £ 48.0.0 to £ 86.15.0
SONY Stereo Tape
Decks
from £ 72.15.0 to £ 264.10.0
SONY Stereo Tape
Recorders
from £ 99.15.0 to £ 199.15.0
SONY Portable
Televisions
from £ 73.15.0 to £ 85.15.0
SONY Audio Systems
from £ 98.15.0 to £ 161.15.0
SONY Stereo Tuner
Amplifiers
from £ 52.10.0 to £ 323.10.0
SONY Stereo
Amplifiers
from £ 59.15.0 to £ 160.0.0
SONY Turntable
Systems
from £ 39.15.0 to [ 178.2.6
SONY Loudspeaker
Systems
from [ 27.10.0 to £ 123.10.0
... there's ahost of
SONY Accessories too!

If you can't call, write to
"Miss Sony" and she'll send
you full details of the Sony range
and the Lind-Air Audio Sony Month.

4

DentAYS
SAVE MONEY

Watford Sound Centre

All items new and boxed examples chosen from our extensive range

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

CARTRIDGES

STYLI
£27 o
£23 17
£36
o
£39
o
£48
£52 9
£42 o
£48 o
£S3 19
£58 9
£19 19
£26 9
£46 9
£29 19

MetroSound ST.20
Sinclair 2000 . .
Rogers Ravensbrook chassis
Rogers Ravensbrook Teak case
Rogers Ravensbourne chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne Teak case
Leak Stereo 30 Plus Chassis ..
Leak Stereo 30 Plus Teak case
Leak Stereo 70 Plus Chassis ..
Leak Stereo 70 Plus Teak case
Teleton SAQ-203E ( cased) ..
Teleton GA- 10I ( 15+ I5W)
Armstrong 521 ( cased)
Tripletone 8+8 Dual ( Cased)

o
6

o
o
6

o
o
6
6
6

o
6

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Goodmans Magnum K
Goodmans Mezzo 11 ..
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Wharfedale Dovedale III
Wharfedale Melton ..
Wharfedale Super Linton
Wharfedale Denton ..
Richard Allan Pavane
Richard Allan Chaconne
Bowers & Wilkins DM)
Bowers & Wilkins DM3

£30
£23
£22
£29
£23
£l8
£14
£27
£17
£25
£53

19
19
6
17
9
9
17

o
o
is
o

6
6

o
6
6
6
6

o
o
o
o

Goldring G-850 Diamond Stylus
Goldring G-800 Diamond Stylus
Goldring G- 800/H Diamond Stylus
Goldring G- 800/E Diamond Stylus ..
Goldring G-800/SE Diamond Stylus
Shure M-75/6 Diamond Stylus ..
Shure N- 44/E Diamond Stylus
Shure N- 55/E Diamond Stylus

£3 0
£3 2
£3 0
£7 12
£l2
5
ES 10
£8 2
£8 5

0
6
0
6
0
0
6
0

ON DEMONSTRATION
Completely free Evening Stereo demonstrations
every second Friday at our Watford branch.
All the latest and best in stereo, clearly explained and demonstrated twice a month. If
you have an audio problem, why not come
along and discuss it with us? Advice costs
nothing! Ask for our Special List for prices on
Quad and Tandberg, and many other choice
items of the finest equipment.

Goldring G-850
Goldring G- 800/H
Goldring G-800
Goldring G- 800/E
Goldring G-800 Super E
Shure M- 91/E
Shure V-15, Mk. 11 ( Imp.)
Shure M- 44/E
Shure M- 55/E
Shure M- 31/E .
Ortofon M- I5/E
Ortofon SL-I5/E
Ortofon 2x I5K

£7
£8
Ell
£l9
£l9
£30
El 1
£l2
EIO
£23
£22
ES

o o
o
o

10
10
7
9
19
10
10
17
12
17

6

o
6
6

o
o
6
6

DO-IT-YOURSELF MEN ...
We carry all the Wharfedale kits, and the remarkable
new Richard Allan Twin, Triple, and Super kits in stock.
Every plug, cable, and accessory carried in stock, and all
at competitive prices.

THE TELETON TFS-50

POSTAGE CHARGES: Amplifiers, speakers, tuners,
turntables I0/—. Cartridges 2/6, styli 2/—. Tape- units and
recorders 12/6.

This remarkable unit now in stock.... FM and AM, plus
decoder fitted, with high sensitivity. Inputs for Magnetic
and Xtal pu., plus A- B tape, and Auxiliary. Powerful
and reliable. We have it on immediate demonstration.
Note our price: £59/17/6

OPEN ALL DAY- 6 DAYS A WEEK
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY. SATURDAY 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
LATE NIGHT FRIDAY OPEN UNTIL 8 p.m.

22 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH STREET, WATFORD, HERTS. TEL. 92 26602
ALSO 115 KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2. Tel. 01-405 0446 Mon. to Fri. 9a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. 9a.m.-1 p.m.
AT

857 HIGH ROAD, LONDON, N.I 2. Tel. 01-445 3319 Mon. to Sat. 9a.m.— 6p.m. Thur. 9a.m.-1 p.m.

CLEAR TONE HI-FI LTD

166 BLACKBURN ROAD, BOLTON, BLI 8DR LANCS.
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

Rec.
Retail
Tripletone Gemini, Mk. II Teak £23 10
Tripletone 8+8 Mk. 11, Teak .. £ 35 17
Korting A600, Walnut .. £ 49 15
Leak 30+, Teak .. .. £ 59 10
Rogers Ravensbourne, Teak .. £ 64 0
Leak 70, Teak .. .. ..
al 10
Chassis models, deduct £2.
STEREO TUNERS
Tripletone F.E.T. Mk. II, Teak
Korting T600, Walnut ..
Rogers Ravensbrook, Teak ..
Leak Stereofetic, Teak ..
Chassis models, deduct £2.

Our
Pric
£ 20
£ 30
£ 42
£ 47
£ 52
£ 57

£ 38
£ 49
£ 51
£ 68

0
15
5
1

£ 34
£ 43
£ 43
£ 58

SPEAKERS
Sinclair 1Q116
..
..
£8
Wharfedale Unit 3 kit ..
Ell
Wharfedale Unit 4 kit .. £ 16
Wharfedale Unit 5 kit .. £ 23
Wharfedale Denton/pair .. £ 38
Goodmans New Minister/pair £ 44

19
19
0
10
0
18

£8
EIO
£ 13
£20
£ 30
£ 36

CARTRIDGES
Goldring G850
Goldring G800H
Goldring G800
Shure M3D/M ..

METROSOUND ST20 AMP.
£27.0.0

0
0
0
0

Opens up anew era in Hi Fi listening

MULLARD UNILEX STEREO
MODULES KIT
[13.0.0
TEAK CASE
£5.0,0

0
SUPER LINTONS/PA1R
0
36.0.0
£
0
0
0
0

4
EIO 10
11
Ell 10
15 £ l2 0
0
El 2 0
19 £ 15 0
12 £ 22 0
16
8
3
12

22636

SPECIAL OFFERS
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK
TEAK AMP.
£36.10.0

LE. 10
a
0
flO 13 £ 8 0
£ 13 0
EIO 0
a
8 £6 0

TURNTABLES
Connoisseur BDI kit .. .. £ 12
Garrard SP25 Mk. III .. ..
LIS
Garrard 3500 with cart. ..
LIS
B.S.R. MP60 .. .. ..
LIS
B.S.R. 610 ' . .. .. ( 18
Goldring GL69 Mk. II, Chas. .. £ 26
Connoisseur BD2, Chas. and
SAU2 .. .. ..
L29
Goldring GL75, Chas. .. £ 36
Connoisseur f3D2/SAU2/P/C .. £ 38
Thorens TD ISO Mk. II, Chas. .. £ 43
Plinths and covers stocked.

Tel

£24 10
£ 30 0
£ 32 0
£ 38 10

NEW VVHARFEDALE
TRITON/PAIR
£44.0.0
CELESTION DITTON
PAIR £44.0.0

15

ALL ITEMS U.K.
CARRIAGE FREE.

OPEN DAILY FROM
9.30 a.m. until
5.30 p.m. MON.
5.30 p.m. TUES.
8.00 p.m. WED.
8.00 p.m. TH URS.
8.00 p.m. FRI.
4.00 p.m. SAT.
Lunch 1.30 to 2.30 p.m.

L 24 POLE
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
E BELT DRIVEN
111 Rumble: — 70dB. Wow and Flutter: less than
D Accepts all cartridges
E Tracks between
and 2grams
D Hydraulic damped descent and cueing
n 2- speed ( 33- and 45)
Anti- skating device

ALL EQUIPMENT GUARANTEED AND IN
MANUFACTURERS' SEALED CARTONS
QUOTATIONS GIVEN for SYSTEMS of your CHOICE.

MAYWARE

& CO. 112

West Hampstead, London N.W.6

Export Enquiries invited

1790

0.1

Fortune Green Rd.,
Tel.: 01-794 9373

What makes the Ravensbrook speaker
different from other speakers?
Two particular • design features* distinguish
the new Ravensbrook from, the usual run of
the mill speaker system; features which, combined with the overall design concept,
account for its marked superiority over any
other system of comparable size and price.
* A unique system of construction is employed in which four I" steel bolts are used to
draw together the front and back panels of
the enclosure against the four sides and a
central spacing block. This results in a remarkable degree of solidity and overcomes
completely cabinet wood resonance and the
resultant 'boxy' sound, which until now has
been one of the major problems of speaker
design.
*Investigation into speaker damping for the
enclosure led to the discovery of an entirely
new material, far better than any material
used for this purpose so far, including bonded
acetate fibre. This new material provides exceptional damping at all frequencies and an
isothermal action resulting in a very low

system resonance, for the size of the enclosure, of 64 Hz.
The bass unit has been specially developed,
using the very latest techniques. Features
include anew low resonance highly damped
suspension, die cast chassis, very high flux
ceramic magnet and rigid diaphragm for true
piston action at low frequencies. Together
with the acoustic damping already mentioned,
the result is smooth, low distortion, output
down to 40 Hz.
Two high performance tweeters are employed
with avery smooth response from 1500 Hz to
beyond 20 kHz. Dual tweeters are used to
ensure smoother response and high power
handling capacity.
The cross-over is aprecision network operating at 2kHz and providing asharp 12 dB per
octave cut-off.
The enclosures are finished in teak veneer,
with solid teak edge moulding, the front
covered with black/gold acoustically transparent fabric.
▪ '
MI

Although developed primarily for use with
either the Ravensbrook or Ravensboume
amplifiers, this new speaker merits consideration as the final link in any stereo system.
We invite you to listen to a comparative
demonstration and hear for yourself what
makes the Ravensbrook different from other
speakers.
DIMENSIONS: 19" x13"

IMPEDANCE:

x9r.

8 ohms.

POWER HANDLING CAPACITY: 20 watts,
continuous speech and music.
FREQUENCY RANGE: 40-20.000 Hz.
Recommended U.K. Retail Price: ( Matched
Pair) £47.10.0
Below left: Ravensbrook Stereo Amplifier.
£49.0.0d (Chassis: £44.0.0d) FET FM Tuner.
£51.5.3d (Chassis: £45.0.2d) IncL
IM

BM

▪ Rogers Developments (Electronics) Limited,
in 4-14, Barmeston Road, Catford, London,
▪ S.E.6. Telephone: 01-698 7424/4340

IBM BM

ROGERS

Please send me full details of the new Ravensbrook Speaker System.
I
1am also interested in:
The Ravensbrook Amplifier D
The Ravensbourne Amplifier D
I NAME
I ADDRESS

L

HF/ 1170

..,1

You can save up to £ 200 on your hi-fi
system with a personal cash quotation
from Britain's original " Package- Deal"
specialist!

INDIVIDUAL PRICES OF POPULAR ITEMS
LEAK: STEREO 30+ ( Cased)
STEREO 70 ( Cased)
ROGERS: RAVENSBROOK ( Cased) ..
RAVENSBOURNE ( Cased)
SANSUI: AU777
ARMSTRONG: 521 ..
526 ..
WHARFEDALE: 100.1
SUPER LINTON ( Pair)
MELTON
B & W: DMI
DM3
.
GOODMANS: MEZZO II
MAGNUM K
TANNOY: LANCASTER 12 ..
GARRARD: 401 ..
GOLDRING: GL75/P -1- COVER
THORENS: TD I
50AB/II
SME: 3009/11 ..
GOLDRING: 850
800E
SHURE: M75E
VIS/II

Personal and Trade Export Enquiries invited.

JOHN MUNRO
SPECIALIST

26 SEATOWN, LOSSIEMOUTH,
MORAYSHIRE, SCOTLAND.
Telephone: 2340

£46
£56
• £38
£50
• £81
£44
. . £83
.. £ 105
.. £36
.. £21
• . £23
• . £46
• . £22
£29
• . £45
• • £24
• . £38
• • £40
• • £26
.. £4
• . £ 14
.. £ 15
•.
£29

NUW!

I've just saved á
packet on HiFi
equipment at
NEWDAWN
DISCOUNTS
CHESTER
All the Big names
in Hi -Fi . All at
Big Discount
Prices!

194

PACKAGE- DEAL PRICE E658!

PART- EXCHANGES IF DESIRED.

AUDIO

ao

341
49
£858

Choose from the world's finest factory-fresh
equipment with maker's full guarantee. For
personal individual attention simply request
quotation or comprehensive price list.

INTERNATIONAL

Usual Price
£125
75
34

LEAK STEREO 70/STEREOFETIC TUNER
THORENS TD125
SME 3009/11
SHURE V15/11 .
TANNOY AUTOGRAPH (2) . .
RH LOVVFLEX CABINET
FERROGRAPH 704

CALL IN AND
SEE OUR HUGE
SELECTION

i

AFTER SALES
SERVICE
AVAILABLE
Choose from
our huge range
of factory fresh
equipment

SCANPLAN
For housing audio separates and records in
limited space at minimum cost. Size 36" high
•16r deep • 21" wide.
Price £
21.0.0

NO DEPOSIT PERSONAL
CREDIT SERVICE AVAILABLE AT
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TERMS.

Send for free illustrated

catalogue giving full details
of 22 different cabinets
eee superbly finished Et designed.
Prices from £6.19.0 to 52 gns.
.Also stockists list. ( U.K. only).
Free HiFi Housing Advisory Service

OPEN DAILY TO
THE PUBLIC
9 30am 5 30 MON
TUES

RECORD MO
DMZ

r

CORNER CASTLE
%. 1j1:iyad
m l deWE D
0 M
& BRIDGES' ••
73
T
CHESTER
5 30 SAT

Dept .Brook Rd, London N22 Tel. 01-888 7487

1792

Why R.E.W.
for Sony?
1.
2.
INTEREST FREE TERMS.

than

ever for you to own

R.E.W.

make

making it available on interest free terms.

you

can

spread

it

easier

superb Sony equipment,

payments

over

12

by

This means

months

without

paying a penny interest.

AFTER SALES SERVICE.

R.E.W.

offer

able service which does not end when you
purchase.
R.E.W.

Once

you

attention

are

you

buy

assured

your
of

Sony

•

equipment

at

and

demonstration

staff

always

in

R.E.W. stock

both

excellent
are

equipment

courteous

from

prompt

in the future.

DEMONSTRATIONS.
of

Sony

incompar-

make your

a full

showrooms.

facilities

attendance

and

to

range

There

are

knowledgeable

explain

the

finer

points of Sony.

TA- 1120. INTEGRATED
STEREO AMPLIFIER
A high performance solidstate stereo amplifier to recret
the most exacting demur ds
of audio listeners. Harmonic
distortion
is
incomparably
low, less than 0.1% at the
rated output of 50 watts ter
channel, and unmeasJrably
low at 10 watts output.

ST-8 OF. FM/AM MULTIPLEX STEREO TUNER
Advanced
circuitry,
incorporating an FET FM front end,
solid-state filters in the IF
stage, and a reliable M9X
circuit requiring no adjust',lent,
contribute
to
the

e4

I •

0

el

1

Oa

0-% 1

P'

exceptional performance that
makes this unit the eaual of
larger, more costly tuners.

e

Price £49 8s. Od.

Price £ 160
TC-252. STEREO
TAPE RECORDER

IC-630 STEREO TAPE
RECORDER

4- track, 3-speee stereo tape recorder with
all- silicon transistor circuitry, stereo/
mono tape recording and playback. Two
high-fidelity satellite speakers are integrated in the lid and these give public
address facility if required. Aiso features
sound- on- sound recording.

A 4- track three head complete tape recorder with fully professional controls
and two stereo speakers to give powerful,
rich output. There's a complete stereo
music control centre with multiple inputs
for phono, tuner, microphone and auxiliary

Price £99 15s. Od.

Price £ 199 15s. Od.
IC- 127. STEREO CASSETTE TAPE DECK
Prov.des 4- track stereo, 2- track mono
recordingiplaybacc. and there's an
easy-co- use slicing type volume control for both chaarels, with two VU
meters for precise sound recording
levels. A limiter circuit ensures distortion- free recording at unexpected
peak levels.

Price £69 15s. Od.
IC- 100A. PORTABLE
CASSETTE RECORDER
Operates from mains current or batteries.
This model gives rich 1 watt output through
an oval dynamic speaxer and incorporates
SONY-0-MATIC recording volume control
and piano key operation. Its reliable, solidstate circuitry includes silicon transistors.

Price £42 9s. 6d.

•

MI

BIM
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146
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MI

IM IBM MI

AUDIO
VISUALS

WEST END SHOWROOMS

146 Charing Cross Rd., WC2 Tel.: 01-836 3365 II
HEADQUARTERS, SHOWROOMS AND MAIL ORDER
266-8 Upper Tooting Rd., London SW17 !
Tel.: 01-672 4471/2 and 9175
Please send me details of your
services without obligation

NAME

..
111

ADDRESS
111

..... • •

" I

HFN
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GOLDRING AND GARRARD PRICES SLASHED
G.8513 fg1/17/6 p.p. 2/6

SP25 MK II £ 1015

p.p 10 .

SEE BELOW FOR OTHER MODELS
GOLDRING 800 E ELIPTICAL, TRANSCRIPTION ARM CART.
[II 15 0. p.p. 4 -.
LEAK

SANDWICH

ENCLOSURE

CABINET. 8 ohms, 35 watt Handling.
LIST
PRICE

GARRARD
GARRARD
GARRARD
GARRARD
GARRARD
GARRARD
GARRARD

TURNTABLES
2025TC, SON9TAHC, Diamond
3000 SON9TAHC, Diamond
A70 Mk. II, less Cart.
SL65B, less Cart.
AP75, less Cart. ..
SL72B, less Cart.
SL75, less Cart. ..

£9 10/-,
£9/12/6
£11/16/0
£13/19/6
£15/19/6
£24/0/0
£251/0

d• 45.1
•••••

nn
u•`-'

(
26 -x15"x 12')

£33. 1
0.0

OUR
PRICE

WALNUT

p.p. 10 each

•

PLINTHS AND COVERS

AS IN PICTURE

Suitable for AT60, SP25, 3000, 2500, 3500. Superbly
finished Plinth, ready cut for use, complete with
Tinted Perspex Cover. This unit is finished in
Teak Polish and will blend in any modern home.

p. p. 7/6

p.p. 10 p.p. 10 p.p. 10/p p 10/p.p. 10/p.p. 10 p.p. 10,-

79/6

GARRARD SP2S ON PLINTH WITH COVER
Complete, not wired, £14/12 6, p.p. 15 -. Ready wired with 5- pin Din
or Phono, 10 16 extra.
For any other Deck, 3000, 2025TC, add price of Plinth and Cover to Deck
and add 15 - p.p.

SPEAKERS, TUNERS, AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
TELETON TUNER AMP. R4200 .. .. .. £37/10/0 p.p. 10!L.L. NOVA AMP. 5+5 MAG. and CER. INPUT ..
£15/10/0 p.p. 10,L.L. NOVA 7500 VHF TUNER AMP. 7x7 MAG.
and CER. INPUT
..
..
£391/0 p.p. 10 3- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM in TEAK CABINET,
SIZE 144" x8" x6', 5 watts R.M.S. 10 watts PEAK each £5119/6 p.p. 7/6
AS ABOVE BUT 7 watts R.M.S. 14 watts PEAK
SIZE 20" x12" x8' .. .. .. .. .. each £8117/6 pp. 10!AS ABOVE 10 watts R.M.S. 20 watts PEAK. SIZE
21 - x11
x9}" - . . .. ..
£11/19/6 p.p. 12/6
"BEST" STEREO HEADPHONES 8!..! .. ..
£2/12/6 p.p. 5 "MASTER" MAGNETIC CART' Diamond Stylus
0/5/0 P•P 5 PHILIPS RH-781 TUNER AMP. .. .. ..
£59/15/0 p.p. 10 Prices foi goods not listed sent by return of post. S.A.E. Please.

SEND P.O. ORDER, CHEQUES, etc. to:

AUDIO
CALLERS and

SUPPLIES

MAIL ORDERS

50 STAMFORD HILL, LONDON

N.16

Phone: 01-806 3611
Open 9.30 a ni

Thursday.

We offer

to 6 p.m. Monday to Saturday.

Half day Closinn
HFN

CONDOR ELECTRONICS LTD.

HIGHEST DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

100 COOMBE LANE,

PROVIDED you offer us your worthwhile Audio Equipment in part exchange

WIMBLEDON, S.W.20

— WRITE FOR QUOTATION

Telephone: 01-946 6159/0033

H. C. HARRIDGE LTD.

We stock for all your Cartridges and Styli requirements:
Acos, A.D.C., Audio Technica, B & O. B.S.R., Goldring, Orbit,

8 MOOR STREET
LONDON WIV 5LJ
Telephone: 01-437 7108

Pickering, Ronette, Shure, Sonotone, and many others.

Trade and Wholesale enquiries only.

PLEASE NOTE:— ANNUAL CLOSING DATES
MONDAY NOVEMBER 23rd TO FRIDAY DECEMBER 4th

Two pairs of loudspeakers—use them separately or both together—and you
have full individual volume regulation on the second pair—for personal listening
switch to headphones. Available from your Hi -Fi Dealer, £. 10.0.
One of the range of AUDIO CONTROLS from

HOWLAND-WEST LIMITED
2 PARK END, SOUTH HILL PARK, LONDON NVV3
Sole U.K. and Export Distributor

1794

MODERN WAYS TO SAVE ON HI-FI
eGenuine reductions
e No Manufacturer's rejects or ' seconds'
•Guarantees fully honoured
• Our own fully equipped service department
oMembers of the High Fidelity Dealers Association

Special offers for
November
GOLDRING GOLDRING COMBO
Comprising GL.69 transcription, fully variable 4- speed
motor ( List E26.12.6), 800 Stereo Cartridge with
diamond ( List £ 130.0) and Plinth with hard clear
plastic top ( Vslue £120.0), wired with phone plugs
connected for immediate use. Total value £53.0.0.

M E£40.10.0 £12.10.0
U.K.

SAVING

Please add 10,6 carriage in

Comprises the famous Garrard AP.75 3 speed singlerecord playing unit ( list £2316,7) with Goldring 800
stereo cartridge with diamond ( list E13.0.0) with
plinth ( list £ 513.11) and clear plastic hard top ( list
£4.6.6) supplied wired for immediate use.

***e £ 34.10.0 £12.2.0

List £35.10.0 Our price £32.0.0
LEAK STEREO 70 (
Chassis)
List £ 65.0.0
Our price £60.0.0
*LEAK 30 (
Chassis)
List £ 55.0.0 Our price £47.15.0
*LEAK 30 (
Teak Cabinet)
List £ 59.10.0 Our price £S3.11.0
*M ETR OS OUND
List £ 6.0.0
Our price £ 3.0.0
Please add 10 6 carriage in

U.K.

MOTORS/PICK-UPS

GARRARD A.70 Mk.2
WHILE STOCKS LAST
For both manual and auto operation. Non-ferrous
turntable, counter- balanced arm, wired for stereo.
Less cartridge. Brand new in maker's carton, with
guarantee. At the unrepeatable price of

£11.19.6
***GARRARD SP25 MK. II
With cue and pause control, stylus pressure balance,
bias compensat.on, large turntable, automatic stop and
arm return.
Brand new in maker's carton, with
guarantee.
Our price

DOUBLE PLAY

CASSETTE OFFERS
PHILIPS

2,400'
1,800'
1,200'

(LATEST LOW NOISE TYPES)
C.60 gives one hour's playing
Usual
Our
C.90 gives 1¡ hours playing
Usual
Our
C.120 gives two hours' playing
Usual

price
price
price
price
price

17/6
14/6
25/21/33/6

Our price 28/6

*GARRARD SL95B ( less Cartridge)
List £ 44.12.10
Our price C41.0.0
Plinth for above
List £ 4.4.I I Our price £ 3.17.0

£10.19.6

Plinths and Cartridges available as required.
with enquiries, please.
Plea, add 10 6 carriage in

U.K.

S.a.e

LOUDSPEAKERS
**LEAK SANDWICH
List £45
Our price £ 4.10.0
PHILIPS 561
List L26.19.6 Our price £21.0.0
***CELESTION DITTON 15
List £ 29 Our price £24.0.0
***CELESTION DITTON 25
List £ 59.17.0 Our price £ 3.0.0
WHARFEDALE SUPER LINTON
List £ 2110.0 Our price £20.5.0
GOODMANS MAXIM
List £ 20.9.9 Our price E19.0.0
GOODMANS ELEGANZA
List £ 0.0.0 Our price £ 7.0.0
Personal shoppers only.
WHEN ORDERING
Please send cash with order and mention HF.I I.
Where applicable, cost of carriage will be advised
immediately. Correspondence requiring areply should
be accompanied by S.A.E.
OVERSEAS ORDERS
Since the Company's foundation over a quarter of a
century ago, Modern Electrics has specialised in the
export of high fidelity equipment to all parts of the
world. Our Export Department takes care of the
formalities for you, and of course, all items are free of
purchase tax where applicable. All goods are expertly
packed and carriage is charged at cost. ORDER IN
CONFIDENCE FROM MODERN ELECTRICS.

P P 6d. per cassette.

A complete hi-fi stereo record reproducing system
comprising:
2 Philips Music Suite Speakers
Metrosound Amplifier
G
d SP 25
Goldring 850 Dynamic stereo cartridge
with diamond
Plinth and clear plastic hard top

B.A.S.F. TAPE

Personal shoppers only.

30

List £ 15.9.7

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE AT £74

LIST VALUE £ 46.12.0

TOTAL LIST PRICE VALUE £ 46.12.0

AMPLIFIERS
NIKKO TRIM

GARRARO/GOLDRING COMBO

U.K.

Six or more, post free in

MAXELL (Japanese)
To fit PHILIPS, SANYO, CROWN, SONY,
STANDARD, etc.
C.60 one hour's playing, 10/6
C.90 lk hours' playing, 15/C.120 two hours' playing, 22/6
10% discount on orders for 12 or more
(mixed if required).

U.K.

7" reel
List 65/6 Our price 58/6
5e" reel List 52/6 Our price 42/6
5" reel
List 35/6 Our price 30/In round packs.

LONG PLAY
1,800
1,200
900

7' reel
List 52/6 Our price 35/5f" reel List 35/6 Our price 28/5" reel
List 30/6 Our price 22/in round packs.

LOW NOISE, LONG PLAY
1,800
1,200
900

U.K

PIP in
6d. per cassette-6 or more post free in
Cassette tape head cleaner, 11/2 ( p/p 6d.)
Metrosound cassette tape head cleaner, 11/2
6d.)

(P P
U.K.

7" reel
5e" reel
5" reel
In

ALWAYS IN STOCK
Microphones

PHILIPS EL3302 CASSETTE RECORDER
This Philips model gives better performance and much greater output
than earlier models by Philips. Socket for connections to external speaker
or amplifier. With carrying case, dynamic pencil microphone with on/off
switch and separate stand. A Philips recording cassette is also supplied,
together with library rack to hold your stocks of cassettes. Manufacturer's
guarantee.
ONLY

BRAND NEW, WITH

12 MONTHS'

GUARANTEE

Library Cases.

Post free in U.K. 10% Discount on
orders for 12 or more mixed or same
sizes on one order.

THE MOST POPULAR OF ALL

SPECIAL MODERN ELECTRICS PRICE

List 62/- Our price 54/6
List 43/5 Our price 37/9
List 37/9 Our price 33/-

£23.10.0
(Inc. PI Tao) ( Pi P in

U.K

5/-.)

•
Very7wide range
transistor radios

of

•
Video recorders
•
Hi -Fi accessories
•
Recorders & Hi -Fi by
leading makers

MODERN RECIRKSere
120 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON W11/ 7DJ
1795

Telephone
01-437 9692 3

eOpposite the Columbia Cinema
Cambridge Circus
•Open 9-6 daily: Sots. 1.0 p.m.
e

near

Nearest Underground stations LEICESTER
SQUARE, PICCADILLY CIRCUS, TOTTENHAM COURT RD.

Stereo Priorities.
Sound Quality
11 Neat Appearance
11 Value for Money
1 Free Installation
E After- Sales Service
We offer no prizes for arranging
these in any order because, to us,
they are all of equal importance.
When you come to us to discuss and
choose
new
stereo
equipment,
whether you are prepared to spend
less than £ roo or upwards of £ 5oo:
we are simply there to help you make
the best possible choice, and thereafter to maintain it in first-class order.
We are able to do this because of
our unequalled experience and expertise in this specialised field:
which enables us to guide the musicloving layman towards the greatest
enjoyment of recorded and broadcast music. Our service is renowned
the world over, and we take pride in
the fact that aremarkably high proportion of those who come or write

SPECIAL
GARRARD OFFER!

to us, do so from personal recommendations.
In our showroom we have a wide
range of stereo components, selected
to produce the best results at the
price you can afford, and to provide
reliable service over many years.
These components come from all
over the world - and they include
our exclusive, uniquely popular CQ
Junior
Bookshelf Loudspeakers,
costing only 28 gns. per pair and
supplied for asix-weeks' trial period.
If you cannot call, or if you want to
know alittle more about our service
before coming to Bayswater, write
to us for our Budget Stereo literature,
indicating the facilities desired and
your price-range.
There's no better way of ' getting to
know us' than by attending LIVE
RECORD REVIEW, our weekly,
free recital of the latest classical
record releases from 2 to 4.30 every
Saturday afternoon. Come and go as
you please, but if you wish, stay on
afterwards to discuss records or
equipment.

CARTRIDGES
(Special prices
Goldring 800 Spr E t20
Goldring 800
£1.17.6
Goldring 850
£5.12.6
Neat V70 Magnetic Stereo
fitted diamond £. 19.6
Sonotone 9TAH/C
Ceramic Stereo fitted
diamond
£2.7.6
Postage I /-

Due to entire purchase of manufacturer's
remaining stock we offer:
GARRARD SL65
4-speed Automatic Changer with
manual play, cue and pause control.
weight counterbalanced arm, calibrated stylus force adjustment, heavy
tu rntable, with GARRARD Synch rolab
constant speed motor.

SPECIAL OFFER
Garrard AT50 Mk 11
Autochanger
Pause/cue Control
Counterbalanced Arm
Fitted Sonotone 9TA
£8.10.0

Our price £ 12.12.0
(Recommended price was £ 18.5.8)
Carriage 7/6

With Sonotone 9TAH/C Stereo
Cartridge diamond stylus

Sonotone 9TAH/C
£9.0.0

Our price £ 14.10.0

Sonotone 9TAH/C
Diamond

(Recommended price was £ 21.7.8)
Carriage 7/6

I

*Franchised QUAD Stockist
*NIKKO Class " A" Dealer

Carriage 7/6

TANDBERG
stock
3000X from

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.
287/289 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
Established 1910 Telephone: 01-723 5891/7595
EQUIPMENT AT COMPETITIVE PRICES BY—

For sound worth living with!

Thomas Heinitz

•

•
•
•

•

•

QUAD
LEAK
ARMSTRONG
ROGERS
GOODMANS
WHARFEDALE
SME
SHURE
RECORD HOUSING
WYNDSOR
DECCA
GOLDRING
etc., etc.

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W.2. TEL: 01-229 2077
Basic opening hours: Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30, Thurs. 9.30-1.00. Fri. 9.30-7.00.

•

•

•

•

Save £ Ws
up to 25% Discount
off all new and fully guaranteed HiFi Equipment
PIONEER
LEAK
GARRARD
LUX
EAGLE
TELETON
SANYO

AUDIO TECHNICA
8-Track Car Stereo
SONOTONE
SHURE
Stereo Headphones
Quality Radios

AND MANY OTHER LEADING BRANDS

SPECIAL OFFER

U1, U3, US, U6 HIRSCHMANN FM AERIALS
High gain, high quality, fully wideband. 75 Ohm coaxial or 300
Ohm balanced outputs. Double reflector on U5 and U6 (as seen
in illustration above).
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92/61

Demonstrations and expert advice freely given on all Hi -Fi and Stereo Systems

You get a better deal at the

Illustrated Leaflet FREE or
Full Catalogue of Aerials and Accessories, 1/6 in stamps.

Hi-ii (Discount) CENTRE

AUDIO WORKSHOPS LTD.

60 GEORGE STREET,

Burnt Lodge Lane, Wallcrouch, Wadhurst, Sussex.

(off Baker Street)

Tel.: Ticehurst 503 ( Hastings 30122 for messages).

LONDON

W.I

Tel. 01-486 2903

Open Monday to Saturday 9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.

Hirschmann High Performance UHF Aerials now in stock.
NEW! Available soon: 5- element AM/FM Stereo Aerial.
1796

Lloyd & Keyworth-your Sony Centres
The Sony range of Hi -Fi and tape recording equipment now offers a really
wide choice of quality components for your listening pleasure.
Technical expertise
coupled with extensive
knowledge of the audio
field enables us to advise
on the right combination
of Sony audio equipment
to meet your individual
requirements.
Visit any one of our
three Sony Centres for
personal service and full
demonstration of the
complete range of Sony
equipment.

Illustrated: HP- 488 Stereo
Audio System. Recommended
retail price £ 161 - 15-0.

SONY
RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

LLOYD Er KEYWORTH'S HI-FI AND AUDIO CENTRES

2 Newmarket Square,
Basingstoke, Hants
Telephone: 22157

36 High Street,
Camberley, Surrey
Telephone: 5848

26 Downing Street,
Farnham, Surrey
Telephone: 5534 & 6275

ARE YOU
INTERESTED
IN AUDIO EQUIPMENT DESIGNED
AND CONSTRUCTED TO PERFORM
TO HIGH STANDARDS?

COLTON take care of
your records

If you cherish quality reproduction
then fine record care is essential and
to this end we have developed a
range of record care products as an
aid to your listening pleasure.

C
D
E
F

MAGNALIFT Centre Lift off far
Non Auto pick-ups 64/10
VARISCALE
Tracking
Force
Indicator 24/—
VARILIFT Damped descent Pictup Control 75/—
PRECISE Manual Pick-up Lift
36/9
STYLUS LIFE TIMER registers in
playing hours 53/9
TIMES FIFTY Pocket Microscope
for styli inspection 17/6

co ton
ucts
Cll.1•10

pro.

We nave developed a range of Audio Equipment tfat has very
good technical specifications, sounds superb, and all at a very
reasonable price.
Range includes: Amplifier; Tuner-Amplifier, also with Transcription Deck; Chassis Units; and Loudspeakers.
For the cost of astamp we can tell you the whole story.

Please send details of your Audio Equipment to me.

Illustrated brochure from
COLTON & CO
(LAPIDARIES) LTD
THE CRESCENT
LONDON SWI9

To

Averine Electronics, PO Box 6, Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 8AT.

Name
Address

1797

The FERROGRAPH
SENSATION!
JUST LOOK AT THESE
FABULOUS LOW PRICES!
SERIES 7 RECORDERS
MODEL NO.

LIST PRICE

724/722

£242 10

702/704

£207

CASH PRICE

9

£199 10

0

7 0

£169 10

0

£188 10

0

£156

0 0

AVAILABLE ON NO DEPOSIT CREDIT TERMS
CARRIAGE 30;— EXTRA
PORTABLE OR WOOD CABINET

U
NI1 1 1=31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 =1 1=

FERROGRAPH STEREO AMP F307

•
2
2£e - - gi
o 1i1

The famous 20- watt per channel amplifier
from Britain's most respected manufacturer.
A fabulous range of facilities rarely ever
available in equipment at this price. Finished
in wood veneered cabinet. Brand New with
instructions and guarantee. LIST PRICE £59

AVAILABLE ON NO DEPOSIT INSTALMENT CREDIT

SENT FREE!
The latest super edition
of the KJ Catalogue.
Packed full of all things
audio—and in colour too!
Big money saving offers
for everyone— from a reel
of tape to aFerrograph.
SEND TODAY FOR
YOUR COPY— FREE!

EXCLUSIVE TO
The NATIONAL RS766 US 4 TRACK STEREO TAPE- DECK.
This superb unit contains pre- amplifiers sJitable for feeding aHi - isystem
or externa amplifier eThree tape speeds 74, 31, 14 i.p.s. eTakes up.
reels eFreq. Response 30-18,000 cps at 74 i.p.s. feWow and flutter
less than 0.1% at 74 i.p.s.
Record ieral VU meters. 11111Monitoring
through headphones. ODIN connection for record/playback. (" Magnificent wood cabinet—Size 134 - ( w) x II" ( h) x 54" ( d). ', Brand new
with full instructions
and Guarantee

to r

FANTASTIC
SPECIAL OFFER
SAYE £ 25
LIST PRICE L87/13/7

2

PRICE
ONLY

59
GNS

NO DEPOSIT INSTALMENT CREDIT AVAILABLE

KJ ENTERPRISES

Tel 25634

CARRIAGE PAID

(DEPT)

CASH PRICE

£47
CARRIAGE 10/-

PHILIPS STEREO
TUNER BARGAINS!
GH944 AM/FM STEREO TUNER
SAVE £23 LIST PRICE £72.18.4
Receives LW/MW/SW/VHF. A.F.C. on
FM, Tuning meter.
Sleek cont•nental
teak veneer cabinet.
Brand New and
guaranteed.

CASH PRICE £49.18.0

GH927 FM STEREO TUNER
SAVE £15 LIST PRICE £44.19.6
Receives VHF stereo broadcasts, can be
used in conjunction with your amplifier
or tape recorder. A.F.C. on FM, tuning
meter, and low- line teak cabinet. Brand
New and guaranteed.

CASH PRICE £29.19.6

AVAILABLE ON NO DEPOSIT
INSTALMENT CREDIT.

33 BRIDLE PATH WATFORD HERTS

Showrooms 101 St ALBANS ROAD WATFORD ( close to Watford Junction Station)

1798

SPECIAL " Sound Studio" OFFERS!
TOSHIBA SPEAKER SYSTEMS 50% off
list prices!
SS.41.—Ir Bass, flared horn mid- range,
tweeter, variable mid range and high frequency
output.
30-20,000
Hz.
Power
handling
60
watts.
Impedance
8 ohm.
Finished in oiled walnut. Size 29 - x 16 - x 17 List £88 each.
OUR PRICE £44. Carr & Ins. 17/6
SS.25.-8 - Woofer, 8" passive unit, horn
tweeter, variable treble output. 50-20,000
Hz. Power handling 2.5 watts. Impedance
8 ohm. Finished in oiled walnut. Size 21I' x
Ilj." X 7¡". List £36 each.
OUR PRICE £18 each Carr & Ins. 17/6

AUDIO TECHNICA
AT2I X CARTRIDGE
WITH ELLIPTICAL
STYLUS
Superb value at í15/19/1 I
list. OUR PRICE £ 12119/0
post paid.
OUR USUAL 12 MONTHS
PARTS AND LABOUR
GUARANTEE ON ALL
THESE ITEMS.
THE
LTD.

SOUND

STUDIO

See page 1583 for address
and more items.

NAMEPLATES, LABELS AND BADGES
escutcheons and panels, of all description in all materials.
Cast in metal, injection moulded in polystyrene,
silk screen printed on aluminium and various
other materials, hot- blocking and engraving.

Can be
produced as a
self-adhesive
label, badge
or gift.

Also advertising and promotional novelties, including decimalisation conversion tables and
practically any item to specification.

I. MARKOVITS LTD.

Oiled teak surround or portable 4 speaker version
Send for informative brochure fully explaining:
Electrical performance. Wow and flutter, etc.

32/34 Stronsa Road, Shepherds Bush, W.I2.
Telephone: 01-743 1131/2

Magnetic Tapes Ltd., Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond
Surrey
Telephone: 01-876 7957

A•D • N
&

CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS

LOUDSPEAKER
CLOSURES
E CABINETS

RADIOS

STOCK MODELS OR MADE
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

CASSETTE BATTERY
Standard SRT 115
Philips EL3302
Grundig C200 ..

FINEST VENEERS & FINISHES
PLEASE
NOTE
OUR NEW
ADDRESS

£23 8 6
£28 7 0
£37 19 10

CASSETTE BATTERY/MAINS
Pye 9115
£43
Philips N2205
..
£ 43

A. DAVIES & CO.
(Cabinet Makers)
56 WELLESLEY ROAD
LONDON, N.W.5
01-485 5775

Our Price

CASSETTE AND RADIO
Ph:lips RR290 MW'LW Battery £ 34
Pye 9000 MW/VHF Battery/Mains £ 44

Open till 5.30 Saturday

£18 19 6
£23 0 0
£1 10 0

3 0
3 0

£34 10 0
£ 35 5 0

0 0

£28 0 0
£36 16 0

0

O

GRUNDIG RADIOS
Solo Boy MW/LW/VHF ..
Party Boy MW/LW/VHF ..
Mt.sic Boy MW/LW/SW/VHF ..
Elite Boy MW/W,SW/VHF ..
Yacht Boy MW/LW/SW/VHF ..
RF 110 MW/LW/VHF, Mains only

I

WHAT'S WRONG WITH
HEADPHONE STEREO?

£18
£26
£31
£36
£41
£30

19 10
17 6
19 3
15 6
19 4
18 0

LIS 10
£22 3
£26 5
£29 15
£34 2
£24 10

o

o
o
o
o
o

Postage and Packing, 7/6 per item.
12 MONTHS GUARANTEE PARTS AND LABOUR
Excluding carriage.

Nothing, if you use a

K. A. CAUSLEY LTD.

MEN

53-55 CAMDEN ROAD, TUNBRIDGE WELLS,
KENT
Tel. No. 23242

delayed cross- talk unit.

Hours of Business:
9.0 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

KIRKMAN (
Crawley) Ltd.

1.30 p.m. to 2.30 p.m. Lunch.

Closed all day Wednesday

40 The Broadway, Crawley, Sussex
1799

TOP

TRADE-IN
HI-FI
HI-FI

CAMERAS

£29 0
£15 II
£7 II
a, 10
£22 0
£1
5

COMPLETE WITH AT66
CARTRIDGE

RUSSELLS CASH
PRICE 21 gns.

0
II
9
0
0
0

..

RUSSELLS CASH PRICE
Carriage 30/-

COMPLETE WITH
AUDIO TECHN1CA

RUSSELLS CASH
£35 10 0
E15 11 11
a 1I 9
£6 4 8
£36 O 0
£1
5 0

PRICE 52 gns.
ARMSTRONG 256

£ 104

£56 0
£23 16
£10 4
£12 0
£58 o
£1
5
£161

LIST PRICE

O
0
5
2
o

AM,FM STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIER

List Price £ 104.14.3

o

EXAMPLES

SANYO DC60E

OF OUR
TOP
TRADE-IN

£71 10 0
£51 10 10
£21
6 2
£87 0 0
£1
5 0

ALLOWANCES

AM FM STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIER

2

185 gns.

CARTRIDGES
B &
CS 10 0
II 0
SPI
10 0
SP6
CoS 19 0
DI 10 0
SPIO
£f3 IS 0
£8 CO 0
E10 10 0
AUDIO TECH NICA
EI
2 10 0
AT66
£5
50
£17 CO 0
AT21X
£12 10 0
AT35X
£19 10 0
£9 10 0
VM3
C11 10 0
f14 0 0
VM8
£8 8 0
£20 10 0
Post 2 6
f5 10 0

FERROGRAPH 722/724

List Price £97.5.0

RUSSELLS CASH PRICE 79 gns.

OR ANY COMBINATION .
LET US QUOTE YOU . . .
SHURE
M3D
M44E
M44-5
M44-7
M55-8
M75-6
M75- E
G 0 LORI NG
0800
G800E
G800 S E
0850

STOCKIST FOR: LEAK, ROGERS, WHARFEDALE, K.E.F.,
TOSHIBA, DUAL, TANDBERG, REVOX, FERROGRAPH,
PIONEER,
SINCLAIR,
ROTEL,
GOLDRING,
ARMSTRONG, NIKKO, ARENA, ETC., ETC.

RUSSELLS CASH PRICE 89 gns.

5

£232 II

O0
O0
O 0
O0
00
O 0
O0
O 0
O 0
00
O 0
00
00
00
O0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
00
O0
O0
00
00
00
O 0
O 0
O 0
O 0
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0

CARRIAGE EXTRA

127 gns.
••
•.
••

YOU....

£23
PHILIPS GAI46 TITABLE ( S/S)
£62
SANYO 929 ( S/H)
£S9
ROTEL RA840 ISIS) ..
£I05
TANDBERG HULDRA 9 ( S/S)
£65
TANDBERG HI-FI FM ( S/S)
£57
DUETTE AM/FM TUN./AMP. ( S/S)
£25
GOODMANS MAGNUM K ( S/H)
£69
LEAK SANDWICH ( S/H) ( PAIR)
.. £ 25
S.M.E. 3009 & SHELL ( S/S)
£27
S.M.E. 3012 & SHELL ( S/S)
£32
LEAK STEREO 30 CASED ( S/H)
£29
LEAK TROUGHLINE STEREO CASED ( S/H)
£42
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE CASED ( S/H) ..
£65
QUAD 22— AMPS— FM TUNER ( S/H)
£92
PIONEER SX440 TUNER/AMP ( 5/5)
£92
CHILTON 100S TAPE DECK ( S/H)
El S
ROGERS CADET III AMP CHASSIS ( S/H) ..
£39
QUAD FM TUNER ( LATEST) ( S/H)
£22
ROGERS CADET III CASED ( S/H)
WHARFEDALE SUPER LINTONS ( PAIR) ( S/H) £32
£67
LUX SQ505 AMPLIFIER ( S)
£69
NIKKO TRM 120 AMPLIFIER ( 5/5)
£79
NIKKO STA 301 TUNER/AMPLIFIER ( 5/5)
£57
GOODMANS 3000 TUNER/AMPLIFIER NEW
£29
GOODMANS 3025 TURNTABLE NEW ..
£67
ARENA T2400 TUNER/AMPLIFIER ( 5/5)
£S9
THORENS TDI25 MOTOR NEW ..
£59
K.E.F. CONCORD SPKRS PAIR ( S/H)
£79
QUAD 33/303 AMPLIFIER ( S/H)
£l9
GARRARD SL75 T/T ( S/H)
£69
SANYO MR939 TAPE RECORDER ( S/H)
£72
GRUNDIG TK340 TAPE RECORDER ( S/H)
£137
TOSHIBA SR50 PHOTO ELECTRIC T/T ( 5/5)
£142
REVOX A77 11104 T/DECK ( S/H) ..
£37
FERROGRAPH 307 AMPLIFIER ( S/H)
£l9
QUAD II POWER AMPLIFIER ( S/H)
£39
QUAD ELECTROSTAT SPKRS ( S/H)
£97
SANYO DC9IN STEREO UNIT ( 5/5)

oh gns.

LIST PRICE ..

Carriage 50 -

PL12AC

HI-FI

SECOND HAND and DISPLAY EQUIP.

es's

PLAN " C"
ARMSTRONG 521
GARRARD AP75
PLINTH AND COVER
SHURE M44E
K.E.F. CELESTES ..
WIRING ..

RUSSELLS CASH PRICE

PIONEER

List Price £65.8.6

67 gns.

Carriage 3C

PLAN " B"
NIKKO TRM30
GARRARD SP25
PLINTH AND COVER ..
AUDIO TECHNICA AT66
WHARFEDALE DENTONS
WIRING ..

PLAN " D"
LEAK STEREO ..
THORENS TDI50
SHURE M75E
K.E.F. CONCORDS
WIRING .

COVER

AT2I X CARTRIDGE

RUSSELLS CASH PRICE

Carriage 30/-

arid

List Price £29.8.4

LIST PRICE

RUSSELLS CASH PRICE

QUOTE

CARRIAGE 20 -

PLAN " A"
TELETON A150 ..
GARRARD SP25
PLINTH AND COVER
GOLDRING G850..
2X SPEAKERS ..
WIRING ..

LIST PRICE

US

FOR

GARRARD SP25

67
gns.

HI-FI

FOR

PLINTH

from

FOR

CAMERAS
LET
AUDIO
PLANS

ALLOWANCES

ARMSTRONG 521

E242.10.9

OR YOUR FERROGRAPH 632 and EI67.10.0
OR YOUR REVOX 736 and LI 62.10.0
OR YOUR BEOCORD 2000 and El 59.10.0

REVOX A77 II 1122/1124

TANDBERG 600X

ES
£

£ 236.0.0

OR YOUR A77 Mk 1 1122 and £ 99.10.0
OR YOUR REVOX G36 and £162.10.0
OR YOUR AKAI M8 and EI69.10.0

E193.10.0

OR YOUR TANDBERG 1200X and f.83.10.0
OR YOUR TANDBERG 1600X and El 20.10.0

K.E.F. CONCORD SPKRS

£87.0.0

OR YOUR K.E.F. CELESTES and £47.10.0
OR YOUR SUPER LINTONS and £57.10.0
2x 25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER

List Price £56.0.0

RUSSELLS CASH PRICE 43 gns.

*

EXTENDED CREDIT FOR BARCLAYCARD

*

GIRO MAIL ORDER SERVICE ACC. No. 58/681/0005

*

H.P. FACILITIES AVAILABLE

CARRIAGE

15

11 WIMBLEDON
SW19.
IM111

LEAK STEREO 70

£71.10.0

OR YOUR STEREO 30 and £39.10.0
OR YOUR SINCLAIR 2000 and £45.10.0
THESE OFFERS APPLY TO CASED EQUIPMENT IN MINT
CONDITION AND SUBJECT TO INSPECTION

(STATION)

BRIDGE

ADJACENT TO WIMBLEDON STATION

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 1/- per word ( private), minimum
I2/-, Box Nos. 3/- extra. Trade rates Is. 6d. per word, minimum I8/-. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in DEC 1970 issue must reach these offices by 4th NOV addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News, Incorporating Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA.
typewritten.

NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in

block capitals or

Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News, Incorporating
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on
the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Photo-Staff Consultants Ltd., are the leading agency for
Hi Fi sales and technical staff. Experienced personnel
required for jobs in all areas of London and the country.
Phone or call PHOTO-STAFF 01-734 1918 ( 5 lines).
25 Oxford Street, W. I. No fees to staff.
HiFi and Tape ( Video knowledge an advantage)
technical Salesman required for retail sales. Attractive
post in congenial atmosphere. Write giving details of age,
experience, salary required, etc. to John King, 71 East
Street, Brighton.
DO YOU WANT TO PROGRESS? THEN JOIN A
FORWARD THINKING, FAST EXPANDING FIRM
WHO SPECIALISE IN AUDIO. WE HAVE VACAN
CIES FOR POSITIVE YOUNG MEN WHO CAN
OFFER
ENERGETIC
AND
CONSCIENTIOUS
ENDEAVOUR IN RETURN FOR A FIRST-CLASS
SALARY WITH GOOD PROSPECTS AND WORKING CONDITIONS. THERE ARE POSITIONS FOR,
SHOWROOM SALESMAN, SALES CORRESPONDENT, AND SERVICE TECHNICIAN. CONTACT:
JOHN READ, K.J. ENTERPRISES, 33 BRIDLE
PATH, WATFORD, HERTS. TEL.: WATFORD 25634.

RADIO 8g HI-FI
SALESMEN
We're the tops in HiFi and Radio.
We are expanding fast. We need
top salesmen with management
potential to go with top equipment and top showrooms. At top
salaries! If you know Hi Fi and
Radio backwards, can advise
customers what they should have
-and then keep within their
budgets and SELL them what
they can afford-you may be one
of the men we need. Experienced
top-quality salesmen can expect:

•Four-figure salary. eFive-day
week. •Pension scheme. e lop
bonuses. •Top prospects.
ALL WE EXPECT IS RESULTS
Contact Mr. L. Astor at Lind-Air
Audio, 01-637 1601/01-580 2255
UNIVERSITY OF KENT AT CANTERBURY
THE LANGUAGE CENTRE

Applications are invited for the post of TECHNICIAN
in the Language Centre. The person appointed will
assist in the maintenance of the language laboratories
and ancillary audio-visual equipment, and will be
required to carry out recording and editing techniques.
An interest in foreign languages would be an advantage.
The salary scale is £935 to £ 1303 p.a. Further particulars and application forms may be obtained from The
Director, The Language Centre, Cornwallis Building,
The University, Canterbury, Kent-quoting ref. T70/14.

FOR SALE- private
Richardson SA 170 power amplifier. Brand new, unused,
in maker's carton, £45. Please ring 01-688 0958.
Pair of Quad Electrostatic Speakers, perfect condition,
nearly new, £50. 01-727 6751.
Leak Stereo Amplifier, Troughline Tuner, Garrard 301,
Decca Arm Head, Walnut Consol, two Speakers, Richard
Allan Empress Enclosures, complete hi-fi stereo, £ 150.
Spencer, Ascot 21005.
S.M.E.
Owners:
Featherweight
Headshell-S.M.E.
Replica, Universal mounting-weighs only 2gms. Offers
to: Brian Stiles, 52 A‘ondale Road, S. Croydon, CR2 &IA.
Revox A77 1102 recently tested by manufacturers and
to specification, frequency calibration certificate supplied.
Bias adjusted to Scotch Dynarange, 5 reels tape, 2empty
spools, microphone, mic. stand, demagnetiser, new
20 months ago £220, accept £ 140 no offers, will deliver.
Wise, 29 Briar Road, Hartley, Plymouth, Devon.
0752 75967.
Quad II mono Pre-Amplifier £ 12. Quad 11 F.M. Tuner
£14. Roberts, 6 Tanyrhos, Nerquis, Mold, Flintshire.
Tandberg 1621 X as new, boxed, perfect condition,
with guarantee, bargain. £70. Box No. 2115 (
Surrey).
Two G.E.C. octagonal Speakers £ 15 each, £25 pair.
One Decca Corner Horn £ 10. All beautifully finished,
will ensure wife's approval. Will deliver 50 miles.
61 Emesgate Lane, Silverdale, Carnforth, Lancs.
Shure M.55-E Cartridge, excellent condition, recently
fitted new stylus. £7. Ipswich 53270.
Top Quality System. Quad 33/303, Quad FM Tuner,
Thorens TDI50, S.M.E. 3009 Mk. II, Ortofon SL I5E
fitted in Design Furniture Cabinet and 2 Quad E.L.S.
Speakers. £270 o.n.o. 01-808 8328 after 7.
Pair Radford B.L.S. Speakers, 15 ohm. £40. Nuttgens,
51 Monmouth Road, Hayes, Middx.

Empire 999VE in SME S2 shell, little used, £27evenings. 01-586 2898.
Complete Stereo Unit in 5' teak cabinet comprising
Pioneer SX 800 Multiplex Tuner/Amp-Akai 1700 Stereo
Tape recorder- Lenco L70 deck with Pickering 380A and
unused V IS. Two Pioneer Pax 25B 10" Speakers headphones and two mikes. £200. The Coppice, Gatenby,
Northallerton, Yorks.
G.E.C. Slender Periphonic Loudspeaker- the best of
the Periphonics. Mint condition. £30. Northwood
21877 ( Middx.).
Heathkit Distortion Meter, made and modified by
Terence Long. £50. Box No. 2107 ( London).
Gaumont Kalee wow and flutter meter, very good
condition. £ 125. Level transistor voltmeter. £ 30. Mixer
components, PPMs, circuit modules, etc. All at half cost
price, new and unused in original packing. Details on
request. Neumann and AKG microphone stands, both
as new with boom arms. £ 10 each. Box No. 2106
(London).
AKG C24 stereo capacitor microphone, outstanding
sample, with extension leads etc., three spare valves, in
case. £300. Neumann K M56 capacitor microphone
with Nickel Cadmium charger, as new, £80. Beyer MI60
double ribbon cardioid, new. £ 30. Beyer Ml 19 and
STC stick microphones. £ 10 the pair. Nox Bo. 2105
(London).
B. & O. Beomaster 1400M, teak, decoder, mint, £70.
Going Beolab.
14 Spring Road, Sutton-in-Ashfield,
Notts., NG I
7 IGB.
S.M.E. Arm and Decca Ribbons-3009 II latest spec.
boxed as new £20. Pair DK 30's latest spec.-Acoustic
lenses and C0/2/8 Crossovers all perfect. Cost £37/16/-,
accept £20 the lot: Brian Stiles, 52 Avondale Road.
S. Croydon, CR2 6JA.
HiFi News April ' 57-December '67 ( May '60 missing)
good condition. Buyer collects. Write please-best
offer. Ellis, 63 Sudbury Court Drive, Harrow, Middx.
Sony ST-80W AM/FM stereo tuner two months old.
perfect, unwanted gift. £ 35. Box No. 2116 (Coventry).
Troughline Stereo Tuner. Recent conversion? £21.
Phone evenings/weekends, Way, 01-807 8122.
Celestion Ditton 25, teak, £86 ( pair). 26 Crest Road,
South Croydon. 01-657 4061.
Leak Stereofetic Tuner new £47/10/-, Quad 22/II/II £41,
Quad FM £ 16, reconditioned Decca Professional Arm £8,
Mk. III Head £8. Robb, 15 Ridley Close, Cropston,
Leicester. Tel.: Anstey 2595.
Ambiophonie Reverberation Unit, Grampian, £27.
Loudspeakers I5/- each extra. Epsom 23898 (6 p.m.).
Uher Variocord 63 heads interchangeable, mono tape
recorder £99. Tandberg 12 Stereo Tape Recorder £60.
Both boxed and accessories. M. Ward, Manor Farm,
Harpham, Driffield, E. Yorkshire.
Tandberg 64X Deck, with cover £85, AKG K.50 Stereo
Headphones £ 3. Deverill, 01-549 3673 (Kingston).
Tandberg 1621X, five months old immaculate, guaranteed, with plastic cover, £75. With Grampian DP4L
mike, £82. 03246 2614 ( Falkirk).

Goodmans Trebax 5K2OXL (crossovers and attenuators
included) £7 pair. Telephone: 01-657 7950 (evenings).

RECORDS FOR SALE

Sony Stereo Tape Deck TC250A teak case. 71/3j,
recently overhauled, 4x 1800 Tapes, microphone £44
o.n.o. 01-642 6767 (Sutton).

Classical LP's at bargain prices. Send for list,.
Francis, 1Wordsworth Mansions, Queens Club Gardens,
London, W.I 4.

Pair Philips Precision Studio Microphones, EL6042,
absolutely perfect, as new, cost £64, bargain £ 35 o.n.o.
Byfleet 43760 (Surrey) after 8p.m.
Young man bound for college must sell following equipment: TDI25 P+C; SME 3009; Goldring Stereo; Koss
ESP-6; Radford SCA30. Only 25 hrs. use and in brand
new condition; still under guarantee as only few months
old. Turner, 42 Belgrave Road, Sunbury, Middx.
Heathkit SSU-1 Speakers with legs. £ 15 pair. E.
Simpson, 15 London Road, Yaxley, Peterborough.
Tel.: Yaxley 520.
Radford Monitors. Superb Speakers in mint condition.
Cost £ 115 new-£55 pair. Tel.: Derby 24264.
Tannoy 12 in. Dual Concentric Speakers with Crossovers in enclosures 32r x2Ir x
high. £45 pair.
Bulman, New Road, Twyford ( Berks) 241.
As new: Thorens TD.I 25 Turntable £ 50. Tandberg
62X Tape Unit. Last Model. £85. Guaranteed faultless.
Box No. 2108 ( Leics.).

12k-

Quad ESLs (2). Will separate. Four Years Old. £35
each o.n.o. Delivery London area.
Box No. 2109
(London).
Pair G.E.C. 12 W Amplifiers and Pre-Amplifiers with
stereo combiner unit £ 25. Latter, 12 Richmond Gdns,
Redhill. Nottingham, 267141.
Two Design Furniture walnut veneer cabinets, each
with three Goodman's Speakers. Superb tone 221" wide,
14k . deep, 351 - high. Cost £ 120, accept £80. 01-657 3531.
Superb Stereo System: Garrard Deck, Wharfedale
Speakers. 30 watt Amplifier.
£85.
Box No. 2111
(Bristol).
Ampex 1163, Stereo, 1-track, Tape Recorder/Reproducer, cover, mic., £80. Bang 8c Olufsen 1400M
Tuner/Amplifier (£ 105) £80. Box No. 2113 ( Lancs.).
Cased Armstrong 524 Stereo Tuner. Perfect condition
£38.
Godfrey, Highfields, Manor Road, Wantage,
Berks. Tel.: Wantage 2669 evenings.
1801

RECORDS WANTED
Bought for cash- unwanted classical stereo LP's in
perfect condition. Best prices paid. Send lists. Francis,
IWordsworth Mansions, Queens Club Gardens, London,
W.14.

FOR SALE-trade
Save £££s on new hi-ti. As specialists in hi-ti and
stereo equipment, we can offer all makes fully guaranteed
at generous savings, up to 25%. No membership charges.
Free delivery. Write with details of your requirements
for quotation to: HFi Buying Agency, 22 Wardour
Street, London W.I. Tel.: REG 6848.
'Somerset' 10 and 30 watts output transformer. Transformer Equipment Limited, Railway Place, London
S.W.I9.
A better deal provided by a specialist Hi Fi Retail
Establishment of high reputation. Up to 25% discount.
Leading makes.
Massive stocks.
Demonstrations,
guidance, installations service. Optimum performance
guaranteed. Write or phone. Callers welcome. Shop
hours, 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Half-day Thursday. Open all
day Saturday. Audio Services Ltd., 82 East Barnet Road,
New Barnet. Tel.: 6605.
Copyright-Free Sound Effects Discs. 7in. EP's and
12 in. LP's. Catalogue from Rapid Recording Services,
21 Bishops Close, London E.I 7.
A.D. HiFi Cabinets are individually made, so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements, or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch. We will quote
if we are able to help. You will find our prices very
competitive for the high quality. Visit our works and
showrooms. A. Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road,
London N.W.5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.

FOR SALE—TRADE continued
Hi-fi enthusiasts. In our modern hi- ti department we
have in stock now, all the leading makes— Wharfedale,
Super Linton and Denton Speakers: Leak Stereo 30,
30 Plus and 70 amplifiers; Leak Stereofetic Tuners,
Goodmans 3000 Music Suite, also DMI speakers. Full
Tandberg range. Also Quad, Rogers, Philips, Goldring,
Sinclair, etc. Gratispool, Martineu Way, Birmingham,
and Queen Street, Glasgow.
Shure and Goldring Magnetic Cartridges guaranteed new,
post free. M3D £4/17/6, M3I E £9, M32E £817/6, M44/5
£7, M44/7 £7/5/
M44C £ 7/5/-, M44E £ 8117/6 M55E
£910 ,-, M75/6/1 £9/5/-, M75/6/2 £ 11/5/-, M75-G/2
£11 10-, M75E1/2 £ 14/10/-, M75E/2 £ 15. M75E195G
£185 -, V15/2 £ 30. 850 £4,10/ , 800 £ 7/101 , 800E
£11 5,-. 800SE £ 17115; -. ( Send shell for free fitting if
required.) Second buys in Hi Fi list available on request.
Planet Hi Fi Centre, 88 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex.
HA8 7HE. Tel.: 01952 3238.
SEkit Loudspeaker Enclosure Kits, precision machine
i
n high density chipboard for Wharfedale's Unit 3 at
£4 69: Unit 4 at £ 5/8/8; Unit 4 at £6/17/8. Other easy
to assemble kits for EMI, Goodmans. For details send
to: Sound Equipments, 106 Loudon Avenue, Coundon,
Coventry, CV6 IJP.

REFRESH

Based on the successful Opal
Mk. Ill (see Hi Fi Sound, Feb. 1970)
Fully Assembled—I.B. or REFLEX Types
Baffle Size: 12+" x24"
Main Unit: 13" x8" ( 15,000 Gauss)
Two versions available
Choice of Treble Units and
Cross-Overs
Frequency Response: 30/17,00030/20,000 Hz
Output: 15 Watts. Impedance:
8or 15 Ohms.
Prices: From £ 10/15/- to £ 14/12/6
Further details in exchange for
stamp.

LOUDSPEAKER
SUNDRIES
VYNAIR
Fourteen patterns, 3/- per square
foot. ANY SIZE CUT—(e. per
square inch!)
TYGAN
Six patterns 5/- per square foot.
ANY SIZE CUT—pro rata.
BONDED ACETATE FIBRE
I" Superior Quality, 10/6 per
square yard. Roll width is 54"—
ANY LENGTH CUT
Fabric Samples and Fitting Instructions for all materials, If(stamps)
ALL ITEMS ARE POST FREE,
NORMALLY BY RETURN

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, Nr. SELBY,
YORKSHIRE
(Tel.: 0757 85-206)

EARS

TOM JOYCE
147 Boundary Road, Ramsgate, KENT

(
TRANSDUCERS
ono,.
Specialists in MICROPHONES.
HEADPHONES, SPEAKERS, ARMS, AND
CARTRIDGES.
We're new! ! So we have to be that much better.
Decca
C4E
4RC

DERWENT BAFFLES

YOUR

by listening to WO OLLETT Speakers as demonstrated by Torn Joyce of Ramsgate.
Audio
Specialists for over 35 years. Trust your ears—
they will do more than any ad. man. Personal
service.

Goldring
G.800
G.800E
G . 800S E
G.850
Shure
M3D
M55E

CARTRIDGES
M75/Ell
£14/18/6
M44/5/7/C
E7/10/M75/6/G/II..
EII /8/6
M75E1/11 ..
C14/6/N75/6
E5/13/6
E7/10/N44/7
£3/17/6
E12/17/6
N55E
E7/3/6
E17/151Audio Technica
E4/12/6
AT66-7HC..
£4/7/6
AT66-LC
ES/2/6
ES/12/6
AT6 S. Ass. £ 1/12/6
E9/17/6
AT66 S. Ass.
E2/12/6
L16/5/E12/5/-

SPEAKERS
Celestion Dittos 15
Goodmans Mezzo 11 .
Wharfedale Super Linton
B. & W. DM I ..
Goodmans Magnum
Decca Deram
Unit 5 Kits
ARMS
S.M.E. 3009/11-1-S2
Transcriptor 9"

E471-/el7/-/E37/10/E521-/E62/-/E291-/£37/10/-

(
pair)
(
pair)
(
pair)
(
pair)
(
pair)
(
pair)
(
Pair)

All
ON
can
and

E10/10/E36/10/-

..

microphones, and anything not listed, prices
APPLICATION. All items over £50 in value
be sent by Securicor at an extra cost of I0/-,
are fully covered whilst in transit.
CALLERS-8Y APPOINTMENT ONLY

TRANSDUCERS ( MAIL ORDER),
29 Christchurch Avenue, London NW6 70P.
Telephone:— 01-459 8283.

SOUND BUYS in Hi.Fi

UP TO25Z OFF!
PLUS UNIQUE Ve«, BONUS ON
ORDERS OVERM50
New comprehensive
list now available

PLANET
HiFi Centre
88 HIGH ST, 10G WARE
MIDDLESEX, HA8-7HE
Tel: 01 952 3238.

lE

UN1MIXER 45
Stereo/mono mixing unit for battery or mains use.
1stereo pair 2 pan mics. for stereo use or for mono
channels.
Meets professional requirements for
frequency response ( 20-20,000 Hz ± 3 (18). noise
(55 d8, sin with 180 un at 200 ohms) distortion
(0:05% at rated input) and overload performance
(50 dB above rated input). Two outputs on each
channel will feed any tape recorder or amplifier.
Individual test certificate. Price £45 excl. freight.
Further details from:
SOUNDEX LTD.
18 Blenheim Road, London, W.4. Tel.: 01-995 1661
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UN-SENSATIONAL AR SPEAKERS
There is a snag in demonstrating AR speakers.
they just don't sound sensational. Often people
buy a speaker because they are attracted by a
particular characteristic, such as an apparently
better bass response, extra brightness, a " rounder
sound", etc.
Unfortunately, such coloration
effects, whilst they might sell aspeaker in ashort
demonstration, can prove tiring and irritating
after some hours' use. Even we must admit to
having been deceived in this way, and we now
never take any speaker into stock after only one
short listen.
If you are not used to listening to really highquality speakers, you may find that the AR
speakers sound alittle dead on direct switch over,
when compared with amore coloured competitor.
This is why we ask you to have a long listen. The
longer you listen, the more conscious you will
become of the coloration and peaks in many wellknown speakers, and the more you will grow to
like
the
smooth—nothing
missing,
nothing
emphasised—sound of the AR speakers. Bring
your own record if you wish.
AR4x, Teak finish .. ..
£39 19 o
AR2ax, Teak finish ..
E94
o
AR2ax, Unfinished .. ..
04 0 0.
AR3a, Teak ..
E178 0 0
AR3a, Unfinished ..
Ot
Special bargain as supplied to industrial users.
t Extra special offer. AR3a and AR2ax can be
polished in " mock Teak", only £3 extra.

HOLDINGS

PHOTO

AUDIO

CENTRE

39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn BB2 2AF
Closed all day Thursday.
Tel.. 59595/6.

BUYING HI-FI ?

E27/10/-

HEADPHONES
A.K.G. K.60
Koss ESP- 6

THE EXPERT'S CHOICE
Hi-Fi News contributor, Harry Leeming, gives a
hint and tips a special recommendation. Watch
this space every month.

We specialise in custom-built stereo installations,
planned to individual requirements. For unbiased
advice, personal attention and complete after
sales service consult the experts—
Mastersound Electronic Services,
192 Osidge Lane, London, N.14 SOR.
Tel.: 01-368 8891

( Ansaphone Service)

REVOX A.77 OWNERS
An illuminated push-button remote control unit
(fully engraved) in a beautifully styled case can be
yours for only IS gns. plus S/- p.p. All remote
facilities at your fingertips. Trade enquiries welcomed.
PROGRESSIVE SOUND STUDIOS
593 High Road, Leyton, London, 8.10

ALWAYS BE CAREFUL AND MONEYWISE
before purchasing. A wise first step would be to
study our non- advertising, illustrated 75 page hi-fi
catalogue (6/6). If unbiased advisory service ( whether
you buy through us or not), preferential terms interest you, you are welcome to join our members
(7/6 p.a.). Our tenth news- bulletin will be available
very soon. It will be worth waiting for; why not
postpone your decision. We know you will be glad
to have contacted Audio Supply Association,
18 Blenheim Road, London, W4, 01-995 1661.
Fantastic special offer of nea and guaranteed curren
STC microphones. Model 4119 studio quality ribbon
cardioid with total harmonic distortion under 0'1%
at 100 dB spl. Each microphone complete with Tuchell
connector and 9 ft. lead in attractive case. List price,
£29: our price, £ 18 incl. Free registered post and packing,
c.w.o. Model 4113 ribbon cardioid complete with desk
stand, connector and lead, list price, £ 13/1/-; our price,
£8/8/-, post free, c.w.o. Main stockists for STC and
A KG microphones and accessories.
Dept.
HFN,
Soundhouse, 91 Heath Street, London N.W.3.
Hi Fi Loudspeakers— all makes up to 20" n discount —
some shop soiled up to 40% reduction. Hi -Fi equipment
up to 20% off, some up to 25% off. Sheppard Sound
Equipment, 31 Newberries Parade, Radlett ( 799) 5440.
Remarkable
Bargains.
Armstrong
521 £44/71 -,
523 £42/10/-, 524 £ 33/3/-, 525 £ 72/14/-, 526 £82/171-,
M8 £7, P/P Amps., Tuners I5'-, Tuner- Amps 20'-,
M8 2/6. UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street, New
Malden, Surrey. 91-942 9567.
All your requirements in high-li at a substantial discount. Send for lists. Special quotations for package
deals by return.
Mitchell's Radio and T.V., Castle
Douglas, Scotland.

FOR SALE—TRADE continued
Bulk Erasers. Will erase up to 8}" tapes including
cassettes, 42/6 each, postage 2/6. Clement Wain Ltd.,
Newcastle, Staffordshire.
Third off all BASF tapes—compare these prices. LP.
35 Long Play
spool. List Price 39/5, Avon Price 26/3.
LP. 35 L.H. low noise tape. Long Play 7- spool. List
Price 62/1, Avon Price 41/4. C.I20 cassette (60 min.each
track). List Price 33/6, Avon Price 22/4. Supplied
complete with plastic swivel library case. Order now or
send for full price list. Extra discount for 50 and over.
Avon Enterprises, Dept. Al 1E, Fladbury, Pershore,
Worcs., WRIO 1QQ.

sr

Stax SR3 Headphones £33 post free, c.w.o.; full refund
if not delighted. Incredible reproduction—rave review
copies on request. Also details of new loudspeakers
designed using Stax as Criteria—full details of unique
trial offer from: C.W. & J. Walker, 3 Kirklands, Cleckheaton, Yorks. Tel.: 097-62 3756.
This Season's hi-fi trade bargains!!! Goldring GL69w
Decks only £ 19/10/-! Leak Sterefetic Teak Cases £4/10/-,
Teleton Cruit AM/FM Stereo Tuner Amp. in wood case
£29/10,-.
Brand new and factory fresh with manufacturers' guarantees. Start getting the real bargains:—
Audio Electronics, 468 Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea,
Essex. Phone: Southend 521737.

ARMS ( p/p 10/-)
*SME 3009/5.2
•LENCO L.75
TRANSCRIPTORS r

CASH DISCOUNT on CAMERAS. PROJECTORS, BINOCULARS, IS HIM
EQUIPMENT.
Ent class eery/et rime Gereatue Way Nd.

Leak Stereo 30+ . £53
Leak Stereo 70
.
£65
Rogers Ravensbrook £49
Rogers Ravensbourne £64
Leak Stereothetic £60
Wharfedale Denton ( pair) £38
Super Linton ( pair) .. £45
Wharfedale Melton (each) £2.9
Goodmans Mezzo 11 (each) £31
Goodmans Magnum (each) £40
Garrard SP25 Deck £ 16
G
d AP75 Deck .. £24
Thornes TD 150 A Deck .. £44
Goldring 850 Cartridge .. £6
Shure M55E Cartridge .. £ 13
N.B. STAFFORD IS ON

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
10 0
00
00
00
00
00
10 0
00
THE

£42
£52
£38
£49
£49
£29
£36
£22
£23
£29
Ell
£ 17
£34
£5
£ 10
M6

90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
00
90
90
00
90

0
0
0
5
0

0 0

AUDIO T
Dept. 9(C), Dryden Chambers,
119 Oxford Street, London, W.I
Callers. Tuesday to Saturday, 10-6 p.m.
Telephone: Monday to Friday, 01-4373063/5338/8391

CLEARANCE OF STOCK
One only of each. Please add carriage.
TRIO TK 4OLT Tuner/Amp (£ 110)
£75
TRIO TK 250T Amplifier .. (£52)
£40
£37
Leak Stereo 30 Teak
.
([58)
£37
Leak Stereo Troughline Tuner Teak (£58)
Arena T2400 Tuner/Amp(£90)
£65
Arena F2Il Tuner with Stereo
IPr. Arena HT I
0 Speakers.. .. ( L44) £30
1Pr. Tandberg 11 Speakers (£37) £26
IPr. Tandberg 7 Speakers . ( L54) £40
Shure M3DM Cartridge .. ((7.8.3) £5
AD76K Cartridge .. £3.10.0
Tandberg 1241 Stereo Tape Teak ( L120) £78

NORMAN BURNITT
5 Mariners St., Goole, Yorks
Tel.: Goole 3107
Get up to 27% cash discount plus personal service, plus
demonstrations of " hi-fi in the home" plus installations,
plus our guarantee only from Audio Electronics, 468
Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Southend 521737.
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. weekdays, 10 p.m. to 6p.m. Sats.,
evening demonstrations by appointment please.

UP TO 27% CASH DISCOUNT!
Demonstrations
of " Hi-fi
in the
Home" up to 10 p.m. Monday to Friday,
plus all day Saturday! Evening demonstrations by appointment, please.
Hear the fabulous Cambridge P40
and P50, and soon P100 Amplifiers,
through some of the world's best loudspeakers, such as: Acoustic Research
AR- 3, B & W DM3, Cambridge Speakers,
Dynaco A25, Mk. 2, Ditton IS, K.E.F.
Concertos.
Choose, with guidance by experts, for
lasting listening pleasure. From all leading makes. With quick delivery.

AUDIO ELECTRONICS

Hi- Fi
1
-1; 20%
DISCOUNT

0
0

CARTRIDGES ( p/p 5/-)
£13 10
DECCA 4RC
£16 10
C4E .
GOLD•RING G.850 . • :•.
£4 10
£7 10
G.800
Shure M.75 ..
£11 0
ORTOFON SL 15E/2 x 15k
£28 10
TAPE DECK ( p/p [2)
*REVOX 1102/4 ..
EI80
•On demonstration. IMF Stockists.

advice

IGUARANTEE you aSTARTLINt.

0
o
0
0
0

£27 10 o
Ell 0 o
£18 0 O

SPEAKERS ( p/p 15/-)
*CELESTION DITTON 15 ( pair) ..
£47
•KEF CRESTA ( pair)
£37
°CHORALE
£29
*CONCERTO
• .. £42
*PEAK SOUND— KITS •.. £ 12
*P.W.B. (SPECIAL) ..
E40
CA & MIF on application
WHARFEDALE UNIT 5 ( pair) .. £35
DECCA DERAM ( pair) ..
E28

Consultants for quality Hi -Fi

CASH DEAL!

TUNERS ( p/p 15/-)
•ROTEL 120 ST
£42 0 0
J. E. SUGDEN R.21/11.51 £57 10 0
TUNER AMPLIFIERS ( p/p 15/-)
ARMSTRONG 525 .. .. £77 10
526
£87 10

AUDIO ELECTRONICS

Tom Reelde
1
0, Bridge Street, STAFFORD.

CASH DISCOUNT
AMPLIFIERS ( pip 15/-)
°ARMSTRONG 521
.
£46 0
.1. E. SUGDEN A.21/1I £49 0
*A.51/C.51 ........£89 10
*NIKKO TRM.30 IC
....£ 30 0
*CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P.40/50 . £64 10

Tom Reekie

offers you abetter

We supply everything for the Hi-fi enthusiast

Our associated
Company has been
in this field since 1925—and we were established in 1960 as one of Britain's first Mailorder Discount Agencies. Since then we
have become known for our prompt personal
service and impeccable after- sales-attention
.the latter being of vital importance when
buying at a discount.
Only new unused Branded Equipment with
Manufacturers' Guarantees.
No Membership charges. Hire purchase if required. Al)
enquiries and orders are dealt with on the
same day as received. Send for free brochure
(Including full range of domestic appliances).
EMCcsj

P•77` 131L1 It TT4C:à AGE r•eC

Balcombe, Sussex. Est. 1960 Tel: Balcombe 295
%Se stuck all those sx mponents and materials requi -ed
by the home hi-ti constructor, including speaker grille
fabrics, BAF wadding, Peerless speaker kits, Helme
cabinet kits, cross-over networks, inductors, etc. Special
offers also available. Send 5x5d. stamps now for your
copy of our new fully illustrated catalogue (catalogue cost
refunded against purchases over 10/-). No callers please,
mail-order only. Dept. HN.11, Audioscan, 4 Princes
Square, Harrogate, Yorks.
Al. Audio, Genuine electronic discounters with qualified staff and demonstration facilities operating from
reputable hi-fi premises offer 20% discount on a wide
range of equipment, and up to 30% discount on selected
items. Cash/carry and mail order only. Garrard 40B,
£91216; 2025 TC, £8717/6; SP25 Mk.2 £ 11; AP75,
£16/15/-; 401 £25; Goldring GL69, £20/ 10/-; Goldring
GL69-2 £22/10/-; Goldring GL69-2PC £33/10/-; Thorens
TD150 ABC, £
44/4! -:Shure M44E, £9/110/-; M75E,
£116/5/-; VI5 Mk. 2, £29/17/6; AT66, £5/5/-; Sonotune
9TAHC Dia., £212/6; Goodmans Minister £36/10/-;
Goodman's Mezzo Ill, £23; Leak Mini Sandwich,
£22/10/-; Wharfedale Dentons. £ 30; Super Lintons, £36;
Melton, £22/10/-; Unit 3, £9/10/-; Unit 4, £ 1
2/
1
16/-;
Unit 5. £ 18/16/-; Richard Allan Pavane, £25; Richard
Allan Triple Assembly, £ 15/15/-; Leak 30+chassis, £42;
Leak 70 4chassis, £52; Metrosound ST20, £27/12/6;
Teleton SAQ03, £20/10/-; Teleton GA101, £28/10/-;
Ferrograph F307, £47/10/-; Rogers Ravensbrook chassis.
£34/10/-; Armstrong 521, £44/16/-; Philips RH590, £39;
Armstrong 526, £88; 525, £77; M8 Decoder, £7/12/-;
Goodmans 3000, £65; Teleton TFS 50, £59; Teleton
F2000, £39; Sinclair 2000, £23/5/-; Stereo 60, £7/17/6;
Z30, £ 3/10/-; Z50, £4/10/-; PZ5, £3/17/6; PZ6, £6/2/6;
PZ7, £5/10/-; Philips Cassette 3302, £23/15/-; Standard
Cassette, £ 18/10/-; Marconi Unit 4, £64; Halycon 260,
£61/15/-; Teleton CMS 300, £65; Koss 727, £ 15; Sansui
SS2, £6/2/6; Eagle SE5, £2/7/-. Ring or write for free
information and list. Terms cash with order postage
and package units 9/-, kits 5/-, tapes and cartridges post
free. Call, write, or phone A.I. Audio, 80 Hamlet Road,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend 32433.
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468 ARTERIAL ROAD
LEIGH- ON- SEA, ESSEX
Tel.: Southend 521737
"Installations in your home our
speciality"

Once again, B. K. ELECTRONICS gives YOU the
chance to SAVE MONEY on the following makes
of equipment:— Armstrong, Celestion, Fidelity,
G
d, Goldring, Goodmans, Korting, Leak,
Metrosound, Ortofon, Philips, Rogers, Shure,
S.M.E., Sinclair, Teleton, Thorens, Wharfedale etc.
Examples:—
Amps.:— Leak Stereo 30+ cased, £47/12/-,
chassis E42/8/-; Stereo 70 cased [56; chassis ESI;
Metrosound 5120 [28; Sinclair 2000 E24; Neoteric
£47; Rogers Ravensbrook chassis L34/16/-. cased
£38/10/-; Ravensbourne chassis E47/8/-, cased
£50/10/-.
Tuners:— Leak Stereofetic cased [54/10/-, chassis
E48/10/-; Rogers Ravensbrook cased £42/18i-,
chassis £37/4/-; Ravensbourne cased £55/10/-,
chassis ESL
Turntables:— Goldring GL69/1» 11 and cover E32;
GL69Il chassis £21/10/-; GL75/P and cover 0I0/16;
GL75 chassis £29/10/-; Thorens TDI50 AB 11 and
cover f.012/10/-.
Speakers:— Wharfedale Dentons ( pr.). £31; Super
Lintons ( pr), E36/5/-; Triton ( pr. when available),
EM; Aston ( pr. when available). £35; %Icons, £23;
Dovedale Ill's, £29/10/-; Unit 3's, £9/15/-; Unit 4's,
£12/5/-: Unit 5's, ( pr.), £36; Celestion Dicton I
5's
£22/10/- each; Dicton 25's, £ 7 each; Leak Sandwich, £33 each; Mini Sandwich, £22 each.
Sinclair Project 60 modules:— Stereo 60, £7/17/-;
Z-30, £3/9/6; PZ5, £3/17/-; PZ6, E6/2/-; PZ8,
£4/112/-; Z-50, £41/6/-; Filter, E4/12/Cartridges:— Shure M3DM, £51416; M3IE, £915/-;
M32E, £8/10/-; M44- 5-7-C, [7/4/6; M44- E, [8/15/-;
1155E, £9/12/-; M75-611, £ 12; M75- G II, £ 11/10/-;
M75- E II, £ 15/5/-; M75E1 II, £ 14; V15 II, £29/9/-.
Goldring G850, £4/9/-; G800H, £6/11/-; G800,
E7/2/6; G800E, £ 11/5/-; G800 Super E, £ 16.
Audio Technica AT-66 .7 HC and LC, E4/10/-;
AT-66 . 5 Ht. £51416.
Write, phone or call for your quotation on items
not listed.
Please note:— Also late opening FRIDAYS 6.00 to
8.00 p.m.
Terms:— Cash/cheque etc., with order. Carriage:
FREE.

B. K. ELECTRONICS
21 Tudor Road. Westcliff-on-Sea,
Essex, SSO 7AD.
Te/.: Southend-on-Sea 30134 and 521118.
Bargain Brand New. Shure M3D £4/12/-. M32/3
£712/6. M3IE £7/19/6. M44/5 £7/5/-. M44/7 £6/19/6.
M44E £7/19/6. M75G Mk. I £9/10/-. M75G Mk. Il
£12/5/-. Pickering V15/AM2 £815/-. Audio Technics
AT33 £5/5/-. AT66 £4/2/6. Goldring 850 £4151-. G800
£8/5/-. B. & O. SP6 £5/2/6. Decca Derams £3/8/6.
Philips Microphones EL6042 £21 /
5/-.
EL6035/10
£16/19/6.
Sinclair ICIO £2/5/-.
Z30 £3/6/-.
Z50
£3/19/-. Tape Cassettes C90 11/6, C120 16/6. Box No.
2118 (London).

MISCELLANEOUS

STUDIO FACILITIES

WANTED

Audio Specialist and Consultant— David Philips, St.
Anthony, Murley Crescent, Bishopsteignton, Devon.
Tel.: Teignmouth 5326.

Your tapes to disc. 7in. 45, 30/-; 10 in. LP, 70/-;
12 in. LP, 80/-. 4-day postal service. Masters and Vinylite pressings. To professional quality, sae. photoleafiet.
Deroy Studios, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth.

Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and Hi Fi specialists wish to purchase good quality Tape and Hi Fi
equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, London W.2.

B. Erwood ( Audio Engineer). Hi-fidelity equipment
serviced, installed, modified and maintained. Will travel.
30 Vincent Road, Kingston, Surrey. Tel.: 01-546 6011.
Servicing Problems? The contented listener entrusts
his equipment to Sound Distinctive Ltd. Quad, Leak,
Armstrong and Rogers services to manufacturer's full
specification. Installations and home visits in London
are also undertaken. Tel.: 01-458 1033.
Repairs. Our modern service department equipped
with the latest test equipment including a wow and
flutter meter and multiplex stereo signal generator is
able to repair Hi Fi and Tape Recording equipment to
manufacturers' standards. Telesonic Ltd., 92 Tottenham
Court Road, London W.I. Tel.: 01-387 7467.
Service of quality equipment—graphical data and
reports supplied.
H.F. Engineering, 3 Willowbank,
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex. Tel.: Sunbury 83232.
Are you stuck? Let us fix your hifil We offer acomprehensive installation and repair service in the London
area—just telephone Mastersound Electronic Services,
01-368 8891 ( 24-hour Ansaphone) and we will master
your sound problems—fast.
Universal HiFi. Sales, service, installations, Sansui
agents. Tel.: 01-668 2105. Also at Bournemouth, telephone Bournemouth 57860.
Tape Recorder and HiFi repairs by specialists.
NuSound advertisement in this issue.

See

Have you an idea for a new product, preferably
chemically orientated? We are a chemical company and
would like to hear from you with regard to our developing
and manufacturing new lines. Write and tell us about
your idea—it could be worth while. Box No. 2117
(Surrey).
Austin Uden's Quick-check Continental and BBC FM
Station List for Southern England now available again!
Up to the minute revision with additional notes on how
local radio affects your continental listening here. Plus
report on September reception conditions and interference
to BBC FM! All for 5/- postage paid! Postal orders/
cheques payable to A. H. Uden please, addressed c/o
HiFi News Incorporating Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.

Graham Clark Records. Tape to Disc pressings. 23 The
Grove, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel.: 25627.
.1 & B Recordings. Tape to disc—latest high level disc
cutting, all speeds. Mastering pressings, studio, mobile.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. MITcham 9952.
Warren Recordings (A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc pressings,
mobile. 59 Hendale Avenue, London N.W.4. Tel.:
01-203 0306.
Pressing specialists stereo or mono. Discs manufactured from your tapes. Mobile recording service.
North Surrey Recording Co., Pressing Dept., 14 Cannon
Way, Fetcham, Surrey.
Quality acetates and pressings from your tapes in
either stereo or mono are manufactured by S. E. Daniells,
50 Wills Crescent, Hounslow, Middlesex.
Sound News Productions, Britain's oldest full-time
tape/disc/tape transfer service. Directs transfers, pressings
for private and for the trade. Fund raising advisory
service for Societies, Choirs, Bands. 18 Blenheim Road,
London, W.4. 995 1149.
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demo's, masters,
any quantity. Studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter.
S.A.E. brocute. I Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Telephone 0483 61684.

recording and
mj b I transcription
service
Vinyl pressings and acetate dernodiscs. Limiting,
compression and equalisation facilities; high undistorted cutting levels with feedback cutter heads.
Booklet available.
10 LOWER ROAD, COOKHAM RISE
MAIDENHEAD, BERKS.
Tel. Bourne End 22231
Member '
R.S.
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A Glasgow Reader will pay £ 15 for Wharfedale SFB3
Speaker; £25 for Leak Stereo 20 and Varislope Pre-Amp.
J. Mackay, 5 Deanwood Avenue, Glasgow S.4. Tel.:
041-637 3433.
Changing from mono to stereo. Wanted Wharfedale
W2 speaker, stereo amplifier, stereo tape deck and record
deck OR complete outfit. Will collect. Box No. 2110
(Birmingham).
Thorens 150AB Mk. 1 or better. Also single Tannoy
1r or Ir8ohm Speaker. Private party London. Please
state no-bargaining price and details. Box No. 2112
(London).
HIGHEST CASH PRICES for good quality Tape Recorders. 9.30-5.00. Immediate quotations. 01-472 2185.
Wanted: Tuner AM only preferably Quad. Please
write J. Defontreaulx, 18 Lowndes Square, London S.W.I.
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NEW FROM

Ste-ma

DENMARK

Loudspeakers

MAURITS ANDERSEN Copenhagen

Type 275 12 wa
RMS 50-18,000 Hz.
Imp. 8 ohms. Teak 22 gns.

llo

Type 300: 18 watts RMS 50-20,000 Hz
Imp. 8 ohns. 7eak 32 gas.

Type HI- F1 3: 30 watts RMS 35-20,000 Hz.
Imp. 8 ohms. Teak or Rosew000.
42 gns R. R. Price.

Type HI- F1 4: 35 watts RMS 30-20,000 Imp. 8 ohms. Teak or Rosewood.
48 gas R. R. Price.

Sole United Kingdom Distributors.
GROSVENOR
ELECTRONICS LTD.

e

25 Roman Road, London, E.2.

Telephone: 01-980 1936

WHY?

THE WAGNER SOCIETY
President: Sir David Webster

do thousands of Hi -Fi addicts
buy from

presents

HI-FI BUYING
AGENCY

"GOTTERDAMMERUNG"
A complete performance of the new DGG recording

isn't it obvious

Conductor: von Karajan

e

2.30 p.m. SATURDAY 7th NOVEMBER
at

THE RUDOLF STEINER HALL

e

33 Park Road, London N.W.1

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR ADVICE AND EXPERIENCE TO
SATISFY YOUR REQUIREMENTS. CALL, WRITE OR PHONE
TODAY TO: HI-FI BUYING AGENCY, 22 WARDOUR ST.,
LONDON W.I. Tel.: 01-734 6847/8

(400 yards from Baker Street Station)
Details from:

Call and get " SOUND" advice and service before sales

The Wagner Society,
20 Bedford Street,
London W.C.2

Item(s) required

Name

Superb Sound from

TANNOY —

LOWEST PRICES*

• FAST GUARANTEED DELIVERIES*
e FACTORY SEALED UNITS
e FULLY INSURED IN TRANSIT
o SAVE ON SYSTEMS DEAL*
e FRANCHISED DEALER
AFTER SALES SERVICE

Address
PLEASE SEND ME A FREE QUOTE.

QUAD — SHURE EQUIPMENT
ISO:"

81 -181 Sleete
9
e

1

Stereo 30
Leak
System

Ene

os10119, Witee

Leak Stereo 30 Plus Amplifier, a pair of Leak
Sandwich Speakers, Thorens TD150AB Mk 11
complete with cover and Goldring G800

PRICE

Total List Price £207.10.0
stereo cartridge.

175

NIKKO
1RM-301C'
SYSTEM
Comprises:

SUMMER
REDUCTION!

SAVE 9GNS.

Nikko TRM-301C
£35 10
Amplifier
G

dSP25

£ 15 11

Neat V70

0

£5 4 8

Plinth & Cover

£6 II

ance.

II

full

stereo

facilities

Output 10 + 10 watts

OUR PRICE

Howland-West
Bergen Speakers
(2)
£ 3 11

8

TOTAL COST

2

£96 10

Offers

and excel.ent Hi Fi perform-

II

79

GNS

NIKKO
1RM-401C'
SYSTEM
Nikko TRM-401C
Amplifier £46 10
Garrard SP25
Neat V70

£ 15 II
a

Plinth and Cover £6 II
DOKORDER MODEL MS-20I X

Wharfedale Super
Lintons ( 2)
143

Stereo record reproduction—AM/FM Stereo Radio with built-in MPX decoder—
two matched speakers—all in walnut cabinets.
A TRULY SUPERB STEREO
COMPACT AT AN
UNBELIEVABLE

PRICE

NOW
ONLY

60 GNS.

£116

0
II

4 8

15 ,-15 watts output power with full

11

OUR PRICE

0 0
18

stereo

facilities.

99

GNS.

6

(Original
price 69 gns.)

Save 25%
GOODMANS MUSIC SUITE
A complete stereo system featuring
the 3000 Stereo Tuner Amplifier,
3025 Record Player and two 3005
Loudspeaker Systems. 15 watts per
channel. FM 875-108 MHz. Stereo
indicator. A.F.C. Beautifey finished
in teak. List Price £ 140.7.4

WYNDSOR
1550S
STEREO SYSTEM

OUR PRICE

Consists of a solid teak plinth housing 4X4 watts
rms transistor amplifiers and Garrard 2025 T/C
record unit with a pair of matched speakers in
solid teak. List Price £57.15.0.

GNS.

SOLE U.K. AGENTS FOR

MARANTZ

OUR A 0
PRICE '10 GNS.

THE WORLD'S FINEST AUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR
THE TRUE CONNOISSEUR

SONY HP- 122 STEREO AUDIO SYSTEM

••••

A compact combination of four independent units,
the HP- I22 gives you an AM/FM stereo tuner/
amplifier, a reliable turntable unit, and a pair of
matched two-way speaker systems. The turntable
unit (for both 33 & 45 rpm records) is equipped
with an ' Auto stopper' device which stops the
turntable at the end of each record. For
high quality sound reproduction, the
tone-arm is fitted with a quality SONY
cartridge to capture every subtle nuance
of sound.
These compact units are styled to match
any room decor.

PRICE

99

,
1

I

e
l

4
1 48
I .1 T

_

_) • e- e-

Full details available on request or come to our showrooms and
hear the - Natural Sound of Marantz"—the Sound of Music at its
very best. Amplifier and Pre-amplifier.
C441-7-9

f98.15.0

I806

4
\

cm -

Bang & Oh fsen for those wi io consider
design and quality
before price.
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Pays

Fee-PEUVERY

UK!

Our extensive knowledge in the Home and Export field coupled with our technical
expertise and the largest stock of all that is best in Hi-Fi of British and Overseas
manufacture enables us to offer the right equipment for your requirements.
wherever you are!
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* GOOD QUALITY USED AUDIO
* PART EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

EQUIPMENT
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WORLD WIDE EXPORTERS

Beolab
5000
2 . 60
watts
R.M.S. amplifier, £ 148 0 0

PURCHASED

FOR

CASH

Our own experienced non- profit-

\MIMI4
Wef
mirr

to

insurance

department

save

charges.

freight
Free

and delivery to docks.

1111à/I
AV
MU \WM
y
-.

shipping
us

enand

packing

All quoted

prices F.O.B. and free of U.K. Tax.
Equipment
overseas

supplied
visitors

tax
on

free

to

personal

export scheme.

Beomaster 5000 Stereo FM
tuner, £ 105
0 0
Beomaster 3000 Stereo Tuner
Amplifier, £ 139 10 0
Beogram 1000 3 speed stereo
turntable unit, £45
0 0
Beocord 1800 Stereo Tape
Deck,
£ 187
10 0

APPOINTED
MAIN
AGENTS
All other B & 0 models available
Including Loudspeaker Systems,
Portable

Radios,

Cartridges

BIG REDUCTIONS IN
"EMPIRE" CARTRIDGES
MODEL 888 Standard Cartridge for general use.
Was £ 12.12.7.
OUR PRICE £ 10.5.0
MODEL 888P High performance cartridge for
quality turntables and changers.
Was £ 13.17.3.
OUR PRICE £ 11.5.0
MODEL 888E Standard Elliptical cartridge for
changers.
Was £ 16.12.9.
OUR PRICE L13.10.0
MODEL
888PE
Deluxe
high
performance
elliptical cartridge for stereo and mono.
Was £ 17.16.1.
OUR PRICE [ 14.10.0
MODEL888SE Deluxe high performance elliptical
cartridge ideal for stereo use.
Was £25.17.6.
OUR PRICE £ 19.0.0

GARRARD SP25 Mk. II
complete with NEAT V70
Stereo
magnetic cartridge. List Price C20.16.7.
OUR
PRICE £ 15.19.6
(Cash only).
CONNOISSEUR
CLASSIC 2- speed transcription turntable. Our
Special Price only
£9.19.6 ( Cash only).
GOODMANS
SPEAKERS. ' Marimba'
List C48.0.2 pair. OUR
PRICE £37.9.0.
'Mambo' List £44.13.0 pr.
OUR PRICE £35.0.0.

"AMPEX" RECORDING TAPE 5" L.P. 900 ft. Collector Series with real gold
leaf index strip. FANTASTIC LNBEATABLE VALUE. 10/6 P&P 2/-; 3 for 30/Post Free; 6 for 55/- Post Free; 12 for a Post Free.

Microphones etc. etc.
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1wish to purchase

ENGLAND'S LEADING HI-FI DEALER;
Personal Callers and Hi -Fi Showrooms

92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., London, W.I.
Tel.: 01-636 8177
Between Warren Street & Goodge Street Tube Stations
Open
weekdays 9-6; Thursdays 9-7;
Saturdays 9
-1
(Account enquiries: Tel: 0)-387 746718)

Ienclose £
Name

cash/deposit.

STEREO REVIEW. JAN.1969
EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS t,-)
By Hirsch- Houck Laboratories
am •

REVOX A77
TAPE RECORDER

• It is a pleasure to report that the widely acclaimed,
but no longer available, Revox G-36 Mk III tape recorder
has actually been surpassed in performance by Revox's new
Model A77. The A77 has fully solid-state electronics, a
bias-oscillator frequency of 120 kHz ( as opposed to 70
kHz for the G-36), and a new electronic motor-speed control. The A77 model we tested is a three- motor, four-track,
two-speed recorder; however, it is substantially lighter and
smaller than its predecessor.
The Revox A77 has its operating controls grouped into
separate recording and playback areas. On the playback
side are two rotary switches with concentric knobs. One
switch establishes the playback mode—stereo, either channel through both outputs, or both channels combined for
mono. Playback level is controlled by the concentric knob.
The other switch connects either the signal input or the output of the playback amplifiers to the output jacks in the
rear. Two playback-equalization characteristics are provided; NAB or IEC ( for European tape recordings). The
recording equalization is to the NAB standards. The knob
concentric with this switch is a playback channel- balance
control.
On the right side of the recorder panel are two VU
meters with real VU-meter characteristics. Adjacent to each
is a red button of the push-on, push-off type. Depressing
either channel's button alone records both inputs on that
channel. If both buttons are depressed, astereo recording is
made. These supplement a record- interlock button, providing adouble safety against accidental tape erasure. Recording levels may be set up before the tape is put into motion.
When the recorder is in operation in the recording mode,
the selected channel's VU meter ( or meters) is illuminated.
Under each meter is a recording input-selector switch,
with a concentric recording-level control. There are inputs
for high- and low- impedance microphones ( with frontpanel jacks in parallel with rear phono connectors), radio
(via a rear DIN connector), and auxiliary inputs with
connectors in the rear. In addition, each switch . has a position for recording the output of that channel combined
with any additional source onto the other channel.
The transport mechanism is operated by a row of five
pushbuttons, activating solenoids to control fast speeds,
stop, play, and recording. A connector in the rear permits
the use of an accessory remote- control unit for these functions. The tape speeds ( 71
/ and 3% ips) are selected by a
2
switch that also controls a.c. power to the recorder. Each
speed setting has two switch positions that set the tape
tension to optimum values for 10 1
/2
inch or smaller reels.
The servo- controlled drive system of the Revox A77 is
unique and effective. The tape- drive capstan is powered by
an eddy-current motor that delivers a high torque, free of
the pulsations that are inevitable with any motor having
a pole structure. The speed of this motor can be adjusted
by varying a d.c, control voltage, with relatively little
torque variation. The motor has a built-in tone generator
that produces an a.c. signal whose frequency is proportional
to motor speed. This signal is amplified, limited, and applied to a discriminator, whose d.c. output is prop9etional
to speed. This is further amplified and used to correct the
motor speed. The change between 71
/ and 3% ips is ac2
complished electu nically by shifting the resonant frequency of the discriminator circuit. The chief advantages

REVOX
DELIVERS WHAT ALLTHE REST
ONLY PROMISE

of this technique are independence from power- line voltage
and frequency variations, as well as reduced flutter. Flutter
of the A77 motor is inherently so low that the capstan can
be driven directly from the motor shaft instead of through
a separate belt- driven flywheel. According to the manufacturer, line voltage fluctuations of -± 20 per cent cause a
speed change of only -J-..0.05 per cent, and a change in the
ac,- line frequency of 50 to 60 Hz causes a speed change
of less than 0.05 per cent. Thus, the Revox A77 is a truly
universal machine, capable of operating from 110 volts to
240 volts, 50 to 60 Hz, by adjustment of a switch in the
rear of the recorder.
When the full- width head cover is swung down, two
more pushbuttons are revealed. One cuts off the signal to
external speakers, and the other switches off the power to
the reel motors. This is for convenience in editing. When
the reel motors are turned off, and the recorder placed in a
fast- speed mode, the reels may be turned by hand with the
tape in contact with the playback head. At the desired
point, the tape may be lifted from the heads and placed in
the tape splicing guide which is molded into the fixed poi.tion of the head cover. The only problem with this arrangement is the possibility that one may spill tape by
forgetting to turn on the reel motors before placing the
machine back into normal operation.
We stated that the A77 surpassed the older G-36 in
performance. This is best illustrated by its phenomenally
flat record la back fre uency response, measured with
cotch 203 tape, for which the machine's bias was adjusted.
At 71
/ ips, the res
2
ponse was within -F$.5,
(
— 2.0 dB from
20 to 20,000 Hz. This has never been equalled by any other
recorder we have tested. Perhaps even more impressive is
the response at 3% ips, which was + 2.5, — 5.5 dB from 20
to 20,000 Hz. The high end falls off smoothly and is perfectly usable all the way to 20,000 Hz. The NAB playback
response, with the Ampex 31321-04 test tape, was + 1.5,
—0.5 dB from 50 to 15,000 Hz.
The signal-to-noise ratio was very good, 51 dB at 7/
2
1
ips and 48.5 dB at 3% ips, referred to a 0- VU recording
level. Noting that the distortion at 0 VU was a mere 0.65
per cent, we increased the recording level until the distortion reached approximately 3 per cent, which occurred at
+10 VU for the higher tape speed and + 9 VU for the
lower speed. At these levels, the signal-to-noise ratio was
59 dB at 71
/ ips and 54.5 dB at 3% ips, figures that close2
ly approach true professional performance.
The transport worked smoothly and with complete silence. Except for the turning of the reels, one could not tell
the machine was operating from a distance greater than
about 12 inches. Wow was 0.01 per cent ( actually the
residual inherent in our instruments) and flutter was 0.09
per cent at 3% ips and 0.07 per cent at 71
/ ips. In fast
2
speeds, 1,800 feet of tape was handled in about 90 seconds,
and the machine could be brought to a stop in about 2
seconds.
The Revox A77 is housed in a teak cabinet with a foldaway carrying handle. It is one of the handsomest, as well
as best- performing, tape recorders we -have seen. We have
never seen a recorder that could match_ the performance ot
the Revox A77 in all respects, and very feu that even come
close. It sounds as good as it tests, which speaks for itself.
The Revox A77 is offered in a variety of configurations. It
is available with either half- or quarter- track heads, in
either the teak cabinet or a portable carrying case. The
price of the deck in a wood base is $ 569; the deck with
built-in power amplifiers is $ 599.

from 195 guineas including Purchase Tax
• details from Revox Lamb House, Church Street, W.4

Telephone 01-995-4551

